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PREFACE

Mediaeval philosophy is no longer considered as a barren in-

terval between ancient and modern philosophy. Nor is it any

longer identified with works written solely in Latin. Scholarship

recognizes it more and more as a formative period in the history

of philosophy the records of which are to be found in a threefold

literature—Arabic, Hebrew and Latin. In certain respects,

the delineation and treatment of the history of philosophy

should follow the same lines as the delineation and treatment of

the political and social history of Europe. The closing of the

philosophic schools at Athens early in the sixth century is

analogous in its effect to the fall of Rome toward the end of

the fifth century. Like the latter, it brought a dying past to

its end, and prepared the way for a shifting of scene in a phase

of history. The successive translations of Greek treatises into

Syriac, Arabic, Hebrew and Latin correspond, in philosophy, to

the spread of the diverse elements of Roman civilization with the

successions of tribal wanderings, of invasions, and of conversions.

Both accomplished similar results, transforming something

antiquated and moribund into something new, with life in it.

By the same token, just as one cannot treat of the new life

that appeared in Europe during the Middle Ages as merely the

result of the individual exploits of heroes, or of the eloquence

of preachers, or of the inventive fancy of courtiers, so one can-

not treat of the development of mediaeval philosophic thought

as a mere interplay of abstract concepts. There is an earthly

basis to the development of philosophic problems in the Middle

Ages—and that is language and text. The present work is an

attempt to trace the history of certain problems of philosophy

by means of philological and textual studies.
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In form this work is a study of certain portions of Hasdai

Crescas' Or Adonai (“The Light of the Lord"). In substance

it is a historical and critical investigation of the main problems

of Aristotle's Physics and De Caelo. Its material, largely un-

published, is drawn from the general field of Jewish philosophy

and from related works in Arabic philosophy, such as the writings

of Avicenna and Algazali, and particularly the commentaries of

Averroes on Aristotle. The scope of this work, confined as it

is to a closely interdependent group of writings, did not call

for citations from works outside the field of Greek, Arabic and

Jewish philosophy. Yet the material is such that the discussion

of the history of the various problems will furnish a background

for corresponding discussions of the same problems in scholastic

philosophy. The notes, which form the greater part of the work,

are detachable from the text and can be used in connection with

similar texts in other works. Many of the notes exceed the

bounds of mere explanatory comments, being in fact extended

investigations of the development of certain philosophic con-

cepts by means of a study of the interpretation and criticism

to which Aristotle’s writings were subjected in two forms of

mediaeval philosophic literature—the Arabic and the Hebrew.

Hasdai Crescas, whose work is the subject of the special

investigation, was a true representative of the interpenetration

of the Arabic and Hebrew philosophic traditions. Born in

Barcelona in 1340, he died in Saragossa in 1410. He flourished,

it will be seen, two centuries after Maimonides (1135-1204),

who was the last of that line of Jewish philosophers, beginning

with Saadia (882-942), whose works were written in Arabic

for Arabic speaking Jews. During these two intervening cen-

turies the centre of Jewish philosophic activity had shifted to

non-Arabic speaking countries—to Christian Spain, to Southern

France and to Italy—where the sole literary language of the

Jews was Hebrew. In these new centres, the entire philosophic

literature written in Arabic by Jews as well as almost everything
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of general philosophic interest written by Moslems was trans-

lated into Hebrew, and thereby Hebrew literature became also

the repository of the whole Aristotelian heritage of Greek

philosophy. Acquaintance with the sources of philosophy

acquired by means of these translations stimulated the pro-

duction of an original philosophic literature in Hebrew, rich

both in content and in volume. It also gave rise to a new

attitude toward philosophy, an attitude of independence, of

research and of criticism, which, among those who continued to

be opposed to philosophy, manifested itself in a change in the

temper of their opposition, while among those who were aligned

on the side of philosophy, it took the form of incisive, searching

studies of older texts and problems. Of the vast learning so

attained by fourteenth century Jewish scholars and also of the

critical attitude which inspired their studies Crescas is the

fruition. In his work are mirrored the achievements of five

centuries of philosophic activity among Moslems and Jews,

and in his method of inquiry is reflected the originality and

the independence of mind which characterize the Jewish philoso-

phic writings of his time—an originality and independence

which is yet to be recognized. Crescas’ method has been

described elsewhere in this work (pp. 24-29) as the hypothetico-

deductive method of Talmudic reasoning, usually called pilpul,

which is in reality the application of the scientific procedure to

the study of texts. Applied by Crescas to the study of the texts

of others, this method is here applied to the text of his Or

Adonai,

The Or Adonai is divided into four Books (.ma'amarim), the

first three of which are subdivided into Parts (kelalim), or, as

the Latin translators from the Hebrew would more accurately

call them, summulae
,
and these are again subdivided into

Chapters (perafcim). The first twenty-five chapters of Part I

of Book I are written in the form of proofs of the twenty-five

propositions in which Maimonides summed up the main prin-
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ciples of Aristotle’s philosophy. The first twenty chapters of

Part II of Book I are written in the form of a criticism of twenty

out of the twenty-five propositions. The present work deals

with these two sets of chapters, with the proofs and the criticisms.

Together they compose about one sixth of the entire work.

A separate study of Part III of Book I and of the remaining

chapters of Parts I and II will be published shortly under the

title Crescas on the Existence and Attributes of God . In reprinting

the text I have changed somewhat its original order by placing

the criticism of each proposition immediately after its respective

proof. The text is edited on the basis of the first edition and of

eleven manuscripts; it is accompanied by an English translation

and is followed by a commentary in the form of notes on the

translation. There is also an Introduction, which is divided

into six chapters. Chapter I discusses literary and historical

problems. Chapters II to V contain a systematic presentation

of the main problems dealt with in the text and the notes.

Chapter VI interprets some of the larger aspects of Crescas*

philosophy and endeavors to appraise him as one of the first

to forecast that which ever since the sixteenth century has teen

known as the new conception of the universe. Translation,

commentary and introduction are interdependent and mutually

complementary. .

The study of a text is always an adventure, the adventure of

prying into the unknown recesses of the mind of another. There

is sleuthing in scholarship as there is in crime, and it is m full

of mystery, danger, intrigue, suspense and thrills—if only the

story were told. In a work of this kind, however, the story is

not the thing. What one is after is the information it uncovers.

Accordingly, no attempt has been made to recount the pro-

cesses of the search. Only the results arrived at are set down,

and the corroborative data are so marshalled as to let them
speak for themselves and convince the reader by the obviousness

of the contention.
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A considerable part of this work—the study of the first

proposition dealing with infinity, including text, translation,

notes and introduction—was completed in 1915. Three years

later, in 1918, the entire work was brought to a conclusion and

the part on infinity thoroughly revised. When in the fall of

1927, through the liberality of Mr. Lucius N. Littauer, means

were provided for the publication of the work, the manuscript

was again gone over, to prepare it finally for the press. In

addition, English translations were made of all the Hebrew

passages quoted in the notes, and, wherever necessary,

references to Aristotle were filled out with passages quoted from

available English translations of his works. This, it is hoped,

will open up the notes to a wider circle of readers.

The work could not have been complete without good will

and cooperation from many quarters. In the years 1912-14,

while I was in Europe in search for manuscript material, I

enjoyed the privileges of the libraries of Paris, Munich, Vienna,

Parma, the Vatican, the British Museum, Jews’ College, Oxford

and Cambridge. The library resources and facilities of Harvard

University have made it possible to correlate the special studies

of Hebrew texts with the larger field of philosophic literature.

In the collection of Hebrew manuscripts in Columbia University,

through the kindness of Professor Richard Gottheil and the

librarians, I was able to find several Hebrew manuscripts which,

during the final stages of the printing of the book, it became

necessary for me to consult. Mr. Adolph S. Oko, of the Hebrew

Union College Library, generously supplied me with many

books which I had to use constantly. Dr. Joshua Bloch, Chief

of the Jewish Division of the New York Public Library, always

responded to my distant requests for bibliographical data.

Professor Alexander Marx, of the Jewish Theological Seminary,

not only opened to me the great treasures of the library of

which he is the head, but also directed my attention to rare

books and manuscripts in its possession. Professor Julius
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Guttmann, of the Hochschule fur die Wissenschaft des

Judentums, Berlin, was kind enough to bring to my knowledge

the existence of the Bloch manuscript of the Of A dotun
,
now in

the possession of the Akademie fur die Wissenschaft des

Judentums, and to procure a photostatic copy of it for my use.

For help in securing a greater degree of textual impeccability I

am indebted to Professor Isaac Husik, of the University of

Pennsylvania, Professor William Thomson, of Harvard, and

Professor Ralph Marcus, of the Jewish Institute of Religion,

who have read in proof considerable portions of the work.

Dr. George Sarton, of Harvard, was kind enough to read Chapter

VI of the Introduction and to reassure me when I entered on

uncertain ground. Of inestimable aid in the final clarification

of some of the views presented in this work was the opportunity

I had for several successive years to ventilate them in the

Seminar on Aristotle in which I was associated with Professor

James H. Woods, and in the frequent discussions with Professor

Horace M. Kallen, of the New School for Social Research, and

Professor Henry M. Sheffer, of Harvard. To all these my
grateful acknowledgments.

And finally I wish to record my gratitude to two men under

whose guidance I entered upon this work and whose encourage-

ment has sustained me throughout its progress. In Professor

David Gordon Lyon I have found an ideal exemplar of teacher

and friend, through whose broad conception of the fields of

Semitic learning opportunities were created for this undertaking.

To the teaching and friendship of Professor George Foot Moore

I shall always feel myself profoundly indebted. During my
labors on this work, whenever I was confronted with a perplexing

problem, I found in his wide learning and sage counsel the

illumination *1 needed.

H. A. Wolfson
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CHAPTER I

Sources, Method, Opposition and Influence

I

The power of generalization which is so remarkably displayed by

Maimonides in all his writings, whether philosophic or Talmudic,

is nowhere employed by him to greater advantage than in his

introduction to the second part of the Guide of the Perplexed .

Within the limited range of twenty-five propositions he contrived

to summarize in compact and pithy form the main doctrines of

Aristotle, which, supplemented by some from Avicenna, form the

premises upon which are built his proofs for the existence, unity

and incorporeality of God. Of these propositions Maimonides

says that “some may be verified by means of a little reflection,”

while “others require many arguments and propositions, all of

which, however, have been established by conclusive proofs in

the Physics and its commentaries and partly in the Metaphysics

and its commentaries.” 1 But Maimonides himself did not con-

sider it as part of his task to reproduce those proofs, for, as he

again and again declares, “in this work it is not my intention

to copy the books of the philosophers .” 3 To the students of the

Guide
,
however, the explanation and proofs of these propositions

offered a wide field of research, and among the numerous com-

mentaries which in the course of time have clustered around the

Guide quite a few dealt exclusively with the propositions Four

commentaries of this latter kind were written during the thir-

teenth and fourteenth centuries, by Altabrizi, Hillel of Verona,

1 Moreh Nebukim II, Introduction, Prop. NXV: ayon nmo nuk? no orro

nD)D2 abiD ntonn udv .nun monpm dhdio 1

? -pony no onoi . . . rmnann

vsuTfli ynon nn&w no "ibdo anxpi v&rvsi yotyn nsoo onxp ,u pso.

* Ibid, u d’bid ^®n hdd puyn 1

? run io«on mu
1
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Zerahia Gracian, and Jedaiah Bedersi. 3 It is to this class of

literature that Crescas’ treatment of the twenty-five proposi-

tions in his Or Adonai
,
completed in the early years of the fif-

teenth century, should be assigned.

There is, however, a difference between Crescas and his prede-

cessors. None of his predecessors has acted upon Maimonides'

suggestion of going directly to the works of Aristotle and his

commentators for the proofs of the propositions. What the

nature of Bedersi’s commentary was there is no way of deter-

mining, as the work is no longer extant. Zerahiah Gracian

admits that for a complete explanation of the propositions one

would have to resort to the sources out of which they sprang,

but evidently awed by the enormity of the labor that such a

task would involve he decided to restrict himself to brief ex-

planatory notes in which, he says, he would especially endeavor

to explain the order and sequence of the propositions. 4 Hillel

of Verona, too, realized the need of a complete and comprehen-

sive commentary upon the propositions and expressed the hope

that some day either he himself or some one else would under-

take to write it, but for the present, he said, he would give only

a brief discussion of certain general topics. 5 Nor does the com-

mentary of Altabrizi do more justice to the subject. Though

3 Friedlander, The Guide of the Perplexed, Vol. Ill, Preface, pp. xix-xxiii;

Steinschneider, “Die hebr&ischen Commentare zum Tuhrer’ des Maimonides"
in Festschrift zum siebzigsten Geburtstage A . Berliner's

, pp. 345-363.
4 MS. Paris, Biblioth£que Nationals, Cod. Heb. 985: .^N p 'm ,itnDDn n»N

mzm nun moon irrnsio mjnva manic p »a ,nunpnn An *rjy *jrjn *?y nAya
inpV .niDipan ny-A V'avo VaV -pier no!? ,ma^yj<n> ana pyo ^a my a vn ,mani

,manpnn An *mia ’in p *?y ...maun \n maann p nso npwai ,ono

P nn» ,nnnarA nanp lr nab> ynyA nan ona rnrm Aim . . . maepa -p manna fcA

nnnN mAiA monpnn.

* Introduction to Hillel of Verona's commentary on the Twenty-five Propo-
sitions: Va ttnTD ,nrmn .auuy niDnp.irt An mN’aa paa ql? qnx m prw ,jni

nAan hpn ^y V'n rnonpn ^a rma ,wm ,nonpnn nnou anv© ^*n ,naxya nonpnn
. . . mxpa qV bhbn ntN’an pVm .moo naun rpiaon pym Vr ann na pra

."jAn nym my moA Aim . , . mxpai vAan* n» omnoa qAn manai •jVipa %nyot
n«a -pea annoN nAan Vy ,uod Vm nnN oan in ’an in.
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his discussions of the propositions are full and elaborate, they

reflect only faintly the original works of Aristotle; his material

is drawn mainly from the works of Arabic authors. In the first
*

proposition, for instance, Altabrizi cites none of the arguments

given by Aristotle; the three arguments he advances are taken

from later sources. The statement made by Narboni in connec-

tion with the propositions may be quoted here as expressing the

general attitude of all those who undertook to comment upon

them. “My object has been to discuss the meaning of the Mas-

ter’s propositions and not to give you the proofs by which they

may be demonstrated. Their proofs are to be found in the works

from which the propositions are taken, and were I to reproduce

them the result of my effort would be a book instead of a com-

mentary.” 6 It was left for Crescas to undertake the task from

which his predecessors had steered clear and to compile a com-

mentary on the propositions, or rather a book, as Narboni

would call it, along the lines indicated by Maimonides himself.

Crescas, however, did not start out to write a mere commen-

tary. He was primarily a critic of philosophy. His main object

was to show that the Aristotelian explanation of the universe

as outlined by Maimonides in his propositions was false and

that the proofs of the existence of God which they were supposed

to establish were groundless. But not wishing to appear as if

he were arguing in the absence of his opponent, he felt it was

necessary for him to present Aristotle’s case before trying to

demolish it. He therefore divides his treatment of the propo-

sitions into two parts, the proofs and his criticism of the proofs.

In the proofs, as he himself avers, he intended to do nothing

but to collect the arguments he had found in various sources

and to present them in orderly and logical form according to a

scheme of his own design. No such statement is made by him

6 Narboni on Prop. XXV: ,»VmD3 onnmb «*? nnn hdkd -p’anV ojdn UKl

•mri dh ’D rwD nr arr .Dmmpoa dwwd nam.
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with regard to his criticism. But we shall see that his criticism

is likewise made up of material drawn from other sources, its

originality—and there is a considerable amount of originality

in it—consisting merely in the use made of this material and

in the particular purpose it was made to serve, for Crescas uses

his sources as the poet uses his words and the artist his paints. In

fact, the history of the criticism of Aristotle is inseparable from

the history of the interpretation of his works. His commentators

were not mere expositors. They were investigators, constantly

looking for new problems, discovering difficulties, raising objec-

tions, setting up alternative hypotheses and solutions, testing

them, and pitting them against each other. What was therefore

meant by them primarily to be an interpretation inevitably be-

came a criticism, albeit a friendly criticism, carried on by indulgent

disciples in the spirit of a search for the true understanding of

the Master who had to be justified at all costs. It was only

necessary for one like Crescas to free himself from the bondage

of discipleship in order to convert these special pleadings into

hostile criticisms.

Nowhere, however, does Crescas give a complete account of

his sources. In his prefatory statement to the first book, to be

sure, he speaks of “Aristotle in his works the Physics and the

Metaphysics
; then his commentators, such as Themistius and

Alexander, and the later commentators, such as Alfarabi and

Averroes; then the authors after Aristotle, such as Avicenna,

Algazali and Abraham ibn Daud .” 7 But this list was not intended

by Crescas as a catalogue of his own sources. It is rather a

statement of the main authorities who prior to Maimonides had
applied philosophical reasoning to the problem of the existence

of God. Within the body of the commentary itself Crescas

mentions the “Ancients
” 8

(i. e., the pre-Aristotelian philoso-

7 See below p. 131.
8 owipn Prop. X, Part I; Prop. XV, Part I.
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phers), Aristotle
,

9 Alexander
,

10 Themistius
,

11 Avicenna
,

13 Alga-

zali/3 Avempace ,

14 Averroes
,

15 Altabrizi
,

16 and Narboni .
17 Vague

references are also made by him to "authors other than Aris-

totle,
” l8 "commentators of [Aristotle]/’19 “the multitude of

philosophises ,”20 “they,” 21 “one of the later,” 22 “one of the

commentators [of the Guide]" 2* and “followers [of Avicenna and

Algazali].” 24 He names also several books by their titles: Phys-

ics
,

2S Metaphysics
,

26 De Caelo et Mundo 21 Avenues’ commentary

on the Physics 29, and the Conic Sections [of Apollonius].
39 All

these names and titles, however, give us neither a complete

nor an accurate idea as to the sources actually used by Crescas

in the composition of his study of the twenty-five propositions.

On the one hand, the extent of Crescas’ indebtedness to other

authors, named or unnamed by him, is much larger than one

9 idd-in mVy npn n»rn rraiprin rum Prop. I, Part I (p. 134) et passim.
10 Prop. VII, Part I.

11 Ibid .

13 Prop. II, Part II; Prop. Ill, Part I; Prop. X, Part II.

*3 Ibid.
"
10mhn, i. e., Abu Bekr Mohammed ibn Yaliya ibn al-Saig ibn Badja:

Prop. I, Part II, (p. 184) ;
Prop. VII, Parts I and II.

18 Prop. I, Parts I (p. 144) and II (p. 184); Prop. II, Part II; Prop. Ill, Part

I; Prop. VII, Part II; Prop. X, Part II; Prop. XII, Part II.

16 Prop. I, Parts I (p. 148) and II (p. 188); Prop. Ill, Part II; Prop. IV; Prop.

VII, Part II; Prop. VIII, Part II. Prop. XXIII.
17 Prop. VIII, Part II; Prop. XXIII.
18 annnana Prop. I, Part I (p. 176).
x * vhdd 'BH301 ibid. ;

Prop. X, Part I; D’!tnsan Prop. VII, Part I.

30 D’bd 1

?snan pan Prop. V.
31 u’ttn . . . wpn Prop. IX, Part I; nar Prop. IX, Part II.

33 Duniwia Prop. I, Part I (p. 170) and Part II (p. 184).

D'Bnsan nxp Prop. Ill, Part II.

** onnriN oowan Prop. X, Part II.

35 Prop. I, Part I (p. 134); Prop. Ill, Part II; Prop. VIII, Part I; Prop. XII,

Part I.

3 * Prop. I, Part I (p. 134); Prop. Ill, Part II.

37 Prop. I, Part I (p. 134); Prop. XII, Part II.

38 yatpn niton mn Prop. II, Part II.

39 D'annn ibo Prop. I, Part II (p. 206).
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would be led to believe from his own acknowledgments and,

on the other hand, many of the names and titles he mentions do

not at, all indicate sources which he had directly consulted; they

are rather names quoted by him from other works.

The failure on the part of Crescas to mention his sources,

which is to be observed also in other places of his work, has been

noted by one of his critics.30 Still there is no question of bad

faith involved in it, for in omitting to give more specific informa-

tion as to his immediate sources, Crescas was simply following the

accepted literary practice of his time—a practice especially in

vogue in philosophic writings. The scope and contents of philo-

sophic writings at the time of Crescas, especially those which

revolved around the works of Aristotle, were limited to certain

sets of problems which by constant repetition became philosophic

commonplaces and a sort of stock-in-trade. The existence of a

large number of philosophic treatises of compendious and

encyclopedic nature in which each author tried to present a

complete catalogue of opinions on any given question and all the

pros and cons of any given argument resulted in stripping

philosophic discussions of their individual authorship and to

invest them with a kind of anonymity. Crescas no more felt

the need of mentioning authorities than do we when we deal with
generally accepted views found in school text-books.

The information which we fail to find in Crescas himself we
have been able to obtain by a close comparison of his work
with the entire field of philosophic literature which was avail-

able to Crescas and with which we have reason to believe he
was acquainted. By means of such a comparison we have been
able to identify the immediate sources used by Crescas and to
trace the history of almost every argument employed by him.
His sources, on the whole, fall within his own classification of
the philosophic literature prior to Maimonides, namely, Aristotle,

’* Neveh Shalom VIII, 9, p. 144b: mow o»a ona-m vsm >6 oann rm om.
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his various commentators, and those who expounded Aristotle

in independent works.

Aristotle was unknown to Crescas in the original Gree*k. He
was also unknown to him in the Arabic translations. He was

known to him only through the Hebrew translations which were

made from the Arabic. It would be, however, rash to conclude

on the basis of this fact that his knowledge of Aristotle was

hazy and vague and inaccurate, for, contrary to the prevalent

opinion among students of the history of philosophy, the trans-

lations of Aristotle both in Arabic and in Hebrew have preserved

to a remarkable degree not only clear-cut analyses of the text

of Aristotle's works but also the exact meaning of his terminol-

ogy and forms of expression. The literalness and faithfulness

with which the successive translators from one language into

another performed their task, coupled with a living tradition of

Aristotelian scholarship, which can be shown to have continued

uninterruptedly from the days of the Lyceum through the Syriac,

Arabic and Hebrew schools of philosophy, enabled Crescas to

obtain a pretty accurate knowledge of Aristotle's writings. That

knowledge, to be sure, was traditional and one-sided, but the

tradition upon which it was based, like the various traditional

interpretations of the Bible text before the rise of independent

critical scholarship, was clear and definite and suffered compara-

tively little corruption. In the present work we have shown

how often terms and expressions used even in indirect para-

phrases of Aristotle reflect the original Greek .
31 We have also

shown how commentators, who knew no Greek, speculated as to

what was the original statement in Aristotle—and often guessed

right .
32 In one place we have shown, how the Hebrew word for

“limit" has preserved the different shades of meaning it had

acquired through its being indirectly a translation of several

** Cf. n. 16 (p. 337) on Prop. I, Part I; n. 3 (p. 398) on Prop. I, Part II; n. 8

(p. 700) on Prop. XXV.
3* Cf. n. 54 (p. 410) on Prop. I, Part II.
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different Greek words .
33 Crescas’ knowledge of Aristotle, fur-

thermore, was extensive. He seems to have had the works of

Aristotle on the tip of his tongue, and was always ready to use

them at a moment’s notice. He knew his Aristotle as he knew

his Bible and Talmud. With an apparent ease and freedom he

draws upon him whenever he is in need of some apt expression

or statement for the purpose of illustrating a point or clinching

an argument .
34 He never had to hunt Diogenes-like after a

needed quotation nor had he ever to pray for a windfall*

The immediate source of Crescas’ knowledge of Aristotle was

the series of works by Averroes known as the Intermediate Com-

mentaries as distinguished from his Long Commentaries and

Epitomes. In these commentaries, the text of Aristotle, some-

times translated and sometimes paraphrased, was interspersed

with Averroes’ own comments and discussion. To a reader un-

acquainted with the text of Aristotle’s own works it would often

be difficult to distinguish within those Intermediate Commen-

taries between Aristotle’s original statements and Averroes’

elaborations. Crescas, however, seems to have been able to distin-

guish between them. In one place, for instance, he reproduces

what is supposed to be Aristotle’s argument against the existence

of an infinite number. The argument, however, though given in

the Intermediate Commentary on the Physics
,
is not to be found

in Aristotle’s Physics . Subsequently, when Crescas takes up

that argument for criticism, he significantly remarks that the

argument 4

'has indeed been advanced by Averroes in his com-

mentary on the Physics.” 3S This is the only time that he directly

refers to the “commentary” of Averroes as the source from which

he has reproduced Aristotle’s arguments and it would have been

entirely uncalled for unless he meant to indicate thereby that

33 Cf. n. 84 (p. 358) on Prop. I, Part I.

34 Cf. notes 3 (p. 398), 79 (p. 456), 96, (p. 462) 104 (p. 464) and 126 (p. 472)
on Prop. I, Part II.

35 Prop. II, Part II, and n. 5 (p. 477),
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the particular argument under discussion was not found in the

original work of Aristotle, We have therefore reason to conclude

that Crescas had another source of knowledge of Aristotle's writ-

ings. As there were no independent Hebrew translations of

Aristotle's Physics
,

it must have been Averroes' Long Com-

mentary which furnished him with a direct knowledge of the

genuine text of Aristotle, for in that commentary the text of

Aristotle was reproduced in such a way as to be distinguishable

from the commentator's explanatory remarks. The same conclu-

sion is to be drawn also from other instances where Crescas

makes use of certain phrases and expressions which are to be

found only in the Long Commentary .
36 In a few instances

direct borrowing from the Long Commentary on the Physics

can be discovered, though it is possible that the borrowing was

made through some intermediary source .
37 As for the Epitome,

which is a free and independent paraphrase of the problems

dealt with in Aristotle’s works, there is no positive evidence

that Crescas has made use of it .
38

Two Hebrew translations of the Intermediate Physics are known,

one made by Zeraliiah Gracian and the other by Kalonymus ben

Kalonymus. Of these, Crescas seems to have used the latter.

Though Crescas frequently refers to Alexander, Themistius

and Avempace in connection with the interpretation of certain

passages in the Physics * 9 there is no evidence that he had a

direct knowledge of their commentaries on the Physics which,

as far as known, were never translated into Hebrew. His refer-

ences to them are all taken from Averroes. On the other hand,

extensive use was made by him of Gersonides' supercommentary

on Averroes' Intermediate Commentary on the Physics
,
and

36 Cf. notes 5, 7 and 8 (p. 541) on Prop. VII.
37 Cf. n. 54 (p. 437) on Prop. I, Part II.

31 Cf. list of quotations from the Epitome of the Physics in the “ Index of

Passages".

39 Cf. above p. 5, notes 10, 11, 14.
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perhaps also of his supercommentary on De Caelo
,
though no

reference is ever made to either of them. In many places, in fact,

both Aristotle and Averroes are reproduced through Gersonides.

For this there is abundant evidence of a literary nature .
40 On

the basis of many similarities, though not on direct literary

evidence, it may also be inferred that Crescas has made use of

Narboni’s supercommentary on the Intermediate Physics .* 1 This

work, too, is never mentioned by Crescas.

As for the original works of Arabic authors he mentions,

there is no evidence that he made use of Avicenna’s writings.

All the references to Avicenna can be traced to intermediary

sources. Of Averroes’ original works, Crescas may have

used the Hebrew text of the Sermo De Substantia Orbis
}
for an

important point in his criticism of Aristotle is based upon a

distinction made by Averroes in that work .
43 However, the same

distinction occurs also in the Intermediate De Caelo which we

know to have been used by him .
43 It is certain, however, that

he has made use of Algazali’s Mafca$id al-Falasifah (Kawwanot

ha-Pilosofim)
,
though the work is never mentioned by title and

no direct quotation from it can be discerned. This work, trans-

lated into Hebrew many times44 and commented upon by Narboni

and Albalag, was a popular source book of philosophic informa-

tion and was used as a text book in the instruction of philosophy

to the young until late in the sixteenth century .
45 It must have

40 Cf. notes 91,97,99, 100 and 103 (p. 365 f.) on Prop. I, Part I; notes 13,

16, 17 (p. 403) and 40 (p. 424) on Prop. I, Part II; n. 8 (p. 556) on Prop. VIII.
41 Cf. notes 40, 44 and 48 (p. 424) on Prop. I, Part II; n. 8 (p. 478) on Prop

II.

43 Prop. XII, Part II and n. 7 (p. 612).
43 Ibid.

44 Steinschneider mentions three translations (Die hebraeischen Ueber-

setzungen des Mittelal'ers
, p. 309, §174). But a comparison of the different

MSS. would seem to point to an Intermingling of these translations.
45 Cf. Alexander Marx, “Glimpses of the Life of an Italian Rabbi of the First

Half of the Sixteenth Century”, Hebrew Union College Annual I (1924), pp»
613, 617.
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been this work, too, that furnished him with information about

Avicenna, for the work is nothing but a summary of Avicenna’s

philosophy. He may have also made use of Narboni’s commen-

tary on that work .
46

The question as to whether Crescas was acquainted with

Algazali’s Takafut al-Falasifah (Happalat ha-Pilosofim) and to

what extent it had influenced his own critical attitude toward

philosophy requires special consideration.

A tradition has already grown up among modern students of

Jewish philosophy that Crescas’ criticism of Aristotle was in-

spired by Algazali’s Tahafut al-Falasifah .
47 The source of this

tradition would seem to be nothing but a vague surmise based

on a general impression and on a haphazard combination of

irrelevant facts. Algazali, it must have been reasoned, is known

as an opponent of philosophy, and also to have influenced Jewish

philosophers. Crescas is a Jewish philosopher and an opponent

of philosophy. Furthermore, Crescas happens to mention Alga-

zali. Hence, it was concluded, it must have been Algazali who

inspired Crescas in his criticism of philosophy.

In order to prove the influence of the Tahafut al-Falasifah on

the Or Adonai it is necessary first to determine whether it was

possible for Crescas, who derived his knowledge of Arabic phi-

losophy from Hebrew translations, to have used the Tahafut ,

for there is no direct reference in the Or Adonai to the Tahafut

and whenever the name of Algazali is mentioned the reference is

always traceable to the Maka$id al-Falasifah ,
48 Such a possi-

46 Cf. n. 54 (p. 437) on Prop. I, Part II. Cf. Index of Passeges: Narboni.
4 * Cf. Joel, Don Chasdai Creskas ’ religionsphilosophische Lehren, p. 3; Kauf-

mann, Geschichte der Attributenlehre, p. 134; Broyde, “Ghazali”, Jewish En-
cyclopedia

, V, 649; Husik, Hist, of Med. Jewish Phil.
t p. 392.

4 * Joel seems to have based his conclusion as to Algazali’s influence upon
Crescas upon the vague references to Algazali which are to be found in the Or
Adonai

t without realizing that none of them Is to the Tahafut He also speaks

of Abravanel as one who had noticed a resemblance between Crescas and Al-

gazali (<op, a,., p. 80, Note III). Abravanel’s reference (nsDa neman ana» net
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bility, it must be admitted, existed. While the Takafut itself

was probably not translated into Hebrew until after the com-

pletion of the Or Adonai ,

49 there had existed a Hebrew translation

of Averroes’ Tahafut al-Tahafut (Ilappalat ha-IIappalah) ever

since the early part of the fourteenth century 50 and this work

incorporated the work of Algazali. The Tahafut was thus avail-

able to Crescas, but was it ever used by him in the composition

of his Or Adonai?

An answer to this question was undertaken by Julius Wolfsohn

in a treatise devoted especially to the evidence of Algazali's

influence upon Crescas. 51 He deals with the subject under four

headings. First he discusses the influence of Algazali on Crescas

as to the general tendency of his philosophy (pp. 8-33). Then

he takes up in succession the following special topics: Attributes

(pp. 34-46), Unity of God (pp. 47-55), and Free Will (pp. 55-72).

We shall examine his arguments one by one.

Under the first heading the author tries to prove the depen-

dence of Crescas upon Algazali by showing certain similarities

in their general attitude toward philosophy: that both come out

for the liberation of religion from philosophy (pp. 8— 11), that

both undertake to refute philosophy by the reasoning of phi-

losophy itself (pp. 15-18), and that both refute philosophy not

only when it is opposed to tradition but also when it is in agree-

ment with it (pp. 23-28). That such similarities exist between

them cannot be denied, but general similarities of this kind,

even when not offset by a more impressive list of differences that

nvnVio) is likewise to the Maba^id. Abravahel, as we shall see later, did not
believe that Crescas had any knowledge of the Tahafut at the time of his writing
of the Or Adonai.

49 The Or Adonai was completed in 1410. Don Benvenisti, for whom Zeraft-

iah ha-Levi ben Isaac Saladin translated the Tahafut aUFalasifah, died in 1411,
See Steinschneider, Die hebraeischen Uebersetzungen des Mittelalfers, p. 328.

50 Translated by Kalonymus ben David ben Todros shortly before 1328.
See Steinschneider, op. cit. p. 332.

s* Der Einfluss Gazali’s auf Chisdai Crescas 1905.
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can easily be drawn up, do not in themselves establish a literary

relationship. Crescas had no need for an inspiration from with-

out to take up the cudgels in behalf of tradition as over against

speculation. The rise of philosophy to a dominant position in

any religion inevitably brings its own reaction, and as far as

Judaism is concerned the native opposition to philosophy which

had appeared simultaneously with the rise of the philosophic

movement itself, is sufficient to account for the particular posi-

tion taken by him. Still less convincing is the author's attempt

to establish a literary influence by the fact that both Algazali

and Crescas argue for the creation of the world, for God's knowl-

edge of particulars, and for bodily resurrection and reward and

punishment (pp. Ii5—23). These are common problems to be

found in almost any work on theology of that period, and Crescas'

attitude on all these problems reflects the traditional Jewish

view, and there is no need for assuming a foreign influence.

In his chapter on attributes the author again shows a simi-

larity in the general attitudes of Algazali and Crescas without

establishing a literary relationship between their works. It is

indeed true that both Algazali and Crescas raise objections to

the theory of negative attributes, but Algazali's objections as

reproduced by the author are unlike those reproduced by him

in the name of Crescas (pp. 35-40). It is also true that both

Algazali and Crescas try to justify the admissibility of positive

attributes, but beyond the fact that both believed that positive

attributes are not incompatible with the simplicity of the divine

essence, the author establishes no similarity in their arguments.

That Crescas' attempt to justify positive attributes would have

to contend that they do not contradict the simplicity of the

divine nature was only to be expected—that much Crescas could

have gathered from Maimonides' polemic against the upholders

of positive attributes. But what was it that made Crescas over-

ride Maimonides' objections and assert with certainty that there
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was no contradiction? Were his reasons the same as Algazali’s?

I believe it can be shown that Algazali and Crescas justify the

admissibility of positive essential attributes on entirely different

grounds. To Algazali the justification is to be found principally

in his contention that the concept of necessary existence does

not preclude an inner plurality; to Crescas it is to be found in a

moderately nominalist conception of universals.53

In his discussion of the unity of God the author adduces only

one argument from Crescas which bears some relation to a similar

argument by Algazali. Both argue against the philosophic con-

tention that two deities could not adequately divide their fields

of activity within the world and try to show that some adequate

division of labor could exist between them. In Algazali the

contention is that such a division of labor can be found in the

fact that one deity may be the cause of the celestial sphere and

the other of the sublunar elements, or that one may be the

cause of the immaterial beings and the other of the material

beings (p. 51). Crescas argues somewhat similarly that, while

within this universe there could not be any adequate division

of labor between two deities in view of the fact that the universe

is an organic unit in which all parts are interconnected, there is

still the possibility of a division of labor on the assumption of

the existence of more than one universe, in which case one deity

may be the cause of one universe and the other of another. That

there is some relation between these two arguments may be

granted. Still it does not follow that Crescas had knowledge

of the Tahafut f
for Algazali’s argument is reproduced, without

the mention of the name of Algazali, in NarbonFs commentary

on the Moreh Nebukim
,
and we know that Crescas had made

use of that commentary. 53

Similarly unconvincing is the author’s discussion of the prob-

53 See H. A. Wolfson, Crescas on the Existence and Attributes of God,
« Ibid.
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lem of the freedom of the will wherein, again, the reasoning is

based upon vague and general similarities.

If general similarities of this kind are to be the basis of estab-

lishing the influence of Algazali on Crescas, a more imposing

number of them might have been gathered. In the commentary

on the text I have called attention to all such instances. Two
of these are of particular importance as they contain arguments

which are individual to Algazali and which form some of the

crucial points in Crescas’ criticism. First, Algazali contends

that the concept of necessary existence precludes only external

causation and is not incompatible with an inner composition

of the essence. Crescas repeats a similar contention several

times in his criticism of the proofs of the existence of God .
54

Second, Algazali argues that the motion of the celestial sphere

should be regarded as natural instead of voluntary, as was the

general assumption. Crescas has a similar contention which he

repeats several times referring to it as “our own view” in contra-

distinction to the commonly accepted view of the philosophers .
55

In both these instances, however, as well as in other similar

instances, we have shown that there are other sources, with

which Crescas is known to have been acquainted and from

which he could have taken these views .
56

Not only are all these evidences inconclusive, but there is

evidence which shows quite the contrary, that Crescas could

not have known the Tahafut . In one place Crescas lines up

two groups of philosophers as to the question of the possibility *

of an infinite number of disembodied souls. Algazali is placed

by him among those who admit that possibility. This is quite

in agreement with Algazali’s view as given in the Mafca$id where

he only restates the views of Avicenna, without necessarily

committing himself to them. In the Tahafut, however, Algazali

54 Ibid.

ss Cf. n. 11 (p. 535) on Prop. VI,
* 6 Cf. ibid
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explicitly rejects the possibility of an infinite number of disem-

bodied souls.5 ? Had Crescas known the Tahafut he certainly

would not have allowed that fact to pass unnoticed.

The question as to whether Crescas had knowledge of Alga-

zali’s Tahafut al-Falasifah or of Averroes’ Tahafut aUTahafut at

the time of writing the Or Adonai has already been raised by

a mediaeval Jewish author. The question conies up in the fol-

lowing connection.

In the chapters on the problem of creation in the Or Adonai

Crescas refutes a certain argument which he quotes in the name

of Gersonides. The same argument is also found in Algazali’s

Tahafut. In another work, the Bit{ul 'Ikltere ha-No%erim, Crescas

makes use of the very same argument which has been rejected

by him in the Or Adonai.

Joseph ben Shem-tob, the Hebrew translator of the latter

work of Crescas, after calling attention to the origin of Crescas’

argument in.Gersonides and Algazali and to Crescas’ own refu-

tation of the argument in the Or Adonai
,
suggests that Crescas’

Bitlul 'Inhere ha-Noqerim must have been written after his Or

Adonai and that after he had written the latter work he must

have changed his mind with regard to the validity of the argu-

ment under consideration. 5 * Isaac Abravanel accepts this sug-

gestion of Joseph ben Shem-tob, adding that Crescas’ change

of view must have resulted from his reading of Algazali’s Tahafut

al-Falasifah or of Averroes’ Tahafut aUTahafut after he had

written the Or Adonai .
59 Furthermore, on the basis of other

evidence, Abravanel tries to show that Crescas could not have

Cf. n. 6 (p. 485) on Prop. III.

s* Bittul ‘Ifykere ha-No^erim
,
ch. Ill, p. 30: onxnn "in nan ip’nj/n run aim

noi«i .'n m« nsoa nsiD ry pa iid uin® .vdiid ip D'nNi ,min n^ncwi pn i^vna

icon irm nan in« nin idndh nan tom?.

19 Shamayim Hadoshim III, p. 28: rmi nuo »Hion ain n®y® ’inn® UK awnw
)wb2 n®y i®« idkd3 p^i ,n lya i»k ^'in nmoa pnnn 1

? irm in pm lonun nm
id® i0« iVTonn mVina dud n»pn ,udd roa .rniJon hdikh naiDK mpBoa isik

,n^n D’ViaarT Vy an 1

? a«ni nioipn imd Vin n®y» run ninan rVy rw*n »pn ikna
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known of these two works at the time of the writing of the

Or AdonaiA*

As for the accuracy of the conclusion that the Bittul Ikkere

ha-No$erim was composed after the Or Adonai
,

it is open to

grave doubt. The Fourth Book of the Or Adonai, according to a

colophon which occurs in most of the manuscripts, was completed

in 1410, 61 which is probably also the year of the author’s death,

whereas the Bittul Ikfcere ha-No?erim would seem to have been

written in 1398, for it refers to the Great Schism (1378) as having

occurred twenty years previously. 63

In mitigation of this doubt, however, the following two

considerations may be urged

:

First, the composition of the Or Adonai must have extended

over many years, for the discussion of the Messiah (III, viii),

which occurs not far from the end of the book, was written five

years before the completion of the entire work. 63 It is not im~,

possible, therefore, that the problem of creation (III, i) was

written before 1398

Second, it would also seem that the Or Adonai was not

written in the order in which it is now arranged. Certain chap-

pmyntp aia o» p« *\ov 'n nann vVy myn» icai nntoy inmym turn ddidh rum
mpn prtV “iDNDn win.

60 Ibid . pp. 27-28: in mo ’jd
1

? ’toon 'in
1

? mp nrn rnyton hjv -|V yn nnto

“id dh inpiVno p “Tin p« nanai * s a i ^ ’ a n nl>sn naoa manna nana py
p*n “TDmaa nan nan odd 'anon 'nn rwyw nntw ua ait^nai ...nbnn
n nya nt»a nsioa pnnn 1

? nrm nan. Cf. Mifalot Elohim IX, 7, p. 67vb.
61

nti?a nDDipnoa rrrx’V wn ^Van cnsV o»yan nao r\w vr tnna naWnn nnm
pna maVaa. This colophon evidently does not come from the hand of the

author. It does not occur in the editio princeps nor in the Paris manuscript.

The Parma manuscript, which seems to have been written by a student of

Crescas, reads here as follows: rntp pna ma^aa nnopno mya “lanart

"i^an tna!? y"p- The same reading occurs also in the Jews’ College manu-
script. Cf. also colophon of Turin MS. quoted at the end of Bibliography I.

6a Chapter 8: ?w 'a
1

? anp nnrun rtaioKn pa onann nnr *?aap maya ovn my 'a

lrfr'ir
1

? aim onnn» o’aiMMnDi dhd nna ^ai pnv’S’BK (wmi up) mwtn qup an 1

?

ow 1

? myn mnD 1

?. Cf. Graetz, Geschichte der Juden
,
Vol. VIII, Note 2.

*3 Or Adonai III, viii, 2: man pnn 1

? nyatzn o'vhw pVpi *]Vn r\w nny.

This is the correct reading according to the Munich, Paris, Vienna and New
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ters in Book IV bear the unmistakable internal evidence of

having been written originally as a sort of preliminary studies

to problems dealt with in earlier parts of the work. Thus the

discussion as to “whether there is only one world or whether

there are many worlds at the same time” in IV, 2, seems to have

been written as precursory to the same problem dealt with at

the end of Prop. I, Part II, and similarly the discussion as to

“whether the celestial spheres are animate and intelligent beings”

in IV, 3, seems to have been written as precursory to the same

problem discussed in Prop. VI. In both these instances, the

problems are treated in greater detail and in a spirit of greater

impartiality in Book IV than in the earlier parts of the work.

It is thus not impossible that the problem of creation was among

the first to have been taken up by Crescas and to have been

written by him long before 1398.

But whatever value one may attach to the conclusions of

Joseph ben Shem-fob and Abravanel, there is no positive evi-

dence of Crescas’ acquaintance with the Tahafut al-Falasifah.

Even if we assume his acquaintance with that work and recog-

nize it as the source of all those arguments for which we find

parallels in it, it is far from being the predominant influence upon

the Or Adonai. The most that can be said is that it is one of

the many works from which Crescas has borrowed certain argu-

ments which he has incorporated in his own work. It is not

impossible that his knowledge of the Tahafut, assuming that he

had any knowledge of it, he obtained not from a study of the

book itself but from his pupil Zerahiah Saladin who was versed

in Arabic and later translated the Tahafut into Hebrew. 64

Another class of sources of the Or Adonai are the commen-
taries on the Moreh. Of these the most widely used by Crescas

is Altabrizi’s commentary on the twenty-five propositions.

York manuscripts. The editions and some of the other manuscripts have
here corrupt readings.

f< See above p. 11, n. 48.
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The commentary of Altabrizi was originally written in Arabic.

Its author was a Persian Mohammedan, who flourished prob-

ably in the thirteenth century. From a remark in his intro-

duction it may be inferred that the author had intended to inter-

pret the entire work of the Moreh, 6s but whether he really did

so or not there is no way of determining. Two Hebrew transla-

tions of this commentary are extant, one of which, done by Isaac

ben Nathan of Cordova or Xativa, was published in Venice,

1574, and the other, anonymous, is found only in manuscript

form. 66 The fact that this anonymous commentary is a

translation of Altabrizi was first noticed by Steinschneider. 67

There is, however, this to be added to the description of this

work. While indeed it is nothing but a translation of Altabrizi,

there is sufficient evidence to show that the translator, whoever

he was, wished to have that fact unknown and to have his work

passed off as an original composition or, at least, as a compila-

tion made by himself out of different Arabic sources. The delib-

erate purpose of the translator to mislead his readers is evident

at the very outset of the work. In Isaac ben Nathan’s transla-

tion, Altabrizi begins with that inevitable jingle of glorifications,

exaltations and elevation to the Creator, Causator, and Originator

of this our universe, from which he passes to a second topic

wherein he gives an account of himself and of his genealogy and

concludes with a eulogy of Maimonides and his works. All these

are omitted by the anonymous translator in the three out of the

6s Cf. Altabrizi's Introduction in the Vienna manuscript of Isaac ben Nathans

translation: osn:a] nna n»a pbnn nr .'man*?# nono p naaia# none nV«n nay no«:

’OB122] nsono *asnpn ^«nty»n o»nV«n nay hpd [»tnn Dsn:a] ntpn naa:n na nno

D'an^n [namn 1

? :Dsma] n«mna mann nson tarn ,imVAi ma 1

? awn: [ansona.

My inference as to the author's intention of writing a commentary on the entire

Moreh is based upon the expression mnV awn: n^N nsonD. It is quite possible,

however, that the clause naab awn: nt?K refers to pbnn.
66 Six MSS. are recorded by Steinschneider in Die hebraeischen Uebersctzungen,

p. 362.

67 See Catalogus Librorum Hebraeorum in Bibliotheca Bodeliana
, p. 1143.
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six extant manuscripts which I have examined in Paris, Vienna,

and London. But beginning with the third topic of Altabrizi’s

Introduction which contains a brief description of the twenty-

five propositions, the translator adds a long statement of his

own, the evident purpose of which is to create the impression

that his work is a compilation of various Arabic commentaries

supplemented by numerous remarks of his own, which, however,

he modestly says, are not differentiated by him from the unorigi-

nal portions of the work, as his main object, he concludes, is to

impart information. 68 Upon examination, however, his claim

seems to be rather exaggerated. The commentary faithfully

follows the single work of Altabrizi with a few exceptions where

the translator either omits some passage found in the original,

or, acting upon a suggestion of Altabrizi himself, expands cer-

tain brief statements of the author. The following examples

will illustrate the nature of what the translator has claimed as

his own original contributions.

(t) In Proposition I, after the third argument against the

existence of an infinite magnitude, the translator remarks that

his restatement of the arguments is the fine flour of the lengthy

discussions of the numerous commentators. 69 As a matter of

fact, his text is a faithful translation of Altabrizi except for the

omission of a few digressions found in the original.

(2) In Proposition IV, Altabrizi has a brief illustration of the

phenomenon of expansion, which is included among the sub-

divisions of quantitative change. That illustration is more

68 pyan #nmpnn nmnoioi muta ,noann mpjhd nxp nnya *n®n
noio tean witw noin sin 'a ,yno para h(?h anar n!? a'o annn ,pi»y jman

a vhdk ,anyn po^a rrn nVnn nunpnn nnaoo ri?y ’may now pym ,]no nnn Va
p*?a -|-n ori? ipk nhoih ’aano ijdd nVjnn lVapw na ,nayn poVa uanan

'a ,wVir m»a ay tAVdk nrn iwaa uh oa '*? tnnnnp noi ,nain nam mnw »anyn
nbyinn «q*oinV h!?k mian.

6, mntnpi man D'ViaVa hhh k^>h nr nr h!?i .nonpnn mu nni nsann noion inn,

onnan h!?id Him.
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elaborately restated by the anonymous translator. In substance,

however, the two illustrations are identical.

(3) In Proposition VI, after discussing various classes of

motion, Altabrizi remarks: “The tabulation of the motions under

this class can be done by yourself.”: 70 In the translation a

complete list is given introduced by the words: “I shall now

draw up the classification myself.” 71

(4) In Proposition XVII, the translator says: “As for the

meaning of motion according to essence, many have been con-

fused concerning it and have advanced a variety of explanations,

but we shall restate here the fine flour of their views.” 73 Here,

too, excepting his omissions of several alternative views stated

by Altabrizi, the translator closely follows the original text.

These two translations of Altabrizi represent the two different

styles of philosophic Hebrew, the Arabicized and the native,

which were used in the translations from the Arabic and the

classic examples of which are to be found in the two transla-

tions of Maimonides’ Moreh
,
the one by Samuel ibn Tibbon and

the other by Judah al-IJarizi. Isaac ben Nathan uses the Arabi-

cized form of expression; the anonymous translation is written

in the native form of rabbinic Hebrew. Of these, Crescas has

used Isaac ben Nathan’s translation.

Next in importance as a source used by Crescas is Narboni’s

commentary on the Moreh. Crescas mentions this commentary

in several places, 73 but his indebtedness to it is evident in many

other places where no mention of it is made. 74 As Norboni often

70 yVyi .n’mann nyian!? o'pVn naap nxp ay nnsp D’p^nn ammo dhd

Oborin ormon nrm.
7 1 rrman nyian^ D’pVn naar nriacp ay nn^p D’pVnrr aivm irra nVy* nam,

yVy djvV»di nrrp^n -ft tidk 'm.

Tara is pitch nVidi ,onnPD owi'Da D’an u iVa!?ani mya yynnan pitd d:d«l

73 Cf. above p. 5, n. 17.

7< Cf. n, 16 (p. 492) on Prop. Ill; notes 8 (p. 507), 9, 11 and 16 on Prop. IV;

n. 8 (p. 534) on Prop. VI; notes 4 and 10 (p. 551) on Prop. VIII; n. 5 (p. 605) on

Prop. XI; n. 2 (p. 682) on Prop. XIX; n. 5 (p. 697) on Prop. XXIV; n. 6 (p.

700) on Prop. XXV,
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follows Altabrizi’s method in expounding the proposition, it is

sometimes not clear as to which of these sources he directly

follows. 7S Besides Altabrizi and Norboni, no other commentary

on the Moreh is mentioned by Crescas, but it is not impossible

that he made use of the Moreh ha-Moreh and also of Ilillel

of Verona’s commentary on the twenty-five propositions *
76 It

is certain, however, that Crescas had no knowledge of Maimo-

nides’ own comments on Propositions IV, XXIII and XXIV,

contained in his letter to Samuel ibn Tibbon, for Crescas gives

entirely different interpretations of those propositions .
77

In addition to these works there is the entire body of philo-

sophic Hebrew literature extant at the time of Crescas. Whether

any of these Hebrew works is mentioned by him or not and

whether it is directly used by him in the Or Adonai or not, we

have reason to assume that he was acquainted with it and we

are therefore justified in drawing upon it for the reconstruction

of the historical background of his ideas. One can speak, how-

ever, with greater certainty as to Crescas’ direct indebtedness

to the Emunah Ramah. Not only is its author Abraham ibn

Daud mentioned by him in the general list of Maimonides'

philosophic predecessors
,

78 but one can discover in several places

not merely parallels to some of Crescas’ arguments but concrete

literary relationships .
79

Close observation of Crescas’ proofs of the propositions reveals

the fact that with the exception of propositions I, VIII, XII,

XIV, XXIV, XXV, all of them start out with an opening based

on Altabrizi and that even of those which do not start with such

an opening all, with the exception of XXIV and XXV, contain

75 Cf. n. 8 (p. 534) on Prop. VI; n. 3 (p. 540) on Prop. VII; n. 4 (p, 551) on
Prop. VIII.

76 See “Index of Passages” under these names.
77 Cf. n. 3 (p. 502) on Prop. IV; n. 2 (p. 690) on Prop. XXIII.
78 Cf. above p. 4, n. 7.

” Cf - n - 73 (P- 354) on Prop. I, Part I; notes 7, 8, 9
, 13, 16 (pp. 571-579),

26 and 27 (p. 598) on Prop. X; notes 6 and 7 (p. 670) on Prop. XVII.
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some elements which can be traced to Altabrizi. Then also the

Hebrew text of seventeen propositions (II, III, IV, VI, VII,

VIII, XII, XIII, XIV, XVII, XVIII, XIX, XX, XXI, ]&XII,

XXIII, XXV) are taken from Isaac ben Nathan’s translation of

Altabrizi, the text of five propositions (I, IX, XI, XV, XVI) are

taken from Ibn Tibbon’s translation of the Moreh
, two of these

(XI, XV), however, containing some phrases from Altabrizi.

Propositions V and XIV read alike in both translations, and

Proposition X is composed of parts taken from both translations.

The inference to be drawn from this is that Crescas has taken

Isaac ben Nathan’s translation of Altabrizi as the basis of his

own commentary on the propositions, departing from it only

when he finds it unsatisfactory or insufficient for his purpose.

In most cases his departure from Altabrizi consists merely in

amplifying the former’s discussion by the introduction of mate-

rial drawn from other sources. But sometimes he departs from

Altabrizi completely and follows entirely new sources. An exam-

ple of this is the first proposition, where the entire structure of

the proof is independent of that of Altabrizi, though within it

are incorporated also the arguments of Altabrizi. It is not im-

possible that the collection of material and especially the abstracts

of literature used in the composition of the work were prepared

by students, for Crescas informs us that in preparing the work

he is to avail himself of the assistance of a selected group of

associates 80—“associates” being a polite Talmudic term applied

by teachers to their advanced students. This may explain the

inadequacy of some of these abstracts, the unevenness of their

style and their occasional misplacement in the text .
81

80 Cf. Or Adonai
,
Hakdamah

,

p. 2a: omry^ onnnn nosonai, and p. 2b: ay

nann
81 See, for instance, notes 104 (p. 374) and 107 on Prop. I, Part I; n. 6 (p.

611) on Prop. XI; n. 6 (p. 699) on Prop. XXV.
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II

The research into the literary sources of Crescas undertaken

in the present study was not a matter of mere idle play or even

of intellectual curiosity. It was essentially necessary for the

understanding of the text. Crescas like all mediaeval philoso-

phers operates on the whole with conventional concepts of his

time which to a large extent are foreign to our way of thinking

and to understand which we must acquaint ourselves with their

origin and background. But there is even something more than

this in Crescas* method of literary composition. lie not only

re-echoes the ideas of his predecessors but he collocates torn

bits of their texts. The expository part of his work is a varie-

gated texture into which are woven many different strands.

Mosaic in its structure, it is studded with garbled phrases and

expressions torn out of their context and strung together in what

would seem to be a haphazard fashion. At times the text is

entirely unintelligible and at times it is still worse-misleading.

We read it, and think we understand it. If we do happen to

come across some ambiguity, some abrupt transition, some change

of point of view, or some unevenness of style, we are apt to

attribute it to an inadequacy of expression on the part of the

author and try our best, by whatever general information we
may happen to possess or may be able to gather, to force some
meaning upon it—and trying, we think we succeed. But some-

times by a stroke of good luck we may happen to stumble upon
the immediate source of Crescas* utterances and at once our

eyes are opened wide with surprize and astonishment, ambigui-

ties are cleared up, certainties call for revision and what has

previously seemed to us meaningless or insignificant assumes an

importance undreamed of.

The critical part of Crescas* works offers still greater diffi-

culties to the modern reader on account of its adherence to

what may be called the Talmudic method of text study* In this
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method the starting point is the principle that any text that is

deemed worthy of serious study must be assumed to have been

written with such care and precision that every term, expres-

sion, generalization or exception is significant not so much for

what it states as for what it implies. The contents of ideas as

well as the diction and phraseology in which they are clothed

are to enter into the reasoning. This method is characteristic

of the Tannaitic interpretation of the Bible from the earliest

times; the belief in the divine origin of the Bible was sufficient

justification for attaching importance to its external forms of

expression. The same method was followed later by the Amoraim

in their interpretation of the Mishnah and by their successors in

the interpretation of the Talmud, and it continued to be applied

to the later forms of rabbinic literature. Serious students them-

selves, accustomed to a rigid form of logical reasoning and to

the usage of precise forms of expression, the Talmudic trained

scholars attributed the same quality of precision and exactness

to any authoritative work, be it of divine origin or the product

of the human mind. Their attitude toward the written word

of any kind is like that of the jurist toward the external phrasing

of statutes and laws, and perhaps also, in some respect, like that

of the latest kind of historical and literary criticism which applies

the method of psycho-ahalysis to the study of texts.

This attitude toward texts had its necessary concomitant in

what may again be called the Talmudic hypothetico-deductive

method of text interpretation. Confronted with a statement

on any subject, the Talmudic student will proceed to raise a

series of questions before he satisfies himself of having under-

stood its full meaning. If the statement is not clear enough, he

will ask, ‘What does the author intend to say here?' If it is

too obvious, he will again ask, Tt is too plain, why then expressly

say it?' If it is a statement of fact or of a concrete instance, he

will then ask, What underlying principle does it involve?’ If
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it is a broad generalization, he will want to know exactly how

much it is to include; and if it is an exception to a general rule,

he will want to know how much it is to exclude. He will further-

more want to know all the circumstances under which a cer-

tain statement is true, and what qualifications are permissible.

Statements apparently contradictory to each other will be recon-

ciled by the discovery of some subtle distinction, and statements

apparently irrelevant to each other will be subtly analyzed into

their ultimate elements and shown to contain some common

underlying principle. The harmonization of apparent contra-

dictions and the inter-linking of apparent irrclevnnoios are two

characteristic features of the Talmudic method of text study.

And similarly every other phenomenon about the text becomes

a matter of investigation. Why docs the author use one word

rather than another? What need was there for the mentioning

of a specific instance as an illustration? Do certain authorities

differ or not? If they do, why do they differ? All these are

legitimate questions for the Talmudic student of texts. And any

attempt to answer these questions calls for ingenuity and skill,

the power of analysis and association, and the ability to set up

hypotheses—and all these must be bolstered up by a wealth of

accurate information and the use of good judgment. No limita-

tion is set upon any subject; problems run into one another;

they become intricate and interwoven, one throwing light upon

the other. And there is a logic underlying this method of rea-

soning. It is the very same kind of logic which underlies any

sort of scientific research, and by which one is enabled to form

hypotheses, to test them and to formulate general laws. The

Talmudic student approaches the study of texts in the same

manner as the scientist approaches the study of nature. Just

as the scientist proceeds on the assumption that there is a

uniformity and continuity in nature so the Talmudic student

proceeds on the assumption that there is a uniformity and
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continuity in human reasoning. Now, this method of text

interpretation is sometimes derogatorily referred to as Talmudic

quibbling or pilpul. In truth it is nothing but the application of

the scientific method to the study of texts.

A similar attitude toward texts and a similar method of inter-

pretation was introduced by Jewish thinkers into the study of

philosophy. One need only look into some of the commen-

taries upon Averroes, or upon Maimonides, especially the com-

mentary of Abravanel upon the Moreh
,
to become convinced

of the truth of this observation. It is well-nigh impossible to

understand their writings and to appreciate the mode of their

reasoning unless we view them from this particular angle. It

is still less possible to give an accurate account of their philosophy

without applying to them the same method that they applied to

their predecessors. The mere paraphrasing of the obscurities of

their texts is not sufficient. Still less sufficient is the impression-

istic modernization of their thought. We must think out their

philosophy for them in all its implications and rewrite it for

them in their own terms. We must constantly ask ourselves,

concerning every statement they make, what is the reason?

What does it intend to let us hear? What is the authority for

this statement? Does it reproduce its authority correctly or

not? If not, why does it depart from its authority? What is

the difference between certain statements, and can such differ-

ences be reduced to other differences, so as to discover in them

a common underlying principle? We must assume that their

reasoning was sound, their method of expression precise and

well-chosen, and we must present them as they would have

presented them had they not reasoned in symbols after

the manner of their schools. In the case of Maimonides we

have his own statement as to the care he exercised in the choice

of terms, and in the arrangement of his problems, declaring that

what he has written in his work “was not the suggestion of the
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moment; it is the result of deep study and great application .”'1

Similarly Crescas declares that everything in his work, though

briefly stated, was carefully thought out and is based upon long

research .
83

Now this Talmudic method of reasoning is intelligible enough

when it is fully expressed, when its underlying assumptions are

clearly stated and every step in the argument distinctly marked

out. But in the literature in which this method is followed, ow-

ing to the intimacy of the circle to which it was addressed, the

arguments are often given in an abbreviated form in which the

essential assumptions are entirely omitted or only alluded to,

the intermediary steps suppressed or only hinted at, and what

we get is merely a resultant conclusion. This abbreviated form

of argumentation is characteristic of the recorded minutes of

the school-room discussions which make up the text of the

Talmud. It was continued in the rabbinic novellae upon the

Talmud, reaching its highest point of development in the

French school of the Tosafists which began to flourish in the

twelfth century. Shortly after, it was introduced into the philo-

sophic literature in the form of novellae upon standard texts,

resembling the Talmudic novellae in their external literary form

even to the extent of using the same conventional phrases by

which questions and answers are introduced .®4 Crescas* work

belongs to that type of novellae literature, conforming to the

Talmudic novellae literature in all its main characteristics, its

attitude toward texts, its method of text interpretation, its

abbreviated form of argumentation. Again and again Crescas

declares in his Or Adonai as well as in his Bifful 'Ifcherc ha-

Noqerim that whatever he has to say will be expressed by him

8a Moreh Nebukim, Introduction: pm Dnann ia hV nrn iD«»n *3,

nai irrpra ima pnp-a nVn.

13 Or Adonai
, Hakdamah, p. 2b: run nvptcn Vni pya D3DH mi*

84 E. g., such expressions as dki, nwpn 1

? m, etc.
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with the utmost brevity
,

85 and to this declaration of his he has

lived up faithfully.

But it seems that Crescas’ vaunted brevity was too much

even for those who had been used to that form of expression.

It often bordered upon obscurity. Joseph ben Shem-fob, the

Hebrew translator of his Bitful ‘Ikkere ha-No%erim was in one

place compelled to give a free paraphrase of a certain

passage in order to make it intelligible, justifying himself for

so doing in the following declaration: “This is how the words

of the Master, of blessed memory, are to be understood here.

In translating them I have expanded their meaning, for his

original words in this passage are all too brief and all too ab-

struse, so that I have not met anybody who was able to under-

stand them. Hence, in this passage, more than in any of the other

passages of his book, I have allowed myself to overstep the

bounds of what is proper in a translation .” 86 A student of Crescas,

in a marginal note on his copy of the Or Adonai preserved at

the Biblioteca Palatina at Parma, has the following characteri-

zation of his master as lecturer and writer: “When I studied

under my Master I could not fathom the full meaning of his

view on this subject . . . The Master, of blessed memory, was

accustomed to express himself with the utmost brevity both in

speaking and in writing.” 87 This statement would also lead us

to believe that the Or Adonai had its origin in class-room lectures

and discussions. We know of other instances where Hebrew

philosophic works were the result of class-room lectures. It was

while thus addressing himself to a group of initiated students,

expecting to be interrupted with questions whenever he failed

8s Cf. Prop. I, Part I, p. 178: aVoia Tixpa; Bitful
1

Ikkere ha-Nozerim, p. 11:

any: anai mana bj, mxpm n^an n^ana ivn* nn.
86 Bitful

l

Ikfrere ha-No%erim ,
Ch. Ill, pp. 27-28: nm uavp plan nr by run

DipD3 piDyi nxp ui^
1

? ’5 ,onm ’npnynn twan »mmn nto .nnvmpon b'i mn
inDND inwd inr hd npnynn pn ’may p(?i ,inra’» vpin ,nrn.

17 aVmo nupa ania w naiD run Vr mn nsm. The same note occurs also on

the margin of the Jews' College manuscript.
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to make himself clear, as is evidenced from his former student’s

remarks, that his style assumed that allusive and elliptical form

by which it is characterized. In order, therefore, to understand

Crescas in full and to understand him well, we must familiarize

ourselves with his entire literary background. We must place

ourselves in the position of students, who, having done the

reading assigned in advance, come to sit at his feet and listen

to his comments thereon. Every nod and wink and allusionof

his will then become intelligible. Words previously quite unim-

portant will become pregnant with meaning. Abrupt transitions

will receive an adequate explanation
;
repetitions will be accounted

for. We shall know more of Crescas’ thought than what is

actually expressed in his utterances. We shall know what he

wished to say and what he would have said had we been

able to question him and elicit further information.

A faint echo of the class room discussion of Crescas* lectures

on philosophy has reached us indirectly in the work of his student

Joseph Albo. In several instances, and as far as the scope of

this chapter is concerned we may mention only the discussion

of place and of time, he makes use of several specific arguments

which are found in the Or Adonai. He does not mention the

Or Adonai in any of these instances. Nor does his restatement

of the arguments bear any specific, verbal resemblance to the

corresponding originals in the Or Adonai . Sometimes the argu-

ments are considerably modified and are made to prove different

conclusions .
88 Sometimes also a well developed and clearly

expressed argument in Albo's 'Ik^arim has as its counterpart in

the Or Adonai only a meaningless ejaculation.*’ All this would

seem to point to the fact that what we get in the at

least in these instances and in a few others like them, is not

direct borrowings from the Or Adonai but rather material of

48 Cf. notes 66 (p. 448) and 78 (p. 456) on Prop. I, Part II
;
n. 23 (p. 556, 558)

and 33 (p. 663) on Prop. XV.
*» Cf. n. 80 (p. 457) on Prop. I. Part II.
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those class room discussions out of which the Or Adonai was

composed.

The period which witnessed the rise of opposition to philoso-

phy among Jews was also the period of the greatest philosophic

activity among them. The knowledge of Aristotle which became

widespread through the Hebrew translations of Averroes created

a genuine interest in the study of philosophy as an independent

discipline, irrespective of its bearing upon problems of religion.

The works of Aristotle were included as a subject in the school

curriculum. Expositions and studies of Aristotle became a popu-

lar form of literature. In certain families specialization in the

works of Aristotle or Averroes became a tradition. Especially

notable for this was the Shem-tob family, the two brothers,

Joseph and Isaac (fifteenth century) and the son of the former,

Shem-tob. Sons and grandson of Shem-tob Ibn Shem-tob, who

was active as an opponent of philosophy, they became cham-

pions of philosophy and strict partisans of Averroes—not to be

confused, however, with the hybrid Averroism of the Scholastics.

It was therefore quite natural for them to come out in the de-

fense of Aristotle as against Crescas. All these three authors

appear as critics of Crescas. For our present purpose only two

are important, Isaac ben Shem-tob and his nephew Shem-tob

ben Joseph ben Shem-tob.

Isaac ben Shem-tob was more prolific a writer than he is gener-

ally considered. He was the author of at least fourteen works,

of which eight are still extant .
90 Among these are four commen-

taries on Averroes’ Intermediate Physics f
evidently successive

revisions of lectures delivered before students. We shall desig-

nate them as first , second
,
third

,
fourth successively. The first ,

third
,
and fourth are preserved in the library of Trinity College,

Cambridge, bearing no name of author, but his authorship of

90 See H. A. Wolfson, “Isaac Ibn Shem-tob's Unknown Commentaries on

the Physics and His Other Unknown Works” in Freidus Memorial Volume.
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these works has been established by the present writer.* 1 Of

the second, there are two copies, one in Munich, wrongly ascribed

to Isaac Albalag, and the other in the University Library, Cam-

bridge. In all but the fourth there are refutations of Crescas.

In the second, the name of Crescas is mentioned in two places,

where he is referred to as Ibn Hasdai.

*

J In three other places

references to “one may say,” “one may raise a doubt” and "a

certain one of the philosophers” can be traced to Crescas.” In his

first commentary references to Crescas can be discerned under the

guise of such expressions as “one may ask,” “one may object,”

“some one has asked,” “some one has objected’*4 or in the

commentator’s excessive zeal to justify a certain statement of

Aristotle which, upon examination, is found to have been assailed

by Crescas.*5 In the third commentary there is one discussion

introduced by “some one asks,” which probably has reference

to Crescas.* 6

His nephew Shem-fob ben Joseph ben Shem-(ob is best known

for his commentary on the Guide, which is printed together with

the text in almost every edition of the work. He is also the

author of a supercommentary on Avcrroes’ Intermediate Physics

of which only one copy is extant in the Bibliotlu'que Nationale

in Paris. In both of these works he takes occasion to criticise

Crescas’ commentary on the twenty-five propositions, referring

to him either as Rabbi Hasdai or as Rabbi Ibn Hasdai.* 7 But

more than his criticism is of interest to us his personal estimate
91 Ibid.

93 'NiDn '], see n. 40 (p. 424) on Prop. I
f
Part II; n. 8 (p. 479) on Prop. II.

93 See n. 1 (p. 395) on Prop. I, Part II noittV an); n. 44 (p. 428) on
Prop. I, Part II (psD’P psoob tn); n. 22 (p. 650) on Prop. XV, Part II (r nyi
(npinn ]D irm Dsn atprw idd and pDD’P pbdd'?.

94 See notes 1 (p. 396, tm), 4 (p. 398, W'k? 'd m), 40 (p, 425 W
ntypniy) and 48 (p. 431 nwpn 1

? tn) on Prop. I, Part IL
95 See n. 44 (p. 428) on Prop. I, Part II.

96 See n. 4 (p. 398) on Prop. I, Part II (Vnp'p m).
” See notes 1 (p. 394, won am), 44 (p. 427, won '] am) and 57 (p. 441,

won ain) on Prop. I, Part II; n. 23 (p. 549, mon ') snn) on Prop, VIL
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of Crescas. In his commentary on Maimonides he concludes his

proof of the first proposition with the following words: “When

you have grasped the meaning of these two arguments you will

be able to answer all the objections against the Master raised

by Rabbi Hasdai in his commentary on this proposition, for

against these two arguments no doubt and objection can be

raised except by a perverse fool who is incapable of understand-

ing. Similarly all the objections and criticisms levelled by Rabbi

Hasdai against the Aristotelian proofs of this proposition are

mere figments of the imagination, for the truth of these proofs

can be understood by anyone whom God has endowed with

reason and understanding to be able to distinguish between truth

and falsehood .

”

98 In his commentary on Averroes he also uses

words to the same effect: “To this we answer that his [Rabbi

Hasdai's] contention is quite right, but Aristotle is addressing

himself here to men of intelligence and understanding . . . inas-

much as thou, who art of sound mind, already knowest . .

Again, “Aristotle is addressing himself here to a man of good

sense.” 100 The implication of these passages is quite clear, Cres-

cas is a “perverse fool” and is lacking in good sense and under-

standing. There is the note of an odium philosopMcum here

which has in it more odium than the proverbial odium theologicum .

To a confirmed Aristotelian like Shem-tob, evidently, any at-

tempt to question the veracity of his master's teachings could

not be explained except on the ground of a perversity of judg-

ment. Or, perhaps, Shem-tob was merely re-echoing a prevalent

contemporary opinion about Crescas.

98 nwa by mn by mn npyp rmyan bo ir^yo buw travrn rtVt* prutoi

.anmn po *nVai ppyna bn rrm nVi psD o*nDiD o ,noipnn n«r

nm by i»Dn« npytp om«'an by »tnon 'n mn rwyv nvmm nvitnpn bo p dj

riD«n prf? nyn bow otyn )b jrw ’B ora’ ,nvrn an rrcnpnn.

99 Cf. n. 1 (p. 394) on Prop. I, Part II: . . . mianm bovn 'win oy naT iBDna box

nny-p ioo ,(?a»n «nan ,nn&w nn« Van.

100 Cf. n. 44 (p. 427) on Prop. I, Part II: bow byo ny iot wonttw.
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The approval which Crescas failed to receive from the Jewish

Aristotelians was granted to him in generous measure by the

non-J^wish opponents of Aristotle. With the setting in of the

reaction against Aristotle, which is marked, if indeed not brought

about, by a revival of the views of the early Greek philosophers,

Crescas came into his own. The exponents of that movement

saw in Crescas a kindred spirit, for he, too, fought against Aris-

totle by setting up in opposition to him the views of pre-Aris-

totelian or post-Aristotelian philosophers. One of these, Giovanni

Francesco Pico della Mirandola, in his work Examen Doctrinae

Vanitatis Gentium
,
draws frequently upon Crescas for the con-

firmation of his own views in the discussion of such problems as

vacuum, place, motion and time .

101 Sometimes the name of

Crescas is mentioned, and in such instances he is referred to as

Hebraeus R. Hasdai, or Hebraeus Hasdai or R. Hasdai. The

passages from the Or Adonai are sometimes translated but more

often paraphrased. The accuracy of these translations or para-

phrases of Crescas would indicate that he must have received his

knowledge of Crescas from some learned Jew, for even if he

himself had been a student of Hebrew as his more celebrated

uncle Giovanni Pico della Mirandola he could hardly have known

enough of the language to read and understand Crescas’ work. t0i

This confirms us in the belief that a great deal of Jewish philoso-

phy was transmitted orally to non-Jews through the medium of

Jewish assistants and that one must not confine the study of

Jewish influence upon mediaeval philosophy to Hebrew works

which happened to have been translated into Latin. Ever since

the time of Emperor Frederick II, Jewish scholars had been used

101 Cf. notes 4 (p. 398) 10, 12 (pp. 402-3), 22, 24, 26, 29, (pp. 412-17) 33, 34,
36 (pp. 41 -22), 66, 68 (p. 449; and 78 (p. 456) on Prop. I, Part II; n. 14 (p. 560)
on Prop. VIII; n. 5 (p. 564) on Prop. IX; notes 20 and 22 (p. 625) on Prop.
XIII; notes 22 (p. 650), 23 (p. 658), 27 (p. 661), 30 (p. 662) and 31 (p, 663) on
Prop. XV.

Cf. Joel, Don Chasdai Crescas' reltgtonsphilosophische Lehren
t pp. 9 and 83,
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in Europe as intermediaries. Of some the names are known
;
but

there must have been others whose names are unknown to us.

If it was possible for Giovanni Francesco Pico della Mirandola

to become acquainted with some of Crescas' criticisms of Aris-

totle through some unknown Jewish scholar, we have reason to

believe that it is not a mere fortuitous coincidence that many of

Giordano Bruno's strictures on Aristotle have a reminiscent ring

of similar strictures by Crescas. The name of Crescas is not

mentioned by Bruno, but still one cannot help feeling that there

must be some connection between them. While any single one

of his arguments might have occurred to any one who set out

to study Aristotle critically, the accumulation of all of those

arguments creates the impression that there must have been

some connecting link between Crescas and Bruno. Like Crescas,

Bruno argues that Aristotle’s definition of place does not apply

to the place of the uttermost sphere .
103 Again, like Crescas,

Bruno tries to prove the existence of a vacuum by arguing that

according to Aristotle himself the nothingness outside the finite

world must be a vacuum and that since that vacuurii cannot be

limited by a body it must be infinite .
104 Like Crescas, he argues

against Aristotle's denial of the existence of an infinite force in

a finite body by drawing a distinction between infinite in exten-

sion and infinite in intensity .
105 Both of them argue against

Aristotle's theory of the lightness of air by the use of the same

illustration, the descent of air into a ditch .

106 But more impor-

tant than these individual arguments is Bruno’s refutation of

Aristotle's arguments in De Caelo against the possibility of circu-

lar motion in an infinite body, which bear a striking resemblance

to the criticism levelled against them by Crescas. Both of them

dismiss all these arguments by declaring that those who believe

103 Cf. n. 58 (p. 443) on Prop. I, Part II.

104 Cf. n. 36 (p. 422) on Prop. I, Part II.

Cf. n. 7 (p. 613) on Prop. XII.
106 Cf. n. 23 (p. 414) on Prop. I, Part II.
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the universe to be infinite claim also that it is immovable .
107

Both of them argue that the infinite would be figureless
,

108 that

it would have no weight and lightness
,

109 that it would have

neither end nor middle
,

110 and that when an infinite acts upon

a finite or upon another infinite the action would be finite .
111

Both of them at the conclusion of their refutation of the argu-

ments against infinity take up Aristotle’s discussion of the im-

possibility of many worlds and refute it by the same argument .
113

That two men separated by time and space and language, but

studying the same problems with the intention of refuting Aris-

totle, should happen to hit upon the same arguments is not

intrinsically impossible, for all these arguments are based upon

inherent weaknesses in the Aristotelian system. But knowing

as we do that a countryman of Bruno, Giovanni Francesco Pico

della Mirandola, similarly separated from Crescas in time and

space and language, obtained a knowledge of Crescas through

some unknown Jewish intermediary, the possibility of a similar

intermediary in the case of Bruno is not to be excluded .
113

There was no need for some unknown intermediary to furnish

Spinoza with his undoubted knowledge of Crescas* work. Cres-

cas* revised form of the cosmological proof of the existence of

God is reproduced by Spinoza with the acknowledgment that he

has found it “apud Judaeum quendam Rab Ghasdai vocatum .** 114

*<>7 Cf. n. 102 (p. 664) on Prop. I, Part II.

108 Cf. n. 122 (p. 470) on Prop. I, Part II.

Cf. n. 49 (p. 431) on Prop. I, Part II.
1X0 Cf. n. 125 (p. 472) on Prop. I, Part II,
111 Cf. n. Ill (p. 466) on Prop. I, Part II.
n* Cf‘ notes 12 6 (p. 472) and 130 (p. 476) on Prop. I, Part II.
nj General suggestions as to a similarity between Crescas and Bruno

have been made by the following authors: JoSl, Don Chasdai Crescas ’ re-

ligionsphilosophische Lehren
, p. 8; Julius Guttman, “Chasdai Crehcas ah

Kritiker der aristotelischen Physik" in Festschrift zum siebzigsten Geburtstage
Jakob Guttmanns, p. 45, n. 3; Waxman, The Philosophy of Don Hasdai Cres-
cas

f p. 45.

1,4 Cf. Epistola XII olira XXIX.
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But more than this* His entire discussion of the infinite, both

the restatement of the arguments against its existence and his

refutation of these arguments, are directly based upon Crescas,

This conclusion does not rest upon similarities between restate-

ments of individual arguments or between individual refutations,

for each of these individually could be accounted for by some

other source. But there are certain intrinsic difficulties in Spino-

za’s presentation of the views of his “opponents” which could

not be cleared up unless we assumed that he had drawn his

information from Crescas. Furthermore, there is something in

the literary form in which the problem is treated by him in two

independent sources, in the Ethics and in his correspondence,

which seem to suggest Crescas as his immediate source. In the

Ethics Spinoza enumerates three “examples” by which the phi-

losophers have tried to prove the impossibility of an infinite. In

his letter to Ludovicus Meyer he declares that the problem of the

infinite is considered “most difficult, if not insoluble,” owing to

a failure to make three “distinctions.” Now, it happens that

these three “distinctions” are suggestive of three refutations ad-

vanced by Crescas against three of Aristotle’s arguments which

correspond to Spinoza’s three “examples .” 115

Perhaps one should be careful not to overestimate the impor-

tance of Crescas’ influence upon these men in evaluating their

philosophy. One cannot, however, altogether overlook the

importance of the striking resemblances between them if one

wishes to evaluate the place of Crescas in the general history of

philosophy. He anticipated these men in his criticism of Aris-

totle; his criticism, like theirs, took the form of a revival of the

views of pre-Aristotelian Greek philosophers; and what is of

still greater importance, he opened for us the vistas of a new

conception of the universe.

ns See H. A. Wolfson “Spinoza on the Infinity of Corporeal Substance" in

Chronicon Spinozanum IV (1924-26), pp. 79-103; cf. notes 1 (p. 394), 37 (p.

423) and 112 (p, 466) on Prop. I, Part II.



CHAPTER II

Infinity, Space and Vacuum

Towards the end of his proof of the first proposition denying

the possibility of an infinite magnitude—a proof made up of

material drawn from other sources—Crescas sums up his own

contribution to the subject. In the first place, he says, lie “has

recast those arguments in their logical form.” Then, he has

“restated them in exceeding brief language.” Thirdly, he has

strengthened “some of them by introducing points not mentioned

by any of the other authors.” Finally, he has arranged the

arguments according to some logical plan, for in their original

form, he claims, they lacked any orderly arrangement. These

claims of Crescas are only partly true. It is true indeed that

he “has recast those arguments in their logical form,” if by this

he means to refer to his method of presenting every argument

in the form of a syllogism. It is also true that he “has restated

them in exceeding brief language,” if by this he means that he

did not reproduce his authorities verbatim. But his statement

that he has strengthened some of the arguments “by introducing

points not mentioned by any of the other authors” is not alto-

gether true, unless he means by it that he has strengthened some

of the arguments advanced by one author by points taken from

the arguments of another author. As a matter of fact, Crescas

did not introduce new arguments of his own; what he did was

simply to introduce into the Aristotelian arguments taken

from Averroes the arguments advanced by Altabrizi or to incor-

porate within them some remarks by Gersonides. Nor is it

altogether true that the arguments in their original form were

lacking any orderly arrangement. As a matter of fact, the argu*

1 This chapter is based upon Propositions I, II and III,

38
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merits are presented in a well-ordered fashion by both Aristotle

and Averroes, and that order of arrangement has been retained

by Crescas practically intact. What he has done is simply to

have modified somewhat the original plan of classification .
3

3 The following analysis will bring out the relation between Averroes' ar-

rangement of the arguments and that of Crescas.

A verroes

I. Argument against the existence of an incorporeal infinite magnitude ar-

ranged in the order of (a), (b), (c), (d).

II. Arguments against an infinite existing as an accident in sensible bodies,

divided and subdivided as follows:

A. General or logical argument.

B. Four physical arguments: 1, 2, 3, 4 (a), 4 (b).

(These two classes of arguments are to be found in the Intermediate Physics).

III. Arguments from motion, divided and subdivided as follows:

A. Six arguments to prove that an infinite could not have circular motion:

1, 2(a), 2(b), 3, 4, 5, 6(a), 6(b).

B . Two arguments to prove that an infinite could not have rectilinear motion

:

1(a), 1(b), 2.

IV. Four general arguments: 1, 2, 3, 4.

(These two classes of arguments are to be found in the Intermediate De Caelo )

.

Crescas

His “First Class of Arguments" corresponds to Averroes’ I, but parts (a)

and (d) are merged together and parts (b) and (c) are given in reversed order.

See n. 7 (p. 332) on Prop. I, Part I.

This class of arguments includes also the following additions:

1. Arguments against the existence of a vacuum, taken from Averroes. See

Prop. I, Part I, p. 139.

2. Two reinforcing arguments, taken from Averroes, but given in reversed

order. See n. 49 (p. 344) on Prop. I, Part I.

3. One of the three arguments of Altabrizi. See Prop. I, Part I, p. 149.

His “Second Class of Arguments" corresponds to Averroes’ II, but with the

following variations:

• 1. Averroes’ II B 2 is omitted. See n. 65 (p. 351) on Prop. I, Part I.

2. Crescas’ second physical argument corresponds to Averroes’ II B 3. See

ibid .

3. Crescas’ third physical argument corresponds to Averroes’ II B 4 (a).

See n. 68 (p. 352), ibid.

4. Crescas’ fourth physical argument corresponds to Averroes’ II B 4 (b)

into which is incorporated a restatement of Aristotle' discussion about place

also taken from Averroes. See n. 73 ff. (p. 354f.), ibid.

His “Third Class of Arguments" corresponds to Averroes’ III, but with the

following variations:
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In order to enable ourselves to recapitulate Crescas* critique

of Aristotle’s rejection of infinity without having to restate Aris-

totle’s own arguments, we shall first briefly outline the main

drift of Aristotle’s discussion.

The infinite, according to Aristotle, may mean two things.

It may mean that which is limitless because it is excluded from

the universe of discourse of limitation just as a voice is said to

be invisible because it is excluded from the universe of discourse

of visibility. Or it may mean that a thing which is capable of

being limited is limitless. Dismissing the term infinite in the

first sense as something outside the scope of his discussion, he

confines himself to the discussion of infinity as applied to some

kind of extension or magnitude which, though capable of being

finite, is infinite. He shows that there can be no infinite incorpo-

real extension on the ground that no incorporeal extension

exists. He then shows by five arguments that no corporeal ex-

tension can be infinite. All these are discussed in the Physics

and in the Metaphysics. He further proves the impossibility of

an infinite extended body by showing that none of the sublunar

1. The order of A and B are reversed in Crescas. See n. 00 (p. 365), ibid.

2. Under rectilinear motion Crescas gives three arguments. The first does not

correspond to Averroes' arguments from rectilinear motion hut rather to his

II B 2 (see notes 106, p. 375, and 116, p. 376, ibid.), incorporating within it,

however, certain other elements (see n. 91, p. 365, ibid.). The second corres-

ponds to Averroes’ III B 1 (b), incorporating within it, however, a passage

from Averroes’ III B 1 (a). (But see notes 104, p. 364, and 107, p. 375, ibid.).

The third corresponds to Averroes’ III B 2.

3. Under circular motion Crescas follows Averroes’ enumeration of six

arguments, but with the following variations:

At the end of the first argument he adds an argument from Altabrizi. See n,

133 (p. 381) ibid.

The second argument reproduces only Averroes' III A 2 (a). See n. 136 (p.

382) ibid.

The third argument is composed of Averroes’ III A 2 (b). III A3, and another
one of Altabrizi’s arguments. See n. 141 (p. 383) ibid.

The sixth argument reproduces only Averroes’ III A 6 (a).

His “Fourth Class of Arguments” reproduces only Averroes’ IV 1 and IV 2.

See n. 157 (p. 390) ibid.
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elements could be infinite, for the sublunar elements are endowed

with rectilinear motion and no infinite can have rectilinear mo-

tion, and also by showing that neither could the translunar

element be infinite, for the translunar element is endowed with

circular motion and no infinite can have circular motion. These

last two classes of arguments are discussed in De Caelo . Though

Crescas in his critique tries to refute all these arguments, it is

not his intention to establish the existence of an infinite extended

body. His main purpose is to establish the existence of an

incorporeal extension and to show that that incorporeal extension

can be infinite. We shall therefore reverse the order of his argu-

ment and leave the discussion of an incorporeal extension to

the end.

There is a common fallacy, contends Crescas, running through

dive of Aristotle’s arguments. In all of these, Aristotle argues

against the existence of an infinite from the analogy of a finite.

Conceived in terms of a finite magnitude, the infinite, according

to Aristotle, cannot have existence because as a magnitude it

must be contained by boundaries
,

3 it must have gravity or

levity
,

4 it must have a spherical figure
,

5 it must revolve round

a centre
,

6 and finally, it must be surrounded by external percep-

tible objects .
7 All of these assumptions, argues Crescas, however

true with regard to finite magnitudes, are ill-conceived with

regard to an infinite. The infinite, if it exists, will not be con-

tained by boundaries ,

8 will be devoid of both gravity and levity
,

9

will be shapeless with regard to figure
,

10 moving circularly but

3 Cf. Prop. I, Part I (p. 151), n. 57.

*Ibid . (p. 161), n. 106.

s Ibid . (p. 173) n. 144.

6 Ibid. (p. 175) n. 158.

7 Ibid. (p. 177), n. 160.

8 Cf. Prop. I, Part II (p. 191), n. 40.

* Ibid. (p. 195), n. 49.

10 Ibid. (p. 213), n. 122. *
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not round a centre
,

11 and, finally, though moving by volition,

will not require external objects to act upon it as stimuli .

13 In

fine, if an infinite exists, it must not be conceived in any of the

terms by which a finite object is described.

Nor would it follow that the infinite can be neither composite

nor simple .
13 Quite the contrary it can be either composite or

.simple.

In the first place, the infinite may well be a composite body,

consisting of an infinite number of elements. To be sure, Aristotle

has rejected the possibility of an infinite number of elements.

But his rejection is based upon an assumption that the elements

must be known whereas an infinite number cannot be known.

But why, asks Crescas, should the elements have to be known ? 14

In the second place, the infinite may be conceived to be either

a composite body consisting of a finite number of elements one

of which is infinite in magnitude, or a simple body consisting

of one infinite element. Both of these possibilities have been

rejected by Aristotle on the ground that no infinite element

could exist among finite elements, for whatever that infinite

element may be, whether one of the four known elements or

some other element outside the four, it would have to possess

characteristic properties of its own, radically distinct from those

of the other elements, but, being infinite, it would in course of

time overwhelm and destroy the other finite elements .
15 Crescas,

however, contends that an infinite element outside the four ele-

ments is not impossible. That element, while it would indeed

be distinct from the four other elements, would not have to

possess positive qualities of its own. It could be conceived as

” Ibid . (p. 215), n. 125.
11 Ibid.

13 Prop. I, Part I (p. 151), n. 60.

14 Cf. Prop. I, Part II (p. 193) n. 44. See also refutations of this argument
quoted in the note (p. 426).

« Cf. Prop. I, Part I (p. 151), n. 63.
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being without any form and quality but only capable of assum-

ing all kinds of possible forms and qualities. It could furthermore

be conceived in its relation to the other four elements as matter

to form or subject to quality. Consequently though infinite, it

would never cause the corruption of the other finite elements,

for its relation to them would not be as one element to another

but rather as matter to form .

16 Crescas cites the case of the

celestial element, which, according to Aristotle, though distinct

from the four sublunar elements, is devoid of any positive quali-

ties whatsoever .
17

Again, Aristotle enforces his preceding argument by a state-

ment that if one of the elements were infinite, it would have to

be so in all its dimensions, and so there would remain no room

in the universe for the other elements .
18 This does not follow,

according to Crescas, for it is quite possible to conceive of an

infinite element that is infinite in only one dimension. Infinity,

in the present argument, is not assumed by Aristotle to be some-

thing essential to the element; it is only accidental to it, as any

other accidental quality. As such, the assumption that one of

the dimensions is infinite would not necessarily lead to the as-

sumption that the other dimensions would likewise be infinite .
19

Another argument against a corporeal infinite magnitude ad-

vanced by Aristotle is based upon his conception of place .
30

Aristotle himself divides this argument into two parts. First,

from the fact that place has only a finite number of directions,

namely, up and down, right and left, before and behind, he infers

that everything that exists in place must be finite. Second, from

the fact that each of these six directions is finite, he infers that

14 Cf. Prop. I, Part II (p. 193), n. 45. This would seem to be the point of

Crescas’ argument in that passage.
17 Ibid. (p. 193), n. 46.

18 Prop. I, Part I (p. 151), n. 64.

*9 Prop. I, Part II (p. 195), n, 48.

Prop. I, Part I (p. 153), n. 68.
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the object existing in place must be finite. In restating the

second part of Aristotle’s argument, Averroes introduces Aris-

totle’s formal definition of place and makes the entire argument

hinge" upon that definition. Similarly Abraham ibn Daud ad-

vances an argument against the existence of an infinite based

upon Aristotle’s formal definition of place. Probably following

these precedents Crescas likewise makes of the second part of

Aristotle’s argument from place an independent argument in

which he reproduces a complete summary of Aristotle’s discus-

sion leading up to his definition of place.”

Place is defined by Aristotle as the limit of the surrounding

body. This definition is the result of a discussion of the nature

of place in which Aristotle lays down three conditions. First,

place must surround that of which it is the place. Second, it

must be equal to the thing surrounded by it; it can be neither

smaller nor greater than the thing surrounded. Third, it must not

be a part of the thing surrounded by it but something separate

from that thing.” In some of the works of Arabic and Jewish

philosophers a brief summary of these three conditions is some-

times ascribed to Aristotle as the definition of place. Following

these precedents, therefore, Crescas restates Aristotle’s defini-

tion of place as the surrounding, equal and separate limit, that

is to say, the limit of the surrounding body, equal to the body

surrounded, but separate from it .*3

The implication of Aristotle’s definition is that there can be

no place unless one body is contained by another body, for it

is only then that there is a surrounding, equal and separate

limit. Inasmuch as everything within the universe is surrounded

by something else and all things are ultimately surrounded by
the all-surrounding outermost sphere, everything within the

31 Ibid. (p. 153), n. 71 (p. 352) and n. 73 (p, 354),
33 Ibid. (p. 153), n. 75.

1S The relation of this phrasing of the definition of place to Ari»totle
,

» phras-
ing is fully discussed in n. 89 (p. 362) on Prop. I, Part L
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universe is in place. Thus, for instance, in the case of the four

sublunar elements, earth is surrounded by water, water by air,

air by fire, and fire by the lunar sphere, and similarly in the

case of the celestial spheres, each sphere is surrounded by an-

other sphere until we come to the outermost sphere. But how

about that outermost sphere which is not surrounded by any-

thing on the outside, is it in place or not? To this question the

following answer is given by Aristotle: "But heaven is not, as

we have said, anywhere totally, nor in one certain place, since

no body surrounds it; but so far as it is moved, so far its parts

are in place, for one part adheres to another. But other things

are in place accidentally, as, for instance, soul and the heaven,

for all the parts are in a certain respect in place, since in a circle

one part surrounds another.” 24 To the commentators of Aristotle

this passage seemed to bristle with all kinds of difficulties. The

question was raised as to what did Aristotle mean by the term

"heaven.” Did he mean by it the universe as a whole, or only

the outermost sphere, or every one of the spheres? Again, what

did he mean by the term "accidentally” which lends itself to

several interpretations? No less than six interpretations have

been advanced .
25 But for our present purpose only two of these

interpretations are necessary.

According to Themistius the term "heaven” refers only to the

outermost sphere. That outermost sphere, not having anything

surrounding it, has as its place the limit of the body surrounded

by it, that is, the convex surface of the sphere immediately sur-

rounded by it. Thus the place of the outermost sphere is an

equal and separate limit but not a surrounding limit; it is rather

a surrounded limit. The outermost sphere, furthermore, is said

to be in place only accidentally. All the other spheres, however,

have as their place the limit of the body surrounding them, that

3< Physics IV, 5 212b, 8-13.

as See discussion on this point in n. 54 (p. 432) on Prop. I, Part II.
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is, the concave surface of the spheres which respectively surround

them. Thus, in contradistinction to the place of the outermost

sphere, the place of all the other spheres is a surrounding, equal

and separate limit, and it is what is called an essential place. 12<*

According to Avempace and Averroes not only the outermost

sphere but also all the other spheres have as their place the con-

vex surfaces of the spheres that are respectively surrounded by

them. They maintain that Aristotle's definition of place as the

surrounding limit refers only to the sublunar elements. In the

case of the celestial spheres, however, place is the surrounded

limit. But there is the following difference between Avempace

and Averroes. According to the former, all the spheres are in

place essentially; according to the latter, all the spheres are in

place accidentally .
27

With these preliminary remarks, we may now turn to Crescas’

criticism. His discussion may be arranged under three headings:

First, his refutation of Aristotle’s argument from the defi-

nition of place against the existence of an infinite. Second, his

criticism of that definition. Third, his own definition of place.

The infinite, argues Aristotle, could not exist in place since

place is the limit of a surrounding body and the infinite cannot

be surrounded by anything. The argument is inconclusive.

True, the infinite cannot have a surrounding limit, but still it

can have a surrounded limit, namely, the convexity of the sphere

which it surrounds, for in this manner is the place of the outer-

most sphere conceived by Aristotle according to most of his

interpreters .

28

Aristotle’s definition of place furthermore will give rise to

many difficulties and absurdities:

First, if we accept Themistius’ interpretation of Aristotle’s

view as to the place of the “heaven,” the term place when ap-

a6 Ibid.

Ibid.

a8 Prop. I, Part II (p. 195), notes 50-54.
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plied to the outermost sphere and the other spheres will have

to be understood in different senses, for in the case of the former

it will mean the surrounded limit whereas in the case of the

latter it will mean the surrounding limit .
29

Second, if we accept the interpretation of Avempace and

Averroes, a still greater absurdity will follow. According to

both of them, the place of the celestial spheres is the centre

round which they rotate. Now, according to Aristotle, bodies

are naturally adapted to be in their place, and toward their

place they tend. Consequently, according to Avempace’s and

Averroes
,

interpretation, the celestial bodies must be assumed

to be naturally adapted to abide in something beneath them.

But that is absurd. For not even fire is adapted to anything

beneath it .
30

Third, Avempace's and Averroes
1

views as to the place of the

celestial spheres rests upon the Aristotelian assumption that the

rotation of a sphere implies the existence of a fixed, round magni-

tude, distinct from the sphere itself, upon which the sphere

rotates as its centre. This is an impossible absurdity. There is

nothing but the mathematical point at the centre, and this

cannot be the place of the sphere .
31

Fourth, if as Aristotle claims the proper place of the elements

is that to which they naturally tend, then the centre of the

universe should be the proper place of earth .
32 But the centre

is a point, and cannot be place .
33

Fifth, there is the following difficulty. According to Aristotle,

place must satisfy three conditions: it must surround the body,

it must be something distinct from it, and it must be equal to

29 Ibid. (p. 197) notes 58-59.

30 Ibid. (p. 197) notes 67-69.

31 Ibid . (p. 199) notes 70-73.

As for the differences of opinion with regard to the place of earth, see

n. 64 (p. 445) on Prop. I, Part II.

33 Prop. I, Part II (p. 199), n. 78.
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it. Again, according to Aristotle, the parts of a continuous body

have no independent motion in the whole but move together

with the whole, and that motion of theirs is to be described as

essential. Furthermore, the parts of a continuous body are said

to exist in that body as parts in a whole and not as things in a

place. The question may therefore be raised, what is the place

of the parts of a continuous body? Will their place satisfy the

three conditions mentioned? To take a concrete example: Air

is a continuous body. The proper place of air as a whole is the

concavity of fire. But what will be the proper place of any part

of air taken from the middle? That it must be in its proper place

is clear enough, since no part of air is moved independently

without the whole and no element is without motion when out

of its proper place. Two alternatives are possible. First, that

the place of the part of air is identical with that of the whole.

But then, the place will not be equal to the object occupying it.

Second, that the place of the parts of air will be the other parts

of air surrounding it. But then, the place will not be distinct

from its occupant. Furthermore, the place of the whole of the

air and of any part thereof will not be the same .
54

Sixth, if we accept Aristotle’s definition of place, that it is

the limit of the surrounding body, the place of the same cubic

block, for instance, will be smaller when existing as a whole

than when broken into parts. But it is absurd to think that the

place of the same object as a whole would be smaller than the

sum of the places of its parts .
35

Crescas has thus shown that Aristotle’s definition of place as

the surrounding, equal and separate limit of the contained

object is erroneous, and furthermore that “proper place” cannot

be described as that toward which the elements are naturally

moved. But before adopting his final definition of place, Aris-

« See notes 60-66 (pp. 443-449) on Prop. I, Part II,

“ See p. 199, and n. 80 (p. 4S7), ibid.
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totle has tentatively discussed three other provisional definitions,

one of which asserted that the place of a thing is the interval

or the vacuum or the distance which is occupied by the thing .
36

This definition, which has been rejected by Aristotle, is now

adopted by Crescas .
37 Place is thus according to him the interval

or the vacuum or the distance of a thing. Not that there is no

distinction between vacuum and place, but the distinction is

not in their essential character. What is called vacuum when

it contains no body, becomes place when it contains a body .
38

This, of course, would imply the existence of a vacuum, but its

existence, as we shall see, is maintained by Crescas on inde-

pendent grounds. According to this definition of place, the

Aristotelian proper places are dispensed with, for wherever an

object happens to be, that is its proper place. Furthermore,

the part is as much in its own place as is the whole. Finally

natural motion is not to be explained by any tendency toward

a proper place, which, according to this new definition of place,

does not exist. Natural motion, as we shall see later on, is ex-

plained by Crescas in another way .
39

In rejecting the existence of an infinite sublunar element,

Aristotle employs the following argument. The infinite could

not be a simple element of infinite magnitude, because it would

then be unable to perform rectilinear motion. Nor could it be a

composite element consisting of an infinite number of hetero-

geneous parts, for as every part requires a proper place, it would

follow that there would be an infinite number of proper places.

But an infinite number of proper places is impossible, for the

very idea of proper places is derived from natural motion, and

natural motion is finite in kind. Now, that natural motion is

finite in kind is an empirical fact. Motion is either from the

36 Prop. I, Part I (p, 155) notes 79-80.

37 Prop. I, Part II, notes 55 (p. 441), 75 (p. 455) and 82 (p. 458).

3« See n. 31 (p. 417) on Prop. I, Part II.

39 See n. 76 (p, 456) on Prop. I, Part II.
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centre of the universe, or towards it, or round it; that is to say,

upward, downward, or circular. Motion being; thus finite in

kind, -it is argued, the proper places of elements endowed with

motion must likewise be finite .
40

It is the conclusion that is found fault with by Crescas. Assum-

ing the existence of an infinite element composed of an infinite

number of heterogeneous parts, Crescas endeavors to show that

an infinite number of proper places is not impossible. While it

is true, he argues, that the proper places must be finite in kind,

they can still be infinite in number. Suppose then we say

that the universe consists of an infinite number of concentric

spheres. The motions would then be still finite in kind, centrifu-

gal or centripetal, determined by their direction with regard to

a common centre, but the centrifugal or upward motion would

be infinite in number since there will be an infinite number of

circumferences. Take, for instance, the motion upward, from

the centre of the universe to the circumferences of the infinite

number of spheres: all such motions from the centre to the infi-

nite circumferences are one in kind, the sphere being concentric,

but they will be infinite in number since they are individually

different, each having a proper place of its own at the concavity

of an individually different sphere. Thus since the number of

these proper places are infinite, the number of the elements may
be infinite .

41

To be sure, such a conception of the universe may be objected

to on the ground that in an infinite number of concentric spheres

there could be no absolute upper place to correspond to its

absolute lower place, which is the centre; but the very distinc-

tion of upward and downward, it may be replied, is based upon

the conception of a finite universe. If you admit its infinity,

as do the Atomists, no such distinction must needs be assumed.4 *

40 Prop. I, Part I (p. 157), n. 91 ff.

41 Prop. I, Part II (p. 203), notes 97-98.
41 See n. 98 (p. 463) on Prop. I, Part II.
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It may indeed also be argued that if the infinite consists of an

infinite number of heterogeneous elements, those elements would

have to be not only infinite in number but also infinite in kind,

and consequently the infinite number of corresponding places

would have to be not only infinite in number but also infinite

in kind. But this argument, too, is inconclusive, for according to

Aristotle himself, while the number of places must correspond

to the number of elements, those places, unlike the elements,

must not necessarily be all different in kind. Take, for instance,

the sublunar elements, which are four in number and differ from

each other in kind. Their corresponding places are likewise four

in number; but as to kind, they are less than four, for the only

generic distinction between them is that of above and below.

Hence there is no reason why there should not exist an infinite

composite element, consisting of an infinite number of hetero-

geneous parts, each of which would have its proper place in one

of the infinite number of circumferences .
43

Thus disposing of Aristotle’s argument against the existence

of an infinite rectilinearly moving sublunar element, Crescas

then examines Aristotle’s arguments against the existence of an

infinite circularly moving translunar element. Starting with the

proposition that the distance between the radii at the circum-

ferences of an infinite sphere would have to be infinite, Aristotle

proceeds to show by two arguments that the infinite sphere

could not complete a revolution, inasmuch as no infinite distance

is traversible .
44 It is the initial proposition that Crescas endeav-

ors to disprove.

In the first place, he tries to show that to assume that the

distance between two infinite radii at the circumference of the

infinite sphere is infinite is intrinsically absurd. For if this as-

sumption were true, it would have to apply to any pair of radii,

43 See n. 103 (p. 373) on Prop. I, Part I.

44 Prop. I, Part I (p. 169), n. 126 ff.
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forming any angle at the centre. Suppose then that we take

any point in the alleged infinite distance between any pair of

infinite radii and through it draw a new radius. This new radius

will form an angle at the centre with either of the other two

radii, and still the distance between them will be finite, con-

trary to the assumption .
45

In the second place, he tries to show that though the radii of

an infinite sphere are infinite, the distance between them is

always finite, for distance must be measured between two points

by which it is bounded. Again, these points in the radii are at

a finite distance from the centre, and, therefore, the distance

between them must be finite. The distance is said to be infinite

only in the sense of indefinite, that is to say, whatever distance

you assume you may always assume one greater than it, since

the radii are infinite. The distances are, therefore, infinite only

in capacity, that is, they are always capable of increase, but

not in energy. This distinction between potential and actual

infinity is applied by Aristotle to number. To corroborate his

view about the finitude of the distance, Crescas refers to Apol-

lonius’ discussion of the asymptote and quoting Aristotle’s

dictum that "'every pair of contraries falls to be examined by one

and the same science
”46 he concludes with a favorite type of

Talmudic reasoning, the argument a minori ad mujtts. If in the

case of infinitely approaching limits the distance always remains

finite; a fortiori must the same hold true in the case of infinitely

parting limits .
47

Finally, he concludes that since the distance between any two

points in the infinite radii is finite, the infinite sphere will be

capable of completing a revolution, for at any given point the

sphere, though infinite, will revolve on a finite axis. Though it

45 Prop. I, Part II (p. 209), notes 108-110.

46 Metaphysics XI, 3, 1061a, 19. Cf. n. 104 (p. 464) on Prop. I, Part II.

47 Prop. I, Part II (p. 207), notes 103-107.
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is impossible to perceive by the imagination how this could be

done, still reason proves it to be so. For we can conceive by rea-

son many things which we cannot perceive by the imagination. 48

The underlying assumption in three other arguments49 ad-

vanced by Aristotle against the existence of an infinite revolving

sphere is that an infinite has no first point and that an infinite

distance cannot be traversed in finite time. With this as

a starting point it is argued that if an infinite revolving sphere

existed, two infinite lines moving on a centre in contrary direc-

tions, or one moving and the other fixed, would have to meet

at some first point and would have to be passed through in finite

time. To this Crescas’ reply may be restated as follows: Motion

has no absolute beginning, for there can be no first part of mo-

tion, since motion is infinitely divisible. By the same token,

the time of motion has no absolute beginning. When, therefore,

two infinite lines meet, they do not meet at any absolute first

point, nor is there any absolute beginning in the time when they

first meet. Consequently, you cannot speak of two infinite lines

meeting at a first point, or of an infinite distance being passed

through in finite time. But, as said above, a revolving infinite

sphere will revolve on a finite axis. Any distance, therefore, tra-

versed by it in finite time will be finite.50

Having shown that Aristotle’s arguments against a corporeal

infinite magnitude are all inconsequent, Crescas proceeds to

disprove also his arguments against an incorporeal infinite mag-

nitude. The main objection against an incorporeal infinite

magnitude is that no magnitude can be incorporeal. Every

magnitude, by its nature, contends Aristotle, implies the exis-

tence of body. That is not true, says Crescas. It is a corollary

of Aristotle’s own proposition that there is no vacuum within

<*Ibid. (p. 211), n. 112.

Second
,
third and sixth. Prop. I, Part I (pp. 171-175).

50 Prop. I, Part II (p. 211), notes 114-120.
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or outside the world. But if we assume the existence of a vacuum,

there exists also an incorporeal magnitude
,

51 for a vacuum is

nothing but extension devoid of body .
51 And thus Crescas enters

into a minute discussion of Aristotle’s arguments against the

existence of a vacuum.

In his Physics Aristotle enumerates two theories which were

held by early philosophers with regard to a vacuum. First, the

vacuum is inseparable from the corporeal objects of the world,

it is everywhere dispersed throughout the pores of the bodies,

thus breaking up the continuity of the world. .Second, there is

no vacuum within the world, the world itself being continuous,

but there is a vacuum beyond the world. The first of these

views is ascribed to the Atomists, the second to the Pythago-

reans .
53 Allusions to these two views occur also in Maimonides. s«

Five arguments in support of the existence of a vacuum are

reproduced by Aristotle in the name of those philosophers .
55

One is based upon the assumption that without a vacuum

motion would be impossible; or, in other words, the vacuum is

the cause of motion. This assumption, however, is shown by

Aristotle to be untenable, for the vacuum, he argues, could not

be the cause of motion in any of the four possible senses of the

term cause .
56 It is against this argument that Crescas now

endeavors to uphold the existence of a vacuum.

Aristotle’s refutation, contends Crescas, is based upon a mis-

understanding of the Atomists’ statement that the vacuum is

the cause of motion. They had never considered the vacuum

as the sole producing cause of motion. The vacuum to them

was only an accidental cause, or rather a condition of motion,

51 Prop. I, Part I (p. 139), n. 14 f.

Prop. I, Part II (p. 189).

" See n. 7 (p. 400) on Prop. I, Part II.

Ibid.

»5 These five arguments are divided by Crescas into two groups, one argument
being negative and four being positive. See Prop. I, Part I (p. 139), n. 18.

“ Prop. I, Part I (p 139), n. 19.
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without which the latter, though its producing causes were pres-

ent, could not take place. For they contend, and support their

contention by various natural phenomena, that had there been

no vacuum, bodies could not perform their motion on account

of their impenetrability. Being thus only a condition of motion,

and not its cause, the vacuum may exist even if it cannot be

any of the four causes enumerated by Aristotle .
57

Nor is Aristotle’s next argument, namely, that the existence

of a vacuum would make motion impossible
,

58 more conclusive

than the preceding one .
59 Having already explained that to the

Atomists the vacuum is only an accidental cause, or rather a

condition, of motion, removing as it does the possible obstruc-

tion that motion would encounter in a plenum, Crescas now

inquires as to what would be the producing cause of motion if

a vacuum existed. The producing cause of motion within a

vacuum, says he, could be the same as is now assumed by Aris-

totle in a plenum, namely, the natural tendency of the sub-

lunar elements towards their respective proper places, which

is, for instance, the concavity of the lunar sphere with respect

to fire and the centre of the universe with respect to earth .
60

It is with reference to those proper places that the motion of

each element would be designated as being either natural or

violent. It is natural when the element tries to escape from a

foreign place and seeks to reach its own natural place; it is

violent, when the element is forced away from its own natural

place. But, argues Aristotle, in a vacuum the elements would

have no reason for trying to escape one part in order to reach

another, inasmuch as a vacuum is devoid of any definite charac-

ter and all parts thereof are alike .

61 True enough, says Crescas.

57 Prop. I, Part II (p. 181), n. 4.

si Prop. I, Part I (p. 141), n. 25.

59 Prop. I, Part II (p. 183), notes 7-12.
60 As for differences of opinion with regard to the place of earth, see n. 64

(p. 445) on Prop. I, Part II.

61 Prop. I, Part I (p. 143).
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The vacuum, throughout its entire extent from the earth to the

lunar sphere, is the same in one part as in another, in so far as

its Qwn nature, or lack of nature, is concerned. But with refer-

ence to the earth and the lunar sphere some parts of the vacuum

may be called nearer while others may be called farther- an

entirely external relation which is compatible with the neutral

character of the vacuum itself. This diflerence in distance it

will be which will make the elements within the vacuum try to

escape one part in order to reach another. They will always

tend to draw nearer to their proper places.' This explanation of

motion within a vacuum, it should be noted, is advanced by

Crescas only to show that Aristotle’s theory of natural motion

and proper places could be maintained even if a vacuum is

assumed to exist. His own theory of motion is explained later. 6*

The argument from motion is still less applicable to the Pyth-

agorean theory of the existence of a vacuum beyond the world.

For if such a vacuum is conceived, the object within it would

not move rectilinearly but rather circularly. Now circular mo-

tion, according to Aristotle, does not imply the existence of

opposite termini and places. It is motion within one place, and

is possible even within a homogeneous vacuum wherein there is

no distinction of a terminus a quo and a terminus ad quem „
6*

Another argument against the existence of both a vacuum

and an infinite is based upon what may be called Aristotle’s

laws of motion. According to Aristotle’s laws of motion, the

times of two motions, all things being equal, are proportional to

the tenuity of the media in which the motion is performed, or to

the weight of the moving objects, or to the motive forces of these

objects. From these he infers that should the medium be a

vacuum, or should the weight of the moving object or its motive

62 Prop. I, Part II (p. 183), n. 10.

63 See below p. 79.

6
< Prop. I, Part II (p. 183), notes 1 1-12,
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force be infinite, the time would equal zero; that is to say, motion

would be performed in no-time, which to him is impossible.

Hence Aristotle concludes that neither a vacuum nor an infinite
*

has actual existence .
65

This view, however, was opposed by Avempace. The time

of motion, according to him, is not due to the medium. Motion

must be performed in a certain time, even if that motion were

to take place within a vacuum. That time, in which motion is

performed independently of its medium, is called by him the

original time of motion, which remains constant and never disap-

pears. The medium to him is not the cause of motion but rather

a resistance to it. Aristotle’s law that the time of two motions

is proportional to their respective media is, therefore, erroneous.

It is only true to say that the excess in the time of two motions

over their original time is proportional to the resistance offered

by their media .
60

In opposition to Avempace and in defence of Aristotle, Aver-

roes argues that the media are not mere resistances of motion

;

they rather determine the nature of the motion. The velocity

of an object in air is greater than that of the same object in

water not because air offers less resistance than water, but because

motion in air is of an entirely different nature than motion in

water. “For the motion in air is faster than that in water in

the same way as the edge of an iron blade is keener than that

of a bronze blade.” Motion without a medium would be impos-

sible, and the medium which causes its existence likewise deter-

mines its nature and velocity .
67

In order to prove that both a vacuum and an infinite are

possible, Crescas adopts Avempace's theory of an original time

of motion, and proceeds to defend it in a rather indirect manner.

Prop. I, Part I (p. 143), n. 31 f.

66 See n. 13 (p. 403) on Prop. I, Part II.

Ibid.
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If Averroes’ contention that the medium is a necessary condi-

tion of motion be accepted, it would likewise have to be true

that the medium is a necessary condition in the existence of

weight and lightness .
68 For weight and lightness are defined by

Aristotle in terms of motion. “I call that simply light which

is always naturally adapted to tend upward, and that simply

heavy which is always naturally adapted to tend downward.” 6*

If Crescas, therefore, could prove that weight and lightness are

independent of a medium he would thus indirectly establish that

motion is likewise independent of a medium. This is exactly

the line of attack he follows. He first tries to show how weight

and lightness could be explained in such a way as would com-

pletely dispense with the requisite of a medium. The explana-

tion which he offers is not original with Crescas; it is taken

from the works of Aristotle, where it is attributed to the Atomists

and Plato. According to this new explanation, the difference in

the weight of the elements is explained as being due to a differ-

ence in their internal structure, which Crescas characterizes by

saying “that both weight and lightness belong to the movable

elements by nature.” Or, in other words, there exists no absolute

lightness, as is assumed by Aristotle, but all bodies possess some

amount of weight .
70

Since weight and lightness are not conditioned by the medium,

it is not necessary to assume that the medium is essential to the

existence of motion. In fact all natural elements tend toward

the centre by reason of their weight. Thus it is only downward

motion that may be called natural. Upward motion, on the

other hand, is not natural; it must be explained by some mechani-

cal principle. The cause of upward motion, says Crescas, and

is in effect quoting the view of Democritus and Plato, is due to the

68 See n. 20 (p. 410) on Prop. I, Part II.

69 De Caelo IV, 4, 311b, 14-15.

70 See notes 20-21 (p. 410) on Prop. I, Part II.
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pressure of the more heavy elements upon the less heavy. All

the elements being heavy, naturally tend toward the centre; but

the heavier reach there sooner and thus compell the less heavy

to move upward .
71

Thus far Crescas has argued for Avempace's theory of an

original time of motion and in opposition to Aristotle and Aver-

roes, in order to show the possibility of temporal motion in a

vacuum. But suppose we follow the view of Aristotle and Aver-

roes that the medium is a prerequisite of motion and that within

a vacuum motion would have to be in an instant, even then,

Crescas contends, the theory of an original time may still be

maintained. We may say, that since every motion requires a

medium, there is an original medium of motion and hence an

original time. That original time is constant, and remains the

same even when the magnitude of the moving object is infinitely

increased or decreased. It is only the excess over the original

time that varies in proportion to the increase in the resistance

of the medium and to the decrease in the magnitude of the object.

Aristotle's laws of motion, namely, that the whole time of motion

is proportional to its medium and to the magnitude, is, there-

fore, erroneous. It is only the time of the motion additional to

the original time that is so proportional. Hence, if we admit the

existence of an infinite body, it would not have to perform

motion without time, for the original time would still remain .
72

Another argument against the existence of a vacuum advanced

by Aristotle is based upon the impenetrability of bodies. A
vacuum by definition is tridimensionality devoid of body. Now,

if a vacuum existed and could despite its tridimensionality be

penetrated by a body, why could not bodies penetrate into each

other .
73 The assumption underlying this argument is that the

71 Prop. I, Part II (p. 185), n. 22.

78 Prop. I, Part II (p. 183), notes 13-16.

73 Prop. I, Part I (p. 147), n. 44.
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impenetrability of bodies is clue solely to their tridimensionality.

In attacking this argument Crescas, therefore, tries to show that

tridimensionality is not the sole cause of impenetrability of

bodies, but tridimensionality in so far as it is also corporeal. The

vacuum, to be sure, is tridimensional like bodies, but it differs

from bodies in that its tridimensionality is incorporeal, whereas

that of bodies is corporeal. This difference between a vacuum

and bodies is that which makes a vacuum penetrable and a body

impenetrable, for the impenetrability of bodies is not due to

their tridimensionality, which they share in common with the

vacuum, but to their corporeality, in which bodies differ from

a vacuum. Now, that there is a difference between the corporeal

dimensions of bodies and the incorporeal dimensions of a vacuum

is admitted by Aristotle's commentators, but they argue that

the mere difference as to corporeality could not result in a dif-

ference as to impenetrability, and that corporeality could not

be the sole cause of impenetrability but that its sole cause must

be found in tridimensionality, which both bodies and a vacuum

share in common. But as for this, argues Crescas, granted that

corporeality alone could not explain the impenetrability of bodies,

neither could tridimensionality alone explain it .
74

With the refutation of Aristotle's arguments against a vacuum

Crescas now undertakes to show that according to Aristotle him-

self there must exist a vacuum, at least the Pythagorean con-

ception of a vacuum beyond the world. He furthermore shows

that a vacuum may be classified as an incorporeal continuous

magnitude. And finally he shows that this incorporeal magni-

tude must be infinite.

According to Aristotle the world is finite, and beyond the

outermost sphere there is no body. /The. absence of a body

beyond the universe naturally means the absence of a plenum*

The absence of a plenum must inevitably imply the presence of

74 Prop. I, Part II (p. 187), notes 26-28,
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a non-plenum. Now, a non-plenum necessarily means some kind

of potential space, actually devoid of any bulk, which, however,

it is capable of receiving. Such a potential space is what is

called a vacuum, for by definition a vacuum is nothing but

incorporeal intervals or extensions. Thus, beyond the universe

there must be a vacuum .
75

The terms generally used in describing the quantity of a

vacuum are not “much” and “few” but “great” and “small.”

Furthermore, a vacuum is measured by a part of itself .
76 All

these tend to show that a vacuum is not a discrete but rather a

continuous quantity. Now, of continuous quantities there are

five: line, superficies, body, place, and time, of which the first

four are called magnitudes. As a vacuum is obviously not time,

it must necessarily be a magnitude .
77 Hence, the vacuum is an

incorporeal, continuous magnitude .
78

If we now raise the question as to the finitude or infinity of

that incorporeal continuous magnitude, we must necessarily

arrive at the conclusion that it is infinite. For were it finite we

may ask again, what is beyond its limits, and as there can be

no plenum there, we will have to assume that beyond them

there is another vacuum and beyond that still another and so

on to infinity, which really means the existence of an infinite

vacuum, or incorporeal extension, beyond the universe .
79

Thus Crescas has shown that according to Aristotle himself

there must exist a vacuum outside the world, and that that

vacuum must be infinite. With this he now comes back to Aris-

totle’s original investigation as to whether an infinite incorporeal

75 Ibid . (p. 187), notes 30-32 and 36.

76 As for the meaning and history of this statement, see n. 34 (p. 418) on
Prop. I, Part II.

77 A discussion of the various classifications of quantity is to be found in n.

35 (p. 419) on Prop. I, Part II.

78 Prop. I, Part II (p. 189).

™ Ibid. (p. 189).
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magnitude has existence or not. Aristotle has rejected it because,

by his denial of the existence of a vacuum, he could not conceive

of the existence of an incorporeal magnitude. Crescas, however,

acce*pts it because a vacuum to him has existence, and a vacuum

is an incorporeal extension or magnitude.

But how is this infinite extension or magnitude to be con-

ceived? To begin with, the infinite incorporeal extension is to

be infinite by its nature and definition, for the incorporeal can

have no accidents. Furthermore, being incorporeal, it is simple

and homogeneous. But here a difficulty would seem to arise.

Infinity, as we have seen, is used by Aristotle in the sense of

that which, though capable of being finite, is infinite. This

implies that the infinite must be divisible. But if the incorporeal

extension which is infinite by its nature and definition is divisible,

then its parts would have to be infinite, which would imply that

an infinite is composed of infinites—a difficulty encountered by

Aristotle himself in the course of his tentative discussion of the

possibility of different conceptions of infinity. In order to remove

this difficulty Crescas alludes, rather cryptically, to the analo-

gous case of a mathematical line. lie does not, however, explain

how the analogy of a mathematical line would remove the diffi-

culty. But evidently what he means to say is this. A distinction

is to be made between two kinds of divisibility, one of which

implies composition and the other of which docs not imply

composition. Take, for instance, a syllable. It is divisible into

letter, and is also composed of letters. Here indeed divisibility

implies composition. But, on the other hand, take a mathemati-

cal line. It is said to be divisible, and is infinitely divisible, into

parts which are linear. Still it is not composed of those parts

into which it is divisible, for the linear parts into which it is

divisible, by definition, are bounded by points, and consequently

if it were composed of these linear parts it would also be com-

posed of points, but a line is not composed of points. Or in
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other words, when a thing is discrete and heterogeneous, it is

divisible into its component parts and is also said to be composed

of those parts, its parts being co-existent with the whole. When
ag is, however, continuous and homogeneous* it is only

ble into its parts but is not composed of them, for it is

ble only in capacity, and the parts into which it is divisible

)t actually co-existent with the whole. By the same token,

lfinite, simple, homogeneous, incorporeal extension can be

ble despite its being simple
;
and though divisible into parts

of which is infinite, it will not be composed of those parts,

simple in the same sense as a mathematical line is simple;

s to say, it is not composed of heterogeneous parts. It is,

,
divisible like a mathematical line into parts of its own

The parts of the infinite, to be sure, will be infinite, just

2 parts of the line are lines, but the infinite will no more

mposed of infinites than a line is composed of lines, for

infinite parts never actually co-exist with the infinite

just as the linear parts never actually co-exist with the

whole .
80

linst an infinite incorporeal extension there is now only

rgument, that of Altabrizi, which awaits an answer. The

f the argument is this. If an infinite extension exists, by

ling two lines which are finite on one side and infinite on

ther, one may arrive at the absurdity of having one infinite

2r than another .
81

2 argument, says Crescas, is based upon a misunderstanding

2 meaning of the term infinite as used in the statement

one infinite cannot be greater than another. The term

:e has two meanings. In the first place, it means to have

tits. In the second place, it means to be incapable of mea-

lent. Now, it is possible to have an infinite in the sense

>r a full discussion of this interpretation of Crescas' brief statement,

1 (p. 391) on Prop. I, Part II.

op. I, Part I (p. 149). For the history of this argument, see n. 54 (p. 346).
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of not being capable of measurement which may not be infinite

in the sense of having no limits. Such is the case of the two lines

in Ajtabrizi’s proof. In so far as the lines are immeasurable

neither of them can be greater than the other, for things immea-

surable are incomparable. But in so far as both the lines have

limits on one side, one of them may be said to be greater than

the other in the sense of its extending beyond the other at

their finite end. 8j That this is a true distinction may be shown

by the fact that in the problem of the creation of the universe,

both those who believe in eternity and their opponents will

have to resort to it in order to get out of a common difficulty. 8*

The discussion so far has dealt with the impossibility of an

infinite magnitude, which is the subject of Maimonides’ first

proposition. The impossibility of an infinite number is the

subject of the second and third propositions. Inasmuch as it is

characteristic of number that it involves the idea of both unity

and plurality, applying as it. does to a group within which the

individuals are distinguishable from one another by some kind

of difference, it is clear that only such things can be numbered

as possess certain individual distinguishing marks. Such indi-

vidual distinguishing marks which make number possible are,

according to the sixteenth proposition of Maimonides, of two

kinds. First, in the case of corporeal objects, they are to be

found in the relative positions the objects occupy in space or

in the accidental qualities which they all possess. Second, in

the case of incorporeal beings, like the Intelligences, which do

not exist in space and have no accidental qualities, number is

possible only in so far as they are differentiated from each other

by some external relation, such as the relation of cause and effect,

for the Intelligences, according to Maimonides and Avicenna,

are related to each other as causes and effects.*4 It is because

8a Prop. I, Part II (p. 191), n . 37 (p. 423).

^ Ibid. (p. 191), notes 38-39.
84 Prop. XVI.
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number may be understood in these two different senses that

Maimonides has treated the problem of infinite number in two

different propositions. The second proposition denies the possi-

bility of an infinite number of corporeal objects, whereas the

third proposition denies the infinite number of incorporeal beings,

or as he puts it, the infinite number of causes and effects .
85

That an infinite number of corporeal magnitudes is impossible

is demonstrated by a simple argument. It follows as a corollary

from the first proposition, for an infinite number of finite magni-

tudes will make one infinite integral magnitude .
86 To prove,

however, the impossibility of an infinite series of cause and effect,

more complicated arguments were required.

There is, to begin with, the argument given by Aristotle him-

self which is intended to show the impossibilitj' of a series which

has no beginning as well as that which, having a beginning, has

no end, or in other words, the impossibility of an infinite series

in the upward direction as well as in the downward direc-

tion. This argument of Aristotle has been freely restated by

Avicenna, from whom it was taken over by Altabrizi. Crescas

reproduces it, with some slight modifications, from Altabrizi

and alludes to its origin in Aristotle .
87

Then, in a comment upon a passage in the Physics Averroes

disproves the possibility of infinite number on the ground that

number must be divisible into odd and even, which an infinite

could not be. This argument, though not original with Averroes,

for we find it in the writings of Algazali
,

88
is quoted by Crescas

in the name of the former, and is taken by him to apply with

85 See n. 2 (p. 480) on Prop. III.

86 Prop. II, Part I. This is Altabrizi 's proof. Aristotle's own proof is re-

produced in n. 2 (p. 476).

87 The various restatements of Aristotle’s proof are given in n. 4 (p. 482) on

Prop. III.

88 See n. 3 (p, 477) on Prop. II.
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equal force to infinite material magnitudes as well as to infinite

immaterial beings .
89

Finally, the first part of Aristotle’s argument, the argument

against the possibility of an infinite series in the upward direc-

tion, is reproduced by Narboni in a statement to the effect that

had the universe had no first cause at the beginning nothing

could have come into actual existence. This argument occurs

repeatedly in various works in connection with the problem of

creation, but Crescas quotes it directly from Narboni’s com-

mentary on the Moreh, introducing it in the name of “one of

the commentators.” 50

All these arguments are subjected by Crescas to a searching

analysis. He refutes Averroes’ argument by pointing out that

it is only finite number, because of its being actual and limited,

that must be subject to the division into odd and even; infinite

number, were it admitted to be possible, would not have to

be subject to that division .
91

Narboni’s argument is likewise subtly analyzed and rejected.

Causes, contends Crescas, may either precede their effects in

nature and co-exist with them in time, or they may precede

them both in nature and in time. While Narboni 's argument,

continues he, may reasonably prove the impossibility of an

infinite series of causes and effects when temporally preceding

one another, it is insufficient to prove the impossibility of such

a series when there is only a natural, without any temporal,

precedence, such as is assumed in Maimonides’ third proposition.

Furthermore, he argues, even in the case of temporal precedence,

Narboni’s argument is unconvincing. For those who believe in

the eternity of the universe draw a distinction in the case of

temporally successive cailses and effects between essential and

85 See n. 8 (p. 488) on Prop. III.

*° See n. 16 (p. 492) on Prop. III.

91 Prop. II, Part II (p. 219). For sources of this refutation, see n. 9 (p. 488)
on Prop. III.
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accidental causes, and while they deny the possibility of an

infinite series of the former they admit it in the case of the

latter. And so, concludes Crescas, since such a distinction is

made, and since also an infinite series of temporally successive,

accidental causes is admitted to be possible, there is no convinc-

ing reason why we should deny the possibility of an infinite

series of essential causes of the same description. To say that

essential causes are in this respect less possible than accidental

causes is a purely arbitrary assertion .
92

Finally, he refutes the first part of Aristotle's argument which

tries to show the impossibility of an infinite series in the down-

ward direction though finite in the upward direction. But in

order to show the refutability of this argument, he had to estab-

lish first the possibility of an infinite number of incorporeal beings.

As we have seen, under the guise of the denial of an infinite

series of causes and effects, Maimonides really aims to deny the

possibility of an infinite number of incorporeal beings which

have neither accidental qualities or spatial relations and cannot

consequently be numbered except as causes and effects. The

question therefore arises : Suppose we find some incorporeal beings

which, though without spatial, accidental or causal relations, are

still capable of being numbered by some kind of individual

distinction in their respective degrees of perfection, could these

be infinite in number? Now, such numerable incorporeal beings

are found, if we believe in individual immortality, in the case

of the human souls which survive after death, for these human

souls, if we assume their immortality to be consequent upon

certain individual perfections acquired during lifetime, retain

their individual distinction even after death. Concretely stated,

the question is this: Can the immortal souls after their separation

from their bodies be infinite in number ? 93 It is Altabrizi who

93 Prop. Ill (p. 227) and notes 17-20 (pp. 293-496).

93 For the history of this problem, see n. 6 (p. 484) on.Prop. Ill,
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raises this question, but leaves its solution to God whose knowl-

edge is limitless. Crescas, however, enters into a full discussion

of the subject .
94 He finds that authorities differ on that point.

Avicenna, he says, followed by Algazali and Maimonitles, admits

the existence of an infinite number of immortal souls, whereas

Averroes denies it. That such a controversy existed is true

enough. But Crescas does not seem to be aware that the view he

ascribes to Algazali is one which the latter held to be the view of

the philosophers, Avicenna and perhaps also Aristotle, with

which, however, he himself did not necessarily agree; nor does he

seem to reproduce quite accurately the reason for Averroes" denial

of an infinite number of disembodied souls .
95

By refuting the alleged argument of Averroes against the

infinity of immortal souls, Crescas, of course, espouses the view

of the opposing school, namely, that the infinite number of

immortal souls is possible. As a consequence, it would no longer

be true to lay it down as a general rule that incorporeal beings

can never be infinite in number; it would only be true to say,

as Maimonides indeed did say, that they cannot be infinite in

number when they are numbered on account of their mutual

relation as causes and effects. When incorporeal beings are

capable of being numbered on account of some other individual

distinction, as, e. g., the immortal souls of the dead, they can

be infinite in number. Suppose, now, these infinite immaterial

beings be all effects, arising simultaneously from a given un-

caused cause, as are, for instance, the Intelligences in the view

of Averroes. We would then have an infinite number of pure

effects, and there is no reason why that should be impossible.

It is thus quite conceivable to have an infinite number of incorpo-

real beings standing in the relation of effects to one uncaused

cause. With this established, Crescas then proceeds to ask,

94 Prop. Ill, Part I, notes 5~8.

M See notes 6 (p. 484) and 8 (p. 488) on Prop. III.
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why should it not be equally possible, with that uncaused cause

as a starting point, to have all its infinite effects proceed from

one another as causes and effects among themselves and so^con-

tinue infinitely downward? What should render it less possible

when they all proceed from the first cause as a series of causes

and effects than when they proceed from it simultaneously? If

it is possible for them to be infinite in the latter case, why not

also in the former ? 96 Still more significant is Crescas' conclusion.

Maimonides' Proposition, he says in effect, does not follow Aris-

totle in denying the possibility of a series of causes and effects

which are infinite in the downward direction. It only aims to

deny the possibility of the series when it is infinite in the upper

direction, for Maimonides is only interested in showing that at

the beginning of any series, be the series infinite or finite, there

must be an uncaused cause .
97

96 Prop. Ill, Part II, notes 10-13.
9? Ibid. n. 21.



CHAPTER III

Motion 1

The terms “change” and “motion,” according to Aristotle, are

not synonymous. Change is the more comprehensive term,

including as it does any kind of transition, whether from non-

being into being, or from being into non-being, or from one state

of being into another. Motion, more restricted in its meaning

than change, applies only to a transition within being itself

between one state or condition into another. In Aristotle’s own

language motion is said to be the change from a certain subject

to a certain subject whereas change may be from a subject to

a non-subject or from a non-subject to a subject. Accordingly,

there is no motion in the category of substance, inasmuch as

generation and corruption, which constitute the two opposite

changes in the category of substance, are changes from a non-

subject to a subject and from a subject to a non-subject. In

strict conformity with this distinction, Aristotle is always careful

to enumerate under the term change four categories, namely,

substance, quantity, quality and place, and under the term

motion only three categories, namely, quantity, quality and

place. To this generalization there are only a few exceptions,

the most notable of which is a passage in the Categories wherein

he uses the term motion as the subject of his classification but

includes under it the category of substance. In that passage

he also resolves substance into generation and corruption and

quantity into growth and diminution and uses for quality the

term alteration, and thus instead of speaking of the four cate-

* This chapter is based upon Propositions IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, XI II, XIV,
XXV, XVII, XVIII and IX in the order given.

70
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gories of motion he speaks of six species of motion, namely,

generation, corruption, growth, diminution, alteration, and

locomotion .
3

The distinction between change and motion is generally ob-

served by Arabic and Jewish authors. Formally the distinction

is stated by them to be as follows: Change is timeless, motion

is in time .
3 Like Aristotle, they insist that if the term motion is

used as the subject of the classification the category of substance

is to be omitted, and if the term change is used the category of

substance is to be included. But again like Aristotle they some-

times deviate from that rule. On the whole we find three types

of classifications in |the literature of the period. First, there are

works which follow Aristotle's Categories and enumerate six

species of motion reducible to the four categories of substance,

quantity, quality and place. Second, there is an Avicennean

classification which, using the term motion and hence, in con-

formity with Aristotle, excluding substance, adds the category

of position and thus continues to speak of four categories of

motion, namely, quantity, quality, place and position. Third,

there is the classification adopted by Maimonides which, using

the term change, enumerates the four categories of substance,

quantity, quality and place .
4

But here a question arises with regard to Maimonides ,

four-

fold classification of the categories of change. Why should

some of the other categories be excluded from the classification?

It is true, Aristotle has stated that there is no motion in the

categories of relation, action, and passion, but he did not explic-

itly say that there is no change in those categories. Furthermore,

a A discussion of the different classifications of the categories of change

fieraPokf) and motion Kivijcns as given by Aristotle is to be found in n. 3 (p.

498) on Prop. IV.

3 See n. 4 (p. 503) on Prop. IV. See contradictory statements in Index: Motion.
4 A discussion of the different classifications of the categories of change and

motion in Arabic and Jewish philosophy is to be found in n. 3 (p. 500) on Prop.

IV*
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in one place at least, Aristotle has stated quite the contrary,

namely, that there is motion in the categories of action and

passion. Knowing, as we do, the loose sense in which Aristotle

sometimes uses the term motion, why not try to reconcile these

two contradictory statements by taking the term motion in the

last passage to mean change, and thus there would be more

than four categories of change? Indeed, Aristotle never enumer-

ates more than four categories of change, but we have no

evidence that he ever meant to give an exhaustive list of the

categories of change. In fact, the Stoics have included the

categories of action and passion under motion. And the Avicen-

neans, too, mention the category of position among the categorievS

of motion

.

s

Considerations like these, if not actually these very consider-

ations, must have formed the background of Crescas* question why

Maimonides has restricted the categories of change to four—

a

question already raised by Altabrm .

6

In answer to this difficulty Crescas draws upon a distinction

between two subjects of change which has been only slightly

suggested by Aristotle but fully developed by his commentators .
7

If any concrete perceptible object, call it A, is undergoing a

change in any of its accidents, say color, or size or place, passing

from one opposite to another, call those opposites B and C, two

subjects may be considered in the process of the change. First,

A may be considered as the subject of the change, inasmuch as

A is that which underlies the opposites B and C and is that in

which the change takes place and which sustains the change, A
may be therefore called the sustaining subject . This sustaining

subject exists only in the categories of quantity, quality and
place, for it is only in these categories that the subject is some-

5 See notes 6-7 (pp. 504-507) on Prop. IV.
6 See n. 5 (p. 504) on Prop. IV.
7 For a full discussion as to the meaning, origin and history of this distinction

between the two ‘subjects’ of change see n. 8 (p. 507 f.) on Prop, IV,
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thing concrete and perceptible. In the category of substance

there is no such perceptible sustaining subject, though the

matter underlying the processes of generation and corruption

may be called an imperceptible sustaining subject .
8 Second, the

accident which is being changed from one opposite to another,

say from whiteness to blackness, may be considered as the

subject of the change, inasmuch as it is that accident, say color,

which has these two opposites, whiteness and blackness. This

accident may be called the material subject or rather the subject-

matter of the change.

Now, if you consider change with reference to the sustaining

subject, it may be found also in some of the other categories, say

the category of action, for in action, too, there is always a sustain-

ing subject which undergoes the change, for now that subject acts

and now it does not act. But if you take it with reference to the

material subject, it is to be found only in such categories where

the two opposites may be each designated by some positive and

concrete term. There are only three such categories: quantity,

which has the opposites of increase and diminution; quality,

which has, for instance, the opposites black and white; place,

which has the distinction of up and down and other similar

distinctions. In none of the other categories are there such

opposites as may be designated by positive opposite terms, an

a quo and an ad quern, between which the change is to take place,

and consequently there can be no change between them. Take,

for instance, the category of relation. Whatever the relation

may be, whether that of reciprocity, as father and son, or whether

that of comparison, as greater and smaller, the relation as such

cannot suffer any change. It always remains the same relation.

If a change takes place at all, the change is always in the objects

reciprocally related to each other or compared with each other

but not in the relation itself. Similarly in the categories of posses-

• Ibid . p. 512 f.
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sion, action and passion, possession as such, action as such .and

passion as such cannot change from one opposite to another. In

the category of time, indeed, there is the opposite of past and
r

future, and consequently there should be change or motion in the

category of time. But the reason why time is not mentioned as

one of the categories of motion is that time, according to Aristotle,

is itself defined in terms of motion and would be entirely incon-

ceivable without motion. When therefore Mamonides speaks of

change, he uses the term with reference to the material subject,

and is thus compelled to confine himself only to these three

categories of quantity, quality and place, where the material

subject undergoes a change between two opposite accidents

within one perceptible sustaining subject. Substance was not to

be mentioned by him, inasmuch as change in the category of

substance is something unique in that its sustaining subject is

imperceptible and its opposites generation and corruption are not

the opposites of an accident residing within a perceptible sustain-

ing subject. Still Maimonides mentions also change of substance

because it is involved in the other three categories of change .
9

We thus have change and motion. Of change, again, we have

two kinds, one considered with reference to its material subject

and the other with reference to its sustaining subject. The former

kind of change is found only in the four categories of substance,

quantity, quality and place. The latter kind of change is found

in some of the other categories.

The term motion is to be particularly used with reference to

the category of place .

10 Motion is thus primarily locomotion.

Indeed, in quantitative changes, such as growth and diminution,

there is some sort of locomotion, but that locomotion is hardly

perceptible enough to justify the proper application of the term
motion to the category of quantity .

11
Still in a general sense the

9 Prop. IV, notes 9-15.
10 Maimonides in Prop. IV.
11 Prop. IV, notes 17-19.
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changes of quality and quantity may be called motion. Change

in the category of substance, however, and any other change

that is timeless, cannot be called motion. Thus while every

motion is change, it is not every change that is motion .
12

There are three formulations of the definition of motion, two

given by Aristotle and one by Maimonides. Aristotle’s first

definition reads: ‘Motion is the actuality of that which is in

potentiality in so far as it is in potentiality’. His second defini-

tion is somewhat differently phrased : ‘Motion is the potentiality

of that which is movable in so far as it is movable’. Maimonides*

definition is phrased as follows: ‘Motion is a change and transi-

tion from potentiality to actuality’. The relative merits of these

three definitions as well as the relation of Maimonides’ definition

to those of Aristotle have been a matter of discussion .
13 Crescas

himself finds that Maimonides’ definition is only a restatement

of Aristotle’s first definition. The object of both these definitions

is to establish the nature of motion as something which is neither

a pure potentiality nor a complete actuality but a potentiality

in the process of realization. He finds fault, however, with these

definitions on the score of their use of the term potentiality,

which might lead to a difficulty. For if every transition from

potentiality to actuality is motion, then the transition of a mo-

tive agent from the state of a potential motive agent to that of

an actual motive agent will be motion. Every motivity then

will be motion. As every motion requires a motive agent, every

motivity will also require a motive agent. But this is contra-

dictory to Aristotle’s view as to the existence of a prime immova-

ble mover .
14 He therefore considers Aristotle’s second definition

as an improvement upon the first and concludes that while in a

general way motion is the process of the actualization of that

which is in potentiality, the term potentiality is to be under-

13 Prop, V, n. 2.

*3 See notes 5 (p. 523) and 11 (p. 529) on Prop. V.
x* See note 10 (p. 526) on Prop. V.
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stood as referring only to a potentiality for receiving motion and

not to a potentiality for causing motion .
15

Besides the classification of motion according to the categories,

Aristotle has another scheme of classification. Motion may be

essential, that is, the translation of a body as a whole from one

place to another, and it may be accidental, by which are meant

two things, first, the motion of some accident of a body by

reason of the motion of the body itself, and, second, the motion

of part of the body by reason of the motion of the whole body.

This second kind of accidental motion is sometimes called by

him '‘motion according to part” or “motion according to some-

thing else,” as contrasted with essential motion which is “motion

according to itself.” Then motion may again be divided into

that which has the principle of motion within itself and that which

has the principle of motion outside itself, designated respectively

as natural and counternatural or violent. These classifications

of motion are scattered in different parts of Aristotle’s work and

the scheme we have presented is made up of several different

classifications by Aristotle .

16 Now, Maimonides, evidently in an

attempt to summarize the various classifications of Aristotle,

gives a fourfold classification—essential, accidental, partial, and

violent .
17 Crescas, having before him the various classifications

of Aristotle as well as an elaborately detailed classification by

Altabrizi, which is based upon Aristotle, takes Maimonides 1

classification merely as a general statement to the effect that

motion is classifiable and proceeds to work out on the basis of

it a more detailed scheme of classification, in accordance with

Aristotle and Altabrizi .

18 Motion, according to his revised plan,

is divided into the following divisions and subdivisions: A. Essen-

15 See note 11 (p. 529) on Prop. V.
16 See n. 3 (p. 531) on Prop. VI for a discussion of the various classifications

of motion in Aristotle and in Arabic and Jewish philosophers,
17 Prop. VI.
18 See n. 3 (p. 533) on Prop. VI.
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tial, subdivided into (a) natural, (b) violent, and (c) voluntary.

B. Accidental. C. Violent, subdivided into (a) essential, and “(b)

accidental. D. Partial, subdivided into (a) violent and
# (b)

natural .
19

Essential motion is defined by Maimonides as the translation

of a thing from one place to another. Now, the celestial spheres

in their rotation are not translated from one place to another,

their motion being within one place. Indeed, it is on this account

that Avicenna does not include the circular motion of the spheres

in the category of motion in place. He calls it rather motion in

the category of position .
20 It would thus seem that, according

to Maimonides 1

definition of essential motion, the motion of the

celestial sphere is not essential.

In his endeavor to prove that the motion of the sphere is

essential, Crescas enters upon a discussion of the nature and

cause of the motion of the sphere.

The spheres, according to the dominant view, are animate

beings. Like all animate beings their soul is the principle of

their motion. Their motion is therefore called voluntary and is

said to differ from the motion of the sublunar elements which

is called natural. The proof of this view rests upon the assump-

tion that matter is inert and that the four sublunary elements

have each a proper place in which it is their nature to remain

at rest. But as they are occasionally expelled from their respec-

tive proper places by some external force, they are then set in

motion by a natural reflux to their proper abodes. It is this

reflux to their proper resting places that is called natural motion,

and the proper places are said to act upon the elements as final

causes. This natural motion, therefore, cannot be continuous,

for it must come to a stop as soon as each element arrives at its

proper destination. Now, since the spheres never leave their

19 Prop. VI, notes 4-8.
20 See n. 10 (p. 535) on Prop. VI.
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proper places, they would be expected to remain permanently

at rest. Still the spheres are continuously in motion, rotating as

they.do on a centre in their own place. What therefore is the

cause of their continuous circular motion?
r

Ihe only answer

that could be given was that they are moved by an internal

principle called soul .

21 Consequently the motion of the spheres

is called voluntary in contradistinction to the motion of the

sublunar elements which is called natural.

In opposition to this there was another view which maintained

that the motion of the spheres, like that of the sublunar elements,

is natural .
22 Crescas adopts this view and argues that there is

no need of explaining the circular motion of the spheres by a

psychic principle or soul any more than there is need for such

an explanation in the case of the motion of the sublunar elements.

For matter is not inert; it is naturally endowed with motion.

To be always in motion is the essential nature of all the elements,

sublunar as well as translunar. But this motion with which all

the simple elements are endowed by nature differs with respect

to direction in accordance with the inner structure and constitu-

tion of each particular element. The celestial element is so

constituted as to move in a circular direction whereas the other

elements are so constituted as to move either in an upward or

in a downward direction. Thus the celestial spheres may be said

to be naturally endowed with circular motion just as the sublunar

elements are said to be naturally endowed with either upward or

downward motion.

Crescas’ rejecton of the Aristotelian explanation of the circu-

lar motion of the sphere is followed by his rejection of Aristotle’s

theory of absolute lightness. The contrast between lightness and
weight, according to Aristotle, corresponds respectively to the

91 Moreh Nebukim II, 4.

“ See n - 11 (P- 535) on Prop. VI for the history of the view that the motion
of the spheres is natural.
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contrast between upward and downward motion. Fire is said

to be light and earth heavy in the sense that the former has a

natural tendency upward whereas the latter has a natural ten-

dency downward. These natural tendencies in opposite direc-

tions on the part of the elements is furthermore explained, as

we have seen, as a reflux toward proper places which are supposed

to exist above and below. Against these views Crescas inveighs

on several occasions. To begin with, he denies the existence of

proper places .
23 Then he also denies that natural motion is due

to the alleged reflux toward those proper places the existence

of which he denies; motion is explained by him as being due to

the inner structure of the elements themselves. Finally, all the

elements are endowed with a natural motion downward, and

every apparent motion upward, such as that of fire, is to be

explained on the ground of a mechanical cause, namely, on the

ground of pressure exerted from below. Consequently, if by

weight and lightness is to be understood a natural downward

and upward motion there is no such a thing as absolute light-

ness, for all the elements have only a natural downward motion

and are therefore to be described as heavy, though some may
be heavier than others .

24

With this new theory of motion Aristotle’s division of motion

into natural and violent becomes erroneous. The upward motion

of fire can never be called natural, and its downward motion is

in no sense unnatural. But, remarks Crescas, while this may be

urged as a criticism against Aristotle, it cannot be urged as a

criticism against Maimonides’ proposition, for in his illustration

of violent motion Maimonides does not mention the motion of

fire downward. He only mentions the motion of a stone upward,

which is indeed violent, being due to an external force .
25

« See n. 76 (p. 456) on Prop. I, Part II.

Prop. VI, notes 14-19,

a$ Prop. VI end.
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So much for Maimonides’ definition of essential and violent

motion. His definition of accidental motion is likewise criticized

by Crescas. Accidental motion, according to Maimonides, is to

be found only in the motion of accidental qualities which are

moved together with the essential motion of the bodies in which

they inhere. This, he says, is not altogether accurate. It may

be also found, according to Aristotle, in the motion of something

which is not an accidental quality, as, for instance, the extreme

point of a line. That the motion of the extreme point of a line

is to be considered as accidental rather than as essential or par-

tial has been shown by Averroes .
36

Change and motion, according to Aristotle, imply corpore-

ality and divisibility, and therefore objects capable of change

and motion must be corporeal and divisible. That they must

be corporeal is self-evident. Change in the category of place,

or, what is called motion proper, cannot exist without a body,

for place, by definition, is peculiar to body. Change in the other

categories, namely, substance, quality and quantity, must like-

wise imply corporeality. For quality and quantity are accidents

which must inhere in a body; and similarly change between

being and non-being in the category of substance must imply

the existence of matter. That change and motion likewise imply

divisibility is demonstrated by Aristotle by the fact that both

of these, by definition, are partly potential and partly actual.

This demonstration proves that all the four categories of change,

including the timeless change of substance, imply divisibility .
37

To this general proposition, however, two exceptions may be

pointed out. First, the mathematical point at the extremity of

a line in a body, though it may be moved accidentally with the

body
,

38
is not divisible nor is it corporeal. Second, both the

a6 Prop. VI, notes 12-13.

*7 Prop. VII, Part I.

a8 Prop. VII, Part I, end.
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rational and the sensitive faculties of the soul undergo change,

the former undergoing a timeless change in passing from ignorance

to knowledge and the latter undergoing a change in tim^ in

passing through the emotions of pleasure and pain and their like.

Still the soul is incorporeal and indivisible. These exceptions,

however, argues Crescas, do not invalidate the proposition, for

upon examination it will be found that both these exceptions

involve changes which are only accidental, and so all that is

necessary in order to justify the proposition is to restrict its

application only to such changes and motions that are essential.29

In order to prove that there is an immovable mover, that is

to say, a mover which moves unlike any other mover in the

universe, Aristotle had to prove first that motion is eternal and

second that no motion can be eternal unless it is “according to

its essence” xa#’ avr6 and “by its essence” v<p’ aurou. The

expressions “according to its essence” and “by its essence” mean

two different things. The first expression means that the object

moved must be moved essentially as a whole and not accidentally

as a quality of something else or as a part of something else. The

second expression means that the object moved must have the

principle of its motion within itself and not outside itself, the

latter being known as violent motion. According to Aristotle, for

motion to be eternal it must be neither accidental nor violent.

In Arabic versions of Aristotle, it would seem, the term violent

used in the original text was replaced by the term accidental.

Maimonides, therefore, in restating Aristotle’s principle, simply

says that everything that is moved accidentally must of neces-

sity come to rest, meaning by the term “accidentally” both

what is generally known as accidental motion and what is more

specifically called violent motion.30

Prop. VII, Part II.

3° See n. 4 (p. 551) on Prop. VIII for a full discussion as to the history of the

interpretation of this Proposition,
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This Aristotelian proposition, however, is qualified by Crescas.

It is true only, he says, if it means to affirm that no accidental

motion can of itself be eternal. It is not true if it means to

affirm that no accidental motion can under any circumstances

be eternal, for it can be shown that accidental motion can be

eternal if it is inseparable from some eternal essential motion .
31

The reason why no accidental motion can of itself be eternal

is to be found in the nature of the accidental. Anything acci-

dental, depending as it always must upon some cause, is by its

own nature only possible. Its existence, while it endures, is thus

always subject to the alternatives of continuing to be or of

ceasing to be. At any given time, to be sure, only one of the

alternatives can be in a state of actuality, the other alternative,

however, must always be regarded as held in reserve, capable

of springing into realization at the proper opportunity. Thus
while it cannot be said singly of either one of the possible alter-

natives that it must become realized, it can be said of both the

alternatives that within an infinite time they will both have to

have been realized. In other words, it is inconceivable that

any one of the possible alternatives should remain forever in a
state of actuality to the exclusion of the other, inasmuch as

possibility is not only the opposite of necessity but is also the

opposite of impossibility .
32 Consequently, accidental motion

cannot of its own nature continue for an infinite time .
33

Motion is said to be one in the three senses, generically, specifi-

cally, and individually. Upward and downward motions, for in-

stance, may be called one in the sense that they belong to the
same category or genus of place, but specifically they constitute

two different motions. The upward motion of two different

objects, on the other hand, are called one specifically, seeing that

31 Prop. VIII, Part II.

32 See n. 2 (p. 693) on Prop. XXIII.
33 Prop. VIII, Part I, notes 2-3.
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they belong to the same species of upward motion under the

genus place, but individually they constitute two different mo-

tions. The upward motion of one object, taking place during

one continuous time, however, is called one in an individual and

numerical sense .
34 Again, the term continuous as applied to

motion may have two meanings, one in the sense of everlasting

motion and the other in the sense of unbroken and coherent

motion .
35 Of all the categories of motion only circular locomo-

tion may be said to be continuous in the sense of both everlast-

ing and unbroken. All the other motions, qualitative, quantita-

tive, spatial and substantial, are never continuous in the sense

of everlasting. They may, however, be continuous in the sense

of unbroken, provided that they are individually one. Motions

which are specifically different, still less motions which are

generically or numerically different, can never be continuous in

either of the senses .
36

That the specifically different motions of one object, though

taking place in a time which is apparently one, cannot be con-

tinuous is shown by Aristotle by the following argument. Mo-
tions which are specifically different are invariably in opposite

directions, and between motions in opposite directions there

must always be an instant of rest. This Aristotle proves by

induction to be true in the case of the specifically different

motions of all the categories—generation and corruption in sub-

stance, whitening and blackening in quality, and upward and

downward in locomotion .
37

The case of locomotion is furthermore proved by an additional

argument. When a motion returns upon itself, says Aristotle,

it must mark an actual point at its turning point. In other

** See n. 2 (p. 615) on Prop. XIII.
35 See n. 6 (p. 617) on Prop XIII for an Aristotelian basis for these two

usages of the term “continuous”.
36 Prop. XIII, Part I, notes 3-6.

37 Ibid . notes 7-1 2

„
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words, when two motions run in opposite directions with refer-

ence to a given point, that point must be actual. But having

an actual point in motion always implies a pause. Consequently

there must be a pause when a rectilinear motion returns upon

itself. Since there is a pause between them, the two opposite

motions cannot have a common limit at their meeting point.

The end of the first motion must be actually different from the

beginning of the second motion. And so the two motions can-

not be considered as one, for if it were so, the time during which

the motions took place would likewise have to be one, but this

is impossible, for inasmuch as there is an actual point between

the two opposite motions there must be a corresponding actual

instant in the two times of two motions. Now, if these two

motions were one motion, the two times would likewise have to

be one time, despite their being divided by an actual instant.

But this is impossible, for time is a continuous quantity and

cannot have an actual instant in the middle .
38

In his criticism of this view Crescas tries to show that motions

or changes in opposite directions may be one and continuous.

In the first place, argues Crescas, it is not true that there must

be a period of rest between two opposite qualitative changes.

Two such opposite changes may be continuous, that is to say,

the juncture at which the change of direction takes place may
be like all the other instants in time which have no separate,

actual existence, but constitute the end of the past and the

beginning of the future. If an object that has been blackening

begins to whiten, the blackening and whitening processes may
be considered as constituting one continuous motion taking

place in one continuous time. Still it could not be contended,

as is done by Aristotle, that at the instant during which the

change in direction takes place the motion would have to be
at once both blackening and whitening. By no means. As a

38 Ibid, notes 13-16.
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point in time, to be sure, that instant is the common boundary

of both the past and the future; as a point in the process of

motion, however, it is only the boundary of the past motion.

And this is a good Aristotelian distinction. For according to

Aristotle, in every continuous motion you may take any instant,

which as an instant in time will belong both to the past and the

future but as a point in motion will belong only to the past.

Take, for instance, the qualitative motion of blackening and

represent it as moving from A to B. The time AB as well as

the motion AB is continuous. Now, take any point C in AB.

As an instant in time, says Aristotle, it belongs to both AC and

CB. As a point in motion it marks only the end of AC. Still

Aristotle calls the motion AB continuous. Why not say the

same of the two opposite motions AB and BA. B as an instant

of time will belong to both AB and BA, thus preserving the

continuity of time. B as a point in the motion will only mark

the end of AB. Still the opposite motions AB and BA could be

continuous, no less so than the motions AC and CA, and you

could not say that at B the motion would run at once in both

the opposite directions .
39

Furthermore, the assumption that between two opposite mo-

tions there must always be a pause is absurd. Suppose body A
in its motion upward strikes body B, which is in its downward

motion, and thereupon A changes its direction and begins to

come down. If you say that A must come to rest before it

changes its direction, B, too, would have to come to rest. But

this is impossible, for the downward motion of B is admittedly

continuous .
40

Finally, Crescas refutes the argument which Aristotle has

advanced in the case of locomotion. He denies the initial assump-

tion of that argument. It is not true at all, when two motions

39 Prop. XIII, Part II, n. 20.

^ Ibid. n. 21.
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run in opposite directions with reference to a given point, that

the point must be actual. He proves this from the analogy of

substantial and qualitative change. The change between genera-

tion and corruption or between one generation and another is a

substantial, continuous, and timeless change. Now, every sub-

stantial change involves a corresponding qualitative change. And

so any change from one generation to another will simultaneously

register a change from one quality to another. These two quali-

tative changes will be in opposite directions, inasmuch as, by

taking the common limit between the two generations as the

point of departure, the one will move towards it and the other

will move away from it. And still these two qualitative changes,

though in opposite directions, are one and continuous as are

their concommitant substantial changes .
41

Consequently, if it is not necessary to assume an actual instant

of rest between two opposite changes of quality and of substance,

why should it be necessary to have one between two opposite

motions in place?

Let us return to Aristotle. No opposite motions, according to

him, can be one and continuous, be they motions in substance,

quantity, quality, or place. Now, since the world is finite in

magnitude, in quality and in place, there cannot be an infinite

spatial, quantitative or qualitative change in one direction.

Consequently, if these changes were to continue infinitely, they

would have to change their direction. But as soon as they

change their direction they must come to a pause; and upon

resuming their motion, it will no longer be their old motion that

they will resume, but rather entirely a new one. Consequently,

none of these changes can be infinite. There is one kind of mo-
tion, however, that does not come to a stop even though it

changes its direction. That is circular motion. The reason for

this exception is that in circular motion there are no absolutely

< x Ibid . n. 22,
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opposite directions, for at the same time the motion is from

and toward the same given point. No point in it is therefore

assumed to be actual, and it must not necessarily come ^;o a

rest. Consequently, circular motion may be continuous'' and

eternal .
42

If we assume the world to have existed from eternity, as Aris-

totle in fact does, which of the four kinds of motion was first

to appear? It is locomotion; for the locomotion of the spheres

have co-existed from eternity with the prime mover. Then, the

changes of generation, growth, quality, diminution and corrup-

tion follow in order of succession. Thus locomotion is prior in

time to all the other motions. But it is also prior in nature to

all the other motions, for all the other motions in a way involve

locomotion, they never occur without the occurrence of some

degree of locomotion, whereas locomotion may take place singly

and independently. Finally, circular motion is prior in essence

or reason to all the other motions, for it is the most perfect, and

the perfect, according to Aristotle, logically precedes the imper-

fect. The perfect nature of circular motion is attested by its

continuity, by its uniform velocity, and by the excellency of its

subject, namely, the fifth, celestial substance. Unlike all other

motions, the circular is not an incomplete energy; it is an energy

complete and perfect .
43

The order of temporal priority, however, is to be reversed if

we assume the world to have been created ex nihilo in time.

For then assuredly generation was the first of motions. By the

same token, assuming even the universe as a whole to be uncre-

ated, the individual generated beings within the universe, have

generation as the first of their motions. Motion of absolute

quantity, in the shape of corporeal form, is the next motion.

Qualitative motion and afterwards the motion of accidental

<a Prop. XIV, Part I.

w Prop. XIV, Part I, n. 3; Part II, n. 9,
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quantity follow when the elements become possessed of their

four natural forms. It is only then that locomotion appears.*

Motion is not a self-contained process. Its inception as well

as its continuation must be due to some cause. This is true of

all the categories of motion, including motion in the category

of substance, i. e., the assumption and the casting off of forms,

for matter cannot be the cause of its own motion .
45

The cause of motion, while it must always be distinct from

the object in motion, may either be physically external to it

or reside internally within it. Thus, for instance, in the case of

the violent motion of an inanimate object in a direction contrary

to its nature, as that of a stone upward, it is clear that the motive

cause is an external force applied from without. And so it is

also generally agreed that in the case of the voluntary motion

of animate beings the cause is a vital principle, a soul, operating

from within. The case of the so-called natural motion of the

elements in their appropriate directions, however, is doubtful .
46

That the motive cause of the elements is something distinct is

sure enough; but is it also external to them or does it reside

within them? On this point we have two conflicting views, the

Avicennian and the Averroian .
47

To Avicenna, the natural motion of the elements, like the

voluntary motion of animate beings, may be called motion by

an internal cause. The elements move in their respective natural

directions by themselves, because, like animate beings, they

contain within themselves their principle of motion. To be sure,

there is a difference in the action of the internal motive principle

of the natural elements and in that of animate beings. In the

case of the former, the action is mechanical and is restricted to

44 Prop. XIV, Part II, notes 10-13,

* Prop. XXV.
46 Prop. XVII.
47 See n. 7 (p. 672) on Prop. XVII for a discussion of the views of Avicenna

and Averroes.
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one definite direction, whereas in the case of the latter, the action

is voluntary and is operated at large in all directions. Still they

both belong to the same order of nature—the motive principle

in either case may be identified with some form of the object.

In animate beings, that form is the soul, for soul is the form of

the body. In the inanimate natural elements, that form is cor-

poreality, or corporeal form, which is the first form that matter

assumes .
48 As the form of an object constitutes its nature, nature

is thus said to be the principle of motion .
49

Against this conception of motion, which may be called dy-

namic, Averroes maintains a view which may be called static.

According to him, who indeed only interprets Aristotle, there

is only one kind of motion which rflay be said to contain its

motive principle within itself, and that is the voluntary motion

of animal beings. All the other motions, including that of the

elements, have their motive cause outside themselves. The

elements, he maintains, are by their own nature endowed only

with a potentiality for motion, which passes into actuality by

the action of a series of external causes which ultimately end in

the prime mover. Those external causes, indeed, act upon the

elements through their specific forms, and thus their forms may
in a certain sense be called the cause of their motion. The proper

cause of their motion, however, is something external .
50

As to which of these views was held by Maimonides it is a

matter of controversy among his commentators. Crescas is silent

on this point .
51

Motion, properly speaking, is change in place, and, as we have

seen, it is not a self-contained activity. It always implies the

existence of a motive agent. By the same token, any other kind of

change or transition from potentiality into actuality requires an

48 See n. 18 (p. 579) on Prop. X.
49 Ibid,

50 Ibid.

51 Ibid.
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agent or cause to bring about that transition. The proximate

cause of motion, as we have seen, is distinct from the object

moved but not neccesarily external to it. Its remote or ultimate

cause, however, is both distinct and external. Thus in every

form of transition from potentiality to actuality the ultimate

cause is not only distinct from the object but also outside of

it. This view is not the result of a priori reasoning; it is rather

based upon inductions from actual observations. Whatever form

of change we take, we shall find that the cause is always distinct

from the object as well as external to it .
52

Though action is change and change is a transition from

potentiality into actuality, it is not always that a change of

action implies a change in the nature of the agent producing

the action. Action means the operation of an agent upon an

object under given conditions. Any change in action may be

therefore due to a change in any of these three causes: the agent,

the condition or the object. It is therefore quite possible to have

a change within the action or from non-action into action without

implying a change in the nature of the agent, as when, for in-

stance, the change or transition can be traced to the nature of

the object only. Thus, if you conceive God to have created the

world in time, the transition from non-action into action does

not mean a change in the divine nature .
53

A motive agent may act upon its object either as a final cause

or as an efficient cause, in the latter case its action is performed

in one of the following four ways: drawing, impelling, carrying,

and rolling. As a final cause the motive agent may produce
motion without itself being moved. As an efficient cause, how-
ever, it cannot produce motion without itself being moved at

the same time .
54 The case of a magnet, which seems to produce

sa Prop. XVIII, notes 1-9.

51 Ibid. n. 9.

14 Prop. IX, Part I, n. 2.
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motion in an object as an efficient cause by means of drawing

without itself being moved, was advanced as an apparent contra-

diction to the general rule and called forth various explanations.

On the whole, four explanations are discussed in various works

in Jewish literature. 55

First, the magnet does not act as a motive agent in its attrac-

tion of iron. It is the iron itself which is moved toward the

magnet by reason of a certain disposition it acquires when it

comes within the vicinity of the magnet. This explanation is

quoted by Averroes in the name of Alexander.

Second, the motion of the iron toward the magnet is brought

about by means of certain corpuscles which issue forth from

the magnet and come in contact with the iron and draw it toward

the magnet. This explanation is attributed to the Stoics. It

is also described by Lucretius. It is quoted by Averroes in the

name of Alexander and is found in Maimonides.

Third, the magnet possesses a certain force which attracts

the iron. Thales calls this force a soul. Plato and, according

to Gershon ben Solomon, also Galen deny that this force is a

soul but designate it simply by the term power. It is similarly

called peculiar power by Joseph Zabara and peculiar property

by Altabrizi.

Fourth, magnetic attraction is explained by the same principle

as the natural motion of the elements. There is a certain affinity

between the iron and the magnet analogous to the affinity which

exists between the elements and their respective proper places.

The magnet therefore does not act as the efficient cause of the

motion of the iron but rather as its final cause. This explanation

is advanced by Averroes and is also discussed by Gershon ben

Solomon and his son Gersonides.

« See notes 5 (p. 563) and 10 (p. 565) on Prop. IX for a history of the various

theories of magnetic attraction as are to be found in Jewish philosophical

literature.
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Crescas adopts the last explanation but modifies it somewhat

in accordance with his own explanation of the natural motion

of -the elements. As we have already seen, Crescas does not

attribute the natural motion of the elements to the alleged action

of proper places upon the elements as final causes. According to

him all the elements are moved downward by their own nature

due to some peculiarity in their own physical structure and

composition. Similarly in the case of magnetic attraction, he

argues, the motion of the iron may be due to some peculiarity in

its own physical structure and composition.



CHAPTER IV

Time 1

The relation between time and motion is one of the pivotal

points in Crescas’ criticism of Aristotle. Aristotle defines time

as the number of motion according to the prior and posterior .
2

As against this Crescas defines time as the measure of the dura-

tion 3 of motion or of rest between two instants. By this definition

Crescas means to disestablish the connection between time and

motion which Aristotle’s definition has established. But how

this end is achieved by Crescas’ new definition is not quite clear.

The substitution of the term 'measure’ for 'number’ certainly

does not bring about that result, for, besides the irrelevancy of

this change of terms to the question in hand, Aristotle himself

interchanges these terms in his definition of time .
4 Nor does

the addition of the term "rest” make time independent of motion,

for Aristotle himself admits that rest, too, is measured by time,

but argues that since rest is only the privation of motion, it is

measured by time only accidentally .
5 Finally, the substitution

of the phrase "between two instants” for Aristotle’s "according

to prior and posterior” is of no real significance, for Aristotle,

too, by his statement that time is the number of motion accord-

ing to prior and posterior means that motion is numbered or

measured by time when it traverses a certain distance between

two instants.

1 This chapter is based upon Prop. XV.
3 The variety of versions of Aristotle’s definition of time in Arabic and Jewish

philosophy is discussed in n. 9 (p. 636).

J A justification for translating the underlying Hebrew term by ‘duration* is

to be found in n. 23 (p. 654).

4 See n. 24 (p. 658).

* See n. 22 (p. 646). .
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The real difference between these two definitions, therefore,

cannot be obtained by the mere counting of the words and

phrases in which they are couched and by abstracting them from

one another. We must first find out what these definitions

exactly mean. Now, as for the exact meaning of Aristotle's defi-

nition, it can be easily gathered from his own discussion of time .
6

But as for the exact meaning of Crescas' definition, his own dis-

cussion on the subject does not lend us any help. We must

therefore resort to other discussions which may be found in

the philosophic literature spanning the centuries between Aris-

totle and Crescas and out of these try to get whatever help we

can in constructing Crescas’ own view.

Aristotle does not approach the problem of time with that

feeling of awe with which some later philosophers begin their

discussion of the same problem. The term ‘time' had not as

yet become obscured by the incrustation of layers upon layers

of metaphysical speculation. As used by Aristotle, it was still

the word of the common speech of the ordinary man. When
Aristotle asks himself what time is, he is really asking himself

what people mean when they speak of time, and it is from his

observations of what people usually mean by time in their every

day speech that he arrives at a definition of the nature of time.

There is no use of speculating as to the existence of time, he

begins his discussion, and there is still less use in attempting to

deny the existence of time, when in the daily speech of every man
time is treated as something existent. Assuming then that time

does exist, Aristotle proceeds with the question, what time is .
7

In order to know what a thing is, it is first necessary to know
to what class of beings it belongs. Now, all beings, according

to Aristotle, fall into two classes, substances and accidents. The
question is therefore whether time is a substance or an accident.

6 Physics IV, 10 ff.

7 See n. 7 (p. 634), where also a discussion is to be found as to the different

restatements of the pre-Aristotelian definitions of time.
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It was very easy for Aristotle to show that it was not a substance,

for a substance is something which exists in itself, whereas time

is something fleeting, consisting of past and future, neither of

which has any actual existence. It must therefore be an accident,

existing in something else, just as color and shape and size exist

in something else .
8

But what is that something else in which time exists? Aris-

totle’s answer is that it is motion, for psychologically, he argues,

we have no perception of time unless we have a perception of

motion. The manner in which our perception of time is formed

is shown by an analysis of motion. Motion is a transition from

one point to another over a certain magnitude. In the magnitude

itself, these points are co-existent, but in motion they are succes-

sive, some of them being prior and others posterior. These prior

and posterior points in motion are transformed by our mind

into past and future, and the past and future when combined

furnish us with what we usually call time. Furthermore, motion

is numbered, and this is done in two ways, first, according to

distance, as when we describe motion by the distance traversed,

and, second, according to speed, as when we describe motion as

swift or slow. But the swift and the slow are in common speech

measured by time,
1

‘since that is swift which is much moved in

a short time, and that is slow which is but a little moved in a

long time.” 9 Consequently, Aristotle arrives at the definition of

time as being the number of motion according to the prior and

posterior .
10

The implications of this definition are many and far-reaching.

Time, according to this definition, while not identical with

motion, is still inconceivable without motion .
11 Time thus always

implies the existence of some corporeal object in motion; and

* See notes 2 (p. 633), 10, 11 and 12 (pp. 640 f.).

» Physics IV, 10, 218b, 15-17; Cf. n. 12 (p. 641).
10 See notes 13, 14, 15 and 16 (pp. 642 f.).

« Prop. XV, Part II, n. 4.
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while indeed the object need not be actually in motion, it must

be capable of motion .
12 Furthermore, time as now defined has

a certain kind of reality and actual existence outside the mind,

due to the reality of the moving object to which it is joined,

though this reality is to be understood only in a limited sense,

for since time is not motion itself but only the number of motion,

to that extent, like number, it must be conceptual .
13 Moreover,

eternal beings that are incorporeal and immovable, like God and

the Intelligences, cannot have the attribute of time, inasmuch

as the attribution of time would imply corporeality and mova-

bility .
14 Finally, if we accept Aristotle’s definition of time but

reject his view as to the eternity of the universe, as does Maimo-

nides, we will have to assume the creation of time as well as

the creation of matter, inasmuch as time, under this definition,

could not have existed prior to the existence of matter and

motion .
15

In order now to understand how Crescas’ counter-definition

divorces the idea of time from that of motion, we must first call

attention to another definition of time, opposed to that of Aris-

totle, which had been current in Greek, Arabic and Jewish phi-

losophy down to the time of Crescas and which continued to be

discussed by philosophers after his time. In the light of this

new definition we shall be able to get the full significance of

Crescas’ definition .
16

According to this new definition the essence of time is not

motion but duration. Unlike motion, duration does not depend

upon external objects for its existence, and it does not arise in

” See notes 19 (p. 645) and 22 (p. 646).

» See n. 28 (p. 661).

14 See notes 21 (p. 646) and 31 (p. 662).

** Seen. 33 (p. 663).

16 A full documented discussion of this definition of time, its rise in Plotinus
and its history in Arabic and Jewish philosophy, will be found in n. 23 (pp.
654-658).
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our mind out of the motion of things outside ourselves. It is

rather the continuity and flow of the activity of the thinking

mind. This thinking mind may be God, or the universal sbul,
<•

in such philosophies as assume the existence of a universal soul,

or even our own mind, if our mind is assumed to have an activity

and life of its own. Given therefore a thinking mind, even were

there no external reality, there would be such duration. But this

duration itself would be indefinite and indeterminate. It would

have no end and no parts. In order that it might become deter-

minate, there must be some external standard of determination.

Such a standard is motion. When duration is determined and

measured by motion, the measured part of duration becomes

time. Still, while we cannot get time, or that measured-off part

of duration, without motion, time is essentially as independent

of motion as is the pure, undiluted duration itself, for time is

only measured by motion, but is not generated by motion. Unlike

Aristotle, then, this definition maintains that it is not time that

measures motion but it is rather motion that measures time .
17

This definition may be hewn out of the lengthy discussions of

Plotinus, and traces of it may be found in the writings of the

Ifrwan al-Safa, Saadia and Altabrizi. In the work of Joseph

Albo, a pupil of Crescas, there is a clear-cut statement of it.

It can also be traced throughout the writings of Bonaventura,

Duns Scotus ,Occam, Suarez, Descartes, Spinoza and Locke .
18

Students of Bergson, too, may perhaps find in it some sugges-

tion of his distinction between “pure duration'' and “mixed

time."

This is exactly what is meant here by Crescas' definition. In

its essence time is duration, and duration is in the mind and is

independent of motion. Motion comes in only as a measure by

*7 Ibid. p. 655. But see n. 22 (p. 646).

18 Cf. H. A. Wolfson, “Solomon Pappenheim on Time and Space and his

Relation to Locke and Kant”, in Israel Abrahams Memorial Volume , 1927,

pp. 426-440.
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which a definite portion of duration is set oil. Time is thus

formally defined by Crescas as “the duration of motion . . .

between two instants.** But in order to get that definite portion

of the duration, or the time, of a thing it is not necessary for

the thing itself to be in motion. It is not even necessary for it

to be capable of motion. The measure can be supplied by our

mind by its merely conceiving of motion, for, as Crescas says, time

may be measured “by the supposition of motion without its

actual existence.’’ Now, the thing whose duration is measured

by the “supposition of motion’’ and is itself neither in motion

nor capable of motion is described by Crescas as being at rest,

using the term 'rest/ unlike Aristotle, not in the .sense of the

privation of motion in things capable of it but in the sense of

absolute immovability .
19 He thus introduces into his definition

the additional expression “and of rest.”

The implications of this new definition are quite the opposite

of those which follow from the definition of Aristotle. Since

in its essence time is duration, it implies no external existence,

still less the existence of something movable. For a thing to be

in time, therefore, it need not be either actually in motion or

capable of being in motion. Furthermore, time has no reality

whatsoever
,

20 inasmuch as it exists in the mind of a knowcr and

could have existed there even were there nothing outside the

mind of the knower in existence. Consequently, beings that are

incorporeal and immovable, like God and the Intelligences, may
be described by attributes of time without implying that they

are corporeal and movable .
21 Finally, if the world is assumed to

have been created, prior to creation there had existed duration

which is the essence of time .

22

19 On Crescas' use of ‘rest’ in the sense of ‘immovability', see n. 22 (p. 646 f*)„
20 See n. 28 (p. 661).
21 Prop. XV, Part II (p. 291) and notes 31 and 32; cf. Or Adonai I, iii, 3, and

H. A. Wolfson, Crescas on the Existence and Attributes of God ,

aa See Prop. XV, Part II (p. 291) and n. 33 (p. 663).



CHAPTER V

Matter and Form 1

val philosophy it was customary to divide ‘being’ into

that which exists in itself and that which exists in another.

To the latter the name accident is given. Accident is then

subdivided into that which not only exists in another but exists

through the other, and that which, while existing in another, is

the cause of the existence of the other. The former is again called

accident, the latter is called form. Thus in the accepted termino-

logy of the time, the term accident had two meanings, a general

and a specific, the one used to include substance, for form is a

substance
,

2 and the other used as the opposite of substance. It

must have been in order to avoid this confusion of terms that

Maimonides introduces the term “force” to take the place of the

term “accident” in its general sense. “Force,” therefore, desig-

nates existence in something else, and it is used by Maimonides

in Propositions X, XI, XII, and XVI, to include accidents, forms,

the lower faculties of the rational soul, the internal principle of

motion, and the universals, all of which require something else

in which to exist .
3

The distinction of matter and form is deduced, after Aristotle,

from the phenomenon of the reciprocal transformation of the

elements. Water, for instance, becomes air and air becomes

water. This process of transmutation, it is argued, cannot be

merely the alteration of one thing into another, for the elements

represent opposites, and nothing can become its opposite unless

1 This chapter is based upon Propositions X, XI
,
XI I ,

XVI
,
XIX, XX, XXI

,

XXII, XXIII and XXIV.
* See n. 9 (p. 573) on Prop. X.

* See n. 15 (p. 577) on Prop. X.
99
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it is first completely destroyed. The transmutation of the ele-

ments therefore implies the destruction of one thing and the

generation of another. But when one thing is destroyed, it can

no longer give rise to another thing, for from nothing, nothing

can be generated. It is therefore necessary to assume the exist-

ence of a certain substratum common to all the four elements

within which the transmutation takes place. That substratum

is matter, and the four elements are the four different forms

which the matter assumes. Thus every one of the four natural

elements is composed of matter and form .
4

The matter underlying the four elements is known in Jewish

philosophy as 'absolute body’ and the four forms which it as-

sumes are variously known as the 'elementary,’ 'natural,’ 'proper,’

'specific’ or 'essential’ forms5
. This common, underlying, proxi-

mate matter of the four elements, however, was not considered

to be completely formless. It was supposed to be composed of

another matter, known as 'prime’ or 'intelligible’ matter, and an-

other form known by various names. Simplicius calls it ‘cor-

poreal form,’ by which name it is commonly known in Arabic,

Jewish and scholastic philosophy. In Plotinus it is also design-

ated by the term ‘quantity,’ which term is also used in the Arabic

philosophic encyclopedia of the Ihwan al-Safa. The terms ‘cor-

poreity’ and 'first form’ are also applied to it .
6

There is no reference to 'corporeal form’ in Aristotle. It was

introduced into his system by his followers in order, probably, to

account for the difference in the nature of his prime matter and

his common matter of the four elements. The prime matter of

Aristotle was generally understood to be incorporeal and in-

extended. The common matter of the four elements, however,

it was argued, had to be something extended. It was therefore

4 See notes 3-7 (pp. 569-572) on Prop. X.
5 See the list of terms in n. 16 (p. 577) on Prop. X.
6 Ibid.; cf. n. 18 (p. 579) on Prop. X.
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inferred that the prime inextended matter is not identical with

the common extended matter of the elements, and that between

these two matters there must be an intermediate form whfch

endows the prime matter with extension. That form is the first

or corporeal form which prime matter assumes .
7

Once this form was introduced, speculation became rife as to

its nature. Three views are recorded in Arabic and Jewish liter-

ature, which we shall restate here under the names of their chief

exponents, Avicenna, Algazali and Averroes.

According to Avicenna the corporeal form is a certain pre-

disposition in prime matter for the assumption of tridimension-

ality. As for tridimensionality itself, he considers it as an accident

under the category of quantity which accrues to the elements

subsequently. Algazali agrees with Avicenna that tridimension-

ality is only an accident. But he disagrees with him as to the

nature of the corporeal form. The latter, according to him, is

not a predisposition in matter for tridimensionality but rather

the cohesiveness or massiveness of matter in which tridimension-

ality may be posited. In opposition to both of them, Averroes

identifies the corporeal form with tridimensionality itself but he

distinguishes between indeterminate and determinate tridimen-

sionality. The former, he says, constitutes the corporeal form,

the latter are only accidents. A similar difference of opinion

existed among Jewish philosophers. Crescas, in his restatement

of the definition of corporeal form, however, uses vague language

which lends itself to any of these three interpretations .
8

The proof for the existence of matter and form from the trans-

mutation of the elements, as we have seen, establishes only the

existence of the common matter of the elements and the element-

ary forms. It has no application at all to the ‘prime matter’ and

* See n. 18 (p. 579 ff.) on Prop. X for a discussion of the origin, history and

meaning of the “corporeal form”.
8 Ibid . p. 588.
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the ‘corporeal form/ In order to prove the existence of the latter

a new argument had to be devised. This new argument is in its

m&in outline analogous to the argument from the transmutation

of the elements, but instead of reasoning from the destruction

and generation of elements it reasons from the continuity and

division of matter. It runs as follows: Matter which is con-

tinuous loses its continuity and becomes divided. Continuity

and division are opposites, and opposites cannot be the recipients

of each other. Hence, they imply the existence of a substratum

capable of assuming both these opposites. This substratum is

the prime matter .
9

It has thus been shown that in the successive stages of matter

and form the lowest is the opposition of ‘prime matter* and the

‘corporeal form/ The combination of these two constitutes the

‘common matter’ of the four elements. The corresponding form

of the latter is the four ‘proper’ or ‘natural’ forms of the elements,

and so the stages of matter and form go on until the highest

pure form is attained. Neither matter nor form can have actual

existence by itself—not even the common matter of the four

elements, though it is already composed of matter and form.

The first actually existent sublunar substances, according to

Maimonides, are the four elements .

10 Though form only is to be

considered as the cause of the existence of an object, still both

matter and form are essential factors in the process of becoming,

and consequently both of them are substances .
11 So is also the

concrete individual object, composed of matter and form, a

substance. For, substance, as defined by Aristotle, has four

characteristics: (a) It is that which does not exist in a subject,

or, if it does exist in a subject, (b) it is the cause of the existence

of that subject, (c) it also constitutes the limits which define the

9 Evidence for the view expressed in this paragraph as to the existence of
such a new proof is to be found in n. 22 (p. 591) on Prop. X,

10 Maimonides in Prop. X and Crescas in Prop. X, Part I, n. 16.
11 Prop. X, Part I, notes 8-9
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individuality of the subject, and (d) it is its essence .
12 Matter

and the concrete thing are substances in the first sense of the

term, form is a substance according to the other three senses.

Accidents, however, differ from form by the fact that they not

only cannot exist without a subject but their existence is not at

all essential to the existence of their subject .
13 All the accidents

may be classified under nine categories. These, again, may be

subdivided into separable and inseparable accidents. The in-

separable are quantity, figure, which is a subdivision of quality,

and position
;
the separable are all the other accidents .

14

The chief points in this theory of matter and form are two.

In the first place, the 'common matter' of the four elements is

itself a composite, consisting as it does of two elements, the

'prime matter’ and the 'corporeal form/ In the second place,

this common, composite matter of the four elements has no actual

existence by itself. Actual existence accrues to it by virtue of

its 'specific’ or 'elementary’ form. Against this conception of

matter and form Crescas raises no objection as long as its pro-

ponents maitain it consistently, as*do in fact Avicenna and

Maimonides. To both of them the distinction of matter and form

is to be found in all material substances, translunar as well as

sublunar. The celestial substance, known as the fifth element,

is, according to their view, composed of matter and form as are

the four sublunar elements. In opposition to Avicenna, however,

Averroes draws a distinction between the sublunar and trans-

lunar elements. The sublunar elements, he agrees with Avicenna,

consist of (a) the 'prime matter,’ (b) the ‘corporeal form’ and

(c) the 'specific’ or 'elementary’ form. The translunar element,

that is, the substance of the spheres, however, consists only of

13 For the definition of substance and the enumeration of substances, see

notes 8 and 9 (pp. 573-576) on Prop. X.
*3 Prop. X, Part I, notes 13-14.

*4 For the classification of accidents, see notes 4-8 (pp. 686-690) on Prop.

XXII.
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(a) the 'corporeal form’ and (b) the 'specific form’ which each

sphere possesses, the former being related to the latter as matter

to' form. Furthermore, the ‘corporeal form’ of the celestial

spheres, unlike the combination of ‘prime matter’ and ‘corporeal

form’ of the sublunar elements, has actual existence without its

‘specific’ form .
15

It is this distinction made by Averroes between the sublunar

and the translunar elements that Crescas takes as the point of

departure in his criticism of the accepted theory of matter and

form. He argues for the elimination of the ‘prime matter’ in the

sublunar elements just as it has been eliminated by Averroes in

the translunar element. The ‘common matter’ of the four ele-

ments will thus be something simple, not composed of matter

and form, and will also be extended. Furthermore, it will be

something actual and will not depend for its existence upon its

form .
16 Consequently, Aristotle’s definition of form will also

have to be modified. It is no longer to be considered as the cause

of the existence of a thing. In that respect form is an accident

like all the other accidents. It is to be considered a substance

only in so far as it constitutes the limits which define the indi-

viduality of the subject and is its essence. In these two respects

only does form differ from accident .
17

"Forces” residing in a corporeal object, as we have seen, either

exist through the object or are the cause of the existence of the

object. To the former class belong the manifold accidents; to the

latter class, according to Aristotle, belong the various forms and

in a certain sense also the prime inextended matter, inasmuch as

like form it is one of the constituents of body without which no

body can be conceived. Now, the material object in which these

xs The history of the question as to whether the celestial spheres are composed

of matter and form is discussed in n. 24 (p. 594) on Prop. X.
16 Prop. X, Part II, notes 25-28.

*7 Ibid, notes 29-32.
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forces exist is capable of division and disintegration. How that

division and disintegration affect the "forces’ residing in the

material object is the subject of Maimonides eleventh propo-

sition. On the whole, he lays down no hard and fast rule of

distinction between these two classes of "forces” with regard to

divisibility. In both cases some are divisible with the division

of the body and some are not. Of accidents, some secondary

qualities, like color and size, participate in the division of the

body in which they inhere, while others, like its figure, do not

participate in its division. Likewise in the case of substantial

"forces,” the prime inextended matter is subject to divison,

whereas the corporeal form is indivisible in the physical sense

of the term, though it is capable of some kind of conceptual

division .
18 Again, in the case of the soul, which is the form of

the body and a substance, the vegetative and animal faculties

are divisible, whereas the rational faculty, even the lowest stage

thereof, namely, the hylic intellect, is indivisible. Though

Maimonides considers the hylic faculty to be a "force” within the

body, and is accidentally moved with the body, still he admits it

to be not co-divisible with the body, inasmuch as it is not a force

distributed throughout the body .
19

The motive faculty of the soul, like the hylic faculty, is also a

"force” residing in a body. Consequently the soul of the sphere

which constitute its principle of motion is a "force” residing in

the sphere and must therefore be finite, inasmuch as every body

must be finite and no infinite force can reside in a finite body.

This is a good Aristotelian proposition. In proof of this propo-

sition, it is first recalled that an infinite body is impossible. Then

it is shown that should an infinite force reside in a finite body it

18 Prop. XI, notes 1-3.

19 Ibid . notes 4-5. See n. 5 (p. 605) for a discussion as to the analogy between

the relation of soul to body and the Intelligences to the spheres and as to the

difference of opinion between Averroes and Maimonides.
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would ensue either that motion could take place in no-time or

that a finite and an infinite force could move in equal time .

20

r

As over against this, it is Crescas’ contention that an infinite

motive force is possible. In the first place, Crescas refers to his

own refutations of the arguments against the possibility of an

infinite body .
21 Then, referring to Avempace’s theory of an

original time of motion, he argues that assuming the existence of

such an original time of motion we may have an infinite force

within a finite body without being driven to the absurdity of non-

temporal motion or to the equal absurdity of the absence of any

temporal distinction between the motion produced by a finite

force and that produced by an infinite force. Indeed, argues

Crescas, even if you discover a single instance where the finite

and the infinite force would produce motion in equal time it is

not a sufficient argument to disprove the existence of an infinite

motive force .
22 Finally, drawing upon an old distinction between

infinite in time and infinite in intensity
,

23 which Crescas makes

much use of on several occasions, he argues that Aristotle’s proof

has only established the impossibility of a force of infinite inten-

sity existing in a finite body. It does not prove, however, that

a force of finite intensity could not continue its activity in a

finite body for an infinite time.

If, therefore, an infinite force within a body is possible, infinite

though only in time, there is no need for the assumption of a

prime cause, which, according to Maimonides, must be separate

from the sphere and exist in addition to the prime mover which

is within the sphere .
24 The eternal motion of the sphere might as

well be explained as being due to the action of a force, finite in

30 Prop. XII, Part I.

“ Prop. XII, Part II, n. 4.

aa Ibid, notes 5-6.

23 For the origin of this distinction, see n. 7 (p. 612) on Prop, XII, Part II,
34 See n. 5 (p, 606) on Prop. XI, and H. A. Wolfson, Crescas on the Exist-

ence and Attributes of God.
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intensity, to be sure, but infinite in time, residing within the

sphere itself- That such a force should act infinitely, indeed,

it would be necessary to find a certain kind of motion and” a

certain kind of substance which by their nature could continue

forever, inasmuch as not every kind of motion and not every

kind of substance is capable of continual existence. But such a

kind of motion and such a kind of substance are known to exist.

Circular motion, according to Aristotle, may be continual, and

the celestial substance, again according to him, is eternal. And

so the eternal circular motion of the sphere may be due to the

action of a certain force residing within it, there being no need

for the assumption of a prime cause separate from it .
25

Furthermore, the eternal circular motion of the sphere may be

explained without the postulate of an internal resident force no

less than without the postulate of an external separate force.

The circularity of the sphere’s motion, as has already been shown

above
,

26
is not due at all to any soul within it but rather to the

very nature of the substance of the sphere itself. By the same

token, it may be argued, that the eternity of the sphere’s motion

is not due to any resident force within it but rather to the con-

stituent nature of the sphere itself .
27

Like accidents, forms and some of the faculties of the soul,

the universals may be also called “forces.” For universals, in

the Aristotelian sense, have no real existence; they are said to

exist only in the mind. However that phrase may be inter-

preted, and whatever the relation of universals to the individuals

may be, the universals of Aristotle may be described as “forces”

in a body, in the sense that they can have no actual existence

apart from individuals. It is only through the material objects

in which they exist that universals become individualized and

« Prop. XII, Part II, notes 8-11.

36 See above p. 78.

Prop. XII, Part II, n. 12.
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distinguishable, for material objects inevitably have the distinc-

tion of time and space and accidental qualities, and it is through

such differences that material objects become numerable even

when they are one in their universal character .
28 Consequently

no incorporeal beings can be subject to number unless they are

incarnate in bodies. Without bodily existence there is no dis-

tinction of few and many. Number implies the idea of plurality

as well as that of unity, and there can be no plurality unless

there are material objects which exist in time and space, and are

endowed with accidental qualities .
29

But still there are immaterial beings which are generally ad-

mitted to be numerable. The Intelligences of the spheres, for

instance, are pure, immaterial spirits, and still they possess in-

dividuality and number, the latter being determined by the

number of the spheres. What is it then that differentiates the

individual Intelligences from one another, notwithstanding the

fact that they do not possess the ordinary differentiae of time

and space and of accidental qualities?

Two viwes are recorded, the Avicennian, which is also that of

Maimonides, and the Averroian. The Avicennian view con-

siders the Intelligences as evolving from one another by a

process of emanation. They are mutually interrelated as causes

and effects. There is thus a distinction of cause and effect be-

tween them, and it is this distinction that furnishes the basis

for their numerality and individuality. The Averroian view

denies the existence of any causal interrelation between the

Intelligences. It considers them all as co-ordinate beings, pro-

ceeding directly and simultaneously from God. But it admits

the existence of a difference of value between the Intelligences.

Some of them are more simple in their nature and more perfect

a8 See n. 2 (p. 664) on Prop. XVI, where it is shown that Crescas takes the
first part of Maimonides' Proposition to be a restatement of Aristotle’s theory
of universal.

*» Prop. XVI, Part I.
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in their conception of the divine essence than others. It is this

difference in the degree of their perfection that accounts, ac-

cording to this view, for the individuality, and, hence, the

numerality, of the immaterial Intelligences .
30

Another class of immaterial beings which are numerable, and

one in which there is no interrelation of cause and effect, is found

by Crescas in the case of the departed, immortal souls. If im-

mortality is individual, the immortal part is either the substance

of the rational soul itself, which is Crescas' own view, or what is

known as the acquired intellect, which is the view of some other

philosophers. In either case there are individual distinctions be-

tween disembodied souls, distinctions due to the respective per-

fection attained by individual human beings during their lifetime

either in their union with God, as is the view of Crescas, or in

their intellectual endowments, as is the view of other philo-

sophers. But, says Crescas, this class of immaterial beings are

distinguished from those about which Maimonides generalizes

in his proposition in that their individuality has been acquired

during a previous existence in material bodies .
31

Existences are divided according to Aristotle into three

classes—the eternally immovable, the eternally movable, and

temporarily movable .
33 God, the celestial spheres, and the sub-

lunar beings respectively correspond to these three classes.

Again, Aristotle defines the term “necessity”, when not taken in

its ordinary sense of “compulsion,” to mean the eternal contin-

uation of a thing in the same state, or, to use his own words,

“that which cannot be otherwise.” 33 He also defines the term

“possibility,” in one of its several senses, as the possibility of a

thing to be otherwise, or, again, to use his own words, “a principle

30 See n. 7 (p. 666) on Prop. XVI.
31 Prop. XVI, Part II.

5* This and also the next few paragraphs are based upon n. 1 (p. 680) to

Prop. XIX.
« Metaphysics V, 5, 1015a, 33-34.
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of change in another thing or in the same thing qua another.” 3*

From these definitions it is clear that God, who is eternal and

immutable, must be called necessary, and that, on the other hand,

the sublunar elements, which by their pwn nature are transitory

and changeable, must be called possible per se. A question,

however, arises with respect to the celestial spheres. These are

imperishable and have an eternal, uniform motion. They should

on that account be called necessary. But the question is, are

they imperishable and eternal on account of their own nature or

on account of something else? Avicenna, influenced by Alex-

ander, maintains that the spheres by their own nature could not

have eternal motion. For to have eternal motion by one’s own

nature implies the possession of an infinite motive force. The

celestial spheres, however, are finite magnitudes, and, according

to Aristotle, no finite magnitude can possess an infinite force.

The eternal motion of the spheres must, therefore, be due to an

external cause, the prime mover, which, in passing, we may note,

according to Avicenna, is not identical with Cod .
35 Conse-

quently, the spheres are necessary only by virtue of the necessity

of their cause; in themselves they are only possible .
3

6

With the introduction of that new distinction, we thus have

according to Avicenna the following threefold classification of

Being—God who is necessary per se; the transitory, sublunar

beings which are possible per se; and the celestial spheres which

are possible per se but necessary by their cause. Consequently,

Aristotle’s definition of necessity can no longer stand, since, as

has been shown, a thing may continue eternally in the same

state without being necessary per se. In order therefore to

differentiate between necessary per se and necessary by a

cause, or absolute and relative necessity, absolute necessity is de-

fined by Avicenna in terms of self-sufficiency or the absence of

x Ibid. V, 12, 1020a, 5-6.

35 See below p. 606.

36 See n. 1 (p. 680,1 on Prop. XIX.
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causation. God alone has absolute necessity in that sense.

Nothing which has been brought about by a cause can be called

necessary .
37 *

Averroes disagrees with this view. To him the spheres have

eternal motion by their own nature, due to an infinite motive

force inherent within them. That an infinite force cannot exist

in a finite body is true enough, but that only applies to an infinite

in intensity. A motive force, however, may be finite in intensity

and still be infinite in the time of its operation. The eternity of

the spheres’ motion may therefore be due to their own nature,

and it is by their own nature that the spheres may be called

necessary. Necessity thus retains its original Aristotelian mean-

ing, the eternal continuation of a given state. And so a thing

may have a cause and still be necessary .
38

Necessity thus in the Avicennean sense came to mean cause-

lessness. But it does not merely mean the absence of external

efficient causation. It implies as well the absence of any other

kind of causation .
39 Consequently, no composite object, be its

composition actual or potential, physical or conceptual, real or

formal, can be called absolutely necessary. For any composition

is conceived to exist of parts, the aggregation of which is not

identical with the whole, and so the whole may be said to depend

upon its parts as its cause .
40

Since no composite object can be necessary, no corporeal object

can be necessary, whether it be eternal or not. For every corpo-

real object inevitably contains the conceptual distinction of

matter and form and must also possess certain inseparable quali-

ties .
41 Being composite, it cannot be necessary, even though it

be eternal. Possibility, as we have seen, means the “may-be-

37 Prop. XIX.
3 8 See n. 1 (p. 680) on Prop. XIX.
39 Prop. XX.
40 Prop. XXI.
41 Prop. XXII.
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come” of an object, designating its contingent, inconstant, and

transient nature. It implies changeability in an absolute sense

aftd is opposed to impossibility and necessity both of which imply

constancy and immutability. Potentiality, on the other hand,

is to be taken only in relation to some definite state or quality to

which a possible object may change, but prior to its change

thereinto. If, for instance, an object may change from A to B,

that object is said to be possible in a general sense, but it is said

to be potential only in relation to B as long as it has not become

B. On its becoming B, it ceases to be potential with respect to

B. It is now B in actuality, though the object may still be de-

scribed as possible, inasmuch as the change from A to B was not

impossible nor was it effected by necessity. Potentiality is thus

the opposite of actuality. In Greek the term dvvajjas is used

by Aristotle to designate both possibility and potentiality. In

Arabic and in Hebrew one term is used for the former, and an-

other term for the latter .
42

Possibility, change, or becoming always implies the transition

from the state of potentiality to that of actuality. By the phe-

nomenon of becoming, too, as we have seen, Aristotle proves the

existence of matter and form. Now, the distinction of matter

and form is not simply one of non-being and being; it is rather

a distinction between potential being and actual being. Matter

is thus the potential, form is the actual. Every object therefore

which is composed of matter and form, has a certain actual ex-

istence in so far as it possesses form
;

it has a certain potentiality

in so far as it possesses matter. In the many successive stages

of existent beings, however, if one goes down the scale, one comes

to prime inextended matter, which is absolutely formless, devoid

of any actuality and of purely potential existence. On the other

hand, if one goes up the scale of existence, one arrives at God

43 For the difference between “potentiality" and “possibility", see n, 2 (p.

690) on Prop. XXIII.
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who is pure form and complete actuality. Hence the two pro-

positions of Maimonides in Crescas’ interpretation: “Whatso-

ever is in potentiality, and in whose essence there is a certain

possibility, may at some time not exist in actuality,” as, e. g.,

the prime matter .
43 Again, “whatsoever is potentially a certain

thing is necessarily material, for possibility is always in matter.” 44

In criticism of these propositions, Crescas refers to his own view

that prime matter has an actual existence of its own .
45 He also

points out that there is a certain possibility which is not in

matter, as, e. g., the possibility of a form to alight on matter .
46

« Prop. XXIII.
44 Prop. XXIV.
4s Prop. XXIII, Part II.

4« Prop. XXIV.



CHAPTER VI

Foreshadowing a New Conception

of the Universe

In ploughing through the heavy pages of Crescas’ critique of

Aristotle one gets the impression, and a true impression it is, that

his discussion has no central point from which it proceeds and

no definite direction in which it is aimed. He seems to pass me-

chanically from argument to argument, scoring a point here and a

point there, setting up counter-theories only as a matter of con-

tention, without trying, after his case has been stated and his

points scored, to set forth what he himself believes to be the right

view, as he invariably does in his discussion of purely theo-

logical problems in other parts of his work. This failure to set forth

positive views of his own is not unpremeditated and undesigned.

Crescas, in fact, did not mean to be anything but negative and

destructive in his treatment of the physical problems of Aristotle.

All he wished to accomplish was to undermine the principles

upon which were based the Aristotelian proofs for the existence

of God. As he himself declares at the outset of his discussion,

his arguments are to be ad hominem* not to attain to the truth

of the matter but rather to confound his opponent.

Still, within this destructive criticism and within these argu-

ments which are only ad hominem
,
we may discern certain

positive tendencies in the direction of the early Greek philo-

sophers the revival of whose views is the common characteristic

of all those who long after Crescas struggled to emancipate them-

selves from the thralldom of Aristotle. These stray positive

tendencies we shall now try to gather together and to mould

1 See n. 14 (p. 326) on Introduction to Book I.

1H
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into some systematic unity, showing their adumbration of some

of those views which form what is called our new conception of

the universe. *

If we were to give an orderly and systematic presentation of

Aristotle’s philosophy of nature, we would logically have to start

with his view as to the limited extent of the universe. Aristotle’s

universe, conceived as a system of concentric spheres, of necessity

had to have a limit at which to terminate. While the number

of the concentric spheres was not fixed by him, still he con-

sidered it to be finite, so that there had to be a last outermost

sphere which formed, as it were, the top of the universe, and

were it only possible for a human being to get up to that top,

he would have been able to jump off from it.

But where would he have jumped? He would have had to

jump 'somewhere,’ but 'somewhere’ implies place, and place, ac-

cording to Aristotle, exists only where bodies exist; and as out-

side the universe, again according to Aristotle, there were no

bodies, there could be no place there. Nor could he have jumped

into a vacuum, for Aristotle’s, if not nature’s, abhorrence of a

vacuum made its existence impossible not only within the uni-

verse but also outside the universe.

It was this lack of explanation as to what existed outside the

universe that proved to be the vulnerable spot in Aristotle’s con-

ception of a finite universe. The difficulty is raised again and

again by his own followers. Some of them, like Averroes,

Gersonides and Albo, tried to solve it by maintaining that out-

side the universe there was neither a vacuum nor a plenum.

What there was there was simply ’nothing ’. 2 But Crescas, as

later Bruno
,

3 was reluctant to accept this explanation. ‘Nothing’

is not a middle term between plenum and vacuum, and therefore

by the law of excluded middle, that which is outside the finite

a See n. 36 (p. 421) on Prop. I, Part II,

3 Ibid,
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universe must be either the one or the other. By the force of such

reasoning Crescas found himself compelled to conclude that beyond

thft outermost sphere there must be a vacuum. As the vacuum

could not be limited by anything else, he was further compelled

to conclude that the vacuum must be infinite .
4 The bounds of the

universe were thus extended by Crescas to infinity. The universe

is not that finite system of concentric spheres of Aristotle’s con-

ception but rather the infinite vacuum within which Aristotle’s

finite universe is contained as in a receptacle

But what is that infinite, all-containing vacuum which is not

simply 'nothing’? Several expressions are used by Crescas in

describing it. "It is an extension (or distance or interval or

dimension) separated from physical objects.” 5 It is "extensions

existing apart from matter
” 6 or "incorporeal extensions,” and

"incorporeal extensions” are defined by him as "empty space

capable of receiving corporeal extensions ”. 7 In order to under-

stand the full significance of all these expressions it is necessary

to recall that Crescas is trying to establish by them, as over

against Aristotle, the distinction between space and place. Aris-

totle himself makes no such distinction. Space to him is only the

remote place of a thing
,

8 and neither space nor place has existence

except when there is a body or rather when one body is contained

by another body, for place is defined by Aristotle as the circum-

ambient limit of a body .
9 But Crescas defines space as extension

or distance which may be occupied by a body or may remain

free of the occupancy of a body. When it is occupied by a body,

then the space becomes the particular place of that body; when
it remains unoccupied, then the space is called vacuum or in-

4 Prop. I, Part II (p. 189).

5 Prop. I, Part I (p. 147).
6 Prop. I, Part II (p. 187).

» Prop. I, Part II (p. 189).
8 See n. 69 (p. 352) on Prop. I, Part I.

9 For the various Arabic and Hebrew versions of Aristotle's definition of
place, see n. 89 (p. 362) on Prop. I, Part I,
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corporeal extension .
10 Now, this space or vacuum or incorporeal

extension, being, on the one hand, not a plenum, and, on the

other hand, not simply ‘nothing’, must of necessity be conceited

as a ‘something’ which differs, either in kind or degree, from that

‘something’ which constitutes a plenum. Logically, there-

fore, Crescas’ vacuum is to be regarded in its relation to the

plenum as the universal ether is regarded in its relation to the

plenum by those modern physicists who postulate its existence.

It is not an absolute void, but rather matter of a different order.

And so, when Crescas argues for the existence of an infinite va-

cuum, he is arguing for the existence of an infinite extension or

space, which is really matter of a different order, and which is

to serve as a medium within which this material world of ours

is contained.

But this material world of ours, Crescas further argues, is not

the only world in existence. Here, again, he comes out in direct

opposition to Aristotle, for Aristotle rejects the possibility of

many worlds, that is, of many independent systems of concentric

spheres, and he does this by an array of arguments which seem to

be quite impressive .

11 Crescas, however, dismisses these argu-

ments as inconclusive. On the ground of mere reasoning, he

maintains, the possibility of many worlds is not to be excluded .
12

He does not, however, definitely say how many worlds may
exist. He only contends for the existence of “many worlds”.

But knowing of his rejection of Aristotle’s denial of an infinite

number of magnitudes and of his contention as to the existence

of an infinite space, we may reasonably infer that the number of

Crescas’ many worlds may rise to infinity .
13

10 See n. 31 (p. 417) on Prop. I, Part II.

11 De Caelo I, 8; cf. n. 128 (p. 474) on Prop. I, Part II.

Ia Prop. I, Part II (p. 217) and see n. 130 (p. 474).

*3 Though in one place he describes the Talmudic reference to 18,000 worlds

as hyperbolical (Book I, iii, 4; but cf. Book IV, 2).
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We thus now get a clear view of Crescas* conception of the

universe—an infinite space within which are floating an infinite

number of worlds. It is perhaps not altogether a new conception.

It had been adumbrated by certain Greek philosophers such as

the Atomists, and before them by many others up to Anaxi-

mander, all of whom believed in the existence of innumerable

worlds in an infinite void. But it is exactly these views of

ancient Greek philosophers which about two centuries after

Crescas were revived by Bruno and through him were introduced

into modern thought. There is, however, the following difference

between Bruno and Crescas. Bruno's worlds are Copernican

worlds, whereas the worlds of Crescas, for the lack of any state-

ment by him to the contrary, are still Ptolemaic worlds, with

stationary earths at the centre, enclosed by a number of con-

centric spheres.

Another important point on which Crescas differs from

Aristotle is what may be described as the principle of the con-

tinuity and homogeneity of nature. In Aristotle's conception of

the universe, despite his assumption of an interconnection be-

tween the various parts of the universe and a continuity of

motion running throughout its parts, there was still a certain

break and discontinuity and heterogeneity in nature. This break

occurs at the juncture of the translunar and the sublunar parts

of the universe, and as a result of it nature becomes divided

into two distinct realms. The break is of a twofold kind. In

the first place, there is a difference in the nature of the motions

which respectively characterize the sublunar and the translunar

bodies. The rectilinear motion of the sublunar elements is de-

scribed as natural, being brought about by certain centrifugal

and centripetal forces which act upon the four elements and

bring about their refluxes to their natural places. In the trans-

lunar elements, however, the motion, which is circular, is de-

scribed as voluntary and appetitive, being brought about by a
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principle of motion inherent within the celestial bodies, acting

upon them from within after the manner of a soul .
14 In the

second place, there is a difference in what may be called ^the

ultimate constitution of the sublunar and translunar elements.

The four elements out of which the sublunar bodies are consti-

tuted are fundamentally different, according to Aristotle, from

the ether which constitutes the heavenly bodies. While there

may be some question as to whether Aristotle regarded the

ether as a fifth element, it is certain that he regarded it as totally

different from the sublunar elements. The former is constant,

incorruptible and eternal; the latter are changeable, corruptible

and transient. Among Arabic and Jewish Aristotelians the dis-

tinction between them is sometimes expressed in a different way.

In the sublunar bodies, it is said, there is an inextended matter

which is pure potentiality and to which tridimensionality is

added as what is called corporeal form/5 In the translunar

bodies, there is no inextended, purely potential matter/ 6 Logic-

ally, the break which these two differences between the sublunar

and translunar bodies have produced within Aristotles’ universe

is analogous to the break which would have been produced in

our conception of the universe, if we had assumed that the law

of gravitation operates in one part of the universe but not in

another and that the ultimate constitution of the matter of the

terrestial bodies is intrinsically different from that of thecelestial

bodies.

Now, this discontinuity and heterogeneity in nature is eli-

minated by Crescas. As over against Aristotle’s distinction

between the nature of the circular motion of the heavens and

the rectilinear motion of the sublunar bodies, Crescas argues that

such a distinction does not exist but that the motion of both

See n. 11 (p. 535) on Prop. VI.
15 For the origin, history and meaning of “corporeal form’', see n, 18 (p. 579)

on Prop. X.
16 See n. 24 (p. 594) on Prop. X.
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celestial and terrestial bodies is what may be described as

natural .
17 While this view, as we have shown, is not altogether

original with Crescas
,

18
still his repeated emphasis of it is of the

utmost importance, for it was not until astronomers had rid

themselves, as did Crescas, of the Aristotelian principle that the

motion of celestial bodies was unlike that which prevails on

earth that any real progress could be made in the proper under-

standing of celestial mechanics .
19 Then he also denies that there

is any distinction between the matter of the celestial spheres

and the matter of the sublunar elements, insisting that they ate

both alike, that in both cases matter is tridimensionality and

has actual existence without having its actuality conferred upon

it by form .

20 By this Crescas does away with what is the essen-

tial characteristic of Aristotle's theory of matter and form,

though he retains Aristotle's vocabulary. Furthermore, in his

discussion of this question we get a glimpse of the historical

development of the view which ultimately resulted in the iden-

tification of matter with extension in the philosophy of Spinoza.

Historically, in Greek philosophy, the rival of Aristotle's

theory of matter and form was Atomism. In modern philo-

sophy, too, the emancipation from Aristotle's theory of matter

and form was a gradual movement in the direction of atomism

which was ultimately established experimentally by Dalton.

Crescas' criticism of Aristotle, on the face of it, would seem to be

outside this movement. He does not directly espouse the atomistic

theory, although this theory was known in philosophic Hebrew
literature through the Moslem Kalam and an allusion to it is

found in Crescas himself .

31 All he does, it would seem, is only

17 Prop. VI (p. 237).

18 See n. 11 (p. 535) on Prop. VI.
19 Cf. J. F. W. Herschel, Preliminary Discourse on the Study of Natural

Philosophy
,
Part III, Ch. Ill, (294); G. H. Lewes, Aristotle

, p. 125.
20 Prop. X, Part II (p. 263).

21 See n. 4 (p. 569) on Prop. X.
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to modify the accepted interpretation of Aristotle's theory of

matter and form. Still if we look closely into Crescas' reasoning

we shall find that underlying it is really an attempt to revive

Atomism. For the atom is distinguished from the Aristotelian

matter not only by its indivisiblity but also—and this is of

greater importance—by the actuality of its existence. As a

result of this latter characteristic of the atom, all the forms that

the atom may assume are considered by the Atomists as being

only what Aristotle would call accidents. The essential fact,

therefore, about atomism, as a view opposed to Aristotle's theory

of matter and form, is not that it does away with the infinite

divisibility of matter but rather that it does away with the

potentiality of matter and consequently also with form as a

principle of actualization. That this was considered the essential

fact about atomism is attested by the various restatements of

the atomistic theory which have come down to us from Maimo-

nides and others .
22 Now, this is exactly what Crescas has done

to matter. He has deprived it of its potentiality. He has made

it to have actual existence. He has thus also abolished form as

a principle of actualization. Form, therefore, becomes only an

accident. Crescas himself was aware of these far-reaching con-

sequences of his view, but wishing to retain the Aristotelian

vocabulary he argues that form, though no longer a principle of

actualization and hence only an accident, may still retain its

Aristotelian name, because of some other differences that may

be discovered between it and all the other accidents .
23

The unification of the forces of nature which Crescas estab-

lished by bringing together celestial and terrestial bodies under

the same kind of motion was extended by him still further by

his including under it the phenomenon of magnetic attraction.

This phenomenon was felt to be in need of an explanation in

aa See n. 4 (p. 569) on Prop. X.

* Prop. X, Part II (p. 263) and n. 31 (p. 601).
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view of the fact that it seemed to contradict the Aristotelian law

that every efficient cause of motion must be moved itself while

producing motion in something else. Different explanations

were offered, all of which, however, proceeded on the assump-

tion that magnetic attraction was controlled by a different force

from that which controlled the natural motions of the elements. 9*

Logically that position is analogous to the position of modern

physics which assumes that the laws which govern the electro-

magnetic field are different from the laws which govern the field

of gravitation. Crescas, however, attempts to remove that

difference. He contends that the magnet attracts the iron by a

motion which is the same as the natural motion of the element s.
as

Logically, a modern analogy of Crescas’ explanation would be a

theory which would unite the laws of electro-magnetism and

those of gravitation under one law.

In the system of Aristotle, the break which he conceived to

exist within nature itself was insignificant in comparison with

the break he conceived to exist between nature and that which

is beyond nature, or between the universe and God, Though

the cause of the universe’s motion, Qod was in no other way

related to the universe, except by the relation of absolute con-

trast. He was the immaterial as contrasted with the material,

the immovable as opposed to the movable. Again, though the

cause of the universe's motion, He was neither its immanent

cause nor its external cause. He was its transcendent cause, or,

to use the Greek, Arabic and Hebrew term, its ‘separate
’ 36 cause.

If we were to look in the history of philosophy for an extreme

contrast to this view of Aristotle, we would probaly find it in

Spinoza’s conception of God as immanent in the universe, and it

would be possible for us, by only exchanging Aristotle’s matter

and form for Spinoza's extension and thought, to express the con-

3< Prop. IX (p. 253) and n. 10 (p. 565).
« Ibid.

36 Cf Moreh Nebukim II, 1 and 12; n. 36 (p. 422) on Prop. I, Part II,
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trast between them by saying that according to Aristotle God

has only the attribute of thought whereas according to Spinoza

God has the attributes of both thought and extension.

Now, there is a suggestion in Crescas which logically could

lead one to Spinoza’s position of attributing extension to God.

It occurs in his discussion of space. After defining space as in-

corporeal extension and assuming the existence of such an in-

finite incorporeal extension within which the world is situated,

he quotes in support of his view the old rabbinic dictum that

God is the place of the world. The dictum is also known to

non-Jewish authors from a non-rabbinic source27 and its signifi-

cance is usually that which it is given by those who use it. In

its original sense, as used by the rabbis, it is only a pious asser-

tion of the omnipresence of God. There is in it, however, the

germ of another and radically different idea. Interpreted freely,

it could be taken by one who, like Crescas, believed in the ex-

istence of an infinite space, to signify the identity of God with

that infinite space or rather with the wholeness of the universe,

and it would be only necessary to introduce into it the element

of thought to arrive at Spinoza’s novel conception of God.

Crescas, however, stops short of drawing this new conclusion

from the old dictum. Indeed he starts out quite promisingly by

saying that God as the place of the universe implies that He is the

essence and the form of the universe, which really means that

God is inseparable from the universe, but without evident^

realizing the significance of his own words he concludes by

restoring to the dictum its original and historical sense as an

assertion of the omnipresence of God within a universe from

which He is separated and which He transcends .
28 God to

him continues to play the traditional part of a transcendent

87 Philo, De Somniis I, II; cf, Leibnitz, Nauveaux Essais II, xiii, §17 and

Duhem, Le Systbme du Monde
,
V, pp. 231-232. Cf. Joel, Don Chasdai etc., p. 24.

Prop. I, Part II (p. 201).
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being unlike anything within the universe, contrasted with

it as spirit with body, as the simple with the manifold, as the

actual with the potential and as the necessary with the possible.

Like all other philosophers who started with such premises

Crescas consequently found himself compelled, in order to bridge

that gulf between God and the universe, to endow this trans-

cendent God with a will and power and all the other attributes

of personality, and by doing so he got himself involved in all the

traditional problems of theology which form the subjects of

discussion of the remaining parts of his work.

In the history of philosophy, the opposition to Aristotle had

at various times assumed different forms. Aristotle was op-

posed, because some of his views were found to contradict certain

Biblical traditions; he was also opposed, because his reasoning

on many important points was found to be logically unsustain-

able; and finally he was opposed, because the method of his

approach to the study of nature was found to be empirically

inadequate. All these modes of opposition may be discerned in

Crescas. On his own asseveration, his chief motive in opposing

Aristotle was his desire to vindicate the sovereignty of tradition,

not so much to render it immune from the attacks of specula-

tion as to free it of the necessity of its support ,
39 Still he does

not follow the tried and convenient method of hurling Biblical

verses, in their crude, literal meaning, at the heads of the philo-

sophers. As a Jew, well versed in the lore of his religion, he

knew full well that Biblical verses were not to be taken in their

crude, literal meaning, for having early in its history adopted a

liberal method in interpreting the laws of the Bible and having

explained away the verse “an eye for an eye” to mean compen-

sation, Judaism could not with any show of consistency insist

upon taking any other verse in its strictly literal sense. If some
mediaeval rabbis did insist upon a literal interpretation of non-

39 See Introduction to Book I (p. 135).
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legal portions of the Bible, it was rather in utter disregard of

such logical consistency. In one place, in fact, he argues quite to

the contrary that the philosophers cannot derive any support for

one of their views from certain literal expressions of the Bible, for

those expressions, he says, are to be understood in a figurative

sense .
30 Tradition, according to him, is a guide only in matters

theological ; he does not employ it in deciding problems concerning

the nature of things. Only once, in connection with the nature of

space, does he quote Biblical and rabbinic passages in support of

his view ,

31 and then, too, he does it rather hesitatingly and uses

them only as corroborative evidence and not as a basis for his

knowledge.

The method employed by Crescas in his opposition to Aris-

totle is of a more subtle and more effective kind. He carries

the battle to the enemy’s own ground. Like one Bible hero of

old, he tries to slay his Egyptian with a spear plucked out of

his adversary’s own hand. He employs reason to show up the

errors of reason. And yet for himself he is not convinced of the

unlimited power of reason. Reason was well enough as a tool

to be used in his attempt to upset Aristotle’s scientific dogmas,

but he does not consider it sufficiently reliable as a means of set-

ting up new dogmas of his own. He is thus quite willing to

employ reason in order to prove, in opposition to Aristotle, that

the existence of many worlds is not impossible, but he doubts the

power of reason to help us in attaining any knowledge of what is

beyond this world of our experience and therefore counsels us,

by suggestion, to suspend judgment and keep our mind open.3*

With reason thus limited in its function, Crescas sometimes

calls upon empirical observation for aid. He does so toward the

3° Or Adonai IV, 3, in connection with the verse “The heavens declare the

glory of God” (Ps. 19, 2) commonly taken by mediaeval Jewish philosophers

as implying that the celestial spheres are animate and rational beings.

31 Prop. I, Part II (p. 199).

3* Prop. I, Part II (p. 217).
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end of his discussion of infinity .
33 Again, in the discussion of

magnetic attraction, in a passage the reading of which is doubt-

ful but of which the meaning is quite clear, he says something

to the effect that any rational explanation of that phenomenon

is at best only hypothetical; what is certain about it is only

that which is vouchsafed by observation and experience .
34 But

experience as a guide to knowledge was to him still a new and

untried venture. While forced to turn to its aid occasionally

by his own skepticism as to the validity of speculative reason-

ing, he knew not what use to make of it and what its far-reaching

possibilities were, and unlike the two Bacons, he did not attempt

to build upon it a new method of science. Every experience to

him was a single experience and was to prove only a single fact.

It was never to give rise to a universal law. Again, an experience

to him was something given, not something that was to be pro-

duced. It never became with him an experiment. Crescas, for

instance, doubted the truth of Aristotle’s theory as to the exist-

ence of naturally light objects and of a natural motion upward,

and thus when he observed that air goes down into a ditch

without the application of any external force, he concluded that

air was not naturally light and had no natural motion upward .
35

But when Newton began to doubt these Aristotelian laws of

motion, while he may not have received his original inspiration

from the falling of the celebrated apple, he certainly did observe

and study the falling of other bodies and after long and pains-

taking research established the universal law of gravitation.

Again, when Crescas wanted to prove that something was wrong

with a certain conclusion which was supposed to follow from

Aristotle’s theory that heavier bodies fall faster than lighter

33 Prop. I, Part II (p. 213).

34 Prop. IX, Part II (p. 257). Another reading of the same passage would
imply that Crescas did not consider his explanation of magnetic attraction as

conclusive until it had been verified by experience. Sec n. 11 (p. 568).
33 Prop. VI (p. 239).
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bodies, he resorted to a hypothesis of an original jtime of

motion .
36 It was subtle, but it led nowhere. But when Galileo

wanted to prove that Aristotle's theory was totally wrong, he

climbed up to the top of the tower of Pisa, and let two unequal

weights fall down at the same time and watched their landing.

It was simple, but it led to an epoch-making discovery in the

history of science.

In a larger sense, we may see in Crescas' critique of Aristotle

the fluctuation of the human mind at the point when it began

to realize that reason, which had once helped man to under-

stand nature, to free himself from superstition and to raise his

desultory observations to some kind of unity and wholeness, had

itself in the system of Aristotle gone off into the wilds of specu-

lation and built up an artificial structure entirely divorced from

nature. A new way of returning to nature was sought, but none

was as yet to be found. Crescas had passed the stage when man

condemned reason; he had reached the stage when man began

to doubt reason, but he had not yet entered upon that stage

when man learned to control reason by facts.

Prop. XII, Part II (p. 271). Cf. n. 13 (p. 403) on Prop. I, Part II.
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INTRODUCTION TO BOOK I

Of the first of those principles of belief designated by us as Roots,

which is the source of all the other principles designated by us

as Scriptural Beliefs
,

1 namely, the belief in the existence of God.

The purport of any proposition can be made clear and the proof

thereof established by the explanation of two things :
2

first, the

meaning of the terms which constitute the proposition, and,

second, the relation of the terms to each other, that is to say,

whether the predicate is to be affirmed of the subject or whether

it is to be denied. In the proposition under consideration, i. e. f

'God is existent,’ it need hardly be said that the subject is 'God*

and the predicate is 'existent.’ Furthermore, it is generally

admitted, as will be shown later
,
3 God willing, that God is

absolutely inscrutable. It follows, therefore, that the proposition

is nothing but an affirmation that the Cause or Principle of all

beings is existent. The study of this principle of belief must thus

be confined to the second kind of inquiry, namely, to show how

we know that the predicate is to be affirmed of the subject .
4 The

task before us then is to inquire whether our knowledge of the

truth of this principle of belief rests upon tradition5 alone, that is

to say, upon the authority of the Scripture, or whether we may

also attain to it by way of reason and speculation.

Of those who discoursed in detail upon the question of God’s

existence from the point of view of speculative reason, the first

was Aristotle in his works the Physics6 and the Metaphysics
; then

his commentators, such as Themistius and Alexander, and the

later7 commentators, such as Alfarabi and Averroes; then the

authors after Aristotle, such as Avicenna, Algazali and Abra-

ham ibn Daud .

8 Finally Maimonides, in his work called The

Guide of the Perplexed
,
has made use of the main teachings of

131
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these men
,

9 restating them briefly in the form of propositions, out

of which he constructed various proofs to establish this principle

of God’s existence. Furthermore, the Master has deemed it fit to

add thereunto two other precious principles, namely, that God is

one and that He is not a body nor a force inherent in a body .

10 By

reason of all this, we have selected the proofs advanced by Mai-

monides as the subject of our investigation, with a view to deter-

mining whether they establish the truth of these three principles

in every respect11 or not, for his proofs alone are derived from the

generality of the teachings of the first philosophers, and therefore

nothing that has been said by others on this subject deserves

consideration .
13

Inasmuch as Maimonides’ proofs are all based upon twenty-

six propositions which he has placed at the beginning of the second

part of his work, our investigation of the subject will have to deal

with the following two questions: First, whether the propositions

which he has made use of in proving the principles are themselves

established by demonstrative reasoning
,

13 for if the propositions

necessary for the proof of the principles have not been established

by demonstrative reasoning, the principles, too, will not have

been conclusively established. Second, granting those prop-

ositions to be true and to have been established by demonstrative

reasoning, whether the principles can be shown conclusively to

follow therefrom. In this twofold kind of investigation we shall

reason from the opinion of the affirmer*
14

In accordnace with this plan it seems to us proper to divide

Book I into three parts.

Part I. A commentary wherein the propositions are proved in

accordance with the arguments employed by the philosophers in

their own writings, and also a restatement of the Master’s proofs

[for the existence, unity and incorporeality of God], for intending

as we do to subject both the propositions and the proofs to a
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critical examination we must first endeavor to understand them

in a manner clear and thorough and free from any ambiguity, even

as the Master himself would have wished them to be understood.

Part II. Wherein we shall inquire into some of the propositions

and also into the Master's proofs with a view to determining

whether they have’ been conclusively demonstrated.

Part III. An exposition of the same principles in accordance

.with the strict teachings of the Scripture and also a statement of

the method by which we arrive at them. Therein the main conten-

tion of Book I will be made clear, namely, that it is impossible 15

to arrive at a perfect understanding of these principles except by

way of prophecy, in so far as the teachings of prophecy are directly

testified of in the Scripture and indirectly corroborated in tradition

,

though it will also be shown that reason is not necessarily at

variance wth the teachings thus arrived at.

PROPOSITION I

Part I.

Proof of the first proposition, which reads :
1 The existence of

any infinite2 magnitude whatsoever is impossible/

An inquiry into this proposition has been made by Aristotle in

several places of his works, in the Physics
,
De Caelo et Mundo

,
and

the Metaphysics
,

3 and in support of it he has advanced arguments

to show the impossibility of an incorporeal4 infinite magnitude, or

the impossibility of a corporeal infinite magnitude, or the impos-

sibility of an infinite body having either circular or rectilinear

motion, or again to show, by means of a general proof ,
5 the

impossibility of any actually infinite body. In correspondence to

these four classes of arguments, we have divided this chapter into

four sections .
6
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The First Class of Arguments

Proof for the impossibility of an incorporeal infinite magnitude.

Aristotle has framed the argument in the following manner :
7

There is no escape from the disjunctive proposition 8 that this

incorporeal magnitude is either divisible or indivisible. Now, if

it were indivisible, it could not be described as infinite, except in

the sense in which a point is said to be infinite or color inaudible.

Jt must, therefore, be divisible. If so, however, it must inevitably

be either an incorporeal quantity or one of the incorporeal sub-

stances, as, for instance, soul and intellect. But to say that it is

an incorporeal substance is impossible, for the incorporeal qua

incorporeal is not subject to division, whereas the infinite is now

assumed to be capable of division .
9

Again, that incorporeal substance would inevitably have to be

either divisible or indivisible. If it be divisible, since it is also

incorporeal, simple and homoeomerous, it would follow that the

definition of any of its parts would be identical with that of the

whole, and since the whole is now assumed to be infinite, any

part thereof would likewise have to be infinite. But it is of the

utmost absurdity that the whole and a part of the whole should

be alike [in infinity]. And if it is indivisible, which, indeed, as an

incorporeal, it must be, we can no longer call it infinite except as a

point is said to be infinite .
10

Hence, by the process of elimination, the infinite must be a

quantity. But then, it must inevitably be either a quantity sub-

sisting in a subject or an incorporeal quantity .
11 It cannot be an

incorporeal quantity, for number and magnitude, of which two

infinity is predicated, are never themselves separable from sensi-

ble objects. And if the infinite were a quantity subsisting in a

subject, it would have to be inseparable from corporeal objects,

for since quantity itself is inseparable and finitude and infinity

are accidents whose subject is quantity, like all other accidents,

finitude and infinity could not exist apart from their subject .
12
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Inasmuch as this last argument is based upon a proposition

which negates the possibility of a magnitude existing apart from

sensible objects, the existence of which, however, is not impos-

sible if one admits the existence of an incorporeal distance, the

argument will thus be 13 a begging of the question .
14 It seems,

therefore, that Aristotle is relying here upon his own opinion as

to the impossibility of a vacuum. For w^ere we to admit the exist-

ence of a vacuum, the existence of an incorporeal magnitude

would no longer be impossible
;
nay, its existence would of neces-

sity be implied, since a vacuum is capable of being measured, and

can thus be appropriately described by the terms great and small

and the other properties of quantity. 15 It is only by rejecting

first the existence of a vacuum that he was enabled to build

up that argument of his. This being the case, it appears to us

peculiarly fitting to give here a brief summary of all his arguments

against the existence of a vacuum, so that we may inquire after-

wards, in the second part, God willing, as to whether they

establish the truth of his contention in every respect.

Since those who affirmed the existence of a vacuum supposed 16

that locomotion would be impossible 17 without the existence of a

vacuum, Aristotle first undertook to prove the falsity of this

supposition. Then, he framed four18 other arguments to show

that the existence of a vacuum is impossible.

His proof of the falsity of the assumption runs as follows :
19

If a vacuum were the cause of motion, it would have to be either

its efficient or its final cause. But the vacuum can be neither an

efficient nor a final cause. Hence it leads to a conclusion which

denies the antecedent. The cogency of the connection between

the consequent and the antecedent is evident, for it has been

shown that causes are four in number, the material, the formal,

the efficient, and the final; and since the vacuum can evidently

be neither the material nor the formal cause of motion, it must
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necessarily be either its efficient or its final cause. As for the

validity of the proposition which denies the consequent, it can

he established as follows. We observe that different elements20 are

all moved with locomotion, but some in an upward direction

and others in a downward direction .

21 It is quite evident that the

cause of this divergence of direction lies in the nature of the mov-

ing object, which might be called the motive and efficient cause,

and in the nature of the place toward which the motion is ten-

ding, which might be said to operate as a final goal .
22 But inas-

much as the vacuum, being homoeomerous, cannot have dis-

similar parts, so that some of it would have the nature of a terminus

a quo
,
and others that of a terminus ad quem

,
it must inevitably

either possess only one nature, a quo or ad quem
,
or be devoid of

either. [In the first case], if we suppose all the parts of the vacuum

to be termini a quo, then a body placed in it would have to remain

always at rest
;
and if we suppose them to be all termini ad quem

,

then an object placed in it would either have to move in all direc-

tions at the same time or to remain always at rest, since in such

a vacuum motion in one direction would not be more likely than

in another. [In the second case], if we suppose the vacuum to be

endowed with neither of these natures, which indeed must be the

case, since the vacuum is nothing but dimension devoid of all

physical contents
,

23 it would again follow that an object [placed

in it] would have to remain always at rest. Thus it has been

demonstrated that the vacuum can be neither an efficient nor a

final cause. This is what he intended to prove by this argument .
24

He further framed four arguments in denial of the existence of

a vacuum.

The first of these arguments runs as follows :
25

If a vacuum exists, motion does not exist. But motion exists. .

Hence a vacuum does not exist. The proposition which denies
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the consequent can be established by sense perception; and as

for the cogency of the connection between the consequent and

the antecedent, it may be shown in this way. Motion is either

natural or violent. Natural motion must differ in direction,

and this is possible only through a difference in the nature of the

places from which and toward which it tends .
26 Since the vacuum

admits of no difference in the nature of its parts, there can of

course be no natural motion in it. And as violent motion is

so called only with reference to natural motion, which is prior to

it in nature
,

27 for an object set in motion by some external force

is said to be moving by violence only because it moves away

from the place toward which it has a natural tendency
,

28
it fol-

lows that by proving natural motion to be impossible in a vacuum

violent motion becomes likewise impossible. Furthermore,

if there existed violent motion in a vacuum, the motum would

have to come to rest as soon as the motor which had set it in

motion was removed. In the case of a shooting arrow
,

29 for in-

stance, it is only because the air on account of its lightness is

endowed with the capacity of retaining this impelling force [im-

parted by the motor] that the arrow, having once been set in

motion by its impellent, namely, the string, [will continue in its

motion], even though the string has come to rest, for the air will

continue to propel it until it comes to its natural locality .
30 But

as it is clear that the vacuum has no capacity of retaining the

impelling force of motion, an object moving in it would neces-

sarily have to come to rest as soon as it has parted from the motor.

Btit this is contrary to sense perception.

The second and third arguments31 are based upon two proposi-

tions .
32 First, the swiftness and slowness of moving objects

are due to the difference in the motive force33 or in the receptacle34

or in both, that is to say,3S the stronger the motive force the

greater the velocity; likewise, the stronger the receptacle, i. e.,

the medium in which the motion takes place—as, for instance,
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air which has a stronger receptive power36 than water—the more

rapid the motion. Second, the ratio of two motions is equal to the

ratio of the powers of their respective motive forces, when

the medium is the same, or to the ratio of the receptive powers

[of their respective media], when the motive force is the same; or

to the compound ratio of the powers of their respective motive

forces and receptivities, when both motive force and medium are

different—the rule for manipulating compound ratios having al-

ready been explained in Euclid’s Elements * 1 With these two

propositions assumed as self-evident, he has framed one argu-

ment with respect to the receptacle and another with respect to

the motive force.

As to the one with respect to the receptacle, it runs as follows .
38

If a vacuum exists, an object moving in it will have to move in

no-time. But motion in no-time is inconceivable. Hence it leads

to a conclusion which denies the antecedent. The connection of

the consequent with the antecedent may be explained by assum-

ing an object moved by the same motor—a certain magnitude

—

both in air and in a vacuum. Since according to the first proposi-

tion a difference in the velocity would have to arise in consequence

of the difference in its respective receptacles, and according to

the second proposition the ratio between its respective velocities

would be equal to the ratio between the air and the vacuum,

and as it is furthermore clear that the ratio between these

two receptacles would be equal to the ratio between a finite

and an infinite
,

39 it would thus follow that motion in a vacuum

would take place in no-time .
40 But that is impossible, for

no magnitude can be conceived as being moved in no-time, since

every magnitude must be divisible, and the time of its motion

must consequently be divisible along with its motion .
41

Averroes has remarked here that the force of this argu-

ment is like that of the argument by which it is sought to prove
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that if there existed a corporeal infinite moving force, the object

set in motion by it would have to move in no-time .
42

The argument with respect to the motive force runs as fol-

lows :
43 If a vacuum existed, it would lead to the falsity of the first

proposition, despite its being self-evident. For suppose two ob-

jects in a vacuum were moved by two unequal motors, differing

from each other by a given magnitude. According to the first

proposition the velocity of one of those moving objects would

have to be greater than that of the other. But an object moving

in a vacuum, as has been shown before, would have to perform its

motion in an instant. It would thus follow that though the

motors differed, the velocity of the motion would not differ. This,

however, is impossible according to the first proposition. And

this impossibility will of necessity arise once we admit the exis-

tence of a vacuum.

The fourth argument runs as follows :
44 If a vacuum existed, it

would follow that one body could enter into another. But the

interpenetration of bodies is impossible, for, were it not so, the

world could enter into a grain of mustard seed .
45 Hence it follows

that a vacuum does not exist. The cogency of the connection

between the consequent and the antecedent may be explained as

follows: The existence of a vacuum means nothing but the exist-

ence of three abstract dimensions, divested of body. Since

those dimensions are not bodies, nor accidents inherent in a

subject
,

46 they could not leave their place if another body were

entered into them, as would happen, for instance, in the case

of a trough full of water, if a stone were thrown into it. Hence

the dimensions of the body would have to be considered as

penetrating the dimensions of the vacuum. But if that were

possible, the penetration of one body into another would like-

wise have to be possible, for the interpenetration of bodies is

considered impossible not because of their being substances or

of their being endowed with color and other qualities, but rather
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because of the three dimensions which they possess. If it be,

therefore, maintained, that these dimensions, [i. e., a vacuum],

can be penetrated by a corporeal object, all other corporeal

objects would likewise have to be penetrable by one another.

But this is an impossible falsehood. 47

Hence a vacuum does not exist either within the world or out-

. side thereof.48

He has further strengthened his view [by two additional argu-

ments].49
(1) If a body requires a place for its existence, it

is only because of the three dimensions in which it is posited.

[Now, if incorporeal dimensions or a vacuum existed], these

dimensions, too, would require dimensions, and so on to infinity. 50

(2) Then, again, dimensions are the limits of bodies, and a limit,

in so far as it [is a limit], is indivisible. It is therefore inseparable

from the object of which it is a limit. Hence the existence of an

incorporeal extension is impossible. 51

This is the premise upon which he depended in trying to prove

the impossibility of an infinite magnitude, and this is what he

intended to prove by this class of arguments, namely, the first

class.

Another argument to prove the impossibility of an infinite

magnitude has been advanced by Altabrizi, namely, the argument

of application. 52 Suppose we have a line infinite only in one

direction. To this line we apply an infinite line [which is likewise

infinite only in one direction], having the finite end of the second

line fall on some point near the finite end of the first line.53 It

would then follow that one infinite, [i. e., the first line], would be

greater than another,54 [i. e., the second line]. But this is impos-

sible, for it is well known that one infinite cannot be greater than

another.
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The Second Class of Arguments

Proof for the impossibility of the existence of an infinite cor-

poreal magnitude.

Starting out with a general proof
,

55 he first tried to show that

the existence of an actually infinite magnitude, whether coporeal

or mathematical
,

56 is impossible. The argument runs as follows :
57

Every body is contained by a surface or surfaces, and that which

is contained by a surface or surfaces is finite. Hence every body

must be finite. Having convinced himself that every body must

be finite, it has also become clear to him that surfaces and lines

must likewise be finite, inasmuch as they cannot be separated

from body. In a similar manner he has proved to himself the

case of actual number, showing that number, too, must be finite,

inasmuch as every actual number is that which is actually num-

bered, and that which is actually numbered is either even or odd.

Hence every number is finite .
58

He then proceeded to frame four physical59 arguments to prove

the impossibility of an infinite corporeal magnitude.

The first argument runs as follows :
60 If there existed an infinite

tangible body, it would have to be either simple or composite.

In either case, and however that simple or composite infinite body

is conceived to be
,

61 one of its elements would have to be infinite

in magnitude, inasmuch as it has been demonstrated in the first

book of the Physics 62 that an infinite number of elements is impos-

sible. This element, infinite in magnitude, if it were so, and being

also tangible and endowed with qualities, would in course of time

bring change and corruption to other elements, [for that infinite

element would have to be of a nature opposite to the others],

inasmuch as elements are elements only by virtue of their own

peculiar qualities
,

63 and so there would be no continuance of

existence. But this is contrary to sense perception. Again, if one 64
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of the elements were infinite, it would be infinite in all its dimen-

sions, for, being a simple substance, all its dimensions would have

to be equal, and so there would be no room left for the other

elements.

The second argument runs as follows :
65 Every tangible body

must have either weight or lightness. Consequently, if the infinite

had weight, it would have to be in the lower region and separated

from the upper
,

66 and if it had lightness it would have to be in

the upper region and separated from the lower. But all this is

impossible in an infinite .
67

The third argument runs as follows : Since 68 every sensible body

is in a place
,

69 and since places are finite in both kind and magni-

tude ,

70 it follows that every body must be finite, for place has

been shown to be the limit that surrounds a body .
71 That places

are finite in kind is evident, for their differences are limited in

number, namely, above and below, before and behind, right and

left. That they must also be finite in magnitude follows as a

logical conclusion, for if they were not finite, there would be no

absolute up and no absolute down, but only relative. But we
observe that the natural places are limited .

72

The fourth argument runs as follows :
73 Since every sensible

body is in place, and place is the surrounding limit, it follows that

the body which occupies place must 74 be^ finite. The cogency of

the connection of the consequent is self-evident, for that which

is surrounded must of necessity be finite. But how can it be

proved that place is that which surrounds? To do this he has

laid down five self-evident propositions :
75 First, that place sur-

rounds the object of which it is the place. Second, that place is

separated [from its occupant] and is not a part thereof. Third,

that first place
,

76
i. e., proper place, is equal to its occupant.

Fourth, that place has the distinction of up and down. Fifth,

that the elements are at rest in their respective places and toward

those places they tend to return. These are the propositions which
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enable us to understand the essence of place. He has furthermore

framed a hypothetical disjunctive syllogism which runs as fol-

lows :
77 Place must inevitably be thought of as one of four things':

form, matter
,

78 the surrounding limit, or the interval between the

limits of that which surrounds
,

79 i. e., that which is known as the

vacuum .
80 If it cannot be any of the three, namely, form, matter

and the vacuum, it necessarily follows that it is the surrounding

limit. But it is none of those three. Consequently it is the sur-

rounding limit. But how can it be shown that it is none of these

three? That place cannot be identified with either form or matter

is evident, for both of these belong to that which is essential to a

thing and are inseparable therefrom
,

81 and thus they cannot sat-

isfy the conditions laid down in the second proposition. If we

have assumed that form is a limit
,

82
it is a limit only of the thing

surrounded but not of the thing surrounding .
83 The truth of the

matter is, form is not a limit. It is said to be a limit only in the

sense that it is the final cause of matter and the limit which

defines it .
84

It therefore remains for us to prove that place is not identical

with the vacuum. With regard to this Aristotle says 85 that the

assertion that there are dimensions existing by themselves [with-

out a body] would give rise to two untenable conclusions. First,

that one and the same thing would have an infinite number of

places at the same time. Second, that the places would be mov-

able and that one place would exist in another place .
86 How such

conclusions would ensue, will become clear from what I am to

say. If the interval between the boundary lines of a body be its

place, the parts of that body would have to be essentially each in

its own place, for just as the body as a whole is said to be in place

because of its occupancy of an interval equal to itself, so also

every one of its parts would have to be assumed as existing each

in its own place, since each of them occupies an interval of its

own size. Supposing now that a vessel full of water is moved from
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one place to another, it would follow that just as the entire vol-

ume of water, when the vessel as a whole changes its place, is

translated by that vessel, together with its own equal interval

which it occupies
,

87 and is placed in another interval, so also the

parts of the water would be affected in the same way, that is to

say, they, too, would all individually be translated together with

their particular intervals to other intervals, the latter intervals

thus becoming the places of the parts of the water as well as of

their former intervals .
88 By infinitely continuing to divide the

parts of the water, we would thus finally arrive at the two afore-

mentioned untenable conclusions: first, that they [i. e., the parts]

would have an infinite number of places, and second, that places

would be movable and that one place would exist in another place.

Consequently, place must be the surrounding, equal and sep-

arate surface .
89 This having been demonstrated, it is now

established beyond any doubt that any space-filling body must

be finite. This is what he intended to show by this class of

arguments.

The Third Class of Arguments

Proof for the impossibility of an infinite object having either

rectilinear or circular motion .
90

With respect to the impossibility of rectilinear motion in an

infinite movable body, he has framed three arguments.

The first
91 of these arguments is introduced by him by two

self-evident propositions. First, every sensible body has a where-

ness which properly belongs to it 93 and a place toward which it

moves, and wherein it abides. Second, the [proper] place of the

part and the whole [of a homoeomerous body 93
] is one [in kind],

94

as, e. g., the [proper] place of a clod of earth is the same as that

of the whole earth. Having laid down these two propositions,

he proceeds with his argument as follows:
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If an infinite body existed, it would inevitably have to be either

of similar95 or of dissimilar parts. [In the first case], if it were of

similar parts, it could not have [rectilinear] motion
;
for according

to the second self-evident proposition, the place of the part and

the whole is [generically] one, and furthermore the proper place

must be equal to its occupant
;
consequently in whatever part of

the [infinite] place of the whole any part of the body finds itself,

it will always be in its proper place, and no object can have

[rectilinear] motion while in its proper place .
96 [In the second

case], if it were of dissimilar parts, those parts would have to be

either finite or infinite in number .
97 If they were finite in num-

ber, one of them would have to be infinite in magnitude, and,

as in the preceding case, would be incapable of motion .
98 If they

were infinite in number, the kinds of places would have to be

infinite in number ,
99 in accordance with the first self-evident

proposition. But 100 the kinds of places must be limited, for the

existence of natural places is derived from the existence of recti-

linear and circular motion, and rectilinear motion is from or

toward the centre and circular motion is around the centre101
;

but there would be no centre if the sum of the parts of the body

formed an infinite magnitude .
102

It cannot be said that the places of the elements are one

above the other and so on to infinity; for if that were the case,

there would be no absolute up and down .
103 [But104 we observe

that the four elements are moved, one absolutely upward, another

absolutely downward, and of the remaining two, one relatively

upward and the other relatively downward. We also observe that

absolute lowness is limited; consequently its contrary, absolute

height, must likewise be limited, inasmuch as contraries are those

things which are most distant from each other.105
]

Thus it has been shown that in either case the existence of an

infinite body would exclude the possibility of rectilinear motion.
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But rectilinear motion is a matter of sense perception. Hence

an infinite body does not exist.

The second argument runs as follows :

106 If an infinite body

existed, infinite weight or lightness would likewise exist. But

infinite weight and infinite lightness are impossible. Hence an

infinite body does not exist. The connection of the consequent

with the antecedent in this syllogism may be made clear as fol-

lows: (For107 we observe that the four elements are moved, one

absolutely upward, another absolutely downward, and of the

remaining two, one relatively upward and the other relatively

downward. We also observe that absolute lowness is limited, con-

sequently its contrary, absolute height, must likewise be limited,

inasmuch as contraries are those things which are most distant

from each other. 108
) We say it must follow that if an infinite body

existed, infinite weight would also exist, for if the infinite body

could not have infinite weight, then its weight would have to be

finite. Let us then assume a finite part taken from that infinite

body .
109 The weight of this finite part would of course be less

than that of the infinite. Let us then increase the magnitude

of the finite part until its weight equals that of the infinite, since

the weight of that infinite is now assumed to be finite. It is also

evident that the finite part could be continually increased until

its weight became even greater than the first finite weight of the

infinite body. But all this is absolutely impossible, namely, that

the weight of only a finite part of the body should be as great as

that of the infinite whole of the same body, nay, even greater than

it. Hence the connection of the consequent with the antecedent

in this syllogism, namely, that if an infinite body existed, infinite

weight and lightness would likewise have to exist.

As for the proposition which denies the consequent, namely,

that infinite weight or infinite lightness cannot exist, it will be-

come evident after we have laid down three propositions. Fifst,

an object of greater weight, in the course of its natural motion,
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will traverse a given distance in shorter time than would be

required by an object of lesser weight moving over the very same

distance. Second, that the ratio between the [shorter] time and

the [longer] time is equal to the ratio between the [smaller] weight

and the [greater] weight. Third, every motion is in time .
110

Having laid down the propositions, let us now suppose two

weights, one infinite and the other finite, to be moving over the

same given distance. It would follow that the ratio of the time

required by the infinite to that required by the finite would be

equal to the ratio of the weight of the finite to that of the infinite.

But infinity has no ratio to finitude except as a point to a line and

as an instant to time. It would consequently follow that the

infinite weight would traverse a long and a short distance without

any difference in time, that is to say, in an instant .

111 Even if we

were to allow in the case of the infinite weight a certain fraction of

time, some finite weight might still be assumed whose ratio to the

former finite weight would be equal to the ratio between the time

of the infinite weight and that of the former finite weight. The

time of this new finite weight would then be equal to the time of

the infinite weight. Furthermore, by increasing the new finite

weight it would follow that that finite weight would perform its

motion in shorter time than the infinite weight. But all this is

most absurd. And these absurdities have arisen from our assump-

tion that an infinite weight existed. Having thus shown the

impossibility of an infinite weight, we have thereby also shown

that there can be no infinite body among the simple bodies.

In the case of composite bodies ,

112 however, the impossibility

of an infinite body can be demonstrated by a disjunctive syllo-

gism. An infinite compound body would inevitably have to be

composed of elements which were infinite in one of these three

respects: magnitude, number, or form. They could not be infinite

in magnitude, for it has already been shown that the magnitude

of simple bodies cannot be infinite. Nor could they be infinite in
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number, for being contiguous113 to each other and one in form,

their aggregate would make [a continuous, simple], infinite magni-

tude, which has been shown to be impossible. Finally, they could

not be infinite in form, for were they to be so, they would require

an infinite number of places. Moreover, we observe that the

motions are finite .
114

It is thus clear that an infinite body, whether simple or com-

pound, has no existence, and all these are indeed arguments from

.^notion [proper].
115

The third argument runs as follows :
116 If an infinite body

existed, it could neither act nor suffer action. But every sensible

body must either act or suffer action. Hence a conclusion which

denies the antecedent, that is to say, an infinite body does not

exist. By acting and suffering action we mean here an action or

passion that is [completely realized] in time .
117 That every sensi-

ble body must either act or suffer action may be made clear

by induction. Every sensible body either only acts, as, e. g., the

celestial bodies, or both acts and suffers action, as, e. g., the ele-

ments and the composite bodies. That unlike these, an infinite

body could neither act nor suffer action will be shown after we

have laid down three self-evident propositions. First, two equal

objects are affected by the action of one and the same agent in

equal time, and a smaller object will be affected by the same

agent in shorter time. Second, when two unequal agents affect

two objects [in equal time], the ratio between the two objects is

equal to the ratio between their respective agents .
118 Third, every

agent must complete its action in finite time .

119 These propositions

having been laid down, it becomes clear that an infinite could

neither act nor suffer action, for it can be shown that a finite

could not impart action to an infinite, nor an infinite to a finite,

nor, finally, one infinite to another.

That no finite could impart action to an infinite is evident, for

were that possible, let a finite act upon the infinite in some given
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time, and let again another finite act upon a finite object in some

other given time. The time in the latter case would, of course,

be shorter than that in the former. Let us now increase the finite

object so that its time would be equal to the given time of the

infinite object. This, according to the second proposition, could

be done. It will hence follow that an infinite body would be af-

fected by a finite agent in the same time as would be required by

a finite body to be affected by a finite agent. This is contrary to

truth. Furthermore
,

130
if the finite object were still further in-

creased, the result would be that an infinite would be affected by

a finite in less time than a finite by a finite. But this is very

absurd.

It can likewise be proved that an infinite agent could not im-

part action to a finite object, for if it could, let the infinite act

upon a finite in a certain given time and let again a finite act upon

another finite in some greater time than the former. Let us now

increase the finite agent so that it would complete its action in

a time equal to that of the infinite agent. This, according to the

second proposition, could be done. The result would be that a

finite would impart action to another finite in the same time as

would be required by an infinite acting upon a finite—contrary to

what has been assumed. Furthermore
,

121
if the finite [agent] were

still further increased, the result would be that it would perform

its action in less time than the infinite agent. This is very absurd.

Finally, it can similarly be proved that an infinite could not

impart action to another infinite, for if it could, let an infinite act

upon another infinite in some given time, and let again a finite

part of the infinite object be acted upon by the infinite agent in

some other given time. The second given time would, of course,

be less than the former. Let us now increase the finite object

until it would receive the action in the same time as the infinite

object. This, on the strength of the second proposition, could be

done. The result would be that an infinite and a finite would be
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affected by the same agent in equal time. This is contrary to what

has been assumed. Furthermore, if the [finite] object were still

further increased, the result would be that an infinite object

would be affected by an infinite agent in less time than a finite

object by the same infinite agent .
133 This is very absurd.

Having thus demonstrated that an infinite could neither act

nor suffer action, we must consequently conclude that an infinite

has no existence, and this indeed has been proved from the im-

possibility of [rectilinear] motion [in an infinite], for change is a

species of motion, and, furthermore, it is analogous to rectilinear

motion, inasmuch as they both take place between opposites .
123

It is in view of this consideration that we have included this

argument among those derived from the incompatibility of

rectilinear motion with the existence of an infinite .
134

As to circular motion, he has framed six arguments to show

that it would be impossible in an infinite body .
125

The first argument runs as follows :

126 If an infinite, spherical

body moving in a circle existed, it would follow that one of its

radii137
, assumed to revolve on the centre, on reaching the posi-

tion of another radius, assumed to be at rest, would have to

coincide with the latter .
128 But this is impossible. Hence an infi-

nite spherical body could not have circular motion. The connec-

tion of the consequent with the antecedent is self-evident, for the

lines extending from the centre of a sphere to its circumference

are all equal. As for the proposition which denies the consequent,

its validity can be demonstrated as follows: It is well-known that

the distance between any two lines emerging from the centre to

the circumference increases in proportion to the elongation of

those lines .
129 Since in the case under consideration the lines would

be infinite
,

130 the distance between them would likewise have to

be infinite. As it is obvious, however, that no moving object can

traverse an infinite distance131
, it must follow that the revolving

radius could never coincide with the fixed radius. But we have
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shown that they would coincide. It is thus clear that if we as-

sume the infinite to have circular motion, this false conclusion

would have to follow .
132

One of the later thinkers133 has clinched this argument by ask-

ing: How could the two radii coincide? Let us suppose, he argues,

two lines emerging from the centre at such an angle that its

opposite chord would complete an equilateral triangle. Since the

lines are infinite, the distance between them [i. e., their intersect-

ing chord] must be infinite. Consequently, the revolving radius

could never coincide with the other [i. e., the fixed radius], as it

would have to traverse an infinite distance, quite apart from the

consideration that it is impossible to conceive of an infinite as

bounded by two lines on its two ends, for to say that something

is both bounded and infinite is a self-contradictory proposition .
134

The same difficulty, [according to this version of the argument],

would arise in the case of any two lines emerging from a common
point

,

135
if they were conceived to be infinite. The distance be-

tween any two such lines at the point where they are intersected

by a common chord would undoubtedly increase in proportion to

the extension of the lines, and as the lines are assumed to be

infinite, the distance between them would likewise have to be

infinite. But this clearly is an impossibility.

The second argument runs as follows :
136 If an infinite, spherical

body moving in a circle existed, it would have to traverse an

infinite distance in finite time. But this is impossible. Hence

the existence of an infinite endowed with circular motion is im-

possible. The proposition which denies the consequent is self-

evident .
137 As for the connection of the consequent with the

antecedent, it may be made clear as follows : Let an infinite line

emerge from the centre; and let also a chord intersect the sphere.

Since the sphere is assumed to be infinite, it is clear that the chord

will have to be infinite .
138 Let that chord be at rest. Now,

if we suppose the radius to revolve on its centre, it will at some
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time meet the chord and intersect it while at another time it will

not meet it. As a spherical body rotating upon itself must com-

plete its rotation in finite time
,

139 it follows that the radius would,

traverse an infinite distance, namely, the given chord, in finite

time. But this is a flagrant absurdity, inasmuch as motion com-

pleted in finite time must take place over a finite distance .
140

The third argument runs as follows :
141 If an infinite body mov-

ing in a circle existed, it would be possible by assuming two

[infinite] parallel lines
,

142 of which one turns on a pivot towards

the other and the other [is at rest ],
343 that the former should

intersect the latter and meet it first at some point [in the middle]

without having met it before at its extremity. But this is impos-

sible. Hence the impossibility of the antecedent. The impossi-

bility of the consequent can be established as follows: It is

self-evident that when two lines are assumed to act in the manner

described, the moving line must first meet the [permanent] line

at its extreme point before meeting it in the middle. The con-

nection of the consequent with the antecedent is likewise clear,

for an infinite line has neither end nor beginning and there is not

a point in it which has not another point before it.

The fourth arguments runs as follows :
144 If an infinite body

could have circular motion, it would have an infinite spherical

figure. But that is impossible. Hence an infinite body could not

have circular motion. The connection of the consequent with the

antecedent is self-evident. I4S As for the impossibility of an infinite

spherical figure, it is clearly evident from the meaning146 of the

term figure, which is defined by the geometrician147 as that which

is contained by any boundary or boundaries .
148 But that which is

contained by a boundary is certainly finite. Besides, it is a general

truism that all finitude in things is due to form and all lack of

finitude is due to matter .
149 As the mathematical figure of a thing

is the form of the thing, it cannot be infinite.
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The fifth argument runs as follows :
150 If an infinate body could

have circular motion, it would be possible that any radius moving

in a circle would traverse an infinite line from one end to the

other, if, e. g., a line drawn perpendicular to the diameter were

assumed to be infinite .

151 But that is impossible, for that per-

pendicular line is assumed to be infinite, and an infinite line can-

not be traversed in finite time .
152 Hence an infinite body cannot

have circular motion .
153

The sixth argument runs as follows :
154 If any body endowed

with circular motion, as, e. g., the celestial element, were assumed

to be infinite, it would have to travel se an infinite distance in

finite time. But this is impossible. Hence no substance endowed

with circular motion can be infinite. The minor premise which

denies the consequent is self-evident 155
. As for the connection of

the consequent with the antecedent, it can be made clear from

observation, for we observe that any point we may take in that

sphere will reappear in the same position after the lapse of some

finite time.

All these arguments have clearly shown that circular motion

would be impossible in an infinite body. Nor, as has already

been shown before, could it have rectilinear motion. But both

rectilinear and circular motions are facts vouchsafed by sense

perception. Hence an infinite body has no existence. This is

what he intended to show by this third class of arguments.

The Fourth Class of Arguments

A general proof 156 to show the impossibility of an actually

infinite body, based upon the reasoning of the preceding argu-

ments. Under this proof he has framed two arguments .
157

The first runs as follows :
158 If an infinite body existed, it would

have either circular or rectilinear motion .
159 If circular, it would

necessarily have a centre, circular motion being the motion of a
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body around a centre, and if it had a centre it would also have

extremities. But an infinite has no extremities. Hence it could

not have circular motion. It must, therefore, have rectilinear

motion. But if so, it would need two places, both of infinite mag-

nitude, one to account for natural motion and to serve as a

terminus ad quem and the other to account for violent motion

and to serve as a terminus a quo . Now, since these places are to

be two in number, they must be finite in size, for two infinites

cannot exist together. But they were assumed to be infinite.

Hence it must be concluded that an infinite body could not have

rectilinear motion. Moreover, place cannot be infinite, since it

must be bounded, for it has been shown concerning it that it is

the surrounding limit.

The second argument is as follows :
160 If an infinite body

existed, it would have either to move itself or to be moved by

something not itself. If it were to move itself, it would then be

an animate being endowed with sense perception. But a body

endowed with sense perception must have perceptible objects

outside itself to surround it,
161 and anything of such a description

must be finite. If it is moved by something external to itself, the

motive agent would likewise have to be an infinite body. Thus

there would be two infinites. This is impossible, for since the sum

of the two will be greater than either one of them, it would follow

that one infinite would be greater than another. Besides, if the

infinite were moved by something external to itself, there would

also follow the possibility of an infinite number of movers and

things moved each infinite in magnitude .
163

He has further strengthened this class of arguments by the

application of the reasoning contained in the arguments already

mentioned. 16*

Such then are the arguments with regard to this problem which

are to be found in the works of Aristotle and of other authors as

well as in the works of Aristotle’s commentators, but lacking in
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orderly arrangement they tend merely to bewilder the reader in

what is one of those topics1 *4 that easily lend themselves to mis-

understanding .
165 In view of this, we have recast these argu-

ments in their logical form
,

166 restating them in exceeding brief

language, strengthening some of them with points not mentioned

by any of those authors, our main object being to have all their

arguments well arranged and classified, in order to be able after-

wards to distinguish truth from error and to detect the loci of the

fallacy—and this without regard for anything but the truth.

This is what we intended to accomplish in this chapter.

Part II.

Wherein we shall inquire into the arguments which he has framed

in support of the first proposition with a view' to determining

whether they establish the truth theieof in every respect. We
shall divide this chapter into four Speculations, corresponding to

the four classes of arguments which have been set forth in the

corresponding chapter of Part I.

The First Speculation

Examination of the argument which he has framed to prove the

impossibility of an incorporeal infinite magnitude.

We say that the argument is fallacious and a begging of the

question. For he who assumes the existence of an incorporeal

infinite magnitude likewise affirms the existence of an incorporeal

quantity. By the same token, it does not follow that the defini-

tion of the infinite would have to be applicable to all its parts,

just as such reasoning does not follow in the case of a mathematical

line. Nor would there have to be any composition in it except of

its own parts .
1

The argument, however, as has already been pointed out in

Part I, is obviously based upon the negation of a vacuum, for if
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we admit the existence of a vacuum, it would not be impossible to

assume a quantity existing apart from sensible objects; nay, its

existence would of necessity be implied, since a vacuum is capable

of being measured and can thus be appropriately described by the

terms great and small and by the other properties of quantity. It

is only because of his rejection of the existence of a vacuum that

he was enabled to build up his argument. As it is our belief,

however, that in all his efforts there is not a single convincing3

argument to disprove the existence of a vacuum, we have deemed

it fit to set forth in great detail our refutation of his alleged argu-

ments and to expose their absurdities, for such an inquiry will

prove to be of no small benefit in the pursuit of this intellectual

discipline .
3

Since according to his opinion those who affirmed the existence

of a vacuum supposed that the vacuum is the cause of motion, I

shall endeavor to show that the argument advanced by hinj to

prove the falsity of that supposition is fallacious. Those who

affirmed the existence of a vacuum did not consider it to be the

cause of motion except in an accidental sense
,

4 that is to say, they

thought that without the assumption of a vacuum, locomotion

would be impossible on account of the impossibility of bodies

penetrating into one another, for which contention they found

support in the phenomena of increase and diminution, rareness

and denseness
,

5 and other examples
,

6 as is all set forth in the

Physics . Since, therefore, the vacuum was conceived by them

only as an accidental cause of motion after the manner described,

it does not follow that it would have to be either an efficient or a

final cause.

As for the first argument which he has adduced to disprove the

existence of a vacuum, namely, the argument from the existence

of motion, its inconclusiveness is evident. There would be some

room for the argument, if the vacuum were considered by those

who affirmed its existence to be the essential cause of motion, but,
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as has been stated, it was never considered by them as a cause

except in an accidental sense. It would not be impossible, there-

fore, for the [sublunar] elements, though interspeised with a

vacuum
,

7 still to possess an affinity 8 to theii respective natural

places, nor [would it be impossible for the vacuum to possess

within itself] a distinction of parts, one having the nature of a

terminus a quo and the other of a terminus ad quern
,
this distinc-

tion to be determined by the proximity of the vacuum 9 to the

circumference or the centre, or by its remoteness theiefrom .
10

Hence, with the assumption of a vacuum, neither natural nor

violent motion would be impossible. Much less does this argument

prove the impossibility of a vacuum outside the world
,

11 for

even if there existed outside the world a vacuum in which theie

were no distinction of terminus a quo and terminus ad quem
,

it

would not be impossible for a spherical body [existing in it] to

have circular motion .

13 This is self-evident.

As for the second and third arguments, they are based upon

two propositions, one of which is false, namely, the one which

states that the ratio of one motion to another is equal to the

ratio of their respective receptacles, when these latter are un-

like. For since every motion by its very essence involves time

in its process, it will follow that even by eliminating the receptacle

there will still remain an original time of motion
,

13 required by the

nature of motion itself
,

14 varying only according to the power of

the motive force. It is only true, therefore, to say that the ratio

of the retardation of one original motion to that of another is

equal to the ratio between their respective receptacles, as, e. g.,

the ratio of the diminution of the natural speed of a person when

he is fatigued to the diminution in the natural speed of the same

person when he is more fatigued is equal to the ratio between the

two states of fatigue, in which case, if the fatigue were to be elim-

inated, there would still remain an original speed. Averroes, to
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be sure, attempted to answer this objection, which in part15 had

already been anticipated by Avempace, but his answer rather

answers to the description: 'Many words that increase vanity '. 16

Among the later thinkers there is one17 who proposed to prove

the impossibility of a vacuum by maintaining that the medium is

a necessary condition in the existence of motion
,

18 and this

because the medium has in its nature something akin to a terminus

ad querns But this is an assertion which has never been demon-

strated and never will be, for it may be claimed, on the contrary,

that the movable bodies have weight and lightness by nature,

and have no need for media .
20 Or, it may also be said that all the

movable bodies have a certain amount of weight, differing only

secundum minus et majus 21 Accordingly, those bodies which move

upward are so moved only by reason of the pressure exerted upon

them by bodies of heavier weight
,

22 as, e. g., air, when compressed

in water, will tend to rise on account of the pressure of the weight

of the water, which, being heavier, will seek the below. That this

is so will appear from the fact that when we make a hollow in the

earth, even as far as the centre, it will immediately fill up

with water or air, though, [it must be admitted], whether this is

due to the impossibility of a vacuum within the world or to the

weight of the air has not so far been demonstrated and never

will be .
23

Furthermore, even if we were to admit that the medium is a

necessary condition in the existence of motion, it is still not impos-

sible for a vacuum to exist outside the world 24
,
and in it for a

spherical body to move with circular motion
;
for all these argu-

ments show only the impossibility of rectilinear motion in a body

assumed to be in a vacuum, whereas a spherical body may have

motion in a vacuum without changing its place .
25 This is very

evident.

As for the fourth argument, it is based upon the assumption

that the impenetrability of bodies is due exclusively to their
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tridimensionality. But this, according to those who believe in a

vacuum, is obviously not true, for according to them, the impene-

trability of bodies is due not to dimensions existing apart from *

matter, but rather to dimensions in so far as they are possessed of

matter .

26 Matter alone, to be sure, could not account for impene-

trability, for were it not for its dimensionality, matter alonewould

not occupy place, but neither would the dimensions alone occupy

a place were it not for their materiality. This being the case, one

could not argue, [as does Aristotle], that the dimensions would

require an infinite number of places. The fact of the matter is,

while neither of the reasons mentioned is sufficient when taken

separately, that is to say, neither of them by itself is sufficient to

render the penetrability of bodies impossible, they are sufficient

when taken together
,

27 that is to say, in view of the fact that

material dimensions occupy place, it is impossible for bodies to

enter into one another .
28 Hence it does not follow that the dimen-

sions even when they are immaterial, [as in his argument], would

require a place for their existence. This is very evident.

As for the statement by which he reinforced his view, namely,

that dimensions are the limits of bodies, this, too, will not be

admitted by him who affirms the existence of an incorporeal

interval .
29 It is thus a begging of the question.

It has thus been shown that in all he has said there is nothing

which merits attention as an argument to disprove the existence

of an incorporeal interval. This is what we intended to do to his

proof.

Furthermore, it would seem that the existence of an incorporeal

interval is implied even in the view of those who deny the possi-

bility of an infinite body. For according to their view there can

be no body outside the world, and if there is no body, there is no

plenum, and if there is no plenum, would that I knew30 what

should prevent that which is outside the world from being capable

of receiving corporeal dimensions. But incorporeal dimensions
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mean nothing but empty place capable of receiving corporeal

dimensions .
31 We have advisedly used the words 'empty place'

because it is evident that the true place of a body is the void',

equal to the body and filled by the body, as we shall prove in its

proper place
,

32 God willing.

Thus it has been shown that an incorporeal magnitude is by its

own nature not impossible; nay, its existence must inevitably

be implied. And why should it not? when the void itself, [without

any content], may be described as great and small 33 and may be

measured by a part of itself
,

34 for when, for instance, you imagine

a closed vessel from which the air has been cleared and into

which no other air was admitted, the void within it will be

described as great and small, and will be measured by a part of

itself. Since the definition of a continuous quantity can thus

be applied to the void, and since it is not time, it must of neces-

sity be a magnitude .
35

We thus conclude: Since according to the view of those who

maintain the impossibility of an infinite body, there is no body

outside the world, there must necessarily be there a void .
36 Since

the void has been shown to be a magnitude, it has thus been

shown that an incorporeal magnitude exists. But this incorporeal

magnitude outside the world canaot have a limit, for if it had a

limit it would have to terminate either at a body or at another

void. That it should terminate at a body, however, is impossible.

It must therefore terminate at another void, and so it will go on

to infinity. It has thus been shown that on their own premises an

infinite incorporeal magnitude must exist.

However that may be, it has been conclusively shown that an

infinite magnitude, be it a body or something incorporeal, must

exist. With this we deem fit to conclude the first Speculation.

As for Altabrizi’s proof, which he terms the proof of application,

it is obvious that his alleged conclusion does not follow. The

impossibility of one infinite to be greater than another is true
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only with respect to measurability, that is to say, when we use

the term greater in the sense of being greater by a certain measure,

and that indeed is impossible because an infinite is immeasurable.

In this sense, to be sure, the first one-side infinite line [in Alta-

brizi’s proof] cannot be greater than the second one-side infinite

line, inasmuch as neither of them is measurable in its totality.

Thus indeed the former line is not greater than the latter, even

though it extends beyond the latter on the side which is finite .
37

This is self-evident.

That this is so may be demonstrated from observation, from

the case of time, which according to those who believe in its

eternity, must be conceived in a similar way, that is to say, it

must be conceived as capable of increase on the side on which it

is limited even though it is infinite on the other side .
38 Further-

more, it will be shown subsequently, God willing, that this dis-

tinction will have to be accepted beyond any doubt even accord-

ing to our own true belief in creation. 3 *

The Second Speculation

Examination of the arguments which he has framed to prove the

impossibility of a corporeal infinite magnitude.

As for the general argument with which he begins his proof,

its unsoundness is obvious, for the minor premise, namely, that

every body is contained by a surface or surfaces is contradicted

by the opponent who affirms the existence of an infinite body .
40

He is thus arguing in a circle. Furthermore, even if we agree with

his conclusion as to the impossibility of a corporeal infinite magni-

tude, that conclusion of his must not necessarily be true with

respect to magnitude in general, for dimensions, as we have already

shown, are capable of existence apart from body. As to number,

we shall discuss it in a subsequent chapter
,

41 God willing.
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As for the physical arguments, the first is both materially and

formally defective: viz., it consists of propositions which are

inadmissible42 and the connection of the consequent with the

antecedent is not necessary. The proposition denying the exist-

ence of an infinite number of elements has been demonstrated in

the first book of the Physics43 only by two arguments. The first

of them is that the infinite cannot be comprehended by knowl-

edge. But it is not necessary that principles qua principles should

be known .
44 This is self-evident. The second argument is that if

the elements were infinite, there would be an infinite composite

body. But this is what was to be proved here. If we assume,

therefore, the existence of an infinite composite body, there will

be no argument for the impossibility of the existence of infinite

elements. It has thus been shown that the syllogism is materially

defective. As for the defectiveness of its form, it does not neces-

sarily follow, if we assume one of the elements to be infinite, that

it would cause the destruction of the other elements, for that

element may be conceived as being devoid of any qualities, inas-

much as it is possible to assume an infinite element without any

qualities, which, on account of its being devoid of any qualities,

may be the recipient of all the qualities and act as their substra-

tum .
45 Such a body, devoid of any qualities, is to be found,

according to their own admission, in the case of the celestial

bodies,46—a body endowed only with a capacity and predisposi-

tion for the recipiency of qualities. Still less has this argument

proved the impossibility of the existence of an infinite spherical

body outside the world .
47

As for the statement by which he has reinforced his contention,

namely, that if an infinite existed it would have to be infinite in

all its dimensions, this, too, is inconclusive. If infinity were essen-

tial to dimensions as such, there would be some ground for his

conclusion; but since infinity is to be only one of the properties of
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the infinite and unessential to it, it would not follow that all the

dimensions would have to be infinite .
48 This is very evident.

As for the second argument, based upon the consideration of

weight and lightness, it is derived from an analogy of sublunar

sensible bodies. But he who affirms the existence of an infinite

body conceives it to be without either weight or lightness, as

is said to be the case of the celestial bodies according to the view

of Aristotle himself .
49

As for the third and fourth arguments, based upon place, even

if we accept his definition of place, they do not sustain his alleged

conclusion. For he who affirms the existence of an infinite body

would maintain that the infinite has place only with reference to 50

the surface of its concavity
,

51 that is, the surface which surrounds

the centre
,

53 whereas with reference to its convexity 53 it is infinite

and therefore has no place on that side. Why should it not be so?

when the all-encompassing celestial sphere answers exactly to this

description, according to Aristotle’s own theory, namely, that it

has no place which surrounds, but one which is surrounded .
54

The truth of the matter, as it seems, is that the true place of a

thing is the interval between the limits of that which surrounds .
55

The impossibilities which, according to Aristotle, would have to

ensue from this view ,

56 are beside the mark, resting as they do

upon the assumption that the dimensions within a vessel full of

water will be moved together with the vessel, whence indeed, were

this true, the alleged possibilities would have to follow. But the

assumption is a figment of the imagination and is not true. The

dimensions, according to those who believe in an empty space and

a vacuum, are immovable, and so none of those supposed im-

possibilities would follow .
57

Furthermore, Aristotle’s definition of place will give rise to

many absurdities:

First, the celestial bodies will differ with regard to place. All

the [internal] spheres will have essential place, that is, the sur-
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faces [of the other spheres which surround them respectively],

whereas the outermost sphere, having no surrounding, equal and

separate surface, for its own convex surface is inseparable from it,

cannot have any essential place
,

58 on which account Aristotle was

compelled to say that it has no essential place but only accidental .
59

Second, the definition he gave of place, that it is a surrounding

surface, equal to the body surrounded, and separate therefrom,

is not applicable in the same sense even with regard to the ele-

ments which have rectilinear motion .
60 For in the case of parts

that move essentially 61 with the motion of the whole the proper

place of each part cannot be described as surrounding
,
equal and

separate
,
and at the same time satisfy another condition which

Aristotle insists upon, namely, that each part of the object should

have an agreeableness and likeness 62 to a respective part of the

place .
63 The place of air, for instance, is according to his theory

the surrounding surface identical with the concavity of fire,

because air finds there that to wrhich it has an agreeableness and

likeness .
64 Now any part from the middle of the air must inevi-

tably either be in its natural place, to which it is claimed to have

the alleged natural affinity
,

65 or not be in its natural place .
66 But

if it is in its natural place, it will follow that the natural place of

the part is different from that of the whole. But this is most

absurd.

Third, if the place of the celestial body, be it essential or

accidental
,

67 were the surface surrounding the centre,the celestial

sphere could not have that affinity [with its place], which they

claim to be characteristic of all place-filling objects, for it is incon-

ceivable that celestial bodies should have an affinity to the

below .
68 If the element fire has an agreeableness and likeness only

to that which surrounds it
,

69 as is evidenced by the fact that it

always tends upward, a fortiori how could a celestial body have

an agreeableness and likeness to the below?
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Likewise, his assumption that a rotating sphere must have a

stationary centre, with reference to which the sphere could be said

to exist in place ,

70 is a fictitious falsehood. For it would imply that'

around the poles of the sphere there was something stationary.

But if so, the parts of the sphere will have to separate themselves

from each other 71 [during its rotation]. The fact of the matter is

that the point at the centre or at the poles cannot be described

as being essentially either at rest or in motion
,

72 and if it is moved,

it is moved only accidentally by virtue of its being the extremity

of something moving .
73 In view of this, the centre cannot be

taken as that on account of which the surrounding [celestial]

sphere is to be described as being in place.

If we assume, however, place to be identical with the void ,
74 the

definition will be equally applicable to all the elements, whether

moving rectilinearly or circularly, and also to all their parts
,

75

without our having to postulate for them any affinity .
76

There is also this difficulty : When we were looking for77 a place

for the element earth, we decided that it is the absolute below,

but the absolute below is not a surface but rather a point, and

cannot be described as place .
78

Consequently, it will be in accordance with the nature of truth,

which is evident by itself and consistent with itself in all points ,

79

if true place is identified with the void. That it should be so can

be also shown from the consideration that place must be equal to

the whole of its occupant as well as to [the sum of] its parts .
80

Hence the argument which he has framed does not prove the

thesis in question .
81 This is what we intended to show in this

second Speculation.

It is because this was generally known to be the meaning of

place that there were many among the ancients who identified the

true place of a thing with its form, for place like form determines

and individuates the thing, the whole as well as its parts
,

82 so that

our rabbis, peace be upon them, applied the term place figura-
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tively to the form and essence of a thing, as, when they say: ‘It is

proved from its own place ;’ 83 ‘From the place from which you

come ,’ 84 that is to say, from the very thing itself; ‘He fills his'

ancestors’ place .’ 85 You may note how in the last-quoted expres-

sion they have indirectly testified that place is identical with the

void which an object occupies, thus accounting for their use of

the word ‘fills,’ for if by ‘place’ in this quotation were meant

‘grade ,’ 86 they would have said, ‘He was in his ancestors’ place,*

which would mean, ‘in the exalted position of his ancestors.’

Accordingly, since the Blessed One is the form of the entire

universe, having created, individuated and determined it, He is

figuratively called Place, as in their oft-repeated expressions,

‘Blessed be the Place ;’ 87 ‘We cause thee to swear not in thy sense,

but in our sense and in the sense of the Place
;’ 88 ‘ Pie is the Place

of the world .’ 89 This last metaphor is remarkably apt,

for as the dimensions of the void permeate through those of the

body and its fullness, so His glory, blessed be He, is present in all

the parts of the world and the fullness thereof, as it is said,

‘[Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of Hosts], the whole earth is full of

his glory ’, 90 the meaning of which may be stated as follows:

Though God is holy and separated by a threefold holiness
,

91

alluding thereby to His separation from three worlds, still the

whole earth is full of His glory, which is an allusion to the element

of impregnation, which is one of the elements of Glory .
92

Of the same tenor is the conclusion of the verse, ‘Blessed be the

glory of the Lord from His place,’ that is to say, the ‘Blessed-

ness’ and ‘Affluence,’ ascribed to God is from His place, that is,

to say, from God’s own essence and not from something outside

Himself, and so the pronominal suffix ‘His’ in ‘from His place*

will refer to ‘glory .’ 93 If, however, you prefer to consider ‘Glory*

as an emanation, the verse will be taken according to its more

literal meaning, the pronominal suffix referring to God, the mean-

ing of the verse thus being, the ‘Glory of God’ is ‘blessed* and is
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poured forth in abundance 'from the place of God/ i.e., from His

essence
,

94 inasmuch as it is an emanation. There is no need,

therefore, for the Master’s interpretation of 'His Place’ to mean ~

'His grade/ 95 for it is an impropriety to ascribe to God any dis-

tinction of grade.

This is wherewith we deem it fit to conclude this second

Speculation.

The Third Speculation

Examination of the arguments which he has framed to prove

the impossibility of an infinite body having either rectilinear or

circular motion.

As for the arguments which he has framed to prove the impos-

sibility of rectilinear motion in an infinite body, whence he infers

the impossibility of an infinite body, they are all based upon the

analogy of a sensible body. His reasoning, therefore, proves only

one particular case
,

96 but there still remains to be proved the

impossibility of an infinite body which is imperceptible by the

senses. Moreover, upon further inquiry we shall find that his

arguments are not conclusive in any respect, even with regard to

a sensible body.

In the case of the first argument, based upon whereness, his

opponent may contend that the places toward which the elements

tend, though limited in kind, that is, the above and the below,

are still unlimited individually, that is to say, those places exist

one above the other ad infinitum .
97 The fact that there would be

no absolute above will give rise to no impossibility, even though

rectilinear motion is perceptible by the senses .
98

As for the second argument, based upon weight and lightness,

even if we admit the infinite body to be endowed with weight and

lightness, the consequences he saw in his imagination will not
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follow. For every object that is described as heavy or light has

some original time [in which to perform its motion], due either

to the medium in which its motion takes place" or to the necessity

of motion taking place in time .
100 It will not, therefore, follow that

a finite weight will perform its motion in less time than an infinite

weight. It will only follow that a body of finite weight and one

of infinite weight will perform the same motion in equal time.

But no impossibility will happen as a result of this, for this may

be explained to come about as a result of the inevitable persistence

of the original time, which, [as said above], is due either to the

medium or to the nature of motion itself. Hence, neither will it

follow, as he imagined, that an infinite weight will move in an

instant.

As for the third argument, based upon acting and suffering

action, the consequence he thought would follow, namely, that

because there is no ratio between infinity and finitude, an infinite

body could not produce motion in a finite body unless that

motion was in no-time, does not follow. If the motion in question

is that of place, it will always have that original time without

which, as has been said, no motion is possible. And if the motion

in question is that of quality, the inference that an infinite would

act and produce change in no-time will lead to no impossibility ,

101

nor is it contrary to sense perception.

It is thus clear that in all his attempts to prove the impossibility

of an infinite body from rectilinear motion there is not a single

argument that is conclusive.

As for the arguments from circular motion, they are likewise

inconclusive, being again based upon the analogy of a [finite]

sensible body. His opponent may, therefore, argue that while

indeed there is an infinite body, it is incapable of circular motion

for those very reasons given by Aristotle .
102 Upon further reflec-

tion, however, we shall find that the arguments do not prove his

contention even with regard to sensible bodies.
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In the first argument, he proves the proposition which denies

the consequent [by contending] that the distance at the circum-

ference between any two radii [of an infinite sphere] must be

infinite on the ground that the distance between radii increases

in proportion to the elongation of those radii, concluding from

this that wherever there is an infinite elongation of the radii there

must be an infinite distance between them. To this the opponent

may answer that distance increases [infinitely] in the same way

as number103 is said to increase [infinitely], namely, without ever

ceasing to be limited. That the possibility of infinite increase is

not incompatible with being actually limited may appear from the

case of infinite decrease, for the examination into contraries is by

one and the same science .
104 It has been demonstrated in the book

on Conic Sections105 that it is possible for a distance infinitely to

decrease and still never completely to disappear. It is possible to

assume, for instance, two lines, which, by how much farther they

are extended, are brought by so much nearer to each other and still

will never meet, even if they are produced 106 to infinity. If, in the

case of decrease, there is 107 always a certain residual distance

which does not disappear, a fortiori in the case of increase it

should be possible for a distance, though infinitely increased,

always to remain limited.

What we have just said is wholly in accordance with the truth,

for an infinite distance between lines has no existence even when

the lines themselves are infinite, inasmuch as a distance must

always be bounded, as will appear in the sequel, God willing. But

first we shall endeavor to show that if the reasoning by which he

established the minor premise which denies the consequent were

true, it would follow that the distance in question would be both

infinite and finite at the same time—and this even if we do not

assume that the infinite is capable of motion. For, according to

him, the arguments are only meant to show that an infinite body

could not have circular motion, whereas were we to assume an
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infinite body incapable of motion, he would find nothing impos-

sible in the assumption of an infinite body. Moreover, according

to what has been shown already, there must be outside the world

either a plenum or a vacuum, in either of which cases there must

exist an infinite distance. Or, if it does not actually exist, we may

still assume its existence after the manner of the geometer who

makes use of infinity in the definition of parallel lines ,

108 and in

the other hypotheses .
109 But how it could be shown, as we have

suggested, that if his reasoning were correct it would result that

the distance would have to be both infinite and finite at the same

time, I will now explain by the following: If it were true that the

distance between two infinite radii at their intersection with the

circumference were infinite, on the ground that the distance

between two emerging lines must increase in proportion to the

elongation of those lines, that, of course, would have to be true in

the case of any two radii emerging from the centre at any central

angle whatsoever. Let us now imagine that, on the circumference

between the radii which are infinitely distant from each other, we

take a point at a certain distance from one of the radii. A line

can undoubtedly be drawn from that point to the centre, for it is

one of the postulates110 that a straight line can be drawn between

any two points. This line will make a certain central angle with

the aforesaid radius, and at the same time the two lines will be at

a finite distance from each other at the circumference. But the

assumption is that any two radii, making any central angle what-

soever, would be infinitely distant from each other at the circum-

ference. Hence the distance would be both finite and infinite at

the same time. This absurdity will follow if we assume his reason-

ing to be true.

The real truth of the matter is that even if the radius in an

infinite sphere is assumed to be infinite, it need not necessarily

follow that there would have to be an infinite distance between

two such radii. For it is evident that whatever point we may take
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in the infinite radius, the line between that point and the centre

will always be finite. Consequently, since the distance between

two radii cannot be infinite unless it be between two points in

those radii at which the radii themselves are infinite, and since

there are no such points, it must, therefore, follow that there can

be no infinite distance between those radii. Generally speaking,

when we say of a line that it is infinite, we mean that the line has

no extremity or limit, whereas an infinite distance [between

infinite radii], if it existed, would have to mean the distance

between the extremities of the infinite radii. But an infinite

radius has no extremity. Hence there can be no infinite distance

between the radii. And even though the sphere as a whole is

capable of rotation, notwithstanding its being infinite, any given

part of it performs its rotation on a finite axis .
111 This, to be sure,

is remote from the imagination, but reason compels us to assume

it .
112

You may further know that the conclusion we arrived at,

namely, that the distance between two infinite radii must always

be finite, leads also to the conclusion that any distance which

these radii may traverse in their revolution must likewise be

finite. This can be easily demonstrated. If [in the argument in

question] we draw around the centre a certain number of angles,

each of them being equal to the finite central angle [formed by

the infinite radii], the number of these new angles will have to be

finite, inasmuch as the distance around the centre is finite. Now,

since the number of the angles is finite, the distance [traversed by

the radii] must likewise be finite.

This being the case, it is evident that the reasoning by which he

tried to establish the minor premise in order to deny the

consequent in this argument [i. e., the first] is unsound.

This also disposes of the fifth
113 argument.

As for the second
, third and sixth114 arguments, they are based

upon the intersection of the infinite line by a revolving line,
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whether that line be assumed to be parallel 115 to the infinite line

at the start or not -
116 Since, however, it has been shown that there

can be no first part of motion, because every object that is moved

must have already been moved, it does not follow, as he claimed,

that there would have to be a first point of meeting .
117 It is not

inconceivable, therefore, that the infinite line [in question] should

meet the other line in a finite distance118 with a finite motion, 119—
and this may be accounted for by the fact that the extreme

beginning of motion must take place in no-time .
1* 0

As for the fourth131 argument, it is based upon the proposition

which states that an infinite body moving in a circle must neces-

sarily have a spherical figure. This, however, is untrue, for if a

body is conceived to be infinite it has no extremities, and thus it

has no figure. 13* There would be some ground for his objection if

circular motion required a spherical figure, but an object of any

figure may have circular motion .
133 By conceiving, therefore, a

body devoid of any boundaries, we conceive it also to be devoid

of any figure, and so it does not follow that it would have to be

finite.

All this has shown that among all the arguments he has adduced

there is nothing which proves conclusively the impossibility of

circular motion in an infinite body. Quite the contrary, our dis-

cussion has made it clear that motion is possible in an infinite

body. This possibility may be further demonstrated by an argu-

ment from observation. We observe that a luminous body may

complete a revolution in finite time. If we assume a ray of that

luminous body to be infinite, allowing ourselves to make use of

such an assumption after the manner of the geometer, we may

conclude that it would not be impossible for that ray, though

infinitely extended, to complete its infinite motion in finite time.

Though according to the view of our opponent an infinite has no
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actual existence, still reason decrees that had it been possible for

the ray to be infinitely extended, it would not thereby become

incapacitated from having motion .
124 This is self-evident.

Furthermore, supposing that the ray were not infinite, still in

the course of its revolution it would have to come in contact at

a certain point with that infinite magnitude which, as has been

shown in our discussion, must exist [outside the world] either as a

plenum or as a vacuum. If we now imagine a certain infinite line

in that magnitude parallel to the ray when at rest, the extremity

of the ray, in its rotation, will have to meet that parallel line at a

certain point. By this observation, then, we may easily establish

the contrary of what he has been trying to show by the arguments

which he has adduced.

This will suffice for the third Speculation.

The Fourth Speculation

' Examination of the arguments which he has framed to demon-

strate by a general proof the impossibility of an actually infinite

body.

Though these arguments derive their force from the reasoning

of the preceding arguments, it may be further urged in refutation

of the first argument that circular motion does not imply the

existence of a centre, for an infinite, having no extremities, like-

wise has no centre .
125 Agaiif* in refutation of the second argument,

it may be urged that the infinite may be moved by itself and still

it will not follow that it would have to be surrounded by sensible

objects from without. As for the remaining assertions made by

him in this class of arguments, their refutation is evident from

what has already been said before.

All this, then, shows clearly that in all his devices to prove

this proposition [i. e., that an infinite magnitude is impossible]

there is not a single argument which is convincing. And as an

error in first principles leads to error in what follows on the first
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principles ,

126 the implication of this proposition has led him to

conclude that there are not any other worlds .
127 For having first

proved to his own satisfaction that outside the world there is

neither a plenum nor a vacuum, [he argued therefrom that there

cannot be many worlds], and he [further] argued that if there were

many worlds the elements would move from one world to an-

other
,

128 to which arguments he added many other fanciful

speculations and ‘words that increase vanity .’ 129 But since the

error of his initial premise is manifest, for it has already been

shown before that an infinite magnitude must exist and that

outside the world there must exist an infinite plenum or vacuum,

it clearly follows that the existence of many worlds is possible.

Nor can it be contended that the elements would move from one

world to another, for it is quite possible that each element would

move within the periphery of its own sphere towards its own

suitable place .
130 Thus everything said in negation of the possi-

bility of many worlds is ‘vanity and a striving after wind .’ 131

Inasmuch as the existence of many worlds is a possibility true

and unimpeachable, yet as we are unable by means of mere

speculation to ascertain the true nature of what is outside this

world, our sages, peace be upon them, have seen fit to warn

against searching and inquiring into ‘what is above and what is

below, what is before and what is behind .’ 132

With this we deem fit to close the fourth Speculation of the

first chapter.

PROPOSITION II

Part I.

Proof of the second proposition, which reads: ‘The existence of

an infinite number of magnitudes is impossible, that is, if they

exist together ’.1

Having shown in the first proposition that magnitudes cannot

be infinite in measure, he now shows in this second proposition

that they cannot be infinite in number.
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As for the truth of this proposition, it can be established by the

arguments employed in the proof of the first proposition. The

reasoning may be stated as follows: Every magnitude is of a*

certain size. Now, if to any given magnitude we add another

magnitude, their combined size will be greater. Consequently, if

an infinite number of magnitudes were added together, their total

size would be infinite. But a magnitude of infinite size has already

been shown to be impossible .
3

Part II.

Examination of the second proposition, which reads: 'The co-

existence of an infinite number of magnitudes is impossible*.

It is obvious that this proposition rests upon the proof of the

first proposition. But inasmuch as the falsity of the first proposi-

tion has been demonstrated, this proposition, too, can be easily

shown to be false.

One may, however, argue that even if the first proposition can-

not be conclusively established, the second may still be demon-

strated independently on the ground of the impossibility of an

infinite number. That number cannot be infinite may be shown

by the following reasoning: Every number is either even or odd;

even and odd are each limited and finite; hence every number

must be finite .
3 In answer to this we may refer to what has been

shown above, in the third chapter of the first part, [Proposition

III, Part I], namely, that this absolute negation of infinite num-

ber does not represent the view of the Master and that both

Algazali and Avicenna are in agreement with him .
4

The argument from odd and even has indeed been advanced by

Averroes in his commentary on the Physics .
s But in refutation of

it, the following may be urged with telling effect : Actual number,

i. e., things counted and numbered, is indeed limited, and every

thing limited must needs be finite. But things which only
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possess number, that is to say, which have the capacity of being

numbered but are not actually numbered
,

6 even though assumed

to have the distinction of even and odd, are not excluded from the*

possibility of being infinite, for infinity may be predicated of even

numbers or of odd numbers .
7

The real truth of the matter, however, is that the division of

number into even and odd applies only to a finite and hence

limited number; but infinite number, inasmuch as it is unlimited,

does not admit of the description of even and odd .
8 We have

already discussed this distinction in the aforementioned chapter.

PROPOSITION III

Part I.

Proof of the third proposition, which reads: The existence of

an infinite number of causes and effects is impossible, even if they

are not magnitudes. To assume, for instance, that the cause of a

given Intelligence be a second Intelligence, and the cause of the

second a third, and so on to infinity, can be likewise demonstrated

to be impossible '. 1

Having shown in the second proposition the impossibility of an

infinite [number] with reference to objects which have order in

position, namely, magnitudes, he now shows that it is likewise

impossible with reference to objects which have order in nature,

namely, causes and effects
,

2 for by a cause is meant that the

existence of which implies the existence of an effect and should

the cause be conceived not to exist the effect could not be con-

ceived to exist .
3

It is because of this relation between cause and effect that an

infinite series of causes and effects is impossible. The argument

may be stated as follows : An effect by its own nature has only

possible existence, requiring therefore a determinant to bring about
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the preponderance of existence over non-existence, which deter-

minant constitutes its cause. Now, it must inevitably follow that

in the aggregate of an infinite series of causes and effects either all*

the members of the series would be effects or some of them would

not be effects. If they were all effects, they would all have possi-

ble existence. They would require some determinant to bring

about the preponderance of existence over non-existence, and so

they would necessarily presuppose the existence of a causeless

cause [outside the series]. And if they were not all effects, one of

them at least would then be a causeless cause, which one would

thus mark the end of the series. But the series is assumed to be

endless. Hence an impossible contradiction. And this contradic-

tion ensues because we have assumed the existence of an infinite

number of causes and effects .
4

We must observe, however, that the possibility of infinite num-

ber is denied by the author only with reference to objects which

have order either in position, as magnitudes, or in nature, as

causes and effects; he does not deny its possibility with reference

to objects which have no order either in position or in nature, as,

for instance, intellects or souls .
5 This is in accordance with the

view of Avicenna and Algazali .
6 Averroes, however, finds it to be

impossible even with reference to objects which have no order

whatsoever
,
7 for he maintains that actual number must neces-

sarily be finite. He reasons as follows: Every actual number is

something actually numbered, and that which is actually num-

bered must be either even or odd, and that wThich is even or odd

must necessarily be finite .
8

For our own part, we will say this with regard to Averroes'

argument: While indeed the division of number into odd and

even is true and unavoidable, still infinite number, not being

limited, is not to be described by either evenness or oddness .
9 And

so an infinite number is not impossible in the case of intellects and

souls. It is for this reason that in his propositions about the im-
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possibility of infinite number the Master has specifically confined

himself to objects that have order either in position, as magnitudes,

or in nature, as causes and effects, when these are so arranged

that the first is the cause of the second, the second of the third,

and so on to infinity.

Part II.

Examination of the third proposition, which reads: The exist-

ence of an infinite number of causes and effects is impossible.’

I say that the argument framed here by Altabrizi, which has

been discussed by us in the third chapter of the first part, and of

which there is a suggestion in the eighth book of thePhysics10 and

in the Metaphysics 11
is not altogether sufficient, considering the

particular view espoused by the Master. For the Master, as has

been shown, does not preclude the possibility of an infinite num-

ber except in the case of things which have order and gradation

either in position or in nature. According to this, it will be pos-

sible for one Intelligence to be the cause of an infinite number of

other Intelligences. On general principles, it must be admitted

that the emanation of an infinite number of effects from one

single cause would not be impossible, if it were only possible for a

single cause to be the source of emanation of more than one effect. 13

And so, inasmuch as it is evident that there can be an infinite

number of effects, despite their all being dependent upon a com-

mon cause, it must follow that the assumption of a common cause

for more than one effect would not make it impossible for those

effects to be infinite in number. This being the case, assuming

now a series of causes and effects wherein the first is the cause of

the second and the second of the third and so on for ever, would

that I knew why, by the mere assumption of a common cause for

the series as a whole, the number of causes and effects within that

series could not be infinite? That their infinity is impossible on
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the ground of the dependence of the entire series upon a first

cause is without any justification, for assuming, as we did before,

the existence of an infinite number of effects, [which are not inter-

related among themselves as cause and effect], we likewise posit a

first common cause for all the effects, and yet, we have shown,

that those effects can be infinite, inasmuch as an infinite number

is not impossible in the case of things which have no order in

position or nature. By the same token, no impossibility will

happen if we assume those infinite effects to be each successively

the cause of the other. To be sure, it will be necessary for us

[to posit at the beginning of the series] something [uncaused] to

bring about the preponderance of the existence over the non-

existence [of the causes and effects within the series], since [by

themselves] they all have only contingent existence. But still, we
have already admitted the possibility of a first common cause

which would not necessitate that the effects proceeding from it

should be finite, even though it would bring about the existence

of those effects .
13

A certain one14 of the commentators has attempted to prove

this proposition by an argument which we quote verbatim : That

which cannot be realized 15 by itself, unless it be preceded by

something infinite, will never be realized and cannot come into

existence .’ 16

Now ,

17 if the 'precedence’ [implied in Maimonides’ proposition]

were of a temporal nature, there might be some room for this rea-

soning
,

18 though, I must say, even in temporal precedence the

argument is not wholly immune from criticism. For we see that

that which cannot arrive except by the precedence of what is

infinite does actually arrive: thus, for instance, the present day

in which we are is here, even though its arrival, according to the

view of those who believe in the eternity of the universe, had to

be preceded by something infinite. Indeed, it may be rejoined

that in that case the precedence was only accidental .
19 But still,
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to admit that something is possible when accidental and to deny

its possibility when essential, needs to be demonstrated .

20 Granted,

however, that the distinction between accidental and essential

holds true in the case of things which precede one another in time,

it has no place in the case of things which precede one another

only as causes, but co-exist in time. Admitting, therefore, as we

must, that things which co-exist in time can be infinite in number,

by what show of reason can we confine that possibility only to

things that are all equally the effects of one cause and deny that

possibility of the same effects when they are arranged among

themselves as the effects of each other?

But what this proposition really means to bring out, and what

conclusion thereof is actually needful for our purpose, is the fact

that there must exist a first cause, which is uncaused by anything

else, regardless of the view whether its effects, when they are one

the cause of the other, are infinite or finite .

21

PROPOSITION IV

Proof of the fourth proposition which reads: 'Change exists in

four categories : in the category of substance, which is generation

and corruption
;
in the category of quantity, which is growth and

diminution
;
in the category of quality, which is alteration; and in

the category of place, which is the movement of translation.

It is this change in place that is called motion proper ’. 1

Inasmuch as some kinds of change are in time while others are

in no-time, by taking the term change in an unrestricted, absolute*

sense, the proposition will have been proved to be true. [That the

term change is to be here so understood] is quite self-evident,

for change in the categories of quantity, quality, and place is in

time, whereas that in the category of substance is in no-time
,

3 as

has been shown in the book De Generatione et Corruptione.*

The following argument, however, may be urged against the

author . Why did he enumerate only these four categories, when as
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a matter of common knowledge change exists as well in the other

categories5
,
as e. g., position 6

,
action and passion ?7 [The solution

of this difficulty may be given as follows] : Every change has two

aspects 8
. First, it may be regarded with respect to the sub-

stratum, in which case change means the transition of that which

underlies the change from one accident to another 9
. In this

respect, change exists in the other categories10
,
and is in no-time.

Second, change may also be regarded with respect to the matter

of the change, that matter being, e. g., quantity, quality, and

place 11
. In this respect it exists in that category in which the

matter of the change is to be found 12
. It is change in this latter

respect that the author has in mind in this proposition 13
. But

inasmuch as change in the category of substance is consequent

upon the motion existing in those [three] categories14
,
the author

has enumerated those four categories. In this he has followed the

path trod by Aristotle in the Metaphysics .
IS This would seem to

be the right16 solution of the difficulty.

There still remains for us to explain why he has restricted the

use of the term motion proper to change in the category of place,

that is, to translation, when, as a matter of fact, motion in the

category of quantity is likewise a change in place, inasmuch as it

always entails some act of translation .
17 This question has

already been raised by Altabrizi
,

18 in answer to which he says

that the term motion proper is applied by the author to loco-

motion because the act of translation therein is perceptible; but

he does not apply it to growth because the act of translation

therein is not perceptible. It would seem, however, that in growth

there is no translation in place at all, for plants, as is well known,

grow in all directions, and consequently there is no definite part

therein of which translation from one place to another can be

truly affirmed .
19 It is for this reason that the Master has re-

stricted the use of the term motion proper to translation in place.
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PROPOSITION V

Proof of the fifth proposition which reads: 'Every motion is

a change and transition from potentiality to actuality ’. 1

His statement that every motion is a change is evident from

what has been said before. The proposition, however, is not

convertible2
, for not every change is motion, inasmuch as there

is a kind of change that takes place in no-time, as, e. g., generation

and corruption and the transition of the substratum from one

accident to another, in which latter respect, change is to be

included under the categories of action and passion .
3 But still

change may also be regarded with respect to the matter of the

change, to which alone applies the term motion proper. Bear this

in mind, for none of the host of philosophizers has noted this

distinction .
4

As for his statement5 that motion is a transition from poten-

tiality to actuality, he follows the definition generally given of

motion, namely, that it is the actuality6 of that which is in

potentiality in so far as it is in potentiality .
7 There is a justifica-

tion for describing motion as an actuality. For motion takes

place between a terminus a quo and a terminus ad quem. Accord-

ingly, when it is yet in the a quo
,
it is in a state of complete poten-

tiality, and is thus at rest
;
when it is already in the ad quem

,
it has

a complete actuality, and is again at rest. It is only when it is

in the interval that it is an actuality in some respect, but that

only in so far as it is still potential. Thus it has no complete

actuality .
8 Hence it has been demonstrated that motion is a

transition from potentiality to actuality.

It would seem, however, that this is not a true definition of

motion. For one of the characteristics of a definition is that it

is convertible into the definiendum , as has been shown in the

Posterior Analytics * Since the foregoing definition will also apply

to motivity, it will follow that motivity is motion, and will thus
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require a motive agent for its motion. But that second motivity

will likewise be motion, and this will have to go on to infinity. 1 '

It seems to us, therefore, that the true definition of motion is

the other definition mentioned by Aristotle, namely, that it is

the actuality of that which is movable in so far as it is movable .
11

His use of the term 'actuality’ is meant to indicate that motion is

not complete potentiality, but that it has some degree of energeia

and entelecheia .
12 His use of the qualification 'in so far as it is

movable’ is likewise meant to indicate that it has not a complete

energeia and entelecheia.

But, however the definition may be phrased, the proposition

remains true, namely, that ‘every motion is a change and transi-

tion from potentiality to actuality/

PROPOSITION VI

Proof of the sixth proposition which reads : ‘Of motions some are

according to essence, some are according to accident, some are

according to violence, and some are according to part1
. Motion

is according to essence, as when a body is translated from one

place to another. It is according to accident, when, e. g., black-

ness which exists in a body is said to be translated from one place

to another. It is according to violence, as, e. g., the motion of a

stone upward brought about by a certain force applied to it in

that direction. It is according to part, as, e. g., the motion of a

nail in a boat, for when the boat is moved we say that the nail is

likewise moved; and similarly, when something composed of

several parts is moved as a whole, every part of it is likewise said

to be moved .’ 2

The purpose of this proposition is to show that motion is

classifiable .
3 First, essential, 'as when a body is translated from

one place to another’ 4
,
which may be either natural or violent,

and voluntary motion, too, is to be included in this class. Second,
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accidental, as when we attribute motion to something which can-

not be moved essentially, but is moved accidentally, as, e. g., the

blackness in a body which is moved by the motion of the body .
5

Third, violent, which may be either essential or accidental,

‘as, e. g., the motion of a stone upward '. 6 Finally, according to

part, which may be either violent or natural .
7 The difference

between ‘accidental' and ‘according" to part' may be stated as

follows: It is ‘accidental,’ when we attribute motion as something

accidental to an object which ordinarily is incapable of inde-

pendent motion. It is ‘according to part,’ when we attribute

motion as something participated by an object which ordinarily

is capable of independent motion .

8

What we ought to animadvert upon him for is his statement in

the illustration of essential motion, namely, ‘as when a body is

translated from one place to another.' According to this illustra-

tion, in the case of the motion of the [celestial] sphere, where the

body of the sphere is not translated from one place to another,

inasmuch as it is only 9 its parts that are so translated whereas the

sphere as a whole does not change its place, it will follow that only

the parts will thus have essential motion but not the whole .
10 This

is contrary to what seems to be the truth. For the motion of the

sphere is voluntary [or] appetent, as is Aristotle’s view, or natural,

as seems to us. For we are of the opinion that motion of whatever

description is natural to all the elements [whether sublunar or

translunar]. That the simple translunar elements are moved with

rectilinear motion is due only to the fact of their having weight

and lightness. The common substance of the celestial spheres,

therefore, not being endowed with either weight or lightness, has

motion in a circular direction as its natural motion. Thus [accord-

ing to either view] the circular motion of the sphere must be

essential, even though the sphere as a whole is not translated

from one place to another, contrary to what would seem to be

implied in the Master’s statement.
11
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Again, in his illustration of accidental motion, he uses the

phrase ‘blackness which exists in a body/ This would seem to

imply that there can be no accidental motion except of something

residing in some magnitude and capable of being translated from

one magnitude to another .
13 But as a matter of fact accidental

motion may apply to the point at the extremity of a body, even

though it does not exist in a body but at the extremity thereof .
13

As for his illustration of violent motion, which he finds in ‘the

motion of a stone upward/ he follows the well-known theory of

the Greek/ 4 namely, that the elements are endowed with natural

motion in opposite directions, as, e. g., the motion of a stone

downward and the motion of fire upward, whence it is inferred

that of the four elements, one, i. e., earth, has absolute weight,

fire has absolute lightness, while air and water have only relative

weight and lightness .
15 But this theory seems never to have been

demonstrated and never will be. On the contrary, one may argue,

that all the elements possess a certain amount of weight, but some

possess more of it and some less .

16 That fire tends upwards may
be due to the pressure of the air which pushes it upwards/7 as

happens in the case of a stone which, upon being dropped into a

crucible in which there is molten gold or lead or mercury, comes

up to the top, because of the pressure of the metals which push

it upward. The same may also be said to happen in the case of the

elements air and water. That [air possesses some weight] is more-

over supported by observation. For when we make a digging in

the ground, the air immediately descends into the hollow and

fills it up/ 8 Though the opponent might claim that this last

phenomenon is due to the fact that a vacuum is impossible

within the world, still it is not impossible that the descent of the

air into the hollow is due to the weight which that element

possesses .
19 But, whatever may be the explanation [of natural

motion], it is clear that the upward motion of a stone is due, as

, as been shown in the illustration, to some external force,
n
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The critical comments contained in this chapter will suffice

[for this proposition
]

20

r

PROPOSITION VII

Part I

Proof of the seventh proposition, which reads Everything

changeable is divisible Hence everything movable is divisible,

and is necessarily a body But that which is indivisible cannot

have motion, and cannot therefore be a body at all 1

This proposition contains five theses* Tirst, everything

changeable is divisible Second, everything movable is divisible

Third eveiythmg moyable is necessarily a body Fourth, that

which is indivisible cannot have motion Fifth, that which is

indivisible cannot be a body

The foui th and fifth theses are self evident The fourth may be

proved by the conversion of the ob\ erse 3 of the second, for having

stated that everything movable is divisible, which is the second

thesis, it natuially follows, by the conversion of the obverse that

that which is indivisible cannot have motion, which is the fourth

thesis [By the same method of the conversion of the obverse] the

fifth may be inferred from the definition of bod} and fiom the

fact that bod} is described as a continuous quantity *

The first [three] theses, however, must needs have some

explanation

With regard to the first thesis the commentators [of Aristotle]

have been debating with themselves as to its meaning
,

5 for the

demonstration theieof is given by Aristotle in the sixth book

of the Physics 6 as follows An object in change, he says, must

be partly in the terminus a quo and partly in the terminus ad

quem
}
for when it is wholly in the terminus a quo it is at rest not

having as yet begun to change and when it is in its terminus ad

quern* it is likewise in a state of rest, having already been com
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pletely changed* and as the whole thing cannot be at once both in

the terminus a quo and in the terminus ad quern, it follows that it

must be partly in the one and partly in the other Whatsoever is

thus conceived must necessarily be divisible

Inasmuch as this demonstration assumes only things that

change in time but cannot be applied to things that change

without tune, as e g the terminations of the processes of change

and motion, the demonstration will thus be onl> of particular

application 7 Compelled by this difficulty, Alexander was led to

believe that everything that is changed is changed in time and

that if anything appears to be changed in no time it is only an

illusion, in reality it is in time, but the tune is impti ceptible on

account of its brevity g This view of Alexander, however is

erroneous and self evidently false 9

Themistius, on the other hand admits the existence of timeless

change, but, inasmuch as change in no time is always consequent

upon change in time, he finds the demonstration to be of geneial

application 10

A different interpretation is given by Avempace While

admitting the existence of timeless change, as, e g , the change

from non being to being, which occuis instantaneously when

form settles on matter ,

11 he takes the term changeable [in the

proposition] to refer only to change in the category of quality, as,

e g , the refrigeration of a hot object or the calefaction of a cold

object, which changes must always take place in time l*

Averroes makes a still nicer distinction The final points of

the various changes he says, are not changes in the true sense

of the term, for by that time they have already come to rest

An^totle s demonstration, however, deals only with cases of true

change, and m that sense it is of general application Thus,

according to this interpretation, the term changeable* [in the

proposition] will include all the categories of change **

I am, however, at a loss to know what Avempace has gamed by
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restricting the application of the term 'changeable* to the category

of quality for in quality, too the final points of its \anous

changes are timeless When a black object for instance, turns

white it becomes completely white only at the end of its motion,

and that is in no time u

Howe\er Aristotle s pioposition may be interpreted it is quite

evident that the Master has taken it in A\erroes> sense Conse

quentiy, from the premise that everything changeable is divisible

he logically infers that everything movable is divisible ,
inasmuch

as he takes the term 'changeable to include all the kinds of

change that he has enumerated m the fourth proposition

Thus have been proved the first two theses

As for the thud 15 namely e\erythmg movable is a bod>, it is

very clear For if we take motion in its proper sense, which t he

Master has explained to be locomotion, then since locomotion

implies a certain place and place is peculiar to bodies16
it must

necessarily follow that whatevei is movable is a body And if we

take the term motion to include all the kinds of change again,

since they all require some corporeal subject 7
,
it also follows that

in their case, too, whatever is changeable is a body

Thus have been pioved those first three theses

The following qualification must, howev er be stipulated When
the author uses the phrase 'everything movable he means only

that which is moved essentially, for that which has only accidental

motion we sometimes find to be indivisible lake, for instance

the poult at the extremity of a line It is moved with the

motion of the line of which it is the extremity
,
the line in its turn

being moved with the motion of the surface or the solid and still

the point is mdmsible and is not a body But as has been said,

the term movable must be taken to refer here only to that which

is moved essentially lS

Thus has been proved the seventh proposition containing those

five theses
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Part II

Examination of the seventh proposition which reads 'Every

thing changeable is divisible
'

[Against this proposition the following cuticism ma> be urgedj

We find in the case of the rational soul that it suffers a change

in the process of its acquisition of intellectual conceptions out of

sensible perceptions and forms of the imagination19—a change

which is m no time 30 Likewise, the motions of the soul ,
21 as

pleasure and cai e, imply a change which is in time 32 [And yet the

soul is indivisible ]

Altabnzi has already called attention to this difficulty, to solve

which he has suggested that the term 'changeable in this pioposi

tion should be taken to refer onl> to coiporeal qualities33 It

would seem that Altabnzi has followed Avempnces interpreta

tion of Aristotle s woids the nature of which we have discussed

in the seventh chapter of the fiist part But even if we accept

Averroes' intei pi etation, we may still say with Altabrizi that the

term 'changeable should be taken to refer to corporeal qualities

and motions As a result of Altabim s explanation, however, the

entire proposition will be tautological and redundant
,

34 and

especially jedundant will be that part of the proposition which,

according to his explanation, will be tantamount to saying

that that which is moved hy coiporeal motions is a body Fur

thermore if this proposition were to be of paiticular application,

referring only to [change] of corporeal qualities, Maimomdes

could not have used it m a subsequent chapter with reference to

changeableness in general 35

It seems, therefore that the solution of the difficulty must

needs have recourse to the condition we have stipulated with

reference to the term movable accoiding to which we have

qualified its meaning as referring only to that which is moved

essentially Likewise here, with reference to the term 'change
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able we may say that it refers only to that which is changed

essentially Consequently, since the rational soul is never

changed essentially, but only through the contingency of its being

material, it in no way contradicts the truth of this proposition

TJpe question however, whether the change that is contingent to

the soul can be essential or not will be discussed in some subse

quent chapter/* God willing

PROPOSITION VIII

Part I

PROor of the eighth pioposition which reads Everything that

is moved accidentally must of necessity come to rest inasmuch

as its motion is not in its own essence Hence that accidental

motion cannot continue forever 1

The basis of this proposition would seem to be the principle

laid down by Aristotle in the eighth book of the Physics namely,

ever) thing that is accidental has in itself the possibility both of

being and of not being * But that which is only possible cannot be

conceived as not becoming actually realized in infinite time *

Hence it follows that whatever is moved accidentally must of

necessity come to rest *

Part II

Examination of the eighth proposition, which reads Every

thing that is moved accidentally must of necessity come to rest
*

[The criticism of this proposition is as follows]

[The statement that] everything that exists by accident may

possibly cease to exist is true only in the case of a thing which is

not the necessary result of something whose existence is essential

It may, therefore be possible for a body to be moved accidentally
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forever, inasmuch as its accidental motion may have to be con-

tinued forever as the necessary result of something that is moved

essentially An example of this is to be found in the case of the *

globe 5 of fire vhose motion is violent, being brought about by the

peipetual motion of the [celest.nl] sphere6 or in the case of the

superficies of the [celestial] sphere and the parts thereof 7 which

are moved accidentally by the essential motion of the spheie [as a

whole] 8 Motion of this [latter] kind is a species of accidental

motion according to the illustration used by the Master in the

sixth proposition 9

This difficulty has already been raised by Altabnzi and others 10

with the result that he of Nat bonne thought of setting the

proposition aright by putting upon it the following construe

tion Everything that is moved accidental!) in so far as it

is moved accidentally must of necessity come to rest as e g

,

the human soul which is the principle of motion in man and

which, though unmoved essentially is moved accidentally m the

process of its causing motion 1 his motion it is which according to

the proposition must come to rest inasmuch as it is only the

accidental result of its own action in producing motion By the

same token the soul that moves the celestial sphere would like

wise have to come to rest, for it too is moved accidentally as a

result of its own action in producing motion in the sphere, were it

not for the fact that there is an additional cause for the motion of

the soul of the sphere, namely an absolutely separate mover

which is not moved even accidentally Jt

If we examine 13
,
however, Narboni s reasoning with regard to

the soul of the sphere, we shall find it inconclusive For if we

ascribe to the soul of the sphere any accidental motion at all, it is

only m consequence of its union—a union either of inexistence or

of admixture13—with the sphere, which is itself moved essentially

Since the motion of the soul of the sphere is thus brought about

only through its union with the sphere, it is obvious that this
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union could not cieate in it an incapacity to continue that motion

Consequently admitting, as we do, that it is the soul which causes

the sphere to move with an essential and eternal motion, that

accidental motion which we ascribe to the soul as a result of its

own action must of necessity be co extensive with the essential

motion which it causes, and thus we must also admit that it

would be possible for the soul to continue its accidental motion

forever 14 Still to admit this possibility will in no way invalidate

the principle of this proposition, for it may veiy well be granted

that things iccidental which proceed as necessary results fiom

things essential will continue eternally when the essential things

continue eternally 15

PROPOSITION IX

V \RT I

Proof of the ninth pioposition which leads Eveiy body that

moves another body moves that other bod} only by being itself

moved at the time it moves the other 1

This proposition is self evident The following qualification,

however, must be stipulated, namely that the proposition refers

only to a movei which acts as an efficient cause but in the case

of a movei which acts as a final cause it may cause motion with

out being itself moved An instance of such a movei is to be

found in file which moves air and causes it to rise to the [concave]

suiface of the former by reason of the iffimty between that place

and an Consequently
,
in saying ev eiy body that moves another

body ’ he means that the formei body moves the latter either by

pushing oi by di awing 2

Against this proposition an objection has been raised from

the fact commonly observed that the Magnesian stone3 causes

iron to movc\ by di awing it in its direction, without being itself

moved 4 In reply to this two explanations have been ofifeied
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First, one may say that the iron is set in motion b> itself, and

this indeed is due to a ceitain disposition it acquires from the

stone Second even if we admit that it is the stone that sets the

iron in motion, it ma> still be explained as being due to the

effluxion of certain corporeal particles from the stone which

come in actual contact with the iron and set it in motion either by

drawing or by pushing 5

P vrt II

Examination of the ninth proposition, which reads ‘Every

body that moves another body moves that othei body only by

being itself moved at the time it moves the other

Ihe two explanations mentioned by the commentators with

regard to the phenomenon of the power of the Magnesian stone

to attiact iron aie self evidently groundless lhat the iron

should acquire from the magnet, through its proximity to the

latter, 6 a new disposition [and thereby move itself toward the

magnet], either one of which acts would imply a natural force of

considerable strength ? it being clear from the nature of the case

that both these acts are very difficult of performance,® is a

far fetched assumption and well nigh impossible For the same

reason, it is likewise past comprehension that corporeal effluvia

should flow out of the magnet and pull the iron and thus set it in

motion Furthermore, we cannot escape the conclusion that the

particles issuing forth from the magnet and causing motion must

inevitably act either by drawing or by pushing If by pushing

then those particles when they begin to push the iron in older to

bring it to the magnet, will have to move in a direction opposite

to [that which they took when moving from the magnet to the

iron] If by drawing, then the particles will likewise have to move

alternately in opposite directions, namely, [first], toward the iron,
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and then drawing the iron and moving along with it toward the

magnet How that would be possible, would that I knew 9 All

this is of the utmost absurdity

It seems, therefore, that the true explanation of the phenom

enon of the Magnesian stone is that iron possesses, according to a

certain relation to nature a natural tendency toward the magnet,

just as it possesses a natural tendency toward the below which

tendency is due either to its affinity with its appropriate locality

or to some natural propeit} inherent within it
10 of which we do

not know anything except that it is warranted b> sense perception 11

PROPOSITION X

P VRT I

Proof of the tenth proposition which reads Everything that is

said to be in a body falls under either of two classes It is either

something that exists through the body as accidents, or some

thing through which the body exists, as the natural form Both

accidents and the natural form aie to be conceived as a force in a

body 2

Among the ancients 3 there were some who held that body has

no composition in any sense whatsoever but that it is one in

essence and in definition If we observe in bodies, they say, some

kind of composition, it is only with reference to accidents and

[other] unessential properties 4 Aristotle and the commentators

upon his works
>

s however knocked this view on the head ,

6 by

demonstrating conclusively that every body must inevitably

consist of two essential parts, matter and form Tor we observe

that all the mundane bodies are subject to generation and

corruption and as that which no longer is cannot be the recipient

of that which is coming to be it is necessary to postulate the
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existence of a substratum which is to be the common underlying

recipient of both of them This substratum is matter the so

called h>le 7 That matter must be essential to that which comes

to be,* is self evident, inasmuch as it is its substratum But still

the recipient must be something distinct from that which is

received it follows therefore that in every body there must be

two principles

Again, as it is that which is received through which a thing is

said to come into being, by which it is limited and in which it

has its essence it is evident that this too must be essential to

that which comes to be 9 But the substratum, it is quite clear,

cannot have actual existence by itself' for if it had actual

existence the process of coming to be would be an alteration

rather than a generation 11 Hence it must follow that the being

and existence of a thing must depend upon that which is received

that is to say, upon the natural form 12

As for accidents, which no body is destitute of it goes without

saying that they can exist only in bodies composed of matter and

corporeal form 13 for if accidents could have being and existence

by themselves they would be substances r <

Since neither of these two, namely form and accidents have

independent existence both as has been shown, requiring some

substratum the author, making use of the term ‘force in a

special sense, says that ‘both accidents and the natural form are

to be conceived as a force in a body 1 15

You must note that the assertion that body exists through the

natural form indicates that Maimomdes has taken the term body,

which includes both matter and corporeal form, in its relation to

the natural proper form as analogous to the relation of matter to

form in general, the former of which has its being and existence in

the latter
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Part II

Examination of the tenth proposition which reads Eaco thing

that is said to be in a body falls under either of two classes It is

either something that exists thiough the body as accidents or

something through which body exists as the natural form

It behooves you to know that Avicenna Algazah and those

who follow them are of the opinion that the distinction of matter

and form obtains m every body including also the celestial

spheres 17 For believing that the corporeal form is nothing but

the continuity of the three dimensions 18 intersecting each other

at right angles x9 thev reason as follows Since continuity must

be something different from the thing continuous seeing that the

latter may become divided whereas the former may not20
,
there

must exist a substratum capable of receiving both the continuity

and the division Reason therefore deciees 31 that in e\ery body

there must be two essential principles, namely, matter and form

Avert oes, however, contends that inasmuch as the celestial

sphere is not subject to actual division it is not necessary to

postulate in it any plurality and composition For body he

argues is one m reality It is only on account of the phenomenon

of generation and corruption 3 seeing that that which no longer

is cannot be the recipient of that which is coming to be, that

reason postulates therein the distinction of subject and something

borne by the subject as we have explained it above in the tenth

chapter of the fiist part But as the eternal [celestial] sphere does

not come under the law of generation and corruption, there is no

reason why we should conceive it to be composed of matter and

form **

In view of Averroes' theory, however, would that I knew*5

what prevents us from maintaining the same with regard to the

elements that are subject to generation and con option, namely

that their matter be corporeality, and their form be the proper

form of every one of the elements, which is related to corporeality
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as an entelechy and that corporeality designated by him as

corporeal form be regarded as matter in relation to the proper

form 36 As a result of this view it would follow that even without

its specific form matter would be in place and would have actual

existence 37 Behold, my witness is in heaven/ 8 for the hea\enly

sphere, which, [according to Aveiroes] is body without any

matter has actual existence This theor> would remove many a

difficulty strong and peiplexing which exists with regard to the

nature of matter as it is generally undei stood

This being so an opponent may now further contend that the

proper form is not that through which the body exists 39 but, quite

the conti ary, it is the corporeal form which being an actually

existing substratum sustains the existence of the proper form 30

To be sure the proper forms could not on that account be

rightfully called accidents 31 seeing that they possess peculiarities

which distinguish them from accidents as, e g ,
they have

appropriate localities of their own / 3 and are not subject to

increase and decrease, and other things of a similar nature They

must indeed, be considered as substances Still to say that body

exists and has its being m the proper form must be emphatically

denied Quite the contrary the corporeal form which we now

propose as the substratum alwa> s has actual existence whereas

the existence of the [proper] form, which to be sure is the entelechy

of the corporeal is dependent upon the latter

PROPOSITION XI

Proof of the elventh proposition, which reads ‘Among the

things which exist in a body, there are some which participate tti

the division of that body, and are thei efore accidentally divisible,

as, e g colors and all other forces 1 that are distributed through

out the body In like manner, among the things which const!

tute the existence of a body, there are some which cannot be

divided m any way, as, e g ,
the soul and the intellect

’*
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The division of things which exist in a body as well as of those

which constitute the existence of a body [into some winch are

drvisible and some which are not divisible] is self evident Tor

of accidents that exist in a body some are accidentally divided

with the division of the body as, e g color and quantity while

others are indivisible, as e g ,
a point or a line with respect to

width or a surface with respect to thickness In like manner, of

things which constitute the existence of a body, some participate

m the division of the body as, e g ,
pume matter, which is that

element in a body that is subject to di\ision, for corporeal form,

being the contmuit} of the dimensions, is not subject to division,

inasmuch as opposites cannot be the recipients of each other 3

What needs explaining however, is his statement as, e g the

soul and the intellect For the author is of the opinion that soul

and intellect are forces existing in a body, and it is only because

they are not distubuted throughout the whole body that they do

not participate in the di\ision of the bod> We shall give full

consideration to this problem in a later part of this work,* God

willing

For Aristotle is diametrically opposed to this view 5 He is of

the opinion, [and in this Maimomdes agiees with him], that the

acquired intellect is conjoined with the body by a nexus of mex

istence rather than by a nexus of admixture In consequence of

this the acquired intellect, [according to both of them] is not

moved accidentally with the motion of the body B> the same

token, Aristotle maintains that the Intelligence [of the sphere],

which is separated [from the sphere in the same manner as the

acquired intellect is separated from the body] is the [hrst] mover

of the sphere causing motion in the latter without itself being

moved accidentally Still that Intelligence though separate,

being the principle of the sphere s motion is in a sense the latter s

soul, and it is in that sense that the sphere is said to be moved by
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its own soul As against this the Master maintains that the

Intelligence of the sphere is [like the hylic intellect m its relation

to the human body], a force inherent in the bod> of the sphere, in

consequence whereof it is mo\ed accidentally with the motion of

the sphere It is for this reason that he advances a special argu

ment to show that the Intelligence of the sphere cannot be the

[hrst] mover of the sphere for inasmuch as it has, [according to

his own view] accidental motion it uould have to come to rest,

as he has stated in Proposition VIII [Previous to this he had

already shown by another argument that the fust mover could

not be a force distributed throughout the body of the sphere for a

force like that would have to be finite), inasmuch as it must be

divisible with the division of the sphere and thus its action would

have to be finite 6 He thus concludes that the [first] cause of the

motion of the sphere must be an Intelligence which is absolutely

separate from the sphere all as may be gatheied from his discus

sion in the first chapter of the second pai t of his work 1 he Guide

PROPOSITION XII

Part I

Proof of the twelfth proposition, which reads ‘Every foice that

is distributed through a body is finite, that body itself being

finite
* l

Aristotle has demonstrated this pioposition in the eighth book

of the Physics His argument runs as follows Every body must

be either finite or infinite but as has aheady been shown before,

the existence of an infinite body is impossible it follows therefore

that the body in which a force exists must be finite That in

such a finite body no infinite foice can exist will become manifest

after we have laid down the following self evident proposition,

namely, that forces distributed through bodies must participate
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m the division of those bodies and that the greater the size of the

body the stronger its motive forte *
3 as we observe for instance

a large clod of earth to possess a stronger motive force than a

smaller clod This proposition having been established the

syllogism of the argument may be fiamed as follows If in a

finite body an infinite force were possible, either of the following

two conclusions would ensue, namely, either the infinite force

would move a certain object in an instant 01 an infinite force

and a finite one would be equal in their power of producing

motion Both of these conclusions, however are notorious!}

absurd

How such conclusions would hive to ensue, will now be

explained

Let the body in which that infinite force is assumed to abide

set a certain object in motion in a certain time bndoubtecll}

there could be found some finite motive force which would also

be capable of setting that object m motion—for we will assume

that object to he of a size that could be moved by that finite

motiv e force The finite force will undoubtedly require a greater

time than the infinite force to effect its motion Now the infinite

force must inevitably be able to effect its motion either in an

instant or in some extended time If it does it in time, that time

will of necessity be a certain portion of the greater time [required

by the finite force] Now, it is well known that vve can take

from, the body [with] the infinite [force] a certain portion the

ratio of whose magnitude to the magnitude of the other body

{with] the finite [force] would be equal to the ratio of the lesser

time to the greater time Thus it would result that a part

of the infinite which is of necessity finite, would be equal in its

motive power to the infinite force

We have thus demonstrated the inference of the consequent

iVi/\ nxi-AnnylAni' n m n Crta 4-/\ « « l Am
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force were possible the following alternative conclusions would

have to ensue, namely, either the infinite motive force would

have to effect its motion m an instant or an infinite force and a

finite one would be equal m their motive power

Part II

Examination of the twelfth pioposition which reads Every

force that is distributed through a body is finite that body itself

being finite

I say that the basis of his argument may be refuted on the

ground of what has already been saidd namely that the impossi

bihty of an infinite body has not been conclusively established

Granted, how ever that an infinite body is impossible, I still

maintain that his reasoning is inconclusive for we do not admit

the cogency of the connection of the consequent with the ante

cedent in the sy Ilogism of the agrument In the first place the

conclusion that there would be motion without time does not

follow inasmuch as every motion has that original time from

which it is never free 5 Nor, m the second place does it follow

that the finite and the infinite forces would produce motion in

equal time for the ratio of one force to the other would be equal

to the ratio of their respective lengths of time in addition to

that original time which may be assumed to exist by the nature

of motion itself 6 Thus, for instance the infinite would effect

motion within the original time only without any other time

whereas the finite would require some additional time besides

the original Even in assuming a finite mover which would

likewise cause motion in the original time only, the alleged

absurdity would not ensue since a difference might still be found

between such a finite mover and the infinite mover if the size of

the object moved by them were increased, in which case the

finite mover would require for the effectuation of its motion some
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time m addition to the original time, whereas the infinite would

cause the object to move in the original time only Thus the

proof has been shown to be refutable

You must, however note that even if we accept this proof, the

term infinite in the proposition is to be understood to refer only

to infinite m intensity For it is evident that the term infinite

may be used in a twofold respect, with regard to intensity and

with regard to time 7 Hence even if we accept the conclusiveness

of the proof with regard to an infinite in intensity, the same will

not follow with regard to an infinite m time 8 In the latter case,

it is quite possible that a force residing in a finite body should

produce motion of finite intensity but of infinite time providing

onl> that the motion is of a kind in which there is no cause of

lassitude and exhaustion, as, foi instance, circular motion, which

is caused neither by drawing nor b} pushing, 9 and all the more so

[the circular motion of] the celestial sphere 10 about whose sub

stance the philosophers aie agreed that it is devoid of any quah

ties, and is not subject to caducity and senility as is to be found

m De Coelo et Mundo 11 Furthermore circular motion may be said

to be natural to the celestial substance in the same manner as

rectilinear motion is natural is to the [sublunar] elements ta This

is evident

PROPOSITION XIII

Part I

Proof of the thirteenth proposition which reads None of the

several species of change can be continuous except locomotion,

and of this too, only that which is circular
11

The purpose of this proposition is to show that there can be no

continuous motion between two species of change that is to say,

between two opposite species For as has already been stated,

change exists in four categories, and these constitute different

genera 2 Now that between two of such genera, as, e g , be-
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tween one object changing from whiteness to blackness and

another object moving from one place to another, there can be no

contimiousmotion is quiteevident Buteven (between twochanges j

within one genus as, e g the changes within the genus quality,

from whiteness to blackness and from blackness to whiteness [of

the same object], it must likewise be evident that theie can be no

continuous change 5 That is what the author means by his state

ment none of the several species of change For to say that he

means thereby to deny the possibility of continuous change even

within one species is impossible and for the following reason

Change is either in time or tuneless, and change in tune must of

necessity be continuous * inasmuch as time is continuous, for if

change in time were not continuous time would be composed of

instants * Hence the proposition must be assumed to refer only

to change between two opposite species Or, (if the proposition

is to refer also to change within one species] the term con

tinuous must be understood to have been used here by the

author in the sense of perpetual eternal 6

Aristotle7 has demonstrated this proposition by the following

argument 1 Motion is named after the terminus toward which it

tends thus we say for instance, with regard to an object that is

moved from blackness toward whiteness that it is whitening 9

Furthermore m motion there must be a certain part which is an

absolute terminus ad quem It therefore follows that motion

must come to rest on its arrival at the terminus ad quern
t
for if

that were not so, the ultimate completion of motion would be

potential, and there would never be a perfect terminus ad quem
}

whence it would follow that opposite motions would be one

motion, and a thing would be whitening and blackening at one

and the same time The case of qualitative motion must there

fore be analagous to that of generation For in the motion of
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the category of substance, the object comes to rest when its

generation is complete, and then begins to move backward

towards cotruption But between these motions of generation

and corruption there is an intervening instant m which the object

cannot be conceived to be both generated and corrupted 10

That the like takes place also in locomotion is equally mam
fesl u Locomotion is lectilinear, circular or composed of both

of these 12 With respect to rectilinear motion it is obvious 1* that

between the motion in two opposite directions theie must be an

interval of rest for if not, the same object would be moved

upward and downward at the same time Furthermore, 1* the

middle of any magnitude is to be understood in two senses, as

actual and as potential, of which the following is an illustration

When a ce Inin object is moved with a continuous motion over

any magnitude it does not mark on it an> actual point or line,

inasmuch as a line is not composed of points nor a surface of

lines it is only when the moving object stops that it marks an

actual point or line Hence [conversely], if an object which is

moved with a continuous motion has marked an actual point or

line it must be inferred that at a certain time it had stopped at

some point in the middle Now it is manifest that the motion

of that object towards that middle and its motion away from it

are in opposite directions, and since the point or line marked by

that object is, (as we have said], actual, it must follow that the

extremities of these opposite motions are likewise actual, and

thus, [if we do not postulate an interval of rest between them],

time would be composed of instants 14 This having been shown

to be the case of [motion in] a straight line, the same must also

hold true with regard to [motion in] a line composed of straight

and circular parts 15 that: is a spiral ,

16 for if we suppose it to be

continuous it would be actually moved upward and downward

with one continuous motion, whence the aforesaid absurdities

would ensue
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From all that has been said, it is evident that continuity is

impossible except in locomotion, and of this too, only that which

is circular 17 m which case both the terminus a quo and the ter-

minus ad quern are identical, 1 * for which reason continuity and

eternity are possible in it
19

Paht II

Examivvtiov of the thirteenth proposition, which reads None

of the several kinds of change can be continuous except locomo

Uon and of this, too, only that which is circular

When \nstotle s arguments m proof of this pioposition are

closely examined, it becomes e\ident that they are all mere

fancies and conceits For e\en if the bhck object which is mo\ ed

toward whiteness returned in the direction of blackness without

first stopping at whiteness, it would not necessarily follow that

at the juncture of the two motions the object would be both

whitening and blackening at the same time No its whitening

and blackening would be only two aspects of the same motion

that is to say in so far as its motion is first toward whiteness, it

is appropriately described as whitening and in so far as its motion

afterwards turns towards blackness it is appropriately described

as blackening And so, no absurditv would ensue therefrom

In the case of rectilinear motion it is still less conclusive that

there must be a pause between the two [opposite] motions, for

they may as well be one continuous motion though they are not

perceived as such by the senses, as has been said by Aristotle ”

Nay, opposite motions must necessarily be continuous Sup

pose, for instance that an extremely light object is moved

upward, and an extremely large object of the size of a mountain

comes down upon it There is no doubt that the latter w ill cause
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the former to change its motion to the downward direction

Now if there were a pause between these two [opposite] motions

(of the lighter object], it would follow that the mountainous

object too with all its size, would hive to stop in the middle oi

its downward motion 2

Again the conclusion which he has fancifully deduced is

fallacious
f
for from the assumption that the motions are opposite

it must not necessarily follow that there is an actual instant [of

rest] between them It can be shown from an analogy of the

instant which marks the end of corruption and the beginning of

generation, or rather the end of an anterior generation and the

beginning of a posterior generation, that there must not neces

sarily be an actual instant Why should it not be so? Motion

of generation is always consequent on motion of quality, and still

the instant between the opposite qualities does not exist actually,3 *

even though the first quality is the end of the anterior generation

and the second the beginning of the posterior This is very

evident

PROPOSITION XIV

Part I

Proof of the fourteenth proposition, which reads 'Locomotion

is prior to all the other kinds of motion and is the first of them in

nature, for generation and corruption are preceded by alleiahon,

which in its turn is preceded by the approach of that which

alters to that which is to be altered, and, similarly, growth and

diminution are impossible without previous generation and

corruption 1

Aristotle has demonstrated this proposition by the method of

induction, 3 and has made it clear that he meant to establish

the priority of locomotion both in nature and in time * He has

furthermore proved that circular motion is prior to all other
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motions/ by reason of the fact that vt does not take place between

opposite boundaries $ that its velocity is not subject to variation/

that the substance to v-hich it is peculiar is incapable of change ,
7

nay, that in everything it maintains the character of perfect

actuality *

Part II

Examination of the fourteenth pioposition, which reads Loco-

motion is prior to all the other kinds of motion and is the first of

them in nature, for generation and conuption are preceded by

alteration which in Us turn is preceded by the approach of that

which alters to tint which is to be altered and similarly growth

and diminution aie impossible without previous generation and

corruption

With reference to idatrve genet ation/ the proposition ma> be

accepted as true With reference, howe\er to the first genera

tion, if it is ex nihtlo in the manner that wall be explained
,

10 it

can be shown that it is geneiation which precedes all the other

motion*,u and that qualitative ind quantitative motions precede

locomotion, for things must have possessed qualitative and quan-

titative properties before they began to be moved [in place],”

and finally that absolute quantity precedes quality u

PROPOSITION XV

Part I

Proof of the fifteenth proposition, which reads Time is an

accident that is consequent on motion and is conjoined with it

Neither one of them exists without the other Motion does not

exist except in time and time cannot be conceived except with

motion, and whatsoever is not in motion does not fall under the

category of time *'
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This proposition contains four premises * First, time is an

accident 1 Second time is conjoined with motion in such a

manner that neither one of them exists without the other *

Third time cannot be conceived except with motion s Fourth,

whatsoever is not in motion does not fall under the category of

time 6 AH these premises may be proved by the following dis

cussion of the definition of tune

In contradistinction to all the ancients who held widely

different views with regard to time*—views which may be dis

regarded on account of their notorious untenabihty*—Aristotle

defines time as the number of priority and posteriority of motion 9

Time no doubt needs a subject for time itself has no existence

whatsoever, still less can it exist m itself after the manner of

things which are in no need of a subject ™ For time is divided into

past and future inasmuch as the present is only an instant, which

has no existence and is not time Now the past is always gone,

and the future is never yet arrived whence it is self evident that

time needs a subject 11 Hence the first of the four premises

Since we are accustomed to measure swift and slow motion

by tune for swift motion vs [defined as] that by which an object

traverses a certain distance in less time than by motion called

slow time cannot be identical with motion, for time cannot be

included in the definition of [that which is identical with] itself

Yet 13 on the other hand since swiftness and slowness which are

measured by time are accidents adjoined to motion and insepara

ble from it 14 it follows that time must also be an accident ad

joined to motion Hence the second premise

This being the case namely, that tune is always the measure15

of motion, whether taken with respect to swiftness and slowness

or with respect to puonty and posteriority/ 6 we are therefore

justified in framing the definition of time by saying that it is

number of priority and posteriority of motion The term motion
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is thus included in the definition hence it proves the third pre

mise namely, that time cannot be conceived except with motion

As for the fourth premise namely whatsoever is not in motion

does not fall under the category of time, it will become self evi-

dent when it is made clear that the expression falling under the

category of tune applies only to an object which is comprehended

by tune and tiaasceuded by it on both ends tJ Consequently, the

eternal beings are not essentially m time, 18 inasmuch as they are

not comprehended and transcended by time If they are some

times said to be m time, it is only accidentally, and that, too, is

true only of some of them, namely of those that are endowed

with motion, 1 * Thus the movable [eternal] bungs on account of

their motion may be duly said to be in time, inasmuch as motion

can always be made to be comprehended by time as when, for

instance, we take inv finite part thereof The separate [Intelli-

gences] however having no motion whatsoever, are neither

essentially nor accidentally in time u

Part II

Examination of the fifteenth proposition, which reads Time

is an accident that is consequent on motion and is conjoined with

it Neither one of them exists without the other Motion does

not exist except in time, and time cannot be conceived except

with motion, and whatsoever is not m motion does not fall under

the category of time

I say that when we closely examine the definition of time, we

shall find that the four piemises which this proposition contains,

as has been shown m the first part, are all false For it is self

evident that rest is described as long when an object remains at

rest for a long time, and as short when it remains sq only for a

short time, whence it must follow that time is measured by rest

Without the presence of actual motion Even if it weie admitted
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that we measure rest only by supposing a corresponding measure

of the motion of an object moved during the same interval,” it

would still follow that actual motion is not necessary in the con-

ception of time The argument is all the stionger in view of the

fact that rest without any supposition on our part of a corre-

sponding [actual] motion, can actually be distinguished as long

and short Such being the case would that I knew, why time

should not be measured by rest alone without our supposing a

corresponding motion? Hence it is evident that the correct

definition of time is that it is the measure of the duration of

motion or of rest between two instants ** It is moreover evident

that the genus most essentially appiopnate of time is magm

tude * for as time belongs to continuous25 quantity and number

to disci ete
,

26
if we describe time as number we describe it by a

genus which is not essential nor primary It is indeed measured

by both motion and rest because it is our supposition of the

measure of their duration that is time It seems therefore that

the existence of time is only m the soul Such being the case,

the first of these premises, stating that time is an accident/ is

true only if we thereby mean that it is not a substance 29 but if we

mean thereby th it time is an accident existing outside the soul,

it is false
,

50 for time depends as much upon rest as upon motion,

and rest is the privation of motion and puvation has no existence

It thus follows that time depends upon our supposition of the

measure of the duration of either motion or rebt, inasmuch as

either of them mav be described as great and small

As for the second stating that time is joined to motion in such a

manner that neither one of them exists without the other, it is

likewise false, for time may exist without motion, namely, that

time which is measured by rest or by the supposition of motion

without its actual existence
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As for the third stating that time cannot be conceived except

with motion, it is equally false and for the same reason What

we may reasonably maintain is that since rest is the privation of

motion, when we measure time by rest, we inevitabl> conceive of

motion but to say that the idea of time cannot be conceived

except it be connected with motion must be denied

As for the fourth stating that whatsoever is not in motion does

not fall under the category of time ' the Intelligences, though

immovable may still have existence in time 31 inasmuch as it can

be demonstrated that time existed prioi to their creation on the

ground that time does not require the actual existence of motion,

but only the supposition of the measure of motion or rest In

view of this, the passage of Rabbi Jehudah, son of Rabbi Simon 33

which reads It teaches us that the order of time had existed

previous to that may be taken m its literal sense 3\or will

there be any rnoie need [if we admit the existence of time prior

to creation], to go as far afield as the Master in the mterpreta

tion of the first verse of Genesis and take the words BercsJnl bara
i

lElohtm ]
to mean that In being Himself the principle [1 e

t the

cause], God created heaven and earth 34—an intei pretation which

renders the verse tautological and redundant, for if He created

the world He surely was its cause and principle 1 o say that

[what the Master means is thatl the manner of creation was

suchwise that God was nothing but a principle and cause35—far

be it from him to entertain such a view, for previously36 he has

already discoursed at great length and in full detail upon the

refutability of Aristotle s proofs for eternity and has also adduced

convincing arguments in support of the belief in creation, as will

be shown later, 57 God willing
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PROPOSITION XVI

Part I

Proof of the sixteenth proposition, which reads Whatsoever

is not a body does not admit of the idea of number except it be a

force in a bod>, fot then the individual forces may be numbered

together with the matters or subjects in which they exist It

follows therefore that separate beings which are neithei bodies

nor forces in bodies do not admit of any idea of number except

when they are related to each other as cause and effect
'*

Inasmuch as the quiddity of a species which embraces num

encally different individuals is one in species but many in num

ber it is self evident that no number can be conceived in that

quiddity except with reference to some distinction ausmg from

time place or some other accident which may happen to exist

m the particular *

Now that which is neither a body nor a foice m a body is

called a separate being 3 and this, according to the preceding

proposition, does not fall under the category of time
,
4 nor is it

bounded by place * nor can any of the accidents be attributed to

it
6 Hence it follows that no numerical plurality can be conceived

in separate beings except with reference to some distinction which

is appropriate to them and such a distinction may be found

among them when they are related to each other as cause and

effect 1

Part II

Examination of the sixteenth proposition, which reads ' What

soever is not a body does not admit of the idea of number except

it be a force m a body for then the individual forces may be

numbered together with the matters or subjects in which they

exist It follows, therefore, that separate beings, which are
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neither bodies nor forces m bodies, do not admit of any idea of

number except when thev are related to each other as cause and

effect

'

This proposition too can be shown to be false, in view of the

fact that the souls which remain immortal after death must

necessarily admit of the idea of number Tor the following dts

junctive reasoning is unavoidable, name!} that the part immor-

tal is either the substance of the rational soul itself* or the

intellect acquired® by man by means of his senses and faculties IO

Now, if it is the substance of the rational soul itself then each

soul ts possessed of an mdividulatt* according to its attainments

m intellectual conceptions or m its union with God
,

1 blessed be

He for the attainments of one soul must differ from those of

another Phis being the case souls should be numerable m the

same manner as individual corporeal substances f which though

being all one in essence are numerable on account of their each

having accidents by which they are individualized And if the

immortal part is the acquired intellect the case is still clearer,

for the intellectual conceptions acquired by one soul -ire different

from those acquired by another Thus the souls of the departed

may be numbered even though they are not related to each other

as cause and effect To say that the part unmoi tal is onI> the

predisposition which unites with the Active Intellect and becomes

one with it
13 whence indeed the souls of the departed could not

be subject to number—to say this would be to maintain a view

which will be shown later 14 to be erroneous and far be it from the

Master to espouse it It must, therefore be concluded that m
using the expression ' separate beings ' the Master means only

to refer to such beings as have always existed apart from matter

and had not been previously forces in a body **
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PROPOSITION XVII

Proof of the seventeenth proposition which reads Everything

moved must needs have a mover, which mover may be either

without the object moved, as, e g in the case of a stone set in

motion by the hand or withm the object moved as, e g, the

body of a living being for a living being is composed of a part

which moves and a part which is moved It is foi this reason

that when an animal dies and the mover, namely, the soul, is

departed from it the part that is moved namel> the body,

remains for some time in the same condition as before and yet

cannot be moved m the manner it has been moved previously

But inasmuch as the mover, when existing within the object

moved, is hidden fiom the senses and cannot be perceived by

them, an animal is thought to be something that is moved without

a mover Everything moved which has its mover within itself

is said to be moved b> itself, which means that the force by which

the object moved is moved essentially exists in the whole of that

object H

The mam purpose of this proposition is to show that every

thing moved has a mover 2 For ever} object m motion, is moved

either by nature, as, e g , the motion of a stone downward, or by

violence, as e g the motion of a stone upwards or by volition,

as, e g the motion of a living being J Now, in the case of objects

moved either by violence or by volition, it is evident that the

motive agent is something different from the object moved *

But that the same holds true m the case of an object that is

moved by nature will become clear from the following consider

ahon 5 Objects which are moved by nature are found to vary

with respect to the direction of their motion
,
thus, e g ,

the

tendency of a stone is downward whereas that of fire is upward

This seems to indicate that the motion of each element is not

simply due to the fact that it is a body m the absolute, for, were

it so, the elements would not each move in an opposite direction
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It must rather be the fact that each element is a particular kind

of body that accounts for its paiticular motion Now with

reference to coiporeahty all elements are alike and they all share

it in common Consequently it is their respective proper forms

that must be assumed to bring about their diverse natural

motions 6 and that indeed, by means of t force implanted in form

which foi ce is c tiled natui e ’ 1 he nature of an element may thus

be considu cd as its motive cause

PROPOSITION XVIII

Proof of the eighteenth proposition, which reads Everything

that p isses from potcnti ility to actuality has something different

from itself as the c tuse of its transition and that cause is neces

sarily outside itself for if the cause of the transition existed in the

thing itself and there was no obstacle to pi event the transition

the thing would never have been m a state of potentiality but

would have always been in a state of actuality and if the cause of

the transition while existing in the thing itself, encountered some

obstacle which was afterwards removed, then the same cause

which has removed the obstacle is undoubtedly to be considered

as the cause which has brought about its transition from poten

tiahty to actuality The author concludes this proposition by

saying ‘Note this 1

This pioposition may be proved inductively as follows 2

Whenever it is said of anything that it is potentially a certain

thing it means that it is either potentially an agent or poten-

tially a patient In the latter case, again, the potentiality

to suffer action may refer either to a substance or to accidents *

Now, in the case of substance, as e g the process of generation

and corruption, 4 theie can be no doubt that the cause that brings

about the realization of this potentiality of geneiation or corrup

tton is not identical with the substances themselves, for it is well
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known that nothing can generate or corrupt itself 5 Likewise in

the case of accidents as e g the change of quantity quality,

and the other categories 6 it is clear beyond any doubt that

since all these accidents must needs have a subject for their

existence, it will be the force contained in that subject that will

energize them and cause them to pass from potentiality into

actuality 1 In like manner, in the case of a potential agent as,

e g when we assert of something that it is the potential agent of

something else,* theie is no doubt that the potentiality must

reside either within the agent itself or vv ithout it If it is without

the agent, then it need hardly be said that the cause which brings

about the tiansition from potentiality to actuality is likewise

without And if the potentiality resides within the agent itself,

then, if the agent is assumed to encounter no obstacle nor to be

hindered in its action by the lack of some required condition it

would have to be permanently in a state of actuality
,
since the

capacity to act resides within itself As the agent is not, however,

permanently in a state of actuality we must assume, of couise,

that the cause of its inactivity is due to some kind of obstacle,

and so whatsoever causes the removal of that obstacle must be

considered as the cause of the transition 9

We must, however, bear m mind the following distinction

When we assert of anything that it possesses a certain potential

lty, if that potentiality' is one to receive action, then the thing m
question, [upon the realization of its potentiality], must indeed

undergo some change In the case of a potentiality to act, how

ever, it is altogether different For when an agent has the

potentiality to act, but is prevented from acting on account of

some obstacle on the part of that which is to be the recipient of

the action, then, though the remover of that obstacle may still
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be called the cause of the transition from potentiality to actuality*

yet this fact does not imply that the agent in question must

itself undergo a change Ift It is with reference to this distinction

that the author has made his cr>ptic remark and concluded the

proposition by saving “Note this
”

PROPOSITION XIX

Proof of the nineteenth proposition* which reads Everything

that has a cause for its existence is m respect to it^ own essence

only possible of existence, for if its causes exist the thing likewise

will exist, but if its causes have never existed, or if they have

ceased to exist, or if their causal relation to the thmg has changed

then the thing itself will not exist 1

This proposition is self evident 3 For a thmg which has a cause

for its existence must m respect to its own essence be necessary,

impossibly or possible, these being the only alternatives conceiv

able Now, in respect to its own essence it cannot be necessary

,

for whatsoever is necessary in respect to its own essence cannot

be conceived asnon existent, even were there no cause in existence *

whereas that which has a cause for its existence would have to be

non existent were its cause not to exist Nor can it in respect to

its own essence be impossible, for whatsoever is m lespect to its

own essence impossible precludes the possibility of there being a

cause to bring about its existence Hence in respect to its own

essence it must be only possible, that is to say its existence, be it

eternal or transient, might be conceived as non existent were its

cause not to exist 4
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PROPOSITION XX

Proof of the twentieth proposition which reids Everything

that is necessan of existence in i expect to its own essence has no

cause for its existence in ai \ nannei whatsoever or under any

condition whatsoever 1

This proposition m iv be pro\ ed from the prereding one by the

conversion of the obverse, J for since that which his i cause for

iN existence is not nece ^ar\ of existence it must inevitably

follow that that which is necessary of existence has no cause for

its existence I vvondei whv he did not combine this proposition

with the nineteenth 5

PROPOSITION XXI

Proof of the twenty first proposition, w hich reads Everything

that is composed of two elements has necessarily their composi

tion as the cause of its existence as a composite being and con

sequently in respect to its own essence it is not necessary of

existence for its existence depends upon the existence of its

component parts and their combination 1

Inasmuch as the parts of a thing are different from the whole

of the thing and the thing as a whole exists only as something

composed of those parts it follows that that which is composed

of parts has a cause for its existence * But it has already been

shown that a thmg which has a cause for its existence cannot be

necessary of existence 3 Nothing composite, therefore, can be

necessary of existence
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PROPOSITION XXII

Part I

Proof of the twenty second proposition, which reads ‘Every

body is nccessanl> composed of two elements, and is necessarily

subject to accidents Ihe two constituent elements of a body

are matter and form The accidents to which a body js subject

are quantity, figure, and position H

The existence of matter is deducible from the necessity of

postulating the existence of a subject undeilvmg the process of

generation and corruption Matter however is itself absolutely

formless for if it had an> kind of form substantial change would

not be generation but rather alteration it follows therefoie that

it is form which confers upon matter individuality and definite

ness and renders it a this in actuality 2 It has thus been shown

that matter and form are the constituent elements of every body 3

Accidents are likewise in need of a subject, and there are some

accidents which are separable from their subject while there are

others which aie inseparable 4 Now, those which are inseparable

are quantity* without which no bod> can be conceived figure ,

which belongs to the category of quality,5 and, being defined as

something bounded by any line or lines 6 is inseparable from body,

and position,
1

* by which is meant the relation of the respective

parts of a body to each other and the relation of the bod> as a

whole to other bodies * Thus these three accidents are dis-

tinguishable fiom the otheis by reason of their being inseparable

from the bod> , and it is these accidents that were meant by the

author when he said that a body is necessarily subject to acci

dents ' as he himself immediately makes it clear by mentioning

'quality, figure, and position
9
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Part II

Examination of the twenty second proposition which reads to

the effect that every body is necessarily composed of two ele

ments, which two elements constitute its existence, and these are

matter and form

This proposition has been examined by us in the seventh chap

ter of this part (Prop X Part II] Averroes it may be gathered

does not believe that every bodv must necessarily be composed

of matter and form for there exists according to him a body

which is not composed of matter and form, namely, the celestial

sphere But we have alreadv discussed this question in the afore

mentioned chapter and what we have said there will suffice also

as a criticism of this proposition

PROPOSITION XXIII

Part I

Proof of the twenty third proposition which reads Whatso

ever is in potentiality and m whose essence there is a certain

possibility may at some time not exist in actuality 1

This proposition has been the cause of perplexity to many of

the commentators as for instance Altabnzi and Narbom, none

of whom however has succeeded in elucidating it The wording

of the proposition seems to be inexplicably tautological For

when a thing is potentially something el&e there assuredly is in its

essence a certain possibility for that something else, and so the

additional statement and in whose essence there is a certain

possibility' is quite tautological and redundant * Again, the

concluding statement may at some time not exist in actuality/

adds nothing to the statement preceding it for when a thing is

said to contain a certain possibility it means nothing more than

to say that at some time it may pass mto actual existence and
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at some time it may not The proposition, therefore, has no

more meaning than the statement that man is man J

It may be rejoined that the statement 'and m whose essence

there is a certain possibility* means to affirm that the subject of

the potentiality [after its realization] has a possibility [of con

turning) to exist or not To be sure, the expression 'a certain

possibility would not seem to warrant such an interpretation*

for weie the statement to refer to [the continuance of] the exist

ence of the subject of the potentiality the use of the expression

'a ceitam would be quite inappropriate Still supposing this to

be the meaning of the statement, then the conclusion 'may at

some time not exist in actuality* s entirely inappropriate, inas-

much as that subject has already come into existence 4

What seems to us to be the correct interpretation of the propo-

sition may be stated as follows Everything that is potentially

something else and the possibility [of becoming that something

else] is inherent in the thing itself The implication of the

last statement is that the possibility involved in a thing which is

potentially something else may either inhere in the thing itself,

thus, e g ,
black has m itself the possibility of becoming white,

or be dependent upon something external to itself, thus, e g

the sun has the possibility of turning an object black provided

the recipient of the action is moist 6 Referring, therefore

to the case wheie the possibility is inherent in the thing itself,

Maimonide states that at some time it may not exist in actuality,

that is to say, it ma> be non existent 7 The reason for this is as

follows When the possibility is said to be m the thing itself, and

not dependent upon anything external to the thing, then it must

be in matter which is susceptible of change Consequently, it may

at some time be non existent, for changeful matter is the cause of

privation m any corporeal substance * This interpretation of the

proposition will agree with the use the Master makes of it m the

first chapter of the second part of The Guide *
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Part II

Examination of the twenty third proposition which reads

Whatsoever is in potentiaht>
,
and in whose essence there is a

certain possibility, may at some time not exist m actuality

Again, in view of what has been said above in the seventh

chapter, [Prop X Part II], a body may exist m actuality without

any proper form and, though ha\mg withm itself the possibility

of receiving form, will never be without actual existence, mas

much as the corporeality alwu>s stays with it
10 The same

cnticism may be urged also agmist Propositions XXIV and

XXV As for Proposition XXVI we shall examine it m Book

III God willing, wherein we shall show that there can be no

doubt as to its falsity

PROPOSITION XXIV

Proof of the twenty fourth proposition, which reads Whatso-

ever is potentially a certain thing is necessarily material, for

possibility is always in matter 1

This pioposition is self evident being the sequel of the propo

sition preceding For whatsoever is potentially a certain thing

must be the subject of that potentiality, 3 and it must remain

with that certain thing [e\ en after the latter has become real

used], for were it not so it would not be the same thing 5 Any

thing answering to this description is matter inasmuch as form

has not the potentiality of becoming a certain thing It is thus

true to say that possibility is alwa> s in matter

We must, however observe that inasmuch as the term possi

bihty may apply either to an existent subject, thus, e g‘
, bronze

as matter may become verdigris 4 or to a non existent subject,

thus e g ,
verdigris may settle on the matter bronze,5 m this

proposition the term possibility is to be taken with reference to

an existent subject 4
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PROPOSITION XXV

Proof of the twenty fifth proposition, which reads The prm

ciples of any individual compound substance are matter and form
f

and there must needs be an agent, that is to say, a mover which

sets the substratum in motion, and thereby renders it predis-

posed to receive a certain form The agent which thus predis-

poses the matter of a certain individual being is called the

immediate mover Here the necessity arises of inquiring into

the nature of motion, the moving agent and the thing moved

But this has already been explained sufficient!} and the opinion

of Aristotle may be formulated in the words that matter is not the

cause of its own motion This is the important proposition which

leads to the m\ estigation of the existence of the prime mover f|

This proposition is self evident For inasmuch as matter and

form do not each exist separate!} w ithout the other and we per

ceive that while one thing is generated from anothei thing 3
it is

not generated from an> thing casual
,

3 it is manifest that the

process of generation and corruption ivould be impossible without

the assumption of a permanently residual substratum capable of

taking off one form and putting on another * Consequently the

essential principles of any individual corporeal substance5 are

matter and form Though the privation which precedes6 [form] is

included among the pi mciples, it is a principle only in an accidental

sense 7 Then, again, inasmuch as the process of generation neces

sanly implies the existence of a mover whose function is to render

matter predisposed to receive its proper form, it is likewise mam
fest that the process would be impossible without the assumption

of an agent * As that agent, however, does not constitute an essen

tial part of the substance, it is not numbered with the principles

Still, the assumption of such an agent is inevitable, for matter

cannot be the cause of its own motion ,
9 and, furthermore, it is

by means of motion that the mover acts essentially upon the

thing moved Consequently, the speculation concerning themover

leads to speculation concerning motion and the thing moved
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NOTES

INTRODUCTION TO BOOK I

1 Hebrew ni nm nuosn V;A rAim khp \\rnin fcnsa "Of the

fi st root which is the beginning of all the scriptural beliefs

The term Wlffl like its synonym 1p y and its Arabic equivalent

J**l is used ui mediaeval Jew ish philosophy m the general sense of

fundamental principles of religious belief (cf Neumark Toledol

ha lI$$anm be iisrael I pp 1-5) ( rescas, however, uses it as

a specific designation for the beliefs in the existence unity and

incorporeal!ty of God and it is contrasted by him with all the

other fundamental religious beliefs which he designates by the

expression Scriptural Beliefs
9 m *W nuiDH 1 he latter is sub

divided by him into (1) nmai itos, fundamentals, (2) m mx wjn,
true opinions (3) nnao probabilities (See Or Adonai

,
Ha%a (

ah,

p 3 ) Hence my expanded translation of this passage

2 HeUew O'ray »nw any *uuir TDipTW Similarly Hitlel of

Verona begins his commentary on the Twenty (He Propositions

with the statement zronpTi Ak HKM
]
no VdVi ^ -pox o vth m

O'iuy W * Know my brother
> that thou or any one else who

wishes to understand the meaning of these propositions must
needs have recourse to the explanation of two things * The
two things enumerated by Hillel, however, are not the same as

those mentioned here by Crescas

3 Or Adorm I, in, l

4 Hebrew 'innDio uirv&j? ym But later Am o'ttnan *?y tidjA

The Talmudic expression Vy noy, to understand
t
is used in medi-

aeval Hebrew as a translation of the similar Arabic expression

J.c ^1$j f
to pause at, to pay attention to to understand, to form an

opinion of (Cf Gmzberg, Geomca Vol I p 25) The expression

n noy is used by Crescas in the same sense

Literally how we know the tiuth of this principle
*

5 The term rtap is used by Crescas in the following three senses

(1) Tradition as distinguished from speculation, in which sense

it is used here and later m III i, 5, p 70a rAnpa op hd 'B3

xm n mm mo ym nya wxam irrn 1 mt> Km In this sense
219
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it is the equivalent of Tin j~>- as used m Emunot we Deot,

Introduction uV an m tn vhva mix uwm y an ym on Vy mrui

nJDWn Turn w*n vw and III 6 ruosn mm VapV oipo d Vawa »
(2) Rabbinic tradition as distinguished from min in its wider

sense of Bible as below at the end of this preface norm txo

nVapa neural mim i Vy m jn» noa ind in I, m 6 nisW nwae «n

V n ’Tana «a aaa mow nVapm mim iso run «nwn In this

sense it is also used in the following passage of Hobot ha Lebabot

Introduction mapii ainaii Vein p missi aoann avn V man) niptoi

(3) Prophetic and Hagiographic books of the Bible as distm

guished from min in its nariowei sense of Pentateuch as later

in II i 1 Vo a tom it Vy o’aina tott ina® loa nVapa n«sn om
T mn maaV In this sense it is used in Emunot we Deot II 10

npnn Vy oVa idodt Vaipon aina-n Vei»iDTtt> ’mnaw )vai

jvom Cf Mishnah Ta amt II 1 DaaaV ijnp tdik Kin nVapai

oa'Tia Vw

6 Hebrew m yaa 1 he term nvyaa is used by Crescas both with

general reference to Aristotle s writings on the natural sciences

and with particular reference to his Physics as in the following

passages of the Or Adonai (a) III i 1 nyun® m yaoa ntann® b

V

myunap noaipT n n pnjm (b) Ibidw but® m yaoa nam® 'bV

V? "|dt
]
k (c) III i 3 myatn ]”yi» eV py oyaa anan naotf

(d) IV 4 nine iojibd

D

im» m yaua axami? ’bV djdw

Of these four passages only the first and third may refei to the

Physics proper Aristotle s own terms cpvcriKa and ra irepi

(pvacuis are also sometimes to be taken as references to his geneial

writings on the physical sciences (cf Zellei Aristotle Vol I

p 81 n 2) In this place it would seem that Ciescas has specific

reference to Aristotle s discussion of the Prime Mover in Physics

Book VIII

7 Here Crescas seems to be using the term O’mriN ‘later (or

‘modern ’ recent ) todistinguish the Moslem and Jewish philos

ophers from their Greek predecessors Further down in this

passage however he refers to all these names as the "first (or

‘early
,

‘ ancient ) philosophers ‘131 Was o’mpV ant? ’flV

B’jmtTn a BioiV’rn evidently in contrast to Maimomdes But the
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term 'ancients a ntnpi is elsewhere applied by him to the pre

Aristotelian philosophers (cf Props X XV) and QtmpT to

Aristotle and his followers (cf Book IV l) In another place he

uses the term later omn« with reference either to Averroes

or to Gersomdes (cf Prop I Part II n 17 p 409) Evidently

Crescas uses all these terms in relative and variable senses

Shahrastani applies the term ancient U-u3l to the pre Ansto

lelian philosophers and their followers and the term later ^ ^LJl
f

to Aristotle and his followers among the Cueek writing philoso

phers (C f KUab al \filal wal Nthal ed ( ureton pp 25o dll)

The Moslem philosophers beginning with Al Kindi areconsidered

by him as a distinct subdivision of the later (Cf llnd pp 253,

349) Among these Utter he considers Avicenna as the 'first and

foremost Ibid p 312 jj ^
Maimomdes himself m Morehl 71 like Shahrastani designates

the pre Aristotelian philosophers especially the Atom ists and the

Sophists, as ancient (] Dipnoi ttimpn axmm) and refers

to Anstotle and his followers as the later 0 D'mnm)
Still within the Christian ind Moslem theologians he distin

guishes an eaiher gioup and applies to them the same term

ancient or first a jwntt a naion ato p ojmm
\m onxjn&n onn ID In his letter to Samuel

ibn Tibbon Maimonides again uses the term ancient with

reference to the works attributed to Empedocles Pythagoras and
Hermes as well as to the writings of Porphyry all of which he

characterizes as lanp K ddV? b ancient philosophy See Kobeq
Teshubol ha Rambam roe Iggerotmv II p 28b Tan 'nW mam
DVT 1B0) D0VI '1BD) DKTUWW ^BO) O&p'm ISO ICO 0 T3ttl

nDnp wddiVd tn Vd In Sh ihrastam however. Porphyry

is included among the later (op cil p 345) It is not impossible

that by n&Yip in his letter, Maimonides does not mean ancient

but rather antiquated and obsolete Cf Steinschneider, Veber

selzungen
, p 42, n 297

8 The names enumerated here by Crescas are arranged in

chronological order with the exception of Themistius which

should come after Alexander but in this he errs in the good com-
pany of Shahrastani, Cf Ktlab al Mtlal wal Nihal

t pp 343-344

There is no ground for Joel s suggestion that the text here is
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either corrupt or Crescas was not well orientated in the chrono

logical order of the men mentioned by him (cf Don Chasdai

Creskas* religionsphtlosophtsche Lehren x p 3, n 1 ) Joel seems

to have ovei looked the characteristic distinction between the

words ensD commentator and “UriD, author
i
both of which are

advisedl} used here by Crescas They refer to two well recog

nised methods of literary composition employed by mediaeval

authors namely commentaries on standard tenets and independent

treatises Maimomdes in a letter to Phinehas ben Meshullam,

speaks of these two methods is being practised from antiquity

by both Jews and non Jews in all the branches of secular and

religious sciences See l£obe% Teshubol ha Rambam we Iggerotaw

I, p 2sb p tw> naia p arcs? >d bsv *jnvm jn

dti md im owm p p nu»m Vjd crnaipn onn p p maarn

enTD yn ik min yn in m an
Thus distinguishing between commentators and authors, Crescas

names immediate! \ after the Greek commentators Alexander and

Thernistius the D’anriN 1 e ,
the later or recent or modern mean

ing thereby the Arab commentators of whom he mentions Alfarabi

and Averroes, for Alfarabi, too was known as a commentator as

well as an author Thus also Maimomdes refers to Alfarabi s

comments or glosses on Aristotle s Physics Moreh 11,19 HD')

ywn 1BO Vj> lniDowa DOm -or Then, under independent

authors he mentions in chronological order Avicenna, Algazali,

and Abraham Ibn Daud A similar distinction between author

and commentator is again made by Crescas toward the end of his

criticism of Proposition I ntrwDl onanono ln^in ,1BD"iN ’1BD3

l’TOD

The names given here by Crescas, with the exception of

Algazali and Abraham Ibn Daud occur in Maimomdes letter

to Samuel Ibn Tibbon See Kobef Teshubot ha Rambam we
Iggerotaw II, pp 28b-29a bsb onpyrn a’tsne>n tn m laontt nsDi
tuodVk mo-ismYio lrura ioa uav moan bv omann i!?«

’iBoa orn ttro ptt 'by ism nen p« iw a w m bdond in

1XIQN It will be noted that in this letter Alexander
is correctly mentioned before Thernistius, and that the works
of Alexander, Thernistius and Averroes are described as com
mentanes (em’B two), whereas those of Alfarabi and Avicenna
are called books ('tbd)
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As for Crescas intimation that Maimomdes in writing the

Moreh had drawn upon the works of these men it is onlv par

tuily true The names of Alexander, Themistvus and Alfarabi

are all mentioned in the Moreh 1 hough Avicenna Algazah and

Abraham Ibn Daud are not mentioned in the Moreh
,
traces of

their influence can be easily discovered in that work There is

no evidence however that Maimomdes was acquainted with the

woiks of lus older con temporal y Averroes at the time of his

writing of the Moreh, though Maimomdes mentions him subse

quently in his letter to Samuel Ibn Tibbon A sort of argument
from silence would seem to point to the conclusion that the

Moreh was written m complete ignorance of the works of Aver
roes Throughout the Moreh

,
on all the points at issue between

Avicenna and Averroes, Maimomdes follows the views of the

former ind restates them without the slightest suggestion of his

knowledge of the views of the latter In one place Crescas infers

that Maimomdes must have understood a certain passage of

Aristotle in accoi dance with Averroes interpretation as against

that of Avempace See his criticism of Proposition VII 1HT mm
njn ’W inp^ TWO It is not clear, however whether

Crescas meant to say that Maimomdes followed Averroes
1

inter

pretation or whether he meant to say that Maimomdes simply

happened to arrive at a similar interpretation Similarly Shem
tob, in his discussion of Prop XVII suggests that Maimomdes
was aware of a controversy between Avicenna and Averroes (cf

Prop XVII, n 7, p 675) Later Jewish philosophers Joseph

Kaspi and Isaac Abravanel, definitely state that Maimomdes had

no knowledge of the works of Averroes when he wrote the Moreh

Cf 'Aimide Kesef
, p 61 “ittn p nDD ttb miDm and Stmmayim

Jtfadashtm I, p 7b pn 3 m pa ron oy mn nm
rraumpa -ran pm onxaa mn omsiKo crpimo l n nna

9 The implication of Crescas statement here as we!! as of his

subsequent statement a'WKTi D^siD^En wsrt bhtt u'irqh orrc> 'ih

that Maimomdes himself has constructed the proofs for the

existence, unity and incorporeality of God out of the propositions

is not altogether true The proofs themselves are taken from the

works of other philosophers
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10 Taken litenll} the text would seem to impl> that Maimonides
was the first among philosophers to pro\e the unity and the

incorporeal!t> of Cod in addition to His existence This however,

would not be true Proofs for the unity and the mcorporeahty of

God are already found in Aristotle s works (cf Metaphysics XII

7, and Pk\sics VIII, 10) not to mention the works of early

Moslem and Jewish philosophers What Crescas probably wanted
to sa\ here is that besides the four common proofs advanced by
Maimonides for existence unity and mcorpoieahty of God, he
has al-o advanced several particular pi oofs for unity and incor-

poreal! t> onl> (see Moreh II, 1) In his summary is well as in

his criticism Crescas includes m his discussion also these addi

tional proofs (cf Or Adonai I l, 31-32, and I, n, 19 20)

11 Hebrew did bs ^y nan enrm on dm The same expression

occurs again later p 178 1 have translated it literally The
phrase according to this literal rendering would seem to contain
an allusion to Aristotle s definition of truth as something which
is consistent with itself in all points ’ TX Vud DODD (see Prop
I, Part II n 79 p 456)

It is not impossible however, that the expression Q'JD ^y
is used by Crescas m the sense of necessary, demonstrative apo
deictic as the equivalent of rTOT} or of his own VBia -nN'3

In this sense it is used b> both Judah ibn Tibbon m his transla
tion of the Hobot ha Lebabot and by Harizi m his translation of
the Moreh Nebtikim See llohot ha Lebabot I, 7 D’je bs by
\j\jks\ (Arabic text, p 51, 1 2 p 5S, I, 7 p 58, 1 3) Titan™ ^ **9 fjl** (Arabic text, p 55 ! 3) imb )b v

QUB bi by * ji (Arabic text, p 56 I 7) Moreh Nebukim III
25 did bi by pi^m (Samuel ibn Tibbon mam npiWin), Arabic
rrvn* d’o pnW* Cf ibtd II l uib bz Vyi mo-in Kin piVnn nn,
(Samuel ibn Tibbon wmi npiVn nan), Arabic nW riDDp mm
Similarly the term HQK here may mean not simply 1

truth but
verification

, confirmation
,
and hence proof * And, again,

the term ]W here may have the meaning of 3' nD, as in the
Talmudic expressions ]m pn nanun K»n In Robot ha Lebabot
I, 5 the Arabic (p 45, 1 7) is translated by
)nu yir

\

Also in Hegyon ha Nefesh p 5a, the expression jnom
undoubtedly stands for ynam
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Thus here the expression ojb bs by natn ourm on DN mav

be the equivalent of TiBlO TIK3 oa no ot on or of Crescas own

nsiD ilia 0 -*a» on dn, whether they establish a demonstra

tne proof

12 Hebrew d? owV y« \nbuo ora “in ^ The term

inVwa ma> refer either to Maimomdeb implied in the pronominal

suffix in 1 nma or to in “cn Won

lhe purpose of this leniark bv C rescas js to account for his

fulure to discuss the pioofs of the existence of ( od advanced by

Jewish philosophers pnor to Maimonules His explanation is

that they are of no import ince mismuch as the) are not of

Aristotelian origin Sum Ur sentiments couched almost m the

same language as to the dispensability of views un Aristotelian

are expressed b> nnn\ Jewish and Moslem philosophers

Maimomdes Uoreh II 14 jdd ’idd’in rtar 'mw nb nwx kVi

pDtrh 11m 01 1 mjrra

Algazali Makasut al Falasifak III p 246 ^

MS Adlei IsOO v^y nurnw to \astpoi nnon mn no “m ow
V:n i Vn aier ~im wm voo “in nyn

Averroes Intermediate Physics VI 7 inVir^ nxd’P na d

p» Va 0 “mn iVnd pmoa nt™ m n V3e£ vrw an pnmn
n!?nnn d&mw

Shahrastam a/ Aft/a/ p 312 ^ ^ b

ft*

Shem tob Commentary on the March II t *WK oam nyi dim
bon nw and II 4 vVy dud:] n»m vpd? ns™ a ^
V:n nw ) im wm win yn

1J Hebiew nmo mna Crescas uses the term mto in the sense

of proof in general, as in this expression and in the expression

runpnn iuo:i This logical sense of “mu, of which the Arabic

is
t

1S to be distinquished from iua m the sense of

commentary
,
of which the Arabic equivalent is The

term in its latter sense is used by Crescas in Prop II Part II

yo&n nwu The term nmo ib u&ed by Crescas m two

senses (1) Apodeictic or demonstrative proof, as in this expres
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sion, which is the accepted meaning of that term in Hebrew

Cf Millot ha Iftggayon
,
ch 8 (2) The formal process of reason-

ing or the argument by which the proof is established He thus

speaks of a
ta

nvu as containing several 0 n&lD or of the nmo of

a *11*0 as m the expression nn HD1D3 IHH3 )\ov 10 Vin, p 140

Etymologically, maa and reflect the Greek a7r65ft£is

a showing
,
and mn» and reflect the Greek r€K(xr}ptoi/

%

a sure sign In Aristotle both these terms are used in the sense

of a demonstrative proof Exidently the terms *T»N3 and 0^ have

lost that forceful sense of demonstrate e pi oof

The term *iwa is also used in Hebrew as a translation of the

Arabic to designate a kind of reasoning which lies mid

way between pure tradition "tap, and demonstrative proof

runs oW Cf Algazili, Mozene Zcdefr, pp 6-7 yrn nr

121b \mtrn vinoa -npru ta nsw niKai ta) Va rtapn bnio in

nsian “iViy ima Afoaw alAmal p 3 ^ Jfj
<j**A*ti 1 ji ^ ^ ^ a>- ^

-b- ^ j\

14 Hebrew imsn maa w rrT 10 p ym The Paima and Jews
College MSS have here the following marginal note ’B25 HXT
nfPTO onnn nno The Vatican MS has the same note but with

out nn to

What Crescas means to say here is that m his criticism of the

philosophers he, as interrogator or opponent, will press his re

spondents with consequences drawn from their own premises,

even though he himself does not admit them for his purpose is

to show the contradictions to which their own premises might

lead This sort of argumenlum ad hommem
% as it later came to

be known (see Locke Essay Concerning Human Understanding

IV, xvin, § 21), is one of the several forms of Aristotle s dialectic

arguments as opposed to the didactic (see Grote, Aristotle II,

p 71) Didactic arguments are described by Aristotle as those

which syllogize from the proper principles of each discipline, and
not from the opinions of him who answers (De Sophisticis

Elenckts
,
ch 2) A dialectic argument, contrariwise, must
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therefore be one which reasons ‘from the opinions of him who
answers

The expression Town toko 'bo thus reflects the Greek (K tup

too airoKpu'o/xfvou 6o£coi' (dnd 165b, 2) TOWT TOKO — J W) J>»

The lame expression is used by Axerroes in stigmatizing the

diahrtic character of Algazati s arguments against philosophy as

m the following passages m his Ilappalnl ha Happalah

Disput ttion I mya pjn bo ub Town toko ’bo mno nn

Ibid vixya
}
yT so onyr b os Titin Taw Hm ojok noban npbno-rt

TOWT TOKO BO Kb

Disputation HI TOWmOKDD ’0

Disputation XI wbu pyrr bo «b dttdkb ’bo tt no nn

Cf also Intermediate Ph\sics IV i 1,9 nob a ooo ern’ort nn

toscyo no»bi tdihtd tkt3®

15 Hebrew ITT I'W Similarly later, p 216 mot libxK ~]tt pKl

The equivalent Arabic, expression J-— ^
,
used in JJobot ha-

Lebabol I, 6 p 47 1 2 p 49 1 13 el passim is tianslated by

Judah ibn Tibbon simply b> Itbto ]’K or TSMW h

PROPOSITION I

Part I

1 The Hebrew version of this Proposition is taken from Samuel
ibn Tibbon s translation of the Moreh Nebukim

2 Hebrew ivbon bya mbs Equivalent terms for tvbon are nbon

nbioD qio

Cf Narbom Ma amar be 'E%em ha 6algal le Ibn Roshd III

D'3'iy ’»a tdk' nbioo 'nba utdk»

Neveh Shalom VII, t, 3, p 100b nbyio arms nvno o”tno iVo no
nbvoD 'nba byo

Narbom’s Commentary on the Moreh, II, Introduction, Prop
osition I n'b’opo 'j® »}id yw, bbon »o (rson txd mn *po vhth

LikkuHm mm Se/er Mepor Ifayyim III, 10 Trm bo 'DJty m *0

nbon abb o'wdj otk ff-nxy q’ttoo o'osyrtD
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3 Physics 111 4-8 De Caelo I, 5-7 Metaphysics XI 10 The

corresponding references in A\erroes Intermediate Commentaries

which are the direct source of Crescas summaries of Aristotle,

are as follows Intermediate Physics III m, 1-8 Intermediate

De Caelo I 7 Intermediate Metaphysics X

4 Hebrew Vim j e nvmDV x^piarov cuo'OrjT&v separated

from sensible objects

5 Hebrew Wno ino The same designation of this argument

is used by Ciescas later, p 174

Aristotle himself designates this argument by the term logi

cal (Xoyihcorepop De Caelo I, 7, 275b, 12) Similarly the first

of the second chss of arguments in this chaptei is chaiacterized

by Crescas as Mns 11*0 (below p 150), whereas Aristotle calls

it logical Xo7ucJs, in Physics III 5 204b 4 and ‘ general

for universal ) kcl6&\ov in Physics III 5, 204a 34 and m
Metaphysics XI, 10 1066b, 22) Avenoes calls it general

Vm, in Intermediate Physics
,
but ' logical JPJffl, in Intennedi

ate Metaphysics The interchanging of these two terms may be

explained on the ground that among the several meanings which
the expression logical pi oof has in Aristotle thete is one which
describes it as consisting of absttact icasonuig fiom universal'

or 'general concepts which have no direct and appropnate
bearing upon the subject m question (cf Schwegler Die Meta
physik des Anstotcles, Vo I IV, p 48 n 5 Ross, Anstotie s Meta
physics Vol II, p 168 both on Metaphysics VII, 4 1029b, 13)

Averroes himself similarly describes logical
*

proofs as those
1 composed of propositions which are general and true but not
appropriate to the subject under consideration And therein is

the difference between such propositions and essential pioposi
tions for essential propositions are appropriate and pertain to

the subject under consideration And the difference between
logical propositions and contentious propositions consists on the
other hand in this Logical propositions are true m their entirety
essentially, whereas the contentious are false in part, and aie not
true in their entiret) except accidentally ' Intermediate De Caelo
I, 7, Third Proof )EK nip-mn mVVon mnpnrr p nnajriD o-n
moTp,™ ni oxyn nunpnn

|
ai \rvTz pid-th inn o piyan mi nnnva

rrcnpm rbn pa p oj antrrm nimyji u pyan m2 nnnva nvoacyn
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nnru jwto im nxyi boa mpm* p iW nirom nurrpTi pm ni jun
npM or ^ nipro pm p^m
Cf *Se/er ha Gedartm p 19a n^ViD ) mtnpn -ww «n am ppi

mom o n^n cnp r1™ ropTun

6 Hebrew pfi kind class section 1 he Sul/berger and Munich
manuscripts read here \vy speculation The teim py Arabic

as a designation of a das^ of aiguments is found in the

Hebrew translations of March II
t 1 Crcscis himself uses it later

in his criticism of this proposition Most of the MSS howe\ er,

read here J'D

7 Hebrew “iom p Literally 'in the following m inner He
said The word “TBK, ‘ lie said is generally used in Averroes

Inteimediate Commentaries to introduce the beginning of a

translation or paraphrase of a text by Aristotle

Ozigmally in Aristotle and Averroes the arrangement of the

argument is as follows

(a) The infinite cannot be something immaterial and of inde

pendent existence

Phvsus Iff, 5 204a
t 8-14, which is restated m Intermediate

Ph\sics III m, 4 1 as follows 'We say that it is impossible that

there should be an infinite existing b> itself apart fioni sensible

objects Toi it would inevitably have to be either divisible or

indivisible If it were indivisible, it could not be dlsu ibed as

infinite except m the sense m which a point is said to be infinite

and color is said to be inaudible But this is not the sense which

those who affirm the existence of an infinite are agreed upon

(irrD’P cf 310 above p 325 n 12) nor is it that

which is the subject of our investigation (Latin p 452 v b, 35)

rwmtb Vim loxys nmy b nVsn jn th xxdv ipdr w tdkji

*?npo nhi m om -tap' *6 ik np^m inno yio nn

rfaz r rmpia ww icq s
1

? m n na RW3 nmn' *6 nan npiWn

nz» vw p D’iDiNi rw** nV w nn pan ’nVa kh» ntraai

vby

Cf Metaphysics XI 10, 1066b, 1-7, which is restated m Inter

mediate Metaphysics X
(b) The infinite cannot be an immaterial quantity, either

magnitude or number existing by itself This refers to the views
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of the Pythagoreans and of Plato both of whom considered the

infinite as a certain essence subsisting by itself the former identi

fymg it with number the even and the latter identifying it with

magnitude Their views are given by Aristotle in Physics III, 4

Physics III, 5, 204a 17-19 restated in Intermehaie Physics
,

Joe at as follows “If it is divisible, it must inevitably be either

an immaterial quantity or a quantity existing in a subject or one

of the immaterial substances It cannot be an immaterial quan

tity, for inasmuch as number and magnitude are inseparable fiom

sensible objects it must follow that that which is an accident to

number and magnitude must likewise be inseparable and infinity

is such an accident, for fimtude and infinity are two accidents

existing in number and magnitude, inasmuch as the essence of

number and magnitude is not identical with the essence of the

infinite
1

(Latin, p 452 v b, 36)

uxy n n* w Kima asm nvo ik Vim tod ^np* ok jto k1

?!

Tijwm naan thgs> nm Hai tod nn» btm 0 inrun a axyia

d 3 biza 'rta -npwn todzb mp^ no mn v nmriD run mvh o

mjnrn toddo d kxdj onpo w ivtonn pm n bonn v rvfcnn “nynn wm
^ mfen jw n» nr» mjn&m todb-i nine *3

Cf Metaphysics XI, 10, 1066b, 7-9 restated in Intermediate

Metaphysics
,
loc at

(c) The infinite cannot be an accidental quantity existing in

something else This refers to the views of the early Greek
Physicists and of the Atomists all of whom consideied the infinite

as an accidental quantity, either the magnitude of one of the

elements or the number of the atoms Their views are given by
Aristotle in Physics III, 4

Physics III, 5, 204a, 14-17, restated in Intermediate Physics
f

loc at
, as follows “Since it is not a separate quantity nothing

is left for it but to be an inseparable quantity It will then be

something existing in a subject But if so, that subject, and not
the infinite, will be the principle, but this is something to which
they will not agree ' (Latin, tbid

)

run Vnru 'nbn tod nvrp tkw tod nan !nru hop rvrr *60 nnw
,nVnnrm tm Rerun m nvr run p nr rrrw toki nmn rsdw no n’fr

hd nv om \b n^n yw no
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C{ Metaphysics XI, 10, 1066b, 9-11, restated ui Intermediate

Metaphysics loc at

(d) The infinite cannot be an immaterial substance, having

actual existence, like soul and intellect

Physics III, 5, 204a, 20-32, restated m Intrtnediaie Physics
,

loc cil ,
as follows 'After we have shown that the infinite cannot

be an immaterial nor a material quantity, there is nothing left

but that it should be an immaterial substance, of the kmd we
affirm of soul and intellect so that the thing assumed to be

infinite, that is, described as infinite and infinite being itself be

one in definition and essence and not different m thought How
ever, if we assume the infinite to be of this kmd, its essence thus

being at one with its definition, then, as a result of its being

infinite we shall be confronted with the question whether it is

divisible or mdmsible (In the first case] if it be divisible then

the definition of a part and the whole of it will be the same m
this respect, as must necessarily be the case in simple homoe
omerous things But tf this be so then the part of the infinite

wiU be infinite For the paits must inevitably either be different

from the infinite whole or not be different thereof If they be

different, then the infinite will be composite and not simple if

the* be not different, then the definition of the part will be the

same as that of the whole, for this reasoning must necessarily

follow m the case of all things that are homoeomerous Just as

part of air is air and part of flesh is flesh so part of infinite is

infinite, forasmuch as the part and the whole m each of these are

one in definition and essence If a diffeience is found m the parts

of homoeomerous bodies, it is due only to the subject, which is

the recipient of the parts, and not to the form for if we imagine

the form of a homoeomerous body without a subject the parts

and the whole thereof will be the same in all respects and with

out any difference [In the second case), if we say that the

infinite immaterial substance is indivisible which must be the

case of an immaterial qua immaterial then it cannot be called

infinite except in the sense in which a point is said to be infinite

In general, the treatment of the existence of an immaterial m
finite is irrelevant to the present subject of discussion” (Latm,

p 453 r a, 37)
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Dsjt rnu sb r
1

? nn bai 'nbi bai pod th to ubatp 'tdri

n bn
i
r t®r ruiDT tm n tip tv b»m »sia unw torap iaa baa

nbi ninoi ttu titr naa n bn «b nw l n bn
)
R3 TNinon b i

Nn dwr mi pa mioxy th p ]
lya win -iiPRatp Nb tdrco pbno

oki pbno mb in pbna nitip tdrxp 01 mans 3’ in n’bn i’rip noa

I
jjd ttr

]
Jya Tta u»o b*n pbn tti n T tit pbno nhip utdr

TO pb T T T33 p ]
JVT H’T TPR31 O pbn D’OTUOT D'EWBn D T3T3

bab TTia msbno in <o dr iy:» r
1

? o'pbnip nn m aai tb n’bn ] rip

\b rvbn
)
n no n t o’obno i n ori a sbna mb in n’bn ] n nit tipr

bn pbi tti t’t to min o sbno mb vt ori wb n T rVi aano

pbs ids a pbn o Dintn o Tain ba 3”nnn yiy nw 'sb -m thr

n bn
]
rip no kit tb n bn

]
nip to pb p tipo Tipaa pbi t in tiro

opbr msba dioni oipoai tud am do bn pbn nn tipro \b

in x ibe> ttkt iso r*p pbi bptn RtPin iso Nn D'otpiot owia
a ttxt bo thr Da bn pbn tt rwi nba o pbn nonnoa own mix
•VRa bar? a nnon sni Tpibn bp’ r

1

? nhip utor ori *|bn» 'nb
mipia tor tp no tx by pa n bn ba 'nb ritp i by tor’ Rb bai «in

'nb ib n'bn
]
r bai nan im xoa tomot bbai nb n bn )’R r tip

Toam nRrb dovo

Cf Mrlaph\sics XI, 10, 1066b 11-21 restated i \\ Intermediate

Metaphysics loc ctt

In the Pkssics, it will have been noticed, parts (b) and (c)

come in ievei sed order Averroes however, presents them in

the Intermediate Physics in the order in which they appear in the

Metaphysics

In his icproduction of these aiguments (from the Intermediate

Physics) it should be observed, Cre cas has rearranged them in

the following order (a) (d) (c) (b) parts (a) and (d) being some
what merged together His reason for departing from the original

order must have been in order to conclude the arguments with the

rejection of the infinite as quantity on the ground of the insepara

bilitj of quantity from material objects which would enable him
to introduce the discussion about a vacuum See below n 12

8 Hebrew npib Siaipeorr (Analyt Prior I, 31)

More fully b(t>3 Tpibn (.Epitome of the Physics III, p lib) By
the analogy of pbrw in the expression pbDD ’tun Ippn, it is to

be translated by disjunction disjunctive proposition (judgment
or syllogism)
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9 This is taken from part (a) of the argument as given by
Averroes

10 This is taken from part (d) of the argument as given by
Averroes

The composite nature of this passage, consisting as we have

shown of parts (a) and (d) explains the redundancy of raising

again the question whether the immaterial infinite might be
divisible immediatel} after it has already been concluded that it

must be indivisible

Ihe same difficulty has been pointed out by the supercom-

mentators in the text of Averroes But there at least the super-

fluity is not so obvious, since several passages inteivene between

(a) and (d) Cf Narbom s supercommentary on Averroes Inter-

mediate Phystcs ad loc (f 34a) The question whether it is

divisible or indivisible has already been discussed above (see

above note 7 (a) and (d)] and he should have therefore, taken

up here only the possibility of its being indivisible, etc Our

answer is that the two alternatives are enumerated here again

because above their enumeration was only casual for an lmmate
rial quantity is indeed indivisible But here, [speaking of an

immaterial substance] it is the proper place for the discussion of

the question as to whether anything immaterial is divisible or not,

and therefore he enumerates the two alternatives etc Or we

may say that [even here] he mentions the possibility of its being

divisible [only to dispose of it], for an immaterial substance is

certainly indivisible and its very essence compels us to think of

it as indivisible

kVk iwy 1

? rrn ihyrh -wy tpbnm nVa th pbnm am
wn ipbm nt K'nrw iwrw on

1

? 2m p^nno rta hh ok

np^nn hip kV ^iru -npan m tVjbAp itiya

nioyap now ut m 110 k onV to D'-io-n nn at* k ai \io2v nuym
os wan nptan />apD uw nw vnnm npi^nn ^po m k Via) o*yn>

npiVm Vapa Kin dk p

11 A marginal note by a pupil of Crebcas on the Parma and

Jews* College MSS reads as follows "I am greatly surprised at

the Master, of blessed memory* for all this redundancy Having

started above by saying that the infinite must inevitably be either

an immaterial quantity or an immaterial simple substance and
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havmg shown that it cannot he an lmmateml substance and

must therefore be an immaterial quantity , he had only to show

now that it cannot be an immaterial quantity What need was

there for raising the question whether that quantity, which he

has said must be immaterial, can be conceived to subsist in a

subject? It is possible that what the Master, of blessed memory,

meant to say here is as follows Hence, by the process of chmina

tion, the infinite magnitude must be a quantity But, then, it

mu^t be inquired concerning quantity itself whether it subsists in

a subject or is immaterial But it cannot be immaten \\ It must

therefore subsist in a subject Hence an immaterial infinite is

impossible Actording to this interpretation of the text his state

meat Mania mo: m dm, i e
,
and if it [

= the infinite] were

a quantity subsisting in a subject should be undei stood as if it

read and since quantity must subsist in a subject etc

obo' ibynb inx o nD ran nr bnn b r :mo mbs:
ran bin oxy Kin0 bon bin axy ik bin ion rrrttf ok

irron in bin) ion m i bonb pi b im: nb) Vnm non n rvv

frnan 'd rawi it kvi b t mi \\\m> mm mo: non ^i:wn

ram bin ik man mo: «n dh uscyn noon p mpro non Kin n nnn

nnn nrvtf km apt*? mm nxm nrr® imp ran bin ynv bon an
mo: H)i wmv im) raw bm Min ran di raw n n o«i nam

im kpu:i

What this pupil of Crescas is trying to do is to twist the text

and read into it a new meaning in order to remove the redundancy
The redundancy however, is due to the fact that Crescas has

somehow rearranged the original order of the argument as given

by Averroes and outlined above in n 7

12 The reason given here by Crescas for the impossibility of an
infinite quantitative accident does not agree with the one offered

here by Aristotle Aristotle says 'Turther, if the infinite is an
accident of something else, it cannot be qua infinite an element
m things, as the invisible is not an element m speech, though the

voice is invisible
9

(Metaphysics XI, IQ, 1066b, 9-11 and cf

Physics III, 5, 204a, 14-17)

Cf Intermediate Metaphysics X "Furthermore, if that which
they assume to be infinite is only of the accidental kind of beings,

\t cannot be an element of things qua infinite, as is assumed by
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those who affirm its existence, just as the voice is not an clement

of the letters qua its invisibility

-ntr tt kV nn Tipm pa mn nan1

? iw ntw n? n n ok myi

rrr id vdd -q rr\m v hd pa n aaw id txd ntoxw
iNn: vta kto no tsd m man mD ^pn

Cf also above n 7 (c)

Crescas Ins purpose!) departed from the original text in order

to form a natural and easy transition from the problem of infinity

to that of vacuum

13 Hebrew JTT nao The use of 122 with the imperfect which

does not occur in Biblical or Mishn uc Hebrew, is common m
Crescas and in other philosophic Hebrew authors It is undoubt-

edly due to the influence of its Arabic equivalent ^ which is

used, with a variety of subtle distinctions, both with the per-

fect and the imperfect With the perfect the Arabic -** means

not only, as the Hebrew 122, already but also now, really, express

ing the fulfillment of an expectation W ith the imperfect it means

sometimes
,
perhaps Some of these usiges of the Arabic *

may be discerned in the use of 122 in mediaeval Hebrew but in

the case of Crescas its meaning has to be determined mdepen
dently from the context According to Ibn Janah the basic mean

ing of both and 122 is the emphasis of certainty and the

affirmation of truth Sefer ha-Shorashtm

,

p 211 ’inyn 122 ®vun

WXonVi wi on *mya Npi ’nayn 222 h 1 rrfwn ~tp

This is in agreement with what is cited m the name of Arab
grammarians See Lanes Arabic English Lexicon p 2491

14 Hebrew rmn -pyj The expression Knrrn n:nyD (see

below p 186) is the equivalent of r6 ££

4pxfc alre'iodat pehtio pnncipn begging the question fCf

Joel, Don Chasdai Creskas religionsphilosophiseke Lehren, p 22,

n 1)

The Greek expression means to assume the very thing pro

pounded for debate at the outset In the Latin form of the ex

pression the term pnnctpn is an inaccurate translation of

4px^s More accurately it should have been quatsih or probandi
,

as m the English rendering (see H W B Joseph, An Introduc
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Hon to Logic, p 591, n 3, Grote, Aristotle 1, p 225) In the

Arabic and the Hebiew renderings, ££ &PXV* is accurately

rendered by OTfl, which are the technical terms for

quaestlum

As for the Arabic its root means, m addition to

return proceed, issue result
,
also demand mth importunity, and

hence it is a justifiable translation of the Greek aiTeloOai, which,

meaning literally ask
,
beg is used in logic in the sense of assume

postulate Ihus also the Arabic translates the Greek

aXrqpa postulate, (literally* request, demand) in Euclid's Elements

(See below p 46 6, n 109)

But how the Hebrew came to be used as a translation of

the Arabic both in the expression envin Vy PDiyD and

in the sense of postulate in Euclid (see below p 466, n 109),

is not so obvious An attempt has been made to explain it on the

ground that the Hebrew Tnyo has also the connotation of ask

mg, demanding begging (see Moritz Ldwy, Drei Abhandlungen

von Josef B Jehuda
,
German text p 16) It seems to me, how

ever, that the use of rDiya as a translation of 9^^* is due to

its synonymity with mo It has been shown that the Arabic

is often translated by its homophonoub Hebrew word Ttd,

though the two have entirely different meanings (Examples

are given by Moritz Lowy op at

,

pp 10 and 6 n 1) As a

result of this the Hebrew TTD has acquired all the meanings of the

Arabic Such Hebrew words with Arabic meanings are

numerous m philosophic Hebrew The translation of *9->G** by
"no would thus be quite usual But as *no in its original Heb

rew sense is synonymous with rpiya, the Arabic thus

came to be translated by ronyo It is not impossible also that

the Aiabic has acquired for the Hebrew readers the ong
inal meaning of the Hebrew mo and -py and, without knowing

the underlying Greek term for they took the expression

jjUJ) to mean "arrangement of an argument on
the question* and thus translated it by amin Vy rbnyD That
PD^yo was taken in the sense of Tio may perhaps be gathered
from the expression ®rrn Vy nmyo "no ram used by Crescas in

I, ii, 1 p 190
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A similar modern case of the failure to identify the Greek term

underlying the Arabic in this expression and of taking

it in one of its ordinary senses is to be found in the rendering

of this word by the German Zuruckgehen (cf Haarbrucker,

Abu- l-Path Muhammad asch Schahrasldnt s Religionspariheten

und Philosophen Schulen
,
Vol II p 225, ed Cureton p 357)

15 Quantities are divided into ' magnitude * and “number 1

“Magnitudes are said to be measurable but not “numerable *

Again magnitudes are said to be 'small and great but not

much and few If a vacuum is
1 measurable" and is said to

be small and great, it must be a magnitude Cf below

p 418, n 33

16 Hebrew reflecting the Greek qiovtai used in the corre-

sponding passage in Physics IV, 7, 214a 24

17 Cf Physics IV
,
6

18 Averroes dmdes Aristotle s arguments against the existence

of a vacuum into five Crescas, in his turn groups these five

arguments into two mam classes, one which may be termed

elenchic and the other deictic

19 Cf Physics IV 8,214b 12-27, and A\erroes T D 'yXDK

pwnn nevjn is id

20 Hebrew Q’Wl literally, bodies i e O’tWD owi simple

bodies
,
by which Aristotle generally calls the elements Cf a7rXa

trctf/iara m De Caelo III 1, 298a 29

21 I e
,
fire and air are moved upward whereas earth and water

are moved downward

22 That is to say the cause of natural motion is due to the fact

that the elements have proper places to which they are respect

ively adapted by their nature and toward which they tend when
they are separated from them This impulsive motion of the ele

ments is their momentum (/>o7n?), and it is called lightness

(kou<£6ti7$) when it is upward but weight ((3Apoj) when it is

downward This momentum might be further called as here

suggested, the efficient cause of motion But then, also the
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proper place of each element is conceived to act as an attraction

The respective proper places of the dements might therefore, be

called the final causes of motion Cf below n 33

The exptession om dh is not to be translated here by

either or, for the two reasons offered are not alterna

lives but are to be taken together

The passage m Averroes reads We say that inasmuch as there

are bodies which have locomotion upward, as fire ind bodies

which have locomotion downward as earth it seems clear that

the cause of the difference in the direction of their respective

locomotion must be two things first the difference in the nature

of the objects moved, and second the difteiencc in the natures of

the localities toward which the> are moved This is self evident

for fire indeed is moved m a direction opposite to that of the

motion of earth, because its nature is opposite to that of

earth and the natui e of its place [is opposite] to the nature of the

place of earth, for the respective places toward which their mo
tions tend are assumed to be related to the motion as an entelechy

and perfection and the respective objects of motion arc assumed
to be related to it as a motive agent

iwn ud “iVyoV pnyin nyi^n orb nsw D'otw vtw hdW naan
mo# nWia n m yim idd naab pnym nyiin uib axon own

»m 0 pnyrt yau *ybr\ ono im a"in wn om pnynn id
nn am mi v myo yn py nn on *?y pny im mwpan yiu
nmpa yam p-inn yatj bn to ijdwp 'sb pan pnym ns ian !?k pnyi

nvbm) mown nmo OTrnjmna iw tnpon yao vybn o rmpa yao

nyun 1

? h
\.non nmoa o'yywun ^yur^

23 The Jews College MS adds here within the text, after the
word ’’yatan and befote yin, the following passage “For the
efficient and the final cause bring about motion in different

directions only because of a difference in their own nature But
a vacuum has nothing that can be described as its own nature nor
anything that is opposite to that nature Hence it cannot cause
motion nor can it be an efficient or final cause

mpvn ayaa *ybn nsa kH* royunn *\bn u’tp irfemm !?ytf>nte>

jvVsn hVi ^yio kV nvp kVi nyuno yyny vb o h run lsiVn hVi yaw iV pH

The same passage occurs also on the margin of the MS It

must have originally been a marginal note written by a pupil of
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Crescas from whom we have other notes on the margin of the

Parma and Jews College MSS

24 Hebrew “in nsm nm ptDtf 10 mn, which is an adoption

of Peirces UlOP 10 VW This phiase is commonl} used

by Arab philosophers at the conclusion of their arguments See,

for instance, ^ at the end of chapters 123,
and 9 of Avicennas ticatisc on ps>chology published by Lan

dauer in the Zeiischnft der DeuLschen Worgtnlandtschen Oesell

schajt Vo! 29 (1875) pp 335-418 It is probably borrowed from

Euclid whose quod erat demonstrandum is translated into Arabic

by o L* (Cf Arabic translation of the Elemenl$
x

Calcutta 1824)

25 Cf Phxstcs l\ 8 214b 28-2l5a, 24 and A\erroes ytwn
4m hd\oi id 3d io yxo'in

26 Hebrew i bw tdi mov na yao >tb */?nnn n yaan nyun~n

A\erioes h^s here nyatn nyum yyoi wbm im xxxw ruw

Aristotle sa>s Natural lation, howe\cr is diffeicnt so that

things which are naturalh moved will be diffeient (Physics

IV, 8, 215a, 11-12) uoop ov 1 *?K2> inlets 8

27 So also A\ erroes rpynun Vn naan dodh nnmi D
yatn "rby nomp rvyatni AustotIesa>s For compulsory motion

is contrary to nature and that which is contraiy to natuie is

posterior to that which is accoiding to nature (Physics IV 8

215a, 3-4)

28 Not found in Averroes Intermediate Physics nor in Aristotle

29 The woid fn is also used by Averroes Aristotle has ra

iri7TTOVfl6PQ,

30 Aristotle suggests two reasons for the continuation of the

motion of a projectile after the removal of the exterior force

Either through an anuperistasis as some say or because the

air being impelled, impels with a swifter motion than that of the

lation of the impelled body through which it tends to the proper

place ” (Physics IV, 8 215a, 14—17) The explanation given by
Averroes and reproduced here by Crescas corresponds to the

second of Aristotle’s reasons
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The term does not occur in the Intermediate Physics

31 Cf Physics IV, 8, 215a 24-2 J6t, 26, and -\venoes yarn

yznm wbm riDion ,ns zd 'yxmi ’sdcsi

32 This formal division into two propositions is Crescas own

Averroes has here It is self evident that when of fwo objects in

motion one is moved faster than the other the ratio of one motion

to the other is equal either to the ratio of one motive force to the

other, if the motive forces differ or to the ratio of one receptacle

to the other, if there is a difference only in the receptacle, or to the

compound ratio of both of them if there is a difference in both,

1 e
,
the motive agent and the receptacle Since the chffeience in

the motion must inevitably be due either to the motive agent or

to the receptacle or to both he has framed one argument with

respect to the swiftness and slowness due to the receptacle alone

and mother argument with respect to the swiftness and slowness

due to the motive force alone
'

t rift Tnv cna ttyyuno tw uajo ym p hhp nn

tprd y ion Vh y xn on n ns rrn n ytn Vk niirun mma nn« onw wid
ih hzpnz isbnmro tapan ono w D’yuon lD^nnn

rv>bv nn kaponi *?yiD3 b n nn ona ufrnm two orrorro namaa
orm> Vapon udo dxi hyisn uso on rrw yjon xb njnvn

n^
1

? tapan Tffcn dkxoit nviwm mwi jbd nnnn n&ion mt>y

na!? y «n >pWr msd imoan mown nnvnon wd wi
Cf Physics IV, 8, 2I5a, 25-29 f,We see the same weight and

body more swiftly borne along, through two causes, either be

cause there is a difference m that through which it is borne along,

as when it moves through water, or earth or air or because that

which is borne along differs, if other things remain the same
through excess of weight or levity

”

33 Hebrew jno, literally, "movent? or ’’motive force * See
above n 22

Aristotle has here 'for we see that things which have a greater

momentum (froir^v) of either weight (ftipovs) or levity

Ocou^rqros), if in other respects they possess similar figures, are

more swiftly carried through an equal space (x^piov ** !?ap&), and
that according to the ratio the magnitudes have to each other”
(Physics IV, 8, 216a, 13-16)
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34 Hebrew VapD, literally, Se^a/iei'Tj, btKTihbv But here it

probably represents the term xwPa (see abo%e n 33) which also

m Latm is sometimes translated by receptaclum instead of sputum
Cf Ph\stcs IV 2 209b, 11-12 kcu HXaraj^ rr\v uXqv teal

Xckpay ravrd <f>T}ctiv eluat ev rw rifi ato) Idcirco etiam Plato

in Timaeo matenam et receptaclum ait idem esse

35 Hebrew n to nnv if I'ltui Not found m the Intermediate

Physics

36 Hebrew Vupl pm TTO* Aristotle would hive said that air

being more attenuated than vi iter will impede the motion less

than water (see Physics IV, 8, 21 5a, 29)

37 C f Elements, Booh V, Definition 14 This reference to Euclid

is not found m the Intermediate Physics

38 Cf Physics IV 8 21^a
f
U-215b 21

39 Hebrew noon bn noi ono ourw otapon jpo thud mn%
literal!}

,
* the ratio of a finite to an infinite This statement is

not found in Averroes He only says “But inasmuch as in a

vacuum there is no recipient motion will have to be m no time,

that is m an instant Aristotle has here But a vacuum has

no ratio by which it may be surpassed b> a body just as nothing

fprfbep) has no ratio to number {Physics IV, 8 2ibb, 12-13)

nnyo b n pr nbm nyunn mno a in Vopo mpna\ \'H n to ~\nb *?on

40 Hebrew pf nVu &xp°v°u

41 This last statement is not found m \verroes It is based upon

the Aristotelian principle that time, motion and magnitude are

continuous quantities (Physics IV, 11) and hence divisible

(Physics VI, 2) Cf also below Propositions VII and XV

42 That is to say, both these arguments are based upon the

proposition that there cannot be motion in empty time The
argument referred to is found in De Caelo I 6, 273a, 21-274a, 18,

and is repioduced later by Crescas in his third class of arguments

The original passage of Averxoes reads as follows

n 03 JTJD no NXD’ DNt£> UO0 *lbv TON ilDWl TO TO UttyO TOTO HH

bzpoi tmn TOfco ,nn pt nViro udd jqmnon yynrro otto 'wfrn
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nn y *7t< y »n on nyunn nyunn on nan ^nna y
1uom inn

q y an hd
\
2 on j«oo 1\m hdd n 22 Dynan 'im wm two

nnno \jjAd two id mi pi rAm njrann 1 nn* ^0 a w nn
on myun nty ju n t a^irr ina y jdhi mnto nwnm niynm m
In Geisomdes supercommentaiy on the Intermediate Physics

,

(o^/ loc ) Averroes passage is paraphrased as follows pN TOUT

n 22 y 30 no rso dhp wo t^u twi noon no nn noian nr top tpt

loo t« mi nan m pr *nfco wa yynmn yyuntf mm* naVin

o^iym soon 1902

Evidently the text here is based directly upon. Gersonides

The expression noun no, vis demonslratioms netms probandi
,

refeis to the foimal aiiangemuil and the cogency of the reasoning

which shows the inference of the consequent from the anticedent

Thus the Figuie of a s\llogism is its HD Cf A\enoes hoi

Melekel Iliggayon Nt^itah, p 58a nnona upn m mD natfD Km
TJlWtnn Shem fob s Commentary on the 11oreh II 14 nr nm
tAa tA my-n tin ohjn tyi£> an dn tnith ru ^y Hin runtn

di uAw «V i« VyiD m tV 0 wnn Vd idVw dn

See below n 77

43 Cf Physics IV 8 216a 12-21

44 Cf Physics IV 8 216a, 26-216b 12
,
and Averroes ’yao yap

vonn nmtn id id ysnN

45 Hebrew *?"nn Tina Cf Matthew 17, 20 Averroes has here

inn un a gram of millet and lefers to Aristotle ertnyn D3D1 n Tl

’lOD'TH TON*0 1DD inn TTH The expression is to be found m
the Physics IV, 12

,
221a, 22-23 Kal 6 obpavbs hv rfl Keyxpw

&T6 yap ij niyxpos early, tan Kal 6 ovpavbs

The Greek Uyxpos, a gram of millet is usually translated by
the Hebrew ]nn It is thus rendeied hi the following Hebrew'
translations of Averroes’ Intermediate Physics ( 1 ) Serah-iah ben
Isaac, MS Bodleian 1386 (2 ) Kalonymus ben Kalonymus MSS
Bibhoth&que Nationale, Cod Heb 937 and 938 The same term
is also used in the following supercommentaries on the Intenne
diate Physics (1) Gersonides, MS Bibhoth&que Nationale, Cod
Heb 964 (2 ) Narbom MS Bibhoth£que Nationale Cod Heb
967 Cf also Narbom on the Moreh II, Introduction, Proposi
turn 2 inn Tanad ttw *?d n nn
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The expression ^T)n mm however is found m Ibn libbons

translation of the Moreh I 56 U2DD1 'aVil hm Tim 'D

oonno a o’pn Cf Zmunah Ramah II, i\ 3, p 63 mayt? ny

ni^ran W?j *mnn Timra ^ "pi !?y wtp It is also found in the

following works (1) Isaac ben Shem tobs second supeicom

mentary on the Intermediate Physics (loc at), MSS Munich

Cod Heb 45 and Cambridge University Libraiy, Mm 6 25

and (2) his third supercommentary on it, MS Trinity College,

Cambridge, R 8 19(2) (3) Abraham Shalom s translation

of Albertus Magnus Pluhsophta Pauperum MS Cambridge

Lmversity Library Mm 6 32(6), p 31a, 1 9 Vra V~nm mmo
Wton (4) Joseph ben Shem lob s translation of Crescas* Bttful

Inhere ha ho%enm 5 (5) Both these expressions occur in Profiat

Durans Iggeret A l Tehi ha Aboteka DiTff pt\n m "HP5N OKI

)nrn n imo nVs oSvjn

The two tenns occur also m the Intermediate Phystcs in the

passage corresponding to the above mentioned Physics IV 12

221a 22-23 ray xsai «n mno mrra arm u ton mnn n -r iW nn

inn mm oy wxd d\> Vtw rnrna o ossn i n mrai

46 Hebrew mn TH3 dhwi cnpD a Dan otkp -raS p oh nan

DDipD no‘» ana h Averroes has here Qpmno mttiO *IH

q pmrw inn on nn onn oipa
1

? vp t hSi uanz? on k h mp nn on mat

Dosya o ipo or» non lyyurp hV

Aristotle sa\s In a vacuum however, this is impossible for

neither is a body (.Phystcs IV 8 2 1 6a, 33-34)

47 Hebrew Vtn np«> \gain later non irw 'VD mm (p 194,

1 18) ma npe? mn (p 198 1 2; Similar!} in Moreh Nebuhtm I

73 Prop X, hote npOT o) nnan nnpjn vm (Hanzi s translation

anon awDn), Aiabic anna^H ynnooVa In all these expressions

there is an allusion to the difference between an 1
impossible

falsehood and a possible falsehood See Shem tob on Monk
Nebuktm

f
loc at , and cf the following passage m Metaphysics

IX, 4, 1047b, 12-14 For the false and the impossible are not the

same that you are standing now is false but that you should be

standing is not impossible

48 This statement refers to the two views concerning the exis

tence of a vacuum maintained respectively by the Pythagoreans
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and the Atomists According to the former, the vacuum exists

outside the world According to the latter, the vacuum exists

within the world comprehending the atoms and separating them

from each other Cf Physics IV, 6

This concluding remark does not occur in the corresponding

passage in Averroes (Intermediate Phvsics IV u, 5), hut it occurs

later m IV u, 6, and it reads as follows
1 Thus it has been estab

hshed that a vacuum does not exist uther withm the bodies or

outside of them 1

orb ym nVi d tmi Tin xb nxoj mpTi ]W atom nn

Crescis has puiposel) taken it out of its original place and put

it as a conclusion of the arguments against the existence of i

vacuum, because he is later to contend that the arguments fad

to prove the impossibility of a vacuum outside the world, what

ever their validity with reference to the possibility of a vacuum
within the world See below pp 183, 185

49 These two additional arguments occur m Aristotle and in

Av erroes in reversed order

Cf Intermediate Phy ucs IV, n, 5, Fifth Argument “It may
also be shown that there is no vacuum from the consideration that

a vacuum is an immaterial dimension The argument is as fol

lows Dimensions are nothing but the extremities of bodies, an

extremity qm extremity is indivisible, and an extiemity cannot

be separated from the object of which it is an extremity This is

self evident, unless you say that accidents can be separated from

the subjects in which they exist The geometrician indeed does

abstract a line and a plane and a body He does this however,

only m discourse and in thought but not in reality Furthermore,

a body requires a place only because it possesses three dimensions

by virtue of which it is a body Now, since it is only because of its

possession of dimensions that a body requires [other] dimensions

in which to rest, then [immaterial] dimensions, [were they to

exist], would require [other] dimensions, and so it would go on to

infinity, thus giving rise to Zeno l

s difficulty about place
*

crpnTnu nn ‘nm prm mpnmt> no ixa mp*i nbv d a mr "Wi
pVrrna n^n Hint* nan n^snm dw nv^nno onv w or#
oh raxya yn py nn rvVsn b wn nm "mV Vtara H'H n kpni

iohdo own ntwrn tpn newsi own* onpon biiw vn
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o pm bya ww noa mpo -pax dot o -nyi xdd i&i -pirntni

^ya nto *txd dot yiaxn om 02 dpi mn oidn n n “ipn nrra tpW
»n^a pyn “j^n d pm d pmn Kin*' Da mr a pm !?n d pm

Dipoa
j
jr pDD a«in 1 n bon

For references to Aristotle see below notes 50, 51

Crescas has purposely reversed the original arrangement of the

two arguments in order to be able to conclude with the statement

Hence the existence of an immaterial extension is impossible
,

9

which according to him is the chief basis of Aristotle s rejection

of infinity

50 This argument is based on Physics IV, 8, 216b, 12-21

51 This argument is based upon the following passage For

these fancy there is a vacuum separate and per se But this

is just the same as to say that there is a certain separate place

and that this is impossible has been already shown* (Physics IV,

8 216a, 23-26;

52 Crescas characterizes the argument here as mpam HDU)

Later in his criticism of this proposition he calls it again rnpDTi,

according to the Munich and Pans MSS and the printed editions

The Vienna and CKford MSS read there nipmm without the

definite articles Both itipm and nipmm occur in Isaac ben

Nathan s translation of Altabrizi In the anonymous translation

the term used is pmn nmo The Arabic original for these terms is

^^ (cf Wafaafid al Falasifah II, p 127 upm which in its

turn is a translation of the Greek tpapp6£o> used in Euclid s

Elements Now, the Greek teim has two meanings (1) 1 he pa*

sive hpappb^ecrOai means to be applied to without any impli

cation of fitness and equality (2) The active k^appb^etP means

to fit exactly * to coincide with (Cl Heath, T L The Thir

teen Books of Euchds Elements Vol I pp 224-225) In the

Arabic translation of the Elements (Calcutta 1824), the term

k<f)ap]jA{ovra m Axiom 4 of Book I is translated by a*
***

agreeing without a remainder

The Hebrew mpm and the Latin apphcalio appear as trans

lations of the same Arabic word probably **^ in Fons Vitae

II 14 “Locus autem non est nisi apphuatio superficiei corporis
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ad superficiem corporis alterius ’ Cf Likkuhm min sefer Mefcor

Hayyim 11,21 ins *)U no»a *pa naw nipan a’ n’ open

53 Hebrew na «n iipn ipn nxpa nn« -rnpao ubnm Literally,

1 and we begin from a point at the end of the line which is finite
"

Crescas argument as it stands would seem to imply that only

one line is infinite in one direction whereas the other line is

infinite in both directions In Altabnzi, however, both lines are

assumed to be infinite only in one direction (see next note)

54 The proof as fully given by Altabnzi is as follows If an

infinite were possible, let AB be infinite at

b B and finite at A Take my point C in

A C B AB and draw line Cb, again infinite at b

aiic| finite at C AB is, therefore longer

than Cb by AC
Let us now apply Cb to AB so that C falls upon A
The question is would b coincide with B or not If they do

coincide, it would contradict the assumption that AB is longer

than Cb
If they do not coincide then Cb would have to be finite at b,

which, again, contradicts the assumption

Furthermore, if they do not coincide Bb would have to be

equal to AC and so AB would have to be finite which contra-

dicts the assumption

Hence, no infinite can exist

The text of Altabnzi reads as follows

n'bn ba 'nb b omno pmo n n lb nr wn mpatn noio o*?ik

pmon no « rrnpi km nbma kxv ip n ass vb mn nn mpi in nba
? i « » toa a k ip impn n bn nb bp 1

? 1 *1 bn bo mbn
iyun in a nmpi k m rum mpso k nmpa ipn nra mnw nmpa mui

ba nb a man n’bn Vjn n nso rvti a n ip did mm onp up no
n’bn bo 'nb a nxm nbn ba a nx» p oa Kim a 3 ip uptti n’bn
n'bn ’ban d’ttx xna -inun b mo tin nipan aanatsrm lanan “itsKai

junnn pba n mco a n lpo jiwnn pbn naisnna ^’apar nipann nr pin
n bn mb b pi ’»’ba wbsn pbm ’»a »a»n pbm 3 natta a a lpo

lomasvo -re ")nm in pinn mbs i
1

? nbn pms no b ><? apo ubn
ipa a a ip b Idu a « a p rnn noun iaa nom n*n nb oki ba pwnm
.n'bn bo nun mm ipn wn .tt pnnan® ym *at?n n«®’ nan j*n
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as tt Kin tat tdm ny» ktti n Son 'rya myra vS»y «]ou diok hdutti

H31 a isen Van Vya n’Van Vya ’nVa rmon ipn *r*ri n Van Vya p
nS>if bn ixpoito pnio nruno a’in naai Vto ir ivVan Vya ’nS>a inunri

mm vin Vans n ban Vya kvi biu bo nn boo yxss .tt i baa n ban

The same proof somewhat differently stated is given by Alga

zah in his Kaumaitol Metaphysics {Mahayid at Falastjah II, p
126f)

n'Son }’ni a k ip ipn m Tn nn n San Sa ip ~«ok okb> nuen t Kin

*iwo nn ri'San Sya a Sk to t n dki *n i mp: Sk roia a txd iS

a
Sya nSa a Sk to tt oki n’San Sya a j t it)

i

by »jdii

[

.tt dki n’San Sya a 3 t t t i 1 Sy ion two nn n San

Sy a*r T3»noa upon ok tit n San Sya nSa a Sm to

ttp tom npo nn iap Sa a ixa an 1 ioS v ok an a 1

a 30 a t asp oki a 30 ayo ini a 1 a aaS aw oyon

)
a t nSanS yn aaai Toiy o"p ai twpti mnn man

A
Syaa t 1 Tiytpa kSn 1 Sy *) 01 kS a n a tsd imaaa

Syaa nSan Syaa Sy »jdi» toi nSan Syaa n’San

rnro n San Sya kit tat n’San

The proof is also found in Shahrastani, p 403 fed Cureton),

Emunah Romah I 4 They both seem to have taken it from

Avicenna's Al Najah p 33, reproduced in Carra de Vaux s

Amcenne p 201 A similar argument is given also in tyobot ha

Lebabot I, 5

A similar argument by Roger Bacon is referred to by Julius

Guttmann m his Chasdai Creskas als Kritiker der anstotelischen

Physik, Festschrift sum stebzigsten Geburlslage Jakob Guttmanns

p 51, n 2

55 Cf above n 5

56 Hebrew moS ik t t ’OW The Intermediate Physics uses here

the terms physical ’yato and mathematical' ’TtoS Aristotle

uses the terms intelligible and sensible obre voijTbv otire

aladiirbv (Physics III 5 204b, 6-7 see also Metaphysics XI,

10, 1066b, 24) The Hebrew translation of the Physics with Aver-

roes Long Commentary (MS Bodleian, 1388) reads in one place

nihanca iKOTas^a 1 e mathematical or intelligible and m
another wmo Wpi SasnD vb i e ,

intelligible, sensible
’
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57 Cf Physics III, 5, 204a 34~204b, 10, Metaphysics XI, 10

1066b, 21-26 and Averroes p^nn 15 13 'jraw yw
’ymxn yaoi nnsr no 3sn Cf also MtDjamot ElohmVl, i, 11

58 A\ erroes has here nnw “Wl i e, 'everything num
bered, which is quite different See below Prop II, Part II, p 219

See also Emunah Hamah 1, 4

59 The designation of the succeeding arguments as physical'

{<j>v<xiko)S—Q' y^to) lb also found in Aristotle and Averroes (cf

Physics t he ctl and Metaphysics
,
loc cil ) Averroes designates

them also as appiopnate Dima in contiadk>tinction to the

preceding argument which he calls “general’ and "logical ’ See

above note^ 5 55

60 Cf Physics III, *), 204b 10~205a, 7 Metaphysics XI, 10,

1066b 22-1067a 7, and Avert oes 15 u in ’yxDK 'yna yap

» d 'jwdsi yatn nniw id p iwian 'wn pVm

61 In the original of ^\enoes the argument is as follows

The infinite must be either simple or composite

A If composite it could not be composed of an infinite number

of elements but would have to be composed of a finite number of

elements* of which either (a) one or (b) more than one would be

infinite in magnitude

B If simple, it would have to be either (a) one of the four

elements or (b) some neutral element outside the four

Crescas, as will be noted reproduces only the main alternatives,

A and B, leaving out the subdivisions (a) and (b) under each of

these, but he seems to allude to these subdivisions in the expres

sion *1 n 0 which accordingly is to be taken to mean not only

and in either case, '
i e

,
whether simple or composite, but also

“and however that simple or composite infinite body is supposed
to be ’ referring to (a) and (b)

Following is the text of the Intermediate Physics Fnst argu
ment Every infinite tangible object must be either simple or

composite If it were composite, inasmuch as the elements of

which it is composed must be finite in number, for it has already

been proved in Book I of this work that nothing composite can

be made up of an infinite number of elements, it would follow thal
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either one or more than one of its element* would be infinite m
magnitude for if not the composite object could not be called

infinite But if one of the elements weie infinite it is clear that

the other si nple elements of which the composite whole is made

up would become revoked into that element, inasmuch as ele

ments are contraries, and they persist together only by that

uniformity of relation [w
t

aequitas] and equilibrium ,

meatocnlas 1 which exists among their forces And even if the

force inherent in one particle of that infinite element were weaker

than the force inherent in a corresponding particle of the same

sue of the finite element just as we may sa\ that the force which

is m a portion traclus] of air is weaker than the force which

is m a similar portion of water and earth, still this would not

refute [nino prohibei] [our argument] that the infinite would

bring corruption to the finite, for if we multiply that weaker parti-

cle to infinity the result would necessarily be something

more powerful than the finite total of the stronger particles And
if more than one of the simple elements were infinite it would

follow that one of them would fill the whole place and there would

remain no room for the others, for inasmuch as a body is extended

in all dimensions 1 e
, the six dnections it follows that an infinite

hodv, bv virtue of its being a body is infinite m all directions

I he same conclusion must necessarily also follow if we assume

that onI> one of the elements is infinite namely that no room
would remain for the rest, be that finite or infinite Since none

of these alternatives is possible there can be no infinite composite

body
lie further says that there cannot exist a simple, tangible

infinite body whether it be one of the four elements or something

intermediate between them —as has been assumed by some
physicists in order to avoid the difficulty confronting them that

an infinite element would bring corruption to the other elements,

—or be it an element additional to the four dements even though

it would seem that there is no other element outside fire, air

water and earth The argument is as follows If there existed in

this sublunar world a fifth element, it is clear that all the com
posite objects would be resolved into it, for if we assume an

element, qua element, to be infinite, all the other elements must
suffer corruption, and thus the entire world would be changed
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into the nature of that element inasmuch as an element is an

element by virtue of the contr iry qualities which exist m it By
the same token it would follow that that intermediate element,

which is assumed by some people, would, by virtue of its being

an element have to contain something contrary, and thus, if it

were infinite the other elements would have to suffer con uption

(Latin p 453 r b—-v b)

om or «n in n'Von Vya nVa irnoa no cm Va® jwn nsion

mVon 'Vya aann did t®« nmon im aono m am aaiiD nm
001103 isooa n Van j’r nmo’ ms xa juoio isann® no *so isddo

ir iniu n 30 did inR no sin nn isdh nro ]i®kii ioroo did

ior 03 m dr VaR n o nVa rto aonoo i«si rV rV dri ihro inv

iso 1 Vr 331101 did lain i®« d oiitsi iii> nos’® 1V1 mn n a ’nVa

i n dri oi mno
|
a i»r i»i m luo ns®’ worn o asi nmo i® id

pVna Rxon noio ®iVn ini' iV n Von
)
r® iid’id ins pVno rxdji non

tor noio ids® to n 3 ’nVa no 0 i®s pVm nrV m®i n an no i p
uno rV yiRi d dd ins "]®dd ia’R naio anVn ini i irid in« -|®oa

®iVm pVm ir nVoa i®ro us® sV n ai i do no ’nVai n t®o iai nr

main n an pVmo prn inv mi® id udd papm n Von ’nVo V® non

«Vo’ iwn nii mo inR i'i ® o”in inRo inv o’Diobio n o ’nVai vn ori

Vo V« i®d)i mi n i® idV imi® >sV ,aipo d’iroiV ir®’ rVi oipon

Voa r> 00 o®j Rn cook n oai a®n nn ® a in ®®n ms di V i o’pnin

oipo ir®iV i n sV® iy n 00 did ioV inR nnna o in' in niR'sn

R ’R run ,mjuo3 mpiVni iV« Vo vi i»roi n ao n’n ® i
a n a n’n’® ]'a

n a 'nVa aano o®i rxd'w

ihr nm® pa nao ®®ioo tn®s d®i rxd’® i®br r ri,i® ny ioiri

miaV cppaai nxp mm® no so oi’va ’yxos is nyaiRn nmo id

iiyoiRn nnio’n Vy qon no’ im ir ,ir®h i’ddd mn1® onV a”nm i®rd

]toa mn iVr® nn yiRni o’dii wti ®ri ’nVa ntv pR® iru n n ori

no unn i®ro® *dV i Vs lanv in® niaanoi piyo ntm n’n ’®’Dn hd
Vr oViyn nr nwoi nniDn ir® iidb’® a in ,iio’ Rin® noa na mVa
mVi 1a niRxon ni’Dsnn ni’o’wa no’ rii djor no’n ’o no n iniR yao

ori mo’ mn® Txo nvosi la vn ® q’wjr imnu’ t®r yxioon no a a’’irv

D’iR®m nos} n a nVa n’n

62 Averroes has here ison nro y.»Rin iDRaa iRann® no ’do The
reference is to Physics I, 4
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63 This is an allusion to alternative B(b) given above m note 61

that is to say no element cm be conceded as being neutral and

without qualities

64 Averroes emp!o>s this argument m refutation only of A(a)

and (b) given above in n 61 From Crescas use of the definite

which undoubtedly refers to a an lnvwo nrw n-ma n
bin, it appears that he applies it to all the alternatives included

under both A and B

65 (f Phvsus III 5,205b 24-31 Metaphysics XI 10 1067%
23-29 and Uerroes nmtn spi pVm no 13 10 yxoa ynu

o yxon yaoi nntw -to 'trbvn

This argument which Crescas adv mces as the second of the

physical arguments is the third in the original texts of Aristotle

and Aveiroes Ciescas has omitted here the original second argu

meat but he has inserted it later in his third class of arguments

See below n 91

66 Hebiew p b';i oipzn p bn In one text of kalonymus
translation of the Intermediate Physics (Pans Cod Ifeb 938) the

corresponding passage reads p Vyn Qiptn UDD bra, i e the

upper place would be separate from it In another text of

apparently the same translation (Pans Cod Heb 943) it reads

JT^jn oip&n udd i e, the upper place would be gi eater

than it Without the original Arabic text before me ! venture to

suggest that this difference must have arisen in the uncertainty

of the reading or in the original Arabic text, the

former meaning to be greater and the latter to be sepa

rated The copy used by Cresta3 evidently re id iiod brui

jvVjn enpm which he h is changed to \vtyi enpan \o

A similar uncertainty on the part of the same translator as to

the reading of or J-*3 may be also noted m two corre

spondmg passages in his translations of the Intermediate Physics

and Intermediate Metaphysics (quoted below in n 7 1 (a) In

the former it reads Qlparttf Via’ nV dwn o i e the body can

not be separated from place The context, however would

warrant here the reading the body cannot be greater than place

Cf Physics III, % 205a, 3s otfre rb <rcbfia iitt£ov & rhica*
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In the corresponding passage in the Intermediate Metaphysics it

correct!) reads oipsn \>y wan *| ny v iwh n n iVh ;>

These two readings aie also reflected in the Latin translation

of Averroes m a passage quoted below in n 71 (a)

67 Averroes concludes heie in rrfrpi TOJ b mn OTTO m OKI

Vds i e and if it were in both places it would have both weight

and lightness, which is impossible

68 U Ph\+tcs III 5, 205b 31-2061, 8 Metaphysics XI, 10,

1067a, 28-33 and Avenoes mmn an 3fl )» ’}?20K yzw

'o Tson ysDi map no pwn Cf also Mtlhamoi Elohim VI,

i, 11 p 339,M o^iki

69 Hebrew Dip© The term Dip» throughout this discussion

represents the C reek tottos m Aristotle which is to be translated

according to context by either place or space Austotle has one

definition for both sp \ce and place, space being only place that

is remote and general as for instance, heaven, according to

Aristotle is the remote and general plact of all things that exist

(cf J Barthelemy Saint Hilaire, Physique D Anstote, Vol I,

Preface p LI) Austotle himself designates this distinction by

contrasting common (or general) place {rbiros Kotv6$) with
4

proper place (i6tos rbwos) or first place (7rpcoros rbiros)

Cf below n 76 There is a reference to this distinction in Moreh
Nebukm I 8, where Maimomdes says that the Hebrew term oipo

in its original meaning applies both to a particular and to a general

place VVdVi imm oipaV win ip»y dkh nr nipt) (Cf Munk,
Guide 1,8 p 52 n 1 ) The Creek x^pa may be discerned under

the Hebrew See above n 34

70 Hebrew ~ny aftl V03 Av erroes adds here that is, in quality

and in quantity h i myra n fan poa n fan byz moipon vm

71 In the original texts this aigument is divided into two parts

(a) Everything is in place Place has six directions Each of

these is finite Consequently, everything is finite, for nothing can
be greater than its place

(1) Intermediate Physics
,
loc at

M
It may also be said that if

every sensible object is in a place and places are finite in species
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and finitem magnitude, i e
,
m quailt> and m quantity it follows

that every body must be finite For there is no doubt that it must

lie in a certain place and moreo\ er in one of the several natural

places and if the place is finite it must necessarily belong to a

hod> that is finite, inasmuch as the body cannot be separated

from the place (on the margin of the Latin version there is an

other reading excedtt locum 1 See above n 66) That the places

are finite in species is clear, for their differentiae are finite, and

these are down and up befoie and behind right and left It can

likewise tie shown that each one of these is finite in quantity, for

these differentiae cannot be of infinite dimensions, for [if they

were] those places could not be distinguished by nature, inas

much as they would have no natural boundaries but they would

be so only b> relation But it is clear from the motions of those

which move toward them and rest in them that they are limited

bv nature (f atm, p 4S4 v a S4) fCf Physics III S 2fFb

3l-206a, 2)

poo n hon tyo mmpon i -n oipoo mvx odi^d n dkb> p cn now )

]W nn n a cm bo tw a in nmai mo bn mybo n ^yoi

mono Kin nn nan oiporw nn o^yam moipoai pipM mw poo

loa nbon 'Vyo moipD'-w mow Qipono bny nb cmn 'a nn dwV

bmm pen mnm d'Udi nVym nm o*n na orpVnanp 'oV ikpd ni

vn» h » o^nnnn *ibm nn noon na dhd nnn ^ naan p udi

o'Vai i n nnK aynon nwpon o^nai i n *60 ob nwo pma
o yjmnon myuno whom yaon dtib? ntanni "para nn tm«i o yoo

a orroi on !?k

(2) Intermediate Metaphysics loc at 'Further, every sensible

body is in a place be that body simple or composite, and the

places are six, up and down right and left before and behind

and none of these can be infinite nor can anything existing in

them be infinite for how could an> thing existing in them be

infinite, unless the body could be greater than the place m which

it is
1

(Cf Metaphysics XI, 10 1067a, 28-30)

-w moiparn ooma ik owo nn»p Qipaa «n m)o om bov min

nrm HTTP ninn osi o & o^i Vnop dki
]
o

k

nao oki nbyo ok

•wokm lV k kVk n aa kto no cn tw qw n oo ao nVi n oo i^ko

’D wn nm enpon by own q nyw
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fb) Since place is the limit of that which surrounds a body the

bod> thus surrounded md limited cannot be infinite

(1) In the Intermediate Ph\$ios Averroes does not reproduce

this argument in full He only refers to it by saymg that the

impossibility of an infinite will become clearer when it will have
been shown that place is the boundary of that which surrounds

*ipzn ^ bn w, oipD"W innn -wto nnv oa -warn (Cf Physics

III, 1 206a, 2-8j

(2) Intermediate Metaphysics, loc cil In general if there can
not V»e an infinite place inasmuch as place is the surrounding

intiil, and this means either up or down oi one of the other dif

ferentme of pine theie cannot be an infinite body unless the

occupant of the phee is gi enter than the place in which it is

(Cf Metaphysics \\ 10, 1067n, 10-31)

n bm «n oiptn i ~u< ins n a *nb Dipt? mxo v y»j -i n dm bbai
»x» in mptn baio n nb am -ion am -ib» dm nn
u «n hjim aipon b ») ny mpo i n dm

K

b i*7 n»bn
)
k o»j kxd’2>

Crescas it should be noted has merged these two arguments
together bj quoting the definition of space within the first

argument

72 Hebrew yarn D'Tm liteially “natural things I have
taken it to refer to the natural or proper places of the elements
Cf quotations abo\ e n 71(a)

The reasoning of this argument is to be earned out as follows
The sic species of place must be each limited in extension for the
following reason The existence of these distinctions in place is

known from an observation of the different kinds of natural
motion Natural motion is either upward, downward, or in a
circle Motion downward is limited, and so also is lower place
limited Consequently motion upward and the upper place must
be limited and absolute See below n 104

73 This is not given by Aristotle and Averroes as a separate
argument It. is rather Crescas own elaboration of the second
part of the preceding argument See above n 71(b) It is, how
ever, given as a separate and independent argument in Emunah
Ramah I 4 ‘ Furthermore, if an infinite body existed it could
not be m place at all, for anything that is in place is enclosed
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by the surfaces of its place, and an infinite cannot be enclosed

by anything inasmuch as that which encloses a thing must be

greater than the thing seeing that it surrounds the thing Con
sequent!} if anything enclosed an infinite it would have to be

greater than the infinite But that is abound

mnp no few *>b bbz mpM m xb n bm byz nbz cxw n n dkp myi

nan v n bin byi 'nbii pm xb) i by dm oipoo

*) pD Kina ixt> vod Vm nm Nn nanV nmo Nnz? no d \ by nmo bbi

rv^n by* 'ftbzv brr\ nm n n n by* n*?m by non nso u
^r» nn

74 Hebrew ompnon The MSS read 0mp&n and so it reads also in

Part II of this proposition fp 198 I 1:>) But the form ompnan

occurs also in Olarn Kafan I 3 ed Horovitz p h oipo
]
XV sb

Qxpo DDipno
1 Ki ampm and m AlbaHg quoted below Prop

I Part II n 23 (p 414) The term reflects the Arabic

(cf Horovitz tbui p XIV) = to t6ttov Karexou corpus locatum

(cf Husik Judah Messer JLe-on s Commentary on the * Veins

Logtca p 115)

75 Cf Physics IV 4 210b, 34 -2 11a 5 First then, we should

think that place comprehends that of which it is the place, and

that it is not anything of that which it contains And again that

the first place is neither less nor greater than the thing contained

m it and also that it does not desert each particular thing, and

is not separable from it Besides this we should think that every

place has upward and downward and that every body naturally

tends to and abides m its proper place

Cf Intermediate Phvstcs IV l J 6 First, place surrounds the

object of which it is a place Second place does not exist in place

and is separable from the object and is no part thereof Third

first place is equal to the occupant is neither greater nor smaller

than it It is not smaller because it surrounds the occupant It

is not greatei because by virtue of its being the first place o/ the

occupant it cannot receive another body in addition to it
9

nVa oipsrw cnpan iV Kin nann TP' oipanp nnswon

m jWKVi o\pDm? n v Wn udd pVn um \b Vnai wrrcn cnpaa nmyn

kto '$b pp nnv uw nn pp nm xb) udo bni vii cnpon byzb
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no T3£D mu dw vjj? bap’t? k k» 'sb bm mr «bi mpoi byab *pP’

]l®m oipo tun®

76 "First place is defined by Aristotle in the following passages
‘ With respect to place also one is common (koivos) in which

all bodies are contained but another proper (t5toj) in which

anv thing primarily subsists (Plnsics IV, 2, 209a, 32-33) And
such is the first (yrpooros) place in which a thing subsists (ibid

4 211a, 28-29) Cf above n 69

Aristotle s tStos rottos is reflected in Ibn Gabirol s PITH Dips'!

(Lifclmjim min Sefer Mekor IJa\yim II, § 23, 24) Cf Fans
Vtlae II, § 14, p 48 locus cogmtus p 49 “loci noti

’

77 Cf PliysicslV, i, 211b 6-9 Tor there are nearly four things

of which it is necessary place should be one For it is either form
or matter, or a certain interval between the extremes of a thing

(t&v eaxaT0>p) or the extremes (ecrxara), if there is no inter

val beside the magnitude of the inherent bodj

Cf Intermediate Physics IV, i, 1 8 It is possible for us to

show that this definition of place, arrived at by wa> of a categon
cal demonstration, can also be established by means of another
kind of syllogism, whose force is the force (»pfn ns TO cf above
n 42) of a hypothetical disjunctive syllogism For it appears that
place must necessarily be one of the following four form, matter,
the surrounding limit, or the interval between the hmils of that
which surrounds, that nhich is called vacuum ’

Tn ten "twm nsiOT -|Tra mnnip run nr® by mu® ub -wsh -dpi

udp nn pbnnm "wm wpn nn to typnn ]D nm n» nsa oipan
wi mon ok nyaiKo -ins nxna enpon itit® mara a'urv® atsn

«np nn *pp*n nvban pa® prim cm 'ppm n bann qni »bvnn

mbbrt

78 Aristotle identified this with Plato's view of place (Physics
IV, 2, 209b, 11-12) Whether Aristotle understood Plato right
or not is a question raised by his commentators (Cf Simplicius
commentary on the Physics, ed Diels, p 539, line 8 ff , and
Taj lor, Physics, p 185, n 1 Zeller, Plato p 306, n 39)

79 This view which identifies space with vacuum, was held by
the Atormsts and the Stoics, and it is considered by some to be
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the view of Plato Cf Simplicius commentary on the Physics

ed Diels p 571,lme25, andTa>lor Physics p 197, n 1 Averroes

sajsofit here This view had been maintained by many of the an

aents, o ivnpn ]D dm u non twi Cf also Intermediate Physics

IV, u Tor they believe that place is extension, and place and

extension in their opinion are one tn subject, two in discourse

-msa a yv nzms inn obm pnnm mpom pan mptm un new o

80 Hebrew mbbn Hip* KHi This phrase is taken from the

Intermediate Ph\ sics ItfsAverioes own explanation in popular

terms of the more technical expression
1

the interval between

the limits of that which surrounds, *\ pDT fil p T0N pmin
1 he latter is the exact translation of the Greek SikeTyptb ri

t6 fiera^v rtov eax^rcov (Physics IV, 4, 211b, 7 8) What he

means to say is that according to the definition now proposed by

Aristotle phce is nothing but what people ordinarily call a void

occupied by a bod> Cf Physics IV, 7, 214a, 19-20 rb yap
Ktvbv ov cj&ixa aWa awparos biauTi\(ia fioitberca tlvai

Cf also Cpitome of the Physics IV, p 13b 'And this makes it

clear that place is not the void or the interval between the sur

rounding limits which in the opinion of some people ts capable

of existing independently by itself, and which is designated by

them by the term vacuum '

ms pon m bam
\
a -im p-irrn xun trn mptn *d ntev titum

mpnn Dtra i by nr vn Him d xm bxn vn ns n n

The terms MipT mbbn hjd are all translations of ktvbs

(cf pr0p j part n 3i
t p 41 g)

81
*

It is not however difficult to see that it is impossible for

either of these to be place For form and matter are not separated

from the thing (Physics IV, 2, 209b, 22-23)
* For these things

viz
,
matter and form, are something belonging to that which is

inherent (ibid
, 3, 210b, 20-31)

There is nothing in the Intermediate Physics to correspond to

this passage

82 Cf Metaphysics V, 17, 1022a, 4-6 ‘Limit (trtpas) is

applied to form, whatever it may be, of a spatial magnitude or

of a thing that has magnitude
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83 Cf Physics l\\ A 211b, 12-14 Both (i e place and form)

therefoie, are limits (mpara) yet not of the same thing but

form is the limit of the thing contained but place of the contain

ing body

tf Intermediate Ph\$ia IV i 1 8 Tor form, though assumed

by us to be a limit is the limit of that which is sunounded, not

the limit of that which sunounds KTW wun os Trrorw

T pm n fen n 1

? *)picn n fen kh un n fen

The term ^po, surrounding circumambient, containing en

closing
,
is a translation of irepiexoov,

84 Hebrew n fen htw noV nfe n fen u top n fen nw noani

:um n
1

? Literally The truth is, it is not a limit and it is

said to be a limit only because it is the limit of matter and it

bounds it
1

This statement is taken from Averroes but does

not occur m the corresponding passage of Anstotie The ong

inal statement in A\erroes reads as follows 13^ misritf fl&Nm

irfen ]nn 'd
1

? n fen m dhi Tan oxy runm twi fea n fen

\rb oti nan

The meaning of these allusive affirmations about form not being

a limit and being a limit and being a * limit m a certain

sense may be brought out by the following considerations

The term limit (7r^pas), according to Anstotie, means (1) the

last point (ecrxaroi') of a thing, (2) the form (etdos~crxytJia ~
popart/) of a magnitude or of a thing having magnitude, (3) the

end (r£Xo$) or final cause (ov tvtKa) and (4) the substance

(ofcffta) and the essence (ti fjp elvai) of a thing See Metaphysics

V 17, and Schweglers and Rosss commentaries ad loc

How m Hebrew the same word rvfen, reflecting here the

Arabic * W or ^ ^ or both, translates the Greek ir&pas, tax0*701**
t4Xos, o8 tvtKO, What Averroes is therefore trying to say here

is that the term rpfen or whatever Arabic term underlies it, has

many shades of meaning inasmuch as it reflects different Greek
words, and while in one sense it may apply alike to both place

and form, there are other senses in which it does not apply to

them alike

In so far as rvfen is a translation of irtpas it applies to both

place and form But there is the following difference To place
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it applies m the sense of wyjxTov To form however it applies

in the other senses enumerated by Aristotle For form has many
meanings and fulfills manv functions (1) form (eldos) is the

shape (nop<f)r}) of a thing Metaphysics \
,
8 101 7b 2v-26 And

of this nature is the shape or foim of each thmg (2) It is the

substance (ouerm; and essence (rt et^cu) of a thing Ibid

VII 7 1032b 1-2 By form I mean the essence of each thmg

and its primary substance (3) Furthermore it is an end

(rl\os) and hence a final cause (ov W€Ka) Ibid V 4 101 Sa,

10-11 'And form or essenci which is the end of the process of

becoming Ibid II 2 994b 9 Further the final cause is an

end (1) Finally, form is th it which defines and circumscribes

{bpicfxbv) for matter is indefinite {dopurrov) Ibid VII 11,

1036a 28-29 For definition is of the universal and of the form
1

Ibut 1037a 27 For there is no formula of it with matter for

this is indefinite

With alt these passages m mind Averroes therefore argues

here (1) Form is not n bon m the sense of &rxaroi' Trait? nanm

n bon iru (2) Torm is primarily the ovena and the rf fjv eivai

of a thing -DTI osy rami n i bon (3) Still it is called 7n*pas

nbon no lato dni but onlv in the other senses mentioned by

Anstotle as follows fa) oucrla and rl §v elm, nsmn N n bon

nonn oxy, (b) reXos and o\> evtKa ~cnn n bon ]m wtp 'tb

(c) cl5o$ = pop<£tj inasmuch as it is an optcr/xis \rh om
In accord ince with this interpretation the passage of Aver

roes is to be translated as follows The truth is that form is not

a limit but it is rather that which constitutes the substance and
essence of a thing If we call form a limit it is because it furnishes

the final cause of a thing and defines the thing
1

Crescas restate

ment of this passage here is also translated accordingly

85 This sudden reference to Anstotle would seem to be rather

out of place in a passage which is entirely a paraphrase of Aver
roes restatement of Aristotle This reference to Aristotle occurs

originally in the Intermediate Physics after a lengthy digression in

which Averroes gives his own views on the impossibility of identi

fymg space with the vacuum In its original context, therefore,

the expression 'And Anstotle says is the equivalent of saying,

Let us now resume our exposition of Anstotle
1

Here, Crescas
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could have omitted it inasmuch as he had not reproduced Aver

roes digression The retention of the phrase was simply due to

an oversight and to the mechanical copying of notes of which

this part of the Or Adonai is composed

Cf Intermediate Physics IV i t, 8 ' What remains for us to

explain is that place is not the three dimensions between the

limits of that which surrounds 1 e length, breadth and depth

1 he opinion that place is those three dimensions and that those

dimensions aie separable from bodies is subject to formidable

doubts, even though it lnd been maintained by many of the

ancients Indeed theie is a great plausibility in its favor, for at

first thought one would be inclined to believe that place must be

a certain emptiness and void which becomes the recipient of a

bod}, for, if place were a body itself, then two bodies would oc

cup> one place at the same time This kind of i easomng is almost

identical with that which leads to the belief in the existence of a

vacuum as we shall explain hereafter Furthermore, from the

fact that the empty space within a vessel is successively filled by

different bodies they came to believe that emptiness itself is

something which has independent existence and is capable of re

ceiving different objects in succession But Aristotle says
*'

*1 pon ni pa new n d prm wk oipo-w nna 1

? u n«ww nn
o pmn bn m DipErwa -idkdi d paym annm -pian pnn ^ n

o'nanpn id o'm ia inDH nooi mpson p?n Kin tnen

Tnn? vnn"iaw naemi n^nnna zm o)pniv zb p nr zm owki

'%> Vop i&xya nnan oipon n’n nV dm own m pm mo nipan

niK^DD nonon n an new napnan rrrw oyao nan in1 mm
o own iku'0 n rw ntb bn ne>K mane? nijn nr nn« ntaw idd mpnn
iKia 5? d own Vnp* o' p loxya nrrK non kto u on'? non' ,nr nn« nr v^y

no« ironm nr nn« nr vty

86 Hebrew aipoa oipon rrn'en a'yywiD nimpon vn 0 So also in

Averroes' Intermediate Physics In Gersomdes supercomment
ary however, the passage reads rvnn O'yyWD niDipon vn’W

oipoo Dipan
#

That the places would be movable, and so one
place would exist in another place "

Gersomdes’ reading reflects more closely the Greek, which is

as follows “And at the same time, too, the place will be changed
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so (Aar') there will be another place of place
*

(Physics IV, 4

211b 23-24)

In Ibfcarim II 17, the reading is likewise TTl, as in Gersomdes

Cf Commentaries Shorashim and Anafim , ad loc

87 Hebrew, vn a literal translation of the Arabic J*-* Cf

Munk, Gmde des EgarSs I, p 185, n 2 Melanges, p 102, n 4

Kaufmann, 4 tlnbutenlehre p 380 n 30

Averroes has here \b TV mm Win pnwt oy, die interval

to which it particularly belongs
,

which particularly belongs to

it , instead of Crescas m’ TW which it occupies But the

term TOtt1 occurs later in Averroes in the same passage In Ger

sonides suj>ercommentary the term Op*ma in the following pas

sage crprro baa la a p mo on ntw on pm ay ow pVn ion p a 1m
orrby Ipny nsw d TW seems to be, like n nw another Hebrew

translation of Cf oipo p^rno in *Olam lyafan I m, p 13

88 I ha\e rendered the expression Dn*7 nioipo an -
11m as if

the pronoun anb referred both to o'Dn pbn and to opmn oy

urb onm an thus proving at once the untenability oFthe two afor

mentioned conclusions

In the original text of Averroes, this passage applies only to

the first of the untenable conclusions, trying to show that one

and the same thing would have many places at the same time

This is clear from the fact that later Averroes takes up the same
illustration and uses it in refutation of the second untenable con

elusion, introducing it with the following words ' From this, too,

can be shown the impossibility of the second conclusion namely,

that the places would be movable and that they would exist in

other places
9 maipDn ipny'p mm npttn nvn p m nn> nhi

JTOlpoa tmTen Crescas howevei has changed the phrasing of

the last part of the passage so as to make it applicable at once

to both the conclusions

The original passage reads as follows So also would be af

fected the parts of the water, that is to say, they would be trans

lated together with their intervals which are their respective

places, to other intervals, with the result that, beside and simul

taneously with former places, those other intervals would also

become places of the parts of the water
**
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an -m* on onm cn on pmt> ay ipny ons> V n on 'pH wy p
twwtnn nwipon oy dH nunpa p cu i m nn^ D'pmu H oH wipo

89 All the terms used here by Ci escas in his definition of space

are to be found in Aristotle (see above n 75) Still it is not an

exact translation 0/ Aristotle s formal definition of space as given

m Physics I\ , 4, 212a 5-6 to irepas too irepcexovros

oojparos An exact translation of it is to be found in Intermediate

Physics IV, i, 1,8 *1 pon otsnn nHn «n oipsrt Ci escas version

of Aristotle s definition here occuis however, in Narbom s com

mentary on the Kawwanot ha Pilosoftm III KntP Dipon nnj nn
Hm W *] po n Hn (Similarly in his commentary on March I,

73, Prop 2) N irbom adds that according to Aristotle space is to

be further qualified by the statement that it is immovable

essentially atyi yyuno rbn tow *pa:i 1\m Han “iiy *\ on iudhki

Cf Physics IV 4 212a 18 ff

In Crescas paraphrases throughout these passages we may
note two variations from the original (1) Crescas has substituted

here as well as elsewhere the turn rw, surface
,
for the term

hmd, which is used by Aristotle (2) Without exception (but

see p 176 1 20), he uses the expression *| p^n n'Hnn, the

surrounding hmif (si milady •ppzn naan the surrounding sur

face) % instead of *Tp£l mHn the limit of that winch surrounds as

the phrase runs in the original definition of Aristotle

The substitution of the teim surface’ for limit occurs also

in the reproduction of Aristotle s definition, quoted anonymously

by the lbwan al Safa It is also said that place is the surface of

the containing body which bounds that which is contained in it
*

(Dieterici Die Abhandlungen der Ichwdn es-Safd
, p 30 German

translation in Die Naturanschauung und Naturphilosophic der

Araber m X Jahrhundert
, p 9) It is also used in the definition

quoted by Algazah in the name of Aristotle 'It is a term signify

ing the surface of the containing body, I mean, the inner surface,

contiguous to that which is contained v* I jaj

^ I (Mafca$id al Falastfah

III, p 246) In one anonymous Hebrew translation of the

Makajul (MS Adler 1500), the definition is rendered as follows
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*)pun p tot xdi rmn b n *) pan amn nora tt!?d kitp In another

anonymous translation (Mb Adler 978), the last part of the

definition read* *\pv>n nips kw noen vun Evidently

neither of these translators had in the Arabic text the reading

Li i

Narbom, in his commentary on the Kawwanot ha Ptlosojim

points out that Algazah s definition tallies m every respect with

that of Aristotle s Towards the end of his discussion, Aigazah

cites the definition of place saying that it is the inner surface of

the surrounding body I his is identical with the definition we
have uted, for surface means heic limit The stUement that

it is the inner surface of the surrounding body means to say that

it is that which touches or that which is sepaiate, inasmuch as it

is the surface of the surrounding body And it is equal inasmuch

as it is the inner part of the surrounding body And it is that

which surrounds Hence place is a surrounding equal separate

limit

*)pDi amnn d-bi mwn hits tdhi Dipon vn *)1dp h:' ikzmtdhi

by mi nm d iV-dj ma> *\ po dVdivi itotu “inn tin mm
Hirrc> ins Virun xrw ssim by -vn *\ pmm jd i*n inoni n bin

nn *ppan Him *] pm ckotd d m nrra “inn rw Him *?pzn dwid

Vru mp TPD n b^n «nz?

Two of the terms used by Aristotle in the definition of place

surrounding and equal
,
are implied in the following passage in

Cuzan I, 89 Moses is the rational discriminating soul which is

incorporeal not bounded by place nor too large for place

oipo mao nr xb\ pipoa n^zm nu hi tm nn « mao rmno pdi rwai

It will be noted that if we take out the parenthetical remark
from AlgazalTs definition what is left is with but a slight verbal

difference, identical with the definition given by the Iljwan al Safa

Both these definitions have at the end after the expiession
4
the

containing body *

the additional statement which bounds that

which is contained in it or contiguous to that which is con

tamed # That additional statement does not occur in Aristotle,

but it does occur in Plutarch s version of Aristotle s definition

De Placilis Philosophorum I, xix 2 hpurrorO^s, rb lcrx&TOP

rou TrepUxovros crvpkirTOP rq> Tepiexophifi
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The term surface ’ is also used in Ibn Gabirol s paiaphrase of

what seems to be Aristotle s definition of place Ltkkuftm mm
Sefer Mekor ffayym II, 21 roto T3 nfitf niprrr n”n oipon

TO Cf Tons I uae II, 14 Locus autem non est nisi apphcatio

superficiei corporis ad superficiem corporis alterius * It occurs

also in Emunah Hamah 1 4, p 16 For anything that is in place

is enclosed by the surfaces of its place ” Hints* no haw th

o mo WpD TO cf above n 73

It is also used by A\erroo in the following reproduction of

Aristotle s definition ^ <^4* * J

(M J Muller, Philosophic und Theologte von Averroes
t Arabic

text p 6b)

A justification for the substitution of the teim 'suiface ' for

Mimit may be found in Anstotles own statement m Physics

IV, 4, 212a, 28-29 Kai 5ta tqvto So/ect t'Ki'Kthbv ti ehac

A peculiar definition of place is given by Saadia in Emnnot we

Deol I, 4 (Arabic p ol) ‘The true essence of place is not what
our opponent think* but it is the meeting of two contiguous

bodies and the locus of their contiguity is called place or rather

either one of the contiguous bodies becomes the place of the other
1

«npn owanan qwh w w is an hax amv uj a mpan nnm '0

nan 1

? Dips dhd im ha aw ha#
f
mpo own oipo

Similarly in II 11 (Arabic, p 102) “Fuithermore that which

requires a phce is a body, which occupies that which meets it

and becomes contiguous to it, so that either one of the contiguous

bodies is the place of the other
*

Tim wddi intwaw nn xhaa xa to own Kin cnpo -p**1 ^ “iiyi

to 1

? oipD o wanton p to ha

That Saadia's definition is Aristotelian is quite obvious, for its

purpose is to show that place implies the existence of one body
in another The expression “contiguous is only another way of

expressing Aristotle s 7Tepitxw as we have seen in the quotation

from AlgazaU m this note above But there would seems to be the

following difference between Saadia s definition and the definition

of Aristotle as generally understood According to Aristotle, the

body containing another body is the place of the contained body
but not vice versa According to Saadia, the two bodies the

containing and the contained, are each the place of the other But
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we shdll see that according to Themtstius interpretation of

Aristotle the contained body is as much the place of the contain

ing body as the containing bod> is of the contained bod> (see

Prop l, Part II notes 54 aO pp 432 413) baadia s definition

therefore reflects Themistius interpretation of Aristotle (Butcf

discussion of this passage by the following authors Kaufmann
Attribulenlehre p 63 n 117 Guttmann Die Reh^wnsphtlosopJne

des Saadta pp 78—79 Hfros The Problem of Space tn Jewish

Mediaeval Philosophy pp 63-64 )

90 Cf De Caelo I >- 7 Yveriots Intermediate De Caeh el

Murulo I, vn ft bbo h nano yxorci oVijm d mi) In the

original the arguments from circular motion come first

91 This argument doe* not agree with the first argument from

rectilinear motion found in De Caeh I 6 273a 7-21 and given

in Averroes as the first part of the fin>t argument

It is in the main the second of the phy »ical arguments found in

the Physics HI, 5 2Ctoa 8-2thb 1 Metaphssics XI 10 1067 1

7-25 and Averroes id rman an id id 'yxox yna yen*

>4,d yx»K yaan “irw and Etnunah Ramah I 4 which has been

omitted by Crescas above (sec ibove n 65) Part of the

original argument of De Caeh is reproduced later (see below

n 104 and 107)

This argument contains also an interpolation taken from Ger
somdes' supercommentary on the Intermediate Physics (see below

n 100)

92 Hebrew vrrn n The same term occurs also in the corre

spondmg passage m Averroes The term ordinarily would mean
individuates it in which sense it is also used later p 200, 1 7

But here I prefer to take it m the sense of pioperly belongs to

it, as the equivalent of urb onnrcn used above p 156 1 4

The underlying Arabic term was probably which means
both to impart something as a property or peculiarity to some
thing* and to be the pi operty or peculiarity of something The
Hebrew "in’ may thus also have been used in these two senses

Cf the use of the woid "in ’ m the passages quoted above, n 87,

and below , n 94
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93 I have added this, because in discrete bodies the part exists

in the whole as in place, the place of the whole thus not being the

place of the part (See quotation from Aristotle below p 444)

94 I e
, up or down Averroes has here In the case of every-

thing that has motion i e , rectilinear motion, and rest the place

of the whole and of a part is the same in hind, for the place of one

clod of earth is essentially the same as the place of the whole

earth, namely, the lower region, and the place of one spark is

essentially the same as the place of the whole fire, namely, the

up, and it is to that place which is appropriate to the whole that

the part is moved and in it does it rest
”

nn 1 du -inn pbmi bn oipo rrw nynn b n nun yym v no bi

mpon ton -urn pan b Dips Nn^xya in* rcod 943 an] oipw
bto nVyoi ton nm wn b mp» ton myn nmn yuan enpm ben

nu* m pbm yyurr bn nn 1 oipon nr nr

95 Hebrew D pbnn nznno Averroes has here Q'pbn nonnoi

yea nn«o nnv'i D'pbn win» 'nb
]
on nrot rpm See quotation

below, n 96

96 The Hebrew text here is obscure In Averroes, the main

outline of the argument is is follows

(a) The fact that the place of the whole and the part of an

homogeneous body is the same, would make every part of the

homogeneous infinite be m its proper place wherever that part

might happen to be

(b) Again, the place of an infinite must be infinite And so,

the place of the infinite body cannot have the distinction of up
and down

(c) But for a body to have rectilinear motion implies two
things First, an ability to be within its proper place as well as

without it Second, a distinction of up and down m the medium
through which it moves

(d) Consequently, an infinite body cannot have rectilinear

motion It will have either to be permanently at re&t or to move
in a circle

The text of the Intermediate Physics III, m, 4, 2, Second ArgU
ment, is as follows “Having laid down these two propositions as

true, we resume our argument The infinite body must inevitably
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be either of similar parts and one in species or of dissimilar parts

and more than one in species If it is simple and of similar parts

it is moved by nature either rectihnearly or circularly But if it

is moved rectilinear]) , then the place of a part and of the whole

of it will be essentially one and toward it the body will move

And if the place of a part and of the whole of it is one essentially

and is infinite the body occupying it will not be moved at all by

nature Thus the infinite will not be a natural body, for every

natural body is movable That it will not be moved at all is evi

dent from this Since it is assumed to be infinite, its place will be

infinite, and if the place of the whole is to be infinite, there will

be no place in which the repose of the part would be prior to [or

more proper than
j its motion and a place wherein its motion

would be prior to [or more proper than J its repose inasmuch

as there would be no two places in one of winch the object would

move and another in which it would rest as is the case of the sim-

ple bodies And if we assumed that all its parts were at rest by

nature, there would then be no natural rectilinear motion, mas
much as the whole would have either to be at rest or to be moved
circularly But sense perception testifies as to the existence of

rectilinear motion Since rectilinear motion exists, the body en

dowed with that kind of motion must be finite, for the cause of

rectilinear motion is the division of the ubiety of the movable

body into a part that is natural to it and a part that is un
natural, and that division of the ubiety is made possible only by
the fact that it is finite, and the finitude of the ubietv necessarily

determines the boundary of the body which occupies a place in

it In the same manner it can be shown that rectilinear motion

would not exist if we assumed the existence of an infinite having

circular motion

All this having been made clear, we may resume our argument,

that if there is rectilinear motion there can be no simple infinite

body, for if an infinite existed, it would have to be infinite in all

its diameters, and thus it would either rest in its totality or be

moved circularly in its parts But rectilinear motion does exist

Hence there is no simple infinite body (Latin, pp 453 v b M

—

454 r a A B)

h1

? n 3ii cmrw nowi man nvnpnn w rnoRnn -un

pM nnao nnn ranno ut pw nn« rm nznno rrrr yiD*
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n aiao iyun in ti»' lynn yaoa yynno -n 0 ox -loina owd 1 n dmi

1 Vmi loxya iiim udo Van pVm mpo n i -nv iywi yynno m dm Vas

n i ab a"in n aa mi loxya inn uod Van pVnn oipo dmi yyun

djomi yyuno ’job 001 bu sb yau cm 1 t mV run yaoa VVa yyunn

n bn ] m loipo -in llmbnitn 12) no bV 0 VVa yywv mVp 3’ in’

nni 13 pVnn nniio oipo jnaa 1 -1’ mV iV n’bn
|
m Von oipo n n dmi iV

mV» bV uimioo ( wd pwn ini’ 1a wyun oipoi inyuno <’1hi> )itwn

dwd pya ta n« oipoi nan ia yyw oipo nrcipo 'w> ]Maa tv
m» -iyiin jsaa i in Mb 3 in yaua d m 1 pVn Va vinn 0x1 n cwsi

niE'soa i y mnii aiaoa yyun 21 dmi ru Van i i’w ok a nrt’tff 'aV yaoa

own no a in run oksot non nyuni in iu> sVi non nyum
yyunai otwV uxi pVm mu o:ox no i nyum naoo aV n a na yyunon

iin’ n a ini n> n a ini n iso eh oiom u«i pVmi yaa nbi yao Vm

mpVnDu niVyi 3 in p loai tnpo 13 npib oon nVan niDia

31333 yyun 0 iV n bn ]>so no nix soo no i lyum (Cod 943
doj nn I'm mo nyun in in i dno -toxin 3ioj 1V3 ir 30m iiwoi

ro ox Vai i n 1 1 nap Vaa n 33 n n 33 i n dkk> in n a nb mos
moo o»i ]toa

1
h m ms’ nyun jtoa bx aiaoa lpVna yyuno o«i

na nVa

97 Hebrew na vno dm opVm nn opVm noino hm mV oki

naa vio dmi isooa 'Vveriots has here But if the infinite

were of dissimilar parts and composite, then the dissimilar parts

of which it is composed would have to be either infinite in kind

or, if they wete finite m kind, one or more than one of its parts

would have to be infinite in magnitude
’

o pVni 1 n e> amn ao-noi Q’pVm noino mb n 3 ’nb Tn dm dibmi

ini ih ono inn n n to qmi
)
oa n aa dm dio aain iom d oino nbi

I’oa n a n n dm Viua n 3a ono inMO

But Gersolinks in his supercommentary on the Intermediate

Physics
, paraphrases this passage as follows ‘ But if we assumed

it to be composite and of dissimilar parts, then either those dis

similar parts of which the infinite whole is composed will be
infinite in kind that is to say, infinite in number, in which case

we may assume each part to be finite in magnitude, or, if we say

that they are finite in the number of their kinds, one of those parts

or more than one will have to be infinite in magnitude, for other

wise an infinite magnitude could not arise from a finite number
of parts, as has been explained ”
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Tnno nVa 0'pVrn rrrr opVm nanna mVai aanio vruron dr VaR

n Van j'R o pVn V n ]w naa d« mam i 1 did aann d pVm
tdr3 dh * V-rua n Van Vyn a pVma thr Va n ne> n^un nrai chdodV

n Van
]
r ono nriRO nm w ana -inn m ^ n in' di : d ibdm n a omp

tnpp taa Viua n aa naoaa n am ennn rV ir nVva a ,V-roa iV

From the use of the expressions of finite in numbei and

infinite m number b\ Crescas it is evident thit m his resUte

ment of the argument he had been following the text of Gersomdes

Crescas paraphrase however is careless]} done B> u^mg

Gersomdcs term n$DD number without the latter s qu driving

term id, of kind Crescas has exposed the text to a serious am
biguitv Tor taken b> itself the expression TDDDanna might

mean an infinite number of individuals belonging to a finite num
ber of kinds (see below n 100 > This however is not what is

wanted heie \\ e should expect Crescas to use some such expres

sion as
]
oa iDDDa number unth respect to kind which is a common

expiession and is opposed to V Ra *vsaDa number uith respect to

xndnidual as in the following quotations

Epitome of the Ph\sics III p ila i
r iw amn nan dr dViri

n rro a nni Vaa inw d a^nn o DTipn p D*nn i iz> isa aania n Van iV

n Van iV v ona nnn Vai
\
Da 'worn n Van dtV

i
rip d dispbd or aamo

n Van onV v on n i ons i« oVa or Vmn n'Van onV
]
rip ir V*ma

}'Da -iDDoa

Ibtd
, p t lb n Van iV

\ r wn m ruw ttdk mVa rhp qViri

)
Da n Van onV r i n ori iP'Ra dtdddV n Van onV

i
rip diipbd aama

Ilappalat ha Ptlosofint I hvi niRXDT 'a idd a |a msVnrm
) oa nDooa

In the onginal argument of Anstotle the word 'number does

not occur -PAvjhtjIII S, 20Sa 21-22 eirnra fjroi Treictpacrplva

raur larai fj taretpa tq dhi

98 The reason given here by Crescas for the impossibility of

one pail of the heterogeneous infinite to be infinite m magnitude
does not agree with the reason given by Aristotle Anstotle

argues that such an infinite part would be destruction to its con

trary Cf Phystcs III 5, 205a 24-25 Metaphysics XI, 10,

1067a 20

In Averroes, however, there is a suggestion for the reason as

given here by Crescas
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Cf Intermediate Physics 111,111,4,2 Second argument "If one

or more than one of the parts were infinite in magnitude, the

whole would be destroyed The same inevitable conclusion will

follow whether we assume the infinite to be infinite in the number

[of similar parts] or infinite in magnitude, for an infinite number

of [similar] parts become by contiguity and conjuncture an infinite

magnitude and it has already been shown previously that an

infinite body of similar parts cannot exist because, if it existed

there would be no rectilinear motion (Latin, p 454 r a—b)

-isom
]
2) bDn imo nm im ^-nn n 22 ono nrm am

im mpmnm rosa iido v»t o'pbm n im 2 wan in

trpbnn ncnnD cm nsb'P took w tnipn nowa nnam wi n 22

mr nyun 1*03 rrn mV nsdi iW dV naa

99 Hebrew 10003 nan nttn w vw anrr iddm naa vrr dm
Averroes has here nwpDn ) 1 v amn jwi rma n 22 i -1 on !?sk

n 22 Gersonides paraphrases it as follows o p*7nn vn dm bzx

1
m mi vd 1 rv o mpo no 'tb 2”)n isodd nm poa 0

DnV n'^sn From the use of the expression TOMH U D instead of

nujipDi by Crescas it is evident that he has been following the

text of Gersonides

100 The entire passage from here to the end of the argument is

based upon Gersonides supercommentary on the Intermediate

Physics There is nothing in the Intermediate Physics itself to

correspond to it

The following is an outline of the text of Gersonides

A A restatement of the proof as it is given by Averroes and

reproduced here by Crescas up to this point See above n 97 99

B Gersonides own additional argument that the places must

be finite in kind, for (1) the existence of proper places is derived

from the existence of rectilinear or circular motion, and (2)recti

linear motion is from and toward the centre (3) Hence, the

kinds of places must be limited 1 e , up and down

C Two arguments that each of the places must be finite m
magnitude

D There cannot be an infinite number of proper places and
elements one above the other, for (1) there would be no absolute
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height and lowness, as (2) their sum would make an infinite mag
mtude and an infinite has no centie and as also (3) the places

must be each finite in magnitude as shown in C
Crescas it should be noted, reproduces Gersomdes B(l) and

B(2), but he adds to 13(2) the expression yxann a 3Dm rrauom

and replaces B(3) by Cersonides D (2) He omits Gersomdes' C
altogether He then reproduces Gersomdes D(l) and proceeds

with pan of the original argument from the Intermedwie De Caelo

(see below n 104)

The text of Gersomdes reads as follows

A But if we assumed it to be composite and of dissimilar

parts then either those dissimilar parts of which the infinite whole

is composed, will be infinite m kind, that is to say infinite m
number, in which case we ma> assume each part to be finite in

magnitude or, ifwesa> that they are finite m the number of their

kinds one of those parts or more than one will be infinitem mag
mtude, for otherwise an infinite magnitude cannot arise from a

finite number of parts, as has been explained But if those parts

which diffef in kind were infinite in number it would follow

according to what has been said that the kinds of ubiety would

be infinite, inasmuch as each part would ha\e a natural ubiety

appropriate to it But this will ha\e been shown subsequently

to be impossible And if one of the [dissimilar parts were infinite

in magnitude

B Now we shall explain that the variety of kinds of natural

ubiety cannot be infinite The argument is as follows The exis

tence of natural ubiety is derived from either rectilinear or

circular motion But rectilinear motion is either from the centre

or toward the centre Hence the kinds of ubiety are limited in

number

C That the natural localities must be finite in size, (literally,

quantityl may be shown as follows If any of them are infinite

m size there could not be more than one kind of ubiety Further-

more the existence of opposite motion, upward and downward,
conclusively proves that the interval between up and down must
be limited, for an infinite distance cannot be traversed

D We might however, be tempted to say that the respective

places of these simple natural elements are one above the other,
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and this to infinity, in the same manner as the place of fiie is

above the place of watei, even though both fire and water are

moved in an upward direction But if this were the case, there

would be no absolute up and no absolute down inasmuch as the

magnitude of their totality would ha\e to be infinite and that

which is infinite has no centre Furthermore the distinction of

kind within the ubiety as has been explained, conclusively proves

tint the place of rest must be limited in size
*

Dina nSo a pSnn -in o'pSnn -lama mSai aana win ok Van A
j
n 0 pSn (?) S 1 I'M n a mSo on mono vn o-id amin i®K D'pSm

in Vna n San 'Sya o pSmo ion So n u® i®bn nm diddoS n Son

q-id kind *mv in ona inn nn ® am* dti a ibdd3 n a on® lato on

id3 Smn n 33 ifloaa n 3-ia ®inn’ nS nt nSira *3 Sun iS n'San )>n

ip® no *aS 3 in 1BDD3 n 33
]
»3 D'sSnnon o pSnn 1 n on Son Dip®

vnn n 'yna pin i n' ihn SaS® nnN oiS n San i’N -uni *3*a i i *3

n 33 D'annan D'pSnno n n dni ip® Nin® nr nn» ixam -133 nn

Sun
’J73U1 nm® nn diS n San jn ?mi ’3 a in'® n'n® ikdj nnyi B
yxDNi ]Q ok nn n®n nyiirn Son nmaono on m® n yyuna in mpS

ibdd3 d Sana uni j>a a n yxaKi S« in

n n’ nS niaaa n 33 ona -hint nn on® moan ’Sana dtiim qSini c
rrona i>nn "ion in nSy»i Sn noma nymn® nyi ana ruN \'o indi

iS n'San
)
n no Sn "pm ini' nS d Sana on 3 a® no n i'®

nn nta nSyaS it o yarn 0 ov®bi iSn aipa in’® nDNi® 3 1 i®bm d
D yyuna on 3®i oan oipoa nSyaS ®nh mpa® no is Sy n’San nS Sn

a \rv '3 i»a nSi aSma nSya nn nn' nS p lain n n on® nSyaS

pSnn® myi ysaN 1S rnSan pN® noa I'Ni iS n'San Sai Sin nn’®

niaaa Sana rmn nn'® iw Dip® iaa mm
101 Hebrew yxONi a'3o «*n rvaiacni

This expression is not found in Gereomdes (see above n 100B)

It seems that Crescas has added it in order to give the argument
a different turn

102 Hebrew yxflN ]N33 n’l' n'S own 'pSn )’3 n 33 Sna ]N33 nn dni

This is based upon Gersomdes stitement San Sm nn’® 3"W’ '3

JWDN iS n’San |’K® ,103
)
N1 )S n'San I’N (See above n 100D)

It certainly cannot be a repetition of Crescas own previous

statement Sna n 33 ana inN n'l ® 3”in -isoaa n 3a vi dni The
expression o»il 'pSn

1
3 , I take in the sense of a®in ’pSn Sso
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103 The meaning of this passage is as follows What has been

shown so far is that there cannot be more than two kinds of

motion centrifugal and centripetal But there still remains to be

shown that these two kinds of motion cannot be infinite in num-

ber Tor why should we not conceive the universe to consist of

an infinite number of concentric spheres^ The motions m the

unrvcrse would then be finite in kind, that is, centrifugal and

centripetal but there would be an infinite number of centrifugal

motions, since there would be an infinite number of peripheries

These centrifugal motions would indeed each be limited in

extent but they would be infinite in number It will thus be

possible to have an infinite numl>er of different elements without

having an infinite number of different kinds of places

This argument is taken from Gersonides quoted above m
n 100D It is al^o found in an anonymous commentary on Aver

roes Lpitome of ike Ph\sics (MS Bodleian 1387) where it is

made still stronger bv pointing out that the different proper

places of the elements must not necessarily be different in kind

Tire and air, for instance, have each a proper place of its own
but their places are one in kind that is abo\ e

'If one should raise an objection arguing that even if there

were only two kinds of motion namely from the centre and to

ward the centre we might still maintain that there could be an

infinite number of simple elements one above the other m the

same manner as the four elements are supposed to be arranged

according to the Philosopher, even though we see that he has

enumerated only' two kinds of motion for these four elements—th<?

answer is as follows Inasmuch as reason conceives a kind of

motion which is round the centre from which it is deduced that

there must be a simple element [i e , the fifth element] which is

endowed with that kind of motion it must therefore follow that

there exists an absolute up which is limited n imely the periph

ery and an absolute down namely the middle or centre Hence
the kinds of motion between these two namely the up and down,

are limited and finite
1

p ots -jynnw p-j ^ t *jh 'd nW
nhyvh “it chdodV n ] k qwd g tm \ -w *?:>u yxonn Vh\

nyaiNn \rwb o >n toi nyannn nrnen ow jra a nro
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nw njrwni pa t x arm nm^n -iyuno d » pi rro n*?

rm sou n rr 3 « ann njnmn v*b wot dw hid 3 run jwwn w
Dion b i prowi Kim ^ Kin kw abmou ibyo

n bon 'byai 0 ta» ibd-ii iba *> p tot njwn ^ » 'n po«

Cf Averroes Epitome of the Physics ,
III, p lib ‘ That it is

impossible to assume that that infinite body is composed of simple

elements uhich are numencally infinite in individu il but finite

in kind will be explained in De Caelo et Afundo For it will be

shown there that there can be no plurality of universes
”

0 msn amro n b:>n ib pH npK own nr row ipe>k nba mrw obim

n? naan* ron yen ivbjn nab w n dki phs nDD&b mbsn onb )w
•pbno ksd p vbk winK? off ikan t» ,tdd wn *3 obijni own -©ra

»*iu o»3© obiyn

See below p 474, n 128 130

104 This bracketed passage occurs in the printed editions and

in the MSS as part of the succeeding argument, where however,

it is entirely out of place I have inserted it here, because it seems

to belong here 1 he passage is taken from Averroes Intermediate

De Caelo I, 7 corresponding to De Caelo I, 6 273a, 7—IS It is the

first part of the original first argument from rectilinear motion

(see above n 91 and below n 107)

The passage in Intermediate De Caelo I, vn, reads as follows
1 Of the four elements, one moves absolutely upward, and that

is fiie, one moves absolutely downward, and that is earth, and two
move relatively upward, and these are air and watei, for water

moves downward in relation to air and upward in relation to

earth, and similarly air moves upward in relation to water and

downward in relation to fire Since the motions of those two
elements of which one moves absolutely upward and the other

absolutely downwaid are contraries, it follows that their places

must be absolutely contrary to each other, and that is absolutely

up and absolutely down If one of these places is limited, then

the other place must be limited, inasmuch as it is a contrary, for

it is necessary that either one of them must be most distant from

the other and that their distance from each other must be the

same in either direction As this opposition between these two
places is known to us from the fact that they are contraries
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and as it is clear that the lower place is limited it follows that

the upper place must also be limited (Latin p 279 v b K.-L)

no Dnoi ptn Kim moVna -byrh yynn v no ma ijomtn d own
man am -pya rbyvb yyun v to onoi ptci «m nwVia tjdV yyui v

pi y-*6 -pya nbyon 'phi tikti “pya ~\mb o yymno o dtp a am
royun i mr mm pk!? -pya noo o on •?« -pya -iVyo$> yyun> Twn
nrosn rnt&na tjoV Trwn rrotaa -bycb ann nrm yyun’ -km d dpi xm
rrm dmi nioVna tboi -iVyo mm nuAna d obt d*i moipo i m» *#n

-jun wn» to tsd tto ’xn mpon rr-rw wt mu nioipo xn t!?no titm

pvn opim t t pi prim n bzra nano aio -m tic 3 ’nn v an

cpom dtp to mro mmpo xn nV«
]
yja tkoo nnann tim ®oi ton

p byn oipoT ttp nmna wt mu kvtp Wt mpon
]m tn-u mm

TTU

105 See Categories 6 6a 17-18 ra yap irXeiOTOV dXXijXwp

5i«jtt]k6to. t&v tv tw avrio ytvei tvavria ipi^ovrat

Cf Metaphysics \ 4, lOosa S

106 Cf De Caelo I 6 273a 21-274a 18 and Averroes Dtxn
i !?!?o n toko jreotn ohym

107 See above n 104

108 See above n I OS

109 Hebrew mo !na: my lnmai In Averroes n aan own to S nan

1 hy arun

110 Hebrew |OD nyun Vo» In Averroes “For every finite

magnitude traverses a finite distance in a finite time as has been

shown in the sixth book of the Phvsics Cf Ph\ sics VI, 7

no

’

d^ n a pia nan pmon yyuno kit n^on ^ya mye> ‘jya 'pytt

yoen tddd 'mn loaoa meinw

111 This last conclusion is not found 111 Averroes

112 Cf De Caelo I 7 27-*a 30-274b 32 and Averroes D’DtWi

'i , N toko oViym

113 Hebrew WPon’iP In the Physics V 3 Aristotle defines the

following terms

t3 Sjua simu! at once nn’

X<opls separatim separately CTTlM
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fxTTTtadai tangere

juera£u mterjectum

*(f>el;7js deinceps

tvov cohaei ens

avvex** continuum

to touch to be

contiguous

intermediate noa

successive flOWto qiwrD, or

adhering 0 3-D) qm
continuous p:nna (mpaTD

To be contiguous is defined by him as follows
1

I hose things are

said to touch each other the extremities of which are together

(PhyscsV 3, 226b, 23)

Cf also Plnsics VI 1 231b, 17-18 1 The extreme of things

continued is one, and touches

See Epitome of Phvstcs VI, p 25b on ffpmnon d nan rm
nnm on m i -1 » won mwo C3-iV nip1

Cf al«o Olam Ka(a?i III, ed Horovitz p 19 rm V iny* xh pi

pW pbn ywd 1 1 » mp 1

? mxp woo « o *pn

114 Crescas does not complete the reasoning Aristotle has here

"For the first motion bung finite it is also necessity that the

species of simple bodies should be finite since motion of a simple

body is simple and simple motions aie finite
1

(De Caelo I, 7

274a r 34-274b 4)

Cf Intermediate De Caelo I, 7 "It is impossible that there

should be bodies infinite in form for it has aheadv been shown

that the simple forms are finite, inasmuch as the simple motions

are finite and for each simple body there is a simple motion
'

nwun nme> naana norw mixa naao tm nn 1n 0 npsn pi

nmtm nyun uipb 0m n *on mtya rmawiKi mymn o n lion mfya

115 Hebrew nyurn nxD DiDtf nn Ihis remark is not without

significance For the next aigument, though included by Crescas

among the arguments from motion, is treated by Averroes as a

class by itself I have therefore idded within brackets the adjec

tive proper

116 Cf De Caelo I 7, 274b, 33~275b, 8, and Aveiroes DOlttl

r V?2 h n&KD 'ysmn D^iyni

117 Hebrew l»fc nfrysm nbystf* TK'V um\ Based upon
the following statement in the corresponding passage of Averroes

"By ‘acting and suffering action* he means to refer here to that
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whose motion comes to an end and whose action and suffering of

action are completed He does not mean to refer to that which is

in motion perpetually for it has already been shown that there is

no perpetual motion except m locomotion

no nb vntywm ir^iyo myun no tynnat tyiw mn b *n

mpam prro 0h 'D h on w ksd n
1

?? mann najp rvTsn iyma nvrp

Thus the tei m ro^ym here in Crescas stands for n^jmni n^iy©,

Trouqais km action and passion

,

in \verroes

The term bv itself may stand either for ‘action
1

or for

passion
,
the one being vocalized and the other

(butcf Klatzkm’s translation of Spinoza shthics Toraiha Mtddot

pp 394-39a) In the corresponding passage in the second part of

this proposition (p 204) C rescas uses the expression mtyim b>yE>n

There it is clear that stands for passion

What Averroes and, following him
r
Crescas mean to say is this

When Aristotle argues that there could be no action and reaction

between an infinite and a finite or between two infinites he means
an action and reaction that has been completed and has come to

an end and not an action and reaction which come under the

class of change or motion which accoiding to Aristotle is an

incomplete process of realization {cf below Proposition I\

)

This qualification had to be made because according to Aristotle

himself it is possible to have an eternal circular motion which is

to continue in an infinite time (cf below Proposition XIII) Such

a continuous motion always in a process of realization but never

fully completed, would be possible between infinites even though

it implied an infinite time \\ hat Aristotle is arguing here is that

no action which is a completed motion and which must have

taken place in a finite tune would be impossible between infinites

or between an infinite and a finite

The source of Averroes' remark seems to be following passages

m Aristotle

De Caelo I, 7, 275a, 22-24 * But neither will it move or be

moved in an infinite time for it has not an end but action and

passion have an end ” Ibid 275b 2-4 'In no finite time there

fore is it possible for the finite to be moved by the infinite Hence

it is moved by it in an infinite time An infinite time, however,

has no end
,
but that which has been moved has an end
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Cf Themistius, In Ltbros Anstolehs De Caelo Paraphrasis
t

ed Landauer

Latin text, p 40, 1 35—p 41, 1 7 “At actio omnis affectioque

tempore perficitur in infinite autem tempore nec agere quicquam

nec affici potest motus emm qui infimto tempore instituitur,

termino ac fine caret actio vero omnis affectioque ternunum ac

finem habent, quorum uterque veluti forma ac perfectio existit

per actionem autem affectionemque hoc in loco minime eae in

telleguntur quae in motu, sed quae in eo, quod jam fuit, con

sistunt quod emm in continua generatione consists, esse non

habet, atque eo minus in alia
[affectione?] turpe est emm exis

timaie eo quicquam moven, quo nunquam pervenne potest
r

Hebrew text, p 27, 11 10-17

16] by& nb nbon *?yaa vtar pm pn wn byo: in rtays bo *a

bn yp kVi nb qio ] k wbon byo nbo pa rvnn ncm njnm o Vyon*

mixm rmbm iod ana nm bo 'o n bow nnnN mby&m nbyo

nyunai n n 1 a 0 )o nvr nr 0paa ^ymai VyiE>a ^mb ran* nVi

mnn 0 naa rrrr new **nn a nn m naap noa 1 ,t nm [read

D'nrrn p nan yw w pd 'a irtarD ps> ^a rmrsa
1
r n on

nann id nan v^n nynnn aim'

118 Hebrew tysran an* o ^yena o'D^nna o'!?yiD lbyD'&o am
VyiDn by)Bn on a bysnon bx The text here is incomplete

Averroes has “The second proposition is that when two agents

act and complete their action in equal time, the relation of one

agent to the other is like that of one object to the other
“

mbyz nobm rw> pn o^yia w by&vo an nw nonpnm

tyenan bn ^yana-i on a byian ^yisn ww

119 Hebrew pn by& byrtDTW , m Averroes has here “Third,

everjr agent acts upon an object in finite time 1 e
, it completes

its action, for, as has been shown, there can be no finite action in

infinite time
”

vAy* tAvrw V n ,n a pn Vycnaa *?yu> wn by*® bov nwAm)
iRarw )do n'aa pra n a nbyo rrnrw

120 Not found in Averroes

X21 Not found m Averroes
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122 Hebrew nmno hyznv aw VyDnon Tty Vvsm dm
naano tm^ysna ajno pa This according to Adler MS I he

Munich* Jews College Pans Y lenna* Y^atican, Parma Oxford*

and Berlin MSS read r> jhd n mt instead of fl 0310 n aan which is

obviousf> a scribal error lerrara edition omits the first Jixno

and reads ni^ym# instead of inlaying Lndoubtedly, m^ysna

was meant to be an abbreviation of vn^ysTB, but the abbrevia

tion mark was erroneously omitted m the printing Or, it is

possible that m the MS from which the Terrara edition was

printed the reading was n n un ni^yino but the nm was left

outb) mistake Johanmsberg edition attempted an unsuccessful

emendation of the text, as follows VY& pa nozn ^yarrtp 3 HJV

nxnD n&yDTD Y'lenna edition follows Ferrara reading

but spells out wiVycno The reading here adopted is what is

required b} the context The pronominal suffix m ini^ymn is to

be taken to refer to tyonon jn Vysnan my bisol DM

123 Cf below Proposition XIII

124 Originally this argument was given by Averroes as class by
itself (cf above n 115)

125 Averroes has here “He thought that it was fitting to start

his investigation with the simple elements Of these he selected

the circular element and tried to show that it must be finite In

this connection he has advanced six arguments (Latin p 27 7vb

35 The last two sentences are missing m the Latm) 'ttnrw ntni

\auoi dtm ora twn o uwoi a by m prtn nVnm a * p na
0'mno tm na Nam n 3 nitp tioi

126 Cf De Caelo I, 5, 27ib # 27-272a, 7, and Averroes O’DPD

nn ranan l ,n tdnd ^yXDKn oViym Averroes introduces

this proof by four preassumed propositions

127 Hebrew nap an In Averroes dtot p wn ip

128 Averroes
1

fourth preassumed proposition “Fourth proposi

tion If from the centre of the circular element more than one lme

proceeds and these lines revolve until they return to the place

where they are assumed to have started their revolution, and if,

furthermore, one of these lines is assumed to be at rest and an
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other to revolve then the revolving line may fall upon the line

at rest (I atm p 278ra A) nuceo dddu omt? n yuun UDupurn

01pDi bx urro uy om cmpu ipjronu* upsn irm una ipo *vn idudd

rvrp yyuno un*ni ru did man wra oxi wo yjmno mni tw
nn paun e> uy jqranan yyun 2? iwdx

129 Averroes second preassumed proposition Second if the

radii were infinite [in length] the distance between them would

inevitably have to be infinite for the longer the radii the greater

the distance between them that is to say between their extreme

points It necessarily follows that if the radii are infinite the

distance between them will be infinite, for having assumed that

the distance increases with the elongation of the radii then if the

elongation is infinite, the distance must likewise be infinite
0

(Latin, p 277vb M) n 32 idudd oaxn oipn vn asp imn
onpi n» no boj usd nnn tnia im o^prm it» mana a nn

jonwp 1 3 n urn on 3 a pmou nn1 n dun unv dud-id nxyn

yxi OW2? nan oron urn* opmn nan tnpu otra> kvu :rnnm

unu nan dud nsoinu nnm oipn nsovu *puv du 3 d uk>n pnw
n aa dtm a pnuu *rn ®

130 Averroes first preassumed proposition ”First m an infinite

circular body the lines proceeding from the centre must inevitably

be infinite [in length]' (Latin p 277vb) dud dpi bw pD nm
DU^ n fan

]
K VDUDD D H2fl U DUpU ) TO nU3U3W fi DD

131 Averroes third preassumed proposition
#Third proposition

No moving object can traverse an infinite distance
1

(Latin pp
277vb-278ra) n aa pnuD yyunDn -pnn w x tw n safari nDupnm

132 Averroes illustmted this proof by the following figure

Q Let ACB be an infinite circle

A Let CA and CB be infinite radii

Let CA revolve on its centreC and letCB be fixed

If an infinite sphere could rotate upon itself, CA
? would sometimes have to fall on CB

But the distance AB is infinite, and an infinite distance cannot
be traversed

Hence, CA could never fall on CB
Hence, no infinite body could have circular motion
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133 The reference is to Wtabrizi The argument is designated

by him as aVion nsw i e
1

the proof of the scale

Originally it is ^i\en is follows
B

I et \B and \B' be tw o infinite Imes

diverging from a common point \

let AB and AIV lie succev ivd> inter

sected b> common lints at points dd', cc'

etc up to BB'

Since \B and \B' are infinite BB' must be infinite

Again, the number of the intersecting lines between V md BB'
must likewise be infinite

But BB' is bounded b> \B and AH' and the total number of

intcrsecto s are bounded b> \ and BB'

Thus infinites w ould Vie iiounded % hich is impossible

Altibrm s proof reads as follows

(i) Biac ben N than s transl ition

uV o^att n aa pnaoa i a iV tdwi aVioa nsiaam any V arm

1
a pmrn no uV vbw nnoaa nns aVanaa mt-un m u»om ntt> nix?

in n aaa a a on ]onn pnaoa:? iso nsovno antt aiyaa «pu on i®

a‘Ti v Vy y art pi 3 i oiyttn ara x?a Vy v Vn ^ mil xm non

a a i aatm nornm ny n Son nVn Vk o’? i nisoim in a»®i mycn at

obbki put *?3 Vy i nnn a®tt a pnaaa Va Vy pa &a js
] a p Vy pmo Vs

dn 3 arm pnoaa n nan a pnoon ;mtt Va Vy *j pa on tin pmo ttxa at

wca v took a a tj?n antt pnoaa n aao a pmrn wsd v ipuh n t nV
3* in’ at Vxm naaa apmaao a Sana apma ttn matt amt pman
pmon o nxdi o pnoa ittxa v t»sn at am wxai ’3 ni itxtetm ipon at

Vau «)iVn ar o Sanaa d pnaaa onitt ttm ato am « tut ana am amt
aatBK n Van ’nVa Vk naDina

) on mitt Vy a pnano n laeon 'stt mtsm

0 pnaoa onis Va Vy n pa tn k>
]
a oatt pnoa t« ttxa » a ino am naaaa

1
d pa '»n

j
a npia inn Dy n Van nVa p on pnaoa vun a’a i n aaa

apt? nt

(b) Anonymous translation which is much clearer

TtMNt am n Van Vya opvrm n ott® nn aVioa nsiaa any aotti

aro at ipnan v ora nntt aVnma d nxi pnoa nation "/v n in awni®
tty© on' n nan prm Vy dtpVh b ay ni"y on® ora am o aiy® Vy pmaa
Q’prnan a m® oiy or an matt ’rw as an awoi aas prm arra oa i a®

oxn nr Vy q pmaa mym pt® maaa yma pi n Vaa »tV Vk p iaa

^a *jaitci Va a awoia opmoa aiy» sa a ono oara pniaa ai ohi
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nni-D V 1 TDpn pnun oy n Vsn 'rbzn o o'pmoTi 3nrn

V« dt) 3ts> pm*n nn« ,m3na )!? n ten
]
n pm» awa a a n rr

0 imyi d noix K20] onp jp yz nxy« horj ini n te ivten ^
rra-D 3 a H33 o^pn cn# ofcao io^ THtf np:n nn vrn

n 33 linn *is>r d ipV mten -rn n ten \b w dni ,rvten & m n a’ mr

It will be noted that \hdbrui s proof is repioduced only in the

last part of Crescas pioof and is intioduced by him with the

woids Dnp ’JU te3 nr 3’rrn' mm Originally in Altabrizi there is

no indication of the connection between this proof and the Aris

totelian proof reproduced by Crescas from Averioes But Crescas

must have surmised that Altabrizi & proof was meiely a modi/ica

tion of the Aristotelian the difference between them being merely

that whereas the Aristotelian proof is connected with the rotation

of an infinite sphere, Altabrizi s proof argues from the existence

of any two infinite lines Crescas has theicfore reproduced it as

another version, more general m its application, of Aristotle s

proof

On the margin of the Vatican MS there is the following note
1

This argument is taken by the author from the commentary of

Altabrizi where certain doubts are raised against it and are

answered by him "

ropeo nwarv vaparn nDma m-nm '-aia -anon vnpb run nsnon nn
tnwn rby no

134 Hebrew wbi nmo nmi n&Rfln >3

In Isaac ben Nathan s translation of Altabrizi it reads nVH
npp nr pD'pa p ^piD vn n oy n 33 3 j pnnan imn

In the anon>mous translation it reads nott) nVHP np«n inn

n 33 n nn 0 ipn mv vsban

135 Hebrew )33&n& D'tttVi, proceeding from the centre

Altabrizi hnR ntenno ftlKXI
,
proceeding from one beginning

136 Cf Be Cnelo I, 5, 272a, 7-20, and Averroes Dhym O'tm
'Wi nsion 1 te3 « nat© ’ysoan

Averroes again introduces this proof by preassumed proposi

fcons

In Averroes this proof is divided into two parts The first cor

responds to the last part m Aristotle {Be Cado 272a, 11-20) The
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second corresponds to the first part in Aristotle (De Caelo 272a,

7-11)

Crescas reproduces now only the first part of Averroes proof

(see below note 141)

137 B> Averroes first preassumed proposition in which reference

is given to the Physics (i e VI 7) First every object that is

moved in finite time is moved with a finite motion over a finite

distance This has been demonstrated in the Physics (Latin, p

278rb E) nn nynn yyuno mrr n: pa yyune? yyuna nran

*ynejn yoca THarw tiD -m nn na pmoai

138 Averroes fifth preassumed proposition Fifth jf from the

centre of the infinite circular element we extend a line and cause it

pass through it the line will be infinitely extended Similarly if

we extend a chord through the infinite circular bod> the chord

will be infinite at both its ends
1

(Latin p 278rb E) n gr&nrn

n bun rta bn u vn ayn *ip idtde) h xubb n mi anoi wsw
} ntsep nro rriwn vta Vn d

i

-|V ino n *oxixo pi

139 A verroes fourth preassumed proposition Fourth the cir

cular body completes its revolution in finite time
1

(Latin p
27Srb E) na pa uud oW anon cmrw rrya-im

140 Averioes illustrates this proof by the following diagram

^
Let C be an infinite circle

/ Let CD be a radius infinite at D
I £ J Let AB be a chord infinite at A and B
1 1^ Let CD revolve on its centre C

C D will complete its evolution in a finite time,

during a part of which it will intersect AB
Therefore, CD will pass through AB in a finite tune

But an infinite distance cannot be passed through m a finite

time

141 This proof is of a composite nature Its phraseology and

construction are borrowed from Averroes’ third proof correspond

mg to De Caelo I 5 272a 21-272b, 17 In substance, however

it is the second part of Averroes second proof (see above n 136)

A similar proof is given by Avicenna in hisAl Najah, p 33, which is
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also found in Algazah s Maka$id al Palmifah II, p 126 and in

Altabnzi, where it is called IWTOn nmo (anonymous translation

"D3U*1 nsiaj the ptoof from paiallel lines ' It seems that Cies

cas object in putting here this proof in place of the onginal third

proof of A\erroes was in order to he able afterwards to refute it

by an objection raised against it by Altabnzi himself (see below

p 468 n 117)

The following are the texts illustrating this note

(a) Averroes third proof
1

Third argument He introduces this argument by two

propositions

First, if two finite bodies are parallel to each other and are

placed alongside each other, and each one of these bodies turns

on d pivot (literally is moved) in the opposite direction of the

other, or one body is moved and the other remain* at rest both

these bodies will cut through each other in finite time and then

part from each other There is no difference whether both bodies

are moved or only one body is moved except that in the former

case their departure from each other will begin sooner

Second, if of two magnitudes of this description i e parallel to

each other and alongside each other, one is infinite or both are

infinite and one is moved while the other is at rest or both are

moved opposite to each other and then become parted, they will

have to cut through each other m infinite time For it has already

been shown by a demonstration in the sixth book of the Physics

[ch 7], that if an infinite distance is traversed it must be traversed

with an infinite motion and in infinite time

Having laid down these two propositions, if we now assume

that the celestial sphere is infinite, it will follow that the celestial

sphere wiU traverse a finite distance in a finite time, for we
observe that it traverse a section of the earth in finite time It

will thus follow that two magnitudes, one infinite and the other

finite will traverse each other in finite time But this is an

impossible absurdity (Latin p 278vb)
Jronpn >m> i? onptf Kin nstan nn towr nwon

#Tts hy twA nrn6 na) odd nnun n i xxmn ttwo Kin ana nrmn

vm nnan pjronw in nan njranV 'nann ns!? ana nnN hi pjwirn

twra tnon pw w rwn n 3 pa nan ywn am hiv m -mm
nmo nm 0twi rrn’ nan nyun nan jno nn« hi yynrw>1 kVn np
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mo inwna? V n iwn nr by iiy* ‘Vya » nm nn n yn iDTp-m

-\mn yyunrn omp ano nm tti toi rran tx Vy nno

a aT vunm uds “ns ? m: osr ran Vy n lyyum ik wn rm ait)

-inrr oh n a:n pnrra "Kum rxov in n ao pra \h um ti »

yon noao wi iDHon Tturup T3 sV rt xi \om n la -lytra qnrr aiax

'port

Iotp 3 nn noo yp-n ayn? nunpi nzn iVh n? rozai

jd -onrn iVV;^ ynn VjVh smi mm> n Von Vya joa n :n pnoi
inn Vo n n nriKm n ao ono man my? 'Vya *1? onn 0 y nn' n 0 pa

updk k npr> m n 0 pa ranV mo

(The term ’rau represents here the Arabic parallel

which occurs m the quotation from Algazah given below in this

note Cl also below n 142 The expression Hi by nna literally

#>/a£<?d beside tl seems to me to mean also parallel and to be an

attempt to give a literal translation of the Greek term which

means beside of one another The Latin translation renders ran

by obutus and TO Vy rmo bv mxta positus j

(b) The second part of Averroes second proof

'Furthermore everything finite has a beginning This being so

then the intersection of the radius CD and the chord AB (see

diagram above m n 140) must have a first point and that is the

point at which the two lines first meet and come in contact with

each other But if we assume these two lines to be infinite the>

can have no first point of intersection For when the two lines

described in the diagram meet they cannot first meet at some
point in the middle It is quite clear that the> must first come in

contact with each other at a point at the extremity of one of the

lines or of both But an infinite line has no extremity Hence no

infinite line can come in contact with another line and can have no

first point of intersection But the assumption is that the infinite

lines in the diagram meet at a first point of intersection Hence an

impossible absurdity Since it has been shown that in the circular

body under consideration the two lines must have a first point

of intersection by reason of the fact that the time of the inter

section has a beginning it has thus been demonstrated that a

circular body moving circularly cannot be infinite (Latin
» p

27Sva—b)
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ip
1

? rn ip nannV vr p nann am nVnnn V? rnVan Vya Vaw myi

one nnRn pan 1 0 ip own ria iwib w nnwRnn rmpn Rim nVnnn a r

miwRn nip: onV rxo w nwBR n n rV n aa o’lp ’
3Wn ytnwa pn nnRa

’isa nyxnn nw Vy nynrn mV war nwR Dip vam m mVy lann

w

pm p wp d h Nn "ihuq nn ysann n^« nnipn nnaa wjd 0 k *n n nw

by rap iV i’r n aan ipn on wa n wxpa nwR rrnpia nn«a did nnRn

iV rxdj kits ysn naai pinm nVnnn iV rxo’ rVi nan ia pan rV p
rsdw n«nn ma nws 'aiatn mn py» naani naaw 'i&o nwsR '« npw nn

-warn mn nVnnn pinnn prV rxo w jbo anp ’Jwn nVsV -|inn nVnnn ia

n aa yxoRn a’ao yyunon auDn awn rxo w nwsR ’rw -umn do

(c) Algazali s proof in Kawwanot ha Pilosofim II (Mahafid

al Falastfah II, p 126 )

ono nnR rn Rn nwa yru nn d pmono n Vann piVo nnpw oVir

3 1 ipo i -x Vr n Vuya a « ip nym rnVan 'Va n l ip mn iV urmw
nnana n tpbr nyn d nn map aw ny

noo nampn nx Vr naina vniyn 1V1

nwn «n rnipj ijoo non w ’nVao r r nn
-ikw non ni nnR my ninonn ninpn

nan Vr n Vana mnonno aw w ny mmpn
nc» nyw drw ’e>V npw nn nnRn nxno

Visn nronnw mV npw nionni npw Rin nn nron mVao mnano vVr

nnwn nn mip> mVanV ya rV nwR ipn by i'Ri nmp: by [ mitwni

n isVw no mom naa n’nnw <nVao r r nn niiWRn nronV nnan nmp: Vai

n Van
i
r» no ron rVw nyn Va r n nonn rVi nnana nV nronn amp

noio nn npw Rim nronn nmp: r n miwRn nmp: ,na mm rV my iV

mpnV ir nVoV nnn nw n Van 'Va pnno di p nnpwa wmn inn

(d) Altabnzi's veision of the proof in Isaac ben Nathans
translation

n aa ip n Van Vya >nVan pnnoa rrn pniRw mmx niman nsio dViri

mVan Vya mVan ipV *nai n a ip iranoo rxi nna n ui a r ip «im
mnaio n i ip no ny mnan yyrnn nwRa nn nr ioa ip Rim a N
nmp: a r ipa wmmw nVao nwBR ’R iwnn naa Vr a s ip

Van iwRn na: nw’isn on'Vy iVb' nwR mmpn n WRn R'n

moo nVyoV rV dr ia nmp) p« w npw n a mVan ipa nr

omp nwVyn mmpn oy w«n nai nwoem nnR rrnpi

ip Vr nn ip uyxn mma ’a nuinnnn mmpn ny nw'iBn

wmnn ntwo nnn nnv mnn nui'Vyn mmpn oy wmnn nwR mirn nn a R
n»wRn R’n rmp: dp nnnw npwn ]oi nVa Rim nuinnnn mmpn ay
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1 2 ynip nn swim nvTDmo >pi mo nn r© m Van van
vp nton vnyum nnoi nruna nunpnn vrurun b d nmo

n aan ipn nrun kV o* nun yrr inno« nrwn ip
1

? 'nm io"iao n Van

n bin byi tts a nn myten *?tu *?d run bo* n *m Veal { iyV anno Ktn

errn writ

In the light of these passages quoted the proof reproduced here

b> Crescas is as follows

Let C be an infinite circle

I et CD be a radius infinite at D
Let \B be an infinite line parallel to DC
I et CD revolve on C toward \B

I et angle D' be the acutest angle formed

by the meeting of lines CD and \B
D will thus be fiibt point of intersection of CD and AB
But since D is not the extreme of either CD or AB it is pos

sible to take any other point A' at which CD and \B would form

a more acute angle than at D'
Hence angle D' is both the first point of intersection and not

the first point of intersection

In restating the argument this wav 1 hive drawn upon \lta

bri2 i, whose refutation of this argument is made use of by Crescas

later in his criticism C f below p 46S

142 Hebrew D rotf Dip The term ron has several meanings

(a) Here in the <-ense of parallel it is a translation of the Arabic

which occurs m the corresponding argument in \Iapa$td

aUPalasifah II p 126 See above n 141

(b) mrou as the equivalent of the Arabic stne in tngono

metry has been noted by Steinschneider Uebersetzun^en
i p 516

(c) In the expression Win TOD zenith (see quotation from

Altabrizi above in n 141 and Sefer ha Oedartfn s v ) the term

non represents the Arabic tn In the same sense

is win ncyb used in Cuzan II 20

(d) In the following passage in Mtlfyamol Adonat VI j t 11,

iod1 pVn Tit© nrvTru iw byo 'jun vnrDi by vnwra low pn rpn

pVn HDD the phrase VnrDi by means tn a forward direction

143 Hebrew rrnj imm The word ro does not occur in any of

the MSS or printed editions It is, however, required by the
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context In justificTtion of its insertion here compaie the expres

Sion ru nn«n DTD nnan yyunntf IN in quotation (a) above m n 141

144 Of De Caelo I > 272b 17-24 and Averroes DD^
Yi nEton r ViO N 33NB yxosi A\ erroes again introduces this

proof bv a foimal statement of preassumed propositions

145 Cf Averroes proof for his third proposition “As for the

third proposition it can be demonstrated by what has already

been said for it has already been shown that if there exists

circular motion there must also exist a body circular in form

whence it follows that if cncul ir motion is infinitely circular the

circular form implied by the circular motion must likewise be

infinite (Latin, p 279ra—b) nip# 3 y n ty ton DJDM

TTCC3 300 QJJ MSB til n 3131? 3JOT NXOn DNty TKJjrU *133 DKty “in

rocnan H3DD1 mum* mno3 nan maiaon nywn mn dmp «n
n 33 n in nb

Cf De Caelo II 4 287 a 4-5 'It follows that the body which

revolves wuth a circular movement must be spherical
'

146 Hebrew 0vn viroypa^V description which is opposed

to tu opi<Tf*6s definiho Averrocs uses pn, essentia

(MS Pans, Cod Heb 947 )

147 Hebrew Dina A\ erroes has here «na»n (MS Paris, Cod
Heb 947)

148 Averroes 'As for the first proposition it is evident from the

definition of figure inasmuch as figure is defined by the geome
tncian as that which is contained by any boundary or boundaries

1

(Latin p 279ra) pnD n*nn ma niw top=i twmhi ronpTi qwn

*\y im trw npna "n ibr* ~\m r n ttochp irw in tiot
D*T0 IK vn H3

Cf Euclid, Elements
, Book I Definition XIV

149 In Averroes "In general fimtude exists in a thing only by
reason of form and lack of fimtude by reason of matter (Latin

p 279ra) Jvtom tiym nm*n nxa -mV ojbr ivtonn Vtoai

toinn

150 Cf Dc Caelo I, 5, 272b, 2S-28 and Averroes oViym O’OPfi

nn ns>ian n Vto k -idre 'yxoRn
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151

Hebrew TBpT Vy -noy rrnrt ox In Averroes Vy ip lao R’m
mx3 mr

152

Hebrew na pa naa ip twit k hi The phrase na po
is Crescas own addition In the original, this proof like the fast

is based upon the general proposition that no infinite distance is

traversible and not like the second and sixth upon the proposi

tion that no infinite distance is traversible in finite time That

this addition was not intentional may he inferred from the fact

that in his criticism he groups it together with the first proof

(See below p 466, n 113)

153

Averroes illustrates it by the following figure

1 u C be an infinite circle with C as its centre

Let AB be its diameter infinite at both sides

lake an> point b in AB outside C and draw

through it infinite line Eh at right angles

with AB
Draw CD infinite at D intersecting Er at

any point F'

Let AB and EF be stationary and let C D re\ohe on C
CD could never pass through LI for EF is infinite and no

infinite distance is traversible

Hence no infinite could ha\e circular motion

The figure is given by Aristotle, who makes use of the line

AB In Averroes Paraphrase line AB in the figure serves no

purpose

154

De Caclo I, 5, 272b 28^-273v, 6, and Averroes O’on
'r Wo h 'yaroNn

The argument m the original has two parts 1 If the heaven

were infinite, an \nfimte body would traverse an infinite distance

in a finite time 2 Since the heaven is convohed m a finite time,

it must be a finite magnitude Aristotle calls the second part

the converse of the first <kru 5^ nai Avrearpajup^s cIttcu'

Averroes terms it a more direct argument nn nsnon Ha v "ttWJ

to nn jn
Only the first part is reproduced here by Crescas
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155 Averroes refers here to the Physics [i e VI, 7] DO

yasn 1000 ivar>w

156 Hebrew ^Vd Anstotle has here \oyix6>Ttpov (De

Caelo I, 7 275b, 12) Cf above n 5

157 Averroes has m this class four arguments, of which Crescas

reproduces heie only the first two

158 De Caelo I 7, 275b, 12-24 and Averroes ohym DWn
oio imi n mRai ro r a 'yxoan

159 Anstotle as well as A\erroes introduces this by a statement

that the infinite must consist of similar parts

160 Cf De Caelo I 7 275b 25-29 and A\erroes obtyi) own
inn “ntai jn “iiR^n rn 'jwowi

161 Cf ifc II, 5, 417a, 2 ff

162 This is not found in Averroes What the author means by
this additional argument may be restated as follows If an infinite

magnitude is possible an infinite number of magnitudes must like

wise be possible (cf below Proposition II) Furthermore if two
infinite magnitudes are possible, there is no reason why an infinite

number of infinite magnitudes should not be possible But the

assumption here is that the two infinite magnitudes are related

to each other as movens and motmn Hence it should also be

possible that an infinite number of infinite magnitudes should be

related to one another as movens and motnm and thus forming an

infinite senes of causes and effects

163 Ihis refers to the two other arguments from gravity and
levity which Averroes includes within this class of arguments

164 Hebrew rosipono I take niDipD here as well as below in the

expression myann n'voipoi as reflecting the Greek rbiroi in its

technical sense of loci or sedes argumentorum Thus also is Aris

totles Topics called mmpon “iso, Emunah Ramah II, iv, 3, p 65

maipan “ibd Vr uiosVr team rmn moo ibdhr oron Cf Stem
schneider, Uebersetzungen, p 47 n 26, and p 48 Hudson “ISO

mmpon “ibd rvti ’ansWi UR^ In the same technical sense is
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to be taken the expression cmya a^pa cinA yxwD the locus

of their fallacy, in Cuzari \ 2 and -uy&l 0ipo lya^ yxtOS,

/new* of tke argument in \foreh II 16

165 Hebrew D yuan causing error misleading The Pans

Munich and Berlin MSS read Ojwn I his reading may be

explained as a scribal error arising from the splitting of the 0 in

crytton into u Still if the reading of these three MSS is correct

we have here a new meaning of the word nryttD* used in the sense

of subject to objections
, refutable A similar use of the noun my JO,

in the sense of objections strictures is to l>e found m Isaac ben

Nathan s translation of Altabrizi, Proposition I m his discussion

of the oVicn nmcn
|
ai re a q/rro -nrte tx bon nnrD 'xn pbn~w ym

mpm my in i Sjn nsvmn nx San

166 Hebrew mnx The term tto is used here m the logical

sense of the form of an argument as contrasted with its content

Cf Crescas reference to material and formal fallacies in the

expression -mx-n nmm now p 192

Part II

I In order to understand the meaning of this passage, it is neces

sary for uh to summarize the chief points in Aristotle s argument
against which Crescas criticism here is directed Aristotle has

laid down four premises (1) 7 here is no immaterial quantity be

it magnitude or number (2) An infinite by definition must be

divisible (3) An infinite cannot be composed of infinites (4)

Everything immaterial is indivisible By the first premise he dis

proves the existence of an infinite quantity By the remaining

three premises he shows that an infinite cannot be an immaterial

substance that is to say, a substance which is infinite in its es

sence just as soul is said to be soul in its essence

In his opposition to this, Crescas rejects outright the premise

that there cannot be an immaterial magnitude The vacuum, he

says, if one admits its existence, is such a magnitude He then

proceeds to identify this immaterial magnitude, or vacuum* with

the infinite He furthermore argues, in effect that the infinite

vacuum has the following three characteristics (1) It is infinite
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m its essence as an immaterial infinite should be (2) Still it is

divisible, in conformity to the definition of infinity (3) But

though divisible it it» not composed of infinites

This, however, would seem to be conti adictory to Aristotle’s

premisesw hich wt ha\eenumeiated above Tor in the first place,

according to Aristotle nothing immaterial can be divisible In

the second place if >ou ^ay that the infinite vacuum is divisible

it would have to be composed of many infinites, or, to quote Ans
totle, the same thing cannot be many infinites, yet as a part of

air is air so a part of the infinite would be infinite if the infinite is

a substance and a principle
f {Metaphysics XI 10, 1066b 15-17)

A way of reconciling these apparent contradictions is found by

Cresc is in appealing to the case of a mathematical line Crescas

however, does not go be) ond a mere allusion to the mathematical

line, and so we must ourselves construct the argument by the aid

of what we know about the definition and the nature of a line and

their implications The irgument, we may state at the outset

rests upon a comparison of the terms infinite and * linear,

and its purpose is to show that whatever js true of the latter, even

according to Aristotle himself, can be true of the former

(1) In the first place, a mathematical line is an lnimatenal

magnitude (see definition of mathematics in DeAmma I, 1 403b,

12-15) and is linear in its essence for a line, according to Aris

totle is a continuous quantity and does not consist of points (cf

Physics VI, 1, 231a 24-26) The line must therefore, be said to

be linear in its essence

(2) In the second place a mathem itical line, though unmate
rial, is still said to be divisible Aristotle speaks of a line as being

divisible mto that which is always divisible (Cf Physics VI 1,

23 1 b, 1 5-16) 1 hat is to sa> , it is always di\ lsible mto parts which
are in themselves linear

(3) Finally, a mathematical line, though divisible into linear

parts is not said to be composed of many lines To prove this

statement, it must be recalled that Aiabic and Jewish philoso

phers usually quote Euclid s second definition of a line, namely
that ' the extremities of a line are points Cf Elements

,
Book I

Definition III, and Averroes' Epitome of Physics III, p 10b
nrnpj w vnitan nw nh inn tdkjp ids ipm Cf also Sefer

Yesodot II ed Fried p 45 nvnpnw yo y'in pmo win 'tb
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ipn WJ nn Now, if a line must have points at its extremities

a mathematical line cannot be said to consist of lines, as that

would make it contain points Thus while on the one hand a

mathematical line is said to be divisible into lines on the other

it is maintained that it is not composed of hues

The anomaly of this last statement we may add m passing, ib

explained b\ Aristotle himself in the Metaphysics \ II, 10 He
t ies to show there that to sa> that a certain whole is divisible into

parts does not always mean that the whole is composed of those

parts The mutual implication of the terms divisibility and

composition depends upon the circumstance as to whether the

definition of the whole involves the definition of its parts or not

The definition of a sv liable for instance involves the definition

of the letters of speech The letteis, therefore exist prior to the

$y liable A sy liable consequent!* is said to be divisible into let

ters and also composed of letteiS I he definition of a Jme how
ever, docs not involve the definition of a point The latter can be

obtained only by dividing the line into parts Ihe point, there

fore, does noL exist prior to the line Iknce though a hne is div is

ibleintopaits it is not composed of those parts To quote Aristotle

I or even if the lme when divided passes awav mto its halves or

the man into bone* and muscles and flesh it does not follow that

they are composed of these as parts of their essence but rather as

matter and these are parts of the concrete thing but not of the

form, i e of that to which the formula refers ( \Ielaph\$tc$ VII,

10, 1035a, 17-21) In other words, Aristotle s statement amounts
to this An actual line maj be actually broken into parts and again

be composed of those parts An ideal, mathematical hne how
ever, while it is thought to be infinitely divisible it is thought to

be so only in potentiality and consequently it is not thought as

being composed of parts

The same holds true, according to Crescas in the case of the

infinite vacuum As a mathematical line is linear in its essence,

so is the infinite vacuum infinite m its essence Again, the infinite

is said to be divisible in the same sense as the mathematical line

is said to be divisible namely into ' parts of itself VpWiD i e

infinites in the case of the former and lines m that of the latter

Finally, just as the mathematical lme is not composed of the parts

mto which it is divisible, that is to say, its parts have no actual
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co existence with the whole, so the infinite parts of the infinite

have no actual co existence with the whole infinite Or to use

Crescas* own words the definition of infinity must not necessarily

be applicable to its parts Vp^n by par n 33H TO 3’W xb)

The infinite no less than the line is simple and homogeneous hav

ing no composition except of parts of its own self
9

3 1
rin* ttb)

'i pbm bb? U narnn that is to say, of parts into which the

whole is thought to be potentially divisible rather than of which

the whole is actually composed

As for the use made by Spinoza of Crescas discussion of this

aigumeut, see my paper “Spinora 011 the Infinity of Corporeal

Substance Chromcon Spmozanum IV (1921-26), pp 85-97

A criticism of Ciescas argument is found in Shem tob Ibn

Shcm tob s supercommentary on the Intermediate Physics III,

in, 4 1

Ribbi Hasdai in the Or Adonai raises here an objection,

arguing that he who affirms the existence of an immaterial infinite

will undoubtedly affirm also the existence of an immaterial num
ber and magnitude and so it is necessary first to establish that

number and magnitude cannot be lmmiterial in order to piove

afteiwards that infinity, which is an accident of number and mag
mtude cannot be immaterial

lo this we answer that his contention is quite right, but Ans
totle is addressing himself here to men of intelligence and under

standing, who do not deny those tiue pi opositioiis, namely, that

number and magnitude are undoubtedly inseparable from matter

This is Aristotle s method in most of the arguments he has ad

vanced here

It may also be said that Austotle has mticipated this objec

tion m his statement that the essence of number and magnitude
is not identical with the essence of the infinite * Aristotle seems

to reason as follows If the essence of the infinite weie identical

with that of number and magnitude, the opponent would be right

in contending that, inasmuch as he maintains that the infinite is

immaterial, he also believes that number and magnitude are im
material, seeing that they aie identical, and then, indeed, it would
be necessary for us to establish by proof that number and magni
tude are not separable from bodies But inasmuch as thou, who
art of sound mind, already knowefct that the essence of number
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and magnitude is not the essence 0/ the infinite, and that the) are

two accidents as we have stated there is no need for further dis

cussion, and what we have said is qmte enough

blU TOD np W poo ]W “U>m JtO pBD * 1 ~1RU 'KIWI 3 “W11

baj *nb -nym nsDon nin “idkp 'an) b:u mym ncoa ^ nam

bx nb th mys?^ nsoD1

? wnp' Km iph n zpnff nro mm nbn
i& new rrnan-n^ «uk oyw n« bn mn p to nr

1

? awn

b 0 bm 'nb on “nyem nimn o onn m nmi ma-rpri 1b ww
am wow non p npam ]toa npy new d mnzn ara jtt nn pdd

Iosya mn nxin mno th dnp nn 101 mno v vtd*o a 3 pson

2 3 n-DD bai nn n na nuo' tow nntiD 'D now in n mysrn nuDD-i

nmon Rn n fw “inn n:it one? ttk baa myem n®ot>3

*?Dn tern vw b« bx nb trona ^ n “nyern ncoca

I'm utdkp wo 0 npo *? men 01 runo nb myp-n naommw nyn

m nro mi b> -jmx

An allusion to this argument is also found m Isa ic ben Shem
tob s second supercommentary on the Intermediate Physics, loc

at

'An opponent may contend that Aristotle s argument from the

fact that number and magnitude are inseparable from sensible

objects is a begging of the question, for he who believes that the

infinite is an immaterial substance does not admit that number
and magnitude arc inseparable from sensible objects but quite

the contrary, he denies it absolutely That this is so can be shown
from the fact that the Pythagoreans hold that the infinite is noth

mg but number itself and Plato similarly believes that it is the

universal, immaterial Great and Small One may, therefore, ques

tion Aristotle as towhat justification he has for taking it for granted

(obia see below p 426 n 42) that number and magnitude are

inseparable from sensible objects, therefrom to argue against the

Metaphysicians, when as a matter of fact, the latter do not admit

it but rather maintain the contrary

jd o'bx mb -nytern meow run iod'-w now w maw tdinV w
my mn V? mbn fw noc? minns? nn mm b rony» hvtp mim
ba to p abni {opki “nyrni imoorwn (nxynen rma itk» bx
DTon'B ny'o mmo nmaa nn .nerann n bn nr wet om? nn “pm
noh |idb>m moan axy nb th mn ^ n bn ]w “mn® tdik itn

npV t n d bistrmV ViwV m o to Vnan *Vbn jenpm Vmn mm? s 3
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o"rbta nr ^ pbrfy o vrmn p a ’nh -njflwii "ibdotc? dWj nn
in to mw d naia om n oy

A similar allusion to this argument is also found m Isaac ben

Shem tobs first supeicommentaiy on the Internedtale Physics
,

loo at

The question may be raised that those who admit the exist

ence of an infinite deny that quantity cannot be immaterial, for

they maintain that the infinite is immaterial and identify it with

the number In answei to this we may say that Aristotle has

assumed it here as something self evident, inasmuch as it is gen

erally acknowledged th it number and magnitudes are accidents,

and accidents do not exist apart from their subject

sn 0m d ^ o H n : ’ nH mi Ha: no o ,V"i 0 b 0

2

1

Hn nsaai Hni iWinm niw n-ox dip nr lsra* on me?

npD-n a ipa nijwn nsDDrw Kn ynw d
1

? tndo nonh ]tao inw noA
kbto 0 (rra: into* kV

2 Hebrew p£)D£ DTO The term p’DDD reflects heie the Aiabic

f Ld, as in Cuzan \ 2 mpfiDD nun myraptt (p 297, I 2, and

p 296 1 1) Both the Hebrew and the Arabic terms mean
“satisfying but the Arabic means 111 addition to this also per

suading and “con\mcing *

In Zerahiah ben Isaacs translation of Themistius’ commentary
on De Caelo the Arabic term is Hebraized and taken over into the

Hebrew translation from which it is rendered mto Latm by
persvastlnhs From the context it is clear that the term is applied

by him to an argument which on the one hand does not establish

the truth as it is, 1 e
,
it is not a demonstrative argument and on

the other hand is not an eristic argument Cf Tliemistnm Libros

AnstotehsDe Caelo Paraphrasis, ed Landauer Hebrew text p 88,

1 9 odk \rvn 'nSa nyynn nx Sy mn ornDK nm nym nt 'D non

Latin text p 131 II 23-24 * Haec autem vestra sententia

persuasibiliter (mqmt Aristoteles) non autem vere dicitur
n

Hebrew text p 91, 1 31 nx boo ymn tnn nmn ntomn Vn#

VJpo rrrrti? b yui Latin text, p 136 II 33-34 ' Alius

autem sermo est sermo sophisticus, tametsi prima fronte persu

asibihs videatur In this last passage of the Latin translation

the term contentiostis would be a more accurate translation of
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than sophisitcus For yspD the term JPttD (other readings

dido and y ~PO) occurs on p 8, 1 34

The precise technical meaning of the term P*BO0 yapa, may
be gathered from Algazah s Mozene %edek (ed Golden thal, 1838

,

Arabic original Mtzan al Amal
f Cairo, A H 1328) Algazali

enumerates first three classes of arguments (1) contentious

and litigious, ntm, jJd
f bycmcrucSp Kal

ipitTTihbv (2) demonstrative, nmon (g^e above p 326,

n 13) (3) rhetorical, cf Millet ha~

Iliggayon ch 8 The last one is described b> him as an

argument the purpose of which is to persuide Hebrew text,

p 170 twwn Arabic text, p 159 Later

he designates the rhetorical type of argument by the term

persuasion Hebrew text, p 172 ytcpu bx mm rwrnnm

Arabic text, p 162 Hence the terms p doo arm
ny:pn, all mean persuasion and refer to the rhetorical argument
which ls known as txH The connection between these two

terms is to be found m Aristotle s definition of rhetoric as "a

faculty of considering all possible means of persuasion (TnOavbp)

on every subject (Rhetoric I, 2, 1355b, 26-27) Thus yipo,

pv>DD is mOavbv nyapi and acmi are irlans

This contrast between a demonstrative and a persuasive argu

ment underlies the following passages m the Cuzan I 13 *Be

cause they are arguments of which some can be established by
demonstration [Kn^y Kumr /ieud on,l

?y Toyn 1

?! and others can

be made to appear plausible by persuasion 30VW0 w ta ip dd1
]

HiTD pyap' v^y njm) I, 68 Thus far I am satisfied with

these persuasive (vyipobn iftp’MDn] arguments on this subject,

but should I continue to ha\e the pleasure of >our company, I

will trouble you to adduce the decisive (“lyaKpVa ,n^DDon»n\3ninnI

arguments ”

3 Hebrew nan nonra oyn ir« nVyin ids 'tb By a similar state

ment Anstotle introduces the problem of infinity in De Caelo I,

5, 271b, 4-6 * For the existence or non existence of such a body
js of no small but of the greatest consequence to the contemplation

of truth ” Cf Thentislu tn Libras ArtsioUhs De Cade Paraphrasis
,

ed Landauer Hebrew text, p 14,11 19-21 "npn^ MW tdmi
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dr Taib du jjn bn n&Rn nip to bia nijw n nr by

mbn byz snb Rn ik n bn b^ Latin text, p 22 11 4-7

Necesse auteni est, ut de eo mquiratur videlicet utrum

mundus sit fimtus an mfimtus, quia inagm est momenU ad

\entatis cognitionem, quam omnibus in rebus quaenmus

The expicssion oyo )i no small ,
which is the reading here

according to all the MSS instead of !?m, great
,
in the printed

editions, reflects the Greek ob rt fxuipop m the corresponding

passage of Aristotle quoted above The expression ’OyD W is

again used by C rescas m Or Adonai I, m, 1 u'R pDD b)& pi

4 An allusion to Crescas and his argument here is found in two

identical passages in Isaac ben Shem fob s first and third super

commentaries on the Intermediate Physics IV, n, 5

There is some one who raises here a question ^aying that those

who admit the existence of a v icuum do not maintain its existence

on the ground of its being one of those enumerated causes of

motion but rather on the ground that it is necessaiy for motion,

even though not a cause thereof, just as there are many things

without which t>ome other thing could not exist even though the

former are not the cause of the latter Consequently even though

he has demonstrated that the vacuum cannot be any one of the

causes this does not make it impossible for it to be something

necessary for motion

b DB>n "xn rw lnoR nb mp-D onmtw ®n

.nao inw £> yn nb mmo by nrom nuon nnRo rap nyun^

,nnp curb? * £>j?r onb xxnnb bo itr nann® oxn o nm vw top

nyun 1

? rroia n»w nr '&o yw r1

? npono thr uw ntov * oyw

Pico Della Mirandola refers to this argument in hxamen Doc
tnnae Vamtahs GentiumV 1 , 6 ‘ Negat et eos qui vacuum astrnxere

id ipsum causam motus asservisse, praeterquam ex accidenti, ne

videlicet fieret corporum penetratio *
#

5 Hebrew Q 1 rmp&rn mwbm TVhitm nrpDxna p oj hd vujm

d'IHH In Physics IV, 6 and 9, Aristotle reproduces a number
of alleged proofs for the existence of a vacuum, all based upon
various natural phenomena Avert oes has grouped them into five

classes Intermediate Physics IV, n, 2 “Those who affirm the

existence of a vacuum support their view by fi\e examples
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locomotion motion of increase rareness and dense

ness weight and lightness augmentation and divi

sion iDo ivon o itn id onb in mp in mtoxon nw ixm onm
mono nntoD-n niTpana irroxi nyun ’3od pnyn nyun

pVnm lama mhpm In referring to these proofs Crescas

quotes only the first three and alludes to the others by the

phrase and other dlustrations
*

The term Tirrm is not found in the original C rescas has idded

it apparently for no special reason, except out of the habit of

coupling the terms in ox and “linn together, as in the expression

room in nx

As for the meaning and use of the terms i-pm ni udd m vpt>

nrro* the following observations are ui point

in DSand its sy non> ms inland i^isare theHebrewequrvalentsof

the Creek aC^oas Arabic
t
u^ed in the sense of natural growth

and increase as m the following examples Intermediate Physics

I\ ii 2 nrvoxi nyun wo (kalonymus translation) nyun wo
Vmn (/erahiah s translation; Altabrizi, Prop I\ iniN D
!nu Kip l y:>a mi i'tn tk dm lannm ti mo dbdwi (Isaac

ben Nathan s translation) i^k inn nmnrna neryxi nBDinn Km
bill IK m ox Kip3 ir yatt rDa (Anonymous translation)

piom rpi2> kne? moon iyunV (Hillel of Verona Prop XIV)

71m or T>nn is the Hebrew translation of (a) or

<f>Quus and (b) AvaXuoxs as opposed to abvffcvis In

the former sense it is opposed to nrvox or ^113 as m the expres

sion of nmsxn Stt£nDi|6m idi^k abfriats sat 4>f)l<ns> increase

and diminution ( Worth II Introduction Prop IV) Its syn

onyms are })bo nnrren pion as m the following passages

Altabrizi Prop IV in on nwam mn n:>nni (anonymous

translation) Km non 11 p bo mpi wo pbn noma tt mm
nDnm p'Vdd my» icm hotci Vmn VnpD (I<*nc ben Nathans
translation) Ibtd Pi op XI\ iy inn pbm mi k w 'tb

nnnpnm ismi bn imaaa ion iV Averroes Epitome of

Physics V, p 22a nKipn k ii rmoo id TWW niyunn w vrr

pi Dm Mitdx In the latter sense it is used as the antonym of

nann as in the expression rosinn V'VnnVw aanrbia

fpnnm "synthesis and analysis (Cuzart V, 12)
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nvriSD and rn »po are translations of
,
fxavbs, rarus, and

w-k
t

7TVKV0S, densus, respectively (see Mafafid al ralasifah

III, p 237) 1 he synonyms of nviiso are niMwirci ftismn ,mpa

ITWBnn those of nt are niaynn niDunn as m the following

passages Altabrm, Prop IV <pn np rn ^.tiiaynn topi

,d asp pjn pi'DDa o'pnim pi ids p» nitna Vn^nnni oissnon
n I a y n n n l’jy wni (anonymous translation) Maimomdes, Mish-

nah Torah, Yesode ha Torah IV, 5 'l
1DDri VtspD Hnn pi

iru “ityyji ^n^nnDi mvt) See also quotation from Albalag

below in n 23) Themistius on De Caelo IV, 2, Hebrew Text, p
148,11 34-35 nipna lai^a nuapai lma n:»!?i bpb oitn nmi oiam

* 0
1 p a 1 (molhhe) jvma i« (crassihe) " a y i D’p!?rn (tenmtale)

ata wn (dunhe)

6 Hebrew trial, used here in the sense of a’Wu Cf Mtlhatnot

Adonai VI, 1, 3 n';on troys host aViyn n' ma tbh« w nn

Vaa mst» tjdw Dio ai»n v no '-eh iny*i io"p' o"ion nxp b »' on1

?

ttnonn nro awr ni^i dhobi D’lin onto atytt onain

Cf also Tpobol ha Lebabot I, 10 O’ll on ’»a pyn -]
1

? aip
1

? 'n’tni

o'anp to ^o=uJU.)

7 In Physics IV, 6, Aristotle mentions two views with regard to

the vacuum (1) The Atomists’ view, according to which the

vacuum is an interval separate from bodies, having actual exist

ence and pervading through every body, so that bodies are not

continuous (2) The Pythagorean view, according to which the

vacuum exists outside the world, the woild itself being continu

ous (Cf Plutarch, Do Placitis Philosophorutn I, 18)

Narboni, in his commentary on Moreh I, 73, Prop II, describes

these two views accurately and finds an allusion to them in the

text of Maimomdes ‘ Similarly those who believe in the existence

of a vacuum are divided into two classes Some believe that the

vacuum is interspersed m bodies, diffused throughout them, and
existing in actuality Others believe that it is not interspersed in

bodies after the manner of pores in porous objects but that it is

rather something entirely unoccupied by a body, existing, as it

were, outside the world and surrounding it Having explained

this, I say that these two views are summed up by Maimomdes
in his statement that ‘the Radicals also believe that there is a
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vacuum, 1 e one interval or several intervals which contain

nothing* By the expression one interval or several intervals he

refers to the two views of the vacuum, by the latter referring to

the kind that is interspersed in bodies and by the former to the

kind that is not interspersed in bodies but is existing separately

and unoccupied bv anything

o aou a-nj?D vnaw ana mra nth nijm vdkd p icdt

d amyo vta hvtc> raw onm cd xxm ona

mpm iread ornpoi d^d n t to ch?
i
m o' usoi d npn

nr nro irzn o nr ntor™> mm u >] pa oViyi ^ pn ton

ik pm rata men i a 1 r

z

>

m

p oi a

'

«> n i *3 nswa

ompo 'rta Vioj '•piso ’rtam d oatocn D’pm
See also Narbom on Moreh II, 14 ‘As we have said the

existence of a vacuum is impossible for the existence of separate

dimensions is impossible whether outside the natural bodies or

within them o V-n) d pnn nw o jaw mpm im xoe> unaw icd

Minai o ynon o dcuV pn ym

8 Hebrew nvn1ttn This term is the Hebrew translation of the

Arabic fitness agreement sxmpathv
, aun/ogv, resrmfc/ancs,

and is used synonymously with nason (Moritz 1 6w\ Dm
Abhandlungett von Josef B Jehtida, German text, p 38, n 2,

Stemschneider, Uebersetzungen
, p 369 n 4) Hence it may be

translated here by affinity, inclination attraction It seems to

reflect the Greek l7nr7]SeU>rr]S fitness ,
suitableness

,
which is

used m a context similar to this in the following passage ri $£

5to{<ra wvpds f7Ttr?;£€i6r?7S M rovrov fjirep vSaros (Simplicius

in Phystca IV, 8, ed Diels, p 665, lines 9-10) In the Latin

translations from the Hebiew, n\ftKi is sometimes rendered

by convemenlta, as m the following passage of Averroes* Inter

mediate commentary on the Meteorology (MS Bibhoth&que

Nationale Cod Heb 947, f 138v) k 1

? pon tucoSh nyn 'dd dem
ninwn w-w "m?

1
31 D>nnKn t nDHDj p n'rr Sad secundum

opmionem Alexander nulla est convementm inter dictum istorun/

et dictum Anstotehs” (Averroes on Meteorology I, p 409va~b)

For other meanings of tYinwn see Caspar Levias, Oyar ffokmal

ha Lashon
, p 29, under niN
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9 I take lpim *DHp to refer to mp"l which is used here through

out as masculine

10 The argument tray he restated fully as follows The vacuum

is not the producing cause of motion It is cilled cause only m
an accidental «ense, that is to say, it makes motion possible in its

midst As for the producing cause of motion, argues he it will

remain the same tv hen you assume the existence of a vacuum,

through w Inch the elements are to be dispersed as when you deny

it It will always be due to the fact that each element has a place

to which it is naturally adapted, towaid which it moves by an

inner momentum and in consequence of which it tries to escipe

from an> other place m which it happens to be Now, you say

that the elements could not try to escape from one part of the

vacuum in order to be m another since the paits of a vacuum
cannot differ from one another True enough The parts of a

vacuum cannot differ from each other in anything pertaining to

their own constituent nature but they can still difter fiom each

other w ith reference to something external to their nature, namely

their respective distances from the lunar sphere (*|’pon thepenph

ery) and the earth (ruitn, the centre) Thus when fire moves from

one part of the \acuum into another in upward direction, it is not

because it tries to escape one part of a vacuum in order to be in

another but rather because in its endeavor to get nearer to its

proper place, which is the concavity of the lunar sphere, it natu

rally has to leave those remote paits of the vacuum and occupy

the parts which are nearer to its proper place

It should be noted that this explanation of motion withm a

vacuum is advanced by Crescas only for the purpose of scoring a

point against Aristotle The real explanation of motion according

to those who believe in a vacuum, is given by Crescas later See

below n 22

This argument is reproduced by Pico Della Mirandola “Nunc
ex Graecis expositoribub digressi parumper videamus quid

(

Hebraeus R Hasdai de eodem vacuo senserit Arbitratur nihil

luvare Aristotelem earn quae dicitur loci ad collocatum corpus

convenientiam, cum fieri queat ut elements etiamsi smt mmixta,
vacuo earn possideant, et diversos etiam habeant et suos terminos,

quibus factum est nomen a quo, et ad quem, ex propinquitate
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videlicet distantia ad circumferentiam et centrum (Examen
Doctnnae \amtatis Gentium \ I, 6)

11 Reference to the Pythagoreans See above n 7

12 According to Aristotle the circular motion of the spheres is

performed within one place, and it is not from one place to an

other Cf Pioposition XIII, p 623, n 18 See also March II 1

Tor it moves toward the same point from which it moves away,

and it moves away from the same pomt tow ird w hu h it moves
yyun \hn yyun uaw no hi) yyrun udd yjrun ibw no bo d

and *0larn Kafan 1 3 p 10 For circular motion has neither

beginning nor end for every part thereof is like any other part

and no one can say that the motion begins m one place and stops

at another C onseejuenth circular motion requires no place for

anv one pirt thereof is a place for any other part

ini on pwm i phnn phn hyp qio *6\ n^nrvn "6 -yjpnn nyun 'D

\th p Vyt nn« mpou rnn nyunn n 1

? nni jKOd k!?i

mpo xdd phn hyp mpo*?

Pico Della Mirandola restates this argument as follows
4 Atque

ut cetera obstarent vacuo, nihil tanien officere quin orbiculare

corpus in eo moveatur cum in motu circulan, nec terminus a quo

nec terminus ad quem motus tendat invematur et secundum
Aristatelem maxtme qui motum nunquam volutt incepisse

(Lxamen Doctnnae Vamlatis Gentium VI, 6)

13 The passage following abounds in cryptic allusions to a

lengthy discussion found in Averroes Intermediate Ph\sus \n

Gersonides supercommentary thereon, and in Nfarbom s com
mentary on Algazali s Kavmanot

,
Physics , On the \ acuum From

the general arrangement of this passage and from the of the

illustration from a fatigued person, ' which is found only in

Gersonides it is evident that Crescas has been following here

Gersonides

Following are the texts illustrating this passage

A Intermediate Physics IV u 5

§1 "From the following it will appear that a stone can have

no motion in a vacuum for the medium is a condition in the exis

tence of this particular motion of the stone It is, therefore, not

to be thought of that the motion of a stone m air and m water is
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essentially of equal speed and that the medium in which it moves

acts only as a resistance to that motion Quite the contrary its

motion in the air is more rapid than that in water in the same

sense as that in which we say that the keen edge of iron is more

cutting than that of bronze According!}
,
there can be no motion

at all without a medium The inquiry into the nature of this kind

of motion and the explanation of the reason why it needs a me
dium m which it is to opeiate are out of place here and it vs not

here uhere the discussion of these phases of motion belongs

§2 The objection raised by Avempace in the seventh book of

this woik is based upon the assumption that the stone his some

thing to impede its natural motion when it. moves in water and in

air, but has no impediment for its natural motion when it moves

in a vacuum For he contends that it is not the relation of one

motion to another that equals the relation of one medium to an

other medium, but it is lather the relation of the retardation

caused to one object in motion by its medium to that caused to

another object b} another medium that equals the relation of one

medium to another In a similar manner he maintains that if

anything were moved m a vacuum it would be moved in time, for

he believes that if the cause of the retardation were eliminated

there would still remain its original motion

§3 But this is all an impossible fiction For when the rate of

a motion is changed on account of a change m its medium, the

relation between the earlier and the later motion does not equal

the relation between the retarded part of one motion and that of

the other motion but it rather equals the relation of one motion

as a whole to the other motion as a whole To assume that the

retardation is a motion added to the original motion is an impos-

sible fiction, for if there had been an original, natural motion, it

would have already been destroyed by the retardation which

accrues to it, so that the resultant motion would be entirely dif

ferent, and there would be no relation between it and the ougmal
motion

§4 Hence it is clear that if we assume the possibility of an
object having motion m a vacuum, it will result that the same
object will traverse an equal distance [in equal time] in the me
dium of a vacuum and in that of a plenum For let a certain object

traverse a certain distance m a certain time in a vacuum Let the
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same object traverse the same distance in air m a longer time

Then let the same object move in a medium (literally body)

{more] attenuate [than air] whose receptivitv for motion is related

to the receptivit> of air as the relation between the time required

for the motion in air and in a vacuum It will follow that the

same object will traverse the same distance in this attenuate

medium (literally body) and in a vacuum in equal time But this

is an impossible contradiction

The suggestion put forward that when something moves in a

resistant medium there occurs some retardation to the natural

motion so that it is not the relation between two such motions

that is equal to the relation of their respective impediments but,

as says Avempice, nther the relation between their respective

retardations, is pure fancy and utterly an impossible fiction Our

argument is as follows An object in motion has only one motion

aijd one time and that motion as a whole and that time as a w hole

are described by the terms slow and fast Consequently if two

such moving objects happen to be impeded in different degrees

by different media it is the relation between their respective mo
tions that is equal to the relation of one impediment to another

This view is accepted in Book \ II of this work
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B Gersonides Supeicommentary on the Intermediate Physics
,

A?c a*

§1 From the following it will appear that a stone can have

no motion in a vacuum, for the medium is a condition in the exis

tence of this particular motion of the stone in view of the fact that

the medium has something of the nature of a terminus ad quern
,
that

is, we claim that the medium does not merely accelerate the

motion or retard it but rather it is a condition in its existence

The motion of the stone in air is said to be faster

than that in water m the same sense in which we say that the

keenness of iron is more cutting than that of bronze, which does not

mean that there can exist a keenness without a subject Similarly

here, the relation between one speed and another is said to be

equal to the relation between one medium and another without

implying that there can be motion without a medium for it is the

possession on the part of the medium of the nature of an incom
plete terminus ad quern that is the cause of the motion of the stone

§2 Avempace, however, in his treatise argues in the manner
stated above, namely that it is the relation between one kind of

retardation and another that is equal to the 1 elation between one
medium and another and that there exists an original time To
illustrate by the example of two ships

§3 But Averroes says that all this is an impossible fiction, for

the retardation is not a motion added to the original motion in
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the manner illustrated above by the movement of the ship so

that by the elimination of the retarded motion there could still

remain an original motion Quite the contrarv, if there had

existed a natural original motion it would have already been

destroyed b> the retardation which accrues to it for there is only

one kind of motion in the movement of a stone in air and in water

and consequent^ if an original motion is assumed it will haa e to

disappear completely and an entirely new motion will take its

place and this new motion as a whole will be related to the me
dium as we say for instance in the case of the motion of a

fatigued person that his motion is a whole bears a certain relation

to the fatigue rather than to the retardation To illustrate If

Reuben s rate of motion is one mile per hour but when he is

slightly fatigued his rate of motion is one eighth of a mile per

hour, we then say that if he is twice as much fatigued his rate of

motion will be one half of an eighth of a mile per hour but not

that the relation between one state of fatigue and the other will

be equal to the relation between one degree of retardation and

that of another, for that would not be so But what we do say is

that the relation between one rate of motion and that of another

is equal to the relation between one impediment of the motion

and that of another, as is accepted in Rook VII of this work

a Says Levi (Here follows an argument against

Averroes refutation of Avempace)

b But the real refutation of Avempace s objection here is

Averroes contention that the medium is a condition in the existence

of the motion This is true and be> ond any doubt C onscquently

Aristotle s reasoning here is well established

§4 Similarly Averroes argument m refutation of Avempace

that if an original motion were assumed to exist in a vacuum it

would follow that the same object would traverse the same dis

tance m equal time both in a plenum and in a vacuum is subject

to the following difficult>

a First

b Second

c Hence Avempace s objection here is to be answered only by

Averroes contention that the medium ts a condition in the existence

of motion Let us now return to where we were
'
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14 Hebrew yoan ^XR yil', known to nature According to some
readings pawn Vxr yiT known to the natural philosopher My
translation of this phrase, however, is based upon the following

consideration

The existence of an ‘'original time” of motion is explained by
Crescas later (p 205) as being due either to the medium (’JttDH,
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here ^3po, receptacle) in which motion takes place or to the nature

of motion itself Qon ijronn m i rrunV or ijrum jindd) \\ hen,

therefore, Crescas argues here that even by ehmmatmg the me
dium or receptacle there will still be an original time on account

of the fact yuan Vxh yrr irwxyh pr n"nn nyurnp, the

alternative reason lie offers here must correspond to the altema

tive reason he offers later The expression yaan yrv is thus

equivalent to the expression y:icn Vn yrp on 3 which occurs in

Prop IX, Part II, cf also Prop XII, Part II, n 6 (p 612)

15 Hebrew nxpon The qualifying term njrpBzl is rather mis

leading Crescas has borrowed the theor> of an original time
*

of motion in its entirety from A\erroes, who quotes it m the name
of Avempace

16 The reference is to Averroes answer that has been refuted

by Gersonides See above n 13, B, §3a §4a b Thus relying upon
Gersonides refutation, Crescas dismisses Averroes in this sum-
mary fashion

As for the expression a ano Tn nanm, see Ecclesiastes

6 11

17 The reference is to Gersonides rather than to Averroes, though

Gersonides answer is based upon Averroes (See above n 13, B,

§3b, §4c Cf also Narbom on the Kawnvanot, Physics
,
On the

Vacuum The learned Averroes has solved this difficulty by ex-

plaining that the relation of one motion to another is equal to the

relation of one medium to another for the medium is not simply

an impediment as was thought by Avempace 9 im nm p oonm
yn o yttoan yr&tn ono nyunn nyunn on’® nhcm pso-i ni

asm? yw yxiDDH I'he expression ym ysmn, the me-

dium ts impedtmeni, reflects the Greek ri juev o5v Si* o5

<f>iperat alriov 5n in Physics IV, 8, 215a, 29

18 That is to say, the difference m the motion of the same object

by the same agent ui two medw> in air and in water, for instance,

is not due to the fact that water offers a greater resistance than

air to a hypothetical original motion, but rather to the fact that

motion in water is essentially different from motion in air, for the

medium is an inseparable condition of motion Averroes compares
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motion to the keenness of the edge of a blade The fact that the

edge of an iron blade is keener than one made of bronze he says

does not imply that there exists an original keenness indepen

dently of the metal which in varying degrees is dulled by the

metil in which it inheres and by bronze less than by iron, but

what it means is that the keenness of the edge of an iron blade is

essentially different fiom that of a bronze blade the metal being

an inseparable condition of the keenness, as there can be no keen

ness without metal also in the case of motion there can be

no motion without a medium 1 e without space See above n

13, A

19 Hebrew iVnp ijdb in This explanatory re

mark is not found in the coriesponding passage in Averroes It

reflects the following statement of Gersomdes quoted above m
n 13, B §1 no ynBD w ion -jjmm m r niwxon wn jjkiodip

d iyuni nno m yimon ium rtan l hm no yno o vW
What Crescas wants to say here is this The medium is an

essential condition of motion, because when an object moves to

ward its proper place, it is not the object alone irrespective of its

medium that moves but rather the object in so far as it is in a

certain medium Every point within the medium which the

object has to pass in order to reach its goal is in itself a relative

goal and acts upon the object as a terminus ad quem The medium
itself thus becomes charged as it were with a certain power to

carry the object toward its objective If that medium should be

eliminated, the object would cease to move Consequently there

can be no motion in a vacuum

20 The purpose of this passage is to piove that the medium is

not a necessary condition of motion and that motion is possible

m a vacuum Crescas however does not attack the problem
directly He starts rather with a flanking movement arguing that

weight and lightness need no medium and seems to leave it to

ourselves to supply the conclusion that whatever is proved to be
true of weight and lightness must also be true of motion
Such a conclusion may be properly supplied For according to

Aristotle weight and lightness are only other terms for down
ward and upward motion “But I call that simply light which
is always naturally adapted to tend upward, and that simply
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heavy which is always naturally adapted to tend downward un

less something impedes (De Caelo I\
, 4 3 1 1b

f 14-16) \\ c may
therefore infer that if it can be shown that weight and lightness

are independent of a medium will also be upward and down
ward motion

In showing that weight and lightness are independent of the

medium, Crescas advances a theorv which dispenses with the

necessity of an innei strn ing of the dements towards their proper

places This is not original with C rose is It is reported bv \ris-

totle as the view of the ancients Plato and the Atomists Accord*

ing to Plato, as reported by Aristotle the difference in the weight

of bodies is due to the difference m the number of trnnglts of

which all things hesavs consist According to the A tomists the

difference in weight is due either to a difference in the number of

void interspaces a bodv contains or to a difference in the size and

density of the atoms of which bodies are composed (Cf De Caelo

IV 2)

According to these views as may be inferred the difference in

weight is due to a difference in the internal structure of bodies

Crescas, therefoie chanctenzcs them by saying that the move
able bodies have weight and lightness by nature (Compare the

account of the different theories of gravity and levity as given by

Plutarch m his De Placitts Philosophotum I, 12)

21 That is to say the theories of weight and lightness just stated

might be said to deny altogether the existence of absolute light

ness There are according to these theories only different degrees

of weight This interpretation suggested by Crescas agrees with

what Aristotle himself has said of those ancient \ icws Of those,

therefore, who prior to us directed their attention to those things

nearly most spoke only about things which are thus heavy and
light of which both being heavy one is lighter than the other

But thus discussing the affair they fancied the discussion was
about the simply light and heavy' (De Caelo I\ , 2 308a, 34-

308b, 2)

22 This correctly describes the explanation of upward motion as

given by Democritus and Plato According to both of them the

less heavy bodies move upward not on account of their own na

ture but by the pressure of the heavier bodies (Cf Zeller, Pre
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Socrahc Philosophy
,
Vol I, pp 701, 713 Vol II, p 420, Pla(o

f

p 376, n 30) This view is also quoted by Avicenna and is

attributed by him to some unnamed philosophers A l Najah
, p

41 quoted by Carra de Vaux in Amcenne

,

p 193

Pico Della Mirandola, in Lxanten Doctrmae Vanitatis Gentium,

VI, 6, discusses this argument of Crescas as follows ' Et praeterea

nihil effitere eas quae sunt excogitatie contra vacuum rationes,

et fundatae super motu recto, quando intermedium nullum sit

necessarium et dici queat gravilatem et levitatem naturahter

corponbus inesse mobihbus, nec ea medas indigere Dici etiam

possit omnibus coiponbus inesse gravitatem, eaque vocari levia,

quae videlicet gravia sint minus, eaque ipsa mo\en sursum ex

eorum, quae magis gravia sunt impetu et violentia Ac niemini

etiam ex nostris theologis, qui causam quod ligna supeinatent

aquae, referant in gravitatem atque, quae minus gravibus sua

parte natura non cedtt Sed quod attinet ad Hebraeum omnia

corpora gravia non negat, et aerem descensurum, si terra loco

moveretur affirmat, ob gravitatem verius, quam ne vacuum detur "

Cf the following statement in op at VI, 18 “Negaret alms

fortasse etiam in ipsis corporeis authoritate Scoti, decernentis

gravia et levia se ipsis moveri Cui videtur assensus Hebraeus

Hasdai "

23 This argument is not unanswerable Aristotle has forestalled

it by the theory that all elements, except fire, have gravity in

their own place Tor all things, even air itself, have gravity in

their own place except fire” (De Caelo IV, 4, 311b, 8-9) ' But as

earth, if the air were withdrawn, would not tend upward, so

neither would fire tend downward
,
for it has not any gravity in

its own place, as neither has earth levity But the two other ele

ments would tend downward, if that which is beneath were with
drawn, because that is simply heavy which is placed under all

things, but that which is relatively heavy tends to its own place,

or to the place of those things above which it emerges through a
similarity of matter ' (op cii IV, 5, 312b, 14-19)

Cf Gersonides on the Epitome of De Caelo IV "This is an
indication that air has some gramty tn its own place Aristotle cites

here another illustration for this from the fact that, when water
or earth is withdrawn, air is easily attracted to the lower place,
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hut the contrary does not happen, namely, w hen air is withdrawn,

earth and water do not tend to move upward *

nt>Diw toot itnpaa no nna: vin^ nnr» non nn
uoo wwo mVpa bssn oipDn !?n n in-j n? f?y man p p m
onnnn *]mn a*? twt toto* um *]in3 pyi pm ih 0 on

VVo

The same illustration with the inference that the descent of nr
is due to the impossibility of a vacuum is given by Cershon ben

Solomon in Ska ar ha Shamaytm I, 1

It may further be made dear to you b> the following lllustra

tion If a man makes a digging in the ground the air will descend

into that digging and fill it up But how, then, is it possible for

the air to move downward against its oun nature seeing that it

does not ordinarily descend but rather ascend? The explanation

is that its descent is due to the fact that no vacuum can exist for

which reason the vacuum attracts the air and causes it to move
downward against its own nature, for there can be no vacuum
at all

mora -nan it ypnpa -nsn cna m&n ow uiw pnV my
nbx m n n dud \h ’to lynu uj Tten n t hi mw k •‘in

pn mn n n wn mp tj rDtw kxo} tnpi
j
m thn ?rp^yn

Nxm mp tt
]
k# ’jdp

This view that motion is due to nature s abhorrence of a

vacuum is quoted in the name of Avicenna by Shem fob in his

commentary on Moreh II, Introduction, Prop XVII "It has

been said by Avicenna that all motions whether violent or

natural take place on account of [the impossibility of] a vacuum
*

n-Dna uufD* nvyao
}
a nviron pa myurn *u»d p nam

mpTi [myiDi]

Another explanation for the descent of air into a ditch is given

by Albaiag m his comments on Algazah s Maka$td al Falastjah

III, On Place According to him the descent of air under such

circumstances is not locomotion but rather a form of expansion,

that is to say it is not local change but quantitative change

"Says the translator Inasmuch as the place of water is the

inner surface of air and as the nature of each element is to tend

toward its own place and not toward the opposite direction, would

that I knew why it is that, when we withdraw, for instance, half
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of the water from a ditch its place is taken by air? This evidently

cannot be explained except on the ground that the air moves to

ward the water but, if so, the air will then have a downward
motion One would rather expect the water to move upward
toward the air, inasmuch as it is the object which moves toward
its place rather than the place toward its object The answer is

that the motion of the air in this particular instance is not due to

locomotion It is rather due to the rarefaction and expansion of

the parts of the air with the result that they spread over and
occup> a larger area It has already been explained by Algazah
that this hmd of motion belongs to motion in the category of

quantity

Itywrb hd 1 y3Di nmi nm *vn kh oipa dk pmyan nm
Tn *?y 1m crcn "cn x xwo myr ]iv mn tb joipa 'jdVd

d D“i 'tbs ^yywm dk o 'tcjsk 'x nt ^ wnm n 'ixn tbo* -| a bm
o n wi mv 'zbi d 0-1 iyynn v mn m invi nwb nnv n inn

lywn d nawm ojnpnD
1

? enpon tb cnptA yyuno ompnon
1
in p

n'TO 0 *iy Dnisnrni 1 p^n nwsm x 1™ n oipD nrx n^ im min
nioDn nyurn u on x n nxm nyunn d nonvax nx 3

A similar illustration is cited by Bruno in his criticism of Ans
totle s theory of light and heavy His explanation of the descent
of air is like that offered by Albalag namely that it is due to
expansion Cf De l Infimlo Umverso el Mondi III, p 356, 1 18 ff

Cf Prop VI, n 18 p 539

24 This is arguing for the Pythagorean view of a vacuum See
above notes 7, 11

Pico Della Mirandola restates this argument as follows "Nee
lmpediri ex intermedio quin vacuum extra mundum reperm queatM

{Examen Doctnnae Vamlalts Gentium VI
}
6)

25 This refers to the circular motion of the celestial spheres
which does not involve change of place See below Proposition
XIII, n 18

26 Pico Della Mirandola reproduces this argument as follows
Pam facit etiam lllam non penetratorum corporum ob dimen

siones rationem, cum duntnsiones materiae mnetas xd efficere
posse dicendum sit non seiunctas, et ab omnt prorsus materia
separatas {Examen Doclrtnae Vamtatis Gentium VI 6)
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27 Hebrew ip*ir nn qtisj ipix a 1

? ow The terms

^53 are boriowed from logic wheie they are used in

technical senses with reference to the fallacies of composition

crvvBevis and dmsio Sicaperns Cf Epitome of Sophistic Elenchi

p 55a d lpix dhid) ipix two “wn n TH3 man oidm an

I have translated these teims fieely however, as required by
the context

28 This argument of Crescas contains many phrases which seem

to be aimed at Aristotle s commentators especially Aver roes and

Gersomdes, who insist upon showing that the impenetrability of

bodies is due exclusively to their pure incorporeal tn dimension

ality

Averroes Epitome of the Physics IV pp 14b-T5a We may also

explain this in another way Bodies exist in pi ice through their

dimensions and not thiough then accidents file impossibility

for two bodies to exist in one place at the same time is not due,

for instance to the fact that one is white and the other black but

rather to the impossibility of dimensions to penetrate each other

Now if place were identical with the \acuum, bodies

would penetrate each other But this is absurd

o\po2 didk DDWi 5 m d nrtu jeq pjjn n? t*o>b> t&ax mm
nm DipM Tn tariff unm ura yioi oiam on npan nV on prram

emp opman o^n yn mnw nn pb txd

nn dot d atm iod p a nno t q um mi opon t t iVhi nspa

npp

The same question is raised by Simplicius For why should

these be prevented proceeding through each other, but a vacuum
not? Shall we say that these aie hot, or white or heavy, or are

replete with certain other passive qualities which happen to them

but that a vacuum is deprived of these ? To assei t this however,

would be absurd for it has been shown before that bodies exist

in place according to intervals alone (Simplicius m Phystca I\
,

8, ed Diels, p 681, lines 21-26, 1 aylor s translation of the Phys

tes p 228, n 2)

Gersomdes Commentary on the Epitome of the Physics
,
toe

at elaborates Averroes statement as follows One cannot argue

that while indeed it is impossible for corporeal dimensions to

penetrate into other dimensions on account of the impenetrability
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of bodies, it should still be possible for dimensions, which exist

apart from bodies to penetrate into each other for as against such

an argument, the following may be urged It has alieady been

explained that corpoieahty is not the cause which makes the

interpenetration of bodies impossible, but the cause of that 1m
possibility is rather the fact that a body possesses dimensions

Consequently, if dimensions of any kind and under any condi

lions weie capable of interpenetration, then the leason given for

the impenetrability of bodies would be no reason at all Suppose,

for instance, we raise the question wh> man is incapable of flying

If we answer that it is because he possesses life or because he is a

featherie s animal, the reason given would not be a valid reason,

for the ability to fly is possessed by those who are animals and by

those who are featherless, though it is quite true that that

particular animal called man, or that particular featherless being

called man, does not happen to possess the ability to fly But if

we answer that is because man is wingless we have given the true

reason, for we do not find anything wingless that can fly Simi

larly in this case if it were in any way at all possible for dimen

sions to penetrate into bodies, there would be no cause for the

impenetrability of bodies, for it is certain that mere corporeality

cannot be the cause
'

yion^ own 'pmo ion 0 0wrppma yaw am nw ,ton’p pw

“iokod o^p -qdp nn idd’ tram p 0 otv$m o>pmn ,qw Dion

wn an nynon noon *

70k mown you own djohd nyiun noon ym
uni nao run nn» noi yn D*prnn iron? ipdk rrn dki D*prn ^yo

wotti dh0 qmyo ontn nn1 no
1

? iAwm ok 100 rnt> row rpo

hod ’itksp rDD urn noo nn nxu ^yn vta *n hit® tb ih >n kto ’dV

oikm too ' oy« nsu Vyo n^o 1

? is msoiyn kxd* -odp *ido

^ ucron w om impo rrn 0 k ,tn» wrw iwi Vyo 'rtan w
^yo vfca kxd* kVp udo rrnown noon uni noo ^ya vta kw

*wn hV 0012 10)0 0 o'pmo dud owa ipdk n*n oh ran pi *piyo

mown *ixd dtd nr yio* mV ,0*230x1 Dion miayn yio* noo i«oo

Cf Narbom on the Moreh Nebukitn I, 73, Prop 2 “The
impossibility of the interpenetration of bodies is due only to

the impossibility of the interpenetration of the dimensions
”

O'prrvi Dion ’ido h!?k vk dko 002 Dion yiom
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29 Pico Della Mirandola refers to this argument as follows
1 Negat praeterea dimensiones esse corporis extrema (Examen
Doctnnne Vamtatis Gentium VI* 6)

30 Hebrew JTTfrtt
1
n1 Cf Job 23, 3 The expression as here

given by Crescas was frequently used by mediaev al Hebrew writ

ers, as e g ,
Gersomdes Mflfyamot Adonai HI, 4

Accoiding to Shem fob Falaquera, it is a rendering of the

Arabic phrase ’nyp n'^, ^ He also quotes A\empace s

explanation of the meaning of this phrase Cf Moreh ha-

Moreh II, 15 Vn nyixn npna yawn ywTO inmn noNtfa

rtan iro yrr TD) nntftm nyurn nrrnrn dr jnm in ^ tor

r^r now nniN tor* rS jhri jn* d unpVm nyp nS> cnya mnv
tor '

ho'i in vnu nyn 1

? miciDi n hor ny>T yiv n xv toto

p TOanR oral crcpDn nn tow tori dthr nan# omnn "w»a

VRtf non nniR m ny» n *? Rim iSm nn tor it *?y trx^r

to totd nincron wtf tfa nrm ibbb o oyE^i htor rVi -d njn

n^Wn tyi *?y rto rvtaon rjnTOzi rh n nsron to Tinane nm Town
pnxn ni'WDto dw ototoi *xn '3

Cf also jUorefc ha Moreh I, 73, Prop VII pR p'nyn ^ytf n'bR jd

jnw to p nyn1

? pm non *am d to d eh pi n on yon

31 The implication of this statement is that by defining place

as a vacuum it does not mean that there is no difference in the

use of these two terms It rather means that what is called vac-

uum when it contains no body but is capable of receiving a body

is called place when it does contain a body This is m accord with

the following statement of Aristotle, For those who assert that

there is a vacuum consider it as it were a certain place and vessel

And it appears to be full when it possesses the bulk which it is

capable of receiving, but when it is deprived of this it is void as

if a vacuum, plenum and place were the same, but their essence

not the same {Physics IV, 6, 213a, 15—1 9) A similar statement

is found in Plutarch s De Ptoctlts Philosophorum I, 20 ‘The

Stoics and Epicureans make a vacuum, a place {rbirov) and a

space {x<opav) to differ A vacuum is that which is void of any

thing that may be called body place is that which is possessed

by a body, a space that which is partly filled with a body, as a

cask with wine ” Similarly the Brethren of Purity explain that
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those who define place as a vacuum (^1, Dieterici Wette) cal!

it vacuum when considered apart from body but place when

considered as possessing; a bod> (Cf Dieterici, Arabic text The

Abhandlungen der Ichudn Es Safd pp 30-31 Ceiman transla

tion Die Naluranschauung and Naturphilosophic far Ataber p 9)

32 Cf below Second Speculation Third Argument

33 I e it is said to be “small and great but not 1 much and

few because it is a continuous quantity Cf Phvsics IV 12,

220a 32—220b 3 "It is also evident why time is not said to be

swift and slow, but much and few and long and *hort for so far

as it is continuous it is long and short, but so far as it is number

it is much and few

Pico Della Mirandola restates this argument of Crescas as fol

lows quas explodi miratur cum magni et parvi

nomine donentur, et per ems partes queamus illas dimetin (Ex

amen Doclnnae 1 amlatis Gentium VI, 6)

34 Hebrew WD pbm nywm
Crescas evidently uses this expiession here to prove that a

vacuum must be a continuous quantity

Abraham ibn Daud however uses it only as a definition of

quantity in general and not necessaril> of continuous quantity

Emunah Rantah I, 1 to nywp ivzm Tn hw py ton rutwn

to u nyw i pp pbn rru’iy imn ~\m Wm own idd wd pVnn

pSntiDi ou » nam
Cf Isaac ben Shem fob s first supercommentary on Intermediate

Physics IV m 4 p^na nyw mnn Kin n»on Tin

Gersomdes, on the other hand, uses it as a definition of continu

ous quantity Milharnot Adonai VI, i, 10 T0£»n iRtto OT tdkji

jtddi rbvoo dip nw 'rb* ik me? n nnw to» nn hpdhd hh pm 'd

us pawn nrona kvw ihud «in mi mn p^n nraa obun
kV nnra udd p^n kv*? rm iVs nyw* kw myi nxpi u "uw

HDon rnVtiOD nn yatn Crescas himself in another place,

uses this expression as the definition of quantity m general

Cf Or Adonai III, i 4 p 67b Trm mv mn a* nna now nn
wt? pVrts iy*p tw toot? hddh

All these definitions of nos are reproductions of Euclid s deli

mtion of the multiple of a magm(ude
}
m Elements

,

Book V, Deficit
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tton 2 The greater is a multiple of the less when it is measured

by the less

It will be noted, however that this Euclidian definition, which

in Book V is applied to magnitude i e
,
a continuous quantity,

is in Book VII, Definition 5, applied also to number
,
which, ac-

cording to Aristotle, is a discrete quantity

It is possible that in citing this definition Crescas merely meant
to reason from the fact that a vacuum is measured (’"ip'itfD) and

not numbered (HDD) on which account it must be a continuous

quantity See Metaphysics V, 13, 1020a 8-11 A quantity

(woabp) is a plurality (r\T?0oy) if it is numerable (hptBpif]rbu)

magnitude (plyedos) tf it is measurable (ptTpr\rbv) Plurality*

means that which is divisible into non continuous parts magni-

tude' that which is divisible into continuous parts
”

But here, too it will be noted that Euclid uses the term mea-

sured (Karaperprjrai) with reference to both magnitude and

number

It is curious that in Ifobol ha Lebabot 1, 5, Euclid s definition of

part is reproduced from Elements V, Def 1, and there the original

term measures (Karaperpfj) is replaced by the term numbers

(mno, though it is used with reference to magnitude

noNon nV nra cn^pn nor new Won n« tsid ]opn mynn o
Ttinwn noDa ^ann

Cf Pico Della Mirandola s restatement of this argument in the

passage quoted above in n 33

35 The implication of this statement is that a continuous quan

tity is either tune or magnitude, However, inasmuch as a

continuous quantity includes m addition to time also line, sur

face, body and place it is evident that Crescas uses here the term

magnitude, Vru, in a general sense to include all these four which

are magnitudes as opposed to multitudes Cf above n 34

The following excursus qn the various enumerations of quan

tity will be of interest

Aristotle enumerates seven kinds of quantity, of which two are

discrete (5ic*Jpt<rp€vo^) number and speech (X670S), and five

are continuous (awex^s), line, surface, body, place and time

(Categories , 6, 4b
t 20-25) Cf Intermediate Categories II, 2
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p'tn » nm wwm nasni ipn ipon pmm ‘imn nSDon qw pennon

DipD^i imn om on rrm own
Algazah follows Aristotle in his general classification, but instead

of five continuous npa*ino) quantities he speaks of four,

omitting place, and instead of two discrete (<La***
f
rrnsnD) quan

titles he mentions only one, number {Mafyafid al Falastfah

II, pp 100-1)

Probablv following Algazih, Abraham ibn Daud speaks of five

quantities of which four are continuous and one discrete (p^nna),

and concludes Ins discussion by s tying that these five are the

only quantities ind he who made them moie erred
"

nyo mv oms avv nDm wn '?d on jronn He was evidently

not aware that Anstotlc himself made them more than five He
must have had in mind Solomon ibn Gabirol who alludes to

seven kinds of quantity (Afekor Ilayym III, 21 "ipatH vtd

cf Fons Vitae III, 27, p 143, 1 22) and perhaps also Saadia who,

in Emunot ve Deot II, 2, likewise speaks of seven kinds of quantity

'To npDPn These seven kinds of quantity are enumerated

by Saadia in his commentary on the Sefer Yeqirah (Commentaire

sur la Stfer Yesira t ed Lambert, Arabic text, p 18 French

translation, p 36)

The Hebrew translation of that passage in Sefer Yeqirah

(quoted by Guttmann, Die Religionsphilosophte des Saadia
, p 97,

n 4) contains several unusual terms The passage reads as follows

oipam am nrDn om D'nnw no iron du'd njntf nrcorw 'th

i moon nam ottod vfcn did dw ]om The term owm®,
in this passage is undoubtedly to be taken as synonymous

with o pinna the latter being the usual translation of the

Greek aw€xf)S (see Proposition XV, Part II, p 654, n 23) DID

is a literal translation of the Arabic ^ which like the Greek

ypawi} means both writing and line (Cf Guttman, ibid ) is

a tolerable translation of the Arabia the latter of which
means both roof and surface (Cf Solomon Gandz "On the

Origin of the Term Root M American Mathematical Monthly ,

Vol 33, 1926, p 263, n 2) It is in this sense of surface that

* is used in the following passage pmjn an rrw & v>w yx (quoted

in Pmsker’s Lifyule &admomyot
,
Nispahun , p 200) for
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or is quite simple It is similarly used for nmrt by Maimonides,

Sefer ha Madda * I, n,3 d'pbn rwbvb pbm n apn Knap no ^
men oVuo a nmno qtw aw-a mo The term niso which Gutt
mann declares to be a mistranslation of the Greek Myos should

be read nibo which is the equivalent of nun, and a perfectly

good translation of \6yos Cf Cuzan IV 25 TO H8B3 nsm
71pm

The Aristotelian classification of quantity is faithfully repro-

duced in the encyclopedia of the Brethren of Purity (Dieterici,

Arabic text Die Abhandlungen der Ichddn Es-Sajd pp 343 360

German tianslation Die Logtk und Psychologie der Araber
>

p 7) Under discrete quantity they mention number and ^
The latter term is tianslated by Dieterici as Beuegung But this

makes no sense It happens however, that ^ means also

syllable (see Dozy, Supplement aux Dichonaires Arabes s v ) and
vowl like the Hebrew nyun and is thus a well enough translation

of Myos It will be recalled that m the passage of ATetaphystcs

VII 10 quoted above in n 1, Aristotle speaks of a s> liable as of

a discrete quantity

36 Crescas' argument that outside and beyond the world there

must be either a plenum or a vacuum had been answered by Ger-

somdes who maintains that beyond the world there is neither a
plenum nor a vacuum but absolute privation or non being 1 his

state of absolute nothingness, he continues is one of the assump-

tions that are often made and are to be considered as true e\en

though it cannot be grasped by the imagination Mtlkamot Adonai

VI, i, 21, p 386 'But there are things which, though true man
cannot giasp with his imagination, as for instance the termina-

tion of the world at absolute privation which is neither a \acuum
nor a plenum ud aian onu< non 0 pm c pnec o'-un 00 Vna

nVa nb) mpn n
1

? t^man nnynn Vn ohyn nfa That there are

things which reason compels us to assume even though the

imagination fails to grasp them is elsewhere also admitted by
Crescas and xs equally insisted upon by Maimonides See below

n 112

Similarly, prior to both Gersonides and Crescas, Averroes

argues, anticipating Crescas, that beyond the world there cannot
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be a body, “for were it so, it would be necessary that beyond

that body there should be another body and so on to infinity
’

Nor could there be a vacuum be) and the world, for the impos

stbihty of a vacuum has already been demonstrated in the specu

lative sciences But unlike Crescas and like Gersomdes he

concludes that beyond the world there is nothing but privation
1

0TepTj<ns)
f Cf M J Muller, Philosophic und

Jheologie von Herrots
,
German text, p 63 Arabic text p 66,

Mohammad Jamil in Rehinan, The Philosophy and Theology of

Are/roes pp 176-177

The difficulty raised here by Crescas is alluded to by Albo and

is answered by him His answer js that while the expression

oVtyV pn, outside or beyond the uorld would ordinarily imply the

existence of something by which the wen Id would have to be

bounded from without and that something would have to be

either a plenum or a vacuum, still the term pn may be used in

this connection in a figurative sense, m no way imply mg the exist

ence of anything outside the world 'Ikkarim II, 18

w mpn dp m nwa pn osi? w ax) 'bo rVi mpn xb abyb pn
)wVn p Vpmn rrajm now pn nW xbx a

1

?*) In making that

distinction m the use of the term pn Albo must have drawn
upon Maimonides who, m describing God as an mcoiporeal

agent sa> s that in that case
*

it cannot be said that the agent is

outside the sphere, it can only be described as separate from it

because an incorporeal object can only be said metaphorically to

reside outside a certain coiporeal object Moreh II, 1 ,
First Proof

m odn’ abn oca ’rta rvn w ir cm m no the' rV wo yin n n cm
urb no 'o me (spiRDD) ^23 in on* bax wo <Knto) pn W
aDRon nnninn xbx am pn ntrw -idr* xb ckm

Pico Della Mirandola restates this argument as follows “Imo
accemn vacuum ab eis vel nolentibus qrnbus asseritur non
utvemri corpus infinitum Nam si nullum et extra mundum
corpus nec plenum lbi esse convmcitur vacuum potius et seiuncta

dimensio (Examen Doctnnae Vanitatis Gentium VI, 6)

Similarly Bruno aigues that according to Aristotle himself the

nothingness outside the finite world must be a vacuum and that

the vacuum since it cannot be limited by a body, must be infinite

Cf Dt i Infinite Umverso et Mondi I, p 310, 1 7 ff
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37 Crescas draws here a distinction between the infinite in the

sense of being incapable of measurement and the infinite m the

sense of having no limits and points to the possibility of an

infinite m the sense of unmeasurable which mi> not be without

limits Such for instance, are the lines in Vltabnzi s proof which

are infinite on one side but finite on the other When two such

immeasurable but limited infinites are given then while indeed

one of them cannot be conceived as gi eater than the other in the

sense that the total number of its paits can be expressed by a

number which is greater still it can be conceived as greater than

the other in the sense that it can extend be> ond the other on the

limited side The teason why one immeasurable infinite cannot be

greater than another, suggests Crescas is that their parts cannot

be expressed by any number and therefore the terms great and
small are inapplicable to them As he savs elsewhere (Or Adonat

III, i, 4) But when the time or the number of rotations is

infinite, neither of these can be described by the terms much and
few great and small equal and unequal for all these terms are

determinations of measure, and measurabilitv does not apply to

an infinite

r\m jtJpi oyai :n u nsw xb n an idddi inpnm eo

irten rbyz yam -njwm Jyn* tw no1

? rw xby

As for the use made b> Spinoza of Crescas discussion of this

argument see my paper Spinoza on the Infinity of Corporeal

Substance Chrontcoji Spuiozanum IV (1924—26) pp 99-101

In the last statement of this passage I have followed the

reading in MSS D^^anpaaa In the editions and MS f

the reading is n *?:>n bjn urn nxno n n inaio qou a a dm Thus
indeed the former line is not greater than the latter, and if it

extends beyond the latter, it is on the side which is finite

38 If time be eternal the following objection might be raised

Divide eternal, infinite time, at any point at the present, into

past and future Past and future tune will each be infinite and so

will the whole time be infinite But the whole is greater than the

part Thus one infinite will be greater than another

The answer as suggested here by Ciescas is as follows The
whole time is said to be greater than past or future time only m
so far as the latter are each bounded at the dividing point In
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bo far, however, as they are all infinite m the sense of being im-

measurable the whole time cannot be said to be greater than the

past or future time

Both the objection and an answer are given by Gersomdes in

ihlbamot Adonai VI, 1 , 27, p 406

39 According to Crescas view, the belief in creation does not

necessarily imply a belief in the future destruction of the world

The world, according to him, must have had a beginning in the

past but may be endless in the future (Or Adonai III, i, 5, cf

Monk II, 27) This view, however, exposes itself to the same

criticism that has been raised against eternity, namely, that one

infinite will be greater thin another For, before creation there

had been an infinite time of non existence After creation there

will be an infinite time of existence I he sum of these two kinds

of time will make infinite time, and thus one infinite will be

greater than another The answer, of course, is the same as given

before in the case of eternity

Both the objection and a similar answer are given by Ger

sonides m Milhamot Adonai VI, t, 27, pp 405-6 The objection is

reproduced by Crescas in Or Adonai III, 1
, 1, p 62b, lines 7*~10,

and the answer in III, i, 3, p 66a, lines 15—20

40 This objection has been anticipated by Narbom m his super-

commentary on the Intermediate Physics III 111 , 4, 2
4 Two objec

tions may be raised here First against Aristotle s statement that

there can be no infinite surface, we may argue that he who main

tains the existence of an infinite body also believes in the existence

of an infinite immaterial surface ” now mv , an nv&np W vr 1*03

*uid kvw n 33 otw kxd 0 nynbp n 33 nm nso1 nbv

Vxu H33 rw
Likewise Gersomdes in his supercommentary on the Interne

diate Physics
, loc at , has a remark to the same effect ‘The

proposition that every body must be bounded by a surface or

surfaces, is based upon the analogy of bodies which are perceived

by our senses ’ ntnpn mn D’rw w nm ifi'p’ om bm no cbm
uVxm mm owion d'owtd nmpb

Isaac ben Shem tob refutes Crescas’ objection in his second

supercoramentary on the Intermediate Physics ,
loc at "By a
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proper understanding of the minor premise of this syllogism one

may solve the difficulty raised by Ibn Hasdai, viz
,
the opponent

may dispute tlje truth of the proposition laid down by Aristotle

here that every body is surrounded by a surface or surfaces, for

believing as he does in the existence of an infinite body, he does

not admit that every body is surrounded by a surface or surfaces

But the answer to this is as follows We have already shown that

every body must be predicated as being either circular or not-

circular, inasmuch as these two predications, circularity and non

circularity, are contradictory to each other after the manner of

the contradiction between a positive and a negative predication,

and m such cases, when the subject ordinarily may be either one

or the other of the predications, it must necessarily be either one

or the other Consequently, since the mathematician has defined

a circular body as something which is surrounded by one surface

and a non circular body as something vhich is surrounded by
many surfaces, the aforesaid difficulty disappears

”

w mi *non
i
tpjw p&oi nm vpn nm mapn mnprn rvsn

nn p o mv in nw m *\ pr> wi bov nonpm nma nn o Vdidd na idne?

mv vb 'rba Sjnn to ioh nw nn am bya nt by pbr\

Vd pnxntf omno to nn xnum un d nn qw w nw d *ypo am
) jpm mjnrn ]

)pn np^n mp^in aw nnx bvy 'nba in buy nvtp om
nya d-d Kxtw raran ono ihk pnx 0 3 nno Tiym

owian in« new u ^p1 ipn -Dm W3 bvyn amn -to momt? m bn

VVd p/DD 31 D'HDP U IS p’ *W?N KV7 Vuy 'nVonf

See also his first supercommentary on the Intermediate. Physics
,

loc cil Some one has raised an objection arguing that this s>llo

gism is a begging of the question, for he who admits the existence

of an infinite body claims also that there exists a body which has

no surface and so, how could Aristotle refute the opinion of his

opponent with a premise which the latter does not admit? Our
answer to this objection is that this premise is self evident and

the opponent could not help but admit it
”

r Idi '3i3D mn dk nor VP 1 nin Qt* 3 Vd
did noo am nmnitr roiyon by pm ton ppm nw idn> nppip ’o

barn ptod hw nmpnn ay viyn wyiow nap xba am idnV

Vdi 'ib rrnya wn vrtap © on 1

? rrn mm noipm mw o'trn
1

?

41 Cf below Proposition II
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42 Hebrew nrro 'nbl manpiB One would naturally take nma
as the active participle nnto But the expression ' admissive

premises is as awkward in Hebrew as in Engljgh While the

passive participle nrno does not occur in Hebrew as far as we
know still by taking it heie as a passive participle we get the

right expression inadmissible premises The term rnTRJ occurs

in a Hebrew version of Mgazah s Mokapd al Falasifah as the

translation of the Arabic and ^ both of which, to judge

from the context, aie to be vocalized as the passive

and 1 In two other versions the same Arabic terms are

translated by the passives mSrnpD and Cf Mafca$id al

Falasifah I, p 68 J (^LJI jAyh)

^ Jy Uj£ V ul Uj fUl ^ ^
Anonymous tianslation, MS Jewish I heological Seminar}', Adler

398 [read o:>rnj imti p mro -in dm nw«i vrr dm
Anonymous translation, MS Adlei 978 nin^l HT DM
ODHP mtaipD DT m Vdm Isaac Albalag s translation MS ibid

Adler 131 TmWi p twbw> ptf nwKi VT 1H See use of

m quotation from Isaac ben Shem fob s second supercom

mentary on the Intermediate Physics above n 1, p 395

43 Cf Physics I 7

44 This criticism has been anticipated by Narboni in his super

commentary on the Intermediate Physics I u, 2, 2 "Shouldst

thou say that our contention that principles must be known is

true indeed according to him who maintains that the principles

are finite but accotding to him who believes that the principles

are infinite, they' need not necessarily be known quite the con

trary, they cannot be known, inasmuch as the infinite is not
comprehended by knowledge—the answer is as follows Aristotle s

statement that the principles must be known is ba~ed upon his

belief that in order to know a thing perfectly it is necessary to

know it according to its causes and principles, as we have stated

at the beginning of this work 1

wrpn n myrr rw main zrnrp rr^nnmp widkp no n ki

wvmr a* in1 kV n aa rthtitimfi ten? bin n a on m^nnna
nin \a Tpn n :uw no o niym 'nn nbv a"w Vsk myrr
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rmbpo yni vh T3W 'sV myn 3i me? 3 irr m^nnm» m«e? hop ^ n

3303 n^nna U3dkp idd i ni^n/m i mock y3v«? nm
The same question has also been raised and answered in an

anonymous supercommentary on the Intermediate Physics I n 2

2 fol 99v (MS Adler 1744)
u ‘But the principles must be

known ' Who has told you that the principles of being must be

known? We answer that the reason underlying this statement is

the view that nature does nothing in vain for inasmuch as nature

has implanted m us a desire to compi ehend all things and these

things cannot be comprehended by us except through their causes

and principles it follows that the principles must be known
H

*3 3 H myn1 rrvrt m^nnnn 'd qV 3 n o i m 3 in1 m^nmn hox

yvrb p$n U3 im ten '3 rbmh 333 npy' vb j?3tirw no nm wn naon

n^nnn p ok omVnnm omooo ok 3 pi cn 1

? feu k 1

? o 33331 a 3333 fe

myn1 m nm? 3 nn 1

Shem tob Ibn Shem {ob in his supercommentary on the Inter-

mediate Physics^ loc ett , answers Ciescas as follows It is for

this reason that Rabin Ihn Hasdai raised here an objection, argu-

ing that it is a begging of the question foi he who believes that

the principles are infinite claims that the principles are unknown
Either one of two answers miy be given First Aristotle is

addressing himself here to a man of good sense Now it has al

ready been demonstrated in Book \ I of this work that when we
are deprived of the knowledge of something we have a longing

for it, and no sooner do we come into the possession of that knowl

edge than the longing disappears Hence we do know tint we
have a knowledge of the principles inasmuch as that knowledge

causes our longing for it to disappear {Second], or we may answer

it m this way, which indeed is something very subtle Aristotle

will first force the ancients to admit that they possess a knowledge

of things, and then he will use their admission as an argument m
their own confutation For they claim that because the existent

objects are infinite, the principles must be infinite Thus we
do know that the principles are infinite, and this perforce, con-

stitutes a kind of knowledge But, then, if, as they claim, the

principles are infinite they could not have that knowledge

i&m 30 nn 01333 Vy n:nyo http 33ni xnm 1 33n nppn niVi

mnwn 33 inn \h nr rvh\ jnjrrr y« mVnnrrw 3Dik n 33 mfennnp
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two unit*® nswa nson nra a tnoi bay 'jya ay a? ltaonN® tn
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A veiled refutation of Crescas criticism is also found in Isaac

ben Shem lob a second supercommentary on the Intermediate

Physics loc cit
1 He who is inclined to be skeptical may raise

here a doubt and contend against the first argument, wherein
Aristotle states that principles must be known, that it is a beg
gmg of the question inasmuch as the opponent disputes its truth,

for he who maintains that the principles are infinite claims that
they cannot be known "

na D’^icncD nit ton® no® nivwnn myon ud tout peo1® psooV tt»

p!?ine>i p^ino min Vy runyo rw myiT nr in® a in mWinnn !?3n
Vya vta |T ni^nnnn® tdint® nn a nn Vya v^y [Cambridge MS

Aiyrn nmn® t®sn vta Kin® tdn’ ,n'^an

Two indirect answers to this criticism, one like the answer given
by Shem-tob Ibn Shem fob are found in Isaac ben Shem tob’s
first supercommentary on the Intermediate Physics, loc at “The
principles must be known, that is to say, inasmuch as the knowl
edge of anything becomes complete by a comprehension of its

causes and principles, and, furthermore, inasmuch as many of
the existent things are known to us, consequently we are bound
to admit that we have a knowledge of their principles Or we may
say that any agent who performs a certain thing must have a
knowledge of all the principles out of which he has produced the
thing Gersonides, however, explains it in another way "

vnuD ny’Ta na^»i th ^aa ny'Tn® ,b t niyw ru’Tin® aMin>
niannnn yn® a in' uVxn niyvr mteaun p nan® tin a ni .vni^rtnm
ni7nnnn Va yr» a”irr nan Vyu’® Vyia *?a® 'sh nih nta oyun® tow in

tin oyo na K<an [laVanvi b nm toti win n®y' ddo®

45 This is an argument against the rejection of an infinite neutral
element See above p 348, n 61 The reason given by Averroes is

that an element in so far as it is an element must possess qualities
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different from those of other elements Crescas contention is that

the unqualified and foimless infinite element would be the sub

stratum of the four elements into which they would ne\er ha\e

to be resolved

46 Cf De Caelo l, 3

47 I e the argument that sublunar substances would be de-

stroyed by the infinite, does not obtain if an infinite existed

outside the world of the four elements which is the view held by
the Pythagoreans See abox e n 7

48 This question is discussed byNarboni in his supercommentary

on the Intermediate Physics III m 4 2 We may object to this

by arguing that the assumption of an n finite body does not neces

sardy require that the infinite should occupy all the room in all the

three directions for by assuming the infinite element to be a

magnitude infinite onlv in length but not m breadth there will be

room for the other elements even if we say that such an infinite

magnitude exists To this we answer that such an assumption is

untenable For we observe that when a body increases by natural

gi owth it increases in all its directions By the same token if we
assume an infinite magnitude it will have to be infinite in all its

directions Hence there will be no room for any other element

y nn' n 33 cm nnr#> toru oi Wo cammV oipn n t nV d m
mm nm Wu ana* unn dw tb nWsn m*sn *?d Wdd tt®
o'-KtW mpn n y nas n nn Stu rxd ® notw D$m nnn W

v*wp Wa nox rm “um new mru xm s
1

? tpbr 'nW iw an*? a w
hW 3K3’ nm mtnp n an tt» wn d inonw Wu towed d hi

inW DipO TH

Cf Averroes Epitome of the Phvstcs III* p 10b That the

infinite must be assumed to be infinite in all its directions is made
clear by him by the following argument Inasmuch as a body is

that which extends in all the three dimensions, it must necessarily

follow that if any thing is assumed to be infinite qua body that it

must be infinite in all its directions For if one of its dimensions

were supposed to be finite then infinity will be only an accident

of that body and not essentially necessary for the same reasoning

that makes it possible for that one dimension qua dimension to
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be either finite or infinite must equally apply to all the other

dimensions Hence the infinite must necessarily be infinite in all

directions

thud *n nn map Son nb:>n bya nba rmw anno Kin© obitfi

a nn n©Wn apnntn b;>a i»an Kin own n n© maya nDK© iod

Van n bsn bya 'nbn rrn © ow am© noa n San A pw ran qk nnrra

mpD3 ib n bm nnjn mn did nnta n ban ib ©'© ran “»wo d map
Kb m n bana pma Kin© no nxo nnn pma by pn *a man vibai

rvban bya *nba tu«w mana a«nrp mbi o’pnnan ba by p rvban

nop baa

Gersomdes paraphrases Averroes passage in his commentary

on the Epitome of the Physics
,
loc cit ,

as follows '1 hat a body

assumed to be infinite must be infinite in all its three dimensions

may be shown in this way If a body is assumed to be infinite

qua its being a body and it is a body qua its three dimensions, it

follows that it must be infinite m every one of its dimensions For

if one of its dimensions were assumed to be finite then infinity

would be only an accident of the body and not essentially neces

sary since to assume the contrary, i e
,
that infinity were essen

tially necessary, would imply that the body is infinite qua its

being a body, and hence it would necessarily have to be infinite

in all its dimensions Furthermore the very same nature of the

body which makes it necessary for it to be infinite in one of its

dimensions will also make it necessary for it to be infinite m its

other dimensions, for the same reasoning must hold true for all

the dimensions Conversely, the very same nature of the body
which makes it necessary for it to be finite in one of its dimen
sions will also make it necessary for it to be finite in the other

dimensions
”

n©b©n D'pmn baa n aa rrrv© n an wun rmn « ,nw Kin© Dbw
d©3 Him an am© run n 22 awn ~n ok© nn isn ms nKino nr ran
,o'pnnnD nnn baa n 22 m © nmno kw raoao Kin apm n©b© Kin© non
prt-on 'nbai nnpon ib mbann nnyn nn d pmn p nnnn n a ran ok© nnm HDD naa rrm© anno nn ’nran lb ivbann myn rrn ok©
n'bann nyn lb a”rr raw yatn >3 myi rpm baa n an nn © amm nrbi

nn« owwi >a emwwn D'pnnn mbann nnyn ib a”n» wn Q’pnnn “inna

ivbann ib a”m qhd nn*u mbann ib a^m© ynon© 'ran 2 a nt "(©m

o’nwwa
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Cf also Isaac ben Shem t°b $ first supercommentary on the

Intermediate Physics III m, 4, 2 'An objection may be raised

that his statement that an infinite body must be infinite in all its

directions is not true of a natural body qua its being natural which

is here the subject of our investigation, for in the case of a natural

body qua its being natural one body may differ from another and
in the same body one dimension may differ from another, and this

indeed must be due to its being a natural body and not simply a

body*—for if the equality of dimensions were true also of a natural

body, then all bodies would be equal in their dimensions and all

those dimensions would be of equal size In the same way we may
argue here that this body under consideration qua its being

natural will have its length infinite while its breadth may still be

finite To this we answer that e\en though what has been said is

true and that m natural bodies qua their being natural the dimen

sions may differ from each other, that difference will be only

relative that is to say, even though in natural bodies qua their

being natural one body may differ from another, still any given

difference between them must be relative to the other difference

between them *

wnp nun am tmn vb nre> nwp-i
1

? m iprno tea nm
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49 Cf De Caelo I, 3

Similarly Bruno argues against Aristotle that the infinite would

have neither weight nor lightness Cf De l Infimto Umverso et

Mondt II, p 328, 1 24, also p 335, 1 12 De Immense et Innu-

merabthbus II, iv

50 The printed editions as well as all the MSS read here IDipDtf

wnnyp nor mn, its place is the surface of its concawiy But this is

impossible, for it does not agree with any of the views on this
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question reproduced below mn 54 I have therefore ventured to

emend the text b> introducing the word ixo It will be noted that

inmyp nap is fittingly counterbalanced by inuuaj nxai

51 Hebrew inn nyp Abo\e <p 188 1 6) Crescas uses the adject

ne nnyp We should thercfoie expect heie the form vmnpp
But nnn^p IS used b> him latei (p 196 I 9) and the same foun

also occurs in Ermtnah Ramah I, vi, p 28

52 As for the special meaning of the term centie DID used in

this connection see below n 70

53 Hebrew mu'ni B> analog* of the Biblical }n> and the

Post-Biblical pa) we should expect heie VlW But the

MSS read here VTirni with which was in the Ferrata edition

is practically in agreement Similarly later (p 196, I 2) the form

mnas is used Some MSS read there m mi

54 The implication of this statement that according to Aristotle

there is a difference between the outermost sphere and the other

spheres as to their places needs some qualification, for it touches

upon a controversial point Aristotle himself has only the follow

mg general statements on the subject And some things indeed

are in place essentially as for instance, e^ery body which is

moveable either according to lation, or according to increase is

essentially somewhere But heaven {ovpavbs) is not, as we have
said, anywhere totally, nor in one ceitain place since no body
comprehends it but so far as it is moved, so far its parts (poplois)

are m place foi one part adheres to another But othei things

are in place accidentally as for instance soul and the heaven

(obpavbs) for all the parts are in a certain respect in place since

in a circle one part comprehends another (Ph\sic$ IV, 5, 212b,

7-13) Aristotle s commentators are divided in their opinion as

to the meaning of this passage The cause of their disagreement

seems to he in the vagueness of the term ovpavbs which might
refer (a) to the universe (t6 irav) as a whole mentioned previously

b> Aristotle, or (b) to the outermo&t sphere, the paits thereof

thus meaning the inner spheres or (c) to all the spheres mdivi
viduaily The discussion is reproduced in the texts accompanying
this note It will be noted that it is only one interpretation that
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of Themistius, which makes the distinction, implied here m
Crescas statement between the outermost sphere and the inner

spheres According to \lexander ^phrodisiensis the outermost

sphere which he believes to be immovable, is not in place at all

According to Avempace and Avenoes, all the spheies without

distinction have the centre as thelr place, though the former

calls it essentnl place and the Salter calls it accidental place

The following texts are illustrative of this note as well as of the

succeeding notes

Averrocs Intermediate Physics IV 1 1, 9, in which only his

own view and that of Avemp tee are given

As for the umvocal applicability of this definition of place to

all bodies that have locomotion is something w hich is not so clear

For if place is the limit of the surrounding body then e\er> bod>

which has some other hod} e> ternal to itself is, as Aristotle mam
tains in place But as it is only the rectilinear!} mov ing sublunar

elements that require the existence of something external to them

selves would that I knew what is the place of those bodies which

have by nature cucular motion [and hence do not require the

existence of something external to themselves), as e g the

celestial bodies'*

Aristotle, however, solves this difficult} by say mg that a body

which is endowed with circular motion, as, e g ,
the celestial

bodies is moved only with reference to its parts in consequence

of which it is not necessary to look for a place for the whole of it

but only for its parts This is a rather plausible explanation Still

the following inquiry is rather pertinent Those parts which are

considered to be moved essential!} in the circularly moving celes

tial spheres must inevitably have as their place either the con-

vexity of a spherical body about which the spheie of which they

are parts revolves or the concavity of a spherical body which

encloses the sphere of which they are parts from without If we
assume that the place of the parts of the celestial sphere is the

concavity of another surrounding sphere, then it will follow that

every such sphere will have to be surrounded by another sphere,

and this will go on ad infinitum It is therefore necessary to as

sume one of the following alternatives, namely either we must

say that not every body that has locomotion is in place or we
must say that the place of the circularly moving celestial spheres
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is the comexity of their respective internal spheres about which

they revoh e But the first alternative must certainly be dismissed

as false Hence the second alternative must be accepted

Evidence for this (Rest of paragraph is quoted below m
n 7°)

Hence it is generally true that place is the limit of that which

surrounds, but in the case of the rectilinearly moving sublunar

elements the surrounding body is from without and in the case

of the circularly moving celestial spheres the surrounding body

is from within

That the centre must be something separate (Rest of

paragraph is quoted below in n 70)

It cannot be contended (Rest of paragraph quoted below

in n 72)

But the universe as a whole is not m place except in so far as

its parts are m place This is what Aristotle has meant by saying

that it is in place accidentally For a thing is said to be in place

potentially or actually
,
essentially or accidentally Now the uni

verse is not in place actually
,
inasmuch as there is nothing which

surrounds it from without Nor is it in place potentially
,
mas

much as there is no possibility that such a body surrounding it

from without will ever come into existence Still less is it in place

essentially Hence it must be in place accidentally But to say

that something exists accidentally may mean two things First,

with reference to some accidental property, as when we say, for

instance, that the white man is a physician, if the physician hap

pens to be white Second, with reference to a part of the thing,

as when we say, for instance, that the man sees, when as a matter

of fact only a part of him sees, namely his eye It is evident, then,

that the universe is not in place accidentally m the sense that it

happens to be a quality of a thing which is in place essentially

Hence, we are bound to say that it is in place because its parts

are m place Aristotle, however, uses terms rather loosely, some
times applying the term accidental in a general sense and some
times in a specific sense

What we have just stated wifh regard to the place of the circu

larly moving celestial spheres represents the view held by Avem
pace and before him by Alfarabi namely, that they exist in place

essentially, their place being their [so called] centre (see below
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n 70) Accordingly the term place is used in an analogical spnse

with reference to the celestial spheres and with reference to the

sublunar elements endowed with rectilinear dimensions

It seems, however that it would be truer to say that the celes

tial spheres, whose place is the [so called! centre which they

enclose, are only accidentally in place, /or that which is in place

essentially must be surrounded by its place and not vice versa

surrounding it The surrounding limit corresponds to the sur

rounded limit But it is only accidentally that a surrounding body
is said to exist m that which is surrounded Vy it so that when a
certain body, as, e g the celestial spheres, does not exist in a
bod> that surrounds it, it is not in place essentially, it is in place

only by virtue of its existing in that which is surrounded by it,

but that means being in place accidentally This is the \iew of

Aristotle Avempace, however does not see the homonymy
between the place of the circularly moving celestial spheres and
the corresponding place of the rectilinearly moving sublunar

elements

Inasmuch as a thing is said to be in place accidentally on ac-

count of its existing in something which is in place essentially

this must be the case of the celestial spheres m their relation to

their (so called] centre (see below n 7Q), the (so called] centre

itself being in place essentially This according to my opinion,

is the meaning of Aristotle s statement that the heaven is in place

accidentally that is to say, it exists in the elements which are in

place essentially, for when a thing is said to be m place on account

of its parts it is not the same as when a thing is said to be in place

accidentally

This interpretation agrees with what appears to be the opinion

of the author as well as with the truth itself
*
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In his Long Commentary on the Physics, loc at
,
m his exposi

tion of the vanous interpretations of the Aristotelian passage

Averroes reproduces also the view of Themistius which is of par

ticular importance for us here as we shall find allusions to it m
Crescas We quote parts of it here from the Latm translation

Themistius vero elicit respondendo quod corpus cotleste non

estm loco secundum totum sed secumlum partes scilicet secundum
orbes quos continet imximus orbis sed quia corpus

aitissimum v g orbis stellarum fixarum non contmetur ab

aliquo concessit quexi hoc coipus est m loco propter suas paites

mtnnsecas tantum, scilicet quae sunt in concavo eius (p

Hlrbva) Cf rhemistvus in Physica (ed Schenkl) p 120

Et etiam secundum exposi tionun Thenustn cum Anstoteles

dicit quod coclum est m loco per accidens intendit quod alterum

codoium est m loco s orbium et dlud quod apud Anstotelem

attubuitur ahem propter suam partem est aliud ab eo quod

attubuitur ahem per xccvdens et ideo omnibus expositorihus ut

dicit Themistius, dispUcet ut coelum sit m loco per accidens et

dicunt ipsum esse in loco secundum partes (p 141vb )

Narbom on the Kauncanot ha Ptlosofim III Motion probtbly

based on Avert oe*i I ong Commentar> on the Phystcs gi\es a

complete account of all the views

Know that Averroes in the Phvstcs has discussed five views

with regard to relation of place to the heavens We shall bueflv

restate their essential points

First, the place of the outermost sphere is the potential vacuum
[which exists outside the world! This view is to be rejected with

the rejection of a vacuum
Second the view of Alexander, according to which the outer

most sphere has no motion and does not exist in place for it does

not change its place nor is it divisible in consequence of which its

parts cannot be described as having motion, and so it does not

exist in place

Third, the view of Themistius according to which the outer-

most sphere has motion with reference to its parts but not with

reference to its whole that is to sa> , the celestial body as a whole

[is m place) on account of the individual spheres, all of which are

in place with the exception of the outermost sphere As for the

outermost sphere it is in place on account of its concave parts
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which are m place, for the convexity of the sphere which is within

it, being enclosed by it> equal to it and separate from it, is in place

essentially, and is the subject of the outermost sphere Aristotle s

statement that the heaven is in place accidentally is to be explained

by the fact that that which is said to be in place on account of its

parts is not in true place

Fourth, the view of Avempace, namely, that the place of a

sphere qua its being a sphere is the convexity of the object which

occupies a place withm it and about which it revolves, and that

Aristotle s definition of place as a surroundings equals separate

hmtt must be understood with reference to the rectihnearly mov
ing sublunar elements to mean an external limit but with reference

to the celestial sphere an internal limit If some of the celestial

spheres happen to be also [externally] surrounded [by other

spheres!, it is to be considered only as an accident According to

this view, the outermost sphere is moved essentially and is in

place essentially

The fifth view is that of A\erroes, and it is composed of the

views of Themistius and Avempace From Avempace he borrows

the view that the fact that most of the circularly moving celestial

spheres happen to be [externally] surrounded by other spheres

should be considered only as an accident From Themistius he

borrows the view with regard to the outermost sphere, namely,

that the convexity of the [so called] centre (cf below n 70) should

be considered as the place only of the concave surface of the

sphere which surrounds it, for it is only that concave surface

which the centre equals and not the surrounding sphere in its

entirety

Thus, according to Averroes interpretation, the natural bodies

are in the opinion of Aristotle of three kinds First, those which
exist m place per se

t
namely, the rectihnearly moving sublunar

elements Second, those which are m place per accidens
7
namely

circularly moving celestial spheres Third, those which are in

place on account of their parts, namely, the universe as a whole

Themistius, however, considers the case of the [outermost]

celestial sphere as similar to that of the universe as a whole
**

*opji awn moon dtp pyz mjn von yaw *»o n»n p >3 jm
now ar’jy nm
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mpn bma boa Him dm 'mi hv jurpi cnporw p®tnn

urn 3 ,oipca u> hi yyuno in h pxpi oiv® nwabn njn nil 'xn

oipos uth nrbi nyura p oi o pbm min’ nb nrbi pbrov nbi ioipo i do

’3\o®i oiv b i ibaa nb vpbna yyuno toi® dvjooh nyi mn ,'vhvn

rpbri® 'ibo jixpn dhi jixpi nabo oipoa ipbn® noa toipoo Him bbaa

wnn tom bian men 13 »pva invu t®h b)bn miuaj >3 mpsa o viapn

’jbo iHin' i®x
|
hi -npoa oipo3 own® tox ujo mo oxys oipaa Him

'nox oipoa ton i pbn

’Inal ton -ms ton non man oip&w tom -oaun njn hvi 'y 3~n

m® i’pD n’ban kv®3 oipoa 100 ix nw aucr vby -wk 13 ooipon

nxp VI QX®1 Q 1330 111331 firiB H1TB3 TVI 05713 pi® ’W1 Via)

oxya yyuno pxpi bibn mn on!? np npo m o Dpio o d Den o’onn

,
oxya oipo ibi

ion 13 to oi’ooon nyio 33110 hvi nen |3 njn hv ,®iorn njnrn

np 1 «jpio ini n ib mp® kh npo oddo yyunon® 10313x0 np’ ton *3

’313p1 no®1

? pi oipo ll’H D101 ’11133® Hvn |!X’p3 now? 10 Pl'ooono

t]’pon bbsb xb nob ib m® hv *3 1 by «i’pono

0ipD3 I'O D'3’0 n®b® lBD’TK bxX D ’J13B1 0 0®11® 1®1 13 nyi 3 K .IV

i pbn 'iso oipos i'0) o"ai3Di ccn mpoa Dip»3 poi o'i®n dii nxj>a

obiyi bo vn
obijn bbob «0’0®n qtv od®o m®’ Dvooam

In the Epitome of the Physics IV, p l('b, Avcrroes mentions

still another view, that of Avicenna ‘ Avicenna s statement with

reference to circular motion that it is not in place at all but only

in position is past my understanding I surmise that he meant

thereby that circular motion is translation from one position to

another without .changing places as a whole If this is what he

meant, it is true enough But if he meant to say that circular

motion is in position itself, that is to say, in the category of post

tion then it is not true, for position has no existence but in place

Furthermore, we shall show that there can be no motion at all in

position
'

3X33 XV QlDKl bbs DipD3 flJ’X KV *®H tl’313Dn Hjnm Xl*0 J3K 10X01

vboO 3X3 bx 3X33 pnjMl XV® .1(3 PIXT® 13 319TIX1 VIH J’3H xb TOI

nnyun *3 inib nxi dhi jidx ton run ir mn dhi nbbss oipon I’bm®

3X3.1 13 o”pm® nsD inn v jidx ith run 10x0,1 hv t®h ,«?£» axD3

) bbo nyun u |’« axon *3 1X3) tv p an ,mpon hv

Cf Proposition VI, p 504 n <5
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Gersonides supercommentary on the Intermediate Phystcs
, loc

at 'Sx> s Levi It seems that Aristotle s statement reads only that

the sphere is in place accidentally This term sphere was taken

by Avempace to reftr to the universe as a whole, and the reason

foi his taking it in that sen^e is because he believes that [every

individual] celestial sphere is in place essentially Averroes on

the other hand, accoiding to m> understanding of his discussion

befoie us took the word spheie in Aristotle to mean that [every

individual] celestial spheie is in place accidentally Foi were

Aristotle s own statement explicit on this point, Avempace would

not have understood from it that eveiy [individual] celestial

sphere is m place essentially
’

ton
]
am -npaa oipaa nronp win -mw nm nV non

o
1 awn* 'sb )m -v -m 1 bbx byn Vra anon nr mnp
dtw -town nrD aww no rsfc

i
in n 3 rinw Diyn mpoa d &un

to ]
an n n k

1

? mao nr w -w n n mptn mpan wwi
osyn 0 wi to n rro wik tdnbo

Isaac ben Shem (:ob's first supercommentary on the Xnlerme

(hale Phystcs loc at Averroes says 1 he meaning of Aristotle s

statement that the spheie is in place accidentally is as we shall

set foith All the commentators however, agiec that Aristotle

did not say explicitly that tho universe as a whole is in place

accidentally for weie it so theic would have been no ioom for the

disagreement between Avempace and Averroes as will appeal m
this chapter What seems to be the case is that Ari totle said that

the sphere is in place accidentalh which teim sphere is taken

by Avempace to mean the universe where is according to Averroes

it means the individual celestial spheres

rm &-©»? m3 mpaa oipca mia? nana luontf jto tw tow
oypm m ASm »w» ton b wtk» to ton orero&n Sna

bin pnan rua T*n 0 u>a ton \\ tour ua trphn vn vh a w -npoa
ton toaiaw -npna Dipna «n iruto to« icdd ntnw to

Wwn toil? -id* ton p otnyn toi^>

The following statements seems to reflect the view ofAlexander

Joseph Albo in IJfbanm II 17 'For the uppermost sphere is

the absolute above and it has been shown that it is not in place,

inasmuch as there is no other body outside of it to surround it

but this is based upon the view of Aristotle, who says
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that the universe as a whole is not m place inasmuch as there is

nothing outside of it to surround it

rmn pa oipoa u np ntorm ttWn&a nh ]i Wwn vw
'D ntmn w nn njn Vy in «n *ir^ rVs n ^ p thr ow ^

u *)p nrrn rnnn pw *£>V oipoa u « oVijn

Ctrart II 6 Hie uppermost sphere carries the whole and
has no place

1 b mpr>
|
m fcn urn p ^>jn W?m

55 This, as may be recalled is one of the tentative definitions

of place advanced b\ Aristotle See above p 155 n SO Ac-

cording to Crescas interpretation following that of Averroes

this definition identifies place with the vacuum (rvi^n see above

p 357,11 801 And so subsequently m the course of his discussion

Crescas keeps on teferring to place under this definition as being

identical with the vacuum ( urn)

56 Refers to Aristotle s at guinea t that if place were the interval

of the body an object would have an infinite number of places

and place would be movable and exist m other places See above

p 155

57 That is to say there is no reason to assume that the interval

of the bodv would have to move together with the body If the

interval was place it would remain unmoved just as the place of

Aristotle s definition

This argument has been refuted by Shem tob Ibn Shem tob in

his supercommentary on the Intermediate Phvsus IV l 8 B>'

this we may answer the objection raised b\ Rabbi Ibn Hasdai

who argues as follows What mikes it impossible to argue thit

just as you, who define place as the limit of the surrounding body

say that when a body is withdrawn fiom its place that phee is

left behind it intact while the body is translated to another place

so also would say those who identify place with the dimensions

that when a body is withdrawn from its place those dimensions

which constituted its former phee are left behind it and the

object assumes new dimensions which become its new place And
the same will happen to any of its parts Furthermore we observe

that even when a body is removed from a vessel, the dimensions

between the extremities of the vessel are left behind When the
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expression occupying a place
,
however, is well undeistood, the

difficulty disappears of itself We may state the answer as fol

lows When a body, (e g ,
water), is lodged in dimensions and

fills them up, those dimensions must of necessity be occupied and

absorbed by that body [of waterj and by all the parts of the water

m the vessel, for weic it not so, would that I knew where they gof

Similarly, the contention that the dimensions are observed to

remain in the original place of the vessel after the vessel has been

removed to another place, will be rejected by them as inconsis

tent with their view, for they will contend that the dimensions

do not remain behind but must rather be removed with the vessel

by which they have been occupied and absorbed '

ioo» yaion noi tori nr Vy poo -km ’men
j
am pau Vy aiw nrai

d tow ann ’a 'I’pon am n Van impo nvt nwa D»n» tr-m ontw

Vn pnyj uni ov tobji a”p mm oipan non wipoo own pnyi nwto a

o’pnion n n laipoo own pnyj mto a o pmon ’Vya mom p tor Dipo

D’pVmo nna Va pi aipo iV 1 m d inn o pmo waVi nVnna ioipo on new

mxp pa D’pmon toyj rww own pnyj maw 1 eyn ’a riRm ur ’a nyi

ro twrow 'oV nn npyo pom Voa rmen n«r pin twro Vam ’Van

D’yVan ima o pmon I'tw man nmna a”in cwir sVoi o’pmoa own

urw noi on rs « ymi ]ir ’& p rV dw ’Vaa tor o on ’pVn Vaai nana

Vioano a j nr ’Van pnyn nn« o'pmo aw rwjw ’Van mpoa own
mam 'Van doji ipnyjw an a’ ini Q’pmo ow itrw v a«in m rw ,omac>V

ia lyVan ma naaw 'mR

It has been forestalled by Gersonides in his supercommentary
on the Intermediato Physics, loc at "This objection cannot be

raised against our view, for we maintain that it is the vessel, i e ,

the place of the water, that is translated and that the water is

only accidentally translated with it Essentially the water always

remains at rest within the vessel, never leaving its place, which
place, as defined, is the limit of the body that surrounds it The
water and its parts thus never move essentially, for they are al

ways in a place which is part of the place of the occupied vessel
’’

enpo mn im ’Vans tow wnw nn ,psoi nt \b a”ntv «V nrw osom

hVw tsr 'Vaa oxya ta’ru cram nnpaa o’an ioy ipnyn pnyj wn n’an

,<wya lyyun' vpVm o'onw rV oa >ypon can rvVan mm oopa wo*
.nVon ’Van tnpana pVn wn oipoa cm ’cV
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It has been adopted by Joseph Albo in Ifrbanm II, 17 This
impossibility will indeed follow if the dimensions ’were capable

of motion, but if we say that they are incapable of motion, and

that it is only the body and its parts that are moved from one

set of dimensions to another, this impossibility will not follow

at all
9

o yjmno dpw to dh Vaa d yyuna d prrn i n dk hi y'rro nn
VVs Vvsn hid hV o'pmo Vk d pmoD d yyotdh on i pVm cmrran

58 Similarly Bruno argues that Aristotle's definition of place

does not apply to the place of the outermost sphere Cf Dt (
¥

In

finito Untverso el Mondt I, p 309, 1 16 ff ,
De Immense et Innu-

merabthbus I, vi, p 221 ff

59 Here again Crescas argues from Thermstms interpretation,

according to which the places of the inner spheres are the concave

surfaces of the spheres which respectu ely surround them, whereas

the place of the outermost spheie is the centre' round which it

rotates He therefore calls the places of the inner spheres essen

tial whereas that of the outermost sphere accidental No such

distinction exists accoiding to the other interpretations of Ans
totle See above n 54

60 In this argument Crescas will try to show that even the places

of the sublunar elements cannot meet all the three conditions

which are considered by Aristotle as essential of place namely,

surrounding (*ypa, tcepux°*v) the object, equal (nw, faros) to tt*

and separate (Vim, xupwrfc) from it Cf Physics IV, 4, 210b f

34 ff and 211a, 24 ff

61 Hebrew oxya The term oxya is used here advisedly For

some parts are moved essentially with the whole while others are

moved only accidentally The former is true of homogeneous bod

les, the latter of heterogeneous bodies, as for instance, to use Ans
totle’s own illustration, the parts of the body and the nail in a

ship (Cf Physics IV, 4) Speaking here of the simple elements,

Crescas emphasizes the essentiality of the motion of its parts

In order to understand the argument Crescas is about to ad-

vance, we must quote here the particular passage in Aristotle

against which it seems to be directed “And that which is con-
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tmued is not indeed moved in, but together mth it but that

which is divided is moved wtk it And whether that which con

tarns is moved or whether it is not, it is not the less moved

Further still
f
when it is not dmded, it is sud to be as a pait in

the whole as for instance sight in the e>e, or the hand in the

bod) but when it is divided or touches it is said to be as in place

as for instance water in a wmc \essel or v me in an earthen ves

sel For the hand is moyed together with the bod)
,
and the water

m the wme vessel (Physics IV 4, 211a, 34—2 lib 5)

1 he implication of this passage is that ever> pai t of air for

instance by virtue of its being part of something continuous and

homogeneous is moved essentially with the whole and exists in

the whole not ns in place but as part in the whole Crescas will

hence imestigatc as to what js to be the place of that part

62 Hebrew p'DYi rmny Cf De Caelo IV, 3, 310b, 10-12 It is

to its like (ojjioiov) that a body moves when it moves to its own
place For the successive members of the senes are like one an

other, water I mean, is like air and air like fire Cf also Aver
roes Epitome of the Physics IV

, p 14a For place is that toward

which the bodies move according to a desire, when they are out

of it, and> having attained it rest in it according to an agreeable

ness and likeness

u&d pn ) "i 12110 ipwnn ix v
1

?* d'oth )pny' im an mpwn o
ivmm ^ naan uno *0 imn Set below n 69

As for the meaning of many throughout: this passage judged

by its linage m the passage TO nVyan 2nTT pp
r\ pin ptm many iV Tn nia it is to be taken in the sense of

agreeablettess fitness
,
smtdbihty , and seems to be u«ed by Crescis

as synonymous with mnt«n Cf above n 8

Were it not for that particular passage one would be tempted
to take it m the sense of mixture \ e the 'mutual transforms

non of the elements mto each other Cf els &XX>jXa pera/SoXt}

m De Generatwne et Cormptiont 11,4 331a 11 It is m this sense

that the term ynp is used in the following passage of Averroes*

Ppilome of the Meteorology I (MS Bibhoth&que Nationale, Cod
Heb 918 fol 74r~v Latin, fol 404r-v) It is also manifest in

the De Gtneranont et Corrupttone that the elements exist one
within another according to mixture and proximity But
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as for fire it seems that in its own place it is simpler than all the

other elements for the other elements have a certain weight in

their own place as has been shown in De Caelo (cf above n 23)

and consequently are mixed with one another but as they have

no lightness their mixture with fire is difficult

nxpa anxp rnniDi=j iDsrm Tim isoa p oj itnn

lews mi impM 1w mi in twn obim nmvn ix hyn anjn 12c

i*unis> iod amDipDn no nnzi:> 01!? nnioi p in^ifte 10 3 obo
amym i^p 1 m^p aiV ym nxpn unxp myn pVi oViyn d m'a

63 That is to say ^nstotlt s definition of plate as something

surrounding the object separate from it, and egual to it is incon

sistent with his view that the elements have an affinity to their

proper places

64 As to what ire the proper places of the four elements the

following statement is made bv Mgizali 1 he place of fire is

the internal surface of the moon the place ot air is the internal

surface of fire md the phee of water is the internal surface of

air Kavxtanot Physics On Place ( \faka$ul III pp 246-247)

pkid ’D ^)i nusn 1 inn oipDi -priD m n b&jn ^ pz> imps mi
TiHnD a x>i DLun 0 di mpm

As for the place of earth, which AIgtzah does not mention

there seems to be some confusion

Aristotle himself speaks of earth as moving toward the centre

and of its resting there (De Caelo II, 13, 295b 20 ft) But he does

not explicitly state what the place of the earth is Simplicius

raises the question and argues that it cannot be the centre inas

much as it compiehends nothing On the basis of a pissage in

Physics IV 4 2I2a, 26—28, Simplicius concludes that the place

of earth is the boundary of the bod\ which contains the earth

which body partly consists of water and partly of earth (Cf

Simplicius m P/ratca ed Diels p 58a, 1 ff and Taylors

translation of the Physics p 204 n)

Averroes evidently follows this interpretation and makes the

explicit statement that the place of earth is the inner limit of

water He goes even further to say that earth moves toward that

limit and rests in it Epitome of the Physics IV p 15a-b In

accordance with what is established by ev idence we may assume
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that the lower limits are the limit of water and the limit of air,

for we observe that earth is at rest at the limit of u ater and moves

toward water, and water similarly is at rest at the limit of air and

moves toward air by nature In like manner we may propose

here that the upper limits are the limit of the celestial body and

the limit of fire, the former being {the place] of file and the latter

{the place) of air, as has been shown from their nature in De Cuelo

el Mundo, so that fire moves toward the limit of heaven and lests

there, and similarly water moves toward the limit of fire and rests

there
1

n'Vam o’Di n’Von cn mVoun m Vom ’3 nnjn jmi kiip no 'th nvm

d on jJ3ca qtVk njijwoi a di n 7ora nro pun 'J nuu ’3 ,i'ixn

m Vdai *3 ]t03 y xi )3i j/atiD i a yjmnoi i mn n'Vsro dto )3 aa

”D»zn o»in n Van ojdr ,mn n'^mi) ”»'D»n own irr^sm on rmhyn
o'piy-n D’D»n isoa -warn® no '63 ,1'ik

1

? itwi n nmt e>kS mn
yjmno im na nnn own n^an ^ nyyiano tstwi d nmn i*?k pip

ra ran smn m'pan Vk

The same view is given by Albo in l$kanm II, 17 "And if the

place of the element earth is the surface of the element water

which surrounds it from without ’ pan HO’ Dipo oki

fino no »)’pon D'sn iid' rw ton

As against this, Joseph ibn Zaddik takes the centre to be the

place of earth 'Okim Kafan I, 3, p 15 "Having observed and
studied the nature of the elements, we find that the earth is in

the centre of the universe We know therefoie that its

proper place (ynvi noipD, cf above p 356 n 76) is the centre,

which is a point m the middle of a circle and th it it is therefore

in the middle of the universe IKxo irniD'n *?j? mpm up’itf 'a
1

?!

rmpn mi noonm rb nyn n naipD® nto up nViyn Taco p»n
D^iyn jixotQ K'nsn ^upn psotav Cf below n 77

65 Hebrew WtiKnn In the printed editions and most of the

MSS the reading here as well as later in the expression

^33 DDipaa n« utK nvmnn u pn> k
1

? is mnwrt

If the reading tYlTORn without the definite article, n, is cor

rect, then ntOWl here as well as m the later expression cited is

not to be read mnlKO but rather Mnton that is, wnlttwith the defi-

nite article 7 The term ninlw will then refer to the distinguishing
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or characteristic marks of place from which Aristotle armes at

its definition (see abo\e p 153) The term ms ^ sign
,
mark ,

earmark is used in this sense with reference to place in the fol-

lowing passage of the Kawuanol ha Ptlosofim III On Place,

(Maka$id al Falastfah III p 246) now DipDH nnw noi now OH)

nmo ns ho r m hon rhn oyer hpn rvh ryn v^y aw no

(^U>Ul) nmnnv 'th »]ptfn cnpo Nm nm 'Dim non wi oe/in

run (^t,yUi) nviwi am« n kxcup no boi u rnKxoi nnsran nyinwi

oipo mn

66 The text here is unceitam

MSS ^*11 prud vnpno u re dr -mi p 'yxoan pSnn dsoh)

H\n oki non ien ninwn i
1

? ter ’yuan

MSS i k a read ya&n wpoo ure oh mi p yxmn p*?m mom
rh oki iibkp mnutnn A cr -ver

MS i reads rnpoo hwv ak ichm r<? tvh p jncntn p*?m oaoni

Kin DKi non ten nvnwn ^ nrw yarn

MS x reads impDj Kn* ok kS *i inn p yxam p^m cloki

Ktn dki nOK tbw mvtn \h "wk id
1

? 'yam VHpoa u ke ok no*? yam
Pnnted editions and MSS o J read 1UCT p 'yx&m pWn tXDHl

n»K nmn \h tor 'yam unpoa vrw ok yam wpoa wro n« oVoi kS

KVl OKI 110K

I have adopted the last reading, with the exception of nmm,
and understand the passage to argue as follows

Take the element air, for instance Its place as a whole is the

concave surface of fire 1 his place indeed meets all the conditions

It is surrounding equals and separate Furthermore, it is the

proper and natural place of air, for there is a likeness between

them But then take any part of air from anywhere m the middle

That part of air will never move tn the w hole air but will always

move with it (see above n 61) Consequently that part of air

will never reach the concave surface of fire it will always be sur^

rounded by air in which it will exist as part in the whole (see above

n 61)

CrescaS now raises the following question According to Ans
totle's definition of place, where does the part of an element say

the part of fire, exist? Does it exist m a place which is natural to

it or does it exist in an unnatural place and out of its own natural
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place? He seems to think that neither of these altern itives is

possible He does not tell us, how e\ er, why it cannot be assumed

to exist out of its natural place He tells us only that it cannot

be assumed to exist in its natural place, and for this, too, he states

the reason rather bnefl> asserting only that, under this assump

tion, the place of the part will differ from the place of the whole

without telling us how they would differ We must therefore try

to reason the matter out for ourselves The argument in full may
be restated ns follows

A The part of air cannot be assumed to exist outside of its

natural place For if it existed outside its natural place, it would

move in the whole as m place and not with the whole as part of

it for when elements are out of then natural place they tend to

mo\e tow aid it But accoiding to Aristotle the elements are

homogeneous substances and any pait of the elements mo\es with

the whole as part of the whole and notm the whole as an object

in place (see abo\e n 61) Hence the part of air cannot be as

sumed to exist outside its natural place

B Nor can the part of air be assumed to exist in its natural

place For what would be its natural place'* Two alternatives

are possible (1) The parts of air adjacent to it and surrounding

it (2) The concave suiface of fire which is also the natural place

of the whole air But in case (1) the place of the pait will be

totally different from the place of the whole Furthcrmoie, the

place will not be separate from the object of which it is place In

case (2) while indeed the place of the part will be identical with

the place of the whole, the place will not be equal to the object of

which it is place, and thus the place of the part will diffei m defi

mtion from the place of the whole Thus in either case, the place

of the part will differ in some respect from the place of the whole

This argument seems to be underlying the following passage

m Ifckartfl1 II, 1? This view is obviously false, for as a conse

quent of it he will be compelled to sa> that the place of the part

and that of the whole are different Take for instance, the parts

of fire 1 hey are not surrounded from without by a limit but are

rather surrounded by parts of fiie and air and as the natural place

of the element fire is the concaxity of the lunar sphere, the place

of the whole of firt will thus be different from the place of the part

of fire The same reasoning may be applied also to the other ele
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meats Furthermore he will be compelled to sa> that the elements

abide m their respective places bv compulsion for the natural

place of the element fire is the concavity of the lunar sphere which

is above, and thus all the parts of fiic except those in the prox

unity of the surface of the [lunarj sphere wdl be m their place by
compulsion The same reasoning m iv be applied also to the other

elements

o rbmt> pVm a\p&& mb Vh a' nn 3 mam nraa njm in

0 -nw 0 vk d im d pbn tb* pno q'po n ?3n drb
) n mi 'p*?n 3

'pbi u)pzh 'bmv m rrm bb) njnpa Kin wn to*? ymn tnpcrn

dvtotd d Tmy ot nrra iv mb b 3 nn' -njn nnio i pi wn
nbynb Him m 1 lyips wn «m to ^ ’j?3tn 01pm 3 Daipro

bbxi no& bxn DHDiyi nVir a rraio nmy mn pbi bo nr 'th n 1

jiito i tnb>3 ir 3 nn pi

The aigument is also reproduced by Pico Della Muandoli in

Examen Doctnnae \anilatis Gentium \ I 4 Hebraeus quoque

Hasdai assent multa contra Iou defimtionem mte** quae dla

vitium non fuisse antiquis permultis loci defimtionem lb Aris

totele tnditam corporibus quae motu recto perferuntur convenire

quonjam propnus pai Uum locus quae ad totius motum agitantur,

non est superficies circundans acquahs adeo ut seorsum habeat

cum pirtibus loci con\ ementiam Nam si fcausa exempli) suprema

pars aeris convemet imae continentis et circum vallantis ignis

media tamen pars ei non ita convemet nec in suo natunii re

ponetur loco qui si assereretur parti ipsi suapte natura cangrucre

tamen di\ eisus habebitur a loco totius ct uitegri coi pamcollocati

67 Here Crescas has depaited from Phemistuis and is arguing

now from the points of view of Avempace and Axerioes Accord

mg to both of these the places of all the spheres is the
4

centre

round which the> rotate But whereas Avempace calls it essential

place, Averroes calls it acciden tal place According to Themistius

the places of the inner spheres are the concave surfaces of the

spheres which respectively surround them See above n 54

68 An allusion to tins argument is to be found m the following

passage of Pico Della Mirandola Praeterea omnia quae coilo

cantur corpora, sms congruere locis falsum esse aperm et ex

supremi coeli circunferentia {Examen Doctnnae VanUctits

Gentium VT^4)
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69 According to Aristotle, the elements air and water are each

similar to the elements which are both above them and below

them Fire, howe\er, has no similarity to the element below it,

and its motion, therefore, is absolutely upward Cf De Caelo

IV, 310b 1W3 Tor the successive members of the senes are

like one another water, I mean is like air and air like fire, and

between intermediates, i e water and air, the relation may be

converted, though not between them and the extremes, l e , earth

and fire
'

Still* though fire is not like air, the transformation of fire into

air is possible according to Aristotle Cf De Generattone ei Cor

ruptione II, 4, 331a, 13 ff Hence the following statement by

Maimomdes in Mtihneh Torah Yesodt ha Torah IV, 5 * Similarly

in the case of fire, that pait of it which borders upon air is trans

formed and condensed and becomes air nn1

? nnspD PNn pi

nn nevn ovnw nsnm

Cf also Intermediate Physics IV x 1 10 "It is further clear that

by introducing this element into the definition of place he is

enabled to explain why each of the natural bodies tends to its

proper place and rests there, that is to say, why heavy bodies

move downward and light bodies move upward The reason for

their moving toward the limits of each other is to be found m the

likeness existing between them, that is to say, between the ele

ment that moves and the limit of the body in which it comes to

rest, as, for instance, the likeness of the limit of the [lunar} sphere

to fire, the likeness of the limit of fire to air, of the limit of au to

water, and of the limit of water to earth For in all these cases,

the element surrounding is like a form and entelechy to the ele

ment surrounded, and the element surrounded is like mattei The
discussion of this subject will be taken up in a whole book in

De Caelo et Mundo 1

mon wmb tei mpon trh rmn ixi mot* mj? nanai

Vn 'd mm nnvan imps Vn pny tryaon owino nn« te nm rrraya

lpW odk mm nby&b D’yjmnjDn n'bpm rmb anasn own
w awn mtem pnyxi yi b i onu o n&w mcnnV nsp mten te onxp

nbsm m\ mten mrn-n mb totei n ten nitnn w rro* in

nu&zrn vmn nmoa bv ten nn p«V on mtem wb Tun
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“iBKsa oV>ym oosn noon m iwm ’Vim nmon n *)p^ TpioV

qV#

Cf above n 62

70 The reference is to Aristotle s theory according to which the

circular motion of a sphere implies the existence of mother spher

ical body round which the circular motion of the former sphere is

performed and it further implies that the other spherical body
must be itself fixed and separate from the revolving sphere It is

by this theor> that Aristotle proves that the e irth must be split

r

ical in form and at rest, existing in the middle of the umveise

(cf De Caelo II 3, 286a, 12-22, and II, 14) This separate

spherical and fixed hod\ round which the sphere moves is called

by Aristotle centre m a special sense, not to be confused with

the term centre in the mathematical sense which is only a

point (cf De Motu Animahutn 1, 698a r
15~69Sb, 1)

Intermediate Physics IV i, 1,9 ' Evidence for this ma> be

found in the fact observed concerning the celestial sphere that by
virtue of its sphericity it must have a figure and also a convex

stationary body about which it is to revolve that body being

called centre This is something which has been demonstrated by
Aristotle in De Caelo el Alando^ namely, that the circular motion

of the celestial sphere would be impossible without a stationary

body about which the circular motion is to be performed w hich

body is called centre and constitutes the place of the circularly

moving sphere and because it constitutes a place of the sphere

it must be stationary, for it has been shown that the place of a

thing must be essentially at rest Furthermore, that centre must

be something separate from the sphere, that is to say, it must not

be a part of the sphere, and being thus separate it must be a body
[i e

,
it cannot be a mere pomt}, for that which is indivisible [i e

a point) cannot exist as something separate and by itself Since

every celestial sphere must have such a separate, stationary cen-

tre which centre is its place it follows that (the place of the

spheres! is the convexity of that (so-called] centre which is the

limit of that which surrounds the celestial spheres from within
*

mo» non jDtn w nrr:n pyo hnyp no mV tjt tooi

lacuna n*u th nn dio ioprj mm oner vVy ro ’mm tm Vm nnan Vr

4ucr i Vy ra atn viVoa nV r^r rrauon njmrw oVym ow naoo
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-pap sb nj in nr'?) njwn n«P yjnwn oipo «n tos dioi mm
nn:>V nn 0 n nri pitn d my) osjn m n rw ntn oipow Train

Vim nV pVn rV^ ito pV rnma to) Vimm n&a pVn u k n n p V n

didh nuum in oip£n rbw a n n«n m did )V ihd Vd nn n^roi

ims d )£ob *] pDi irVan «n

C f 0/dW Katan I 3, p 11 We say that the spheie has cncu

I ir molioii and every thing that is moved with such motion must

peiform its motion round something btationai) Fui

thermore a circumference cannot be without a centie

Hence tht moving utcumfeience is the celcstnl sphere and the

station** y centie is the earth yjrwa VjV™ TOS) ir *im V mn

p o« opia?V a no yyiano an nan nyun jiymo Vm nspin njmn

pm k i nopran mp^i ViVan «n *) ptn yyiinDi n m
Cf also 1/crrA iVe&tffow II, 24 Again, accoiding to what

Aristotle explains in natuial science, there must be something

fixed loimd which the motion takes place this is the reason why
the eaith lemains stationary mynon noam it3t?nN myrw myi

rrw 3”nm nrVi -ijuann rmn imp o”p th nVao mam w
no p pm

It is because the earth is the stationary and sepaiate centre of

the spheres that A^cmpace and Axenoes consider the sin face of

the earth to be the place of those spheres bee above n 54

The special text against which Crescas criticism here is directed

is the passage quoted below in this note

In this passage Averroes tries to pro\e that the centre round

which a sphere rotates must be a stationary body The language

of the passage is rather misleading as Averroes uses theie mathe
matical terms which howevei, as has been pointed out by Ger
somdes he could not have meant to be taken in thur purely

mathematical sense The atgument ma> be restated as follows

0
Let C be a sphere rotating on C

k Draw a radius from C to A in the periphery

Let CA revolve on C
Any point taken in the radius CA will describe cir

cles concentric with the periphery of the sphere

1 he last point C in CA therefore will likewise descube a circle

concentric with the others

That circle will have to be somewhere, that somewhere being
either a plenum or a vacuum
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But a vacuum does not exist

Hence it must be a plenum

Now, that plenum must be at rest for if it rotated the same
reasoning might be repeated and the thing would thus go on
ad infinitum

Hence C is a magnitude and at rest

It is against this proof of Averroes that Crescas raises his objeo*

Uons He irgues thus If the list material point on the bar at C
must describe i circle oil a stationary magnitude then the radius

CA at C must be implanted in a stitionar> bod) But that is

absurd

Intermediate Physics IV 1 1, 9 That the centre must be

something separate and stationary may be demonstrated as fol-

lows If we di aw a line from the centre to the periphery [of the

sphere] and imagine that hue to move on its centre until it returns

to its original position then every point assumed in that line will

m the course of its motion descube an arc similar to that great

arc described by the further end of the line upon the periphery

of the spheie itself l his being so then all the paits of the line

must of necessity perform movements all of which are related to

the movement of the wdiole line in exactly the same way so that

the point at the end of the line [it the centie] must inevitably

describe a cncle similar to the circles described b\ all the other

points in the line Now, that circle must inevitably exist either

m a spherical body or in a vacuum But the existence of a \ acuum
will be shown to be impossible Hence it must exist m another

spherical body But that other spheucal both again must either

be at rest or move in a circle In th< 1 met case if that other

spherical body were assumed to move in a cncle then by the same

reasoning applied in the case of the former sphere theie w ill have

to be still another spherical body {and that would go on ad tnfi

nUunt\ Hence the celestial spheres must needs have a stationary

body round which they are to perform their rnculai motion

unrin nwo us -who thud nr iroj tme? o in onset* enow

rrnpj run V nm nm nvrv ny yjnans vnnrn *\ pon Vn ronono ip

incnn non brm wph non nop nnyuru srmn a n ran ipn nr rm
yyuno ipn -un p nr m no*oi ioxy nvrrr *\'pza ipn rxxp

mono nnn ipn nh mm ttipm nrw on' lyyon i pbn byi
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ora assn ysan vh rknyn nn» nan nfrven nwh non rbrv

dm v oh rro"Q nn Kin& ntum mpn nwxfli mpn ih hto

pwna a«YW ncn ia a’^n muon yyurre n i dki j>yuno dk) ro nin:

aao v*?y ni o»i nrm 001V n»n ® rrum run

In his supercommentary on the Intermediate Physic $, loo cit
,

Gersomdes argues that Averroes could not have used his term

centre m a strictly mathematical sense, for the mathematical

centre of a moving radius does not describe a circle, contrary to

what is implied in Averroes discussion He suggests that Aver

roes must have used the term centre in the sense of the convexity

of the enclosed sphere Sa>s I evi His conclusion is inconse

quent for while that line as a v hole will indeed move on its centre

it* extremity at the centre, which is the centre, will not be moved
at all But if by centie here he does not mean a centre

m the true sense of the term but rather the convexity of another

sphere enclosed within it, then he is justifiedm arguing as he does
”

wan who w ivxn naun m nraV Vtu rrn* wn dw mm
nn 100 lpn nr» 'zb pro rho avnn nr mm 'b nns dtdtd ip

yxv nn« oki yjrona mb dtwi sin wh nnsn wfem ypun*

jn*' tan m toi anp naan dto nan ms no«a

n&tO

See above in this note on Aristotle s use of the term 'centre
*

71 The expression lp^n p DS tttf&fvi, used here by Crescas,

is suggestive of the identical expression used by Maunomdes m
describing the Mutahallimun s explanation of the revolution of a

millstone in accordance with their atomistic theory of motion

See Morek I, 73, Prop 3 nuon ay vphn ixsidjv o Drawn nnvn

The Mutakalhmun, m order to defend their theory of atomistic

motion, were foiced to assume that during the circular motion of

a millstone the parts of the millstone separate from each other

Crescas, therefore, challenges here Aristotle, or rather Averroes,

as follows If you say that the place of the world is a stationary

centre of a certain magnitude, and on this centre the spheres

perform their revolution, then like the Mutakalhmun you will be
forced to assume that during the rotation of the spheres the

centre will fall apart
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72 The meaning of this passage is as follows In Averroes proof,

C is nothing but a mathematical point and is thus the ideal centre

of the sphere and likewise the ideal extremity of the radius As
such it is neither in motion nor at rest by itself and does not

therefore describe any circle that would have to be somewhere *

It is on this ideal point that the sphere is m rotation Thus the

earth itself rests on the ideal centre of the universe which is a
point, as in place But an ideal point cannot be place

This objection has been suggested by Averroes himself in

Intermediate Physics IV i, l, 9 It cannot be contended that the

centre is only a point for a point cannot be described as being

either at rest or in motion except accidentally and m so far only as

it is the extiemity of something at rest or in motion as will be

shown in Book \ I of this work A\empace has already refuted

this view in his work on the Physics , where you may find his

discussion on the subject

inutn nmnn nV ttipxn o mVa mpi rmontf ton v 'tbinV
|
m

id 'dd yyunoa w nn tura n Van mne? no asm napoo on o nyunn

nDoa arn tonot 3 xbx p odoun mo oom iddi iid wd xon 0

nm dts yaw
Simplicius, too has raised the same question and answered it

Cf Simplicius in Be Caelo II 3, ed Heiberg, p 398, II 20—24

Taylor s translation of De Caelo, p 176, n 2

That the centre is only a point is also asserted by Ger-

somdes in his commentary on Job ch 27, in myon ’TH T1K3

y n n n man *?y }ym mn d imn ^y 00 tpn ]\vxr\ noo oen '3

nxym n rw b a no hz ^y yinn *vn p 3 on ' o 1

3

n n 0 k

nvyoo^ atoms? udo rmo pn -mu kV hood n rrc? ampn Vy norra

73 Cf VI, 10, 240b, 8 ff

74 See above n 55

75 Similarly Albo concludes his arguments against Aristotle's

definition of place by setttng up against it a definition which

identifies place with the vacuum 'Ibfcanm II, 17
' But if place

is identified with the void or vacuum into which the body is en-

tered, none of these impossibilities will arise Win Dipan on

D>Vwon iVkb xxi 2 wi nV own xx mo e> mpam man
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76 I e if place u> the mtenals of a body and wherever a body

happens to be that is its proper place natural motion can no

longer be explained b> the alleged tendency towaid the proper

place \\ hat the caube of motion would according to the present

theor> bo is expounded by Oescas abo\e, p 410, n 20

77 Hebrew oipo pKi HP b Tht phi asm g suggests the

passage from Olam Kafan quoted above m n 64

78 1 Ins would stem to argue fiom the issumption that the place

of the enth is the centie thus reflecting the view of Joseph ibn

Zatkhh in Olam Jiafan quoted above in n 64, with which the

phiasmg of this passage has uOme resemblance See piecedmg

note

Howevei it is possible that the argument is here incompletely

stated and is to be cained out in full someth it as follows If we
were to determine the pi nee of the earth by the same reasoning

as m the case of the other elements, namely by the consideration

of us absolutely downwaid motion it would ha\e to be the abso

lute belov
,
that is the centre But since the centie is only a point

and cannot therefore be place Aristotle will have to make the

adjacent suiface of water as its place But then the place of the

earth w ill notbewhat itshould be by reason o f itsdownwaid motion
lhi« intei pretation of the argument will make it correspond to

the following passage m fykarm II, 17 "And if the place of the

element eai th is the suiface of the element water which sunounds
it from without the place of the earth will not be the absolute

below, is has been assumed by him, for the absolute below is the

centre rrrv vb m *pptn cron tid* nm rh no'1 tnpo dni

TO w nitonm 'th wi nw ids ute nioDn pan ovpp

Pico Delh Murandola repioduces this aigument as follows

"Praeterea omnia quae collocantur corpora, suis congruere locis

falsum esse aperiri et ex supremi coeli circunferentia et etiani ex

terra, cui locus assignatur non superficies sed punctus imus cui

loci nomen iure non congruit
1

{Exonieti Doctrmae Vanitahs

Genmm VI 4)

79 Hebrew ix bx o'Dom ny rmn rrn njSi Cf AnalyUca
Pnora I 32, 47a, 8 6a yap Trap rd 6X1}$*$ avr6 eauT<2 opo\o
yovpwov tipat iriprQ This Aristotelian formula has many
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different Hebrew translations and paraphrases a collection of

which was nnde b> Stemschneider (C f Monalsschnft fur Ge
schtchle und Wtssensckaft des Judenthums Vol 47 U89 I) p 81

Uebersetzungen Fndenote 11 ibid p 56 n 75b)

80 That is to say, the place of a thing taken as one whole must

be equal (rw tiros) to the place of the same thing when broken

into parts But if you accept Aristotle s definition that place is

the boundary of that which suriounds, the place of a two foot

cubic block for instance will be twentv four square feet whereas

the place of the same block cut into eight one foot cubic blocks

will be fortv eight square feet

This aigument is thus the nucleus of the following passage in

Ikkarim II, 17 Similarly he will be compelled to sav that one

thing will have manv places differing according to great and small,

for if a body is broken up into parts its parts will require a greater

place than that required formerly bv the whole and the same will

happen if those parts are broken up again into other parts and

the other parts mto still other parts But this is contrary to what

has t>een laid down by Euclid in his work on It eight and Lightness

[a pseudo Euclidian work see Stemschneider Lebersctzungen>

p 503 n 20} wherein he says that things wluch are equal occupy

equal places nan niDipa iV a a mm amo nai
1

? & 3 nn pi

mi oipD i pVn dw pbnn'VD man am ’3 pipi o sVnno

in o pbrb a pWn anna o pbnb vpbn ipVnn 03 pi aVnrn -kpn0

0 iin am o dp now mbpn\ nvron maos Drr^pN in mv no

aw niaipo

The commentary Skorashim on the Ikkartm has failed to

notice this similarity and describes it as one of the original aigu

ments of Albo wihch was not borrowed by him from his teacher

q om tun 131 p*?nn Dips rrrrp an 3 rw nnnan rnprm m mp 2 bin

un rmpa uw n t»

81 Hebrew wrm nom jnn urn The term wtj or Dpiso is the

technical Hebrew word for the thesis, or that which is to be

proved quaesitunt, probandum) as contrasted with

m*T\n> **++>
, which is the conclusion already proved See \£aka$td

al Falastfah I, p 30
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82 Crescas is indirectly alluding here to some implied difference

between his definition of place and that of* Aristotle According

to Aristotle, place is different fiom form (see above p 155) Again,

according to Austotle there is a difference between general space

and proper place (see above Pai t I, n 76 p 356) Furthermore

according to Aristotle, Crescas has already tried to show, there

must be a difference between the place of the whole and that of the

part (see above p 197) But if the place of a thing is identical with

the vacuum occupied by the thing, it is like the form of the thing

There is no distinction between general space and proper place

Nor is there any distinction between the place of the whole of the

thing and that of the pait, except that the latter is part of the

former

83 Cf Shebuot 7 b

84 Cf MektUa Ki Tissa, I (ed Friedmann, p 103b) For this

reference I am indebted to Pi of Louis Gmzbtrg Cf W Bacher,

Dte Exeg Tenmnologie der juAischen TradiUonshleralur I, p 8

85 Cf Ilorayoti lib

86 This is an allusion to Maimomdes explanation of the term
“place as meaning degiee or “position Cf Moreh I, 8

87 Cf Abodah Zarah
,
40b

88 Hebrew enpan njn by) nnjn by oh 'd ym D’jTDiWDm injn by xb

This is evidently a composite quotation made up fiom phiases

in the following passages (a) Shebn'ot 29a *py~i by jnv nn
piranjrr byi unjn by m'tm ym pjpa&a m (b) Shebu ot 39a yrr nn

p nu njn byi o)pm np by mVm inw yy m *yip by

(c) Nedanm 25a *njn by m^m ddhm y'a&D m mnyi by D’jnv iin

open np by^

89 Genesis Rabbah 68, 9, and elsewhere

90 Isaiah 6, 3

91 Referring to the three times that the word “holy
the verse

occurs in
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92 In David Kimbi s commentary on Isaiah 6 3 the threefold

repetition of the word holy is said to refer to God s separation

from the three worlds which are named as follow^ (1) The world

of angels and souls (2) The world of spheres and stars (3) 1 he

terrestial world oViy rmbty vbv Tin BTTp aoyo wv Ton

ohyi zdidti D^y mm ]u/n o^iyt ntosmi o :jk?dt criny hvti

oViyn Ti Rvn bown \ similar interpretation of the verse is given

m Solomon ben Immanuel Dapiera s Balle ha Nefesh (Hebrew

translation of Abu Imran Moses Tobis Al Saba'myyah with

commentary, ed Hirschfeld in the Report of Che Judith Montefiore

College 1894) p 15 o “non moa vbvz «npn ivhm vhw vhm n^yn

o^iyi d*Ww D^ijn o’Mtan o^iy otkp mo 1

?iy no rbyrh kw asrw b i

nmoii oViy dx ntpx Him Wn
brom the entire tenor of Crescas discussion here however, it

would seem that he has reference to the Cabalistic Sefirot and

their threefold division As preliminary to the understanding of

this passage the following remarks are pertinent

The term Ttw in the Biblical expression *7 "TOJD the glory of

the Lord (Ex 24, 16), was taken from earliest times by Jewish

philosophers to refer either to the essence of God or to something

emanating from His essence (see next note) In the Cabala the

term TUD was appropriated as a designation for the Sefirot Cf

Azriel, Perush Eser Sefirot p 5a mao nunp3 nn oon Vs yr

The ten Sefirot were divided into three worlds, as follows (1)

The world of mind [Any (2) The world of soul, oViy,

(3) The world of body, »1UT oSiy (op at p 3b) All the Sefirot,

with the exception of the last, have both an active and passive

quality, i e they are both emanating and receiving In the lan

guage of Cabala these two qualities are designated as the mascu

line and the feminine qualities Cf Ik&arttn II, 11

dVsp m ]D nnN W>y nwna >jdd or Vd )or\« rfoapT sir® d?

hytn to pTmn tavntf itdrt jinso o S^yn mpi ommii
Toynm rm vnp » nn^yn tt ddh hvti Vyun Von am n^yn

nwr thh rxdj nota in p n
1

? nn kVi mWmnn mi ra«? noS rr n

nnww Ty moo yxxno rrn’w erb:wn* arm? iddi ’loxyo TDiy

aiynra *6* nyawi mpa wn
In view of these considerations, Crescas uses the expression

myn mo*, /As element of impregnation
,
as a designation of the

emanative process whereby the Divine influence is extended to
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the terrestial world Ordinarily, it may be remarked in passing,

the term may refers to metempsychosis as in the expression

Tuyn *no in Bxhya ben Asher s commentary on the Bible, Ex
34 7 -wjn in; ^y ton py ipw Deut 3 , 26 3 n laynn

*royn mo1

? ten

Oescas interpretation of the \erse, therefore, is as follows

Though God is exalted above the three worlds into which the

Sefirot are divided still though the emanative quality of His

Glory, i e ,
the Sefirot He is present in the terrestial world

It may aLo be renmked here, that the term tid in Cabala
is the name of the ninth Sefir ih which m the figure of the Adam
Kadmon npcorSyopos, represents the genital cMgans Cf Azuel
Periah Eser Sejirot p 3b *1 m uhy TW* It is not impossible

to find m the expression msyn TP here an allusion to this

Similar uses made of this \erse to piove the presence of the

Divine influence in the terrestial woild is to be found m many
places as for instance in Safer ha Bahir 48 n &np mp 'in 'NDl

}bxr\ niv imp "ins mp nSk him ptn k*?d mans
nup pun ^ idbj mo* n 1*733 nm apm andMa amat Ytkfcawu
ha Mayyim ch 8 pp 31-32

93 In the following passage Ciescas alludes to an old question as

to whether the Biblical expression the Calory of the Lord refers

to the essence of God or to something emanated from His essence

The question is raised by Philo in his attempt to explain away
the implication of spatial motion in Lxodus 24, 16 ‘And the

Glory of the Lord came down came down being here the Septua
gint reading for the misoietic pfc>'l did abtd.e According to Philo

the term ' Glory m this Biblical verse refers either to (a) the

presence of His powers by which God manifests Himself m the
world or to (b) the subjective manner in which the human mind
apprehends God Cf J Rendel Harris, Fragments of PJnlo
Judaeus p 60 Wendland, Neu Endeckte Fragmente Philos ,

p 101 Philo Judaeus Opera Omnia ed Richter, Vol VII, p 310

Maimomdes discusses the same question in the Moreh Nebuktm
According to him, the expression the Glory of the Lord as used
m different places in the Bible has thiee meanings (a) An ema
nation from God designated by him as the created light, and
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m this connection he quotes Exodus 24, 16, which is also quoted

by Philo (b) The essence of God itself (c) Human glorification

or conception of God The same is the case with the Glory of

the Lord The phrase sometimes signifies the created light which

God caused on a certain place to show the distinction of that place

Sometimes the essence and the reality of Cod is meant
by that expression Sometimes the term Glory denotes

the glorification of the Lord by man or by any other being

(Moreh Nebukim I, 64) The similarity between Philo s two ex-

planations and Maimonides first and third explanations is strik

ing It has been definitely shown, on other grounds, that Philo s

writings were not altogether unknown to mediaeval Jews See

Harka\> s additions to Rabmovitchs Hebrew translation of

Graetz s Geschtchle der Juden Vol III pp 497-8

The first interpretation of Glory is referred to by Maimonides

also in Moreh I, 10 I, 76 III, 7

The term TDD as an emanated Divine Light identical with

Shekinah occurs also in the works of other Jewish philosophers

Saadia Emunot ve Deot II, 11 new araun nut u TR-n 135 ir ojn

•ram nrso mpn roi raipn Cf commentary on Sefer Yeprah,

ch 4 fed Lambert Arabic text, p 72, French text p 94),

Malter, Life and Works of Saadia Gaon
, p 189

Jehuda ha Levi Cuzan II, 8 viVk tw fan -roan p xmn n&N
uenten bxn V, 20 new -fc«n bn mbvbnvrn iv fa-n

nvyxoH nuo bn *] tod pH nn tdoi rvi nm mm t*v

Cf also II, 4

Pseudo Bahya, Ma am aUNafs t ch 16, ed Goldziher, p 54

Broyde, Total ha Nefesh, p 71 Cf Harkavys additions to

Rabmovitchs Hebrew translation of Graetz’s Geschtchle d
Juden Vol V, p 18

In accordance with these interpretations of the term Glory

Maimonides interprets Isaiah 6, 3 in two ways one taking the

term TU3 to mean the essence of God and the other to mean an
emanation (Moreh I, 19)

Now, just as TOD has these two meanings so the Sefirot which

are identified by the Cabahsts withTO have two meanings with

reference to their relation to God According to some Cabahsts,

the Sefirot are identical with God s essence while according to
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others they are emanations of God s essence Abraham Shalom

compares this cabalistic controversy to the philosophic contro

vers) as to whether the Prune Mover is identical with God or is

something emanated from Him Neveh Shalom V 11, p 81b

«n nn vo m
)
own* otd w niro wV nr pya ipVna n Vmptn nm

nam vhmn nawn* }
d cm n uuwin

\rbw no
1

? nfyt nao nh^i nsa nto! ^po ]

n

nwip i pma n^i

mpp idu o^aipp^ nr mpi djtin ltnp a'hw * mt> ysw nmm
» «n an in ViSy |vwn v »n dn aprwn wrb
What Crescas is trying to do m this passage is to Uansfer

Maimomdes discussion of the term TU3 as he understood it to

the term lUD as it was undei stood by the Cabahsts in the sense

of the Sefirot

Assuming first that maa 01 the Sefirot, is identical with God
Cresras interprets the verse to mean as follows 1 he blessedness

CjVU) of the Gloiy of God (n TD3J 1 e, of the Sefirot, * is

from Glory s place (impD&J ’
1 e , fiom the essence of God mas

much as Glor) or the Sefiiot aie identical with C od s essence

He takes ~pia not as a passive participle but as a substantive

94 Referring now to the other Cabalistic view that the Sefiiot

are intermediaries and tools of God Crescas interprets the verse

as follows Blessed is fina) the glor> of God ( n maa) i e
,

the Sefirot, from His place (impBB), 1 e from God s essence

The entire passage, as will have been observed, is a Cabalistic

version oj Maimomdes discussion in Moreh I, 19

95 Cf Moreh I, 8

96 Hebrew 'p*?n s>rn nvi' ntVi I e, a7To<m£is Karix }*epo$,

particular demonstration
x
as opposed to eirl rod Ka86\ov

y

Wo, universal demonstration Cf Anal Post I, 24, 85a 13 ff

,

De Caelo I, 6, 274a, 20

97 That is to say, there may exist an infinite number of concert

trie spheres, so that while all the motions toward the circumfer

ence are one in kind they are infinite m number terminating as

they do at each of the infinite number of circumferences The
argument is taken from Gersomdes commentary on Intermediate

Physics Cf above p 373, n 103
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98 Crescas refers here indirectly to the answer given bv Ger
sonides himself to his own argument for an infinite number of

upper places Gersomdes answer is as follows If there were an

infinite number of upper places theie would be no d\ solute above,

and without an absolute above there would be no absolute be

low Crescas does not explicitly state heie his reasons for rejecting

this answer He summarily dismisses it as inconclusive His

reason for that may be supplied as follows Ihe centre of the

earth is called the absolute below only in relation to the periphery

of its surrounding sphere But if those peripheries are infinite,

the centre of the earth can no longer be called the absolute below

In fact, the very idea of an above and a below m the universe is

based upon its fimtude Anaximander and Democritus who deny
the fimtude of the world likewise deny the distinction of an

above and a below within it also Plato denies the distinction

of above and below (Cf De Caeio I\ 1)

99 Crescas argues here m the first alternativ e that the hypoth

esis of an original time of motion might be tenable even if we
admit the impossibility of motion within a vacuum For even

according to Averroes contention that the medium is a neces

sary condition of motion and that within a vacuum motion can

not take place, we may still maintain that withm the medium of

any plenum there is a common original time of motion which can

never disappear, no matter what the agent or the magnitude may
happen to be, for that original time is due to the very medium
itself in which the motion takes place

106 In this second alternative Crescas i ejects Averroes conten

tion that the medium is a necessary condition of motion but

following Avempace he argues that the original tunc of motion

may be due to the nature of motion itself and must thus exist even

m a vacuum See above n 19

101 Crescas refers here to the difference between * motion and
1 change Motion is always m time Change is without time

Change in place is motion whereas changem quality is altera

tion* (cf Propositions IV and V)

That locomotion is gradual i e
,
in time whereas qualitative

change may be instantaneous, i e
,
m no time, is the view of
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Aristotle m De Sensu
,
ch 6 446b, 29-447a, 2 "Local movements,

of course, arrive first at a point midway before reaching their

goal but we cannot go on to assert this in like manner of

things which undergo qualitative change For this kind of change

may conceivably take place in a thing all at once * Cf also

Kamianot ha Pilosojim III {Maka$\d at falasifah III, p 236)

* As for quality a sudden translation is possible in it, as, e g ,
a

sudden blackening tto cmns npnyn u mn rvD'an

dw nnnwifl Cf Prop IV, notes 3 and 4

102 Similarly Bi uno dismisses all of Aristotle s arguments that

an infinite would be incapable of circular motion by contending

that those who believe the woild to be infinite believe it to be

immovable Cf De l*Infinite Untverso et Mondi II, p 326, 1 29,

De Immenso et hmumerabiltbus II, n

103 While number and magnitude must be actually finite, still,

says Aristotle, they are both infinite in cipacity, but with the

following distinction Number is infinitely addible, and magni

tude is infinitely divisible It is m this sense that an infinite is

possible for the infinite is not that beyond which there is nothing,

but it is that of winch theie is always something beyond {Physics

III 6 207a, 1-2) Number however being a discrete quantity,

cannot be infinitely divisible, nor can magnitude, which is by its

nature limited, be infinitely addible {ibid
,
III, 7)

Cf Epitome of the Physics III, pp 1 2—13 Aristotle believes

that magnitude is not infinitely addible But that mag
mtude is infinitely divisible will be shown in Book VI
Number is infinitely addible but not infinitely divisible

’

•nywn pbm ohm h
1

? W mjrco 'wm w -did wiki
bn r\ov) w iDDDa nPDK nrtn wn ami nn rv^on t<b bn

t<b tAm A bn pbn 0 bin n bin r
1

?

Cf also Milfyamot Adonai VI, 1 , 11, p 334 "The rase here is

analogous to the case of number that is to say, it is like number
which, though infinitely addible, is always potentially some finite

number b$ iDDana? wiv ui:n pyn ua no pyn nm
n^Dn byi acoo rSr roa mrp# Tan no

104 Cf Metaphysics XI
t 3, 1061a, 19 *Eirei 5 l<rri rd havrta

irAwra rijs abrijs Kal fuas imtrT^jxTjs 0ccopij<rai
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1D5 Hebrew Dtmrn Y£>o, Kamw aroixeia of

Apollonius (Book II Theorem 13) Cf Munk Guide I, 73, p
410 n 2

Crescas seems to have quoted the problem referred to from

Moreh I, 73 Prop X The entire passage here is full of expres

sions taken from Maimomdes See below n 1 12

106 Hebrew kxv M% 3 and 3 readier MS K reads B*on

In the corresponding passage of the Moreh our texts read 3tor*,

and so also in the reproduction of this passage in Isaac ibn I apf s

Rab Peahm 6^ But the Arabic KH3N in the Moreh would

suggest a passu e form hke or more likely the new form wqn

107 Hebrew W ttra? Similarly later the negative w (p

216 II) The word Dtf m these expressions is not the adverbial

there but rather the pronominal there, reflecting the Arabic

f
4 which, like the Fnghsh there is u ed as an indefinite

grammatical subject of a verb Cf Pacher bber den sprachhchen

Charakter des Maim&m schen Mtschne Torah m Aus dem l\ drier-

buchc Tanchum Jerusalmt s p 121 I Frietlfaender Der Sprach-

gebrauch des Mattnomdes, p 15, S Rawidowitz, Sefer ka-Madda

p 73, n 20

108 Cf Euclid, Elements I, Def 21

109 Hebrew o unan which stands here for d nr&i a wisn We
should naturally expect heie a Yin nttm and the other Defint-

Hons t for in our present editions of Euclid the First Principles are

called Definitions Postulates and Axioms but not Hvpotheses

But the use of Hypotheses here instead of Definitions may be

explained on the ground that in Crescas copv of Euclid s Hie

meats the term Hypotheses was used instead of Definitions T he

confusion of these two terms are traced to Proclus (Cf T I

Heath The Thirteen Boohs of Eurltds Elements \ol I p 122)

Similarly Algazah in his Ma$a$id al Fafasifah I, p 68 quoting

Euclid leaves out Definitions and divides the First Principles

(Apxal, roVnnnn) into the following three classes (1)

Axioms I, nXNWO) or Common Notions (icoival twoiat,

Koival 56£cu mjrro IiftJFT, In Albalag s translation
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njrp) (2) Hypotheses nw Albalag n)VD np*y)

(3) Postulates (atr^/iara HDayD Albalag ncnpn)

The force of Crexas reasoning here may become clearer in the

light of Aristotle s statement that a hypothesis unlike a defini

tion assumes the existence of the thing defined and reasons from

that assumption Cf Anal Post I JO, 76b, 35 ff

110 Hebrew fllWKVl my Tn p NW, hteially, one of the

axioms But see pieceding note Cf Euclid Elements Book I,

Postulate I

111 Similaily Bruno contends in connection with another of

Aristotle s arguments that when an infinite acts upon another

infinite oi upon d finite the action itself will be finite Cf De l In

fimto Umversoel Month 11
, p 340 1 32 ff De Immenso et Innu

merabiltbus If, vn

112 Hebrew w no mn ID pim m om By 7PX here is

memt p»on ms Cf Averroes, Intermediate De Ammo III

N"DD UDD1 11 Dl TO VdBD T1 XH D

The statement here is based upon the discussion in Moreh I

73, Pioposition X where the problem from the Come Sections

referred to above by Ciescas is also mentioned Maimomdes dis

cusses there the chffeience between imagination and reason And
the action of the imagination is not the same ds the action of the

intellect *?yD jvDin Vya and concludes
f

It has

consequently been proved that things which cannot be perceived

or imagined, and which would be found impossible if tested solely

by imagination
t
are neveitheless in real existence tem m

iVxn pu kh p dti ra«p n&rr no m« xd Cf PAys III,

2, 202a 2-3 €^5exojut€^^ 5 eliat

As for the use made by Spinoza of Crescas
1

discussion of this

argument see my paper Spinoza on the Infinity of Corporeal

Substance/ Chromcon Spinozanum IV (1924^26), p 101-3

113 Originally 'sixth * H m all the texts But the sixth proof

is based upon the impossibility of an infinite to be passed through

m finite time and not upon the geneial proposition that no infinite

can be passed thiough at all and should thus be grouped together
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with the second proof which is taken up next by Cre*>cas The
fifth proof* however is originally m Averroes based on the propo

sition that no infinite can be passed through at all See above p
389 n 152

114 Originally * fourth Ti, in all the texts

115 I e * as in the third argument from circular motion m the

Third Class of Arguments (above p 173)

116 I e, as in the second and sixth arguments from circular

motion m the Umd Class of Arguments (above pp 171 175)

117 In order to understand the meaning of this passage it is

necessary to summarize heie part of Aristotle s discussion in the

sixth book of the Physics

He shows there how in motion three things are to be consid-

ered that which changes \ e the magnitude that m which it

changes, i e the time and that according to which it changes

i e the category of the motion as, for instance, quaht> quan-

tity, place (Cf 5, 236b 2-4)

He also shows that in none of these three respects can motion

have an absolutely fixed beginning He puts it as follows

(1) That there is not a beginning of mutation nor a first tune

in which a thing is changed (Physics VI, 5 236a 14-15)

(2) Neither that which is changed, is there any first part

which is changed" (find 27-28)

(3) Nor is there any fir&t with reference to motion of place or

quantity (cf ibid 236b 9 ff

)

He then concludes with the following statement Everything

which is moved must have been previously moved {Physics VI,

6, 236b 32-34 Metaphysics IX 8 1049b 35 ff )

The upshot of all this is that there is no absolute beginning of

motion No beginning which we may assume of motion, either

with reference to its time its magnitude or its place can be defi

mtely designated by a fixed, irreducible quantity since motion is

infinitely divisible in all these respects Whatever quantity we
may assume to designate the first part of motion, we can always

conceive of a smaller quantity which would have to be prior to

that alleged first part
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With this in mmd, Crescas now endeavors to answer the second
,

third and sixth arguments from circular motion m the Third Class

of Arguments (above pp 171, 173, 175)

He first tackles the third argument His answer ma) be para

phrased as follows

©
\ ou say that CD cannot meet AB at

D' without having met it first at some

point A' This indeed would be true if

D' were a definitely fixed point on AB
But D' is a point in infinity The argu

A 3 ment therefore falls down

This refutation of Averroes proof is taken from a tentative

objection raised by Altabnzi against the corresponding proof by
himself (see above p 384 n 141) The final answer by which

Altabnzi justifies his own proof does not apply to theAvei

jotsean proof adopted by Crescas

The icfutation as given by Altabnzi is as follows “Against this

proof many objections may be raised, of which the recent phdos

ophers had no inkling 1 1 may be argued as follow s Why do you

say that the sphere in the course of its rotation, when its radius

ceases to be parallel to the other line and is about to meet it at the

vertex, that the former would undoubtedly have to meet the Ut
ter at a point which is the first point of the points of intersection?

Why should it ha\e to do so? Their meeting at the vertex cannot

come about except as a result of motion, but inasmuch as motion

is potentially infinitely divisible, a first meeting at the vertex

with the infinite line will be impossible, seeing that the extremity

of the finite line which is moved along with the motion of the

sphere is potentially infinitely divisible so that we cannot assume
any point of the points of intersection without the possibility of

assuming another point before it The result is that the

meeting of the two ltnes at the vertex cannot be effected but by
motion, which is potentially infinitely divisible, and similarly any
parts of the lines that meet must be infinitely divisible Conse
quently we cannot assume that any point is the first of the points

at which the lines meet
*

-irpnp onnoM rob non ® mm onnanon dwp *6 mpm mppo vtyi

n aan ipa mn*p puo pw twin roj npuan bn roma id iy yyunn tdkd
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disk on xp pa pton rco mwip in ?hto5n fimpn n »*n hh -mpj

noi rwun npp nrr nan n:o d
1?^ np^nnn njmnm nyiano mnnn

p^nno ob\$b nnon nywn vyrnn n on lpn ixpp oy n onn ipo e?«nn

mn^ mpa nnan mom k 1

? dm n^asn nnapao mpa nnan ne>DK un rpa

npi^n*? n^opo n m ijnana y an didk mm rai iv arw> y aon nan n aoV

n ran n n rnipa nnan mm h nan ipn p rmonv no pa noo n bon 'nboo

mm no: a mvuun nmpjn

118 Hebicw n'a njnra ih a magnitude

119 In this part of the passage he means to answer the second and
sixth arguments I best two arguments ire based upon theimpossi

bi1it> of the infinite chord AB to be passed through bv the re

volving line ( D in finite time

“\ Crescas answer ma> be paraphrased as

A (K\ aV’B follows

I n ) Point A' at which CD first meets AB, is

V
C

/ indeed a point in infinity But A'B' whichV X is part of AB forming a chord in the circle

generated by CD is finite It is therefore, onl> a finite distance

that is traversed by CD in finite time

120 Hebrew pi rbm nyum n^nan nxp mor\b nn This passage

is misplaced Logically it is an explanation of the previous state

ment rvt>'U>m fflfmn mipj mM'xn a nn nb nm One is tempted

to emend the text here as follows pbn mpon nnonm mb njn

mn^D a nn’ nb nn yyunn mo yyuno bov y ins* mb nyura pwn
ura nib: pr r\b)\o nymn n^nnn nxp monb nn mmm rrnpj

n n nyura n o lpn mo to pirn

“Since however it has been shown that there can be no first part

of motion because e\erv object tint is mo\ed must have already

been moved it does not follow that there w ould have to be a first

point of meeting, and this indeed because of the fact that the

extreme beginning of motion must take place in no time It is not

inconceivable therefore that the infinite line [in question] should

meet the other hne m a finite distance with a finite motion

The meaning of this statement is as follows The reason why
there can be no absolutely first part of motion is that an abso

lutely first part of motion would have to take place in an indivis

lble instant But motion is infinitely divisible and cannot take
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place m an instant, except qualitative motion in a certain aspect

(see above n 101) To quote Aristotle s original statement upon

which this statement of Crescas seems to be based But that

in which that which is changed is fiist changed, is necessarily an

indivisible ' (Physics VI 5 235b, 32-33)

Cf Epitome of the Physics VI p 32a No part of motion can

be called first, inasmuch as motion is infinitely divisible But the

same is not ti ue of the end of motion for that is called end which

refeis to something that has already come into existence and is

completed, so that a certain definite time can be assigned to it,

and of such a nature is the entelechy which is the end of motion

But as for the beginning of motion, it exists in an instant rather

than in time on account of which it cannot be definitely desig

nated in the same wa> as the entelechy, for the latter is the

limit of [a completed] motion and not, as in the case of the

former the limit of something that does not yet exist
'

p!?nn 0 no *

7K npbnm km 0 \\mi naoa p*7n ksd 0 “iejbk 'k npiinm

no Mon npbi cuon km m p u py 1
k run nyunn n Son cbm 1 on

km im molten yn nr 0 pr ^
*

7K non p n0E)K n m 0*70x1 ks&j noop

“uVi pn k^i nnya nnwatt nn njwn n^nnn cbm nyum n^on

k*7 nyum n^on km nr “wjdkp md i^k Kntf “100K k

n*7nnnn
1

]>ny Kxa no n'!?on

121 AH the MSS and the printed editions read here 'fifth, nn

122 Similarly Bruno argues against Aristotle that the infinite

would be without figure Cf De Vlnfimto Universo et Month II,

p 326 1 29 De Immenso et Innumerabthbus II, x

123 This argument has been anticipated by Averroes 111 his

Intermediate De Caelo 1, 4 It cannot be argued that the existence

of circular motion implies only the existence of a body that is

capable of circular motion but not necessarily the existence of a

spherical bod)
, seeing that fire and air for instance are by their

nature capable of circular motion The answer may be stated as

follows (Latin, p 273vb, L) aW K*70 ntob divb ]'W\

mi idd nna ow k*7 ones yyuno 001 ok m n aiaon nyunn mtweoo

nn 0D03 orb o yyuna 0,10 onya n*n nan twm
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124 A suggestion of this argument may be discerned in Isaac ibn

Lapf s Rob Pe alirn 60

He first makes the following statement The rays furnish an

argument for the non existence of a vacuum and so does also the

visibility of the stars for the sun s ray coalesces with them

gradually until they reach the sense of vision nsio cxa flinxn

iw*n }mn m aaVna pxri o o 33;n n m pi mpnn Sm 1

?

nvni pm*? } y aw ay

(The term here seems to reflect the Greek crifupvetrdai in

De Sensu ch 2 43 Sa 27)

As far as one can make out the meaning of this argument it

seems to rest on \nstotle s theory that the perception of vision

requires some medium and that if the intermediate space be< ame
a void an object could not be visible at all (De Amma
II 7 419a, 15-21) But see the interpretation of this passage bv

Ffros, The Problem of Space in Jeunsh \fedmeial Philosophy p 71

Then he proceeds to say This proof for the impossibility of a

vacuum is itself a proof for its existence Consider this for it is a

sealed mystery pm mn xob new loxys wn mp n bu^b nsrni

an ennn *3 nt

This mystery may perhaps be unsealed for us with the aid of

Crescas What Isaac ibn JLatif may have wished to sav is that

the same argument from the sun s rays or the rays of anv lumi

nous object which proves the non existence of a vacuum within

the world must prove its existence outside the world as is main

tamed by the Pythagoreans (see above n 7) Tor by an argument

from the ray's of a luminous object we may prove, as shown here

by Crescas, the possibilnv of the existence of something infinite

outside the world But that something infinite outside the world,

again as argued above by Crescas (see p 189) must be either

a plenum or a vacuum As it cannot be a plenum it must of

necessity be a vacuum (see ibid ) Hence the argument from the

rays of a luminous object proves the existence of a vacuum out

side the world

The reference in Isaac ibn Latif however may be to some such

argument for the existence of a vacuum from the transmission of

light as is reported by Simplicius in the name of Straton Lamp
sacenus "Straton Lampsacenus endeavored to show that there is

a vacuum which intercepts every body so as to prevent its
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continuity, for he says that light would not be able to pervade

through water or air or any other body unless there were

such a vacuum for how could the rays of the sun penetrate the

bottom of a vessel * (Simplicius in Physica IV 9, ed Diels, p
693 1 11 ff Taylor s translation of the Physics, p 237, n 9)

125 Similarly Bruno argues against Aristotle that the infinite

would have neither an end nor a middle Cf De Vlnfimto Uni

verso el Mondi II p 328, 1 22

126 Analyttca Pnora II 18, 66a, 16 6 \pevSrjs \6yos ylvercu

irapa rd irp&rov yf/evdos Cf De Caelo I 5 271b, 8-9 eurep

Kai t6 jjuKpdv Trapaffipai rrjs kXyjOeias k(fHarap,evoLS ylvercu

iroppu) pvpioirX&cnop Of this last quotation there are the fot

lowing Hebrew versions Intermediate De Caelo I 7 mytn
Vru mya % oi«n « n -pin ntoirra bw I hemistius In Ubros

Anstotehs De Caelo Paraphrasis , ed Landauer Ilebiew text

p 14, li 24-26 non pmro ayra ira b ski nWinrn nyrao m *3

mytn uod u btm rvm m 'd p iy-j nbnnn u mow Latin text,

p 22, 11 13-15 Entemm si initio vel in re minima a veritate

deflexerimus longe plurimum deinde ab en scopo errabimus,

quern ab initio mtendebamus

It is interesting to note that this statement, with which Crescas

introduces here his discussion of the existence of many worlds

is also quoted by Bruno in the middle of his discussion of the same
subject (De l Infimto Umverso et Mondi IV, p 369 lines 39-40)

As we shall see Crescas argument against Aristotle s denial of

many worlds has something corresponding to it in Bruno See

below n 130 The statement, however, occurs in De Caelo which
is the principal source of the problem of many worlds

127 The discussion of the problem of the existence of many
worlds would seem to be quite irrelevant in this place Crescas,

however, has introduced it here because Aristotle happens to take
it up immediately after his disposing of the problem of infinity

(cf De Caelo I, 8) Then also Crescas needed it for his criticism

of Maimomdes proofs of the existence of God The problem is

again taken up by Crescas in Book IV 2 Cf Milhamot Adonat
VI, i 19 and Emunot we Deot 1,1, First Argument
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128 The passage as it stands would seem to contain one single

argument of which the first part (nV rui an NVT0) is the premise

and the second part (dp nn 2 m) is the conclusion I take

it, however to contain two distinct arguments The first is

suggestive of one of the arguments against the existence of many
worlds used b> Crescas later m Book IV 2 The second is taken

from Aristotle s discussion of the same problem in De Caelo I, 8

The first argument is incompletely stated here Only the

premise is given In its full form, as given m Book IV, 2 the

argument reads as follows
1

If there existed many worlds at the same time the following

disjunctive reasoning would be inevitable namely that between

those worlds there would have to be either a vacuum or a plenum

But the eustence of a vacuum outside the world ib impossible

according to the opinion of the ancients Hence there would have

to be a body between those worlds Now, that body would

inevitably be either transparent or not If it were transparent, it

would follow that we would be able to see numerous suns and

moons on such occasions as when the suns and the moons of the

various worlds happened to be together on the horizon And if

it were opaque, then inasmuch as the dark celestial bodies

receive light from other bodies as the moon for instance re

ceives light from the sun and as do also certain stars in the opinion

of some people it would follow that the opaque body between the

worlds would receive light from the suns and it would be possible

for us to see many stars from one or more of the other worlds

pp 1D2 rrTP on pin n!? in* nu&iy jtoo n otw

ttw p dn q imp! mpn av nv*n uvy m rra&tjn

nxpa nnw a nm n 00 nit am ok ddii^dh emu am ctj 2

•pn qu NV7 OKI pDiKn Vy dtjp 1 n bo imn nnr amio vov 0 son

m n wo arb\m mi tap 0 a owm d d wi o oma kxom no 'sh nn
niw ^ap’0 o”ruv mn p nNi 0 nyi 1

? 0 2221 nxpi 00010 tun
’ana nu&ij» in aViya trm a 22*0 ns-us ion 1 0 mma maSyn 1 00 no

Similarly the refutation given by Crescas of this argument in

Book IV, 2, is the same as here, namely, that the impossibility of a

vacuumoutsidetheworld has not been conclusively demonstrated
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The second argument against the existence of many worlds

is somewhat as follows If there were other worlds, they would

all have to possess the same nature as this world of ours The
elements of those other w 01 Ids would, therefore have to possess

upward and downward, 1 e
,
centrifugal and centripetal motions,

the same as the elements in our world Furthermore, the centre

from and toward which all those elements would move would

have to be one m all the worlds, that is, it would have to be

identical with the centre of our own world Consequently, if

there were othei worlds, the earths in those worlds would all tend

toward the centre of our world and the fires in those worlds would

move towaid the pet lphery of out w orld But that is impossible,

since in that case the earth and fire in those worlds would move
away from their own respective centre and periphery Cf De
Caelo I 8

129 Ecclesiastes 6 11

130 The meaning of this argument may be stated as follows It

is true that the elements in all the other worlds would have to

have two kinds of motion, upward and downward It is not true,

however that their motions would all have to be fiom and toward
the same centre For our knowledge that those elements would
have to possess two kinds of motion is based only upon the as

sumption that they would have to be of the same nature as our
elements But what does that assumption mean? Certainly it

does not mean that those elements would have to be a continua

Uon of oui elements It only means that while they were distinct

from our elements they would have to present the same charac
tenstics, namely some being light and some heavy, some warm
and some cold etc Or, in other words, those elements would be
the same as ours in kind but not m number By the same token
when we say that those elements would have to move upward
and downward like ours, it does by no means imply the same up
ward and downward, from and toward the same centre It is

therefore possible to conceive of many worlds, each with a centre

of its own from and toward which their own respective elements
have their motion The motions of the elements in all those
worlds would thus be one m kind 1 e centrifugal and centripetal,

but many in number, 1 e , with reference to different centres
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This criticism is found in Gersomdes ^bmmentary on the

Epitome of De Caelo I One mav aigue that if many worlds ex

isted the elements in those woilds would exi^t in their respective

natural places and their movements would follow the Older of the

movements of their respective worlds without necessarily giving

rise to the conclusion thit the natural pi ice of the parts of the

same clement would not be one 1 he onh conclusion given rise

to by such an assi mption would I>e that the below would tonsti

tutc the pUce of the heavy elements that is to say the heavy

elements would sink beneath all the other elements that exist

together with them Nor will it follow from the pi maple that

contraries are those things which art most distant from e ich other

that the places of the pints of an element must be one in ntimLxr

T. hat this is not to follow can be lllustr ited by the following exam
pie lake a certain black object that is undergoing a gradual

change from blackness to whiteness 1 hen take other black

objects which are likewise being in the process of changing to

whiteness 11ns dots not mean that the wdnteness mto which all

these black objects are being changed and which constitute the

opposite of the terminus a quo m their changing process is one

and the same m number What it implies is only that they are

all changed to colors which are one and the same in kind Sinn

larly if there were main worlds it might be said that the element

earth in everv one of those worlds would move away from the

above and downward toward the below but this would not mean

that the above from which the different terrestial elements moved
would be one in number it would rather mean that they would

be one m kind that is to say it would be the concavity of the

circularly moving celestial sphere
’
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A similar refutation of this aigument of Aristotle against the

existence of many worlds is found in Bruno Cf De l Infinite

Umverso el Mondi IV p 365, 1 31 ft

131 Ecclesiastes 1 14

132 Hagigah lib

PROPOSITION II

Part I

1 The Hebrew version of this proposition is taken from Isaac

ben Nathan s tianslation of Altabrizi

2 This entire proof is a paraphrase of Altabrizi

Aristotle himself proves the impossibility of number by the

following argument Physics III, 5, 204b, 7-10 ' But neither will

there be number, so as to be separate and infinite, for number or

that which possesses number is numerable If, therefore, that

which is numerable can be numbered, it will be possible for the

infinite to be passed through (Cf Metaphysics XI, 10, 1066b,

24-26)

This Aristotelian proof is faithfully reproduced by Abraham
ibn Daud in Emunah Ramah I, 4, p 16 “For when you say that

things which have number exist in actuality, it means that their

number is an actually known number But when you say they

are infinite, it means that you cannot arrive at the end of their

number Consequently, he who says that an infinite number
exists m actuality is as if he has said I have completely enumer
ated that which is infinite and I have come to the end of it,

despite its being endless
*

tyun V1T 1DDD D1DDD0 11V b®3 D’KXDl OEM "J1DK

TDWm onsDD b irinb bin nb none; b mi n bn ba vib *po«i

*nb mn ixp iy ism \b n bn pK» no wjd w idk ibm ,n?

n'bn ba
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Part II

3 This proof taken directly from \ltabnzi is to be found in the

following sources

Algazah Happalat ha Pilosofim I (lahafut al-FaUisifah I f p 9,

11 23-24 Destructw Destructionum I p I9va) We say number

is divided into even and odd and it is impossible that anything

should be outside of this distinction whether it be existent and

permanent or non existent
*

rrw p ipibm w wre tun ipssn iiwi nr bn pbrr inozn mow
ibs w iksum nan

Averroes, Init mediate Physics III m 4 2 (Latin p 453rb, E)

It cm likewise l>e demonstrated tint everv actual number is

actually numbered and everything numbe ed is either even or

odd Consequently everything numbered is finite

nr mi m niso bm bjnnn mao nan bjnio ibdd b:>s? iton pi

nbsn bya TOD bs nan TIB3 DH Epitome of the Physics III, p
10b \gam every number is even or odd Fither one of these

two is finite Consequently every number is finite

.xi bsn byn d xn bno nnx bm ttm dm 11 r mi oh isdd bo p on

n ban bys -vdod bo p oh

Gersomdes Mtlfyamol Adonai \ I 1 U We may also say that

number is finite because every number is either even or odd and

this constitutes its fimtude

run dh nr dh mi iron b:>B> >Db n bon byo mi “woon? now pi

\n bon vu

Cf Proposition III

4 The reference is here to the view held by Maimomdes and

Avicenna that infinite number is impossible only with reference

to things that exist m space but that immaterial bemgs, such as

disembodied souls can be infinite Tram this Crescas infers that

they do not admit that infinite number must be subject to the

division of odd and even Cf Proposition III Part I

5 The reference is to the passages of the Intermediate Phystcs

and the Epitome of the Physics quoted above in n 3 The argu

ment does not occur in the corresponding passage of Averroes

Long Commentary on the Physics
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6 Crescas argument is especiaii> directed against the passage

in Physics III 5 204b 7-10 quoted in Prop II, Part I p 476
n 2 Aristotle it will beiecalled argues that number (ipidpbs

nDDD) is the same as that which possesses number (to exov

apidjibv, isddh and that both aie numeiable (<xpidjiv)Tbv

ViBDtf 031*
10

; and that both can be numbered (ep8e\erat

apiOpijcrat ^/1S3 noo) and consequently neither of them can

be infinite Crescas is attacking here the oiiginal assumption
that that which possesses nurnbu is the same as 'number
arguing that while the latter cannot be infinite the former may
be so

7 The implication of this argument is that the fact that number
must be dmded into odd and even does not by itself pio\e the

impossibility of infinite number for unless it is established inde

pendently that number cannot be infinite it is possible to assume
the existence of an infinite number of dyads no less than of monads
This argument must have been suggested to Crescas by the fol

lowing passage in Milhamot Adonai VI 1 11 the same can be
demonstrated with regard to number in the following manner
Seeing that e\er> number must be finite it follows that every
even number must be finite and the same must be true with re

gard to the even times even number and the even times odd
number ” (Cf aprtaus apnos and apnaKis irepiccos in Euclid
Elements VII Definitions 8 and 9)

n^Dn Vjd idod nnty udd '3 now ~idd nsocD item nn
*nsn xim in nra pjn pi n *?3n Vya mn m few ntorv nan

8 For a full discussion of the souices of this distinction see Prop
III, Part I notes 8-9

Crescas use of this distinction as a criticism of the proposition

denying the possibility of an infinite number is not novel It is

to be found in the following works

Algazah Tahafut al balasijah I, p 9 11 19-20 Should one
say that only the finite is described by even and odd but that the
infinite is not to be described by them, we answer etc

M

Narbom, Supercommentary on the Intermediate Physics III,

m, 4, 2 Second, how can it be proved that there is no infinite

number on the ground that number is divided into even and odd
when those who affirm the existence of an infinite number may
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also claim that such a number is not divisible into even and odd

but into an infinite number of part* etc To this we answer that

Aristotle is arguing here in accordance with the truth numelv

that there is no infinite actual body [that is to sav \nstotle is

not arguing here from the premises of his opponents]

dV a jo Tien nr bn pbi neDono eV n aa neon xxd xbv ^ n

0 pbn bx xbx *ne;n Jir bx pbrv xbv nano n aa nsdo rxd v now nyi

Vyiea tm kxd xbv nn roxn n* by rVh nan xb wo ixv aw iai n aa

Jiaa

An answer to C rescas criticism is given b> Isaac ben Shem fob

m his second supercommentiry on the Intermediate Ph\sics III

in, 4, 2 By wh it we have said in expl mation of this proposition

may be solved the difficulty raised by Ibn Hasdai namtlv that

the argument is a begging of the question for he who affirms the

existence of an infinite number does not admit that everything

actually numbered must be either even or odd but quite the

contrarv, he will deny this In view however of what we have

said, namely that the relation of even and odd to number is like

that of priority and posteriority to tunc, the objection disappears

For just as there can be no tune without the pnoi and the pos

tenor (cf definition of time in Proposition W) so there can be

no number without even or odd Hence the proposition is abso

lutely true

iw hxt\ won
1
n^yo peon *vn naipn n«r mxaa xnom oaai

Vao nm xb n bon by2 'nVa Kino neona “umno -in urmi by 1myo
-pyno utdx naao non b2X it vrni b2x tum ir nr i« kvi Vyiea nmoD

nil pm oy inKno^i ompV O'O qiyi idd xvt ibddi ay 11em nr!? «r*

inwioii Dupi xxo xb 1 pr kxomp ie?a« nr 1oao nn bb2 pvo i«2?i xb

T»tp 2 nn' p am no) yx nr ik m xb1 iddd ssd 0 -wd* n p \do

oVrnn np-nx loipn mr

PROPOSITION III

Part I

1 The Hebrew version of this proposition is taken from Isaac

ben Nathan s translation of Altabrizi with the following excep

tion Altabrizi reads n Van rV for n Van nVa
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The term IRUD in bvoin 1RUD is to be taken here m the sense

of demonstrably rather than
1

evidently (Munk emdemment),

for m Moreh I, 73, Eleventh Proposition (quoted in the next note)

Maimomdes speaks of the impossibility of an infinite series of

causes and effects as haung been demonstrated by proof, ntttrm

nsncD

2 This introductory comment is based upon Altabrizi ' The
verification of the first and second propositions is not sufficient

m est iblishmg the truth of this proposition, for what has been

ascertained by the first two propositions is only the fact that

things which have position and place, 1 e
,
bodies, must be finite

Causes and effects, however, may sometimes be not bodies but
rather beings free of matter and body and independent of them,

called Intelligences Hence Maimomdes has made of this

inquiry a separate proposition
”

TDTpm rsw rmoxa ppsoa -rnn nwm nwn nD-jpnn nmai
ipoi nron unb m jy n'bm nyn rh didr nunpn *mn wm ynn *3

D RXD) 1 T 0 BPJ VH R*7 H^ym DWII Dll

rn'pm nat oy nr^i uopn om nbn: nwm nainna

mnjcyn rm&a naipn

The same distinction between magnitudes and causes is made
by Maimomdes himself Moreh I, 73, Eleventh Proposition "It

has been already shown that it is impossible that there should

exist an infinite magnitude, or that there should exist magnitudes
of which the number is infinite, even though each one of them is

a finite magnitude, provided, however that these infinite magm
tudes exist at the same time Equally impossible is the existence

of an infinite series of causes, namely that a certain thing should
be the cause of another thing, but itself the effect of another
cause, which again is the result of another cause, and so on to

infinity, so that there would be an infinite number of things

existing in actuality It makes no difference whether they are

bodies or beings free of bodies
,
provided they are in causal relation

to each other This causal relation constitutes [what is known as]

the essential, natural order, concerning which it has been demon
strated that an infinite is impossible

*

rH nwxo ir \b n bin nm rmw y:on n*ann m 'i

Ar vot ’rjtui wbm byi 'nm ona im biv by qw dtbdoV wbm
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b ^ n Von onV \ u rnVy n*u so pi n r Vo- c-’*'
,
kt

kV Vh pi nVy n^yVi nnrrt nVy nvti nmVi inn ] :yV iVy nm ttp
o^Vix ih q osn 1 1 Vyvcn d kxdj orV n Von n bin

yion nmoa ntonn th axjn *ynon mon vin onxpV iVy anxpo nVn

u\b n bin
\
w no

In the foregoing passage we have Maimomdes* own commen
tary on his first three propositions and the source of the state

ments here b> Altabnzi and Crescas Maimonides first divides

the infinite into infinite magnitude and infinite number 1 he ht
ter is subdivided by him into the number of co-exi stent magnitudes

and the number of causes and effects Then* again he describes

the relation between the causes and effects as an essential natural

order The term essential is ut>ed b\ him as the opposite of acci

denial which he proceeds to explain and which is taken up bv
Crescas later (see p 494 n 19) The term natural is meant to be

the opposite of what Altabnzi and Crescas call here order in

postiwn

The expression *rno 'Vyn without anv qualifying term occurs

in Entunah Ramah I 4 p 16 It is also impossible that there

should be an infinite number of actually existing things hiving

order
1 thd 'byi Vyun o nxm tfioi nan wxd p nosK n p on

n bon 'byi mVa judged from the context however the ex-

pression having order here may mean both order in position

and order m nature * for the author seems to deal both with co

existent magnitudes and with causes and effects \\ hen he argues,

for instance, that "the things which have order are those things

which have a first, an intermediate or intermediates and t last

qim cr yxan tn yxoai nVnnn on 1

? am# on nno *Vynn i he

seems to be quoting phrases from Aristotle s proof for the im

possibility of an infinite senes of causes, quoted below inn 4

Equivalent expressions for oxon ttd are mra jm*n (Alta-

bnzi) and 'own mo (Aft/atot Elohtm IX 4, p 62)

J This last statement contains Crescas own explanation of the

expression order m nature A similar explanation of the expres-

sion is found m Kawwanot ha-Ptlosofim II (Mafcafid al Falastfak

II, p 125) ‘ For the order between cause and effect is necessary

and natural and should that order between them be eliminated

the cause will cease to be a cause ViVjm nVyna nnorw '»V
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rby win hoz pbna dh ’yaa 'n~Di It is on the basis of this

interpretation of the passage that I have connected it with

the statement preceding it rather than with the statement

following it

4 The proof for the impossibility of an infinite series of causes

and effects reproduced here by Crescas is based directly upon the

proof given in Altabnzi which m turn is based upon a proof found

in Avicenna which in its turn may be considered as a fiee version

of Aristotle s proof in Metaphysics II, 2 994a, 1 ff Ciescas him

self refers late* to Altabrizi as his immediate source and describes

the proof as ha\mg been suggested m the eighth book of the

Physics and 111 the Metaphysics (see Prop III Part II p 225)

Again later after refuting this Altabrizian proof of Aristotelian

origin Ciescas quotes what he supposes to be another proof in

the name of
i one of the commentators That pi oof, too, we shall

show (p 492 n 16), is based upon the same proof of Aristotle

though Cresc is unwauly advances it as something new
The original proof of Aristotle is interpreted by Averroes, may

be anal* zed as follows (cf Epitome of the Metaphysics III Arabic

p 118, §64 Latin, p 383va Qua 6s Rodrlques, p 187, Horten,

p 140, Van den Beigh, p 98)

I In a series of causes and effects, consisting of three or more
members, that is called cause pioper which is the in the series

and is not preceded by any prior cause That is called effect proper

which is the last 111 the series and is not followed by another effect

The intermediates aie both causes and effects They are causes

only m relation to what follows from them m themselves they are

effects, requiring thus a first uncaused cause for their existence

Cf Metaphysics If, 2, 994a 11-15 "For m the case of an inter

mediate, which has a last term and a prior term outside it, the

prior must be the cause of the later terms For if we had to say

which of the three is the cause we should say the first, surely not

the last, for the final term is the cause of none, nor even the inter

mediate, for it is the cause only of one

II Intermediates will always be effects and thus require a first

cause even if they were infinite m number Cf ibidem 15-16

"It makes no difference whethei there is one intermediate or more,

nor whether they are infinite or finite m number
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III Hence there can be no infinite number of causes For

m an infinite number of causes ill the causes would be interme

diates and intermediates being also effects could not exist with

out a cause which is not an effect Otherwise things would exist

without a cause ( f ibidem 16-19 But of series which are

infinite in this way and of the infinite m general all the parts

down to that now present are alike intermediates so that if there

is no first there is no ciusc at all

Avicennas version of this proof in its fullest and most elabo

rate form, is to be found in his Al Yajah p 62 quoted by Carra

de \ au\ in di icenne pp 269 271 It is to be found at*) in the fol

towing phees \lgazah tfakaftd al falasifah II p 127 lahaful

al Falaufah IV p 14 1 12 ff (Destructio Dcstructionum IV, p
71\a I Museon 1900, pp f 76- 377) leshtibol Sheelot pp Ll~

L1I Moses ha Lavi Ma'amar Llohi Altabrizi Prop III

Though C rescas has taken his proof from Utahrizi he does not

follow him closet v Altabrizi s proof is more elaborate and is more

like the original aigument of Avicenna It runs as follows

I In an aggregate ( Mtabrizi bTa£a$id al Falastfah II,

p 127 V?3) of causes and effects let each member be

conditioned by a preceding cause

II The aggregate itself will be conditioned

III Now, the cause of that aggregate wifi have to be one of

these three

(a) The aggregate itself

(b) Something included withm the aggregate

(c) Something outside that aggregate

The first two (a) and (b) being impossible the third (c), must

be true

IV But that external cause irust be causeless

Crescas statement of the p oof as may have been observed is

much shorter It runs as follows

I Within the aggregate (d^Vo) of the infinite series of cause

and effect, either all the members are conditioned or some of them

are not

II If they are all conditioned there must be a determining

cause Outside the series is to be understood here
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III If any of the members is unconditioned, the series is no

longer infinite

The text of Altabrizi’s proof reads as follows

ViVy iniDxyV -i»3N n m “>®R «xon» nanpnn n«i nn»« py n mm
-oa it n n Van mVa Vn mVy nVy pi ia m nnnn no inn or wVyi

rh iso yaipm in ViVy hub r him *73 n aa o’ViVyi niVy pupa ym
aipsmi® ]is>«a niv ViVjn n®s m d

'

ip»n» *ViVy hpb’r a 1 -vn pipe

uao pn mi i« ia Dial "lai ir loxy nvw dr yaipan iniR nVyi 'ViVy

loxy Vy pip’ rV mnm ,ViVyn by nomp TVyn ’a Van imnn pVnm

wxyV nVy mm rV pipan iniRa didi Rin *rw *a Voa a 1 ’K>rr pVnm

nVy tt rVi np» nn wVn Vyi ioxy Vy omp 1 1 rii ori wVyV rVi

vm vp*?n yxoRa in« vpVn nVy hi»ri min pipon nVy ’a yaipoV

miRD yin nan yaip»rt n*7 j> mm® rih *® Van pVm dViri j-aipaV -by

id Pa map naa wms *bP PiPy -iipbr n’n rV pn r i® iniR nn pipoi

i»br n i’ rb did pn sin hpr run mVuVn®nn imwa ViVy *i»b r rii»

a inn i*i’ bby ne>dr nn' ttb tpr rxdiii la Dial nn' nn dri ViVy

oniR 1 n rVi on 1

? nxp Rin n’n’i iVxr iVa mVyn niV®Vnttn n n’l wiaxyV

nVy Rin mwn nVy Vr n Van Vya vm Vdr n’Van ’Vya mVa niVyi

®nnn inn mVyn ]» vinR® naV

5 Hebrew nwoia 1R D*Va®3 See at the end of the next note

6 The question as to whether the infinity of disembodied souls

is to be included within the rule of this proposition has been also

raised by Altabuzi, who, though inclined to answer it m the nega

tive ends with the remark that Cod alone can solve such intricate

difficulties

ym* D'nbnm o) pai piVna rma: n tn by -®iy 1a pjyn VaR This is

expressed in simpler language by the anonymous translator ppm
nrrnDi sm’ ’1pm ,oVyi nia Unlike Altabrizi, however, Crescas

instead of relegating the problem to divine omniscience tries to

solve it with whatever help he could get from Avicenna, Algazali

and Averroes

Algazali's view as to the infinity of disembodied souls is to be

found in the following places

Kawwanot ha Pilosofim II, 1 (Ma^aftd, al Falastfah II, p 125)

“Similarly the human souls which are parted from the bodies at

death can be infinite in number, even though they exist simul

taneously, for there is not between them that order of nature the
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ehm nation of which would cause the souls to cease to be souls

for those souls are not causes of each other but exist simultane

ously without an} distinction of priority and posteriority either

in position or in nature ff they seem to have a distinction of

priority and posteriority it is only with reference to the time of

their creation but their essences qua essences and souls have no

order between them at all They are rather nil alike m existence

m contradistinction to distances and bodies causes and effects

DnaDoi? n Vam pbo man nurorvD jvman ni emm nwwi pi

om -i Van ipiVo iV txd yam miD co
]
k a nn a nxdj i n om

*nn w TDHp nVaa irr n»J on Vam nxpV iVy onxp
i
k a rrown

onniDxy aVw amn po mum 'iDip'i inn* caam yacm nrira

rm xon a w an Van Wa an nno pa *tn rwen m axy ant? nxo

ViVym nVjm wrn a pmon

Ilappalat ha Ptlosofim I (Tahcfut aFFalasifah I, p 9 1 26 ff

Destructio Destrnctionum I p 20ra 1 8ff Horten, p 29 Afrol**

1899 pp 281-282)
4 Furthermore we argue against the philoso

phers thus Even according to \ our own principles it is not impos

sible to assume that at the present moment there exist things which

are units Dina but I atm eadem in esse] qualitati\ely

different from each other and still are infinite m number, namely,

the souls of men which ha\e become separated from the bodies

at death nun hora mortis
] and these are things which

are not described as either even or odd This view concern

mg the infinity of disembodied souls is one which Avicenna has

adopted, and perhaps it is the view of Aristotle

tron awem iwca e npan p urn aytnv 'tb nn anV naw traw Tiyi

D'niru) rrirwi am nw o*n onV n Van m» a mo d -rnn one

jwod it *noDi nnon an omwnD dtkp owes] an xm nun
nnao k"t» Viki wo

]
na nra» wn

Cf the parallel discussion m Ilappalat ha Ptlosofim IV (Tahaful

at Falastfah IV, p 33, 1 29 ff ,
Destructio Desfruchonum IV, p

71r, Mushn 1900, pp 375-376)

Maimomdes refers to this view of Avicenna in Moreh I, 74,

Seventh Argument "Some of the later philosophers solve this

difficult} by maintaining that the surviving souls are not bodies

requiring a place and a position on account of which infinity

is incompatible with their manner of existence
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rvnwwn nw&n rwara ps?di nr n»m d slogan rap own
n bin ytn om« San v nnm oipa on

1

? n jto

The original view of Avicenna is to be found in his 4/ Najah

p 34 partly quoted by Caira de Vaux in his Avicenne
t p 203

Cf Shahrastam pp 403-404 (ed Cureton)

It must however be noted that personally Algazali does not

admit the infinity of disembodied souls He advances it merely

as an aigument ad hommem Crescas is following the general

method of quoting in the name of Algazali views contained m his

Kaivuanot ha Ptiosojim which Algazali himself later rejected

The expiession Jmsn rs ofefiQ souls or intellects call for

some comment The term intellect does not occur in any of

the sources which we have reason to believe to have been drawn
upon by Crescas foi his mfoimation Altabrizi has heie only the

term souls nmsn dim 'D nwwa So does also Algazali in

the Kwivwanot ha. Ptiosofim msino nrran nvimn rwtxh

onV n^an 1'N and in the IlappakU ha Pilosofim JWM
TW2 JH0OTD

It is quite obvious that bv here Ciescas does not mean
the Intelligences of the spheies, in which sense the term bow
is used by Maimomdes in the proposition Such a rendering could

not be construed with the context

It occurs to me that these two terms are used by Crescas for a

special purpose He wants indirectly to call attention to his con
troversy with other philosophers as to the nature of the immortal
soul According to Avicenna and others, it is only the

*

acquired
intellect, “Upn that survives But according to Crescas,

the soul as such is immortal in its essence (cf Or AdonatVL vi, t)

Accoidingly what Ciescas means to say here is as follows It is

possible to have an infinite number of disembodied souls whether
these disembodied immoital souls be acquired intellects as

is the view of Av icenna, or soul essences (nvftsa)
, as is my own view

A similar indirect allusion to his controversy with the philoso

phers on the nature of the immortal soul occurs also in Prop XVI,
Part II

7 Happalat ha Happalah I (Tahafut al Tahafut I, p 10, 1 6 ff

Destruetto Desiruciiomm I, p 20rb 1 26 ff Horten, p 31) "I

do not know of any one who makes a distinction between that
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which has position and that which has no position with reference

to infinity except Avicenna for all the other philosophers I do

not know of any one who maintains such a view Nor is it in

harmony with their principles It is rather a tale out of fairv land

for the philobOpheis reject an actually infinite number of forms

whether it be corporeal or incorporeal, inasmuch as that would

imply that one infinite can he greater than another infinite

Avicenna onh meant to ingratiate himself with the multitude by
advancing a view concerning the soul which they had been accus

tomed to hear This view however carries but little conviction or

persuasion Tor if an infinite number of things existed in actuality

then the part would be equal to the whole

1 3jn id 3X0 b
j
Kir im dxd b *rv to

i
3 ns ton yrs kVi

idkdi it ion ana inn jhk vb vbn arm a q'jw 13V2 ro p
nmxo ipm 0 wpfon d nbson bono aim 01 vnvo vnah nw
ti » uoo 3 nn 0 dV dot n*?3 in dot tip ]

3 V^jed b n Son
^

no

)iorm o a
1

? u p3 3 0 p 1*7 n *?3n
j
np noo im i

1

? n *?3n
]
kp to

3 01 E>TI IpDDI opo 1DKD NH klK PDXI ] 3^0 ^Ojb AjTTW 103

*731 VD3 p*7rn HD! 1?]! *73n
j
N 0 131 WXD3

(Cf a similar refutation by Averroes in IlappaXal ha llappalah

IV Tahajut al-Tahafut IV p 71 I 23 Deslriicito Destructwnum

IV p 71va G)

It is evidently this passage of Averroes that is restated by

Narboni in his commentary on Monk I 74 Seventh \rgument

Averroes objects to it and argues

Furthermore it is a well recognized principle that that which

exists in actuality cannot be infinite whether it be material oi mi

material, and there is no difference in this respect between that

which has position and that which has no position as was thought

by Avicenna For if actually existent things were infinite the

part would be equal to the whole

miP no by n !?3n
)
kv nap yiT vnw p m idni pbn nvn pi

iVp no id n?3 ^-ni vki a dot rbo w owi \ n nw yxn Kin hy\oo kxdj

]'K ^yi03 Q'13*T KXD3 b D 3D pH 30HP 103 inn V?
1
HP 10 } 31 inn

VyiDn nbon byo rbo b i bon \oo pbrm in anb nbon

According to Narboni (Commentary on the Kavnvanot loc at )

Averroes
1

denial of the infinity of disembodied souls follows as a

result of his denial of individual immortality
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It behooves you to know that this philosopher [i e Averroes]

objects to Algazali s statement that disem

bodied souls are infinite He says

that this view is refutable It is not in agree

ment with Aristotle s view as to the immortality of the soul for

Aristotle does not believe that every man has an individual soul

which is individual in its essence And conse

quently we do not have to adopt the view which Algazali was

compelled to adopt Ponder upon this We further say that Alga

zali s statement here indicates that he has been following Alex

ander sview who believes that the soul is only a predisposition

and that it is created
1

nuranD nmsn jwsntr 1ditqk 2mm pbn cma r\w yirw

mwwn mn wdhn njn naa nr ) a bm nn mb pa

no ]'DKib y nro nb) Iosya nbix vdi bibv nno' vh wn '3

nyiD nonus a hnt nn unap mn 'd imn n? ym nanna )m
ntmnD w~m 12b “nan n n awi a youm

8 Crescas is misrepresenting Averroes view in attributing to him

the distinction of odd and even as an argument against the infinity

of disembodied souls It is true that Averroes denied the possi

bihty of an nfinite number of disembodied souls, but his reason

for it is not that attributed to him here be Crescas He rejects it

on the following two grounds (1) No infinite number is possible

whether material or immaterial (2) 1 here cannot be an infinite

number of disembodied souls because the individual souls do not

persist after death (cf above n 7 and below n 9)

Crescas himself mentions Averroes' commentary on the Physics

as his only source for the argument from odd and even (see Prop

II Part II) and there is no indication there that the argument

was directly applied by Averroes to the infinity of disembodied

souls

9 Crescas argument that the infinite by virtue of its being un
limited should likewise be indivisible into odd and even has been

raised and refuted by Algazali It is introduced m the following

connection

Algazali raises an objection against the eternity of motion on

the ground that every number must be divisible into odd and
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even, whereas eternal motion would imply an infinite number of

motions which could not be divided into odd and even He then

suggests himself that the eternahsts might say that it is only a

finite number that must be divisible into odd and even but not an

infinite number (quoted above Prop II Part II p 478 n 8) But

he rejects this distinction and affirms that an infinite as well as a

finite number must always be divisible into odd and even

Ilappalat ha Ptlosofint I {Tahafvt al Falasijah I, p 9 1 23 ff

Destrucho Deslruciionuml, p 19va I 11 ff Horten p 27 Musion

1899, p 281) “We say number is divided mto even and odd, and

it is impossible that anything should be outside this distinction

whether it be existent and permanent or non existent For when

we assume a certain number we must believe that it must mevi

tably be e\en or odd, irrespective of whether we consider the

things numbered as existent or as non-existent for even if they

cease to exist after having existed this [disjunctive] judgment

does not disappear nor does it change

"dti i n v )D ipiVrmm nr? kvi npen "nan nr pVn tsddh u-dm

kVbq u Vy zvnnrta "inoa uruneo "in 'ta w nwj kxoi -man

rnyi ok d annoi o wcd: onu>on lyera?
\
a ik xu vn td oSo1

n^Kt?n -nun nnr vryn *6 m« xm nnn

Averroes on the other hand, insists that it is only by virtue of

its fimtude that a number must be divisible into odd and even,

be that fimtude conceptual or real Conceptual finites, however,

as, e g ,
future tune, are onl> conceptually divisible into odd and

even The infinite therefore, is not necessarily divisible mto odd

and even inasmuch as the infinite has neither conceptual nor real

existence, for it exists only in potentiality, and existence in poten-

tiality is like non existence

Happalat ha Ilappalah I {Tahajut al Tahaful , p 9, 1 3 ff

Destrucho Deslruchonum l p 19va I 24 ff Horten p 27) ‘This

proposition is only true of that which has a beginning and an end

outside the sou! or in the soul, that is to say it is only then that

we are intellectually bound to think that it must be either even

or odd irrespective of the circumstance whether it has actual

existence or it has no actual existence But that which exists only

m potentiality, that is to say, a thing which has neither a begin-

ning nor an end, cannot be described as either even or odd
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for that which is in potentiality is like that which is non-

existent

ubvdz> V i c>sin in yin n *,Wim bi> noa pts* dk "loxcn in

ron rxd3 «vv no o^im mwxd nyai m$n nya nsm no 1 Vy bjan

1-33 KVft> n
1

?! 311 KT*® R*7 vby pin’ N*7 11 *73n ib\ I'jnin I
1

? l’«» S 1

P \RT II

10 Phvsics VIII 5 Intermediate Physics VIII u 2 Cf below

n 19

11 Metaphysics II, 2 Cf Prop III Parti p 482 n 4

12 See Moreh II 22

13 tiescns argument here may be restated as follows Suppose

we have m eternal unciused cause capable of ptoducing more

than one effect Suppose again that these effects co exist with the

eternal cau^e and have order neither in sp ice nor m n iture l
T
nder

these cncumslances according to Mannomdes own admission,

these effects may be infinite in number Crescas now raises the

following question Why could not these effects be infinite in

number even if we assume them to be arianged among themselves

in a series of causes and effects^ In other words, Crescas conten

tion is this Assuming an uncaused eternal cause with which its

effects are co existent these effects should be possible to be infinite

m number e\en ff they form a senes of causes and effects As for

the possibiht> of one simple cause to produce moie than one

effect, it is denied if the cause acts by necessity but is admitted if

it acts by will and design (cf Moreh II, 22)

The point of Crescas reasoning will become all the more effec

tive when taken as being especially dnected against section II of

Aristotle s proof in the Metaphysics as reproduced above m Prop

III Part 1, p 482 n 4 It will be recalled that Aristotle makes

the statement that intermediates would require a first cause even

if they were infinite Now Crescas seems to turn on him and

argue Why not assume an infinite number of intermediates hav

ing a first cause and affirm the existence of an infinite senes of

intermediate causes and effects?
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14 Hebrew nxp ' one of the commentators and not as

the expression would ordinarily mean some of the commenta
tors for the reference is heie to Narboni The teim nxp is used

here m the sense of the Arabic which means both some and

some one Thus in Cuzan I 11a YV2 is translated by
DB^DnJt) TIN ‘ one of the kings whereas in Moreh I, 74 Seventh

Argument, «i“i mWw hjktjd fyais translated by nxp

*ir nm Biotin writt some of the latei philosophers have

explained this It was the ordinary understanding of the

Hebrew nxp as 'some that caused here the corruption of inn

into lnnn in the printed editions and some MSS

15 Hebrew JNP 7 he term y J thioughout this passage and else

where is used in an additional sense which it had acquired from

its Arabic equivalent of which it was used as a translation

Both the Hebrew and the Arabic teims mean tench arn >e extend

to, attain But the \i ibic means also be brought to an end be

accomplished be limited Thus in Robot ha Lebabot I, 9 J^Jl

\.Jw VI ^ inVnrn my^ao rn^yn, ' the causes are limited

a parte ante Heie I have translated it in each instance according

to the requirements of the context but always in conformity with

its original and acquned meanings

Shem tob ben Joseph Talaquera evidently was conscious of the

new use of the term y J in philosophic texts but, unable to ac

count for it ascribes it to the intransim e meaning of the verb

which indeed is a good explanation as far as it goes Reslut

Ifokmah III, 1, p 62 noon nr mmpa nna nho nynV

myi^i nxv by)o wn ksi yy ayVm ioaiw nmy ^yu? mi
Dipra kxvh tmpn virw nr won hub na y id \ n i

hxv oipaa noiym ntny

The influence of the Arabic reach ones aim, is also to

be discerned m Samuel ha Nagid s use of y’n in the following

verse in Ben Kohelet mp1 nnn dvb ay'll!? Mbs an emN See

Yelhn, 'Ben Kohelet of Samuel Ha Nagid Jeuish Quarterly

Review, n s, XVI (1926), 27a [6] and \elhn s comment on

p 273

For yin as a translation of £ ,
see quotations from Saadia

and Bafoya in the next note
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16 1 his passage is a \ erbatim quotation from Narbom s commen
tary on Moreh II, Introduction, Prop III

This statement however, is not original with Narbom It is

only a paraphrase of Aristotle s own woids with which he clinches

his arguments against an infinite series of causes upwaid in

Metaphysics I 2 994a 18-19 So that if there is no first there

is no cause at all and of the statement m Physics VIII, 5, 256a,

11-12 And without the first mover, indeed the last will not

move What Crescas therefore really does here after having

refuted the Aristotelian proof of Altabnzi is to quote again, this

time via Narbom, another pait of the same Aristotelian proof

(see above p 482 n 4)

Other paiaphrtsts of this statement of Aristotle are as follows

Themistius m De Caelo I, 1, ed Landauer Hebrew text, p 27,

1 15 p» Vs jwxd b yx Ton mnn^ nto nrv *\m n:nn o nn

im vbx njrunn nwrv xb d tsti |d 121 vbx yw no '2 vbvo
onzm jo I atm text p 41 14 Ouod enim in continua gcnei

atione consistit esse non habet atque eo minus m aha <affec

hone?> turpe est enim existimare eo qiucquam moven, quo

nunquam pervemre potest

Saadia, Emunot tve Deot I 1, Fourth Demonstration Tor the

mind cannot think backward infinitely and comprehend the in

finite By the same token existence cannot proceed foiwaid

infinitely and complete an infinite process so as to reach us And
if existence could not reach us we would not exist

*

nosy nVyn in nuym rbyob -\2mnn n nVyn xb irVon b ym noi

y’jn xb dm xbxx y aw ly n Taym nooV rrm X2 y^on

yrro xb nm
Babya ibn Pakuda, Ifobot ha Lebabot I, 5, Second Proposition

"It has already been shown that that which has no beginning has

no end, for it is impossible in that which has no beginning to

reach at a limit at which one can stop

y^nV tpdr w usd iVan b \ « n^nn b
]
kp na biv Tram tw o

bxx dixn tidjw Vua bx nbnn 1V yw ttd <£^>

Judah ha Levi Cuzan V, 18 ‘ For that which is infinite can-

not become actually realized ’ bywn bn XX' mV tVdd b TO1

Averroes Epitome of the Physics VIII, p 46b “For if the inter

mediate causes go on to infinity, there will be no first, and if there
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is no first, there will be no last But the last exists Hence the

first exists and that is the self mover *

i iT tib TPto’i \mn w m h 1

? n xb bx a bx o

Him hxd 3 ]WH-n nn hxdi jnnnn ‘ran jnnn dp nn h^ jHwn dp

mo yyunan

17 The line of reasoning employed by Crescas in the arguments
following henrs some resemblance to Algazah s reasoning against

the impossibility of an infinite series of causes and effects, in

Ilappalat ha Pilosofim IV (7 ahafut al Falasifah IV, p 33, I 24
ff , Destruction VestrucHonum IV p 71r Afuseon 1900, pp 375-

376)

Algazah s arguments mav be outlined as follows

I According to the philosophers belief in the eternity of the

universe it should be possible to have a series of causes and effects

which is infinite in the upward direction but finite in the down-
ward direction for of such a nature is time according to their own
view (Cf Refutation of Altabrizi s proof in Prop I, Part II

p 423 n 38)

II If you say that time constitutes a successive senes whereas
natural causes and effects are all co subsistent, the answer is that

disembodied souls are admitted to be infinite even though they
are not m a successive line

III If you say that disembodied souls have no order at all,

neither that of nature nor that of position whereas causes and
effects have order m nature, the answer is

a By admitting the infinity of disembodied souls, the philoso

phers have admitted the possibility of an infinite number at large

If they are now to deny any particular kind of infinite number
such as the infinite number of causes and effects, they must prove

that by a special argument
b It is not true that disembodied souls have no order They

have order in tune

18 That is to say, Narbom s statement might hold true only m
case the causes are prior to their effects in time in addition to

then being prior to them m nature In fact in the original appli-

cation of this argument to the problem of eternity as we have
seen, there is the assumption of priority in time The argument,
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therefore, is insufficient to prove the contention of this proposi

tion, namely, the impossibility of an infinite series of causes and

effects where the priority involved is only that of nature

The reasoning in this argument, it will be noticed, is just the

opposite of that emplo>ed by Algazah Cf above n 17, II

19 The distinction between essential and accidental causes with

respect to infinity is described by Mannomdes m the following

passage
1 Equally impossible is the existence of an infinite series

of causes This causal relation constitutes [what is known
as] the essential natural order concerning which it has been dem-

onstrated that an infinite is impossible In other cases

it is still an open question, as e g the existence of the infinite in

succession, which is called the accidental infinite, 1 e
,
a series of

things in which one thing comes forth when the other is gone, and

this again in its turn succeeded a thing which had ceased to exist,

and so on ad infinitum' (
Moreh I, 73, Eleventh Proposition)

Cf above Prop III, Part I, n 2 (p 481)

Similarly in Algazah s Mafrasid al Falasifah II, pp 124-5,

the impossibility of an infinite senes of causes is confined only to

that which Maimomdes describes as essential "It follows that

any number assumed to consist of units existing together and

having order in nature and priority and posteriority cannot be

infinite, and this is what is meant by infinite causes

nonpi yaua “no b) m o'kxdj cmn« run “isdd bsv irnnaro

on
1

? nbzr\ ]'« nbyz nn nptf dm b rr^n
]
w* hd nma run

This distinction is likewise discussed by Averroes in the fol

lowing places

llappalat ha llappalah I (Tahaful al Takafut I, p 7, l 30 ff
,

Destructio DesintcHonutnl, p 18vb, I 7ff Horten p 21,1 29~p

23, 1 5) "This [impossibility of an infinite regress] is true and is

conceded by the philosophers if the prior motions are assumed to

be a necessary condition for the existence of the posterior motions

Accordingly in their opinion, the

existence of an accidental infinite is possible but not of an essen

tial infinite
”

nwsw mcrnpn rvomnn vimm n'wobvn nin *?2ipDi rm nn

dxjd tb mpaa b nbzn no m'*t> chxn n'm Jinnanon
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Happalat ha Happalah IV (Tahafut al Tahafut IV, p 70, 1 4

ff
,
Deslrucho Deslruchonum IV, p 70ra f 1 8 if Horten, p 187)

According to the philosophers a series of infinite causes is in one

respect false and impossible but in another respect necessary

They consider it impossible when the causes are essential and in

a straight direction, if, e g ,
every preceding cause is a condition

m the existence of every succeeding one But they do not con-

sider it impossible if the causes are accidental and m a circular

direction
*

yx» m nn nxo a inoi ixd naa nibyv crnaiK o£»D)ban

'nbz\ nmtnon nwxoa 'ten am a*np rrn o« ,*wn by\ osya i rreo abxt<

A'aoi) mpM i y&:

Intermediate Physics VIII n 2 ‘As for the existence of an

infinite number of bodies one being the cause of the other, it is

impossible both essentially and accidentally if they all are as-

sumed to be at the same time, it is impossible essentially but

possible accidentally if they are assumed to be not at the same
time

npp nn nn inn a ok nxpV nuo omp nban byz eroni mw xdi

mpaa nw» ban osyo njxmo nrr vh tow m mpm oxyzi

Throughout all these passages, it will have been noticed, in

addition to the distinction between essential and accidental

causes, a distinction is also made between successive causes and
co existent causes, the former being described in one place as be-

ing "m a straight direction wi by This distinction can be

traced to Metaphysics II, 2, 994a I if Aristotle states there that

causes cannot be infinite either “in a straight duection,’ els

tbdwplav or "according to kind
1

Kar' elSos Avert oes offers

two interpretations of these Aristotelian phrases "By in a straight

direction he means that the causes are coexistent, as if they were

in a straight line, and by according to kind he means that the

causes are one after the other and not together after the manner
of things which belong to the same kind, that is to say, that one
individual exists after another individual and one group after an-

other group, so that when the later comes into existence the earlier

passes away It is possible, however, that by m a straight direc-

tion he means that the causes belong to the same kind as e g ,

man from man, and by according to kind he means that the causes
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belong to different kinds under one genus, as, e g ,
fire arising

from air, air from water, water from earth for ail these are causes

alike in genus ” (Quoted by Abrabanel in Mifalot EloJnm IX,

4 p 62b)

ip on nn niRSDi rn^yn vn p nznn qTD hxt

o'omm o’nari yn *?y in r*7 mn«i ihr nnR ni^yn vn » 1
on yra

YiNrarn* *?y in« V?y\ in« nnR iriR did rsdw \>i2n in«n pn Vr

1DD 1HR
]
BD DID H HP HD HP1U “ISTIP ^UD 1 Qlipi 1DDI R2£D1 T0ND

no nnn d'duj D'D^nna d\tdd did i ntp no pi dird dir m n

i d'pd h^n d puna own d did i i«m tirid pri m ® ud inn

W2 mauoD ni*?y

Averroes’ first interpretation is reflected in the following pas

sage of Gersomdes Commentary on Averroes* Epitome of the

Phvsics III ' Another difficulty has been raised against this view,

which difficult) is based upon the proposition that an infinite

number of causes and effects is impossible, whether those causes

and effects exist together or not This proposition has already

been demonstrated in the first book of the Metaphysics, [i e
,

Book Alpha Minor]
"

pa d ^yi m^y rm xw ^y 'iu nn tin pso nra trpmDD i n nyi

tu naipnn mn in irsd r*?p in in1 insd^ rrn npp oiddd^

ynai ihrp naa ptvtnn ibrbd niRann

A similar interpretation of that statement of Aristotle may
also be discerned in the following passage of Algazah, Teshubol

She elot
, p xxxix "Those causes must inevitably be in a straight

direction, i e
,
existing together, or in coming one after the other

"

i? Run dri rwzin iwi ^y vn 0 oy ni^ym nuon dhir lyu* *6

ir nn«

20 The Hebrew text is rather vague I take it as Crescas own
criticism of the foregoing distinction He now argues to the effect

that if an infinite series of accidental causes is possible, it will be

necessary to advance a special argument to prove that an infinite

series of essential is not equally possible

The reasoning here is suggestive of the reasoning employed by
Algazah as reproduced above mn 17, III, b

21 As we have seen, the main point of Crescas* argument was,

that, assuming an uncaused eternal cause, it is not impossible to

have an infinite series of causes and effects coexisting with eternal
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cause And so he now concludes quite logically, that while it is

true that this proposition does not prove the impossibility of an

infinite series of causes and effects and hence does not prove the

creation of the world in time still it proves that the world is not

its own cause but presupposes the existence of an uncaused cause

There is in Crescas conclusion the ring of a veiled challenge to

AJtabnzi s statement that the object of the proposition is to prove

both (a) that the series of causes and effects cannot be infinite

and (b) that they must culminate in an uncaused cause Now
that you know this you may understand that the purpose of this

proposition is to prove that there must be an end to the series of

causes and effects and that they must terminate at a cause which

is entirely uncaused but has necessary existence by its own nature

nhvhrm n bin mto txn loipin naro pw yn njrr twoi
ra' >n» rrnn bin bbz nbby rrnn vb n^y ^ nnym nrW?>m ro^yn

ttxy!? nmn

PROPOSITION IV

1 The Hebrew text of this proposition is taken from Isaac ben
Nathan s translation of Altabrizi

2 Hebrew mVttO WiD The term is a literal translation of the

Arabic c^ Both these terms are derived from a root origi

nally meaning set free They thus reflect the Greek &7r6\vros,

which, from its original meaning hosed, free ,
came to be used in

the sense of absolute A still closer analogue of the Hebrew nVwo

is the Arabic which literally meaning sent, is used in the

sense of absolute m the spurious Theology of Aristotle (cf Dietenci,

Die sogenannte Theologte des Anstoteles Arabic text, p 108, l 3)

The term z>bm& in the sense of absolute which occurs often in

Crescas (p 152 1 13) and elsewhere is of Mishnaic origin and is

to be considered as the equivalent of the Arabic and the Greek
terms rather than a translation thereof For the opposite of nbwn
and fc&rrtD there are several terms each of which designates a differ

ent shade of meaning of the term relative (a) £>nx m the various

senses of the category of relation wiko* tt/>As n, (Prop

VI, p 238 l 9) (b) ^ &*d>\ov0os
t
consequent upon or

incident to Prop XIV, Part II, n 9, p 631 Prop XV, p 282, I
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14, below n 14) (c) restricted, from a root meaning

bind as noVniD dm nn&npD ox in Narboni quoted below n 8

The expressions Tirra ono and duo are used by Hillel of

Verona in his discussion of this proposition

3 Crescas endeavors to explain here why Maimomdes has m
eluded substance among the categories of change, for, as we shall

see in the course of this note there had been two kinds of classi

fications, one which included substance and the other which did

not The distinction drawn here by Crescas between timeless

change and change in time corresponds to the distinction he

draws later, in Proposition V, between change proper and mo
tion The latter is always change in time (Cf Prop I, Part II

n 101, p 463) What Crescas is therefore trying to say here is

that Maimomdes has used the term change in this proposition

advisedly to include timeless change This implied difference

between change and motion and the further implication that the

former includes substance and the latter does not has a history

behind it which I am going to trace here with some detail

Aristotle himself seems to make a distinction between change

jJLeTafibXi} and motion Kivrjcns While in one place he says

"for the present we do not have to make any difference between

the terms motion and change** (Physics IV, 10 218b, 19-20), in

another place he states explicitly that change differs from mo
tion * (Physics V, 5, 229a, 31) The difference between motion

and change is expressed by him as follows Motion is the change

from a certain subject to a certain subject (Physics V, 1, 225b, 2

and V, 5, 229a, 31-32), whereas change may be from a subject to

a non subject or from a non subject to a subject (Physics V, 1

225a, 3 ff ) Accordingly, Aristotle denies that "there is motion

in the category of substance” (Physics V, 2, 225b, 10-11), mas
much as generation and corruption, he says, which constitute the

changes in substance, are changes from a non subject to a subject

and from a subject to a non subject (Physics V, 1, 225a, 16 and

32)

Following out this distinction, Aristotle seems to be on the

whole very careful m the use of the terms change and motion

When he uses the term change as the subject of his classification,

he enumerates four categories, including substance But when
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he uses the term motion , he enumerates only three categories,

excluding substance The following references to his writings

will illustrate this point

I Passages in which the term change is used and the category

of substance is included

Physics III, 1, 200b, 33-34

Metaphysics VIII, 1, 1042a, 32~b, 3, XII, 2, 1069b, 9 ff

De Gen et Corr I, 4, 319b, 31 ff

I he category of substance is also included m the classification

given in Physics I, 7, 190t, 31 ff and Metaphysics VII, 7, 1032a,

13-15, where instead of change the term generation y eveais, is

implied In the first of these passages the categories of relation

and time are also mentioned

II Passages in which the term motion is used and the category

of substance is excluded

Physics V, 1 225b, 7-9 2, 226a 24-25 VII 2 243a 6-7

VIII 7 260a 26-28

De Caelo IV, 3, 310a, 23-24

De Anttna I, 3, 406a, 12 ff Here Aristotle speaks of four kinds

of motion but he gets the four not by including substance but

by resolving the term quality into diminution and growth

Topics IV 1 121a, 30 ff
*
If, then motion be assumed as the

genus of pleasure we must see whether pleasure be not locomo

tion (^opA), nor alteration, nor any of the other assigned mo
Hons 9 By mentioning here under motion the categories of place

and quality and by referring to the remaining kinds of motion by
the plural 'other motions

, by the other motions 1

Aristotle un

doubtedly means here the categories of substance and quantity

Thus, by implication, substance is included under motion, con-

trary to Aristotle s general usage This contradiction to lus

general usage will appear all the more forceful if we accept the

reading <j>dop&, m this passage instead of </>op<£ Then indeed,

substance will be explicitly mentioned under motion It is how
ever, possible that by 'other motions' Aristotle means here

'growth and ‘diminution, which terms are often used by him
in place of 'quantity

'

Categories, ch 14, 15a, 13 ff "Of motion there are six species,

generation, corruption, augmentation, diminution, alteration, and
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change of place
1

It will be noticed that these six species of

motion fall under the four categories, including substance

This sixfold classification of motion given b> Aristotle in the

Categories seems to have been adopted by many Arabic and Jew
ish philosophers from the earliest times Traces of this ciassifica

tion are found in the works of the following authors

A1 Kindi Liber de quinque essentus in Die phtlosophischen

Abhandlungen des Jaqub ben Ishaq A l Kindt , by Albino Nagy,

p 3^ ' Motus autem dmiditur in sex species quarum una est

generatio, et secunda corruptio, tertia altetatio, quarta augmen
turn quinta diminutio et sexta permutatio de loco ad locum *

Ihwan al Safa See Dietenci Die Naturanschauung und Notur

philosophic der Amber, p 11 Die I ehre von der Weltsecle bet den

Arabern
, p 117

Isaac Israeli, Sefer Yesodot III, pp 62-63 (and cf p 71)

'For motion must inevitably be either essential or accidental

As for essential, it is e g ,
the motion of generation and destruc

tion As for accidental, it is of two kinds, either motion of quan

tity, as, e g motion of increase [and decrease], or motion of

quality, as, e g ,
alteration, and translation from one place to

another
"

mosyn oVir Tipo Vyn osy or innid vb nyiirw 'sb

nyun m d':e> ™ ^y n nn n npon o^imi TDsm ninn nyian Rn
Dipbo pnynm wn po nmn nyin in t qvnrri] Wm nyun pio hiddt

Dipo!?

baadia, hmunot we Deol II, 2 ' And thus of the six species of

motion nyunn w nwa pi

Pseudo Bahya s Kitub Ma'am al Nafs ch 2 ed Goldziher,

p 6 “And the species of corporeal motions are six motion of

generation, motion of corruption, motion of augmentation and

motion of diminution, motion of place and motion of alteration

bm -onm idi i:nn trodmm ]io i;nn nno mao^R njonn^R drjw

nWtfiDR Tmm nznn The term t^rhodr is translated in

Broyd£ s Torat ha Nefesh t p 7, b> the Hebrew nrmo, rest

,

which is

obviously wrong The term n^RnnoR reflects the Greek aWoluxns
(cf Munk, Guide II, p 7) which is specifically used by Aristotle

as a designation for qualitative change which is otherwise de

seabed by him as Kara iroibv (Physios III, 1, 200b, 34), Kar
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eldos (De Caelo IV, 3 310a, 24) and Kara tt&Oos (De Gen et Corr

I, 4, 319b, 33) Narbom distinguishes between /zera/SoXT?, *
,

up and dXXotoms by using for the latter Tirra nunifln (see

quotation below n 8) Hillel of Verona uses for it in Tagmule

ha Nefesh (see quotation below) and W?n tn Propositions XIII

and XIV The term however may be a corruption of *p^rr

In Sefer ha Yesodol it is simply 'W (see quotation above)

Hillel of Verona Tagmule ha Nefesh I, 3, pp 3b-4a 'Shouldst

thou be inclined to say that the <oul is moved essentially by the

motion of the body, [you will find that) it cannot be moved by
any of the siv kinds of motion which are found in four out of the

ten categories, namely, substance quantity quality, and place

Substance includes two opposite motions l e generation and

destruction Quantity includes increase and decrease Quality

includes only one kind of motion and that is the alteration from

one property to another as e g from hot to cold, from black to

white, and then like Alteration occurs when a new property is

generated conti arv to the one winch exists in the subject now,

while the subject itself remains the same Place too includes

only one kind of motion which in its turn is di\ided into other

kinds This kind of motion is prior in nature to all the other mo
tions that is to sav locomotion, which is the motion whereby the

heavenly bodies are moved

nww> yyyvrrf? nb -wcn ’n *|un njwn noxys nyyuno nann oh

ninm nurnn mton axyn b -i mfljn p rmoND -a munn myunn
nrraxn mom dudd nosnm n vn on nrnana mjnan w niDDi oxyo

otid ^anb ionib *pVm nnn nynn noma piomi
Kxwn qon nnn non nwyro «n qi^nm mb nnrwb piVa mpb

thk |op di noro {read n»ai no D'p wwi wi oy rmm
yoto ompn wi nyunn p )*n nn d'tin opd my w innm nynno

o wn *>u iyyurv nop rptnpon nynn nota nm mjrunn ^
Saba myyah by Abu ‘Imran Moses T^bi with Hebrew trans

lation and commentary Batte ha Nefesh by Solomon ben Im
manuel Dapiera (published by Hartwig Hirschfeld .vp the Report

of the Judith Montefiore College, 1894) p 46, speaks also of six

kinds of motion But these six motions all belong to the three

categories of place, quantity and quality The number six is

obtained by counting upward downward and circular motions
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as three kinds of motions under place, and augmentation and

diminution as two kinds of motions under quantity 1 The mo
tions of animal beings are six Motion includes the three

in place, [and those] in quantity [and] m quality The three [in

place] have been explained above [see p 45 upward, downward
circular] Motion in quantity is twofold, towards augmentation

and towards diminution This makes it five Motion in quality

makes it six
*

cm p/'P did hd didm mttt vbw nijronn on m n myun

von nn inonn mom nw nmo njnaftn rhyzb nrarn
m nn no an nyum

Still among the Arabic and Jewish philosophers who were ac

quainted with the other writings of Aristotle the classification of

motion does not include substance Thus Algazah in Mafca$id

al Falasifah III, p 236 "And the teim motion does not apply

to all the categories but only to four motion of place and trans

lation in the categories of quantity position and quality
”

Algazah s fourfold classification, with its inclusion of the cate

gory of position and exclusion of the category of substance is

adopted by Abraham ibn Daud in Emunah Ramah I, 3 p 13

In Shahrastam it is definitely stated that there is no motion in

the category of substance (ed Cureton, p 397)

In view of all this, it is strange that Maunomdes himself, in his

own explanation of this proposition should maintain that the

term change as used by him here is identical with motion and is

in time, though he includes under it the categoiv of substance

It is stranger still that Ciescas should not have known of Mai
monides* own explanation and offer here an explanation which is

diametrically opposed to it See l^obez Teshubot ha Rambam we

Iggerotaw II, (Letter to Samuel Ibn Tibbon), p 27b

‘With regard to your question concerning the phrasing of the

fourth proposition, there is nothing wrong with it You may re

call the general statement we have made in the introduction of

the book that I have written it for him who has read much in

the sciences and that it is not intended for him who has never

studied any of these profound and difficult subjects It is one of

the generally known principles, about which there can be no

doubt, that every change is necessarily a motion, for every change

is in time and time is the measure of motion according to the
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prior and the posterior m motion as we have explained it m its

proper place [see Prop XV] '

ntTDEQ xhbyv na njm -nm \non m i
k in ranpnn udd mDiu> n»

\b oip *zf? vman nVi mD^nn p 12m tnpp i/nari o nspn

yrrn pi
1
mb D>2?pn n^Nn o piDjn d^j?jd 12m p y

prm ,]dd n nn nunn bzv wb aw Vd -iyun nxmvn bs o u p*?D

wpoa i«3j nwo nyurn nnanm onpa nymi nw mn

The difference between Maimomdes and Aristotle as to the

use of the term motion is correctly set forth in Ruab JJen t
ch 11

I Know that all these kinds of changes are called motion according

to the Master s \iew, as is set forth b} him at the beginning of

the second part of his noble work the Guide of the Perplexed But

according to Aristotle, there is no motion in the category of

substance
99

runs ~xdw im b 1 am njn '&b nyun d top: d t%n iV« bzv jm
pH nyn 'th ~\K oauun mio nre Twn nDHDJ wn pbm

axjn nt)Hoa nyun

4 The reference here is to De Gen etCorr 1,4 319b, 31 ff
,
where

a distinction is diawn between change in the categories of quan

tity, place and quality and the change of generation and corrup

tion, 1 e
,
change in the category of substance The diffeience

however, is not expressed by Aristotle in the terms used here b>

Crescas, 1 e ,
between temporal and instantaneous change As

Aristotle puts it change in the first three categories implies a

substratum which is perceptible and persists throughout the

change (319b 10-11), whereas in change of substance there is

nothing perceptible which persists in its identity as a substratum

(319b, 14-21) The view that change of substance is in no time

is reported in the name of Avicenna by Shahrastani (ed Cureton,

p 397) It is also found in the comments on this proposition by
Altabrizi, Narbom, the Moreh ha Moreh and the Ruah ch

II But this view was a matter of controversy as we shall see in

Prop VII Maimomdes in his letter to Samuel ibn Tibbon, quoted

above inn 3 is of the opinion that all changes, including that of

substance, is in time A similar statement is found in Physics

IV, 14, 222b, 31 There seems to be, however, according to

Maimomdes, one exception to this generalization, and that is

the generation and destruction of forms See Moreh Nebukim
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II, 12 Every combination of the elements is subject to increase

and decrease, and this comes to be gradually It is different

with forms they do not come to be gradually, and have there

fore no motion the> come to be or pass awa> without time

dip p ) n mnuem ]U*n pwn tznnin* Mm pnon-n nsDim ^apo )r»

pi n^d hod in winn’ oidm ma nyun
]
n i\bi pwn jwm itennn nV

No mention is made of the distinction between change in

time and change in no time in the passage m the Intermediate

De Gen et Con f 1 4 (Latin, p 354rb-va) corresponding to

De Gen et Con I, 4, 319b, 31 ff
,
quoted above

5 This question has been raised by Altabnzi "Know that against

the author s statements many objections can be raised, viz
,
what

does he mean by the term change in his statement that change

exists in four categories t Does he mean sudden change or

gradual change, or change in general, whether sudden or gradual?

He could not mean sudden change for change m quantity, qual

lty and place are not sudden but rather gradual

He could not mean gradual change, for change in substance is

not gradual but rather sudden Nor could he

mean change in general, inclusive of all the kinds of change he

mentions, be they sudden or gradual, for change in this general

sense is not confined to those four categories mentioned, for every

one of the categories is generated in the subject in which it in

heres, and thus every one of them has some change either sudden

or gradual Why then did he single out these four categories to

the exclusion of the others?
1

noKEQ wno nxmn no maw Mm mprn mpno nonon nun byv ym
WH IN D1NTID kV IN DINOD ’TO U rDTUn ON nnONO 12 MfD’w
nn owid wn u mn rvn dm oindd nb in dinds rrn rvv nhwo

nn dm 111111 by urnno rvrv ^b mum tntii noon wn
Dinns Trr ^dn nmnn by 1 1' n

1

? osya wn 111 nmnn by 'wn 10

dikdd nn nor n»N b2 *pp' ly nbyvt> 'van Mn wn id mti m dm
DTD t -wn nyznKn nnDNoa nm * xb rh*m im nn mans nn nb in

no w 10N0 bzb mnn axwca tmn* dh nn nnown p tdnd bo o
omNP vta nn mown nrrr nr nubi dindd n1

? in dihtid dn

6 The category of position is included by Algazali among the

categones of motion Ma^a^id al Fahstfah III, p 236 ‘The
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term motion does not apply to all the categories, but only to four,

namely, motion in place, and translation in quantity, in position

and in quality ” Upon this there is the following comment by

Albalag “ The term motion does not apply to all the categories,

but only to four, namely motion in place, and translation in

quantity, in position and in quality Says the transla

tor This ib the view of Avicenna with regard

to the celestial sphere, namely, that its motion is not in place

inasmuch as it has no place Moreo\ er, its motion is circular, and

circular motion is not in place Aristotle s view,

however, is that motion is in three categories, in quantity, quality

and place, and that the motion of the [celestial] sphere is in place
’

ntm pnynm rrmpm nyum ymto ctao nyunn h\*>n vb\

viyun
i
wp p Wua nj o pn nyi w p^nyoT non no tai nsDm

n anon nyunm ivano uiyuw uh* my vhi opa \h
]
w rpoipD

rwai niDNm nma m-mo w nyinn o iddtn nym oipon him

jn i^ipD bbm nyun

A similar comment occurs in Narbom's commentary on the

Afdfcafttf ‘Avicenna calls the motion of the celestial sphere mo
tion in position, not motion m place because of the fact that the

body of the sphere as a whole does not change its place But

Averroes has already caught him up on this for the celestial sphere

does change its place as a whole in form if not in substance
”

own V?w neb jmn nyun ub sxan nynn twtan nyun *np* '?o pm
rrvran bbn wpo td' kvi o vSy nun p o&n td kV

k1

?

So is ‘position also mentioned by Shahrastani m the name of

Avicenna (ed Cureton, p 398)

The same view is followed by Abraham ibn Daud m Etnunah

Ramah I, 3, p 13 Motion is a term applied primarih to the

translation of a body from one place to another or to the transla

tion of its position
"

*dxd pnyn Vy w tnpeh nipao own pnyn Sy nnmn n&w ra> nynnn

Similarly Altabnzi is for the inclusion of position Then the

philosophers proceed to say that motion exists only in four cate

gories, three of which are mentioned here by the author, namely,

the categories of quantity, quality and place, and a fourth one

which is not mentioned by him, namely, position
*
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-anon trot dhd vbv miDMa 12 Kson am rryum tom p him

HDMD Mim “Ul *6 DIO iriKD "1X11 HKII
-J
Mil PtODH TOMB MVTI

He explains, however, the omission of the category of position

by Maimomdes on the ground that motion of position is identical

with circular motion, and the latter is to be included, according

to Maimomdes, under locomotion

naatn npunn rub) rrnuDn npunn vn K'n ason nyunm

ruMn noMaa nyuna naaa

Cf Judah Messer Leon s commentary on Categories III, 2,

On Motion 'It would seem that there is motion in the category

of position, even though Aristotle does not mention it, as, e g

the motion of things that remain in the same place, and of such

a description is the motion of the celestial bodies If one should

try to forestall this objection by saying that the spheres have mo
tion only with reference to their parts and those parts do change

their place by motion, the answer is that it is not so, for the parts

of the spheres have motion only accidentally by virtue of the

motion of the whole, whereas the motion of the whole is essen

tial, and consequently the motion of the spheres ought to be

identified with the motion of the whole which is essential It is

for this reason that [Avicenna] has said that the motion of the

celestial bodies is in the category of position Averroes, however
i rejects this view But we shall discuss this problem in the Physics

1

on
1

? damp njroi \oa ibd"ih rot xb am axon tdmdd n nnp omv -am
iVna nyww omn hdm' dm m^m avn o\Dmn nyum pi n on

m m'pbnb nyunn apt? m msa m\po DsVnno 0m mpbnb Min

wmw rrnno n n nr!?> vwwcya rrn bob nyunm Van nym ixo mpw
lowi o njmw aw nwyn yymob njwn

yDtPn iddh na niprrJ -ddi nr p rrr -ran 'p axon

7 Whether Aristotle himself included the categories of action

and passion under motion is not clear On the one hand, in

Physics V, 2, 225b, 11-14 and 226a, 23-24, he definitely states

that there is no motion in the categories of relation, action and

passion But, on the other hand, m Topics IV, 1, 120b, 26-27,

Aristotle seems to state that there is motion in the categories of

action and passion (cf Zeller, Aristotle
,
Vol I, p 277, n 1)

According to the Stoics action and passion are included under

motion, and this view was later introduced into the Aristotelian
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doctrine (cf Zeller, Stoics
t
Epicureans

,
and Sceptics

, p 185, n 3)

Shahrastam in the name of Avicenna enumerates only four cate

gories of motion, namely, place, quantity, quality and position,

and explains m great length how m all the other categories motion

is to be found only indirectly and accidentally (p 398, ed Cure-

ton) In the Intermediate Physics V, u, 4, Averroes enumerates

only the three categories of motion and tries to show that there

can be no motion m any of the other categories A similar dis

cussion occurs also in Ruafy Ifen
,
ch 11 As against all this,

Altabrizi states that change m the general sense of the term, if

no distinction is made between temporal and instantaneous change,

is to be found in all the ten categories (text quoted above n 5)

8 In raising the question, as we have seen above (n 5), Crescas

has been following Altabrizi In trying now to answer it, how
ever he disregards Altabrizi and follows other sources

As preliminary to our understanding of Crescas answer I shall

reproduce here first certain texts from Narbom which are the

underlying sources of Crescas' statements here, then I shall tr>

to show how the distinctions made by Narbom can be traced to

Aristotle, and finally I shall point out that while Crescas is fol

lowing Narbom on the whole he departs from him in certain

details

The immediate source of Crescas' answer is the following pas

sage m Narbom s commentary on this proposition in the Moreh

A “Change has two subjects, a sustaining subject, i e
,
the

body underlying the change, as e g ,
water, and a material sub

ject, l e
,
the quality that passes from potentiality into actuality,

as, e g , heat or cold, or blackness and whiteness in a body that

is becoming black or white With reference to the change itself

i e , the transition [of the sustaining subject) from one state to

another without reference to the state, change belongs to the

category of passion, that is to say, it is the process of suffering

action and of being affected and the realization of a state of being

which previously did not exist But with reference to the material

subject, I e the state of being itself with reference to which the

body in question is undergoing a change m passing from that

state to another change belongs to the category to which that

state belongs (see below n 12), for when a potentiality with
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reference to any of the categories falls in some way under any

given category then the motion or change, which is a certain

entelechy of that potential state of being, seeing that is a sort of

realization whether relative or absolute must be included under

that category to which belongs the state 0/ being that is passing

from potentiality to actuality

This is what is meant by this proposition wherein it is stated

that change exists in certain categories W hat is meant is that

inasmuch as the material subject of change exists in four categories

the change itself exists in those very same categories for change

is of the nature of the state that comes to be (see below n 12)

and, as such a state exists in four categories change itself exists m
them These categories are then specified as follows

The category of substance,’ and this change which occurs in

substance is generation and corruption ’ By this is meant the

non being and the coming into being of the form With reference

to the form which comes to be after it has not been it is called

generation, and this is a change from non being to being With
reference to the form that passes awa>, it is called corruption,

and this is a change from being to non being But with reference

to translation from one form to another form, it is called change

from being to being In the last mentioned case, there is only

one change, but in the first two cases there are two changes

And it exists in the category of quantity, which is growth and

diminution, thus again two opposite motions

And it exists in the category of quality, which is alteration’ in

the proper sense of the term, as, for instance, when cold water

becomes hot

And it exists 'in the category of place, which is the motion of

translation, and to this change of place the term motion proper

is applied but of the other lands of changes it is used in a general

sense Truly speaking there is no motion in the category of sub

stance for substantial change takes place suddenly
u

nto OKI d do mnwtn own Kim mayo urn dk cmm b 'wm
nnnwn w mpn ik Dim lDxyo ^yion non p kxrn nonn Kim ,non

bn ikwd pnynm mot maxy -txdi pbnm ik otwo pi*?m

mVyonrm him 10b n^ysnnn idrdd 'iot nn mkwh mm nton

pny’ mm MKinn mm 'nann Kcnn nrnooi mn xb mkih nym nwnnm
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Kim iKinn id **?k tokod >mn nn iKim *7« *mn p -|!?rn id oson

'wrt ik nynmtp nm tdkdd id pixa did: toko *?y nan n n *i»kd *d

ididx> ’imts> no*?mo 0x1 mcipo dk nyin Kin d mi? no moW Kin -wk
*?yiDn *7K non ]D kxi n kiti mm ia ntw tokod

Kipunip ran nnoKoo ruro wnv na tdkp nonp-n dkid mnn nn
’in D COiJJD DID KXD’ )D 03 Kill W1 miOKfl ID KH ISfV TOiin

ana p Di kso tot nn nnoxo na kxdi Kim nnnon nKnn yatsa Kin

ioiki nr enso nm
nnucn myn nxn noonm mm Kim oxya Kin mn nn aoyn toko

Kim n’in Knp’ nnn nby n« nmnnon nmsn ni'naai min mnnni

w Kim noan Kip’ moan mm ns naai niK so !?k niR so k^o »irw

niK sod 13 v Knp mis *

7N nmso pnyn n naai niK so k*? Vk nix'xoa

i» n rv nuiiPKin nu nan wai nnK urn n n ro nan nKrai niK so bn

O'W
mV’apo niyun 'nv pi pnonni nrrosn Kim noon nosoa Kson

o’on o'npn o on awa nin a nwienn Kim ma kh noKoa kso i

nyunn noun noNa 13 ®n nr
*

7yi npnynn nyun Km ,niKn noKoa xson

Kin® no 1

? noK3 nyun
1
k osyn nonoa dki *7*703 0 is»n ik» ^yi maa

oisna

B A similar use of the terms ‘material subject and sustain

ing subject
1

is found m Narboiu s commentary on the March I,

73, The Third Proposition “Know that motion is the entelechy

of that which is in potentiality in so far as it is ui potentiality,

while it has that entelechy Theiefore the entelechy which is

motion is an intermediate entelechy, that is to say, the material

subject, 1 e , the thing itself which passes fiom potentiality into

actuality, is neither completely potential nor completely actual,

but its realization is taking place slowly and gradually so that

the potentiality cannot be distinguished from the actuality If

the motion, for instance is that of place, it is the gradual con

sumption of distance This is the material subject of motion for

the sustaining subject refers to the thing that is being moved ”

niD*7»n *u 1*7 nvn oy naa Kin no mco naa® no mnW n n nyum ’a yn

'Torn kiwi
1
ntp *7 n yxioo mo*?e> Kn nyum Kin upk mo^n nr n n p*7i

loxya Vyian *?k nano son n Kirm nann *7 n moi Vyiaa k*?i moj naa

nyiin k n dki *7yian p nan nai ’n*?3 pwn ]iwn ayo tiya y id Kin !?ok

Kin yyiinon a nann Kama Kim ywtn iwki ynn nyn K’n nn niwn

1 oyon KD137I
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C Cf also Narboni on Aforeh II, Introduction Prop XXI\
"From this you may gather that the term possible may be ap

plied in genera) to two kinds of things First to that which re

teives, which may be named the sustaining subject, and an example

of this is prime matter which is potential with reference to form

and likewise bod> which is potential with reference to accidents

Second, to that which is received which may be named the

material subject and an example of this is the form [with reference

to prime matter] or the accidents [with reference to body] H

tTttym won Kni fapan fa d : o w fa iw v nrn ^ nmn
noa an nra turn p ioai mxn fa noa an 1m ymm nomn mm

npm ik nun avm nom Kisnn wm faipzn fa naan d npon fa

D In his commentary on Algazah s Kamvanot fta Philosofim

III, on motion, Narboni quotes this distinction in the name of

Averroes ' Said A\ erroes in the fifth book of the Physics

that motion has two aspects, first, with reference to its

matter, and, second, with reference to its form The meaning of

this is as follows Motion has two subjects (a) A subject in which

it exists, and this is identical with that which is movable It is

with reference to this subject that motion is defined as the en

telechy of that which is movable qua movable (b) A material

subject, and this is identical with that which is realizable in

place or in quality or in quantity or in substance if there be

motion in the category of substance It is w ith reference to this

subject that motion is defined as the entelechy of that which is

in potentiality (see about the two definitions of motion m Proposi

tionV, p 523, n 5) Motion, then, when viewed

with reference to its matter is to be included

under the four categories But in general, when
we consider motion only with reference to its form

it is to be included under the category of passion, for it is the

transition of a thing from state to another
”

nn«n nunn w r\b rryunn o ^yao yo^o Tin p odk

*d Hum owu nyunn o nr ami nmix -ixo rvvrn man -kb

ron nro yyimi mofa » nma idh' oaa mb) pyanm hid iinya

noHaa mn ok axy ik idd jk yx ik maa Kim non ,yyum>

-who nyiinn nn roup no mofa vfa now mwt wm nyun o*yn

np» faaai maoKD yanaa noiai nyunn nmn man mco mroi
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-oth irn&n 'd v -iDNro noro k h dji -h 1

? nmra njnuno

W) nana

E This distinction is made, without mentioning Averroes in

an anon>mous supercommentary on the Intermediate Physics

(MS Adler 1744 2) V u, 4 ' The contraries between which

there is an intermediate etc
*

If the question is raised that motion

is known to exist m a category in which there is no intermediate

between the contraries, as e g the categories of action and pas

sion, our answer is that motion has two subjects, a material sub

ject and a sustaining subject, and that the motion which exists

in the categories of action and passion is that with reference to

the sustaining subject which we have mentioned But in three

categories, i e
,
quantity quality and place, there is motion, for

these categories there is an intermediate between the contraries
*

\ w nyun Nxm -um note am tn pa *w« a amn
wn o Mm w ib nyurn oa w Bn byo » iqhd m 'yxotf orva a

man into Toytn win jdo «n ctd pp nyunm naya kiwi '-imn

]U !? t 'yxDN on i a \a nyum naui q toi noaa ^ n Tctosai

o jsm w
F The original statement of Averroes is not found either in his

Intermediate Commentary or in his Epitome It is found only in

his Long Commentary on the Physics V, i 3, of which the follow

ing passage is quoted fiom the Latm translation (p 215ra, B)
‘Motus igitur habet dupheem consyderationem quomam secun

dum suam materiam est in genere eius ad quod est motus, sec

undum autem formam, idest secundum quod est transmutatio

comuncta cum tempre est in praedicamento passioms
”

There is no single passage m Anstotle to which this distinction

of the two kinds of subjects m motion can be traced But it can

be shown that on the whole it reflects the mam trend of his views

Ftrstj as pointed out by Narboni himself (quotations B and
D), it is based upon Aristotle s two definitions of motion, which

we shall discuss later in Prop V n 5

Second
, it reflects Anstotle s discussion in Physics V 1, 224a

34~224b 16 Anstotle names five things which are present Vrith

motion namely
,
the mover that which is moved, time, that from

which the motion proceeds and that to which it tends He then

raises the question as to in which of these five things motion exists
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He eliminates outright the mover time, and that from which mo
tion proceeds He takes up the remaining two and concludes that

motion is m that which is moved (to hwovjjievop,

As for the into which (eis o, na), he draws a distinction

Taking the change of a thing in its process of becoming white as

an example he says that whiteness (XevhOTTjS, pV) is not mo
tion

r
but becoming white (AevK averts, I'D

1

?) is motion {Physics

V, 1, 224b, 15-16)

Now taking this last example of Aristotle, the change undei

gone by a thing in its becoming white, Axerroes would call the

thing underlying the change (rd Kwovjjievov) the sustaining sub

ject whereas the color that is becoming white (kevKavaiS) he

would call the material subject

Third
,
it may be traced to the following passage in Ahtaphysics

VII 7, 1033a, 7-12 But though what becomes healthy is a

man, a man’ is not what the health} product is said to come from

I he reason is that though a thing comes both from its privation

and from its substratum, which we call its matter (e g ,
what

becomes healthy is both a man and an invalid), it is said to come

rather from its privation (e g it is from an invalid rather than

from a man that a healthy subject is produced) Now, in this

lllustiation, Averroes would call
4 man 9

the sustaining subject and

invalid * the material subject

Fourth it reflects a lengthy discussion of Aristotle which occuis

in De Generatiorie et Corruptione I, 4, 319b, 8 ff
, and in Physics V,

1 224b, 35 if I shall start with an analysis of the passages in

the De Generatiorie et Corruptione and then correlate with them

the passages m the Physics

In the De Generatiorie et Corruptione Aristotle enumerates the

four species of change belonging to the four categones of quart

tily
,
place

t
quality and substance (319b, 31-320a, 2) Each of

these changes is from contrary to contrary, as, e g ,
growth and

diminution in quantity, fiont and rear in place, hot and cold in

quality
,
generation and corruption in substance In each of these

changes furthermore, there is a subject or substratum (iwo/tel

jitvov) which is receptive of both the contraries There is, how
ever, the following difference between the subject in the changes

of quantity
,
place and quality and that of substance In the first

three, the subject is perceptible (319b, 11) and the contraries ate
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each ‘an accident m the general sense of the term’ (320a 1) In

the change of substance the subject is imperceptible (319b, 15),

being ‘ matter m the most proper sense of the term (320a, 2),

and the contraries generanon and corruption do not exist m it

as accidents Cf Joachim, Aristotle on Coming to be and Passing-

atoay, p 105 ff

Anstotle goes further to say that m the categories of quantity,

quality and place, the changes may be considered with reference

to three things First, with reference to the subject Second, with

reference to the categories to which the contraries considered

independently of their subject happen to belong Third, with

reference to the contraries considered together with their subject,

not as accidents but as forms of the subject If we take, for in

stance the qualitative change expressed in the statement that

the musical man passed away and an unmusical man came to be,

and that the man permsts as something identical' (319b, 25-26)

in that change three things are to be considered First man as

the perceptible persistent subject of the contrary properties

musicalness and unmusicalness Second, musicalness and un-

musicalness as constituting a property or quality inhering in man
Third, the musical man and the unmusical man considered as two

men Now, says Aristotle, the changes wall have different desig

nations in accordance to each of these three aspects

First, ‘as regards man these changes are irAfhj * (319b, 29)

The meaning of irdOrj here is uncertain Joachim takes it with

some hesitation in the sense of iWoLwaeis But from Nar
bom s and Averroes statements in quotations A and I\ it is dear

that in the Arabic and Hebrew translations of the De Generattone

el Corruptione the term t&6t) here was taken m the sense of

Tcb.<yX*lvy
i e

,
the category of passion Thus, according to this

interpretation of the text, the changes with regard to the subject

belong to the category of passion

Second, with reference to musicalness and unmusicalness con-

stituting ‘a property essentially inhering in man (319b, 27)

the change belongs to the category of quality and is therefore

called alteration (cf 319b, 33 and 30)
t

Third “as regards musical man and unmusical man
% they are

generation and corruption * (319b, 29), l e
, they belong to the

category of substance
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By the same token, we have reason to infer, if instead of “musi

cal' and “unmusical,” we take the predicates
1

great and small

or “front and rear, with reference to man the changes belong to

the category of passion

,

with reference to great and small or front

and rear they belong to the categories of quajihty and place re

spectively but with reference to great man and small man orfront

man and rear man
,
the changes belong to the category of substance

But still, according* to Aristotle, there is a difference between

substantial change in this last illustration, which is only involved

in the other three kinds of change, and substantial change which

is a complete coming to be and a complete passing away, as

e g the birth and death of a musical man The former kind of

substantial change may be called relative substantial change, or,

to use Aristotle s own expression it is
*

a ceitain (ns Physics

V, 1, 225a, 14) change Ihe latter kind may be called absolute

substantial change or, to use again Aristotle s own expression,

it is change ‘simply” (air\u>s
f
ibid) We may express this dis

tmction between the relative and the absolute kind of substantial

change in still another way, also suggested by Austotle Relative

substantial change is fiom a subject to a subject, by which terms

is meant a perceptible subject Absolute substantial change is

either from a subject to a non subject or from a non subject to

a subject 1 e ,
either from a perceptible subject to an impercep

tible subject or from an imperceptible subject to a perceptible

subject

Cf Intermediate Physics V, u, 3 “After it has been shown that

motion is of two kinds, either from a subject to a subject, 1 e

from a contrary to a contrary, or from a subject to a non subject

and from a non subject to a subject, 1 e ,
from being to non being

and from non being to being, meaning by non being here not

absolute negation but rather privation which is inherent in

matter, I say that motion cannot exist in change from a non

subject to a subject and from a subject to a non subject It exists

only m the change from a subject to a subject Although it is

true that of both these kinds of change we say that it is from a

non subject to a subject, the meaning of the term ‘non subject'

is like that of the term ‘non being in the phrase from ‘non being

to being’ when applied to the same two kinds of change For the

prefix ‘non’ is used in both these cases equivocally Its proper
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meaning, however, is evident In the first kind of change we
mean b> being’ and non being' that absolute being is generated

from absolute non being, as, e g ,
man is generated from non

man This is absolute geneiation, and its opposite is absolute

corruption But in the second kind of change we mean by being

and 'non being that being is generated from non being which is

a certain being, 1 e
,
white is generated from non white which is

black This is not absolute generation it is only a certain genera-

tion, and in the same way its opposite is not absolute corruption

but only a certain corruption In general, these two kinds of

change are differentiated from each other m two ways First

the change fiom a subject to a subject contains something actual

which constitutes the subject of the change, whereas generation

and corruption contains nothing actual to constitute the subject

of the change The latter is therefore called absolute generation

and corruption whereas the change m the former case is called

a certain generation and corruption The second differentia is

that the change from a subject to a subject is from an existent

contrary to an existent contrary and from an affirmation to an

affirmation, wheieas the change from a non subject to a subject

is from privation to existence and from negation to affirmation
’

*?M “jsna b n mot *?m KOTna oh qiou ntonn naa^ nnMi

ttjh nut xdd b n mot mot mVaa im mot mVa b& mots dhi

wean Tijm bit* ataiai nbbm ]«an myna ran m^i nwxo *?m mynai

mot Vh mot ^nVaa n n rmnrna n not? iotm k nyunnp am Vi na

om xrw nn mot mot# nn n<wo n -in djdmi mot >n^a

nx>» nmV nxn maM hot Vm mot mVaa n n nsw w 1 a »wa urn*

maw snVa n^a *a mxd3 Kxai »nbaa n’TP mw# laa dm rtana n n

m*?aa whip pwna naw um 'a nwao m’sn did *ai am *}iro>a oa

M'n n«n dim n n dim nVaa hojw laa t&rrcu mxdj 1 n aVrnan Mxa)

naw Diasw TiMi
]
on D3DM1 a^nian noDm narrn nc&man mm

na weal M\n -u?m pb m^ano b n msdi nm® na Msai mSaa w ta

in nan1 djdh a^maa nunnn mw ta naw m 1

? nn p1

? n t nirrtfii V 1

run ^nm t^nia naan *6 na naan myna idm'p laa ,na nnnnn wrw

nan mot ^m motd n rr to >uzn[ a kh cpotj? aa a 'naia o"wn a

tyuo nan ia pH nDB-rn mma an
1
am uph mot Min n^H ^yioa na
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wrm wn nbrm norm th xmv u tbk ni^i i»n kto

n 1 d»h i it tw* wv tsnsrni id loom id n n
rm xd *?k ttjtid n n an wn ai n Vn avnm nxd} qan ^ kxd:i ibid

ai n *?k mWwoi

In the foregoing analysis of Aristotle I have purposely restated

his views in such a manner as to form a background of Narbom

In Narbom s language, the VTTOKtijJievov of Aristotle is called

*TDya which he himself explains as Tioyn in new, the

subject in which the motion exists (or by which the motion is

sustained) We may therefore translate “id^d wu by sustain-

ing subject The accidents of quantity, place and qualit} which

are predicated of the sustaining subject aie called by Narbom
non literally, material subject but preferably, subject mat

ter This subject matter is identified by him, quite properl}, with

"form and accidents (see quotation C) It should be noticed

that throughout his discussion Narbom applies the expression

sustaining subject to primary matter, 1 e , to the imperceptible

subject He thus finds the distinction between the sustaining

subject and the subject matter in all the four categories, including

the category of substance

On this last point Crescas seems to depart from Narbom It

will be impossible to explain fully all of Crescas statements un

less we assume that he uses the expression sustaining subject with

reference to a perceptible or, as Averroes calls it, actual subject,

and the expression subject matter with reference only to accidents

of quantity, place and quality existing in the perceptible subject

He does not seem to apply this distinction to absolute substantial

change where there is but an imperceptible sustaining subject

9 Hebrew *wn !?» iwid ntfitfan pnyn The term nwi here

reflects the Greek 7rd60s in De Gen ei Corr I, 4, 319b, 8 But

the Hebrew cannot be translated here by property for that would

apply only to the category of quality (cf Ibid 319, 33), whereas

Crescas uses it, as he proceeds to specify, with reference to the

three categories of quantity, quality and place The term wi
is therefore to be understood here in the sense of accident m
general Cf ibid 320a, 1 7tA0o$ f) vvfifiefiyjKbs 6\<j$
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In Narboni (quotation \) the same term “W is used also with

reference to the category of substance Accordingly I have ren

dered it there by slate and state of being

10 We have seen above m n 7 that while some authorities did

include the categories of position, action and passion in their

classifications of motion none of them included all the ten cate

gones with the exception of Altabnzi who makes a general

statement to that effect Furthermore Narbom, who is the

immediate source of Crescas here says definitely that change

with reference to the sustaining subject exists in the category of

passion, which as we have shown is based upon a dubious state

ment in De Gen el Corr I
t 4 319b, 28 (see above n 8J Conse

quently this statement of Crescas here is to be rendered either

“and the other categories,
1

thus reflecting the statement of Alta

brizt or and the other categories [mentioned above] Crescas

himself later in Prop V savs that change with reference to the

sustaining subject belongs to the categories of action and passion

Crescas statement here however may perhaps reflect the fol

lowing passage in Kamuanol ha Pilosojim III (Maka$td al

Falastfah III, pp 235-236) 'As for its true meaning, it is well-

known that motion applies only to translation from one place to

another but by the common consent of the philosophers it has

come to be used m a more general sense signifying the transition

from one descriptive quality to another This transition from
one state to another undoubtedly applies to all the ten categories

but motion does not apply to all the categories but only to

four
”

mp&S oip;D& pnjm Vy nVie>n njnvnv Domotfi run ,mnoto oVixi

ra'bni mm -noo Vm nm pyn nr!?D onratn do:jd*i;> nn n -oV
iffyn ttnawxx cudk py<7 (JW> pyo pnjnn nan ikod

lya-ao vbDD njwn *?iDn nVi pso 4a

11 The omission of substance is significant Using the expres

sion sustaining subject
,
as we have suggested (above n 8) only

with reference to a perceptible subject, Crescas similarly uses

the expression subject matter only with reference to accidents

which exist in a perceptible subject Consequently, change with

reference to the subject matter cannot exist in the category of

substance
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12 Hebrew Mxn ioin n hpn tdsm mn n^n na naai Verbally

this passage is undoubtedly a paraphrase of the following

passage m Narboni (above n S quotation A) KPUn /urnai

'hot nn nain W u own nmm turn nann

KVn -itmi u “Wrt nftKDn But it is used by Crescas in a

different sense Narbom s original statement means that change

is named after the terminus ad qnem Cf Physics V, 1 224b,

7~8 For change is more denominated from that into which,

than from that from which it is moved Crescas statement

here means this Change with reference to the accidents which

e\ist m a perceptible substratum is to be found only in the three

categories of quantity, qinJit} and place For it is only in these

three categories that you have a perceptible subject receptive of

contrary accidents, such as 'augmentation and diminution m
quantity, blackness and whiteness in quality, front and lear an

place In substance
, to be sure, there is generation and corrup

tion, but these are not changes between accidental qualities but

rather absolute substantial changes between being and non being

and there is no perceptible substratum theie

Cf Intermediate Physics V, u 3 "It is evident that there is no

motion m the categoiy of substance inasmuch as motion is

defined as the entelechy of that which is movable, but there is

nothing actual that is movable in this substantial kind of change ”

nw nnn 'tdwv nyunn rum® tik nynn u ym nVa mm
ksdi nwno yisn nn yynra pm yjrpnon

Intermediate Physics V, 11
, 4 ‘It is evident that there is no

motion in substance, inasmuch as there is no contrar}' in it

Furthermore, substantial change, as we have said, has no actual

subject, its subject being only potential
*

dsjd -wk 'hot * mjn tjbh u jw nnn njron oxyz mm
nsa Kin up

1

? hi win oaom mt*
1

? kwj maw jod

13 That is to say, the proposition deals with change in which a

perceptible substratum passes from one accident to a contrary acci

dentt as, e g ,
from one size to another, from one color to another,

or from one place to another, and then, too, with reference only

to the size, the color and the place involved, 1 e
,
the matter of

the change, but not with reference to the substratum underlying

the change
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14 It will have been noticed that Narbom, by taking the sus

taming subject to include an imperceptible subject i e
,
matter

and by taking also the subject matter to include forms in addition

to accidents (see above n 8) had no need of explaining the inclu

sion of the category of substance by Maimomdes in this proposi

tion Crescas however by using the terms sustaining subject and

subject matter with refeience only to a perceptible subject and

accidents, has to look now for an explanation for the inclusion

of the category of substance in the proposition

Crescas explanation is expressed m the following statement

-lymNT iVk tn in” nnown tao to ijmnV ym dxjd to na an nm
nnDHO In the Lnghsh text I have given a literal tianslation of

it But what: does it mean?
It would seem that the statement lends itself to three possible

explanations

(a) Change of substance according to Maimomdes is always

preceded b> chmges of place and quantity and always precedes

change of quality (see Prop XIV p 281) Hence argues Crescas

since Maimomdes has enumerated heie the changes of quantity

,

quality and place, he also had to mention substance, inasmuch

as it is involved in all these three

(b) As we have seen above (n 8), in every quantitative, quah

tative and spatial change there is a relative substantial change

What Crescas therefore means to say here is this Whenever
there is a change of quantity, or of quality or of place theie is

always a relative change of substance To take Aristotle s own
example when a musical man becomes an unmusical man, the

change with reference to musical matt and unmusical man and

not with reference to man or to musical and unmusical is a rela

tive change of substance Now, argues Crescas while indeed in

absolute substantial change there is no distinction between sus

taming subject and subject matter ut the specific sense used by
Maimomdes still he includes relative substantial change in the

proposition because of its being concomitant with the other thiee

changes Similarly in Prop XIV (Part II) Crescas points out

that Maimomdes deals only with relative generation and the

term used by him there is the same as here nsattw mn (see p 282)

(c) The statement may reflect the following passage in Meta

physics VIII, 1, 1042b, 3-5 Kal &Ko\ov6od(n 54 rtxbr^ at
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1

aXXat ixara(3o\ at, r&v <5 aXXctU' fj /u£ § bvoiv avry ovk

aKokovdti The meaning of this passage is explained by Aver

roes in his Long Commentary (Latin, p 21 lrb) as follows That

which has change of substance has also all the other three changes,

but that which has change of place may not have change of sub

stance as e g , the celestial spheres If this be the source of

Ciescas statement here, then it does not mean, as it would

literally suggest, that change of substance is incident to the

motion of the other categones, but it is rather to be understood

to mean that change of substance involves the motion of the

other categories

15 If the third interpretation given in the preceding note is

right then the reference here is dearly to the quotation from

Metaphysics VIII, 1 , 1042b, 3-5 Accordingly what Crescas means

to say here is that the reason for Maimonides inclusion of sub

stance among the categories of change i£ Aristotle s statement in

the Metaphysics that the change of substance involves all the

other changes Otherwise, the reference is to Metaphysics VIII,

1, 1042a, 32—1042b, 3 which is one of the places where Aristotle

enumerates all the four categones of change Accordingly what
Crescas means to say here is that Malnlonldes

,

enumeration of

the four categories of change in this proposition follows the enu
meration given by Aristotle m the Metaphysics

16 The emphasis is here on the word
*

‘right ' It is an indirect

allusion to his preference of Narboni s answer of the difficulty to

that of Altabnzi s and also to his slight modification of Naibom s

answer (see above n 8)

17 Cf DeGenetCorr 1,4, 320a 17-19 '‘Since it is evident that,

whereas neither what is altering nor what is coming to be neces

sarily changes its place, what is growing or diminishing changes

its spatial position of necessity
M

Physics VIII, 7 260b, 13-15 # The magnitude likewise of that

which is increased or diminished, changes according to place
**

Kawwanct ha Pilosophim III (Mafcasid al Falasifah III, p
236) "Quantitative motion likewise cannot be without locomo
tion * nwpDn njrwnno p oj jw vb nwm
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The same question is also raised by Hillel of Verona From
Aristotle s and Averroes* statements m De Caelo el Mundo and in

De Generatione el Corruptions it is evident that growth and

diminution is motion in place
'

lODrm mnn nsom d nson ivn pH '-pm iodik 'Tn “imm

nxa nyun a n ynonm Tns>n b i 71mm nrvD:*ntf n*ni

18 Altabnzi As for change in the category of quantity, as

growth and diminution, it almost deserves to be called motion

it is not called so, because the motion therein is imperceptible

\\vbz nyun *np vn anp nn nsnm nrraxn nom "mn dVm

A similar answer is given by Hillel of Verona "The reason why
the Master has ascribed growth and diminution to quantitative

motion and not to locomotion is to be found in the fact that ob

jects moved by locomotion are moved either both from within and
from without as in the case of animals and the motion of the

heavens or only from without, as in the case of the motion of

artificial things These motions are more known to the senses,

whereas the motion of growth and diminution is more known by
reason and nature for nature is the principle of motion to that in

which it is inherent essentially (cf Prop XVII n 7)

*3 mnjn an nan bn iuw» nyum bn am non' yno oycrw

D"n 'tyan idd pnm nns an nan prb v«] nrvaxn nyun w&n
in iVki nyun w pna Kin nny nxp^ own nyum

b*vn bxn noDiiDD nnv h n nnwi &nnn bxn nm iwodbd mjrun

dxjd m inyun n^nnntr no mn yamtf yam

19 This seems to reflect the following passage m De Gen et Corr

I, 4, 320a, 19—22 Tor that which is being moved changes its

place as a whole but the growing thing changes its place like a

metal that is being beaten, retaining its position as a whole while

its parts change their places

PROPOSITION V

1 The Hebrew text of this proposition reads alike in Ibn Tibbon's

translation of the Moreh and in Isaac ben Nathan s translation

of Altabnzi
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2 This statement is based upon Altabnzi But it is mconverti

ble, for generation is also a transition from potentiality to

actuality and still is not motion row p 01 nm o vb'i

nyun urn byen *?« rona Narbom similarly remaiks It is evi

dent from this that every motion is change but that not e\ery

change is motion, for motion does not take place suddenly but

is lather a gradual transition from potentiality to actuality

whereas the transition fiom potentiality to actuality which is

change may be either sudden or giadual
'

o dikdei n n njnan 'w bz ]w 'w ljron bw nra “ihuo nn
bysn nm p nwx n m byoi nm p mx i nnTO pwn ymn cm

oyo tjyo in aws n n ran nn
A similar rennr! is also made by Hillel of Verona “While it is

true that every motion is change, this is not an altogether con

vertible definition, for not every change is motion, that is

motion in the ordinary sense of the term

bz 1 r is bx 'iaib isnnD nm m ]'« njnan bx m by

ono nyun smbo njnan w
Cf above Piop IV, p 503, n 4

3 Cf Prop IV, p 517, n 10

4 Taken hteiallv the text contains the following argument (a)

The proposition is inconvertible (b) It is inconvertible because

change means both timeless and temporal change, and of these only

the latter can be called motion But if this is what was meant by

Crescas, then his conclusive remark that none of the philosophers

has been aware of this distinction is puzzling, to say the least,

for we have seen that the incovertibility of this proposition has

been asserted by both Altabnzi and Narbom (see above n 2)

and similarly the distinction between timeless and temporal

change is not original with Crescas (see above Prop IV, p 503,

n 4)

What the text perhaps means to say, but says it imperfectly,

may be stated as follows (a) It is asserted that the proposition

is inconvertible on the ground that change includes timeless

change (b) But inasmuch as Prop IV has been explained to deal

with change only in its respect to the “subject matter/ 1

in which

respect change is temporal and is motion, Prop V similarly uses
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the term change in that restricted sense (c) The proposition is

thus convertible, contrary to the assertions of Altabnzi and
Narbom who failed to note this distinction I have therefore

retained the reading of the printed editions "WK 1 3 o d Wl
njb njrunn dc? pir u i v n ugh ns\n npraa Nn as against most
of the MSS which omit uoo and ntPN and have translated the

text according to the interpretation suggested above

Cf discussion on this point in Fieri sbergs commentary 0%ar

I/ayyim on Or Adonat, ad loc

5 The following preliminary remarks will help toward an under-

standing of the rest of the chapter

Aristotle phrases his definition of motion in two ways (a)

"Motion is the actuality of that which is in potentiality m so far

as it is in potentiality i) rod dvpd/xei 6uros evre\exeta
, $

TOIQVTQV
,

KLP7)<ni c&TLV (Physics III, 1 201a 10-1 i cf

Metaphysics XI, 9, 1065b, 16) (b) Motion is the actuality of

that which is movable in so far as it is movable tj Kivijais

ePTeXixew T°v kivt\tov
% $ kcv^tSp {Physics III 2 202a, 7-8

cf Metaphysics XI, 9, 1065b, 22-23)

The diffetence between these two definitions, it will be ob-

served, is m the use of the term ' potentiality in the one and of

the term movable in the other Averroes discusses the relative

merits of these two definitions Bearing in mmd that a defim
tion, according to Anstotle, must not include the thing which is

to be defined nor such terms as are derived from the defimend
( TopicsVl 4 142a, 34 ff) that the terms it uses must be especially

appropriate and applicable to the subject (Topics VI, 1, 139a

31) and that these terms must not be equivocal ( Topics VI 2,

139b, 19 ff ) he finds certain defects m both of these definitions

The first definition is according to him equivocal and not espe

cially appropriate to motion in the stuct sense of the term In

the second definition he finds that the differentia is derived from
the term which forms the subject of the definition His discus

sion is contained m the following texts

Intermediate Physics III a, 2 (Latin p 450rb, D) "It is

evident that this (the first] definition applies to all the genera of
motion, for motion m substance is the entelechy of that which is

m potentiality with reference to substance, in so far as it is in
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potentiality The same may be said of motion in quality and of

every one of the four categories This is a definition of motion

derived from things which are applicable [to the term defined ]

9

nu)W an Dxyn nyunn 'a nyunn mo H by pm* run nw naum
nnaKoiD nrm nntai q aa njmm p idoi reap no -tcd oxyn noaff no

worn on o j uyn p ripH njnann mj inn nyman

(In the Latin translation the last part of the sentence reads

sumpta ex rebus proprijs, (seu proportionality) * The trans

lator evidently had before him two readings, o nm’Bn and D Dm Dn,

the foimei of which he translated pioperly by '

‘proprijs and the

latter he translated quite justifiably but erroneously, by “pro

portionahbus
9 Both of these terms are used in the anonymous

supercommentary quoted later in this note )

Ibid III, u, 3 (Latin, p 4o0 ib, F—va) ‘This differentia, used

m the piesent [the second] definition, though not the same as the

differentia used in the fir&t definition being a differentia derived

from the subject of motion, is still superior to the diffeientia used

in the first definition, for it does not contain that equivocation

which is contained m the teim potentiality For potentiality may
be found m all the ten categoues, whereas the potentiality used

in the definition of motion is the potentiality which is to be found

only in the four categories
1

prom to nip
1

?-! Harm >nH rrn oki run nn mpH Ham nn

by Ham nr »pjp tod p oi an nan mm nxo Han kw ^
kxdi nanti> nn nan ova -wk qintn m ]W '*b parin ttd nipH

nyanan ttcoan nan Kin cuon nyunn “nn npi
1

? tow nam mtyyn rmoKon

nVTDHD

The fir^t part of this passage is elucidated by a paraphrase

in an anonymous supercommentary (MS Adler 1744 1)
1

This

differentia, even though not as good as that used in the first deli

nition, being a differentia deuved from the subject of motion

wheieas that of the first definition is derived from things which

are only appropriate and applicable to motion, is still superior

to the differentia used in the first definition
"

Hnnn nia npb Kin pwnnn jncro w rrn ok m Ham nr mm
nyum H Q'om&i omnia urw o’TOinn ok o npb \mra\ mm nxo

iwmrr run mpH Harm by tot nro Ham nr nr H uy run
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These two passages of Averroes are summed up in the afore-

mentioned anonymous supercommentary as follows The first

definition is superior to this one, because it is made up of terms

that are appropriate and applicable to motion, which is not the

case with this definition But, on the other hand this definition

is superior to the first, because it cannot be applied to any other

category outside the four genera of motion, namely, substance,

quantity quality and place whereas the first definition may be

applied to all the ten categories, for in all the ten categories there

are a potential and an actual

o inro on mpV pwnn to mm nrV mm qny1 m
•nan ywK'b man nr *pjn man nra p jw no nyum owiroi

r«Rm -j Qxjn ^ n njrum mo m or '5 noRM pnx r1

?

pis* rrwyn nnawn mpyn nmun bj by pirn pannn mam
by&yv nm rmv no onn

The relation between Maimomdes definition of motion and

the first definition of Aristotle is described by Altabrizi as

follows
1

1 he> have already mentioned two ways of formulating

the definition of motion The first we have already reproduced

[i e , the transition from potentiality to actuality] The other

is mentioned by the First Master who says that motion is a first

entelechy of that which is in potentiality in so far as it is in

potentiality
1

vow no mam vmi™ no ono nm dwr nyunn nymnn ’nor mm
noo Rin no isa noott? nob pwn rw'bv njwn tor 'o pwnn 'lobm

As for the significance of the expression first entelechy, ' used

by Altabrizi, see DeAmma II, 1, 212a 22-27

Unlike Crescas, however, Shem pb Falaquera, aftqr quoting
M
a certain learned man probably Altabrizi, finds that Aristotle s

definition is not the same as that of Maimomdes, and points out

the superiority of the former definition to the latter Moreh ha

Moreh II, Introduction, Prop 5, p 66 “A certain learned man
said ‘motion is a first entelechy [of that which is] in potentiality

in so far as it is in potentiality, and if you prefer you may say

that it is a transition from potentiality to actuality
1 The first

definition explains more accurately the nature of motion than the

second, for motion must exist potentially, being something inter-
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mediate between potentiality and actuality It must

combine both potentiality and actuality
'

naan mnn dm ron no ixo noa ]w*n ninViP njrorrn o:>n nam
nnv nyunn ntoo jwkti pym ny !?j?sn rpro -mx an 3

sA p ok Vjwn n:>n
j
a ysm im xim noo nyunn o »n

i
jyna

bysm rrcap naa namio nvww k^k nww

6 Hebrew iwbv, J^, eyreXexaa, completeness or actuality

as distinguished from tyis J**, eyepyeict, which, strictly

speaking, means activity or actualization Aristotle, however, com
monly uses these terms without distinction (cf Zeller, Anstotle

I,p 348, n 2) Both these terms are used by Anstotle in defining

motion (cf Physics III, 2, 201b 31 202a, 7 Metaphysics XI, 9,

106ob, 22-23) and they are both likewise used by Crescas in this

chapter I have translated both these terms here by actuality
,

9

except in two places where Crescas used both of them together,

when I have tianslated them by ' entelecheia’ and “eneigeia
'

The Latin translation of Averroes renders nv&w by “actus (seu

perfectio)
9

A discussion as to the meaning of the terms “energy” and

‘entelechy as used by Aristotle in the definition of motion is to

be found in Simplicius on Physics III, 1, 201a, 9 (ed Diels, p
414 1 15 ff and Taylor s translation of the Physics

, p 141,

note)

7 Cf above n 5

8 Cf Physios III, 2, 201b, 27 If

9 Cf Posterior Analytics II, 4, 91a, 16 “Now it is necessary

that these [i e
, the definition and the thing defined] should be

convertible
1 ravra 8 kvaykij kvricrrpetpav

The Hebrew term HDl&i (Arabic INmD cf SteinSchneider's

Uebersetzungen t p 54) corresponds to the Greek hiroSeiKTucr) and

irepl ATToSei^eco? by which the Posterior Analytics is called by
Alexander and Galen respectively (cf Zeller, Aristotle I, p 68,

note)

10 According to Maimomdes’ definition, motion is the transi

tion from potentiality to actuality As the definition must be

convertible it follows that every transition from potentiality to
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actuality is likewise motion Now, m the motivity of any motive

agent there is also a transition from potentiality to actuality, m
so far as it is first a potential motive agent and then becomes an

actual motive agent If every transition from potentiality to

actuality is motion then every motivity is motion But every

motion requires a motive agent (see Prop XVII) Consequently,

every motivity would require a motive agent, thus subverting

Aristotle s contention as to the existence of an immovable mover

This argument as will have been observed, contains two ele

ments First the convertibility of definitions Second, the ini

possibility that everything which moves should be moved These

two elements occur in the following discussions of the definition

of motion

A Physics III, 2, 201b, 20-22 "By some motion is said to be

difference, inequality and non being though it is not necessary

that any of these should be moved, neither if they be different,

nor if they be unequal, nor if they be non beings

This passage is paraphrased in Intermediate Physics III u, 5

(Latin, 450vb, L) as follows Among them there were some who
said that motion is difference and inequality and others who said

that it is non being However, if motion is difference, as they

say, it will follow that whenever a thing becomes different it is

moved But while all things are changed into one another, they

are not all moved
H7W nm? oroi wn p rwsi nw nyww natw 'd dto

wn o^pn hs n"nnn 'news? nyunn nivn Vn dksdi 'rta

jnyyuna oVd pm onspa onxp nunra mron yyuno rrn v

Upon this paraphrase of the Intermediate Physics theie is the

following comment in Gersomdes* supercommentary "Says

Levi Everything is clear until the end of the chapter except the

statement If motion is difference, as they say, it will follow that

whenever a thing becomes different it is moved * The explana

tion of this reasoning is to be found in the fact that a definition ts

convertible into the defimendum Accordingly, since they say that

motion is difference, this definition can be converted so as to read

that difference is motion M

njrcnn ruvn 1V1 -toko to kVn pnsn *]id ny nmro nr ton

nra men zbwi yyono rrrrn? rbi? mrrp to Vdp ;rnn itowp idd nvn^ir
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hx Km* md nyunn tw vtdr om nan ^R “]snm van® ’D*? «n nvnn

njron m m an® rw Vdp ^snn n6i nvn^ir

(In the foregoing Hebrew quotations, it will have been noticed,

the second passage uses nvrb ) r for nw of the first passage Both

represent the Greek Irep&rrjs The Latin translator evidently

had before him the reading nyrbv, and being uncertain as to its

exact meaning translated it according to the various meaning of

the Hebrew word by the following Latin terms “ahetatem (seu

non ens, seu nihil, seu ahud) 9

B Physics III, 3, 202a, 21-31
,
restated in Intermediate Physics

III, n 6 (Latin, p 451r, B ft)
1 There is, however, a logical

doubt If the motive agent is different from the movable

object and their actions constitute together motion, I wish I knew

whether their actions are one or two If their actions are

one and the same, it will follow
,
but this is absurd And

if their actions are different, the question is whether

motivity is in the agent and movabihty in the object or whether

both exist together either in the agent or in the object

And if we say that movabihty is in the object and motivity in the

agent, seeing that they are two diffeient things, i e
,
two different

motions it will give rise to these alternative conclusions namely,

either everything which moves mil be moved or that which possesses

motion will not be moved 9

yjmron rbi -m jmi mn dr jnw in’ hd pbd rrP nmd mm
rmiD nn nriR dr mn® ir nn« on ntaya dr njnm in* orrnfayDi

ornate ir bymsa myjmnm bym nyn dri ms^nno Dnvrfojw rn dri

njnnm dd myjmrnn® itidn dri *?yonD2 am dr nrr insm?

mm® dr ou’uy na -rrtR a«nrr myun d V n men n on® *?j? Vyioa

yjnano nana naxea njmnn mnn® dr yyuna y*}D

This last passage is made use of by Gersomdes in Milhamot

Adonai VI, i, 24 “For while indeed it is true that every change is

a transition from potentiality to actuality, as may be gathered

from its definition in the Physics
%

it does not follow that every

transition from potentiality to actuality is change The reason

for this is as follows Change is a transition from potentiality to

actuality only with reference to a passive object in its process of

suffering action, but it is not a transition from potentiality to

actuality with reference to an active agent in its process of carry
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mg out its action This becomes self evident fiom the definition

of motion, which reads Motion is the entelechy of that which

is movable qua movable And in general, change exists in that

which is moved and not m that which moves Weie it not so,

the agent would be moved b> the work it performs Furthermoi e,

if the transition from potentiality to actuality in the agent is

change, we will have to say that every mover undergoes changef

in so far as it is a mover *

ywn nuo3 vn» ido Vy*n Vn ran "wx* un w bo o nn

kh 'wrw nn w bysn rono nn r bz thto nr aw vb las

Vym Vn roiD iHJn VjmwwV VyDnon new b>jon Vn rcno ns'sw nn Ytn na tdk» iod >&£« indd nn *?jnD3 ncm

nn nn nn pjrono nw noa yjnran moV® nw njmna noxj

nK’2c n on* -njn lat&nD yjn.no byan n n nr jtjm n
1

? yyonoa

n^o mnfft) jr^> n n » a in * no^u nn w Vjnra Vjmn Vn nono

jtom no

It can be readilj seen how these passages with their references

to the convertibility of definitions and to the impossibility that

every mover should be moved could have suggested to Crescas

his argument here

There is also a suggestion made by Aristote himself thatfiom
his first definition of motion it might be inferred that eveiy mover
is movable Physics III, 1 201a, 23-27 Hence that which na
turally moves is also movable for every thing of this kind moves,
while being itself moved To some, therefore, it appears that

every thing which moves is moved Whether, however, this be

true or not, will be manifest from some other of our writings for

there is something which moves and is itself immovable *

11 See above n 5 Cf Averroes' Intermediate Physics III, n, 3

(Latin, p 450rb, E F) "Anstotle says also that motion is the

entelechy of that which is mo\able qua movable This definition

becomes evident by reasoning inductively from similars and par

ticulars For building is the entelechy of that which is buildabfe

qua buildable Rolling is the entelechy of that which is Tollable

qua Tollable Heating is the entelechy of that which is heatable

qua heatable The act of building does not exist when the house
is already completed nor does it exist when the house exists only

m potentiality The act of building is rather the passage from the
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non being of the house to its becoming a house in actuality and

in complete reality This being so it is thus proved by this m
ductive method of reasoning that motion is the entelechy of that

which is movable qua movable The justification for including

the term movable’ in the definition of motion is evident from

what we have already stated namely, that the genus of motion

is relation We have therefore taken the term movable in the

definition of motion, because it is more known than motion This

differentia, used in the present definition, though not the same
as the differentia used in the fiist definition, being a differentia

derived from the subject of motion, is still better than the dif

ferentia used in the first definition, for it does not contain that

equivocation which is contained in the term potentiality For

potentiality may be found in all the ten categories whereas the

potentiality used in the definition of motion is the potentiality to

be found in the four categories
1

n’?! run nn yyiino nan yyunDn mrA» njmnw p ) noto

mm non nnn rmhv pm o nn o»p!?nm D'Dinn ansno

ootid kw m2 oonnan mzhw ownm bbyno kw m2 mhv
nm rami nnn nvno p 03 rrnn kVi nnn ny nnn ub n nn n

*?yi *?yiEn n 2 nwxo bn nnn myna yin an m’nn didni

kw non yyurran rmbw ipmnv snsnn mo nuna p nr nn n®*oi

miD nywnp unnpntp no
1

? i^i nyunn nnn yyunan unpVi yyuno

nynnno yrn nnv hto 's'? njmm nnn yyunan imp
1

? dsohi ^TiMm
nn mp^n *?-nnn vPa nn oki nnn no mp^rr bmm nn

Vy bxnn nr *py “qd id di an nn wnn nxa «n» ’d
1

?

nonp nn nun ora nm *|wn 13 1
'zb pwnn mn mpbn Vunn

Mean non nn oidk nyunn nnn npfc n^a ram nnpyn nrnwn axoi

nn»ao nymaa

12 See above n 6
t

PROPOSITION VI

1 In the Arabic original of the Moreh and in its Hebrew transla

tions there follows here the statement
1 The latter kind of mo

tion is a species of motion according to accident * HDD pBD Kim

mpMP (cf below n 3) It is, however, omitted m Isaac ben

Nathan s translation of Altabrizi, from which source the Hebrew
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version of this proposition is taken Similarly toward the end of

the proposition Altabrizi and most of the MSS read ^31 whereas

Ibn Tibbon and the editions read pi

2 Hebrew u son IDDD, Arabic 'D a literal trans-

lation of the Creek tv to> /n-Xotw i$Xos (Physics IV, 4 211a,

20-21 )

3 Aristotle has several classifications of motion or change

A Physics IV, 4 211a, 17 ff (1) According to itself or its own

essence, tad avt6 (2) According to accident Kara avjJL(3efiiiK6s

This accidental motion is subdivided into (a) what he elsewhere

calls 'according to part, illustrated by the motion of the parts of

the body and of the nail of a ship and (b) what he elsewhere de

scribes as ‘inherent in the mover,
1
illustrated by the motion of

whiteness and of knowledge (see B, C, E)

B Physics V 1, 224a, 21 ff (1) According to accident (2)

According to part, Kara fitpos (3) According to itself

C Physics V 2, 226a, 19 ff (1) According to accident (2)

According to part (3) According to itself

D Physics V 6, 231a, 10-11 (1) According to nature, Kara

<f)b(Jiv (2) Contrary to nature 7rapd 4>vaiv

E Physics VIII, 4, 254b, 7 ff (1) According to accident sub

divided into (a) such as are inherent in movers and (b) such as

are according to part (2) According to itself KaO avrb, sub

divided into (a) By itself, avrov (b) By something else,

W &XXou (c) By nature (d) By violence, j3i and contrary

to nature

F De Amina 1,3, 406a, 4 ff (1) According to itself (b) Ac
cording to something else, KaO erepop, or according to acci-

dent Here, again Aristotle identifies 'according to accident*

with what he elsewhere calls 'according to part

In the foregoing classifications it will ha\e been noted, Aris-

totle draws no sharp line of distinction between according to

accident and according to part Both are sometimes treated as

one class and contrasted with according to itself * Similarly

Algazah uses the term accidental m the sense of according to

part * Kawwanol ha-Pilosofint III (Mafca?td al Falastfah III,
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p 238) As for accidental, it is so called when a body is in an

other body and the enclosing body is moved and thereby motion

is produced in the enclosed body

wan u jmn own pjnan l nna am dbti nw ton mpaa
“jpwn

It will also have been noted that Aristotle mal es a distinction

between tcad avr6 t
fnoxya, and t;0 aurov, issy ntt£)D mo The

former means being moved independently of anything else, as

opposed to accidental motion, whereas the litter means having

the cause of motion in itself, as opposed to being moved by some

thing external to itself (Cf Prop XVII n 7) Similarly there is

i difference between kclO erepov and U7T aXAou The former

means being moved as a part of something else, whereas the latter

means being moved by a cause winch is external to oneself

A very elaborate classification is given by Altabrizi in his com
mentary on this proposition But shipped of its numerous and

cumbersome subdivisions, Altabrizi s classification is in its mam
outline based upon Aristotle s classification E It is as follows

I According to its essence, u rraijn no» p nyrnn rrniK n rw
This is subdivided into two parts

a By something else, Qtun p jnn nan nw dm njronn nim mo
This is also designated as motion ' by violence

1

yjmrtDn l
1

? nDW

mam, and Altabrizi gives here an eightfold classification of

violent motion

b By itself, non* run mn mx vbk nan nymn nnw nas nrvn dm

flUMCya yyunD OT b Under this Altabrizi includes * voluntary

motion
1

and "natural motum
'rbiD im jmnn nyunn Him rrrrm rmaa wd nvnDD jrrw tom

ns Vm two jto y jot n n & t anm toM»n nyunn am m nat ni»

yawnm nnw

II According to accident mpDD yyianon This is subdivided

by him, as in Aristotle, into two parts

a According to part nto no
1

? p*?n n n «? dm mpoa yywon o
notci yjmno

6 Not according to part, but existing as a quality in a sub

ject, illustrated by the motion of "whiteness " bvn DM1 vh 1M

am \yhn
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What Crescas is, therefore, trying to say here is that Maimo
mdes classification of motion was not meant by him to be final

All that Maimomdes wanted to establish in this proposition is

the fact that motion can be classified in a general way under the

headings of essential, accidental, violent, and according to part

Crescas then proceeds to show how Maimomdes classification

can be reduced to the Aristotelian and Altabnzian pattern In

the succeeding notes we shall see how he does it

4 I take the expression oipa bn dipm atm pnyiD to be an ex

planation of iv/roxy and not of nwin 11ns reclassification

corresponds to sections I a b in Altabrizi s scheme Cf Physics

VIII, 4, 254b, 12-20 * Of tho^e things, however, which are moved
essentially some are moved by nature, but others by
violence and contrary to nature for that which is mo\ed by itself

is moved by nature, as, for instance every animal since an

animal is moved by itself But of such things as contain in them
selves the principle of motion, of these we say that they are

moved by nature Hence, the whole animal, indeed, itself moves
itself by nature but the body happens to be moved by, and con

trary to, natuie for it is of consequence with what kind of motion

it may happen to be moved, and from what element it consists

5 Corresponds to section II 6 in Altahrizi's scheme Second,

when it is no part of that which is moved essentially nor is it

capable of having motion mdpendently, as, e g whiteness m
a body for when the body is moved, the whiteness is said to be

moved accidentally (Hebiew quoted below n S)

Cf Physics VIII, 4, 254b, 8-10 “Accoding to accident in

deed such as are inherent in movers or the things moved

6 In Altabrizi there is no such subdivision under section I a

But m Aristotle there is mention of two kinds of ‘ violent motion,

'

one “according to its essence
1 and the other “according to acci

dent, l e
,
“according to part Physics VIII, 4, 254b, 22-24

“Contrary to nature, indeed, as terrestrial things when moved
upward, and fire downward Again the parts of animals are

frequently moved contrary to nature on account of positions

and modes of motion “
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The term accidental,
1

then is used here by Crescas in the

sense of according to part See below n 13

7 For instance, the parts of an animal, which are moved with

the whole, may sometimes move by nature and sometimes con

trary to nature Cf Physics VIII, 4, 254b 17-20 ' Hence, the

whole animal indeed itself moves itself by nature, but the body

happens to be moved by, and contraiy to nature for it is of con

sequence with what kind of motion it may happen to be moved,

and from what element it consists
”

8 This statement reflects the following passages

Narboni “The difference between 'accidental and 'according

to part is that in the case of the latter it is possible for the nail

to become separated from the boat and be moved essentially

m'DDn& biy *im mom rrm pSru o orm *rorrn

osya yyunn

Altabnzi "Second, when it is no part of that which is moved
essentially nor is it capable of having motion independently, as,

e g ,
whiteness in a body, for when the body is moved the white

ness is said to be mo\ed accidental)} Third, when it is part of

that which is moved essentially and is capable of being moved

independently, as e g ,
a body composed of other bodies, as the

boards of which the boat is built and as the nails which are driven

in them

pibn tom -nm njnini ntop wtid kVi iV pto n it wto oia 'Jtni

dhd v torn Yij»a yynno wrw pito now wn yyunn o am
ohwd owm& naywn dw I'isn ibnpw wrvyi b pto nvn? na

a a jnpm o'nnDDm nm» a Troon

Physics IV, 4 211a, 18-20 "And those which are according to

accident, some can be moved essentially, as, for instance, the

parts of the body and the nail in the ship, but others cannot be

so moved, but are always moved accidentally, as, for instance,

whiteness and science for these thus change their place, because

that changes in which they subsist
”

9 Hebrew QJDtf This is one of the many instances in this book,

especially in the texts quoted m the notes, in which ETON is used

in the sense of "only, ’ after the Arabic ^ \ of which it is com
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monly used as a translation, as, e g toward the end of the

Introduction to Moreh Nebukttn I (Arabic, p 11a, last line)

unjn rrn cudn un*u wsna i*o kdjn ]rai

10 Regarding the motion of the celestial spheres, there is a dif

ference of opinion between Avicenna and Averroes According to

the former, the circular motion of the spheres is not locomotion

(nao nynn or oipoa nynn), since the totality of the body does

not change place at all He therefore calls it 'motion m position
1

(axon nyun or narcra nyun) Averroes howe\er maintains that

it is locomotion Cf Prop IV, p 504, n 6

Hence, Crescas argues as follows If Maimomdes definition of

essential motion were true, namely that it is the translation of a

body from one place to another, the celestial spheres could not

have essential motion

11 Continuing his argument, Crescas proceeds to prove that the

circular motion of the spheres must be essential The crux of his

argument is this Essential motion, the Ka0 avr6 of Aristotle,

must not be defined as is done by Maimomdes, as motion by

which a body is translated from one place to another, but rather

as motion by which a bod> is moved in virtue of itself whether

from one place to another or within one place

In the course of his argument Crescas refers to the question as

to the nature of the motion of the spheres According to the

view which he ascribes to Aristotle, the celestial spheres are

animate and intelligent beings, endowed with souls and intellects

Their motion is therefore, voluntary, as is the motion of animals

A statement of this view is given in Aivcenna s al Najah
, p 71

(see Carra de Vaux Avicenne
x pp 249-250), m Emunalt Ramah

I, 8, p 41, and in Moreh II 4-5 Crescas discusses it in Book IV,

3 As to the antiquity of this view among the Jews see Ginzberg s

The Legends of the Jews V, p 40 n 112

The opposite view that the circular motion of the spheres is

natural is discussed by Crescas also m Prop XII Part II in

Book I, n, 15 and in Book IV 3 Here he describes it as our

own view (xb hnt» no **?)

As a matter of fact, this view is not original with Crescas, as is

claimed by him, unless he means here by u1

? ntn 5? no 'tb the
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view which he prefers to follow Algazali devotes to it an entire

chapter in his Happalat ha Happaluh "Disputation XIV Of

their failure to establish a proof that the heavens are animate

beings worshipping God by their circular motion and that they

are moved voluntanly by n nti tioynD DrmVn n 'n m
px-u oyjrona o-ren nmupn onywa m rp onaiy D”n rotm?

His argument is contained in the following passage (Tahafut

al Falastjah XIV, p 58, 1 25-p 59, 1 2 Destractio Deslructionum

XIV, p 118rb)

The third [possibility for the motion of the spheres] is that

the heavens are endowed with a particular property which prop

erty is the principle of their motion, analogous to the principle

assumed by the philosophers in their explanation of the movement

of a stone downward, and, again, like the stone, the heavens are

unconscious of that principle Iheir contention that the object

which is sought after by nature cannot be the same is that which

is fled from by nature is erroneous, for the celestial spheres have

no numerical difference, being one in the corporeality of their

substance and one in the circularity of their motion, and their

corporeal substance is not actually divisible into parts [nor is

their circular motion actually divisible into parts], the} are divisi

ble only in the imagination Furthermore, that motion of theirs

is not due to a quest for a place nor to a flight fiom a place It is

quite possible for a body to be created with such a nature as to

contain in itself something which determines circular motion

Thus it is motion itself that determines its own direction, and it

is not the quest for a place that determines the particular kind of

motion so that motion would be only an effort to reach that place

When you say that motion is due to the quest for a certain place

or, if it is ^ lolent, to the flight from a certain place, you speak as

if you consider nature as that which determines the quest for the

place and regard motion not as an action purposeful in itself but

as a means of approaching that place But we say it is not im-

possible that motion itself, and not the quest for a place, deter-

mines its own direction What is there to deny this view?”

r\ymb nbnm xvn itwn nnvu mww fcnpw m ,n wbmt
an&ffi pttn u>d na vnpp vbw nta rumb pm otto tow udd

ex* |W '*b vxwm jasa mo t rrwn non rrrr vb yaws wrvw
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,Vywa p^n amb nnn n’anon rtjrarn nnx ron *?an d*?x« naoaa

mpaio rma1

? n!?i oipo itotiV nyum nm» pm ji ona ipVnn oiom

rosy nyunn nnm nano nyun nn joy wioxyai obu tna» n®am

y\nV nyunn n nn ny oipon n»m mnn nyunn unnp kV pyn nr mra

’man n n*®a uoo nna^ w oipo nw mb kh nyun bate aanom v^n

,nnsya rovoo 'nba nyunn lD’twu ya»n to oipon n®m \o»n ^na

nnm n^i inm w» njmm rrnn® prm’ k
1

? -iotu unan i !?n mma Van

nr*? np»on nor .mpon

Likewise, Shem fob Falaquera quotes in the name of Avem
pace a view which corresponds exactly to that advanced here by

Crescas Furthermore, he claims that Aristotle himself has three

different views with respect to the motion of the sphers, one of

which is identical with that of Crescas Moreh ha Moreh II, 4,

pp 80-82

“Avempace states that ‘Aristotle s view is that the celestial

sphere is moved per se
’ And it is thus stated in De Caelo et

Mundo that motion is natural to the celestial sphere and is one

of its properties just as upward motion is natural to fire and

downward motion to earth

We find that Aristotle has three statements m explanation of

the motion of the celestial sphere First, that the celestial sphere

is moved by nature Second, that it is moved by
a soul Third, that it is moved by an infinite

force which acts as a motive agent after the manner of an object

of desire, as has been explained above In view of this, there are

some people who find these statements contradictory to each

other But Aristotle himself has cleared the matter up m the

Metaphysics where he says ‘And the proximate cause of the mo
tion of the spheres is notnature noran Intelligence but rather a soul

The remote principle of its motion, however, is an Intelligence
‘ ’

ana pi ay ioxyo yyuno W?an® usdtm njn ’a p anai

wn nyun ioa ,\b nVnooi bibib rvyao nyunn ’a .o^iym n’Dwn *ibm

naob pun nyum nbyab

yyuno Won *a nnnn nine?!? vbv Wun nyun naoa todhn tor® unxdi

l’Ro naa yyuno tm® mr^®m ema yyuno «w n’»»m ,
yacn

w o tdik nn p byn jbyob nan® ioa pwrtn yu*® ioa jrri n^on \b

iPM abibib anpn y aom ana am nvp^Ru noDa m -itai ,m’nD vuna
bav npirrtn nVnnrm ®bj bat> kVi yao
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It will have been noticed that Crescas uses here three terms m
describing the motion of the spheres (d) voluntary, tviun, (b)

appetent, rrpOT, both of these attributed by him to Aristotle

and (c) natural, mynJ, thus corresponding to the three views

which Shem tob Falaquera has found in Aristotle My insertion

of or” between 1 voluntary* and 'appetent in the text is based

upon that consideration

Among the Jewish philosophers Saadia also seems to have been

of the opinion that the motion of the spheres was natural Cf

Emunot ue-Dcot I, 3, ’Jivr? and VI, 3 See commentary

Shebtl ha E?nurtah f ad loc

This view is also shared by Judah ha Levi (Cuzan IV, 1 cf

Moscato s commentary ftol Jehudah, ad loc) and Isaac ibn Latif

(iSka'ar ha Shamayim quoted in Isaac Arama f

s Akedah Sha'ar

11 and by Moscato op cit )

Isaac Arama (op cit ), who lived after Crescas, argues in favor

of this view claiming, however to have found no support for it

among Jewish philosophers except in Isaac ibn Latif For this

he has been railed to account by Moscato (op ext ) But Moscato

himself fails to make any mention of Saadia and Crescas

12 Hebrew DW» TPK nwira This phrase was undoubtedly

meant to be a quotation from the proposition In the proposition,

however, following Isaac ben Nathan s translation of Altabnzi,

Crescas has KW nnn«P3 This variation is probably due to

the influence of a lingering reminiscence of Ibn Tibbon’s trans

lation, which reads mi nn nw mwa

13 The point of Crescas* criticism is as follows From Maimo
mdes’ illustration of accidental motion it would seem that acci

dental motion is possible only in the case of accidental qualities,

as, e g ,
color, whereas there can be accidental motion in some

thing which is not an accidental quality, namely, the extreme

point of a line

Crescas does not explain why the motion of the extreme point

of a line along with the June should be called 'accidental* motion

rather than motion 'according to part/ which are treated by
Maimomdes as two distinct classes in this proposition It would

seem that Maimomdes would have put the motion of the extreme
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point of a line under motion according to part rather than under

accidental motion He could cite Aristotle as his authority

Physics VI, 10, 240b, 8-13 ‘ These things being demonstrated,

we say that the impartible cannot be moved, except according

to accident as, for instance the body being moved, or the magni

tude m which the impartible is inherent just as if that which is

in a ship should be moved by the motion of the ship, or a part by

motion of the whole But I call that impartible, which is mdivisi

ble according to quantity

Cf Intermediate Physics VI, 12 I say that that which is m
divisible cannot have essential motion, as is the case of a mathe-

matical point in the opinion of the geometricians If something

indivisible is moved at all, it is only accidentally so after the

manner of parts which are moved along with the motion of the

whole and of man who is moved by the motion of the ship
1

D'cnxiDn nr vn 0 yyun s? tpdn pVn 0 tpsk w new mm
nyuna lyyum mn d p*?m nmoa nnpon nn nn nr rrn on bzx rmpa

m £>dh nyuna yyunan ennm Van

Crescas is constantly insisting upon the use of accidental

motion in the sense of Motion according to part See above

n 6, and Proposition VII, Part I, n 18

14 Hebrew DDllfi&n wn njnV I take DDllfiDn as qualifying

njn^, despite their disagreement in gender The surrogate the

Greek’ is similarly applied to Aristotle by Crescas teachei Tms-

sim ben Reuben uvn nn« omni oTUDntn u» (quoted

by Isaac Abravanel in Mifalot Elohim I, 3 t p 6b)

15 Cf Prop I, pp 161, 410

16 Cf Prop I, Part II, n 21, p 411

17 Cf Prop I, Part II, n 22

18 This illustration is an unhappy one Aristotle himself ad-

mitted that air has some gravity The question was merely

whether fire has any gravity or is absolutely light Cf Proe^i:

Part II, n 23

19 Cf Prop I, Part II, n 23
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20 Hebrew P'1an "ID mj>m HD HI This is the only chapter

which ends with such a remark Crescas has evidently meant
by this remark to refer to his inclusion of the criticism of this

proposition m the chapter dealing with its proof instead of

putting it in a separate chapter, as he has done in other proposi

tions My translation of this remark runs accordingly

PROPOSITION VII

Part I

1 The first part of the proposition reads alike in Crescas, in Ibn

Tibbon s translation of the Moreh and in Isaac ben Nathan's

translation of Altabnzi The last part reads in Ibn Tibbon
om rtVTff wbx nb) yyun’ kV pbrrn* tbv no and m

Isaac ben Nathan hbo cm n rv vb vb pbw vbw no

Crescas's reading agrees with neither But within the text

of Altabnzi s commentary there is another vetsion of this part

of the proposition yyum vb pW vbv no Vdp kvti in mytn cbm
rroru 003 n T Evidently Crescas has combined these two

versions of the latter part of the proposition

2 Altabnzi divides this proposition into four parts, which are

designated in Isaac ben Nathan's translation by nttya and in the

anonymous translation by nwpa, 1 e , theses, questions, problems

(see Prop I, Part II, p 457, n 81) But they are referred to later,

m the course of discussion, by the term ntnpn, which has been

adopted here by Crescas Altabnzi “Know that this proposition

contains four theses ' Isaac ben Nathan's translation fiKNP jn

ny:nK nuya Vy nspD nanp-m Anonymous translation nw O yn

nwpa yzna n'b'o ncnpnn

3 So also in Altabnzi “Now for the fourth thesis, namely, 'any-

thing that is indivisible cannot have motion and cannot be a

body ' After having shown in the second proposition that 'every

thing divisible is movable,' and as it is known that every body

is divisible either potentially or actually, it follows by the method

of the conversion of the obverse that 'anything that is indivisible

cannot have motion and cannot be a body * "
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rrarD dmm n!?i yjrorr nV pV»nn^ na^ mm m mytn cbm
pbnnn dm bav yn 1 pVnna yjruno kw n sn roip-o a p ww '*b run

kS Wd pVnn tb mwi *]in -pia a in 1 n^n Vyaa dk raa oh

dm m yyum

Similarly in Nrbom 1 This is known by the conversion of the

obverse ” imcn niono ymi nn

The expiessm mion T3
"
1 reflects Aristotle's 1) Kara r$v

avrupaaiv anoXovdyvis 6LvAira\iv yivoptv'q (Topics II, 8, 113b,

25-26) This kind of inference is called avnarpopri ovv

avnOeaa by Alexander and conversio per opposiHonem or con

versio per coniraposihonem by Boethius (cf Sir William Hamilton,

Logic (1866), Vol I, p 264) I hus "pan represents d.v&'rra'Xw

71vo/ievi], d.VTL<rrpQ(f>7} t and nmo represents avrupaais, &vn0€<n$

In the anonymous translation the expression used is JTDBrtnn

iniDH But in both translations once the term 71m occurs

without nniD Isaac ben Nathan Tm «n run ny ;nn myiari abm
DDmpn nDipnn Anonymous 7m y*rm Jvy znn n^pzin avm
-pann

4 A body, <nS/xa, is that which has three dimensions and is a

magnitude, woadv (Cf De Caelo I, 1, 268a, 7 ff ,
Metaphysics

V, 13, 1020a, 7 ) A magnitude is a continuous quantity (ibid

)

and a continuous quantity is 'divisible into things always

divisible, * Stacperdv eis &el biaiptrh, TDn pVnrrp no bn p^nna

(cf Physics VI, 1, 231b, 10, and De Coelo I, 1, 268a 6) We thus

have the proposition every body is divisible By converting the

obverse of that proposition, we get the fifth proposition men
tioned here by Crescas, namely, anything that is indivisible can

not be a body This proof is a development of a suggestion made

by Altabrm Cf quotation above n 3

5 So far Crescas has been following Altabnzi In his subsequent

proofs of the first and second propositions, however, Crescas no

longer follows him These proofs are rather based upon Averroes

works Long Commentary on Physics VI, 111, 1 (Latin, p 265 ff),

Intermediate Physics VI, 7, Epitome of the Physics VI (p 30 ff),

where the entire discussion of Crescas is to be found The views of

Alexander, Theraistus, and Avempace are also to be found there
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The expression o vnatin na wanna used here by C rescas seems

to reflect the Long Commentary which reads in Latin ‘Lt ideo

expositores ambtguunt m respoiisione in isto loco

6 Cf Physics \ I, 4, 234b 10 if and Intermediate Physics
1
VI, 7

7 Crescas statement here seems to be based upon the Long
Commentary on Physics VI in, 1 (Latin, p 265vb)

1

Sed si hoc

modo fuent mtellectus iste locus, exci piun tur tunc transmutationes

quae fiunt non in tempoie, et ista transmutabiha sunt diuisibiha

et corporaha et sic demonstrate erit particulars, et deberet esse

universalis
'

In Intermediate Physics VI 7, this objection is quoted in the

name of Theophrastus * Against this proof an objection has

already been raised by Theophrastus He maintains that the

argument employed in it is applicable only to a certain kind of

changeable things namel>, things whose change takes place m
time but with reference to things whose change takes place in

no time it cannot be truthfully said that some parts of them are

m the termimes a quo and others m the terminus ad quem '

Gwan nsp Vy roan* ojowp tdni nvonsn vby peo naa noion nn

ori^y pn*1 vb run pr rbm n&>« onrn tuam pn D'anmn Dm
vbm non onspiw nan ansp* now

The foregoing passage in the Intermediate Physics
,
as will have

been noticed, does not contain Crescas concluding remark that

“the demonstration will thus be of particular application It

occurs however, m another passage in the same chapter in the

Intermediate Physics

“Inasmuch as it is evident that Aristotle does not mean by his

statement ‘from one thing to another' fiom one contrary to an

other, for in that case the demonstration would then be particular

and not universal i e ,
applying only to certain changes, such

as are in time, but not to all changes, it follows that what

he means by that phi ase is from one state of rest to another

-]dt *]DrtD nan nano nDaa ujd na nxn' vbv nwaa n n nt£*oi

Vaa vb pn rrr o«v»n nxpb h n bbn tb ’p^n rrrr r« m«ahp 'sb

ru nan Vh ro nano nan Vk nano nDKa nan nwiao mn

As for the meaning of “particular" and * universal" demon
stration, see Prop I, Part II, p 462, n 96
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8 Again based upon the Long Commentary {ibid ) Et ideo

expositores ambigunt in responsione in isto loco et dicunt quod

Alexander expomt quod omms transmutatio est in tempore sed

quondam latet sensum Cf Intermediate Physics VI 7 ‘But

Alexander in his answer to this question is reported to have

maintained that everything that is changeable is changeable in

time and that if anything is said to be changeable in an instant

it is only because the time m which the change takes place escapes

the notice of people

jdd ten bzv spn z raw nzz a'm tun *n zzbx ohm
u ninP1 pn obyrf? Kin dhn nny3 nroo rvw h t&w nM

U1H HD

9 Crescas is simply re echoing Averroes summary dismissal of

Alexanders view It does not behoove us to enter into such

subtle discusions with Aristotle as to be Jed to say that the ends

of the processes of change take place in time as did Alexander

Heavens * unless Alexander did not want us to include the ends

of changes in the proposition that every change is in time con

stdering them to be not changes but rather the limits of changes

This is probably what Alexander has meant,

for that man is of too great eminence and distinction to be ignor

ant of such an important point in Aristotle s doctrine and to try

to answer for him by an impossible statement, namely that the

ends of motion take place m time

D' wi urm nyrw 'vskv ny vdd nn op usyrrb p nyw p oa iniw
bzv note nxn 0 *6 dn oviWi Tixata -wyp idd ]dd di

an d w ryhzn on dhni d 'w m n djtop pa n»
i^yai pyn nr ldd oby ny&ni nVyoi tmn P’tn d -dob id

pa my 3DD«nffifenn» Vm nh -hid Vxin 0 ny com raiD

10 Crescas* paraphrase of Themistus s v icw does not correspond

with what we have of it in the Intermediate Physics It is not

impossible that Crescas has derived his knowledge of Themistus
from some supercommentary on Averroes

Intermediate Physics VI, 7 Themisuus has discussed this

view of Alexander and has arrived at the conclusion that there

are things changeable which are changed in no time His answer

to the difficulty in question is that Aristotle did not intend that

his proof be applied to this kind of change, 1 e
, change in no time
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He saw no need for mentioning this exception because it is

self evident that such changes are indivisible, for when we say

that certain things are changed suddenly we mean that they meet

with a sudden change in all their parts
9

nn :wn pr nSiD umn nxp* bupi idri nu -m dvdddh quki

nViD wd ^ o' wn id yzn rawn nn yyy tb oanw pDDi

ins d pbnnn rbn mv d:j ikdd larm zh did; ram djdri pr

owns mwn ws c™ V i Diana w» on£ on uidk pyi n n»

on pWi baa

Cf Themistius In Anstoiehs Phystca Paraphrasis (ed Schenkl),

p 197

11 Hebrew TDirn mwn Virp The word is used in philo

sophic Hebrew as a technical term in describing the act of the

entrance of any kind of form into any kmd of matter, correspond

mg to the Arabic J*- (cf Cuzan II, 14 \dW 'tb ranx him
va 6n i«) *?irp» lnnoi wdj mnwi vjna It reflects the Greek

eireiju as in Enneads II, iv, 8 hretert r6 eI5os aurfl

That the change of form is timeless is also confirmed by the

following passage m Moreh II, 12 ‘Every combination of the

elements is subject to increase and decrease, and this comes to

be gradually It is diffeient with forms they do not come to be

gradually, and have therefore no motion
,
they come to be or

pass away without time

p om nrnxm pwn pwn ennn m inonm nsDinn ^
HDD1 in Winn* oidri ona njmn

j
r nm ppRi pi winn> tb urw

pt R^D

Cf Averroes’ Epitome of Ike Physics V, p 21b ‘But the last

actuality in them, namely, form, arrives without time
99

pi n^D jtjd mixn wm did ynn»n nia^n

12 Intermediate Physics VI, 7 “Avempace has solved this diffi

culty by contending that the Philosopher did not mean by the

term divisible the divisibility of magnitudes at the end of their

motion but rather the di visibility of something changeable during

the interval between two contraries existing in it, 1 e
,
between

the terminus a quo and the terminus ad quern For Avempace
believes that the latter kind of divisibility is peculiar to that
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which js changeable in time whereas the divisibility at the ex

tremities of motion applies to both kinds of changeable objects,

namely, those which change in time and those which change

without time
*

pVnn pVnm nsn nV damw pstn nro a \tn j’kxVk
j
n -onus o»m

inxd* t#n o'Vupnn du jjn 'jeu “iarH2?jO“i pVm mn oioni m Vom o Vmn
ima mn pVnn tup atvn nhp nn vVnp noi uodb no |a n

V n d anwon u dd im o mn »»V VVu «n nvVsns piVm ojdni pra

pr nVim pa p’lmm

13 Intermediate Physics VI t 7 This being so, it is clear that this

proposition includes all the kinds of change that occur withm the

qualities and forms that are generated whether they be change

from one contrary to another, as, e g the motion from whiteness

to blackness, or from non being to being, as e g, the change of

generation and corruption But would that I knew whether the

timeless changes are changes of independent existence or only

ends of changes and whether they are from one state of rest to

another It is evident that they are ends of changes, seeing that

they are timeless, and that they are not fiom one state of rest to

another

o maun ow j d Vs ViV;> Town nw thud kit p nr nn tpioi

nnwn Vn piVna Tjwn to ‘pn Vn *pno i -to p o tmnoT otudxjd

•wk d in on jnw in ai noam n ma wn to mrccD Vn myna in

nnuaa an idnij d w n Van in oaxyn a kx&j o w on dn pr nVira vn 1

nnujo i n nVi jar nVua 1 n» ton q'w nvVan anv “into mm nnua Vn

nm» Vn

14 According to Aristotle, if a thing is becoming to be in time

A, the process of becoming is actually completed m the extremity

of A Cf Phvstcs VIII, 8, 263b 28-264a, 3
1 For if D was be

coming to be white in the time A it was generated, and

it is the last point of the time in which it was becoming to be
u

15 Crescas' proof for the third proposition differs from that

given by Altabrizi

16 Cf definition of place above Prop I, Part I (p 153)

17 Quality and quantity are accidents residing in a body
Consequently qualitative and quantitative changes unply the
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existence of a hod> In substantive change, too, the subject that

undergoes the change from being into non being must contain

matter which is the persistent substratum of the change (rf

Metaphysics VIII, 1, 1042b, 1-3, and abo\e Prop IV, p 512

n 8)

18 This comment of Crescas is based upon the following pas

sages m Altabrizi

‘ As for the second thesis, namely, everything movable is

dn isible, that, too, may be doubted Tor when a body is moved,

its motion necessarily causes the motion of its surface and of the

extremity of the surface, i e the line, and of the extremity of

the latter, 1 e
,
the point So that the point is moved along with

the motion of the body even though it is indivisible

Dtwip nn pbo id dj w pbnnn yymo ^>db> m iwt roiwan obw
rmpn am mpi lpn am inxpi rron lhjniru yyw an yjnmn opkd

np^nno 'rta n tv ay id t» rmp:n yynnn own nyun km rrmi

As for the explanation of the second thesis know* that by

movable is meant here that which is movable essentially to the

exclusion of that which is movable accidentally By this the

objection from the motion of the point falls to the ground, for

the point is moved only accidentally but never essentially
1

yynnan vh TOxya ppiantn yyww \vnrw yi n’m myun oViw

yyunn mpoa dr>k -mpn 'D rmpiD mnon hjdd Tipoa

nmyn
Strictly speaking the motion of a point is according to Aristotle

accidental only in the sense of according to part See Prop

VI, p 539, n 13

Part II

19 The assumptions underlying this statement are as follows

All knowledge originates in sense perception The sense data,

however, before they become pure objects of knowledge, must

pass through the faculty of imagination, whence they emerge as

imaginative forms It is these latter upon which the Active

Intellect operates, transforming them into intellectual concep

tions Hence the statement here that the mind derives its knowl

edge from sense perception and imagination Cf D$ Amina III,
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3, 427b, 14-16 'Imagination, too, is different from sensation

and discursive thought At the same time, it is true that imagi

nation is impossible without sensation, and conceptual thought

in turn is impossible without imagination

Mtlfyainol Adonai I 9 "Because the Active Intellect makes of

the forms of the imagination actual objects of the intellect after

they have been only potential objects of the intellect

i tv nriwia m nan nrmn nn ’jyinn bsmv w*

roa

Crescas however, has taken his entire comment from Alta

bnzi As for the first thesis namely 'everything changeable is

divisible
, it contains a difficulty The rational soul, as

will be shown hter is an indivisible substance and still it is subject

to all kinds of changes as, e g ,
it is without knowledge and then

becomes possessed of knowledge and similarly umvrsai forms

are generated in it as a result of its preoccupation with imaginary

and perceptual forms And so also there is a change w ith respect

to the qualities of the soul such as appetite desire, joy, fear

anger, and their like Thus the essence of the soul is susceptible

to all these changes and still is indivisible How then can it be

asserted that 'everything changeable is divisible

ran pfiD u nan p^nno mm Va nat* wm nnptni “&ytn

tvtmv ids a*w n*? vnn p^nna 'nSi oxy p '*\m ran1 rraton

mranam monro mxno d apa o onxia vnnn i ny-n :iwni d^dd

om onlnn oyzjm mtT) nrwm pc?n*n np^m iod ni ram mo *n pi

*u»w pir q ni pVnns 'nVs oy ,D«wn Snpa ran axy p
p^nno narsra Va

20 Hebrew pi nViO ViT Ttw This phrase does not occur in

Altabrizi Crescas has added it himself for a very significant

reason In Physics VII, 3, 247a, 16~b, 1, Aristotle states that

while the emotions of pleasure and pain are qualitative changes,

the habits of the intellective part of the soul undergo no change

To the explanations advanced by Aristotle as to why the acquisi

tion of knowledge is not a quahttive change, Simplicius adds

another one It is due, he says, to the fact that qualitative change

must always take place m time whereas the act of the mind s

acquiring knowledge is without time (Cf Stmphctus tn Physxca
,
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ed Diels p 1075,1 23—p 1076,1 15 Cf Taylors translation

of the Physics, p 416, n 5)

A statement like that of Simplicius is also found in Averroes*

Intermediate Physics VII, 4 ' It seems also that the action of the

intellect in attaining knowledge is not a motion, inasmuch as it

does not take place in time

po -nn ttb wyin njnan him nyrw p cm

Similar statements to the same effect occur m the writings of

Jewish philosoplieis

Likkute Sefer Mefror Ifayyim III, 30 nmn Va mm bim bysi

cttptf xbn) pr flfcwittT, of which the following is the Latin

in /7ws Vitae III 48 (p 187) Actio autem intelligt ntiae est

apprehensio omnium formarum mtelligibilium in non tempore et

in non loco”

Cnzart V, 12 '"Although the activity of the intellect in fram

ing syllogisms b> means of careful consideration appears to re

quire a certain time, the deduction of the conclusion is not

dependent on time, reason itself being above time ”

rcwntxn pya nwpnn na^TO p\2 wyo maw ’d ^y bsvrt)

]Dmo bdhd him oxy y* pn rra-u in n mbvb inm nan

Thus according to Anstotle, the acquisition of knowledge is

not, properly speaking, a qualitative change, inasmuch as it does

not take place m time But as for that matter, Crescas seems to

argue, it may still be called timeless change, for the proposition,

according to the interpretation adopted by Crescas, includes both

change in time and change in no time

But see quotation from De Amma below in n 22, where the act

of thinking is called motion by Aristotle himself

21 While Crescas uses here the expression “motions of the soul
,

9

Altabnzi in the corresponding passage (quoted above n 1) uses

the expression “qualities of the soul ” In Aristotle himself the

emotions of fear, anger, and their like are described both as

“qualities” 7rot {Categories, 8, 9b, 36) and as “motions”

fuwjpsis {De Amma I, 4, 408b, 4) Cf next note

22 That the emotions of pleasure and pain are changes, and hence

in time, is asserted by Anstotle in Physics VII, 3, 247a, 16-17

“Pleasure and pain are changes in the quality of the sensitive
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part [of the soul] Cf also Ve Anima I, 4, 408b, 2~4 “The soul

is said to feel pain and joy, confidence and fear, and again to be

angry, to perceive and to think and all these states are said to

be motions
* Cf also Topics IV, 1, 121a, 30 ff

,
where Anstotle

discusses the question whether motion is the genus of pleasure

But a direct statement on this point is found in Ltkfcute Sejer

Mefcor Hayytm III, 30 o’Bffin nvma aw nnnn ipsn bym

]DD D'njn, of which the following is the Latm m Fons Vitae

III, 48 (p 187) “Actio animae animalis est sentire formas

grossorum corporum in tempore

The main point of Crescas argument is this The soul suffers

change both in its rational and sensitive faculties In the former

it is change without time and in the latter it is change m time

And yet the soul itself is indivisible It will be remembered that

Crescas has interpreted the proposition to include both change

m time and without time That the soul is indivisible was gen

erally accepted on the authority of Anstotle Cf De Amma I

5, 411a, 26 b 30

A refutation of Crescas criticism is found in vShenHob Ibn

Shem tob s supercommentarv on the Intermediate Physics VI, 7

By the same reasoning may be answered the objection raised by
Rabbi Ibn Hasdai in his book, where he argues against Aristotle,

contending that the intellect is something that undergoes a change

in passing from ignorance to knowledge, and still it is indivisible

But we rna> answer him in the same way by saying that the intel

lect can only be said to have been changed for its change takes

place suddenly, inasmuch as there is no intermediate between

ignorance and knowledge, but it cannot be said that the intellect

is undergoing a change '

bsmt? nwu loon# by pt>ov ni>D3 won
]
nn poo nm

p ca hd \nan?i hix p*?nnn atm n*nn bx rvtacno w
njrrn pa yx z dindb rwttrw 'zb reran -m mnp u bzwrw

rowsw is nm* xb bzx 'yxm “ms mVooni

23 Altabnzi “The answer to the first objection is that we mean
here by 'changeable that which is changeable with reference to

the qualities of the body, as, e g , heating, cooling, which are

called alteration, whereas the objection raised was from the exam
pie of the qualities of the soul

”
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m wot rvo kd wm nn njnpoD nsi: mm pcmm paono mwnn
m v*nn rrcroa rnwn nwn «vn ,nnpnni own u»

24 That is to sa>
,
if the Proposition, whether taken according to

the interpretation of Avempace or according to that of Averroes,

means, as is maintained by Altabrizi, that only corporeal objects

that are changeable or movable must be divisible, it is entirely

superfluous for it is geneially known that corporeal objects are

divisible

This objection has been anticipated by Altabrizi himself, and

he answeis it ' Shouldst thou say that, when the term 'change

able
1

is taken as referring only to corporeal qualities, then the

object so changeable is self evidently a body, and hence neces

sarily divisible, and there was theiefore no need for a special

proposition, my answer is as follows By divisible
1

is not meant

here that which is potentially divisible, in which case the proposi

tion would be self evident but rather that which is actually

divisible The meaning of the proposition is accoidingly as fol

lows That w hich is changeable with a corporeal change is actually

divisible The proposition so interpreted is not self evident

Quite the contrary, it needs to be demonstrated, for the elements,

which are simple bodies are one in reality, just as they appear to

the senses, and still they are not actually divisible but only

potentially
11

Kim omn Kn mnwn xn m wot nvoNn nvn nnptn twkd mb« dm

1
r to ,nmBwi rrcnpnno hot bx nr irona p^nnan

ns pirn bzx nnnon nonpm nnn ny ron pbmnn rerun

nrtxran mwm runmi p impnn nxt *nyp nnn bywz pWman
dots? n tnn bx na nx bix mrrai nanpnn dkt fhi *?ysn pbnnn

mb rra bzx bys>2 pbnm u X) wnn bxxm iwto uw
25 In Moreh II, 1, First Speculation, Maimonides proves from

this proposition that since God is immovable he must likewise be

unchangeable and indivisible Now if, according to Altabrizi s

interpretation, the term changeable m this Proposition refers only

to physical qualities, Maimonides could not prove thereby that

the First Cause of motion is free of any kind of change, even of

such change as does not refer to physical qualities

26 Cf Or Adonax II, vi t
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PROPOSITION VIII

Part I

1 The Hebrew text of the pioposition is taken from Isaac ben

Nathan s translation of Altabrizi, except that Altabrm has nniN

nnpan njrann (Ibn Tibbon nnpOT K\TI njmm) in place of Crescas,

mp&n nyvnn I have tianslated it here in accordance with

the original Arabic reading which is faithfully reproduced both

in Ibn Tibbon and in Altabrizi The significance of that ac

cidental motion ' will appear later in the discussion as to what

kind of
4

accidental * motion is meant heie in this proposition

2 Cf Physics VIII, 5, 256b, 9-10 ou 7ap avayKcuov to

<rvnl3t(}’qK6s 1
&XX hSex^vePov ^ elvai Cf below n 4

3 That is to say, since accidental motion has only possible

existence, l e it may and may not exist, both these possibilities

existence and non existence, must be realizable, for according to

Aristotle, it cannot be true to say that this thing is possible

and yet will not be (Metaphysics IX, 4, 1047b, 4-5) Cf also

Metaphysics IX, 8, 1050b, 11-12 ‘ That, then, which is possible

to be may either be or not be the same thing, then, is possible

both to be and not to be
”

4 On this proposition Crescas had before him several different

interpretations all turning about the meaning of the term * acu
dental ” First Altabrizi, who takes the term “accidental in the

sense of “violent ' motion Second, Hdlel of Verona and Isaac ben

Nathan the translator of Altabrizi who take the term
1

accidental

in its ordinary sense of the motion of an accident inherent in a

subject Third, Narboni, whose view will be quoted by Crescas

later

The source of these differences of interpretation, it seems to me,

is the ambiguity of the term “in its own essence,* used by
Maimonides in the proposition We have seen above (Prop VI,

n 3) that in Aristotle there is a difference between Kad* avr6 and

v4>* abrov, the former meaning to be itself essentially tran&lated as

a whole from one place to another, contrasted with the motion of

color m a body or of a part with the whole, the latter meaning to
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have the cause of its motion in itself, contrasted with having the

cause of motion external to itself In Hebrew no less than in

English it is difficult to translate accurately the difference be

tween the two Gieek prepositions, kclt& and mo t though, as I

have pointed out, in the Intermediate Physics one is translated by

TDXJD and the other by toxy hkbd or mo Now, in this proposi

tion it is not clear what Maimomdes Wl&xjn represents whether

the kolO avr6 or the avrov Altabrizi seems to take it to

represent the latter, and therefore takes its opposite 'accidental'

in the sense of having the cause of motion external to itself, 1 e
,

violent motion Hillel of Veiona and Isaac ben Nathan, on the

other hand, seem to take it in the sense of the former, and there

fore take accidental in the sense of the motion of accidental

qualities As for Narboni s interpretation, we shall take it up

later

Altabrizi ‘'You already know from what has been said before,

the meaning of accidental motion and essential motion and

their subdivisions, and in the light of this the intention of the

author in this proposition will not be hidden from thee
u

*61 rrTOi rwnosyn njmnm nnpon nyunn py enpp nra viyr noo

nonpnn dnid mn yby d

S

y*

Upon this Narboni comments “The learned Mohammed ben

Zechariah (see Steinschneider, Uebersetzungen, p 361, n 764)

Altabrizi, the Persian, the commentator of the Piopositions of the

Guide in his explanation of this proposition takes the term

accidental* in the sense of ‘violent, for ‘violent motion' is one of

the subdivisions of accidental motion, as he has explained in the

sixth proposition But the translator of

Altabnzi's commentary Rabbi Nathan ben Isaac [read Isaac ben

Nathan, see Steinschneider, Uebersetzungen
, p 362, n 769] of

Xatna, in answer to the difficulty raised by Altabrizi said that

while it is true that violent motion is called accidental, the Master

does not use here the term accidental in the sense of violent but

rather in the sense in which blackness is accidental to a body

nnr rmon manprm tenoo ^non rrno? p nono aonm
no vod nna rnonn rrn» urh ,rronn enpo mpon np^ Vy runpnn

'n oonn wnn Pwon p’nyom rwvn noipra ntra? 105 ,nnpD3&

v*?y 3td wmpn nm nm nro no pnr nj pnr no in)
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mn ran *6 nn nnpa *npn nao n»mm njronra* nm ain on o pvii

dmb nnneo Tij»»w ran Von n'mam N'rw nnpaa

(Isaac ben Nathan’s answer refer: ed to by Narboni is not found

in the printed edition of Altabnzi)

Hillel of Verona in his commentary ad loc “This proposition

hardl} needs a proof, for an accident is that which disappears and

does not continue to exist in the same state An accident is

defined as that the existence and the passing away of which are

conceivable without having to conceive the passing away of its

subject as, e g the color in a garment ' mp*n O yxx
]
N

'Vna vnyrw in«n novw -cn wn nnpcn mu pj> by -nojp xb}w
raan ny jnsn na Vkot ltwu nyn norw

If we assume with Altabnzi that the term accidental is to be

taken in the sense of violent motion’ then the source of the

proposition is the following passage in Be Caelo 7, 2, 269b, 6-9

“If, on the other hand, the movement of the rotating bodies about

the centre is contrary to nature
,
it would be remarkable and indeed

quite inconceivable that this movement alone should be contin

uous and eternal, being nevertheless contrary to nature ” In the

Arabic versions of the Be Caelo
t
the Greek ‘contrary to nature,

Trapa cfrvatv, must have been replaced by accidental Thus in

Averroes’ Intermediate Be Caelo I, iv (Latin, p 274va, H) the

passage quoted is paraphrased as follows ‘ For accidental motion

cannot be perpetual and infinite, and to assume this is beyond the

bounds of all reasoning, for we observe that ail things perish and
disappear nV mVon yx rvTon xxow iwbx 'n nnpo-r npwn o
onm o'bD o'npDn o'-qti own uroN ’u &>pn bin raucv n? nysn&ri

In the Moreh ha Moreh (p 67) this passage of the De Caelo is

used as the explanation and hence the source of the proposition,

and this view is followed by Munk {Guide II, p 8, n 3)

Crescas, however, seems to place the source of the proposition

m Physics VIII, 5, 256b, 3-13, for his proof of the proposition is

based upon that passage, and in this he is following Narboni,

whose proof is likewise based upon that passage

Aristotle s own argument in proof of this proposition may be

outlined as follows Starting with the major premise that motion

is eternal and that there is a first mover, Aristotle tries to prove

that the first mover cannot itself be moved If the first mover,
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he argues is assumed to be mo\ed, the question is whether it is

moved accidentally (Kara or essentially (nad avr6)

If you say it is moved accidentally, then it may be possible that

at some time or other it will not be moved, ‘for accident is not

necessary and it may not exist ’ (Physics VIII, 5, 256b, 9-10)

But if the first mover may at some time cease to be moved, it

may also cease to move, since it is now assumed that it is ot such

a nature that it must be moved while it moves But that motion

should come to an end is impossible, according to our major

premise

Aveiroes' Long Commentaiy on Physics VIII, a, 3, p 375vb,

K Cum posuenmus quod iste motor non movet, nisi moveatur,

et posuenmus ipsum moveil per accidens possibih est ut aliqua

hoi a vemat, in qua non mov ebitur, quod emm est per accidens,

non est semper neque necessarium Et cum fuent possibile ut

non moveatur, ei it possibile ut non moveat cum sit ita, quod

suum moven est necessarium in suo movet e

The text m the Intermediate Physics VIII, iv, 4, 2, upon which

Crescas pi oof is directly based, reads as follows " That not every

mover must necessarily be moved becomed evident by the follow

mg argument Tor if everv mover were moved, it would have to

be moved either essentially or accidentally, as in the case of the

sailor v ho causes the ship to move and is himself moved acciden

tally by the motion of the ship But if every mover were moved
accidentally, and its being so moved were a condition in the

existence of the mover as a mover, then, inasmuch as that which

is accidental may not continue to exist, for that which is acci

dental does not continue eternally, it will follow that the first

mover may not continue to exist as a mover, and if the first mover
may cease to exist, motion may cease to exist But this is a

logical absurdity, for it has been shown that motion cannot cease

to exist And any premise that gives rise to an impossibility is

itself impossible, and of such a nature would be the statement

that every mover must be moved accidentally
n

nn im« naw rtoa nam nr yyiino y id bo mro nmrr vbv djdki

rbm w mpon om dx;d m rrrpp dk run jw bo rrn dnp
’wn mm mpm nr rrn mpan moo yyxxrv mm rawn jw ibn

TDna nna nxd 1 vbv -vpbk nns mpoa* no n m V'ao jrjan niN’XM
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mn ksd xbv “kpsk nt2>sDi v )vwr\ jmn ssan nW iotn *idd nn
-ipsn njnarrw Tom -dde? '&b np» nn nyun axon -uwk idd

mpm yyiino yuo Vw wn ^ua Kin ^liaan 1100 a in ^ noi njww

Part II

5 The term TTO, literally, “sphere or globe
1 and

literally, “circle” or
1

orb” represent the Arabic and

respectively, but on the whole they are indiscriminately used by
Maimonides with reference to all the different varieties of the

celestial spheres (see Friedlander, Guide of the Perplexed I, 72, p
291 n 1 and II, 4, p 32, n 1) Here Crescas and Altabrizi (see

below n 6) use TT? with reference to “fire,
1 and by implication

with reference to all the other sublunar elements, and W?1 with

reference to the celestial spheres In Cuzan V 2 (end) however,

the author speaks of ttNH W?) "ltti^K fire sphere
,

TO bbl MVTOt, air sphere/ and QW *71*71 mbx *1*70, * water

sphere,” but pan TTD pN^K n td, ‘ terrestial globe Similarly

in Cuzan II, 6, p'Vyn bbm 'byxbft 'uppermost sphere

but pKH TlD, pN*?K n ID, “terrestial globe

6 This criticism as well as the illustration is taken from Altabrizi

1 As for the tiuth of this proposition, I know of no proof for it

Quite the contrary it is possible for one body to be set in motion

accidentally by another body and if the other body is moved
essentially for ever and the two bodies are linked together as

cause and effect, the accidental motion of the body moving

accidentally will also continue for ever An illustration for this is

the globe of fire which is moved by the motion of the celestial

sphere, and inasmuch as the motion of the sphere continues for

ever the accidental motion of the globe of fire continues for ever
'

am rrrro *100wd 'a nnnota 'bxx hbid kd xb nan norm m p

^yiann Ton moxjn yyimon mn rrrr nrn* uum nnpa nywi yjnino

yyiinon wnb nnpan nyunn Tonm ma'sco o'D'nno o'Dtn uen vm
njrunn nrvm mayai Wun nyura yyuno mn ’d ,mn urn to mpoa

Ton mn nvwV n npon nyinn rwn Ton bibb

Strictly speaking the illustration used by Altabrizi is a species of

Violent* motion rather than of ‘accidental * But we have seen
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above (n 4) that Altabrizi takes the term ‘accidental in the

proposition m the sense of ‘violent

*

7 By the parts of the sphere he means the spheres that are

within the spheres Cf Mtshneh Torah , Yesode ha Torah ui, 2

Every one of the eight spheies containing stars is divided into

several spheres " phnz D3D1DH in:w oW?an n» Ww Wu ho

rn'in O'hihih Moreh II, 4
1 Though in some of these spheres

there are several orbs D'm D W?J| Onn DHTDil mpov D hy *]K)

Crescas undoubtedly alludes by this to the illustration used by

Gersonides in the second passage quoted in the next note

8 These two illustrations, one from the superficies of the celestial

sphere and the other from its parts, are not found in Altabrizi

They are based lespectively upon the following two passages of

Gersonides

A Supercommentary on the Intermediate Physics VIII, iv 4

“Says Levi, Would that I knew, when something accidental is

the consequence of something essential, why should not the

accidental continue for ever as a result of the continuity of the

essential? To illustrate If we assume that there exists a certain

body that is moved eternally, such as has been shown before, but

that its surfaces are moved accidentally, shall we then say that

those sui faces may on that account come to rest, which will mean
that the body itself will of necessity have to come to rest? In

general, it is not impossible that something accidental should

continue foiever in consequence of the continuity of something

essential
”

nh naV axyow n&V -|WM mpo» no rrn nmo ynw in’ 'o nV non

,Ton yynnD d^i ran itu ok hmi) oxyop no rnonrn -pono rvrr

U rvnPDR rvrw now nnpoo tryyuno vrwp o«n ntanw w
rrrpp mpaip m» yxu tpn nn hhoot ?nnono win nvn m i nniion

jmxyov nnyo n*ono

B Supercommentary on Intermediate De Cael-o I, 4
“
‘For accidental motion cannot be continuous and infinite*

An objection may be raised against this proposition by show

mg that accidental motion can continue for ever, as, e g ,
the

diurnal revolution of the sun which is caused by something

external, for of itself it has only the annual motion That it
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should be so is quite explicable, for this accidental motion of the

sun is caused by an eternal and natural circular motion, qamely,

the motion of the diurnal sphere This, to be sure, is not an

objection against the principle which Aristotle has meant to

establish by this proposition, for after all, this accidental motion

is consequent to a natural circular motion, but it is an objection

against Aristotle s wording of the proposition Some philosophers

have been led to say that it is not inconceivable that something

may be possible with reference to itself and necessarywith reference

to its cause, according to which view there may be continuity m
that which is moved accidentally Averroes however rejects this

view But this is not the place to discuss this matter *

nnm “ib irbsn yn nn'Dn ib rxd™ ntww r nnp*n nywn o
nywt mm lbio m on rrnn nao n npan nyw™ im i nr by psiow

n rm rura iDxy nxa ib njram o mbir txd lb n an
Rim njnu rma rrmno nyun nnpan nyunn nan mo-w *g>b p nr

bo by 'o nn idd ir mb™ id by poo nr Rba ovn bibon nyun

by poo Rin bo« moioo ivyat) nyun 1

? “pon nnpon nyunn ns? chd

noo i its? yioi br»d moib sn nxp noK'i iddhk no ’n “ipr naipTi

“ido mmonn mm nsn nr byi moo nrnoo rrnno iDxy mnoo tpsr

rrvpm oipa run nr ]nd* “ittn pro mpow
An argument similar to that contained in the second quotation

is also raised by Simplicius on Physics VIII, 6, 259b, 28-31 (ed

Diels p 1261, 11 14-19, and Taylor s translation of the Physics ,

p 479, n 1)
1

Aristotle having said, that in things which are

immovable, indeed, but which move themselves according to

accident, it is impossible to move with, a continued motion, it

becomes doubtful how the celestial orbs since they are self

motive animals and have a mover essentially immovable, and not

moving itself according to accident, but accidentally moved by
another, for the planets are moved by the inerratic sphere with

the motion of that sphere—it becomes doubtful, how they are at

the same time moved with a continued motion ”

There is also a similarity between the answer mentioned by
Gersomdes m the name of some philosophers (probably Avicenna

see below n 15) and that offered by Simplicius, as will be shown

below in n 11
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9 I take this comment to refer only to the last two cases of

participative motion borrowed from Gcrsonidei> and not to the

fiist case of violent motion borrowed fiom Altabrizi (see above

n 6) Ihese last two cases, strictly speaking are motion accord

ing to part' and not 'accidental motion But Crescas justifies

himself heie foi calling them accidental motion by alluding to

Maimomdes' statement in Pi op VI that motion according to

part ' is a species of motion according to accident * See Prop

VI, n 1 The direct reference of m his illustration
,
is to the

statement yyunn TM '{pbm “idr*
1 and

similarly, when something composed of several parts is moved as a

whole every part of it is likewise said to be moved in Prop VI

10 By others Crescas undoubtedly refeis to Narboni whom
he mentions later in the course of his discussion, and to Ger

somdes, from whom, as I have suggested, he must have taken his

last two illustrations (see above n 8) It may also allude to the

answer attempted by Altabrizi s translator quoted above in n 4

11 What Narbom wants to say is this The term accidental in

the proposition does not refer to violent motion, nor to motion

according to part, nor to the motion of accidental qualities It

refers only to one particular kind of motion namely, the motion

produced accidentally m a mover as a result of its being itself the

cause of motion in something else It is quite clear fiom this that

Narbom did not take this proposition to reflect Anstotle s state

ment in De Caelo I 2, 269b, 6-9 but rather the statement in

Physics VIII, 5, 256b, 3-13 (see above n 4)

Narboni s text leads as follows 'What the divine Rabbi Moses

meant by this proposition is as I shall state The expression

everything that is moved accidentally,' concerning which he says

m this proposition that it 'must of necessity come to rest,
1

is

meant b> him to refer to e\er> thing that is mo\ed accidentally,

by an> kind of accidental motion, m so far only as it is moved
accidentally If, for instance, we assume a certain mover to be

moved accidentally but that accidental motion therein is the result

of the very motion of which it is the catise, then that mover must

of necessity come to rest, be it a force distributed throughout

the body and divisible or an indivisible force as, e g ,
the human

soul in man and the Intelligence, according to the Master s view
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(cf Moteh II, 1 below Prop XI
,
n 5, p 605 above p 267)

When this proposition is thus interpreted, namely, that, eveiy

thing that is moved accidentally is, to be taken in a restricted

sense, 1 e in so far as it is moved by the motion of the body of

which it is itself the cause, it becomes self evident that it must of

necessity come to rest unless there be outside of it another

immaterial mover, as is the case of the soul of the sphere, which

continues to be moved perpetually by the perpetual motion of the

sphere, even though it is moved accidentally, the reason for this

being that the soul of the sphere acquires its perpetuity of motion

from the eternal immaterial mover '

nan tw mpon yyunari ^ Kin nm wan 'r6xn uu wi
yyuno wn non mpontf rvns po nr« rra-n rvntf nnipnn nmn u
mpoa yynn a? *?y tnyw 1

? row jpjd mpra yyunon m dkb ny mpoa

ino ut pbnnm ^ mom no nn' rrom mr nmo urn* nyunn nwo

raw pv •vwo,

i mn nyn '» VsBm dind man edd p^nno

yjmnD wn n&s Vn -ianp» TipM yyuna fa* n pyn m ^ nonpnn

qa ,rro-Q hit Taxjn rao» hm rrao ntm nyuna mpaa

nr b»y wn Wwn vdi 'd nn Haa rrrr tnVu tik y jo 02^ q-w n
1

? on

,mpoa nyyuno wn ow ,W>n riynn manna too nyyunD K»m nsnn

Vnajn tosh y’jona roman mpn o
Narbom’s answer, as will have been observed, is practically

based upon a distinction between a mover that is moved acciden

tally by itself and one that is moved accidentally by an external

cause This corresponds exactly to the answer offered by Sun
phcius to the same question (quoted above m n 8) He solves

this doubt, therefore* by saying that it is not the same thing for

any being to be moved accidentally by itself and to be moved by
another” (ed Diels, p 1261, 11 19-21) And this is exactly the

same distinction implied in the answer mentioned by Gersomdes

m the name of some philosophers (see above n 8) As we shall

see, it is adopted also by Crescas here (see below n 15)

It should also be noticed that Narbom's interpretation of the

term * accidental ’ corresponds exactly to the use made of the

term m the passage from Averroes quoted above in n 4 where it

is illustrated by the motion caused accidentally in the sailor as a
result of his setting the ship m motion
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12 Hebrew a’lTO vta vmra no binvwz rm Lnerall} the

Hebrew ^inpn is the equivalent of the Arabic exert one s self
,

make efforts (see Steinschneider, Uebersetzungen
, pp 279, 339, n

252) But it is not impossible that here it reflects the Arabic

JVaw^
p
have a thing shown to one s self}

ask for an argument In

the Mafcasul al Falasifah II, p 82, however, is translated

by iprrv, shrink from f
keep away from

,
or ip’m\ repudiate

t
reject

See Prop X, n 9

13 Hebrew awy -wpn IN iWXD T»pn These two expressions

which describe two different views as to the relation of the

rational soul to body may be traced to Aristotle The expression

nppn reflects the view that the soul ‘is not body (cr&jaa),

but something belonging to body {awparos ti) and therefore

existing (v7ri,pxec) in the body * {De Amma II, 2,414a, 19-22)

Thus the term HW3CD in this expression represents the Greek

vnipx€iv t
messe

, inexislence t
inbeing The term aiTJJ represents

the Greek Kpacns, petals {De Amma I, 4, 407b, 31, 408a, 14)

These two views with regard to the relation of soul to body are

mentioned by Bruno and are designated by him by the same
teims as in Hebrew "Questa forma non la intendete accidentale,

ne simile alia ac( identale ne come mixta alia materia ne come
inherente 4 quella ma mexistente

,
associata assistente {De la

Causa
,
PnncipiOi et Uno

,
II, ed Lagarde, p 240, t 40—p 241,

1 2 )

14 The criticism against Aristotle s proposition raised here by
Crescas, including his rejection of Narboni s answei

,
is reproduced

by Pico Della Mirandola in Examen Doctnnae Vamtatis Gentium

VI, 2 “Falsum quoque et lllud esse Hebraeus Hasdai contendit,

quickquid ex accidenti movetur quandoque necessano quiescere

Nam ex Anstoteleo dogmate sphaera igms ex accidenti mota,

videlicet ad orbis superioris rnotum, non qiescet coelo agitato

quod noluit Anstoteles posse quiescere, supeificies quoque coeli

extima, et partes ipsius semper agitatae, non ex se, sed ex acci

denti ad motum corporis in quo sun moventur Nec responsio

Moysis Narbonensis quicquam suffragatur ut lllud ex accidenti

quantenus, ex accidenti vim exemplorum lrnminuat Animae
emm dum motu corporum moventur, ut comunctae sunt moven
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tur, et aeterno motu coeh anima e\ eius sententia movet ” (C£

Joel t
Don Chasdai Creskas rehgumsphilosophische Leheren p 83)

15 I take this conclusion to be Crescas own attempt to remove

the objection raised against the proposition by pointing out that

the proposition is not meant to include the kind of accidental

motion which proceeds by necessity from something that moves
essentially In a similar way Gersonides solves the difficulty in

the two passages quoted above m n 8 In the second of those

passages he justifies the exclusion of this kind of accidental

motion from this proposition on the ground that such accidental

motion brought about by necessity by something that moves
essential^, is to be considered as a "necessary rather than a

"possible
9

motion, according to the Aristotelian view as inter-

preted by Averroes It is only Avicenna, he says, who would call

such an accidental motion possible We have already seen that

the proof of this proposition, namely that every accidental

motion must be transient, rests upon the principle that every

thing accidental is possible (see above notes 2 3, 4) Conse

quently, if an accidental motion cannot be called possible such

for instance, as the accidental motion necessitated by some
essential motion according to Averroes, it will have to be excluded

from this proposition

As to the controversy between Avicenna and Averioes on the

meaning of the term possibility, see notes on Prop XIX

PROPOSITION IX

Part I

1 The Hebrew text of this proposition is taken from Ibn Tibbon s

translation of the Moreh

2 This comment of Crescas is based upon the following passage

of Narboni "Motion may be produced by either one of two
causes, one of them acting as a final cause and the other acting as

an efficient cause By the mover in this proposition is meant that

which acts as a proximate and efficient cause, for a mover which
acts as a final cause, not being proximate, is not moved as, e g
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fire, for when air is moved upward in quest of its natural locality

and ascends as high as fire, it is acted upon by the latter as a final

cause But that which produces motion as an efficient cause,

whether by pushing or by drawing, produces that motion only

by contact and hence must necessarily be moved 99

yn by mam n ^nn yn by im dhd nnn nno w nb njnnn

ym* jpjon o bywn ttt by im nanprr mon jras ran mrum Vjnon

*3»*n wpo ma n wi mVyn two anpa yyw h
1

? frionn "pn

idk ym am nnn ok ^iE>n n»tem ttt *?y mb nVi
hto i»y yywn ewnto y»y

Narbom s comment, as will have been observed, contains two

points Fast, that only movers which act b> contact are them
selves mo\ed in producing motion Second

,
that movers that act

by contact produce motion either by impelling or by drawing

Both these points are traceable to Aristotle

The first point is based upon Physics III, 2, 202a 3-7, (which

seems to be the direct source of Maimomdes proposition and not

the lengthy discussion in Physics VIII, 5, referred to by Shem fob

and Munk) * But as we have said, everything which moves is

moved being movable in capacity, and of which the immobility

is rest since the immobility of that to which motion is present

is rest For to energise with respect to that which is movable,

so far as it is movable is to move But it effects this by contact

so that at the same time also it suffers
*

The distinction between a cause which acts by contact and

one which does not act by contact is elaborately developed by

Maimomdes in Moreh II 12 (see below n 5)

The second point is based upon Physics VII, 2, 243a, 16-17,

and the corresponding passage in Intermediate Physics VII, 3,

where Aristotle enumerates four ways by which an external agent

can produce motion in an object (1) drawing, rDWD

(2) pushing, 2)<n$ (3) carrying, Sxv&ttt (4) rolling,

fihnjcrts, axio

3 Hebrew DB'uan pH, § }JLayvr}<rla \Wos
Hebrew translations of magnet are 1 natron pH (Moreh II 12

cf Sanhedrin 107b) 2 rowan pH (Epitome of the Physics VII,

p 37a) 3 nVmm pn (Anonymous translation of Altabrizi, Prop

IX) Cf I Kings 1 , 9 But in Hebrew brtt is intransitive, meaning
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creep) crawl Its use by the anonymous translator of Altabrizi in

a transitive sense as synonymous with 3KP and is probably

due to the influence of the Arabic take or draw from a

place The connection between the two words has already been

pointed out by Ibn Janah in his Sefer ha Shorashtm

4 Cf Intermediate Physics VII 3 A certain difficulty has been

raised in the case of motion by drawing, for there are things

which appear to move by drawing without being themselves

moved, as m the case of the motion caused by the Magnesian

stone which attracts iron
*

1DBHD DTP DI HKT DH31 1 KZGfl nn HO p£)D JOT* T3D1

bnnn -prow oco nan into qtran yjww vtao
5 These two explanations are quoted by Averroes (Intermediate

Physics VII, 3) m the name of Alexander

Alexander in his commentary on this passage answers this

objection in two ways First, that it is doubtful concerning these

things whether their motion is brought about by drawing or not

by drawing, for one may argue that the iron is moved of itself

toward the stone by reason of a certain disposition which accrues

to it from the stone, but that the stone does not draw the iron

Second if we admit that it is done by drawing this drawing maj
be explained by the fact that certain particles are emitted from

the object which draws and come in contact with the object that

is drawn and then draw it toward the former object

main ibw nnnn mawn vwo puon rjr by wpai map rnreAni

Vnaw nm'v •waV o rows m k oh “id m DTmjnw onn othj® pwot*

bnzn TBWwi p*o» xb ptna mp* w area pnn lasyn yjmno

qmonD nnvn nr rrm own rnn n» htw utoap oka rwn rownm
jwnn T«nDn -pnsn wo1 o’dw

The second of these explanations represents the general view of

the Atomists (see Zeller, Pre Socratic Philosophy
,
Vol II, p 230,

n 1) which is fully described by Lucretius De Rerum Natura

VI, 11 998-1041 It is also followed by Maimonides, Moreh II,

12 “In the natural sciences it has been shown that a body in

acting upon another body must either directly be m contact with

it, or indirectly through the medium of other bodies

The magnet attracts iron from a distance through a certain force

communicated to the air which is m contact with the iron
9
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u Twy -inn n^yo npyw »pa to ^ ynun nasra non “Dm
*?mn 7«MDn w&k natron intone? ny insai) 0 no ama1 in rnmpao pn

*?ran wnm n ua tiod ironn® roa pvno Efodi significantly e\pl uns

Maimomdes force to mean a certain quality emanating

from the magnet lUfcWl ptHD NXVtf no nm< 1 e
,
the "parti

cles of Alexander s second explanation

Pico Della Mirandola s discussion of the magnet in Exanen
Doctnnac Vamtatis Gentium VI, 18 is evidently based directly

upon Averroes and is not taken fxom Crescas though the latter

is mentioned immediately before that discussion m some other

connection

Part II

6 Hebrew Dfc) nan rtn»D no Theie is a subtle suggestion of a

contrast in the choice of words heie, for 3TJD and rpDw are two

contrasting terms, denoting two different kinds of composition,

one consisting of a harmonious blending of ingredients and the

other of simpl> a juxtaposition of ingredients (Cf 3TD rosin and

n'iDP rear in Samuel ibn libbon s Perush me ha Millot Zorot)

Now if the iron is to acquire a nett characteristic or tendency it

must be the result of a new haimonious blending of its ingredients

oi qualities Hence Crescas argues How can the iron acquire a

new characteristic out of its meie juxtaposition to the magnet?

7 Hebrew to* ~\W 'yaa m im to*? new My translation of this

passage is conjectural and it has necessitated the insertion prior to

it of a statement which is not found in the text The passage,

however, lends itself also to the following three translations

(1) "which is apparent to everybody that it must be a natural

force of considerable strength

(2) 'which would require on the part of either one of them (1 e ,

the iron and the magnet) a natural force of considerable strength

(3) "which would require on the part of every piece of iron a

natural force of considerable strength

8 Hebrew^ nbfBm wp own or:ya nto m nob All the

MSS and editions agree upon having a plural pronominal

suffix in both oroy and om n A change to the singular would

make these pronouns refer to the act of acquiring a new disposi
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tion on the part of the iron What the plural pronominal suffixes

refer to is hard to determine My translation is conjectural and is

dependent upon my other conjectural translation of the preceding

passage The plural may also refer to the iron and the magnet or

to every piece of iron if either one of the last two translations of

the preceding passages suggested in n 7 is correct

It is not impossible that both this pasaage and the preceding

passage are misplaced Another instance of a misplaced passage

we have already met m Prop I Pait I n 104 (p 374) Cf also

Prop I, Part II n 120 (p 469) 1 he order of the text here may
be rearranged to read as follows

,^n:n oa pH ro pod into tidd n:?r cns nn
om n dj lya 'bi kw no 1

? ooxya n^nn nmaD b)i) my# ’ynu ra "thk

jwiV :mp pirn an oa'Xton rMD*D >i» mp ':> tnd mSysm u>p

1 The two methods mentioned by them in explanation of the

phenomenon of the power of the Magnesian stone to attract iron

which according to either one of the suggested methods is a

natural force of considerable strength, are self evidently ground

less inasmuch as it is clear from their nature that both these

methods are very difficult of performance That the iron should

acquire from the magnet, through its proximity to the latter a

new disposition is a far fetched assumption and well nigh

impossible
°

9 Hebrew nyttM |JP 'O See Prop I, Part II p 417, n 30

10 In opposition to the two explanations advanced by Alexander,

Crescas argues that the atti action of iron by a magnet is not due

to a new property which the iron acquires from the magnet nor to

corporeal particles emanating from the magnet but rather to a

certain natural disposition or tendency in the iron itself This

natural tendency, /vyDD njmn, he describes as being either due to

mown suitableness
f

1 e
,
the fact that the magnet is the proper

place to which the iron belongs and consequently tends towards

it, just as the natural elements according to Aristotle move m
different directions because they have diffeient proper localities,

or to a n^UD, a certain peculiar property within the nature of the

iron itself, just as the natural elements according to Crascas

own view (see Prop I, Part II, p 456, n 76), move in different

directions because of a peculiar property in their own nature
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Crescas
1

explanation of the motion of iron toward a magnet and

its analogy to the natural motion of the elements can be traced to

the following passage in Geisomdes supercommentary on the

Epitome of the Physics VII “The motion produced by the magnet

may be considered as an action produced by a final cause, m the

same manner as the elements are moved towaid their proper

places by reason of agi eeableness and likeness

DipD bn Dim lyjnjw rvVonn is by rti rowan pR nyurn? nn

p'Dini mmyn is by

The passage in the Epitome of the Physics VII, p 37a, upon

which the foregoing quotation from Cersomdes is a comment
reads as follow s For the magnet and its like produce motion as a

final cause in the same manner as the water circumference causes

earth to move toward it
1

pR 1

? Dvn *)pi y'w idd rrVDnn is by \jpy iV owm roman pan

It must have been to this passage of Averroes that Gersomdes

father, Gershon ben Solomon referred in his following explanation

of magnetic attraction Sha'af ha Shamayim II, 3 "Of the

amber stone, i e
,
the magnet which attracts iron, some say that

it is of the nature of iron, but [what we call iron is] of an imperfect

nature and hence it desires to unite itself with iron that is perfect

[i e
, the magnet] This is the view of Averroes

”

ro 2 Dnzm* m bmb ropon R'm dd xobx R’n mybx pR
njn pi obvn pimb pann Rin nrtn iyaa obm r^d bra

DDnn “ran p
Literally the passage reads that the magnet is an imperfect

kind of iron and hence is attracted by iron But that obviously is

not what the author meant to say

We thus have three explanations of magnetic attractions, the

two recorded by Averroes in the name of Alexander and Crescas*

explanation which, we have seen, can be traced to Averroes I

believe there is still another explanation discernible in certain

passages of Jewish philosophic writings This explanation, like

that of Crescas, attributes magnetic attraction to a certain un

known power or peculiar property But unlike Crescas* explana

tion, it places that power or peculiar property not in the iron but

in the magnet
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Sha'ar ha Shantaytm III, 1 In this all philosophers agree

namely, that plants have a vegetative soul, except Galen, who
claims that what they have is not a soul but only a power like

that which exists in a magnet

noiKP oipVwn pn rtnaix iwn u'rmb v' d DMnn urawt idi

nytwn \m idd ins ro on^ \'HV

Joseph Zabara s Sefer Sha'ashu'im IX, 11 (ed Davidson, p
104)

'And he said Knowest thou whence comes the juice of the

food into the liver seeing that the intestines have no aperture

through which it could exit nor is there an aperture in the liver

through which it could enter

?

I said 'By that peculiar power which in the land of Arabia is

called ha$$ivat
f
but which no man is able to understand, for it

is not a physical force It is analogous to the action of the load

stone which attracts iron not by t physical force nor by means
of anything, but by that peculiar power

3p3 o'yan yw\ Tann y
1* yun jnnn nnxn

' ?n dvrb tos
oth bs pm t sto mx D**nip any y

%

iso nsw aterj rm vnoK

ynu 'Va Wnan nra roman ptfn na iod yaa wk ’a wynV
«!?£nn rm ^aw nan

The expression K^BJ na in this passage is intended to be a

translation of which, in addition to meaning peculiarity ,

property i e
,

n^HD, also means particular efficacy power
,

energy I have therefore rendered kVbj rD by peculiar power”

instead of 'wonderful power 1

The same explanation is also suggested in the following passage

in Altabrizi, Piop IX

"Know that when one body moves another body, it moves it

either because it is a body or because it is a [peculiar kind of] body,

that is to say, it moves the other body either because of its very

corporeality or because of a certain peculiar property it possesses

If the second explanation is accepted, then the real cause of that

motion is the peculiar property it possesses and it is not the body
qua body, and consequently the body under such circumstances

must not necessarily be moved itself while causing motion in
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something else As an illustration we may take the magnetic

stone which causes motion m iron not by its corporeality but by

a certain peculiar property it possesses on which account it is

not moved itself while causing the iron to be moved *

ant? in on xniy ’jdV imy 3 10 « inn um y*y 02?) yn

nn in am n nm 1

? is iniaau psA on 1
1

? wyw 's
1

? inn (nro

pbn d.w wn nswo wn n
1

? nin n im« sin Dias nasa nym nniK rfry

too ps idd lasya id ai mn yynn pd m^ir myna d> in a*?

yynn p m'pno imyu 1 imbiwfr sV u Tin h my 3 dion Kin 'd Vran y in

mxya Nin

The term TUT in this passage I again take to be a translation

0f <wU as the HD in Zabara s passage

This hst type of explanation seems to ieflect the \iew attri

buted by Plato to Thales who is said to have affirmed the load

stone to possess a soul because it attiacts iron ” (De Amnia I

2 405a, 19-21 ) Plato himself explains magnetic attraction by a

power (dvvapus) which not only the stone itself possesses but it

imparts to others (Ion, 533D) Thus the 'power* of the Sha'ar

ha Shamayim, the "peculiar power* of the Sefer Sha'ashum
and the

4

peculiar property* of Altabrizi are all heirs of the soul

of I hales and the "power of Plato

H Hebrew fennn vtn&fcti? nyfcu vh tw The printed editions

and some MSS read here tmnn VTOW ny iyw vh TW
which would mean 'the nature of which we shall not know until

it will have been verified by sense perception
1

This would lead

one to (redit Crescas with a vision of a future experimental

science But the real meaning of the passage becomes clear by

a compausion with the following passage in ‘Ifcfcarwi IV 35 "Just

as the existence of the Magnesian stone attracting iron is indis

putably U ue, even though it cannot be demonstrated by reason,

but since it is warranted by experience * ou nan p« rrw’SWP UD

pari v^y tjh wpnn vra vbv *d by mai rm «m *?ran T«>an

I have theiefore adopted here the reading which omits ny and

translated the passage accordingly
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PROPOSITION X

Part I

1 The Hebrew text of the proposition down to this point follows

Isaac ben Nathan s translation of Altabrizi

2 This part of the text follows Ibn Tibbon s translation of the

Moreh, except that Ibn Tibbon uses W, as does also Isaac ben
Nathan, in place of Crescas second OH

3 In the passage following Crescas reproduces Aristotle's argu

ment for the deduction of matter and form as given in Physics I,

and Metaphysics XII, 2-4 Crescas deals again with the same
argument later m Propositions XXII and XXV

4 Aristotle himself has grouped together ail the views of his

predecessors with regard to the composition of corporeal sub

stance into two classes (a) the plurahsls, among whom are in-

cluded the Atomists, and (b) the momsts, who are identified with

the Ionian school Cf De Gen et Corr I 1 Physics I, 2-4

In Arabic philosophy this classification has been preserved

Thus Algazah enumerates three views with regard to the com
position of body, the Atomistic, the Ionian and the Aristotelian

Kawwanol ha PtJosofim II (Mafrajid al Falasifah II, pp 85-86)

Concerning the difference of opinion with regard to the com
position of body There are three different views Some
say that body is composed of parts which are not divisible either

in thought or in actuality These parts are called atoms and of

these body is composed Others say that body is not composed at

all, but its being is one in reality and definition and without any
number in its essence Still others say that body is composed of

matter and form
1

ono nan nnao rwto Vy u>*?nnn naai omn naama *p^na

d pbm ddih ifcnpn Vyasa nneraa lp^nrr h 1

? d p^no amio am nai*

aa-no n^a mm? nan' onai o'axyn onasa naano cmna d* -ns o' osy

cnaa neoa maosya i« -narn nana^a nn« asaa nn Van VVa

(MS Adler 978) nTin noino aanaa Hinw

There is one characteristic which is common to both the one

element of the Iomans and the atoms of the Atomists Both the
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clement of the former and the atoms of the latter are essentially

simple in their essence Whatever changes may occur in the one

element or whatever differences may be discovered between one

atom and another are due only to some unessential quality

Maimonides thus lays down as one of the tenets of Arabic

atomism the proposition that there exists nothing but substance

and accident, and the physical forms of things belong also to the

class of accidents (Moteh I, 73 Prop VIII) oxy

onpo p ux nvjwan nmxn&n mpai Smulaily Algazali says of the

same school (Mafaftd al Falasifah II, p 82) that according to

their opinion form is an accident 1 elated to the existence of the

'abode pvnn y>tn mpa Q’TiTDn Vxk rmxn ^
Crescas characterization here of the pre Aristotelian theories

as to the composition of body may therefore apply to both the

Atomistic and the Ionian schools It will be noted, however, that

the first part of Crescas characterization resembles in its wording

Algazali s description of the Ionian view whereas the secondp art

resembles the proposition quoted from Maimonides

5 Aristotle s refutation of the views of his predecessors are found

in Physics I, 2-4, and in Do Gen el Corr I, 2 These arguments

are all repioduced in the corresponding places m Avenues'

commentaries, with which Crescas was acquainted Ihe argu

ments against atomism are also reproduced by Algazali in

Maka$id al Falasifah II, p 86 ff and by Altabnzi in Piop XXII
Fuitheimoie, we shall see that Crescas’ subsequent reproduction

of Aristotle s argument for the distinction of matter and form is

based upon Abraham ibn Daud’s Entunah Ramah Hence the

significance of Crescas’ reference heie to the commentators of

Aristotle

6 Hebrew *ipip by ton This expression occurs in Moreh I, 74, 1 he

Seventh Aigument * Abu Na$r Alfarabi has already knocked on

the head of this proposition ’ npip ’ama 1™ 'TtfDN ron naai

runpnn DM Maimonides himself,m a letter to Samuel ibn Tibbon,

explains this expression as the Arabic which literally means

"to strike someone on the head or brain so as to cause him to die
1

but is used idiomatically as the Talmudic NniDK rp ina (Megillah

19b) which literally also means 1

they struck it on the head or
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bram ' but idiomatically is used in the sense of refuting and
rejecting somebody’s opinion See Munk, Guide I, 74, p 438,

n 1

7 The following is a bnef summary of Averroes presentation of

the arguments advanced by Aristotle in Physics I, 7, in deducing

the existence of matter and form and establishing their relation

to each other The logical order of these arguments may be

restated as follows

A From the phenomena of change and becoming it is evident

that the principles (dp^cu, DlVnnn) must be more than one and
that they must be contraries (evaPrla, o^Bn), namely, non being

and being

B These contraries alone cannot be the sole principles of be
coming, for nothing can come out of nothing We must therefore

assume the existence of a substratum (uiroKtiiiwov
,
Wtt, ruia)

to which both non being and being equally belong lhat sub-

stratum is matter

C Of these three principles, substratum, non being and being

only the first and the thud are true principles The second, non

being, is merely privation and is called principle only in an
accidental sense

Intermediate Physics I, m, 1-3 (Latin p 438va) Lust,

wherein he reproduces the well known arguments proving that

the pi maples must be contraries and that they must be more

than one

Second, wheiein he repioduces the well known arguments

proving that the contraries alone are not sufficient as principles

and that it is impossible but to admit a terhum quid which

constitutes the subject

Thud, wherein he shows that the punciples in truth are only

two, matter and foim, and that privation which is the contrary of

form is not matter but only an accident of matter, and if privation

be a principle it is so only accidentally

3"vw o’ZJBn n^nnnrw ww tpk n'ficmBOT ’lawn in unr pimin
-snaa nnv -jy'nrw

m rh tpw tb o'nennP ettp n DD-naan d -lawn nun ’xph

wirt uni vW j»b wan rtaa -ipbn wi ,niVnnn
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rrnxm bvm nrta ow on mow no«n mVnnrrwr u nan nphwi

Tijnn rrn atm iV nip Tin Kin Van n»inn mt mix'? ^ apDi Tuman
“npoa Kin nan nbnm

C f Moreh 1,17 "You are aware that the principles of generable

and corruptible things are three namely, matter, form and the

particular privation which is always joined to the matter, for,

were matter unaccompanied by privation it would be inacpable

of receiving form It is from this point of view that privation is

included among the principles
’

njnm mum nairn rwbv nriDsm nmn mwcDn nfcnnn ^ jnr nnw
njnn k

1

? noin
1

? Yijrm nrormn k^i oViyV nDin^ inina Kin ipk nm an

ni^nnnn id mynn n n nxn nm nmxn vSk

Cf Metaphysics X II, 2, 1069b, 32-34 1 The causes and prin

ciples, then aie three, two being the pair of contraries of which

one is definition and form and the other is privation, and the

third being the primordial matter '

This Aristotelian method of deducing the existence of matter

and form from the transmutation of the elements is already found

in Abraham ibn Daud s Etnunah Ramah I 2 From an analogy

of many expressions it may be inferred that Crescas
1

discussion

here is taken from the Emunah Ramah
The corresponding passage in the Emunah Ramah reads as

follows ' We thus know by observation that these elements aie

changed into one another But it is inconceivable that

the form, after passing away, should become the recipient

Hence we infer that they have a common underlying matter,

which matter we call fix st matter

pm kV nm nxp bn onxpw nrno*n nbw #nna n» jrm

-nm Kin nm»D non mb wv jni pVi n^npan wn nmyn nmxn n nw
y\mnn nainn mKnpj

The assertion made by both Crescas and Abraham ibn Daud
that that which no longer is cannot be the recipient of that which

is coming to be reflects Aristotle s principle that "from nothing

nothing is produced’ (Phvstcs I, 4, 187a, 28-29) Cf also ibid

187a 32-34 For it is necessary that whatever is generated

should be generated either from beings or from non beings, and

it is impossible that things should be generated from non beings
’

The immediate source of this method of deducing the existence

of matter and form from the reciprocal transformation of the
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elements would seem to be the disoussion in De Gen et Corr

II, 1-4

8 That is to say, matter must be substance inasmuch as it is

a substratum

The definition of substance implied in this statement is based

upon the identification of substance with substratum which is

the first of the four meanings of the term substance enumerated

by Aristotle in Metaphysics V, 8 In Aristotle this definition of

substance reads as follows ’ All these are called substance because

they are not predicated of a subject ' (ibid 1017b 13-14) In

Algazali s Maka$id al Falasifah II p 82, the reading of this defi

mtion is as follows 'Substance is an appellative for that which

does not exist in a subject tfttnn xb xxm bin nx'hn xn nxy

Thus, argues Crescas, matter must be substance in the sense of

substratum

The corresponding passage in Eniunah Ramah I, 2, p 11, reads

as follows We shall now prove that matter is substance For

why should it not be substance? seeing that it never passes awa> *

xb nvti ?Qicy -rnn xb yx nrr osy 'bvr\ nn man djdk tjdw p -ra

ubtyb Yiyi The same statement occurs also in II, iv 3, p 64

Cf Metaphysics VII, 3, 1029a, 10-12 * And further, on this

view, matter becomes substance Tor if this is not substance, it

is beyond our power to say what else it is When all else is taken

away, evidently nothing but matter remains n

Cf also Metaphysics VIII, I, 1042a 32-34 “But clearly mat-
ter also is substance, for m all the opposite changes that occur

there is something which underlies the changes
'

9 That is to say, form also is substance The reason given here

by Crescas for the substantiality of form reflects again mediaeval

as well as Aristotelian discussions on the subject Though form
cannot be called substance in the sense of substratum, still, it is

argued, it must be called substance by reason of its being the

cause of the existence of a thing and also of its being that which
limits the character of a thing and constitutes its essence Kaw
wanol ha Ptlosofim II (Maka$id al Falasifah II, p 82) “The
upshot of this discussion is that the philosophers apply the term
form in a general sense to that which is an abode and also to
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that which resides in an abode On this last point the Muta
kalhmun disagree for in their opinion form is an accident related

to the existence of the abode ' But the philosophers repudiate

this view and say, how can form not be substance when it is that

through which substance itself persists and in which it has its

nature and essence?

p m pw am no by\ pPD Kirw no osyn in^ on» nr» y*m
ppan jwxdV mpD tnrron mixn o D'wm na ip!?m

nnn r 1

? "pro itdm 1 [MS Adler 1500 it ipvrr
]
iprrv n^w

(MS Adler 978) vnnDi win n oym D^jn nuacp TiDyn run osy mwi
This new meaning of substance coriesponds to the othei three

senses in which the term substance is used accoiding to Aristotle,

to wit, (1) as the mtei nal cause of the being of things (2) as the

limits which define the individuality of bodies and (3) as the

essence of things Form is substance, according to Aristotle in

all these three senses And of this natuie is the shape 01 form of

each thing * (Metaphysics V, 8 1017b, 25-26) It will be noted

that the three terms used by Crescas heie in pioving that form

is substance correspond exactly to these three senses m which

the term substance is applied by Anstotle to form to wit, (1)

mn xnn» TDK1 m through form a thing is said to have its being,

(2) bzw\
f

it is limited through form, (3) Dxyna xx\ it has its

essence in form

That form is substance but not in the sense of substratum but

rather in the other senses of the term substance is also the impli

cation of the following passage in Sefer ha Yesodot I, p 12

* Should any one be tempted to think that the first form is an

accident and not a substance, we shall prove the falsity of his

opinion from the analogy of man Man is composed of soul and

body His body is analogous to matter and is related as a subject

to his form His soul is his form and the cause of the preservation

of his species And still the soul is not an accident
1

wjrra p dr osy rVi mpo m mmnn rrnxn* aiwr aannn 'bm
mm warn rno wn *|w row mud Di«n 'o dirhd inatpriD noun

mpo na « wsim wo ^yn ovpi vn» won wn»

The corresponding passage in Emunah Ramah I, 2, p 11, reads

as follows “As for the proof that form is substance, why should

it not be substance?, seeing that it is form which transforms
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something that does not exist in actuality into something that

does exist in actuality ’ yx nn oxy mtn nvi i)X2 doom

^yiEU «X03 by)22 kxoi vtan nw N’ni 7 ray n’nn The same state

ment occurs also in II, iv, 3, p 64

Aristotle s definition of substance is discussed by Hillel of

Verona in Prop XXV, as follows * It is well known that sub

stance has no true definition for a definition is composed of a

genus and a specific difference, whereas substance being a

summum genus is only part of a definition, and the parts of a

definition are prior to the definition Substance however lias six

properties which constitute its description, so as to differentiate it

from accident To begin with, it exists by itself and not with

reference to something else, it is not in a subject, it is the cause

of the existence of all other bemgs and is prior to them in nature

As for the other properties, there is no need of repeating them

here
”

oxym wn aonis lint? *vpya nm ru i
1

? ]'« oijn ^ yrr

& max mb yirnp on tm ’p^rn too p*?n Kn p ok d wn no nn
wnv did nntt nnpm p *\b ivdV pin ud vbx nn irfroo w i

1

?

m inn bn rao httpi u ki* nnn bn pya nVi toxyn ona Kxm

1*03 iron*? nu nx vta sn niViion n«^i jntn mb onipi

Crescas has thus enumerated two substances, matter and form

According to Aristotle, the following are substances matter,

form, and the concrete thing composed of matter and form Cf
Metaphysics VII, 3 1020a, 1-3, VII, 10, 1035a, 2 VIII, 1,

1042a, 26 ff
,
XII, 3, 1070a, 9 ff

,
XII, 4, 1070b, 13-14

In Arabic philosophy, with the introduction of the Separate

Intelligences, of Neo Platonic origin, these, too, were added to

the substances Thus Algazali enumerates the following four

substances matter, form, the concrete thing composed of mat
ter and form and the Separate Intelligences Cf Kawwanot
ha Ptlosofim II, {Mafra$td al Falasifah II p 82) Dxyn pV?ro

laxya iDijn bnixn bnvm cnwm -racm n nyma

Abraham ibn Daud has further subdivided them mto six cor

poreal substances and six incorporeal substances Emunah Ramah
II, iv, 3 (pp 64-65) "At first they disco\ered by perception six

kinds of bodies a celestial body, an elementary body, a mineral

body, a vegetable body, an irrational animal body, an animal
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body endowed with reason Then by reasoning they inferred the

existence of three incorporeal substances namely the common
matter underlying the four elements form soul

the active intellect Intelligences Hrst Mover
Thus the incorporeal substances are six m kind and the corporeal

substances are six in kind
,f

» dbm tip nm m Dtw uom i » ]
yb i^nn itni

p nntn ^ nn vmb jvn nm tho nbz ai n cum ow
lyznNi nrno V *|nwn naim cm ' mi n*?a d oxy rwW njrr

DDXjn i n p dn imn jpjd by\$n bnwi mi -rrani

d:d w o 'Diwn d nxym cm o nm o» txn nki

10 Cf Afe/a£Ay$*cs VIII, 1, 1042a 27—28 'And by matter I

mean that which, not being a 'this' actually is potentially a

This’
”

11 According to Aristotle there are three kinds of changes, that

which is from a non subject to a subject that which is from a

subject to a non subject, and that which is from a subject to a

subject In Averroes’ Intermediate Commentary, the terms

existence and non existence are used synonymously with the terms

subject and non subject (see Prop IV, n 8, p 514) The first hmd
of change is generation

,
the second kind is corruption

,
the third

kind is simply change or motion Cf Physics V 1, 225a, 7—14,

17-18 225b 2

12 Hebiew rppatt mix As for the meaning of this term, see

below n 16

Crescas has thus explained the second part of the proposition,

namely, that the natural form is the cause of the existence of

body

13 Hebiew IVOSM muc As for the meaning of this term, see

below n 16

The corresponding passage in Emunah Ramah I, 2, p 11, reads

as follows As for the accidents, they apply only to that which

happens to the body after it has become something definite
M

ppD vn n inn nm w t* no by vtotf cudh onpon "|K

14 See definition of substance above notes 8, 9
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15 By this comment Crescas is trying to explain the particular

sense in which Maimomdes uses the term force, rp, in

this proposition The term rQ usually means potentiality as

opposed to actuality Here, however, according to Crescas ex

planation, Maimomdes uses it in the sense of inaliety 'm an

other ness, 'existing in something else, as opposed to perseity,

'in itself ness,* existing in itself (cf Munk, Guide II, p 11, n 4)

In the same sense is the term used by Maimomdes in Propositions

XI, XII, XVI
According to this explanation Maimomdes considers both

accident and form as 'forces
0
existing in something else In this

he follows the conventional method generally employed in

stating the difference between matter, form, and accidents Thus

Algazali divides being nwtfiD into that which requires

something in which to abide and that which does not require

anything for its abode

The former class is called ' accident in a general sense, and
includes both form and accident proper The latter class includes

matter Since form, however, is the cause of the actual existence

of matter unlike accident it is called substance, even though it

abides in matter Matter is therefore called with respect to

accident NtPU, subject
,
whereas with respect to form it is

called p0&, abode (Cf al Falasifah II, pp 80-82

Shahrastam, pp 364-365)

Altabnzi (Prop X) calls both accident and form by the general

term ]uy or inn and he designates both the subject, KiPU, of the

accident and the matter, nom, of the form by the term payn bya or

Ttona Thus Maimomdes l"D here is the equivalent of Altabnzi s

py Unlike Altabnzi, however, Maimomdes uses the term
]
iy,

with reference to both matter and form (cf Propositions

XXI, XXII) Hence Altabnzi 's (cf p 517)

16 Preliminary to the explanation of this passage we shall try

to define the terms which are used here by Crescas and incident

ally to give 3ome of their equivalents

(a) “lain is used here in the sense of 'bvn pwn Tain, irpwTri

first matter
, which in Emunah Ramah 1, 2 is also designated

by voyitJi, intelligible matter As for the meaning
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of vor\r't] in Aristotle, see Ross’s commentary on the Meta

physics (VII, 10, 1036a, 9-10), Vol II, p 199

(b) m«ra mix, corporeal form So it is also designated by

Simplicius, Avicenna and Shahrastam (see below n 18, pp 582,

583) Crescas calls it later in his criticism of this proposition and

in Prop XI ni*m“i mix and m dot mix form of corporeity
,
the

forma corporcitahs of Thomas Aquinas It is also called mix
own form of the body> and rWKl mix, first form (see Sefer

ha \esodot I, p 11, and Emunah Ramah I, 2) Plotinus and the

Ihwan al Safa call it simply 'quantity (see references below in

n 18, pp 582, 580) As for the history of this kind of form, see

below n 18

(c) nm body The term is used here m the specific sense of

the compound of the first matter and the firstform In the Ihwan

al Safa (see below n 18, p 580) and Emunah Ramah I, 2, it is

more precisely called nVwa DPI, absolute body

(d) mjrac* mix, forma naturalise by which is meant here the

forms of the four simple elements which have as their matter

the DP) or Dtft of (r) Thisform is also knou n by the follow

ing names rnniD mix proper form (Crescas above, p 262,

1 2) nniDH mix, forma ehmentorum (Emunah Ramah I, 2)

jvtid mix, forma elementahs (Abravanel quoted below m n 18

p 590) ,
JWD mix, forma specifica (Altabnzi Prop X) mix

naxy forma essentmhs (Altabrm Prop X Abravanel quoted

below in n 18 p 590)

(e) mpD, accident It is also called nnpo mix,/orma accidentahs

(Emunah Ramah I, 2)

Now it will be noticed that in the proof adduced by Crescas

for the existence of matter and form the terms used are "Win and

mix i e
, first matter and first forme whereas in Maimomdes*

proposition the terms used are 00} and rvjna mix, i e ,
body and

natural form It is Crescas’ purpose here to show that everything

he has said about the relation between first matter and first form

may be also applied to the relation between body and naturalform

The main point of Crescas’ observation then is that the term

matter is always to be taken as relative to the term form and

that there is an analogy between the relation of the first mailer

to the first form and the relation of any subsequent matter to a
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respective subsequent form The source of Crescas observation

may be found in the following passages

Emunah Ramah I, 2, p 10 ‘That which all the elements have

m common serves them as matter, even though first matter is only

that which is matter of absolute body ,
but absolute body, which is

somewhat like hyle to the elements is not hyle in the true sense

of the term for it has form, namely, conjunction From these

elements are generated the composite things, and of these, too,

some may be considered as matter in relation to others
'

emu \\mnn nair™ nvn oy nams nib hm no n son on nm
]

nvriD'V 'Vi 1 rwu an -kpn nhmn tmn bon nVwan cmi nam an
itnnn) p -irmi mpannm am ™ n® ob Vi n nmn yin by u m

nxpV noin one? aterr 10 dj nnxpi o'aonon

Ltkkule Sefer Mekor ffayvtm II, 1
' Thus the relation of

corporeality to the matter, which is its subject is analogous to

the relation of the universal form, 1 e
,
figures and colors, to the

corporeality which is the subject of these figures and colors

nvnnn noiVo n bbsn min wpn m nniN man mo b mown vpn mi
}rb man morn 03pm Cf F<?«s Fttos II, 1, p 21 11 1W8

Part II

17 Cf below n 24

18 Hebrew a pm nvb>vn mpan The term nipm, JL* 1, m this

connection is translated into Latm by the usual ' contmuatio
{Epitome 0} the Metaphysics II, Arabic, p 76, 1 17 , Latin, p 373va
1 17 cf below Prop XIII, Part I, n 6 and Prop X Part II,

n 23) But cohesion
1

or “cohesiveness 1 e that which makes
for mass, would seem to be a more exact translation especially

when the term is used in connection with the views of Avicenna
and Algazah which will be explained in the course of this note By
the term cohesion is meant here the characterization of matter
as having ‘mass * or “bulk, 'my and “rigidity or “resistance,

nvppo This is the definition of cohesion* as given in a passage

m Emunah Ramah I, 2 which will be quoted later m this note It

will also be gathered from our subsequent discussion that this

“cohesion ” or “mass*
1 was conceived bv Avicenna and Algazah as
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something which by itself is not tridimensional but which is

capable of becoming tridimensional

With this preliminary remark about the meaning of the term

"cohesion* we shall now trace the origin and history of the idea of

'corporeal form which is introduced here by Crescas

The corporeal form of which Crescas is speaking here is the

first form m the successive stages of matter and form In the

Encyclopedia of the Ihwan al Safa it is also called ' quantity,
’

The compound of this corporeal form with first matter

is 'absolute body, * or second matter It is this

second matter that is the proximate matter underlying the four

elements Cf Emunah Ramah I, 2 Dietenci Die Lehre von der

Weltseele bet den Arabeni
, p 2^, Emleilung uni Makrokosmos

t

pp 176-177 Die Natnranschauung uni Naiurphilosophic der

Araber pp 2-3 Die Ibhandlungen der Ichwdn Es Safd p 25

Cf above n 16

According to Isaac Abravanei there is no mention of the cor

poreal form in Aristotle, though he says it is made much of by

his commentators He further indicates that the reason foi the

introduction of the corporeal form was the general belief that

Aristotle s first matter could not itself be corporeal, that is, it

could not be an extended body and hence extension or corporeal

lty had to be postulated as a form of first matter

She'clot Saul X p 18a b ' There is no statement in Aristotle

With regard to the corporeal form But the commentators

upon his works have advanced many views concerning it One
thing upon which they all agiee is that the corporeity of a thing

is not the fiist matter, foi if coiporeity weie identical with mat
ter, then matter would be something actual and as a result all

the forms that settle upon it would be accidents, for of such

nature is substance when it is actual it becomes a subject in

which all things exist as accidents Second, corporeity is a term

applied to form and not to matter Third, corporeal substance

is a genus under which are included species But it has been

shown in the Metaphysics that matter is not a genus Hence cor

poreit} is not identical with matter Fourth, Aristotle argues

that matter is indivisible not only actually but even potentially,

because matter, he contends has no dimensions and js without
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parts at all, and therefore it is not actually divisible except by
means of the forms which settle upon it Since then matter is not

capable of division per se, matter cannot be identical with cor

poreity but the latter is joined to it rather as a form by means
of which it becomes capable of division And just as they are all

agreed that coipoieity is not identical with matter so they are

also all agreed that corporeity is not one of the essential forms
which are generated in a compound object, for just as the fiist

matter is not divisible per se so also the essential forms are not
divisible per se Divisibility is due to corporeity which is la form]

placed between the first matter and the essential foims Thus
according to the view of all of them, the corporeal form is the

first form that settles upon the first matter
an viDD unflo VaM rpotwn misca imo iod in'? mxdi mV nn
litptm noun n m -q"d nwnu nn oVo na in non® nnm nijnn m iya

Jimn Va ini Vyisa Vi n iwaa n i ’Vim nxy mh niastn n n ox®
npm Va i Vy ww Vyioa mi nae> oxy Va you nn pip o npo i Vy mVm

i nnn io»’i hd mit oam® *nyi ininV mV mixV a® mvi niotwnip 01 oVa

Vi nn mnspn
\
m p dm no ’Vin

]
mip yaun mM(P ina n«ann naai o i o

pVnn mV naa ta >a Vyisa pVnnn nVa u k ’Vi me> iMa idd’imip -nyi

ImVki (kVd Vyiaa pVnn mV pVi VVa opVn mVi B’pma iV
|
mip aV

1
n p dm toxy ixo ’Vi nV piVnn |w |i ai la iVin ip nnwn mys»\a

Min Vap’ -imysota [ misai cttixd i Vm nann’ Von motpn oxy Vi ~n

1
Mtp non uni p Vm oxy mown i’mip in'aon oVo® inai npiVm

yitstan naim® waip ’sV aanaa nwnnnon nvaxyn nncno nn« matin
VaM pxy nMan nipVnnn di m nraxyn nmxi p laxy ombo pVnnn n m

nn nvoxyn muxm jiipmoh ’Vim ) a ymnn Min® motPia piVnn nn
)i®N-n ’Vvna Vinn® nnwm nnn o®n tuxi aVa onynV ia dm

The reasons leading to the introduction of corporeal form may
also be gatheied, I believe, from Simplicius commentary on the

Physics (ed Diels, pp 227—233 cf Taylor s translation of the

Physics, notes on p 71 ft ) Simplicius finds a contradiction m
Aristotle s conception of matter On the one hand, he finds that
Aristotle’s proof for the existence of matter from the transmuta
tion of the four elements would lead to the belief that matter is

corporeal and extended For Aristotle and Plato fiist mtroduc
ing matter from the mutation of things which are changed, were
of the opinion that the qualities of the elements are the hot and
the cold, the moist and the dry

,
but these having a common sub
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ject body are changed about it so that the first matter will be

body (Diels, p 227, 11 26-30) But, on the other hand, he finds

many statements in Aristotle which exphcitely affirm that first

matter is not body and has no magnitude He furthermore shows

by many arguments that matter cannot be body, the last of which

arguments reads Body also is defined by three intervals but

matter is peifectly indefinite (Diels, p 230, 1 14)

As a way out of this difficulty he suggests that the matter im

mediately underlying the four elements is not identical with the

first matter of Aristotle, that the former is extended but the latter

is inextended and that between these two matter^ there is a cor

poreal form which endows the first matter with extension “May
we not, therefore, admit that body is twofold, one kind as sub

sisting according to form and reason, and as defined by three

intervals, but another as charicterized by intensions and remis

sions, and an indefiniteness of an incorpoieal, impartible and

intelligible nature, tins not being foimally defined by three inter

vals but entirely remitted and dissipated and on all sides flowing

from being into non being Such an interval as this we must,

perhaps, admit matter to be and not corporeal form (awfianKbp

ctics), which now measures and bounds the infinite and indefi

nite nature of such an interval as this, and which stops it in its

flight from being" (Diels, p 230, 11 21-29)

In a similar manner Plotinus mentions two views with regard

to mattei, one of which attributes to it magnitude and hence

considers it as a body and another which does not consider it as

a body (Enneads II, iv, 1) He then proves that matter cannot

have magnitude {Enneads II, iv, 8) Finally he concludes that

magnitude is imparted to matter by quantity which is a form

bn dhos i) TroGbrqs (Enneads II, n, 9) It Rill be noted that

what Simplicius calls 'corporeal form* is called by Plotinus

“quantity/ the same term, as we have seen, that is used by the

Ifrwan al Safa

Thus the corporeal form was introduced But what is the

nature of that form? It is on this point that the views of Avicenna,

Algazah and Averroes differ

Avicenna—Matter itself, though incorporeal, has a predisposi

tion to receive corporeal dimensions This predisposition, and
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not the dimensions, is the corporeal form The dimensions them-

selves are added to matter as accidents That this represents

Avicenna s view, says Narbom may be gathered from the former s

Al Shafa and Al Najah Cf Horten s translation of the Al Shafa

under the title of Die Metaphysik Avicennas
, p 101, Das eigen t-

hche Wesen der Kdrperlichkeit, die aufnahmfahig ist fur die Art

and Weise der drei Dimensionen Cf also Al Najah p 55

Sharastani likewise says of Avicenna s definition of corporeal form

that it is a predisposition (^) not identi

cal with the cohesion (ed Cureton p 366)

Narbom s statement m full reads as follows

“Avicenna, however, believes that the corporeal form is not

identical with cohesion nor is it something to whose nature

cohesion is essentially necessary But it is something different

from either of these, though it is joined to matter and is never

separable from it He reasons thus The corporeal form must be

either something to which cohesion is essentially joined in

such a manner that it cannot exist without necessarily having

the differentia of cohesion or something identical with cohesion

If it is identical with cohesion then body will have to remain

coherent even after it has become divided It follows, therefore

that there is undoubtedly something that has a potentiality for

both cohesion and division, namely, matter Hence cohesion itself

qua cohesion is not the recipient of division Rather is it that

which is a recipient of cohesion that is also the recipient of

division namely, matter, inasmuch as the recipient must remain

with that which is received Nor can that recipient be something

to whose nature cohesion is essentially necessary, inasmuch as

that cohesion may pass away Nor is it, as has been said, identical

with cohesion

Hence it seems that there is a substance umdentical with the

corporeal form and it is that substance to which both division

and cohesion happen as accidents That substance must be

conjoined with the corporeal form it cannot exist without it nor

can it change it for another form Hence the corporeal form is

not identical with cohesion nor is it something to whose nature

cohesion is essentially necessary, inasmuch as the underlying

matter can become divided and thus have the cohesion dis

appear It is that matter that is the recipient of unity through
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the corporeal form and it becomes a unified body by virtue of

the corpoieal form uhich causes it to exist, or that unity comes

to it necessarily from the corporeal cohesion of which it is the

recipient The corporeal form has no existence but in matter

which matter is a substance being the first abode in which other

things exist and itself does not exist in anything else This is the

view of Avicenna in 1 1 Najah and A l Shafa *

wp nipan b 3”in ynu ib) nipznn m xv rfd pa mom
ids ktt '3 obyb to iiD vb) n ^ nmnD wm nr hd ^3r

r*? ny rn pun yau mp:m pay n pro dr nr 'a
1

? nn nwn nnranp

dhi nipnn mry rvnw qri n
1

? 3 in nipnni *?i3ip r
1

? dr R'n rxdh

pDD '‘n nimn ms nn« p3im aw rxd' nss nn mpnm oxy nn n

nipnn Rin hdd mpann nioxy in nn Rim an'w *?3 roa nn
Rin ^apjtn o ^1 nn Rim ir»n ^apD Rin mp3in VnpDii? 'tb ,th

imoxy 1

? mpann iV 3 in' j?30 *73pDi b n 3 ) Rin r^i Vnipon oy nww
mpnnn osy nrR id on nip3nn pbno n33 nnv nnR

mpanm Tran b nnp im am nutwn nmxn oxy nw nRm nn
nmxn )'r jdVi nna' r*?i nnV3 nay' r 1

? nawn nmx 1

? nmno Rim nn

n33 rw nnR iniDxy
1

? mpann b n”in y3D rVi mpnnn oxy nwi
om nwi n'Dtwn mix3 nnrwnnn bzp' ntw Rim mpnnn pWi insr

nnix^ orp i'Ri rtap' n-t>R mpanna i
1

? 3 nn' ir nn'Dy 0 no
1

? nnR

nnna hn1 rVi pts*m ptyan rvw 'd
1

? oxy nainm naina r^r m»&n
RDti^RDi itobva w'd pR nyn inr ^3

A restatement of Avicenna s view is given also by Abravanel

who informs us that among those who adopted Avicenna s view

should be included \bu Bekr ibn Tufail She'elol Saul, p 18b

“Another group believes that the coiporeal form is not identical

with the three dimensions, either the determinate or the mdeter

minate dimensions, for both of these kinds of dimensions are of

the same nature, both being accidents and unessential Nor is

the corporeal form identical with cohesion It is rather an

essential form hich settles upon matter before the dimensions

settle upon it It is the dimensions that are transformed, increased

and diminished and not the first form, for the latter is eternal,

and is not one of the forms of the elements or of the substances

composed of the elements Of this view was Avicenna Also Abu
Bekr ibn Tufail was of this view, except that he added that the

corporeal form is subject to generation and corruption
”
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*b) d *6 rwhvn a pnion n vmn tiixi
]
kp doth n w n^^

p 03 “13 ki oxy kSi onpD o^d qti tin m« d^d
l
3yp a tow© mSn

oien pmtn n iWi » onip m ^inn n D*y mix k n few mpmn
nmo 13 twn nn^nv] k m rowin mixn xb non i wovn nor

p 1331W Q3i wopn htn njnn nta\ did dodiidho n^i nmo^n
niDD3i mn nn i n own nmi» 13 iya q ornp k*?n 1 1 nyin no Wnt^K

According to Narboni on March I, 69, Avicenna s view implies

that the dimensions are superimposed upon matter from without

KTD p 2Vm 1DD pnD KD DTH^ W
]
K1

Algazah—Matter indeed has no corporeality Its corporeal

form, however, is not a mere predisposition It is identical with

cohesion itself The dimensions are, he agrees with Avicenna

mere accidents

Narboni 1 According to Algazah the corporeal form is identical

with the cohesion itself nipam Kin iDKnDK nyi sh n Dm rrnarii

iDxjn

Abravanel 'But as to what is the corpoi eal form, I ha\e found

among the commentators a \anety of views One group believes

that the corporeal form is identical with cohesion and that the

dimensions are only accidents Of this group was Joseph ibn
*Alenin, and it was followed also by Algazah Hence the latter de

fined body as that in which it is possible to posit three dimensions

intersecting each other at right angles

nn a mpiWi myi 0 tsnsD*? w*n in nDm Tuan n id mam
npo on pmorran mpxn kh mmn mis1 0 um did nru* ro

iDnuK vin« n^D3i 'DiyDn *V*npn n it *]oi mn m nnm
nvir *?y d Dnn: tmfo* nth® id inu p nmxv kw own ni nr nsw

ninxj

Altabnzi, too, seems to have adopted Algazah s view Cf his

commentary on Prop XXII 'That recipient is matter and the

corporeal cohesion is form ’ to niparrn '^i nn Kin hzpon imKi

rmxn an

yfwjrroes—He disagrees with both Avicenna and Algazah 1 he

corporeal form to him is neither apre disposition for the cohesion

of the three dimensions nor the cohesion itself It is rather

identical with the dimensions^ not indeed the definite changeable

dimensions which constitute the quantity of an object but abso

lute dimensionality as such, indeterminate and unlimited
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His argument in full is given by jNarbom as follows

'Thou seest that the reason on account of which they refrained

fiom assuming that the dimensions themselves are the corporeal

form is that the corpoieal form is imperishable* being the cause of

the existence of prime matter which is ungenerated and mde
structible, whereas the dimensions are subject to transfoi mation

and destruction But the learned Aveiroes caught them up on

this point, arguing that the determinate dimensions only aie

transformable, that is to say, their particular limits are altered

but not the indeterminate dimensions themselves That some

thing non dimensional should become dimensional is m truth the

work of the corporeal form, which is the first form to settle upon

the first matter and endow it with existence It is this that the

corporeal form is It is not cohesion itself nor something to

whose nature cohesion is essentially necessary, noi anything else,

as was thought by Avicenna ”

mran 1 rv nosy mpmonw nuna lira nraya rocn '3 T*n nn«i

-itm jmnn toth m ayo wn ’d bmn xb n mm mixntp «in n mm
hq QD3n Tin p« anrim noon nov d’prnom toot mn ’fta nn
niDxy xb bain onVarw b i rav wa on mbwsn D'pman d noma
,r> Dm mixn ddxd on pma ate pmo mnn* 'd ataxia 'rtan trprrai

-m n^fiwrr mixn p«i urn Toyan pwnrT “loins nswtn hnn “wh

two nr ita ah ,inuttyn i
1

? mpaw yna mpam oxy xb

wo px nm

(Cf the restatement of the views of Avicenna, Algazah and

Averroes as given by Duhem, Le Systems du Monde IV p 541 ff

)

Averroes* view of corporeal form seems to have been also held

by Alfarabi See his Mahul ha Nefesh (Edelman's ffemdah

Genuzah
, p 47a) ‘Tor corpoieal form is defined as length and

breadth and depth * paiyi amn "plK mil nDm mwi 'D

The original statement of Averroes’ view is to be found in his

Sermo de Substantia Orbis (total o*y3 idnd) where he also polem

jzes against Avicenna In a commentary on that treatise Narboni

remarks that fiom Averroes* polemic against Avicenna it might

be mfened that Algazah s identification of corporeal form with

the cohesion is due to a misunderstanding on his part of Avicenna’s

position He also adds that the Jewish philosophers Joseph ibn

Yo^ai (l e
,
Joseph ben Judah ibn Aknm 1160-1226, disciple of
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Maimomdes whose full name in Arabic is Abu al Ilajjaj Yu^ef

ibn Yafrya ibn Sham'un al Sabti al Maghrabi) had made the same
mistake ' This makes it evident that Avicenna assumes that the

coiporeal form is other than the dimensions, and also that it is not

identical with cohesion, as was thought by Algazali and Joseph

ben Yoljai
*

nrm cppmoi rbv jvn ruxm mi*np mo ud pm nr» nan

p ^dvi Tonu« ww ,mp:nn

A similar reference to Joseph ibn Alenin, cited by his full

Arabic name, is made, as we have seen, by Abravanel in the

passage quoted above

The original statement of Ibn *

Alenin leads as follows (ed

Moritz Lowy, pp 11-12 ed J L Magnes, p 8)
‘ We say that

body is an appellative for the cohesion wherein may be posited

three dimensions intersecting each other at right angles One of

these dimensions is called length, the other breadth and the thud
depth, i e height This is what is meant by corporeity, which
is the first [form] to be found in matter, while the latter is as >et

undistinguished by any other form, and this corporeity is not
identical with the dimension, for the latter is an accident of the

category of quantity, which may change and increase and
diminish in connection with any given matter Thus the

foim is not the dimension itself but the cohesion wherein the

dimension may be posited
1

onin’-D D'mVtP Twbv n inw upsk mpaina dp™ notoi

h "i pmy 'p ann *mm -pia a mVi “tnw nmi m v ^y

mm mtsc nrra TiVa man *Vina axon main py tm nn tmi
*mn aona non i *\'ov) idv naan •maa -npo mbm 'o mVen wu n

niVn u rov im ropann mWi u n misn nan

It would seem that Algazali s view with regard to the identifica

tion of corporeal form with the cohesion itself was also adopted

by Abraham ibn Daud Emunah Ramah I, 2 p 10 “Then
God endowed matter with the form of body, 1 e , the form
of an absolute body, which is not air, nor water, nor fire, nor
earth, but is only cohesion by which we mean that thereby the

substance has a certain massiveness in which it is possible to

posit three dimensions mteisecting each other at right angles
”
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niton om mix uun nVnn mix “ran
1

? -pan ton mpi p nn«

mb isun -n
1

? mpmnm kvj “]« p« ah d ah tik ura

nu» m ir to mas m warn n»to irw® u -wok siy nxyS m rprw

Cf also *6w? p 11 “You should also know that substance is

divided into corporeal and incorporeal It is corporeal substance

which we are considering now It is a substance which has

a certain mass and rigidity in which it is possible to posit

three dimensions intersecting each other at right angles And
this is what we meant by saying that its form is the cohesion

and its matter is that which forms the substratum of the cohesion
*

p yj *ww Kin wn axjm nxw fntoi tm to pto ujrnv jrrn myi

wto u inn w hpsk umv no nvppom ’myn p 1

1

? v v oxy «m nny a
mpmnnn wn wiw lrow t»n m nnxi ni it to 0 mD3 m wsm
mpjnnnn kpu kid nnim It nnv however, be argued that the

term mpmnn used in the hmunah Ramah
,
unlike the term nipm

does not mean 'cohesion but rather a “predisposition for co

hesion, and Abraham ibn Daud would thus accurately re

produce the view of Avicenna

(Cf Plutarch, De PlactUs Fhilosophorum I 12 “A body is that

being which hath these three dimensions breadth, depth, and

length —or a bulk which makes a sensible resistance * Hence the

term ’3iy in the Entunah Ramah reflects the Greek 07/cos bulky

mass
,
and the termmflpB reflects aurcrvirlocy lie resistance of a

hard body
)

t

Joseph ibn ?addik, on the other hand, would seenp^to have

anticipated Averroes conception of the corporeal form namely,

that it is identical with the three dimensions 'Olam Kafan I,

111, p 13
f Tor the matter which is the substratum of these

four natural forms of the elements is something spatial, being

itself invested with the form of corporeity, which is identical with

length and breadth and depth * irpatn mm “Wn *3

paym nmm "pan am® mown mix iwto oipa puna oxy Kin itoi

But, as we have shown before, Averroes view had been held

by Alfarabi long before Joseph ibn Zaddik

It will be noticed that Crescas has reproduced here only one

definition of corporeal form and describes it as the view shared in

common by Avicenna, Algazah and their followers He has phrased

his definition, however, is a vague and noncommital manner

If he had simply said nipam nto nr« oto« rmwn nw, 1

for
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they believe that the corporeal form is nothing but the co

hesion he would have been committing himself to Algazah s

view If he had said 0 prn n n^i obs* nwin rmns>,

for they believe that the corporeal form is nothing but the three

dimensions, he would have been committing himself to Averroes

view By combining these two statements it is not clear which

of these two \iews he meant to espouse Nor is there anything in

his statement to include or to exclude the view of Avicenna It

is not impossible that Crescas has purposely used this vague or

lather cmposite language in order to leave the question open, as

if to say the corporeal form is the cohesion of the three di

mensions in whichever sense you prefer to take it A similar

vaguness marks also his statement m Prop XI, where he says

that the corporeal form is the cohesion of the dimensions
*

D'prrn mp:n kw mm n-nxw id 1

?

A few more data beaung upon the history of this problem are

contained m that correspondence between Saul ha Kohen Ash-

kenazi and Isaac Abravanel

Saul Ashkenazi s letter (pp 9b-10b) contains a restatement of

Averroes view from the latter s Treatise on the Possibility of

Conjunction with the A due Intellect (mpan nmsN nnitt) and
Narboni s commentary on that work The winter further gives an

account of the conflicting opinions held by Elijah Delmedigo

Elijah Habillo, Shem fob and Abraham Bibago

In his answeL (p 18 ff ), Abravanel informs his correspondent

that the original sources of the discussion are Algazah s Ka^vwanot

and Averroes Epitome of the Metaphysics (See Epitome of the

Metaphysics II end Arabic p 76 § 73 ff Latin p 373ib ff

Quirds Rodnques p 119 ff Hoiten p 89 ff Van den Be* gh p
63 ff ) By tlie former reference he undoubtedly means Narbom s

commentary lather than the Kamvanot itself He also ventures

to give his own view on the subject as well as that of his son Judah
Abravanel (Leo Hebraeus) The latter s view will be reproduced

below in n 26 Isaac Abravanel’s view is stated by him in the

following passage (pp 19b~20a)

' I now turn my attention to another view which appears to me
to be the most plausible with reference to this problem, namely,

that the corpoieal form in any body is identical with its sub
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stantial form [forma substantial«] And let not

this diversity of terms trouble you, viz , that the same form

should be called elemental form [forma elemenlahs] and also

corporeal form [forma corporators

]

For the

truth of this view there are ten arguments *

tnvD >ob pis ’mn win mm nyn bn bn nami on wapri

na>p vfr\ lb moxyn nmxn wn am bD3 frown nww nm run

nwj -nix m Nnpm mw mix k nn mKi Kipntp nwn ^bxK

Twy o»txt nrn njnn nriDN by mi tmi

There seems to have been a great deal of confusion among
Jewish students of philosophy in the Middle Ages as to the mean
mg of corporeal form Narboni in his Commentary on the Kaw
wanot has the following justification for his lengthy discussion

We have dwelt at such length upon this subject, owing to the

abstruseness of the problem itself, the diversity of opinions about

it among the philosophers the insufficient understanding on the

part of the philosophizers of our own time as to the proper distinc

tion between these opinions, and, in addition to all this, the ob

scurity and confusion which characterize the discussions of those

commentators who attempted to explain it It is for these reasons

that we have gone into all this trouble here to direct you to the

proper undei standing of this problem

nm nxipi 15 ooioiban mstanm pyn paiyb n? nircn i»n«ni

bubaa omotn noon pjrw oy mjm b nanb if man D’uobenDn

nan 15 71nan pbi -dudi

19 Hebrew niaxa mi? by oonntiD O'pm T»bw This conesponds

exactly to the definition of body as given by Algazah m Kawwanot

ha Pilosofim II (Makasid al Falastfah II, p 83)

4*j C l \jj ublA^I * % O <,—ya y*

which is translated into Hebrew as follows (a) MS Adler 1500

nvir by anru ooiot bn 0 pm nobt? u irm 0 -wdn oxy ba Kin dot

masn (b) MS Adler 978 n&brc w raw ipbw oxy ba Kin dot

JTDX3 nvir by ownai awibtP See quotation from Abravanel above

inn 18, p 585 Cf Emunah Ramah I 2, p 11 Kin DOT Oxym

inn 0 ww no nvppDni 'myn p ib «w Dxy Kim nny u V'ya new

mastt ni if by d nn:» ntncwwin r\vbv u Joseph ibn 'Afcmn (ed M
L5wy, p 11, ed J L Magnes p 8) mp:niD nx'ba ootp idka

toxj nru by ommta nmbv rvtbv n viw twbn im
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The terms pm pmo rvbv nwann, -*«, are all

translations of SiLartjfXoc or Si&tfTtum, distance interval exten

sion
,
dimension Cf Prop XV, Part I, n 9 (p 639)

20 Cf below Prop XI

21 Hebrew mn Vstzn, literally reason decrees Cf the expres

sion f) Ivvola \tyu in Enneadslll
t
vn, 4

The expression however may also have an additional mean
mg, namely that the distinction between matter and form is

conceptual and not sensible Algazali says in this connection as fol

lows Kavnvanot ha Pilosofim II {Mafcasid at Falasifah II p 90)

'Matter and form cannot be distinguished from each other by per

ception but they can be distinguished from each other by reason
M

DnD im mv town torn tetn ennn nna man p nn« mi v tpbr w
nnan id

That prime matter is recognizable only by thought is stated

by Aristotle in De Gen et Corr II, 1 329a 24-26 ‘Our own
doctrine is that although there is a matter of the perceptible

bodies (a matter of which the so called elements come to be),

it has no separate existence, but is always bound up with a

contrariety

22 In comparing the arguments for the deduction of matter and
form reproduced here by Crescas with the argument reproduced

by him above in his proof of the proposition, it will be noticed

that while the two arguments are alike in logical form they

proceed from different premises and employ different terms

The first argument takes as its premise the phenomenon of the

transmutation of the elements and reasons from the antithesis of

generation and corruption (TDM Tin), whereas this argument
takes as its premise the definition of corporeal form and reasons

from the antithesis of continuity and division (piWn mpm)
That the second argument is not merely Crescas own verbal

modification of the first argument may be shown by the fact that

it has a long history behind it, appearing in Avicenna and running

through the entire literature based upon Avicenna s writings

Avicenna s own statement of the argument is to be found in his

A l Najah
,
Metaphysics

, p 55 It is reproduced in the name of

Avicenna by Shahrastam (ed Cureton p 366)
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It occurs m Algazaii's Kawwanot ha Pilosofim II (Afafca$td al

Fplastfah II, p 90) ' For the corporeal form is undoubtedly an

appelative for cohesion, and the cohesive body is undoubt

edly capable of being a recipient of division Now, that which

is capable of being such a recipient must inevitably be either the

cohesion itself or something else That it should be the co

hesion itself is absurd for the recipient must lemain ^uth that

which is received, inasmuch as non being cannot be said to be the

antecedent of being but cohesion cannot be the recipient of

division Hence there mu^t be something else which is the

recipient of both division and cohesion, and that recipient

is called matter in the conventional (or technical) sense, and the

cohesion, which is received, is called form
"

pmn&n otm '2 in pso hi mpnn p nxbo n nmn mixn o
m dri inVir ir mp:nn py h'ip dr yw xb ^pz>m poo bi uraf?

rW mR *?aipdi oy irp ie>r wn bipbn o ipe> txn ran mpmi py

vAqd ipbr un msn hip' vb mpaim kwh mip nyn idr>

riDDDrD Rip' nn irr mpmm ins 1

? rii in« py
mi* Rip' kipon nipmni ,(qMWV1

)

It is used by Joseph ibn 'Alpim (ed M Lowy, pp 12-13 ed

J L Magnes, p 9) “For body is an appellative for cohesion,

and cohesion is incapable of becoming the recipient of division

for the recipient must remain at the receipt of that which is

received, whereas cohesion does not remain at the receipt of

division, but, quite the contrary it passes away at its arrival

It cannot therefore be its recipient Hence the recipient must be

something different from either cohesion or division it must be

someth ing to which both division and cohesion occur in succession
1

1

irk?' i0R ripi VapDm inan ia r rnpaim niprnna orcro

'rbz Rim ny* ^r ,11101 rbip oy ire?
1 rV nipmni n^pn oy

11 mpmm Tnen mp* v^yi mpmn mVa im nan tapo
v ina

It is similarly reproduced by Altabri/i, Prop XXII Let us

now prove that body is composed of mattei and foim We say

Having established that a body is infinitely divisible but that its

parts are actually finite, it must follow from the combination of

these two propositions that if we have a body which appears to

our senses as one in reality and that body becomes divided then
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the recipient of the division cannot be cohesion itself, for co

hesion is the opposite of division and a thing is incapable of

being the recipient of its opposite, the reason for this being

that the recipient must continue to exist together with that which

is received, and a thing cannot continue to exist when something

which is its opposite comes into being Hence the recipient of the

division of a body which is one and coherent in itself must be

the recipient of both cohesion and division That recipient

is matter the corporeal cohesion is form the union of both of

them is body Body is thus the compound of matter and form ”

d pbm d ipp neb mrsni m p 33*110 cmn nrn “nab

hVk to -ninoo 2 in nn ^yan wpbnrw onpi nan nmn o'tojdki

Hn notoi mm Sxk kto ion ninoxn nriK n n otn xh n rw nvnfnn
mpmn n nipn*n n n 0 *i^n« « tid1

? ^npon nn nn rn r^y

hxdi n n nmV Vnpoi n men n^np oViyV nnnn yrrr th on q©n

•m nS bzpm p dni man tmn nyn k*? im ^nipon vn« xa nyn

nn mi mpnn 1

? b2pm kh mpmn ^ym nan lnioxya panno win tw atm
Kin onop ympoi mixn «nm mpxm ^1 nn ^apon imw nn'

nixm ,l
?i nno amin kh a k am

From all these quotations and references it may be gathered

that this argument is not a meie paraphrase by Crescas of the

first argument, and that while il; is not altogether a new argument

it is a new version of Aristotle s argument for the deduction of

matter and form

The question may now be raised why was Aristotle s argument
given this new form?

The answer seems to me to be as follows This new version was
purposely devised in order to prove not merely the distinction

of matter and form in general but the distinction between first

matter and corporeal form in particular Aristotle s argument

from the transmutation of the elements, as we have seen above
(n 18) established only the existence of the proximate matter of

the four elements as distinguished from the four natural forms of

the elements This proximate matter, as we have also seen, was
generally taken to be dimensional and not identical with Ans
totle's non dimensional first matter Now, Avicenna and his

followers were especially interested in proving the existence of

the first non dimensional matter as distinguished from the first
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or corporeal form They therefore devised this new argument,

or rather revised the old Anstotlehan argument, in order to make
it answer the new requirement

23 Speaking now of Averroes Crescas again lapses into the

vocabulary of the Aristotelian argument for the existence of mat
ter and form

24 That is to sav, the celestial spheres are not composed of first

matter and corporeal form They have no first matter They are

pure corporeal form or the cohesion of the triple dimensions

Of course, the spheres have each a specific form with reference to

which their corpoieal form may be considered as matter But
they ha\e no indeterminate, unextended and pure!}' potential

matter

Averroes view may be found in Intermediate Physics VIII, vi

“After it has been shown that the celestial substance has no

opposite and no substratum, it follows that it is simple and is not

composed of matter and form It is like matter in actuality in its

relation to the separable forms It is more like matter than form,

though it has a resemblance to both of them It resembles matter

in so far as it is perceptible and is something definite and has a

potentiality with reference to place and is a body It resembles

form in so far as it is actual and its essence is not potential
"

xrm 'rbi enw pm Kin nw -pri h ] « nr
i
ajm nunna? nn«

noTff rraa nara nan tnm /nrowr nmV Vyiaa nairo ant “nt*i

wro front? usa noin
1

? noT fr«n o dtiwd jvan n w 0 'o *\x\ nm^
ytm Hint? n^a mra'? nann ,um mnt?i nm no u vrn vV« w-w

nan vwwcy

Averroes has also written a special treatise Sermo de Sub

stanha Orbts (fefeffl osya no«a) in which he endeavors to prove

the simplicity of the translunar substance

A statement of Avicenna s view is to be found m his commen
tary on De Caelo “Book IV Wherein it is shown that the matter

of the heavens and their forms are not subject to generation and

destruction It is already known that every body, including the

body of the celestial spheres, has a matter and form of which it is

composed and that every one of the four elements which are

called simple [bodies] has that composition,”
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133 idstn im bzp' *b Drum o'Den ii»np n |rD' ’jrcnn iy&n

DnD inn bn obibn b't>K on *m ddtid titn lain i
1

? bp 001 ‘tdd jms

n»Tn nw on
1

? bp d dips nnp»> nmo* nyaiana

This view is reproduced in all the philosophical treatises based

upon Avicenna s works Algarah restates it in his Happalai ha

Pilosofim I\ to which Averroes makes the following answer in

his llappalat ha Ilappalah IV (Tahafut al Tahajut IV, p 70, 1

30—p 71, 1 13, Desirucho Destructwnum IV, p 70va b Horten,

p 188)
1

His statement that every body is composed of matter and

form docs not agree with the view of the philosophers with regard

to the celestial bod}
,
unless the term matter is to be undeistood

in an equivocal sense What he sa>s represents only the view

of A\ icenna The celestial bodies are as said 1 hemistius,

forms, or they have matter only in an equi\ ocal sense But I say

that they are either matter per se or matter having life per se and

not through an attribute of life

own ddidiVsh njn n? i# min tdvto as™ am bn> nas disk

o
1
noN 131 m D3DW Din *pnra

*

7Vi nw 1 n w kb « d nm
aw TnitD ion 01*7 in p om mux di vom iaKP 103 m w oni izb

nvm ann nb Dosya a n onarr ijt in oaxy triann 1 id oni nr idin

It is this passage fiom the Happalai ha Happalah that is

quoted m the March ha Moreh II, Prop XXII, p 71 m the

name of an aforementioned philosopher 13rn DDm, whom he

never names but by which expression he means Averroes

The last sentence of the quotation in the Moreh ha Moreh
diffeis somewhat from our quotation above It reads

iD^nxa) cpn tb aaxya D>n Q'lan inn oaxy D'iam di iwin idin

fflVnaj 'or, as I say, they are matter itself and matter having

life per se and not through an attribute of life The reading

m the Moreh ha Moreh agrees with the Arabic text before

us The reading in our quotation, however, is followed by the

Latin translation "Ego vero dtco, sive suit eaedem materiae,

stve materiae viventes ex se, non autem viventes vita
1 The

difference must have arisen in two different readings of the

Arabic The Arabic text of the Moreh ha Moreh read Mj+ft

Oj& j Our Hebrew translation had before it the reading
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The Moreh ha Moreh quotes also a passage from the Metaphys

tcs with Averroes comment thereon which has a bearing upon
this discussion ‘Aristotle says in the Metaphysics that all things

have matter but that some matter is not generable nor is it

changeable except for the change from one place to another These

are his very words In another place he says It follows that there

is no matter except in things that are generable and corruptible

and are changeable into one another Upon this the aforemen

tioned philosopher says Hence it follows that the celestial spheres

consist of simple matter and are not composed of matter and

form, for the spheres have only change of place whereas it is

change of substance that m ikes it necessary for a thing to be

composed of matter and form

um ion orb w nmn yrm mm nn moo win now
vtw rrmnoi nn» -mi wb nr -mb mwo nVk rows mi
onxpb cmp wi td£hi nun 01b wv anann b*b b2 non n\T

noino 'nbv d owb onon obbw vrw noun conn now
nm 2w -m oxyz wm -mz n'tk wn on 1

? nxd ido nnm
0 5? misn noino -cm

The passage in question seems to be Metaphysics XII 2 1069b,

24-26 “Now all things that change have matter, but different

matter and of eternal beings those which are not changeable but

are movable m space have matter—not matter for generation

however, but for motion from one place to another

Averroes maintains that all the commentators upon Ansotle,

Alexander, Themistius and Alafarabi, are agreed as to the sim

plicity of the celestial substance and that Avicenna's ^ lew was a

misunderstanding of the Peripatetics

Intermediate De Caelo I, x, 2, 8 (Latin, pp 294vb-295ra) 'On

this account, 1 e by virtue of its being simple, the celestial body

has no substratum and no contrary Hence Aristotle maintains

that it is ungenerated and incorruptible, seeing that it has no

subject and no contrary It is thus stated by him at the end of

the first book of De Caelo It is no surprise that this was over

looked by Avicenna but what surprises us is that it should have

been overlooked by Alexander despite his admission that the

celestial bodj is simple and not composed of matter and form, as

is evident from a passage in his commentary on Book I ambda
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I believe that there is no difference of opinion among the commen
tators on this point, for it is very clear from Themistius commen
tary on De Caelo el Mundo that the celestial body has no sub

stratum A similar view was expressed by Alfarabi in the name
of Aristotle 1 e that such was his own view

mVi "j£n tb) b Ncm
i
k nn own ti bipd ini i ixd i non irai

yn b Nism
|
kp jbd nom ibi mn rbz atm ib ibdwn jya’

o u x pn» pjn nr D^ymo man 1

? |
hi newon nr *pD3 mm wn pi

amio 'nta wra 'y pm otm» tt»d ir oy mm ytoj^ko ia!?yrn dh
’pVn

]
kd nznn 'aw on 1

? Vh tend biym noNDo n^aa nn min noina

obiym o dd\? 11m eo ovaDon -iendd i«r> nnuo nn d td d en&zn pa
iBD ora -wok nra inyn n^a p wm b Nttm

i
k ’y’pm amt? V n

myi n n row n

Averroes reference to Themistius is to be found in Themistn
77* Caelo

,
ed Landauet, Hebrew text p 9 11 26-27 nm i

1

? ]
«1

b main
i
k am* nnn mpon inann an» nn naio Latin text, p 14,

II 13-14 nec ullum subiectum habet (alibi emm declaratum

est materia id carere)
9

Happalat ha Happalah III (Tahafut a l Tahafut III p 63, 1 16

Destrucho Desiructtonum III p 64ra A Horten p 177) 'The

view that the celestial body is composed of form and matter like

the other bodies has been erroneously attributed by Avicenna to

the Peripatetics
99

p u nya mn D'&tm -ikbo noim mixa nmw ' Jtmn otmra iDwtn

D'wtun *?y a d

Isaac Abravanel suggests that Avicenna s view was derived from

Plato s theory of creation Mtf alot Elohtm II, 3 p 12b ‘For

Plato says that the heavens were generated of that eternal matter

which had been m a state of disorderly motion for an infinite time

until it was invested with order at the time of creation Conse
quently, by their own nature the heavens are corruptible just as

they have been generated, and it is only God who implanted in

them eternity, as it is written in the Ttmaeus It is from this view
that Avicenna has inferred that the celestial sphere is composed
of matter and form and is corruptible and possible by its own
nature but necessary and eternal by virtue only of its cause

nyun yyuna nw orrp non wind wire o'otprw \wbwi a

oyaa 'ed own im "non rbip nwnm nym roVan ^ya vte p? itidb
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Drop m n^n o~q ]ro -pan kVn dw i rw u» o idbj

mi mian -©no nmia d B&n onn n ntz? w pH npV jtooi dw d u

inao aksd toji :rnns n t 1oxyo nrom now

The following passages in the works of Jewish philosophers

indicate the influence of Avicenna s view

Robot ha Lebabot I 6 Composition and combination are visi

ble in the entire universe and in all the parts thereof, in its roots

and its branches, in its simple elements and its composite beings,

in its above and its below

wm vwyai lanra vp^n bm o^iyn biz o'tni manm rornrim

uinnrni wbyz vwnon

Emunah Ramah I, 2 Inasmuch as conjunction and that which

is joined are also to be found m the celestial bodies, it follows that

they have matter and form

mun nsin oru run ,p oa a'ov mia on painom np:nnrtw tiki

Moreh Nebuktm I, 58 Thou who readest this book knowest

that this heaxen though we know that it must consist

of matter and form, is not of the s ime matter as ours
i

Kntii D'jnv mvn oy jrpnn nr o jnv nt ’"i&kdu pyan 0 hi nnm
vq tbk *wnn m mw kSk m:ra rrmn nain

For further Hebrew sources bearing upon pioblem, see Tag

mule ha Nejesh I, 3, pp 4b-5a Shem tob on Moreh II Introduc

tion, Prop XXII Neveh Shalom VII, i, 3

25 See explanation of this expression above Prop I, Part II,

n 30

26 In Averroes’ view, as may have been gathered, there is the

following distinction between the sublunar and translunar sub

stances The sublunar substances are composed of (1) the first

matter, (2) the corporeal form, and (3) the natuial or specific

form The celestial substance he maintains, is without first mat
ter It is composed of (1) coiporeal form and (2) the specific form

which each of the spheres possesses, the foimer being related to

the latter as matter to form, but even without the latter, the

former is not pure potentiality but has actual existence

Hence Crescas' argument, which may be restated as follows

It is true, as Aristotle maintains, that there must be three prrn

ciples (1) non being, (2) being, and (3) a substratum (see above
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n 7) But why should these principles be identified with (1) the

privation of any form, (2) the first form, and (3) a first matter

which has no actual existence by itself It is that purely poten

tial first matter that Crescas is trying to eliminate Why should

not the substratum or first matter be the so called corporeal form,

l e
,
^dimensionality, the same as Aristotle is reported by Aver

roes to have held in the case of the celestial spheres, and the first

form be the natural or specific form of the elements and pnva
tion be the privation of that natuial foim? As a result of this,

the first matter being identical with tndimensionahty will not

be pure potentiality but will have actual existence, like the so

called matter of the celestial spheres in Averroes* theory

The mam point of Crescas argument, then, is to show that first

matter has actual existence He is thus reviving the theory held

by Ibn Gabnol, who likewise maintained the actual existence of

what he called universal matter (cf Ltkkufe Mekor Hayyim
,

I,

6 Fons Vitae I 10 p 13 1 lo) though Ibn Gabirol s universal

matter is not identical with corporeal form (cf Ltkkufe Mekor
ffayytm II, 2 Fons Vitae II 1 p 24, U 15-22

We may get a better appreciation of the drift of Crescas* argu

ment if we only recall that in his argument for the deduction of

matter and form in his commentary on this proposition, Crescas

followed Abraham ibn Daud s Emttnah Ratnah (cf above notes

5, 7 8 9 13, 16)

Now, Abraham ibn Daud, after deducing the existence of mat-
ter and form and defining the nature of the former, quotes Ibn
Gabirol s theory of universal matter and criticizes it His main
objection against the universal matter as conceived by Ibn
Gabirol is its independent actual existence What Crescas does

here therefore, after reproducing Abraham ibn Daud s pi oofs for

the existence of matter and form is to defend Ibn Gabirol s uni

versal matter against Ibn Daud s criticism He does this by
introducing the analogy of Averroes* conception of the celestial

substance That this is the intention of Crescas argument is still

fuither evidenced by the fact that his subsequent description of

his proposed theory of first matter corresponds almost verbally

with the description of Ibn Gabirol s universal matter as found
in the Emunah Ramah Cf below notes 27 30
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The \iew which Crescas advocates here, that first matter

should be identical with corporeal form
t
has later found its ex

ponent in Leo Hebraeus as reported by his father Isaac Abravanel

in She*dot Saul X, p 20b

' And know that my son Don Judah Abravanel has not been in

this country for these two years, for he has been in Naples to

gether vuth the C reat Captain and the King of Spain who had

been visiting there Now that both the king and the Great Captain

had returned to Spain my son has come here to my house But on

the wav he fell ill with a high fever and has arrived home very ill

and weak Still, disregarding his weakness, in order to comply

mth >our request, I discussed with him this problem—he being

beyond any doubt the most accomplished philosopher in Italy at

the piesent time Out of the fulness of his knowledge he told me
tint the view of Averroes is open to more doubts and refutations

than all the other views His own view is that the first matter is

corporeity itself He advanced arguments to prove it and cited

as evidence passages from Aristotle in the fifth book of the Meta

physics Inasmuch as I could not bring m>self to accept his

opinion, I mentioned here only my own view, and 'Every way of

a man is light in his own e> es, but the Lord pondereth the hearts

[Prov 21, 2]
’

'o dw dw nan p«a in ^ V atraR min' yn uip yin nnw

)obnv nnsn rw Nnt£> iibd -jbo ojn m 11 vjrb Bapn ay ® Si bkd th

nmp “inn vmipi tvo bn ib ej usd yscirS rox ipm ^di dyw

wyd i»y nin y\xn tmbnb mbn bo oyi nm mbn\ nVin tui mn
nmn 1 in ivn rr'^RB tat? o bidi^'di iraa pso Kin 'o run

inyii myin nm boo o^itnn mp'BDn on inv i&n p nyi rrrw ^
ibdhh H3iD nvRi rodi rmya nf *?y rwyi mom prom itnnw nn

or o ib vrw rV rays -|Wi 'ob rV nmn\ jam urs? hod nma
n nnV pvn w yn i&> p'r -pi !?:» 'nyi

27 So likewise the universal matter of Ibn Gabirol has actual

and independent existence

Emunah Ramah I, 2 p 11 "And when Ibn Gabirol wanted to

describe it he said m the first book of the Pons Vttae
}
that if all

things were to have a universal matter, it would have to possess
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properties as follows that it has existence that it exists in itself

th&t it is one in essence that it underlies all the changes, and that

it gives to everything its essence and name
oh d m -npoo pOT nos vnn oizn^ oi pn -nn ukoi

Iosya imy hxoi -pn 0 mVnono b o nn tid* onon 1

? n rr

vw\ imoxy Von Vh inn D'o^nn nzm maxya nnn

Cf Ltkkufe Hekor IJayyitn I 6 V?d mo d^d q non 1

? n n dhi

inn nam axyn nnn wdio imy kxoj n tp ntaamo i

1

? onrur

loan ioxy /aws Vttae I 10, p 13, 11 14-17 Si una
est materia universalis omnium rerum haec propi letatts ad

haerent ei scilicet quod sit per se existens unius essentiae sus

tinens diversitatcm, dans omnibus essentiam suam et nomen M

28 Cf Job
,
16 19 But compare also expression TJttni

Arabic tip n^Ki and nyi y“tt o -frm m Maimomdes W miH
and vnnm vnan yn on^Ki in Cuzan III 49, all quoled in

Stemschneidei s Ueberselzungen p 56 n 75

29 Having thus refuted the accepted theory of matter Crescas

now takes up Maimomdes proposition Maimomdes as Crescas

has pointed out previously in fyis commentary, uses the term

body, l e
,
the compound of fust mattei and corporeal form, in

the sense of matter in its relation to the specific or natural form

of the elements Again Maimomdes asserts that this compound
of first matter and corpoieal form has no independent actual

existence without the specific form Against this Crescas argues

that it is not so, for the corporeal form, as he has shown from the

analogy of the celestial substance may have actual and spatial

existence without the specific form

30 Hebrew mnvoi mixn rnoya-n ^yieo kpuh Kin n own mun
So is also the univeisal matter of Ibn Gabirol Cf above n 27

31 Crescas is now trying to forestall a possible objection The

contention that the corporeal form should ha\e actual existence,

independent of the specific form, would seem to lead to the con

elusion that the specific form would be a meie accident For the

specific form, unlike all other substances has no independent

existence It cannot exist without matter It is called substance

only for the reason that it is the cause of the actual existence of

matter In fact, a certain school of philosophers, the Mutakalh
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mim, consider form as a mere accident (see above n 9) And so

if we say that the corporeal form could have actual existence

without the specific form, the latter would have to be an accident

32 That is to say, each of the four elements has a proper natural

locality where it is at rest, when within it, and towards which it

is moved, when outside of it Cf above Prop I, Part I p 157

PROPOSI1 ION XI

1 As for the meaning of this term in Maimonides, see Prop X,
Part I, n 15, (p 577 )

2 The Hebrew text of the proposition follows Ibn Tibbon s

translation of the Moteh except for the substitution of the term

um for Ibn Tibbon's The term DPI is used m Isaac ben

Nathan's translation of Altabrizi

3 This entire comment is based upon the following passage of

Altabrizi Know that things which are dependent upon a body
fall into four classes First, those which are divisible by the

division of the body as color in a body Second, those

which, though existing in a body are not divisible by the division

of the body as, e g t
the surface, the line and the point

Aa for point it is mdrusible in an absolute and unrestricted sense

As for line and surface, their indivisibility with the division of

the body applies only to some of their dimensions, thus in sur

face, it applies only to height but not to the other two dimensions,

and m line, it applies only to width and height but not to length

Third, things which constitute the existence of body and are

divisible with the division of body, as, e g ,
matter and the

corporeal form, for both constitute the existence of body and they

are divisible by the division of that body hor when a body

happens to become divided and disjoined the recipient of the

disjunction is not the corporeal continuity itself (1 e
,
the

corporeal form), for continuity is the opposite of discontinuity

and a thing cannot be the recipient of its opposite Since the

corporeal form is not the true recipient of the disjunction, matter

must therefore be its recipient Hence it follows that when the
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body happens to become divided matter must likewise become

divided As for the [corporeal] form, it cannot be the recipient

of an actual drvision, for the reason we have already mentioned,

but it can become the recipient of a conceptual kind ofdivision

Fourth that which constitutes the essence of the body and

is not divisible by the division of the latter, as e g ,the intellect

piVno a in did “in« opbn 'w Vy cuzna mVm crw ona-m* yi

p)bno 3Mn nVi owg may# no um ihioo ipiVn wn
own piVn Vxk in ncxm lpi oVin rrnpm ipm nera ipiVn oiwn

run ipi oVim onatm w ’nVn nan nn ncwa oVih opiVn is viVao

own piVno aim i ojr® 10 0 Vbh pVnm “pan nVa -ran anna
piVno a inn dwV d’tdjk) cm* 'a n own msm Vi 11 10a m ipiVn

iph -msnV Vapan in rrrurn piVn omb up nmov nn opiVn own
iisi nVap na inia i t kVi nnisn -jdi nipam '3 vwrt mpain
lV’apan own in n own rrran no*a TrunV Vapon

1
w in^i noiV

dViki 'Vvti Vy myn own Vy piVm nynD a* irr 133 111 Vi ti «n
Vapn m Vas nuiaw no

1

? mrun npiVm Vapnp -wdk 'n nisi
nyn p anrr kVi own i'oyv no yon pWro narai ipiVnn

Vain to tdjbti vm Vy myn cm Vy piVnn

It will have been noticed that while Crescas mentions two
illustrations of accidents which participate in the division of body
color and magnitude, liysn HNiD, Altabrizi mentions only one, color,

HKiD But in addition to color Altabnzi also discusses the case

of the geometric figure of a body It is not exactly divisible with

the division of the body, he argues m effect, for to be divisible in

the case of geometric figure would mean that the same geometric

figure would be divided into many similar geometuc figures but

it does not necessarily follow that, by the division of a square

body into parts, every one of the parts would likewise be a square

differing only in size from the first square/ He then concludes

While the geometric figure of a body, on the division of the

body is not necessarily divided into parts which are similar to

the whole, the geometric figure may still be said, in a general

sense to be divided with the division of the body, even though

it is divided into parts which are dissimilar with the whole
kV *3 ym3 ncwn naoa 1V mprar nnonn mxp naoa omb npr tmi

pmnn pVnn *pVna yian vpVna nm bo n n piVn atm piVnn pVn p amn
,aVaV d’dh crpVn Vk own piVna pVnn «V dki -uinm prn pm

oVaV D'oVnnD a pVn bn rrn om VVaa ipiVna pVrtn vm ran
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Crescas may have thus added magnitude stze
t as a

substitution for Altabirzi s geometric figure and as an im

provement thereon

4 The following preliminary lemarks will be helpful to the under

standing of the text

The teim VB) ordinarily has the gencnc meaning of soul, m
eluding all the faculties the \egefcative, the animal, and the

rational The teim usually refers to the rational faculty

of the boul, and also to the Separate Intelligences identified with

the angels of the Scrip tuies, which aie considerd as the cause of

the motion of the spheies In this proposition, the terms 0D)

and aie both used It would at hrst thought seem that by

the former teim is meant the vegetative and the animal faculties

of the human soul and by the latter the lational faculty This

mteipretation, however could not be construed with the text,

for the vegetative and animal faculties are genet ally admitted to

be divisible with the body (cf Shem tob s commentary on Moreh

ad loc) Altabnzi theiefore, suggests that the terms and

aie used here by Maimomdes as a hendiadys, the term fer

thus limiting the teim m older to make it unmistakably

clear that the latter teim refeis here to the rational faculty

** Notice how the author of this work has joined here the term

soul with the teim intellect Soul is not the cause of the essence

of body qua body nor is it the cause of its existence It is rather

d first entelechy of bodies, and it bungs about thur perfection by

endowing them with life and what is implied by life, such as sensa

tion, motion and their like Soul thus constitutes the 1 ause of the

peifection of bodies and not that of their essence and existence

Ihe division of the body does not involve the division of the

separable souls, such as the rational souls, which are neither

bodies noi anything belonging to body As for the bodily souls,

such as the animal and vegetable souls, they are necessarily divid

ed by the division of the body It is in this sense, 1 e
, by taking

‘soul* here in the sense of sepatable soul, which is the cause of the

perfection of body in its life, essence and existence, that the

author’s use of the term soul as an illustration of the case of in

divisibility can be justified
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mno^ nby ram mpDi no bim raan iDr nan uddi tyafl ym
o'tmb ptm an ^an vn* xb

1

? nVi aw wn ntPKD own
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nonn imtran innoi vri na own mbtm noraun rain ran ran v «ni

pVni no ran tavn

This interpretation, it seems to me, may be re enforced by a

passage in Moreh II, 1, Speculation I, Fourth Case, where Mai
monides himself explains the terms blW rai of this proposition

by the phrase DTfrO DTtfl raj “the human soul in man Now,
the human soul is only another expression for the

*

rational

soul \ manon ram

Crescas follows Altabnzi s explanation, namely, that the put

pose of the pioposition is to state that the human soul, and moie
particularly the hylic intellect of man, though existing in the

material body, is still indivisible He adds, however, that this is

Maimomdes' own peculiar theory whereas, according to what he

considered to be the genuine view of Aristotle, the rational soul

cannot be said to exist in body at all

5 The entire passage, in which Crescas discusses here the distinc

bon between Maimomdes and Aristotle is a paraphrase of Narbo
m s commcntar> on the Moreh (ad loc ) It would seem that the

passage was added by Crescas as an afterthought after having

first stated that he would discuss it later

The underlying assumption of the entne discussion is that

there is an analogy between the relation of the soul to the body
and that of the Intelligences to the spheres Anothei allusion to

the interdependence of these two problems is made by Crescas

in Prop VIII, Part II

The differences between Maimomdes and Aristotle, or rather

Averroes, as to these problems may be summarized as follows

A Maimomdes

(1) The spheres, like all material objects, are composed of

matter and form (see Prop X Part II, n 24, p 594), and, like

all animate rational beings, possess souls, mrai, which are the effi

ciettt cause of their motion, and Intelligences D'fcw which are the
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final cause of their motion (see Moreh II 4) Both the souls and
the Intelligences, though not distributed through the body of the

spheres as physical forces are still said to exist in the sphere

Maimonides describes them as an undistributed force within

the sphere, manD rhi n ns (Moreh II, I, First Proof) In

Moreh I, 72 he. similarly sa^s o’^n Vauo nan nan pm nn’i

nism which Shem tob paraphrases as follows "The rational

faculty of man is analogous to the Intelligences of the spheres

which exist m bodies on o h&n him inn noi
] ty 1 Tl

msm Inasmuch as the Intelligences are assumed by Maimonides

to exist in bodies, he also maintains that they must be moved
accidentally while setting the spheres in motion

(2) Since the Intelligences 111 Maimonides' opinion are sub

ject to accidental motion he could not identify God with the

first of these Intelligences, to whom the expression
1

first mover 1

was originally applied (see above pp 461—2) 1 o the proof of this

point he devotes much of the first chapter of the second part of

the Moreh His final conclusion is that God is beyond the first

mover”, being its cause, and, unlike it, is absolutely outside of

or "separate" from, the sphere, thus not being subject even to

accidental motion God is theiefore not to be called the First

Mover, ]Wmn JWH, but rather the First Cause, niWfcnn nuDn Cf

Moreh II, 4 end "It is impossible that the Intelligence which

moves the uppermost sphere should be identified with Him of

necessary existence * Kin jp»n him nnp pm kVi

mK'XDH ynnon Again, tbid II, 1 And that is God, praised be

His name, that is to say, the first cause which sets the sphere

in motion
’ 1

njra&n ruvwm naon ny\h nxi-i w rfryrv m^«n inn

h&ih

Corresponding to this theory is Maimonides' view on the re

latum of the human soul, both the hylic and the acquired intellect,

to the human body

(3) Maimonides view as to the nature of the hylic intellect is

a matter of doubt, for he has nevei stated it explicitly Accord

ing to Narboni's interpretation, Maimonides is following Alexan

der Aphrodisiensis, believing the hylic intellect to be a mere dis

position, but going even further than Alexander, declaring it to

be commingled with the body Cf Narbom on Moreh I, 68
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Rabbi Moses follows in the footsteps of Alexander on this

question except that he believes that this predisposition within

us is commingled for he has stated that the rational faculty

is corporeal
i
okhp pn njnn in nupya ntfo lmi

’3B13 ro -aim rot? nm mrr n nzniya w -irmp Whether

this is an accurate representation of Maimonides view may
be questioned Shem tob is uncertain about it Cf his com
mentary on Moteh I, 68 For all the philosophers are of the

opinion that the human intellect is not force in a body with the

exception of Maimonides who says in two places that the intel

lect is a force in a body, though he himself says in another place

that the intellect is only a predisposition as is maintained by

Alexander nwi nmp mn n^ir m vn 'tmn hsvnv id dch absv

•o^ nai u n *?ptzn o im o)pD2 nDRtz? ay qua ra m rmtpD

ny*7D Cf also Shem tob on Moreh I 1 Abraham Shalom
scornfully repudiates Narbom s suggestion that Maimonides con

sidered the hylic intellect to be commingled with the body Cf
Neveh Shalom VIII 3 p 125b Maimonides is however explicit

as to what he considered to be the relation of the hylic intellect to

the human body It exists in the bod> indivisible to be sure but

related to it as the Intelligences are to the spheres Cf Moreh I,

72 quoted above under (1)

(4) The acquired intellect however in no sense exists in the

body It stands related to the body as God ta the world Cf
Moreh I, 72, quoted above under (1)

B As against all these points Aristotle, or rather his inter

preter Averroes, maintains as follows

(1) The spheres are simple substances and are not composed
of matter and form Nor do they possess souls m addition to

Intelligences They have only Intelligences as the sole cause of

their motion These Intelligences do not exist in the spheres, but
tather with the spheres being related to them by a nexus of in

existence, and are therefore separate forms The Intelligences are,

however, called "souls" in a loose sense, by virtue of their being

the cause of the motion of the spheres, for the soul is the cause of

motion in animals (cf DeAmma III, 9 432a, 15-17) This is the

significance of Crescas' (i e Narbom's) remark here “Still that

Intelligence, though separate being the principle of the sphere's

motion is in a sense the latter s soul TO mn iy )D lmnVl
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Furthermore the Intelligences can in no sense be said to exist

within the body of the spheie They are related to the sphere by a

nexus of inexistence lathei than a nexus of admixtiue (as for

the meaning of these expressions see Prop VIII, Part II n 13 p
560) As a result of this view, the Intelligences are not said to be

moved accidentally by the motion of the spheres

(2) Since the Intelligences have no accidental motion God
is identified with Aristotle s First Mover

(3) and (4) The hylic intellect as well as the acquired intellect

is related to the human body as the Intelligences are to the

spheres Neither of them is said to exist within the body m any

sense whatsoever All of these are related to their respective

bodies as God, according to Maimonides, is 1 elated to the world

With these prelnninaiy remarks the meaning of the text be

comes clear In the translation I have supplied within brackets

all the phrases that are necessary for the understanding of the

text

The original text of Narboni reads as follows

"Rabbi Moses is of the opinion that the human soul and in

tellect arc forces in the body but not divisible [with the body],

inasmuch as they are not distributed through it But there is

this to be urged against him Hrst, they are not forces in a body,

for if the intellect were a force in a body it would not have

power over matter, and consequently the lattei would be able

to transform the object of the intellect into something of a

material nature Second, every foice that is in any way related

to body, must be either mixed with the body or not mixed

with it If it is mixed with the body, then it will also have to

be divisible [with the body] and distributed [tlnough it] If it

is not mixed with the body, then its connei tion with it must of

necessity be that of inexistence rather than that of admixture and

consequently it is not to be called a force m a body but rather a

force mth a body Nor is it to be moved, for the Intelligence of

the sphere is exactly m such a manner related to the sphere, being

connected with it after the manner of a sepaxate form, that is to

say, by a nexus of inexistence rather than by that of admixture

and because of that it is assumed to be incapable of being moved

even accidentally And of the same description is also the acquir
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ed intellect according to Maimomdes himself, for he compares the

relation of the acquired intellect to man to the relation of the

separate Intelligence to the universe as a whole

You must know that Maimomdes was led to this difficult posi

tion b> his view that the sphere is composed of matter and that it

possesses an Intelligence in addition to the separate Intelligence

As a result of this he further believes that it is only the separate

Intelligence that is not m a body and hence not moved either

essentially or accidentally As for the Intelligence [of the spheres],

it is a force in a body, though not distributed through the body
analogous in every respect to the case of the intellect of man
And since the Intelligence [of the sphere] is a force in a body, he

maintains that it is moved accidentally, again as in the case of

the human soul As for the natural forms which are distributed

[through the body] and as for the other distributed accidents

they are all not only moved accidentally but are also divisible

with the division of the body It is for this reason that Maimo
mdes uses one argument to prove that the Intelligence of the

sphere is not the mover [par excellence] for, being moved acciden

tally it must come to rest, afid he uses another argument to

prove that a distributed force cannot be the mover [par excel

lence] for, being divisible with the division of the body it must
be finite and thus its activity must be finite as you may find it

in the first chapter of the second pait

Aristotle's way of viewing these problems is entirely different

He believes that the sphere is simple inasmuch as everything

composite is corruptible The matter of the sphere is thus a

simple substance existing by itself in actuality and having no

potentiality except with reference to motion He further believes

that the separate Intelligence is separate only in the sense that

it is not a force m a body and is not distributed through a body
and is not divisible with the division of a body, inasmuch as it

is not commingled or entangled with body But still it is con
nected with the body by a nexus of inexistence though not by
one of admixture, for it is a form of body, by reason of its being

the cause of the perfection of body and the cause of its motion,

and being the cause of its motion, it is its soul Consequently the

sphere may be said to contain one part which is moved by itself

but, inasmuch as that part is separate from the sphere the
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sphere is not said to be moved according to part, but is rather

said to be moved by itself in the true sense of the expression He
proves that the Intelligence must be separate' on the ground of

its special activity, 1 e motion, which is assumed to be infinite

for were it not separate it would be a force in a body distributed

through the body and divisible with its division, and would thus

be finite and its activity would be finite

This is the way of Aristotle And because of the importance of

this problem I have tried to set you aright as to the Philosopher s

view in addition to my trying to set you aright as to Maimonides'

view, for by this, 1 e
,
by a knowledge of the distinction between

different views the words of the author will become understand

able according to their true meaning It was his preoccupation

with the doctrines of Avicenna as, set forth 111 the Al Najah and

other works that led the Master to adopt such fantastic views

and to consider them as the way of Aristotle ‘But this is not

the way, neither is this the city [2 Kings 6 19]
'

om ’a p^nrrn >nba *]ia ns on bami aim csjb> -did nvo nan

*ina na om >a ramn non Rbam ia to^eno jpnb -psj

mbaanan n« wa n m bum by nau n n «b *iun na batyn n n dr ’a

amya ’nba ir amya «n ran *]nb on’na na baty raw nenn yaa b«

ntiipn 1a nispi ton nn amyo nba dri tawMiai pbnna am ran amya dr

yynna im inn oy dr ’a iua na n r p dri any ntapn Rb m« sta

iur'xd na>pn b n nnnsi nmx n»pn bibin oy niapi «ne> uuy nr ba»n *a

naia u’an nyn ’bV mpn batan naai nnpaa yynna tori any Rb

obiyn »’r ir bnnn bawn an’ DnRb iDraty nan im

aama bjbn ’a ann Di>no> nab vb» ww nr baia nynntr 7ns ntwti

*pn ufr ns>R Kin nnoirr ba»n *a aa>m bnam bam nbw ba*n noma

•nba pn 71a na Nin boan >a nnpaa «Vi oiya «b yyura sb pbi bba

(you p:ya nnpaa yyun 111a na Riniy ’sbi onm batya pya otpsno

nnpaa lyyiira D’amanan onpan naan nwwiDn nryaan nnrani onRn

’a yion u'R bibn bjm by nsus nnRn’ nr mayai ipbnnna lpbnn 1

bya nn* a yuan hr o®anan nanty by neia nran nun nnpaa yyw
pnsa nRnnty laa ,nban bya ibys ram ,ipbnnna pbnraty nn« raban

ptPRnn

now mn aama ba ’a dwd bjbanp ibn’ ba« nr uj'R wir -pm
nyunn bn pn naa uj »> iaxya byiea rxoj aws axy ton bibn nan 'ai

pbnno Rbi u asysna «bt tua na uw naa bnai w.n bnan ba«?n ai
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nb nix sd 7297 73 xn *?3X -priD1 xh 13 37iy xV o ip^nrro

nw WD3 xim iyum yb mpai w xihp by in7is xn 3 3vry 70p7

^>733 Mm 'jd^i 'myn yyuno p*?no nmno tofen Tiro 7y i
1

? y :io xn
xto by 7x 31 ddx3 iory3 yyuna 1 -1 pVi too p^n udd yynn1 nb
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ensi3 ny 7 7 *77 inrrn by nanai ny7 pi no ’3 m 377 nyi by

niirann i^x Vx 37n xon in^in *iA*en up px '7373 jvyTi nnson

7 y7 nxr x*?i ^th nxr x*?i ioonx yn edoth

6 The passage as it stands is impossible, even though the reading

occurs in all the MSS and printed editions for it ascribes to

Maimomdes the view that the Intelligences are divisible Maimo
mdes, however, never held such a view Quite the contrary, he
has definitely stated that the Intelligences, though existing in

the spheres as a force are indivisible pVnna 3^3 13 73 I have

therefore emended the reading by introducing on the basis of

the underlying passage of Narboni an additional statement Cf
Flensbeig s commentary 0%ar IJpyyim on Or Adonat ad loc

To understand the full meaning of this passage, it is necessary

to take it in connection with Maimomdes reasoning m his first

proof for the existence of God (Moreh II, 1) Maimomdes tries

to show that the first cause of motion must inevitably be one of

the following four things (1) A corporeal being outside the

sphere (2) An incorporeal being outside the sphere (3) A
force distributed throughout the sphere and divisible with the

division of the spheie (4) An indrvisible force He then elinu

nates all but the second alternative His arguments against the

third and fourth alternative, to which the passage here has re

ference reads as follows The third case, viz , that the moving
object be a force distributed throughout the body, is likewise

impossible Tor the sphere is coiporeal, and must therefore be

finite (Prop I), also the force it maintains must be finite (Prop

XII), since each part of the sphere contains part of the force

(Prop XI) the latter can consequently not produce an infinite

motion, such as we assumed according to Proposition XXVI,
which we admitted for the present The fourth case is likewise

impossible, viz that the sphere is set m motion by an indivisible
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force residing in the sphere in the same manner as the rational

faculty resides in the body of man For this force, though in

divisible could not be the cause of infinite motion by itself alone

because if that uere the case the prime motor would have an ac

cidental motion (Prop VI) But things that move accidentally

must come to rest (Prop VIII), and then the thing comes also to

rest which is set m motion

PROPOSITION XII

Part I

1 The Hebrew text of the proposition is taken from Isaac ben
Nathan s translation of Altabrizi

2 Cf Physics VIII 10 266a 24 ff
,
and Intermediate Physics

VIII, vi, 2, of which the entire chapter here is a paraphrase

This proposition is also given by Abraham ibn Daud in Emtinak
Ramah I, 4 p 17

3 Hebrew injttn, so also in Intermediate Physics
t loc at In the

Vienna edition it has become corrupted into injron, its motion

Part II

4 See above Prop I
t
Part II

5 See above Prop I, Part II, n 13 (p 403)

6 Hebrew patn hxn jnmn See above Prop I, Part II, n 14

(p 409) i

7 This distinction between the two senses in which the expres

sion infinite force may be used is repeated by Crescas m his

criticism of Maimonides first proof of the existence of God (Or

Adonai I, n, 15) and also in his discussion of the omnipotence of

God (ibid II, ui, 2) Ihe distinction is evidently borrowed

from Averroes, who advances it in his Ma'antar be E?em ha

Galgal III (Sermo de Substantia Orhis^ Cap 3 p 9va, G) “We
say briefly, that the term infinite may be applied m two senses
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First, in the sense of a force of infinite action and passion in time

but finite in itself, that is in \elocity and intensity Second

in the sense of a force of infinite action and passion in itself

nVa ro ana im nu uy noa1 iVido nVa manat* Tispa tdkji

wi prinm nn V n 120:0 hVdd dni ]od rriVytnm Vynn "iVidd

won mVjKrra Vysn nVno viVa na

It occurs also in the Intermediate De CaeJo I, x, 2 8 (Latin

p 293vb, K) In answer to this difficulty w e say that a body maj
be said to have a finite force in two senses First that its motion

is finite m intensity and speed Second that its motion is finite

in time

crray w *?y n a mna ia wv nan* oww peon it nnna uma nonn

n^Dfn nit* xo 'eh pym mVpm prna inyunV n Vsm nwxo ono imn
lora nV

It is similarly adopted by Altabrizi in the following passage

‘As for the second way in which a force may be said to be finite

or infinite, namely with reference to the motion it produces it

may mean three things in intensity in number and in time

]pnV fTsn mna-i nrnaa n^an xb ik n Vann i Vy tm 0 nrn >wn dVm
prn nnoam pnm d id rcnr in vVy 1 myam But whereas Altabrizi

tnes to prove the impossibility of the existence of an infinite

force in a finite body in any of these three senses Crescas argues

for the possibility of the existence within a finite body of a force

finite in intensity but infinite in time

This distinction between these two senses of the expression

‘infinite force is also made use of by Bruno ( infinite estensiva

“mfimtd intensiva ) in De l Infimto Untverso et Mondi II ed

Lagarde, p 318

8 That is to say, the argument merely proves the impossibility

of a mover which is infinite in intensity, but not of one which is

infinite in the duration of its motivity

9 That is to say, since circular motion is not by propulsion alone

nor by traction alone and does not take place between two op

posites, its velocity is uniform and unmitigated and can therefore

be eternal See below Prop XIV, Part I

10 Thus also Averroes, after drawing the distinction quoted

above (n 7) between infinite intensity and infinite duration con
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eludes that an infinite force of the former kind is impossible at all

whereas that of the latter kind is found to exist in the celestial

spheres Ma'amar be E?em ha Galgal III, (Sertno de Substantia

Orhs, Cap3 p 9va G) 'As for a force of infinite action and pas

sion in itself, it does not exist in any body at all be it celestial or

generable and corruptible But as for the existence of a

force of infinite action and passion in time it must necessarily be

assumed to exist in the celestial spheres

Dira mw vb mn lDxy ni^yonm tyiM hVidd *rb:in n3n vatsta

VyiM mtau> »n!?3n nmn mu xo o^wi "tdsj mn in nww 1

3

D'wn owsft vnan mn ran pa n^jwnm

11 De Caelo I, 3, 270b r
1-4

Intermediate De Caelo I, v-vi, (Latin, 272ra, G p 274vb p
275rb) “Summa V To show that this celestial body is neither

heavy nor light Summa VI To show that it is neither generat

ed nor corruptible, that it is susceptible to neither growth nor

diminution, nor change, nor passion, and that, in general, it is

susceptible to none of the qualities that are related to change and

passion, such as health disease, youth, senility/

mn 'fta kw nas 1

? in W?Dn Vpi 120 omr\ um ntuV nn

*6 niVyonnn ah w vh\ pnonm *?rm Vap' th) “iodi

nnnam ^inm nwm 103 Vysnnm *]«oj nw no nw Nn jo Vap*

mpim

12 That is to say if to the fact that the spheres are not subject

to destruction we also add the fact that their circular motion is

natural to them and is not caused by any psychic principle, we

could still more forcibly argue that their eternal motion need

not be explained by the postulate of an internal motive force Cf

above Prop VI, n II {p 535)

PROPOSITION XIII

Part I

1 The Hebrew text of the proposition is taken from Isaac ben

Nathan s translation of Altabrizi
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1

2 The discussion here is based upon Physics V, 4 227b 3-228a

6 and VII, 1 242a 33-242b, 8 Motion says Aristotle may be

called one in three different senses

(1) One in genus (76m non), thus all kinds of locomotion may
be called genetically one, inasmuch as they all belong to the

category of place Qualitative change and spatial change are

generically two

(2) One in species (a5et, paa), thus all objects that are becoming

white may be said to be moved with a motion that is specifically

one, inasmuch as white is a species under the genus quality

The motions of whitening and blackening are specifically two

(3) One in number (bpiOfito nsDaa), thus the walking of a certain

man at a certain time may be called a motion that is numerically

one The walking of two men at the same time or of the same

man at different times is not numerically one

Intermediate Physics V, iv, 1-2 ‘ Chapter I We sa> that

motion is described as one in three senses It is one in genus in

species, or in number Motion is one in genus when it takes place

in one of the three categories as e g ,
in place or in quality

Such a motion in one category is called one in genus because the

terminus ad quern m one category is one in genus Motion is called

one in species when it takes place in one species within any one of

the given categories and the reason for this is again to be found in

the fact that the terminus ad quern of objects moved within one

species is one in species that is to say, those objects are divisible

only with reference to individuals as e g , objects which are

moved from blackness to whiteness, for the whiteness, which is the

completion of that motion, is one in species but many in indmd
ual Chapter II For motion to be one in number three condi

tions are necessary Fust, the object which is moved must be one

in number, as, e g ,
a certain man or a certain stone Second, the

motion by which it is moved must be one in number as e g ,
the

motion of a certain quality or in a certain place Third, the time

in which the motion takes place is also one in number

mnn fcorw nn traya a by -iann nnm njnannv naan \mnn pn&n

noa mnn -kpk *on noa mm nyunm naoaa dhi paa sm nra oh nn#

nyunn rum cuatn ywx\ naa njrunn rwbm nnoiunD nna

rrywm aioa nm -iaaaa nyunn vW na ixa «oa nn« nm nanoa
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nyunn nm> nn loom nnwon *a dd nna poo *wk » n
]

1 o a nmi
iso d hi Vn pi o pWro vta ot-p !? i pa nrw

)
oa Tim tra

jnrwn omo!w an tb« pi^n a pi^n Sk nnrmn p ww ipk ow
k “i run isddd nron njnam dwki an pnon » na D'an

]
Da inn «n

on«n nmra nuoDa nn« juwiim n t» ono nm o*ton a Vk q ns

nia k dh am nsDDn in« nyunn u nm nmn nw wn 'tonm ptm
naDDa irtx nyunn u •raw prr rrnw Dipo dki

3 Cf Physics VIII, 7, 261a 31 ff
,
the purpose of which passage

is explained in the Latin translation of Averroes’ Long com
mentar) fp 401rb, D) as follows “Intendit in hoc sermone

declarare, quod motus successivi qui mvemuntur in eodem moto,

qui sunt idem geneie, et diveisi specie, non sunt continui,”

4 Crescas fads to carry out his line of reasoning, and does not

state why the second alternative, namely, that change is timeless

is impossible (but see below n 5) Altabnzi, however, reasons

it out as follows

11 For change is either instantaneous or gradual In the case

of instantaneous change, it is quite obvious that it cannot be

continuous and durable, for if only one single instantaneous

change is assumed, it undoubtedly can have no continuity and

duration, and if several instantaneous changes are assumed, one

following after the other, it is likewise impossible for them to

form a continuum, for these changes are now'' assumed to be each

taking place in an instant, and if the succession of such instanta

neous changes could form a continuum, it would follow that the

succession of instants would likewise form a continum But

this is absurd
*

row “wen mans n*rw 'wn\ dww *6 ik dihtid nvw oh n»rw
o*i# npV dhi irrranm inipm npra pco

\
h ihh n» npb aw pnno

inn o pains nvw p o> 'x mtn irw dhd inn dot

np«> mm ninyn » mn ipmm nnyn nrm ond

5 Hebrew ntnjra noiTO pn n i K7 ohi , literally
4 and if not, time

would be composed of instants The passage may also be

rendered “and if change were timeless, tune would be composed

of instants Thus rendered, it would carry out the reasoning

against the second alternative See above n 4
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6 In the preceding passage Crescas interpreted the term pinna

in the proposition to mean continuous in the sense of an unbroken

connection of parts as opposed to discrete otiLpia}xevop t and was
therefore forced to maintain that the proposition could not apply

to change in one species Now however, Crescas suggests that

the term pinna may mean continuous in the sense of eternity

and endlessness, in which case the proposition would also apply

to change m one species, for no rectilinear motion, even if in

one species, can be eternal

Crescas latter interpretation seems to be the right one T or

the source of Maimomdes* proposition is Physics VIII, 7-8

where Aristotle discusses the problem whether there is any
continuous (avvexyS) 260a, 22) motion In the couise of his

discussion he makes it clear that by cruvexys lie means infinitely

continuous

This latter interpretation of Crescas may be further supported

by the fact that the corresponding Greek teim ervyexys likewise

has the meaning of eternity Thus in the following passage

Aristotle uses the adverb avvex&s in the sense of endless and
eternal continuity whereas the adjective evvexy? is used in the

sense of continuous as opposed to successive Physics VIII, 7,

260b, 19-21 onrr eiret dvycev fitv avayKcuov elpat avvex&s,

eiy 5 av crvvex&s V ervvexys fj 7) e<h^ys In the Latin trans

lation of Averroes* Long Commentary (p 397ra B) avvex&s of

this passage is correctly translated by aeternus and ervvexys by
conhnuus 1

Quia igitur est necessanum ut motus sit aeternus,

et non aeternus, nisi, aut quia est contmuus, aut quia est

successivus
* 1

A similar interpretation of the term 'continuous * in this

proposition is given also by Hillel of Verona (p 36a) The
term 'continuous here is to be understood in the sense of ever

lasting
M i mo two in:q pant) am e

7 From here to the end of the chapter, Crescas, commentary is

a paraphrase of Intermediate Physics VIII, v, 1-4, coi responding

to Physics VIII, 7-9

8 The argument following is taken from Averroes* interpretation

of Aristotle's argument contained in Physics VIII, 7, 261a,

31—261b, 22
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Intermediate Physics VIII v, 2 * The question as to which kind

of locomotion is eternal will be answered by us after we shall have

first shown that none of the genera of motion can be eternally

continuous except locomotion The argument is as follows All the

other thiee kinds of motion must be from one opposite to another

and two opposite motion^ between two opposite poles cannot

form a continuous motion, for a continuous motion is one motion

and opposite motions cannot be one motion To assume that

opposite motions are one motion would mean that that which is

becoming white is becoming white and black at the same time and

that which is generated is being generated and corrupted at the

same tune Since therefore opposite motions must be two motions,

there must of necessity be some interval of time between them

In view of this if the change is of the kind that is called

motion then indeed the object undergoing the change must of

necessity come to rest between the two opposite motions But if

the change is of the kind that is not called motion, as e g, change

from non being to being and from being to non being, then while

there is 110 actual object in existence of which it can be said to

come to rest, inasmuch as in thrs kind of change there is no actual

object which bridges the entire change from beginning to end

as in the other changes which constitute true motion, still, even

m this kind of change, 1 e
,
the change from non being to being

there must be some interval of time between the two opposite

changes during which interval the object is not undergoing either

one of the changes, for it is absurd to assume that the generation

of an object is continuous with its corruption without there being

any interval of time between them

This being evident in the case of generation, namely that it

cannot be continuous with corruption, the same must also be

true with respect to the other motions, for the nature of things

undergoing change is the same in every case
’

"itpsw 'm n^>nn ntow nn« nr n*U) uk ran mran n n npnyn ipn cudki

nn pnyrn nyun naVo nyunn wa m2 rrnw npmno nm rryurr rrnrw

iVw ntmto rnyunn w ^ i&na w ax* rwtan cr mn
nm riparian nyumt* 'sb npnnD nyun rrnm? m craonn

mm tm rvn nm nrvn btw nn nn« m xr\n mjrann wtuw -won w
nn1 nosn minn* row nm nwu nm nnrom pVro pVn
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iron -i n oxi maria jot on i a n D’n» ni asm myim i n -moi
iydbti myim m

]
a mana ra unmn nan n ~i nyum iidd n naiD

njno n n n®x mux im ioa nyurn udd xin nano u x vn n n nxi

n ~m -inx nnma -irwd nan ]«aa n m «"? Ttyn ^x mx’XDDi mx so bn

nN»a pyn i byo no ioa ibid ny >wi nVnm byso x®ii nan ’wn nn ]'«

i^x ’»
i
a mana n t ^ux nona niyun on *i»x b ~i onnxT o in

nb pi nix so ^x myno tt hpx V n ’Utpn |0 non no 'asm D”Vi®n

non® muono ’a o asm e>”wn ’ao mo nnra mn®D nam am*
bbo pr Dn i a mrr» ’nlaao noona pane mn n in®

a«in’ p ioa nan iDDia pain xW b n mm
]
ayo ixiao nr n n tmoi

inx yao d an®on yata® nn niyiann nx®a
]
ayn n’n v

9 Cf Physics V 5 229a, 25-27 “And every motion is de-

nominated rather from that into which it is changed, than from
that from which it is changed Thus that is called becoming well

which tends to health, but a becoming ill which tends to disease
*

10 Corresponds to Aristotle’s argument contained in Physics

VIII 7, 261b, 22-24 'Again in generation and corruption, it

may be seem to be perfectly absurd, if it is necessary that what
is generated should immediately be corrupted, and not remain

at rest for any time
’

Intermediate Physics VIII, v, 2 “That is to say, between

non being and being there must be a certain time during which

the object suffers neither of the two contrary changes, for it is

an absurdity to affirm that the generation and corruption of a
generable object form one continuous change, without there

being any interval of time between them ’

mo intu -on®D -am in mm xV pr nix so ^x nyn» mm max b i

’nVno noera pnno rmn nw ton*® -miano »n o”3s-n ’ an n a

pr am n n m®

11 Corresponds to the next class of Aristotle s arguments in

Physics VIII 8 261b, 27-263a 3 intended to prove that loco

motion in a right line cannot be infinitely continuous

12 Cf Physics VIII, 8 261b 28-29 ' For every thing which is

locally moved, is either moved in a circle or in a right line, or

that which is mixed of both of these, Also ibid VIII, 9, 265a,

14-15 and De Caelo I, 2, 268b 17-18
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Intermediate Physics VIII, v, 3 ' Tor eveiy motion in place

must be either rectilinear or circular or composed of both of

these And as it will be shown that the fiist of these two simple

motions, namely, the rectilinear, cannot go on continually it

will become clear that that which is composed of both of these

motions cannot go on continually, for that which cannot be

continual when simple cannot be so also when combined with

something else

on wo norma dki rrcrao om rrw ok pnyn nyron bm nn

npnno n nrw -wok w rwuvn mjrann \bx 'nm nrua naan

myna wm “uw npano vta otwd na:iOT nVi nv n k

mtiw ksjd 2? jhd mpainm

13 C 01 responds to Aristotle s aigument that a thing which is

locally moved in a finite light line, cannot be moved continually
,

contained in Physics VIII 8 261b, 31~262a 17 Aristotle

chaiactenzes these arguments as being suppoited by sense percep

tion (€7ri ttjs aiadricrtcos, ibid 262a, 18)

Intermediate Physics VIII, v, 3 ‘That leciihnear motion

cannot be continual, that is to say, that one and the same object

that is locally moved, step after step, over a certain distance,

could not continue to be so moved without ever having to come

to a stop, can be demonstrated in seveial ways 1 ’

“inan pnyin nn twot npn™ rrnm> ivm m^n nywrro eudm

nynnn p 'bno aye nn« pys loxyo nnan yjron* loxpa

oudd ran* m

14 Corresponds to Aristotle’s argument from reason (€7rt toD

\6you) contained m Physics VIII, 8, 262a, 19-262b, 28

The text here is an abridgment of the following passage in

Intermediate Physics v, VIII, 3

“In eveiy finite continuum there are three things, a beginning

an end and a middle The middle is one in subject but two in

definition ("man, X6yoi), that is to say it is the end of one of the

two parts into which it divides the continuum and the beginning

of the other, for the middle exists m a continuum in a twofold

respect first, potentially, and second, actually It is evident that

when anything is moved with a finite continuous motion over a

finite magnitude, in so far as it is moved and continues its
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motion uninterruptedly, it does not register an actual point in the

middle of the continuum It is only when the moving object stops

and thereby divides the continuous magnitude over which it

moves into two halves that it registers an actual point on the

latter, which is at once both a beginning and an end, i e ,
the end

of the prior part of the motion and of the prior part of the dis

tance, and the beginning of the posterior part of the motion and
of the posterior part of the distance To illustrate Let A move
over the continuum BC with a continuous motion I say that A
Will not register an actual point say point D, on BC unless A
stops somewhere between B and C B 15 C If A does

not stop at D, there can be no actual point in the interval between

B and C, unless we assume that a line is composed of points

Inasmuch as it clear that when the moving object does stop,

it does register an actual point, I maintain that the contrary must
be equally true, namely, that when the moving object registers

an actual point, it must be inferred that it has come to a stop

Assuming, for instance, that A in its motion over magnitude

B JG> C has registered an actual pomt D so that

it marks the end of motion BJ3 and the beginning of motion

DC, I maintain that A must have come to a stop at D For its

being at D is not the same as its being beyond D, and these two
points at which the moving object successively is i e the actual

point D and a pomt beyond D, mark the end of two contrary

motions, [one toward D, and the other away from D] Inasmuch

as the moving object must have performed two opposite motions,

when at first it moved toward D and then it moved away from

D, these two opposite tendencies could not have existed m it in

actuality except m two different instants for only by way of

potentiality could they have existed in it in one instant And
since these two tendencies imply two instants, there must neces

sarily have been some interval of time between them
As it has thus been established that when a moving object

registers an actual pomt it must have come to a stop, and as it is

further evident that a moving object, when it returns over the

same distance, registers on its return an actual pomt which is

the end of the prior motion and the beginning of the posterior

contrary motion, for were it not so, the two contrary motions

would be one, it follows that these two motions, redoubled over
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the same distance, are not continuous, inasmuch as there must

have been some rest between them, and every rest is in time

This is one of the proofs by which is established that the motion

of that which returns is not continuous, inasmuch as an interval

of rest must interrupt the two motions,
'

n’Hm nHnn tv-on nvbv mHn *?po panno Ha rxb’b mn® no1

?® nn

’pH 'xt>o mub n Hn Rn® nn noRoa o>s» R®ua nnR psoRm pxdki

one nnR o’nnx by pannoa to:dj yxom nn '%b nHnm pannon

n 2 Hu by npauro n a npun ppunon jupo nwao nn byoo *a?m naa

no nn ppuna Nin® nso byisa pxotn ton nmp: vH yywon nn’ hH
wiR3 'D D”an u®a Hun pHi nop n®Ra rH ipam by ppuno tow
nmpi1

? nHn or mHm nHnn mn Vyioa Hn by nnip) inn’ npn

ni *?®d u®n -)bnnm n :®n nyun’? nVnnn ori )i®Rnn "Horn niwmn
ppuno ®nnn rH now ran npaino npun a a Hu by ppum r ppunon®

ppuno mop’ dr r*?r n nmpi loa hi a pa Him nnip: j a Hu by 'r

rmpi db |’R na mop’ rHo axon j n a '» a pa «

nnipw nano ipn n’n’ R1

? dr Hun
Ton® now Hw» nmpa ®nn* nop’ n®Ra *a ppunon papo nbi ibrsi

m *ua ,“|H»n by Him mipi ®nrr®a ppunon® rvti ,a’’ino p di it

mnnw np bpm n nmpi a a Hi by inpian npa nn naa r ppuno nun

mana 'na n: naa r ’a now nan i n npnnV nHnm n a nyun 1

? mHnn
"ibr ppuno 1

? o»oon ni ir’xo am ,'rro Haa iniR’so *nH na wik’xd® nn

invm na im»n ppunon n*n vwai no Haa bywz na invn b n r rvt

maiann iH w )bmmww nmx ’R nwbnno niym w no Haa

maiann iH 'ns> vn dr rH nnR npa r1

? n»Hno mnp wa pn Hm
jor on’i’a ran mnp »n® bob ninp ’nwa n’n n®Rai naa niRXoa pyuneV

trbd mm ,na naa »n nan Him nmpa ®nm®a ppunon® a®’nn n®Rai

*?pwa nmpj wmna »nn’ «w vaspa nn«n i^non by nnnn ppunono

mpwnn vn rV dri .n
1

? maenn n yob n*?nnm mwmn npunn mVan R’n

,nnR Vnu ^p mVeam bn mpunn H w irtdo rih nnR nvaonn

nt nn pia Rin nrrao Hi nnua omva npoon nmn® nnR nipaino p’R

p’DB’B nnR npamo inpun yx nnnn ppunon® one hrt oniRano nnR

nnuo ]oi mpunn ’at ]*a

15 Cl Physics VIII, 8, 261a, 28-31 “The like also takes place

in a circle Hence if neither of these motions is continuous,

neither can that be continuous which is composed from both

of them ’ *
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16 Hebrew MllVn, ^ i\iKoei8r}S t
l e

,
spiral shaped, the

name given to a line composed of straight and circular lines

See T L Heath, The Thirteen Books of Euclid s Elements

,

Vol

I, pp 159-160, on the classification of lines The term eXckos oc

curs also in Physics V, 4, 228b, 24, as a description of motion in

a spiral line

17 Corresponds to Aristotle's conclusion contained in Physics

VIII, 8, 265a, 7-9 “ But the arguments now employed universal

ly show of all motion that it is not possible to be continually

moved with any motion except that which is circular
' *

18 That is to say, every given point in circular motion is at

once the terminus a quo and the terminus ad quern of the motion

Cf Physics VIII, 8, ?64b, 18-19 14
For motion in a circle is

from the same to the same but the motion through a right line

is from the same to another
1 '

Intermediate Physics VlII, v, 4 “For that which is moved
circularly is moved from and “toward the very same thing, so

that the terminus a quo and the terminus ad quern are the same,

for in circular motion there are no opposite limits
'

tDxya nn« vbm idi hd nmno yyurv didn noon yyvrntm

niV^pD mxp w
]
hv nn -m win !?n

19 Cf Physics VIII, 8, 265a, 10-12 “Thus much, therefore,

has been said to prove that there is neither any infinite mutation,

nor any infinite motion, except that which is in a circle
4 *

Intermediate Physics VIII, v 4 “That circular motion can be
continual and perpetual and that it is prior m nature to rectilinear

motion, we shall prove as follows
9

jDoa rump ra rrram npano rrnrw -wok rraucn nyunrro didw

hd una* ms? n npnynn

Part II

20

This is a refutation of the first argument, viz , that between

two specifically different changes like whitening and blackening,

there must be an instant of actual rest Crescas' line of reasoning

may be restated as follows There is no instant of rest between

the opposite changes of whitening and blackening The time
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m which both these opposite motions take place is one and

continuous, the instant in which the change from whitening to

blackening takes place being the end of the past and the beginning

of the future time But while that instant, in so far as it per

tarns to the time of the change, is common to both the past and

the future, still m so far as it pertains to the object undergoing

the change from whitening to blackening it belongs only to the

terminus ad qiiem
,
namely, blackening Thus the object would

not be whitening and blackening at the same time For let ABC
be the time, and D the object undergoing the change I et D be

whitening m A and blackening in C B will then be the now
,

which has no extension and will bt at once the end of past time

A and the beginning of the future time C Still it must not neces

sanly follow that in B both whitening and blackening would

take place at once, for m this respect B belongs to the posterior

change, marking only the beginning of the blackening process

The force of Crescas argument is pnmanl} due to the fact

that Aristotle himsdf makes the same distinction in the case of

a single continuous motion Take for instance the motion from

black to white It is a single motion and is admitted by Aristotle

to be continuous Now, let ABC be the tune and D the object

undergoing the change Again, let D be black in A and white

in C Now, since B, the now
, is common to both past time A

and futuie time C, would not the object in the instant B be both

black and white at once? But Aristotle solves the difficulty in the

manner we have just described, namely, that with reference to

the object m change the instant B belongs to the posterior only

To quote Aristotle's own words ‘ It is also evident that unless

the point of time by which prior and posterior are divided, is al

ways attributed to the posterior, the thing itself being considered,

the same thing will be at the same time being and non being, and

when it will be in generation, or becoming to be, will not be in

generation The point, therefore, is common to both the prior

and the posterior, and is one and the same in number, but is not

the same in definition
,
for it is the beginning of the one and the

end of the other But so far as pertains to the thing it is always

of the posterior passive quality
M

{Physics VIII, 8, 263b, 9-15)

intermediate Phystos VIII, v, 3 “If we assume that the instant,

which is the end of the existence of a thing and the beginning of
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its non existence, is at once a part of the actual existence of the

thing and of its actual non existence, then a thing will be

existent and non existent in one and the same instant Take for

example, the case of Socrates who was alive during a certain past

time and dead during a certain future time If we assume that he

was alive at the end of the past time and dead at the beginning of

the future time then inasmuch as the end of the past time and
the beginning of the future time is one in subject and is mdivisi

ble it will follow that Socrates will have been at once alive

and dead in one and the same instant Hence it must be inferred

that an instant has nothing actual about it but that it is only a

dividing point between opposite kinds of existence just as it is

only a dividing point between the past and the future, but when
viewed with respect to the past it is more properly to be regarded

as the end of the past rather than as the beginning of the future

and when viewed with respect to the future it is more properly to

be regarded as the beginning of the future
”

n!?an ct hd ixn ^jnsn kxdh mu sod pbn nnyn© unn
n-iyn

1

? n^nnn p 03 an© *?yu>a vnjnD pbn id eu u n m
'n K2fD) nTiP naV atnpiD© nr *?©oi <nn« nnyn nn -njm kxdj nann tn

pn n ^an Kin nm nann n m n’nyn pn n^nnna nai naiyn pi Saa

nra y nnm> nmaa Kin pWina vtai «cma nn« n'nyn n^nrrn aaiyn

nan nnya nn’ a in'© no n?V» nn' nnw nnya nai 'n tanpio n rr©

nmyni nmjn i'a naa wine? laa D'Dann nis'xan pa S'naom ‘pyiDa

fpiT naiy^ rv^an rrn » n«n nnv n'n naiyn pra ©pin n©aa© kVk

TnyV nWinn n'n'© 'un nm n'n ttnnnan pra ©pn n©*oi nuiy^ n^nnn

And so Crescas seems to argue that since Aristotle draws that

distinction in a single motion, why not apply it also to opposite

motions and prove thereby their continuity?

Crescas argument against the proposition is reproduced by
Pico Della Mirandola m Exatnen Doclnnae Vamtahs Gentium

VI, 2 'Non recipitur et lllud, solum motum orbicularem esse

continuum, atque rationes Aristotehs quibus id probare sategerat

fabulas appellat Hasdai et nigrum cun movetur ad albedinem

licet non quiescat m ea, sed denigretur non tamen sequitur

propterea ut dealbetur simul et denigreatur, sed ratione diversa,

hoc est, quatenus dealbatur potest id asseri, et quatenus deni

gratur hoc etiam potest affirman nec absurdum est ullum,’
1

21 Cf above Prop VII, p 243, n 8
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22 This is the refutation of the second argument, viz
, that

between two opposite rectilinear motions, like upward and down
ward, there must be an instant or rest A similar refutation of

the argument, containing a similar illustration of two objects,

one rising and the other falling, may be found in Joannes Versor s

Quaesttones Physicarum Liber VIII, Quaesho XI

“Question XI Whether that which returns in its motion

must come to rest at the point of its returning

It would seem that it is not so For if a small pebble is thrown

upward, while a stone of the size of a millstone is coming down
ward in the opposite direction, the pebble will have to return

downward without having first come to rest at all for, were it

not so, the millstone will have to come to rest too, but that is

impossible

Second, if we assume that the pebble which was thrown upward
had come to rest prior to its beginning to come down, it will follow

that a heavy object will remain at rest in a place above without

anything supporting it, but that is impossible,
*

mnn mm3 rrrspn ru wn injmna -inn mw hd So ok ,k n rbmn
pt* noo 1

? mv nvri rbytf? jep pa ybm dk o nn p mw
k*7 dm ,V?o nmiD *73 'Vdd nooV ruapn pkh awn nn ,o”rv“D nVru

im 3 k pm nn Q”nnn inw 3”in> id

ynn1 nn ,nn tw onip nnn nVyoS n3*?tMn p«n nrvn dk n'x>

131 yjoj nr nm ,^3 po* 'Sod nSyoa oipoa m na3n nmn nvp®

This argument of Crescas is also reproduced by Pico Della

Mirandola “Illud quoque falsum inter duos contrarios motus

necessario quietem mtercedere ahoqui sequeretur ut pondus

mgens, ut mons altissimus, super re levissima ascendere pro

cumbens, sisteret moturn et quietis interponeret morulam, et

ipso in aere conquiesceret, * (Bxamen Doctnnae Vamiahs Gentium

VI, 2)

A similar argument by Descartes, Oeuvres, ed Cousin, IX, pp
71, 77, is referred to by Julius Guttmann m his “Chasdai Creskas

als Kritiker der anstotelischen Physik/' Festschrift zum stebzigsten

Geburtstage Jakob Guttmanns , p 43, n 1

23 The argument contained in this passage may be interpreted

as follows
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In Prop XIV, Mairnomdes states that generation and cor

ruption are always preceded by a change in quality As we shall

see later (Prop XIV, nip 628) by the terms generation and
corruption Mairnomdes means relative generation and corruption,

l e , the substantial change undergone by an actually existent

object in passing from one form to another That concomitant

quahtatrve change, which must always precede a relative sub

stantial change, must not necessarily be in opposite directions

It may as well be in one direction Thus when water changes

from cold to hot, with reference to coldness and heal
,

it is one

continuous qualitative change in one direction, but with reference

to cold water and hot water
, it is a relative substantial change the

corruption of cold water and the generation of hot water (cf

Prop IV, n 8, p 513) Now, Crescas seems to argue, if you
say that between the corruption of cold water and the generation

of hot water or, as he suggests to call it the end of one generation

and the beginning of another generation, there must be an actual

instant of rest, you will also have to assume the existence of an
actual instant of rest in the concomitant continuous qualitative

changes from coldness to heat Bift this is absurd Hence, Crescas

would expect us to conclude, that there is no actual instant of

rest between generation and corruption

PROPOSITION XIV

Part I

1 The Hebrew text of the proposition follows Isaac ben Nathan's

translation of Altabrizi

The proposition is based upon the following passage in Physics

VIII, 7, 260a,26~260b,5 " But since there are three motions, one
according to magnitude, another according to passive quality,

and another according to place, which we call lation, it is neces

sary that lation should be the first since it is impossible there

should be increase unless alteration had a prior subsistence

If also a thing is changed in quality, it is necessary there should

be that which produces the change in quality It is evident,

therefore, that the thing which moves does not subsist similarly

but at one time is nearer and at another time more remote from
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that which is changed in quality But this cannot subsist

without lation
99

It will ha\e been noticed, however, that, unlike Maimomdes,
Aristotle makes no mention of the priority of locomotion and

qualitative change to generation and corruption He only

speaks of the priority of locomotion to qualitative and quantita

tive change

The discrepancy between Maimomdes and Aristotle has been

pointed out by Shem-tob in his commentary on the Moreh

Munk, in an attempt to justify Maimomdes, takes the term

“alteration \ flliWii, in this proposition not in its usual sense of

qualitative change (see Pi op IV, n 3, p 500) but in the sense of

substantial change or generation (cf, Guide II, p 14, n 2) From
Crescas* discussion of this proposition, however, where he uses

the expression “motions of quality**, 7«n myw (p 282) for

Maimomdes* ' alteration \ nunort, it is dear that he understood

the latter term in its usual sense In this sense it is also taken

by Narboni and Hillel of Verona

It seems, therefore, that the term “alteration** is to be taken

in its usual sense Still it is possible to remove the discrepancy

between Maimomdes and Aristotle by taking the expression

* generation and corruption in the proposition to refer to

relative generation and coriuption l e to the generation

and corruption which marks the substantial change from one

subject to another (see Prop IV, n 8, p 513) This kind of

generation and corruption is always concomitant with the other

three changes and is preceded by alteration (see Prop IV, n 14,

p 519) In Crescas himself we have i definite statement,

apropos of something else, that by “generation and corruption**

in this proposition is meant “ relative generation* ,
tiDPDJ JTVl (p

582, 1 8) In the same sense the expression seems to have

been understood by Narbom and Hillel of Verona

2 Hebrew tfiarD The same term is used by Narboni THUD nn

mro Averroes uses in this connection the term HYpra (see

quotation below in n 3) The characterization of the proof as

“inductive** is based upon the following statement in Physics

VIII, 7, 261a, 27-28 “That lation, therefore, is first of motion,

is from these things evident (4>avspbv Ik to£tw)"
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3 Cf Physics VIII, 7, 260b, 16-19 ‘For that which is first, as

in other things, may be predicated multifariously for that is

said to be prior, without which other things will not be, but which

can itself exist without others (1 e , what he calls later priority

tn nature 0i/<ret, cf below n 4) that also is said to be prior

which is first m time {xpbvol) and that which is first in essence

(xar ovo iav) * He then proceeds to show that locomotion is

prior to all the other motions m all the senses enumerated

Intermediate Physics VIII, v, 4 "Tint it must be the first of

all the kinds of translation and that it must be prior to them in

nature and in time may be shown in se\eral ways 3 1 did**}

D p D3 “IK1 ]DD1 JQD3 )U nOTip K IV) pnjTI 3 oh "TlKW'l rrnt)V

Again For when the other motions exist, this one must exist,

whereas when this motion exists the other motions must not

necessarily exist This is the definition of prior in nature, as

has been explained in its proper place But that it must exist

when other motions exist, can be demonstrated by induction
,f

#b H’n nNXDi twoi n in myum -ikp nxoi 'nb

wpia hd to yam DTipn t» nn mjwn natcconv n«irr

m
' p n a na ay mjnam -i*w wwna Nxontf djdhi

Crescas seems to intimate here that in the proposition the term

n»Tip, Arabic tnpN refers to "priority in time
1

whereas the

term DHD nwtn Arabic Krtt^lN as explained by Maimomdes him
self means 1

priority in nature

4 Cf Physics Will 9 265a 16-23 "And the motion in a circle is

prior to that which is in a right line because it is simple and more

perfect The perfect is prior by nature by reason

(X67w t 1 e
,
Kar ohalav

t
cf above n 3), and by time (xp^vw)

to the imperfect
*

5 Cf Physics VIII, 9, 265a, 27-32 "But it happens reasonably,

that the motion in a circle is one and continued, and not that

which is in a right line for of the motion which is in a right line,

the beginning, middle, and end are bounded and it contains all

these m itself so that there is whence that which is moved began,

and where it will end ,
for everything rests in boundaries, either

from whence or whither it is moved , but these m circular^motion

are indefinite
”
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6 Hebrew JWtP1 N^l, literally, “and no change occurs to it
”

But I take it to refer to the uniformity of the velocity of the

circular motion of the spheres rather than to the unchangeability

and incorruptibility of their substance (see Prop XII, Part II,

n 11, p 614), thus reflecting the statements contained in the

following passages

Physics VIII, 9, 265b, 11-14 “Further still, the motion alone

m a circle can be equable {ojxaKvi) >
f°r things which are moved

in a right line, by how much farther they are distant from that

which is at rest, are moved by so much the swifter
* 1

Intermediate Physics VIII, v, 4 “Furthermore circular motion

can be equable for the rectilinear natural motions undergo

variation with reference to swiftness and slowness

nrw*n myunnp nn rm> nvw na -wok rvatton nyunn m mjn

nVTNi nnnD3 ana ma* myatn
4Itabmi “Circular motion is always of the same order, and

no variation occurs to it as it does to rectilinear motion, for the

latter, when natural becomes stronger in the end, and, when
violent, becomes stronger in the middle and weaker at the end,

thus proving that rectlmear motion suffers variation
”

mm nyvnb pamp )od nb pam ah mo by tot n»nm

km nn mana nmn dki n -inwp prnnn km nn jnaa nmn dk ,km *a

nu^nno rwri njmnn nnm ,*iiDa te^nm yxoKa prnnn

7 That is to say, the celestial sphere

8 Hebrew nttwi byon bx non my bn# The term byo may be

taken here either as a noun, meaning actuality
,
or as a participle,

meaning agent

In the former sense, which I have adopted in the translation of

the text, it occurs in the Moreh ha Moreh “Locomotion may be

like perfect actuality in which there is no admixture of potentiali

ty An instance of such locomotion is to be found in the case

of the spheres
*

* ppn kw na anym xbv -nan bytb nam
n'b&yn Similarly also Altabrizi “This kind of motion, 1 e

,

the circular, is the most important of all the motions for an

other reason, for it occurs to its subject in a manner implying a

perfection in its essence ” tkpd maai nnv Jra’oon b 1 .nyunn mn
my rmbv ttk rm\b mpn man km >a ,p 0} mymn All these state
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ments about the actuality and perfection of circular motion

reflect the following statement m Physics VIII 9, 265a, 16-17

"And the motion in a circle is prior to that which is in a right

line, for it is simple and more perfect
*

If the term is taken here in the other sense the passage

should be translated as follows 'but that in everything it is like

the Perfect Agent [from which it proceeds]'
1

It would thus

reflect the following statement of Altabnzi
4 But as for circular

motion, it does not undergo any change at all, proceeding, as it

does from the action of a single force* * nn nmaDT o^wi

nrjH roo mmo two 9V?d 'jbnnn

Part II

9 Hebrew rDPDj rPVi The term occurs as a translation of

two Greek words (1) at<b\ovdos
t
consequent upon or incident to

(see Prop IV, n 2 p 497) (2) lepers successive (see Prop I

Part I, n 113, p 376) The two meanings of this word are so

much alike that it is hard to tell m which sense it is used in any
particular place It is of greater importance alwa>s to discover

what the term means to emphasize

Here the emphasis is upon the fact that the generation is con

sequent upon something or successive to something in the sense

of its being preceded by something as opposed to generation out

of nothing

In the following passage of Or Adonai I> 11
, 20, the emphasis is

upon the succession of one thing after the disappearance of another

"It is possible that the spheres are generated and destroyed in

succession
*

* morona noim mn rrnnp tpdk -nop nn

In Altabrizi (Prop VI) it is used m the sense of a necessary

consequence of a cause as opposed to an act of volition and choice

"But if the cause of that motion is something within the body,

the latter is said to be moved of itself But this is subdivided

into two parts If the motion proceeds from the cause by design

and choice, it is called voluntary motion
,
if without design and

choice, it is called sequential motion ' f

hvto iV tdn1 nan awn mn pud th nyunn nmn noo nmn or dVwi

njrunn Nvn ,n*rru1 nrdo udd nmon rrnirw or rvji judsjd yyuno

nawOT nyiann wm nTnm ruD *nVno w rrnann
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10 Cf Or Adonat III, 1

11 The point of Crescas* comment is this If we assume the

world as a whole to be eternal, there being no first generation,

it is true that with referenre to each generated being within the

ungenerated world, arising as they all do from one another

mn), locomotion must be the first of all motions But

if we assume the world to be generated, having been created in

time, then the act of generation will have to be the first motion

This comment of Crescas is based upon a passage of Aristotle,

in which, aftei having stated that locomotion is the first of all mo
tions, he proceeds to show that that statement does not hold true

unless the world xs assumed to be ungenerated Cf Physics VIII,

7, 260b, 30-261a, 10 “ In each of these things which have genera

tion, however, it is necessary that Iation should be the last motion

For after a thing is generated, it is first necessary that there

should be change in quality and mciease, but Iation is the motion

of things which are now perfect But it is necessary that some

thing else should be prior, which is moved according to Iation,

and which is also the cause of generation to generated natures,

not being generation itself, as that which generates is prior to

that which is generated But generation may seem to be the

first of motions because it is necessary that a thing should first

be generated This indeed takes place m each of the things which

are generated , but it is necessary that something else should be

moved prior to things which are generated itself subsisting

without being generated and it is necessary that there should

be something else prior to this But since it is impossible that

generation should be first (for if it were the case, everything that

is moved should be corruptible), it is evident that no one of the

successive motions can be prior
0

12 For the common underlying shapeless matter first receives

its four distinct specific forms, namely, the forms of the four

elements, in consequence of which it is moved in space either up

ward or downward See De Caelo IV, 3, 310b, 33-34 “A token

of which is this, that locomotion belongs to things that are entire

and complete, and is last in generation of motions
*

* Cf quota

tion from the Physics abo\e in n 11
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Gersomdes* commentary on Interm De Caelo I
r
vi “We say

that the first matter receives first the first qualities, 1 e , heat, cold

moisture dryness, and these are related to it as form, and it is

for this reason that these qualities are called the forms of the

elements, as will be shown m De GeneraHone el CorrupUone '

npm 01m on rvmwn m d m -umn bip' TOmtf naan

nms m d kh nbx vi nrVi mvn nnioa \nn 1 1 am mnVm
"i vn Ttan'w idd nmovi

13 Hebrew rvbm no:n By this is obviously meant the ‘cor

poreal form* which is called by Plotinus and the Ifiwan al-Safa

simply ‘quantity (cf Prop X notes 16, 18) The expression is

the exact equivalent of irocrdv Ka86\ov quantum in general {De

GeneraHone el Corruphone I 5, 322a, 16)

PROPOSITION XV

Part I

1 The Hebrew text of the proposition follows Ibn Tibbon’s

translation of the Moreh except for the expression njmn 1

? in

which it follows Isaac ben Nathan s translation of Altabrizi Ibn

Tibbon has njmnn *in« y>n:

2 Crescas’ analysis of the proposition is based upon Altabrizi

and Averroes, though it does not follow them throughout (see

below n 5) Altabrizi says here " Know that this proposition

contains three problems, nnpn vbv by rmpa mn naipm^ jrn

Averroes gives the following outline of Aristotle’s discussion of

time Intermediate Physics IV, in
,

1 The purpose of this summa
is to discuss the essence of time and the instant, the kind of

existence that time has, and if time belongs to those things which

exist in a subject, what its subject is, and in what way does it

exist in that subject
’

nftD m oh) vm'x& mnxd nm mym pin mnm ras bbzn m
mn viin'xd “| m )b wwi ns mn

It will have been noticed that in place of Crescas’ nunpn,

Altabrizi uses niTpn (Anonymous translation nwpa and also ensn)

See Prop VII, Part I, n 2 (p 540)
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3 Altabrizi
11
First, to prove what time is,” TO DHD nriK

pin ninD

4 Altabrizi
41
Second, to prove that time and motion are joined

together in such a manner that they can in no way be separated

from each other " tw & oyan nywn ay pm nm mHxx tn'm\

bba imn p dhd im

5 This is not found m Altabrizi Crescas, however, has made
a special topic of it in order to use it later as his mam point of

attack on Aristotle's definition of time His own definition, as

will be shown subsequently (below n 23), divorces the idea of

time from motion

6 Altabrizi "Third, to prove that that which is immovable

does not come under time ” *b yyw tib ivw nvbm
pin nnn bw

7 Before giving his own definition of time, Aristotle says "In

the first place, then, it will be well to doubt concerning it, through

exoteric reasons, whether it ranks among things oi among non

entities, and in the next place to consider what its nature is"

(Physios IV, 10, 217b, 31-32) Proving first that time has

existence, Aristotle then summarizes the views of the ancients

with regard to time "For some say that it is the motion of the

universe but others that it is the sphere itself But the

sphere of the universe seemed to those who made that assertion

to be time, because all things are in time and in the sphere of the

universe" (ibid 218a, 33-2 18b, 7)

Intermediate Physics IV, m, 1 and 3 "Wherein we shall men
tion the doubts raised by the dialecticians as to the existence of

time The views held by the ancients with regard to time

are two First, the view of him who believes that time is the

motion of the universe, l e
,
the rotation of the whole heaven

Second, the view of him who believes that we are all in time

and that all things are in the sphere
9 *

mjnm pm n o' rraon on o’pbdd vn im nipson tows
njrnn ton pm mnv njn nna mjn w pa a'Jionp*? vn im
aba mom pa ybw rww vd njn ,wii Q'wn ba sup b i ,Van

)DD
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Simplicious in his comment on this passage says that the first

view mentioned by Aristotle is that which “ Eudemus, Theo-

phrastus Alexander, conceived to be the opinion of Plato ' Simpli

cius himself, however, denies that Plato identified time with

motion, and argues that Plato, like Aristotle, held time to be only

the measure of motion As to the second view mentioned by
Aristotle, he says that it is that of "the Pythagoreans, who
perhaps derived it from the assertion of Archytas who said that

the universal time is the interval of the nature of the universe
1 9

(Cf Simplicius in Phvsica
t ed Diels, p 700,11 16-22, and Taylor’s

translation of the Physics p, 242 n 4)

Ihese two ancient views mentioned by Aristotle, supplemented

by Aristotle s own view, form the basis of Plotinus threefold

classification of the various theories of tune Enneads III, vu,

6 "For time may be said to be either (a) motion, or (b) that

which is moved or (c) something pertaining to motion " He
then continues ‘Of those, however, who say that time is motion,

some indeed assert that it is every motion
,
but others, that it is

the motion of the universe But those who say it is that which

is moved, assert it to be the sphere of the universe But those

who say that it is something pertaining to motion consider it

either as extension of motion, or as its measure, or as some con-

sequence of motion in general or of regulated motion
’ *

The classification of the various views on time given by the

Ifcwan al Safa (cf Dieterici, Dte Naturanschauung und Nalurphtlo

sophie der Araber, pp 14-16, Arabic text, Dte Abhandlmgen der

Ichwdn Es Safdt p 35) is evidently based upon the discussions of

Aristotle and Plotinus They enumerate four views First,

the popular view that time is the passage of years, months, days,

and hours Second, the view which we have already met with

in Aristotle and Plotinus, that time is the number of the motion

of the celestial sphere Third, a view which we shall discuss

subsequently and show that it can be traced to Plotinus’ own
view (see below n 23) Fourth, the view discussed by Aristotle

(see above n 7) that time does not belong to the realm of existing

things

In Altabnzi three views are mentioned in addition to that of

Aristotle "We say that the ancients differed as to the essence of

tune according to four views First, that time exists m itself, is
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neither a body nor anything belonging to body, but is something

which has necessary existence in virtue of itself Second, that

it is the body that encompasses al] the bodies of the universe

namely, the celestial equator Third, that it is the motion of the

celestial equator
”

nmy Rial r™ irra nriR myi y;m pn nnaa own ip^n tbra

nmw rwm niR son a nna Rim 'wi rVi djw uasya

cm nw nyiin Mrw hj> ovnw Rim o^iyn ^pai

(oin n» W?), -A+Jl Aj LvrjpzpLvds kvk\qs equidiurnal

circle
,
equator)

Here, again, the second and third views are those reported by

Aristotle and Plotinus, whereas the first view we shall show to

reflect Plotinus' own conception of time (see below n 23)

8 Hebrew iDsnfl ^rud om rb Reflects the following statement

in Intermediate Physics IV in, 3 Whence has been demonstrated

the untenability of what the ancients have said concerning the

essence of time
* 1 pm osya ouionpn innoRP no nosn hid nRnnn run

9 Hebrew njnru viR/iom ompi nsDB mro This is rather an

imperfect reproduction of Aristotle's definition of time in

Physics IV, 11, 219b, 1-2 'For time is this, the number of

motion according to prior and posterioi
1

rovro ykp eanv

6 Xpbvos, kptdpbs uvY)<xea)s Kara ro irpbrtpov /cal vartpov

Crescas* version of the definition, however, is found m the

following places

Averroes’ Epitome oj the Physics IV, p 18a mana Rin pin run

nyvm rjttttn Tnwi&m cnipn mso

Narbom on Moreh I, 73, Prop III ompi m£>D RV7 pm ’D

nyunno nriRnom

An accurate translation of Aristotle’s definition is given by

Maimomdes himself m his letter to Samuel ibn fibbon Kobeq

Teshubot ha Rambam we Iggerotaw II, p 27b ‘Time is the measure

of motion according to prior and posterior tn motion ’
* pffl

njnana irianm empa njrunn myp vm
A somewhat freer, but still accurate, rendering of this definition

occurs in Moreh I, 52 " For time is an accident joined to motion,

when the latter is viewed with reference to priority and pos

tenonty and is numbered accordingly ** nyvrb pm mpD pin ’3

maw rpnm mmarri nonpn py ru ima
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It will have been noticed that in Maimomdes' two lenderings

of Aristotle's definition one uses the term “ measure * while the

other uses the term 1 number ’

' This point will be discussed

below in n 24

It will also have been noticed that in the first of these ren-

derings, which was evidently meant to be an accurate translation

of Aristotle, the expression “according to prior and posterior
' 9

is

qualified by the phrase * hn motion ' Similar qualifying phrases

occur in the following translation of the definition

Intermediate Physics IV, m, 1 “ It is evident that the definition

of time agreed upon is that it is the number of motion according

to prior and posterior m its parts
9 9 dddidh TW ixon ton

n p^nn -inwnm cmpa nyunn nsoa ww 1 by

Altabnzi, Prop XV “Fourth, that time is the measure of

motion according to the priority and posteriority that are not

conjoined ’ * w
1

? mn «m rrDHpn nywin wirw my mm
raruv

Narboms commentary on Kawwanot ha Pilosofim III, iv

“Aristotle has defined time as tfre number of motion according

to the prior and posterior in motion ' ' rtbo pm Tn WIN
njnanai nnKnom cmpn mjnann Again prrw luonw tbkbo mn
rn nriKnom trnpn nyunn isdd win

The reason for these additional qualifying phrases may be
stated as follows

Aristotle s definition m its original wording, namely, that time

is the number of motion according to prior and posterioi, was
felt to be somewhat ambiguous, for place, too, has the distinction

of prior and posterior In fact, Aristotle himself points out this

analogy (Physics IV, 11, 219a, 14-19) But there is the fol-

lowing difference between the prior and posterior of place and
those of time In the former case, they are co subsistent in the

latter case they are successive It was in order, therefore, to

make it unmistakably clear that the phrase puor and posterior

used in the definition of time is the successive kind that the

phrase ‘in motion', or some similar phrase, was added as a
qualification of 'prior and posterior

'

Cf Narbom's commentary on the Kawwanot ha-Ptlosofim II,

iv “Motion as has been shown, is said to be measured m a two-
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fold respect First, with reference to the distance traversed

Second, with reference to time Consequently, when we use

the expression
4

the number of motion with reference to prior

and posterior, * the 'prior and posterior may also refer to the

parts of the distance/ for those parts likewise are the measure

of the motion which is performed over them but these prior and

posterior are in position and are generally known not to be

in time, inasmuch as they do not measure motion with reference

to the nature of succession that exists in it or with reference to

the character of possibility that it possesses It is therefore

necessary to include m the definition the phrase 'm motion [after

'prior and posterior], for that phrase constitutes the final diffe

rentm by which time js distinguished from the other measure of

motion which is not time
”

,ynn ixd odd dud myp nRarw v» p cn njmrfr® 'tb)

*?y -idn* -ns inwan ompa njmnn nsoo mm rvm ,prn ixo wm
nnro cnip vm on^y "wra njwA njw m *3 rpTi 'pVn

,njmn Vd nnrow nnwxo ^wra nny^ afw nrtR pn m rp jma isdi

nyporiD inHa1 jnrwn triann Rin ^ njram nVo t» *|W^ nil? main

prrr iru ipr nyun^ ntw*

Similar explanations are given by Averroes, Epitome of the

Physics IV, p 17b, and Altabnzi, Prop XV
The additional qualifying phrase, however is often omitted

as, eg, in the following translations of Aristotle’s definition

Abraham bar Hiyya, Megiilat ha Megalleh t p 10 R*?R pin )'R

miRDi Qipn *fbm pD
Gersomdes, Milfyamot Adonai VI, 1

, 21, p 386 nfcQTW no ujdd

nnRnoi o-npa nyunn idddm pm yw
AH the above quoted passages are direct versions of Aristotle’s

formal definition of time But in both Hebrew and Arabic

philosophic texts we find another definition of time, which, while

assuming with Aristotle that time is not independent of motion

or of objects which are in motion, is phrased differently from

Aristotle’s definition

We find such a definition m Saadia, who says that "time is

nothing but the extension of the duration of bodies” {Emunot

m Deot II, 11), U> • -u L-j) j o wh pirn

'awn DVp did m (Arabic text, p 102) or that "The essence of
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time is the duration of these existent things" {ibid I, 4)
Ij

U* n^Kn niNsoin nm»n widn Sqk (Arabic

text p 71) Cf Guttmann Religtonsphilosophie d Saadia, p 80

Similarly Abraham bar Hiyya defines time as OK ’3 WNW
nue«»n mayo t/rrDN *in« now htdk (Hegyon ha Nefesh I, p
2a) In this last quotation, if we accept the reading man and

take it as the equivalent of the Arabic »Jl-*, usually translated

by nx’Vo, ton (see below quotation from Altabrizi)
,
the definition

would mean that time ‘is nothing but a term signifying the

duration of existent things, ’ thus corresponding to Saadia’s

second definition But if we emend the dubious m’DN or m'DN
to read mo, then it would correspond to Saadia’s first definition

A similar definition is also found in Algazah “Time is a term
signifying the duration of motion, that is to say, the extension

of motion ’
' jI-a—

I ^ ^->*1) 'a* „>Lx jb.^)|

(Ma&a$td al Falastfah III, p 192) b i nynnn nyo ]on ’3

nyum “|IMna (MS Cambridge University Libiary, Mm 6 30)
njrcm mtwann b i nyunn ma*? ioi iorn ’3 (MS ibid

,
Mm 8 24)

In the same passage, however, Algazah reproduces Aristotle’s

definition that “time is a term signifying the measure of the
motion of the spheres according to its division into prior and
posterior nrwiai amp lp'ibm tssx a’^in nyun ny®a nx'ha pm ran

The common element in all these definitions is the use of the

term extension (Saadia 4 mo, Algazah *l*t~»l
# -pal, riiotrBnn)

and “duration” (Saadia ^
,
avp, finnan, Abraham bar Hiyya

may), and this extension or duration is said to be either of

"bodies ’ (Saadia) or of “existent beings’ (Saadia, Abraham
bar Hiyya) or of "motion ’ (Algazah), all of which mean the
same thing That it is not a mere coincidence that they all

happen to use this definition but that there must be some common
literary source to account for it, is not unreasonable to assume
That source, I believe, is to be found in a definition which is

attributed to various Greek philosophers

According to Plutarch, time is defined by Plato as “the exten-
sion (St&<rrifjua) of the motion of the world” (De Placttts

Phtlosophorum I, 21)

Simplicius reports that Zeno defined time as the extension
($iA<rnj/ta) of motion, and that Chrysippus defined it as the ex
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tension of the motion of the world (Zeller Stoics, Epicureans,

and Sceptics, p 186, n 6)

Similarly Plotinus reports that those who say that time is

something pertaining to motion consider it either as the extension

{hikcrrriixa) of motion or as its measure " (Enneads III, vu 6)

All these definitions make use of the term fitcumj^a which

undoubtedly underlies the Arabic • *'*-*' and ^
,
and their

Hebrew equivalents, used bv Saadia, Abraham bar Hiyya and

Algazah All these definitions are essentially the same as

Austotles, in so far as they make time dependent upon motion

or upon the existence of things which have motion It can,

theiefoie be readily seen how easy it was to have Aristotle's

definition merged with this new definition

10 Hebrew UTOX’ vhv O'-QTl too, which is an indirect way
of saying “substances ** See definition of substance in Prop X,

Part I, notes 8, 9 (p 573)

It Crescas is restating here the successive steps which lead up

to Aristotle s definition of time

In the fiist place, he proves that it must exist in some other

subject His proof js taken from the following passage of

Aristotle “That time, therefore, in shoit, is not, or that it

scarcely and obscurely is, may be suspected fiom the following

considerations One part of it was, and is not, another part is

future, and is not yet, but from these parts infinite time and that

which is always assumed is composed That, however, which is

composed from things that are not, does not appear to be ever

capable of participating of essence’* {Physics IV, 10, 217b, 32-

218a, 3)

Intermediate Physics IV, m, 1 “One of the reasons that leads

one to doubt the existence of time is as follows Time is divided

into past and future Either of these parts is non existent, for

the past is already completed and gone, the future is not yet come

But that whose parts are non existent, is itself non existent

Hence time does not exist
M

raty Vk vp^n iptow pw era pm rwxao tpacr im oraTfl

Tnym ,0^1 posi *uo nayrw nn kkoj ^0 nn« rnjn

oh ran asm wi nan q'kxd:i vp*?n vn» to ^01 yny w *6

k&h mVa i»?n 1
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This Aristotelian reasoning underlies the following passage in

Abraham bar Hiyyas Megittat ha-Megalleh t p 6 Time has no

more stability and permanency than the turn of the wheel The
part of time that has past, 1 e that which has gone before, as

yesternight, yesterday, the day before yesterday and so forth, is

already past and gone and is nothing and ml The part of time

that is yet to come as the next day, tomorrow, in the future and

so forth, exists only in potentiality and has not yet come into

existence The part of time that now is has no continuance of

existence but flows and rolls on and on like water flowing down
the slope

”

nmpn bzx Trap fefcn n$p-b pn Ttwo rrray b pn fan)

nnpi on lob *iw 'jdi nwbv *7i&riK b?dn wo 0ipn prn p
torb} di ib) mm mno po pm id hid

1

? Yny Kin tbw djdki
1
n

nnm nyo udd Kin -ww ,nt2>po nb uer kVi nan on on nn« boi

yum onran o*m qVm Vrmm iw Kin Von noip w«
The simile of flowing water is also mentioned by Hille! of

Verona in Prop IV “The parts of time are three, or rather two,

namely past and future The future continues for ever

infinitely like the rushing of the water of an overflowing river

This comparison between water and time is found in the works of

the philosophers

KXD’ Tnpn nn Ynyi nny naan ou® w rwbv on pn 'p^rn

pb hvonn hmn nr w owawn nmn ww nma wo *]1D ytb Tan ns

D’SIDl^DH nSJDO

12 Having shown that time cannot be an independent substance,

again like Aristotle, Crescas endeavors now to show that time

cannot be identical with motion Aristotle as well as Averroes

produce two arguments to disprove this identification (cf Physics

IV 10, 218b, 9-18) Of these two arguments Crescas reproduces,

in modified form, the second argument which is found in Physics

IV, 10, 2I8b, 13-18 “Besides, every change is swifter and
slower, but time is not for the slow and the swift are defined by
time, since that is swift which is much moved in a short time
and that is slow which is but a little moved in a long time But
time is not defined by time, neither because it is a certain quan
tity, nor because it is a certain quality It is evident, therefore,

that time is not motion ’ 1
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Intermediate Physics IV, m, 1 “The second argument is that

every change is swift or slow, but in time there is no swiftness or

slowness Now, the swiftness and slowness of motion are defined

by time, for we say the swift is that which traverses a certain

distance m a short time, and the slow is that which traverses

the same distance m a longer time Consequently, if time were

identical with motion, the term motion would be included in the

definition of swift and slow motion, but while we say that

a certain motion takes place in a long time or in a short time, we
do not say that motion takes place in motion

”

W) nnvra prV hxw minm yno rp/T tw swn

ni) Rn ito ™ mo pD D5o» rorona “nirnm nnvwr run

rjna nnv pja win inm asp pn nnKn ttow
mniKom m non njronn no nmp 1

? nynnn ?wn nywn mn pinm
njwn njnarvj o tow vb) ysp) pnn po nyunn nm now w *

13 Having already shown that time cannot be a substance nor

identical with motion, Crescas now endeavors to prove that time

must in some way or other belong to motion or, more specifically,

that it is an accident of motion Here, too, Crescas closely fol

lows Aristotle's method of procedure, for Aristotle, too, after

having shown that time is not identical with motion proceeds to

prove that time nevertheless cannot be perceived without motion

(cf Physics IV, 11, 218b, 21ff ) and concludes with the statement

that “Since, therefore, it is not motion, it is necessary that it

should be something belonging to motion” (.Physics IV, 11, 219a,

9-10)

Intermediate Physics IV, m, 1 “Having been made evident that

time is not identical with motion and that it is also not without

motion, it becomes clear that it must be one of the properties

of motion We must therefore investigate what that property

is, for when we know what that is, we shall know what time is
1 *

vm mntf nh) an nynna pn ,nyun w* piw rbw inm

prn oxy ujrr ,mn na raw o ,mvi m no pjm nywn vm&

The proof given here by Crescas, however, differs from the one

found m Aristotle and Averroes Aristotle proves that time

must belong to motion by showing first that magnitude, motion,

and time are all interrelated, and then by further showing that
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the distinction of prior and posterior, which primarily subsist in

place, or magnitude, must also be found in motion and time

Physics IV, 11 219a, 14-19 1 But prior and posterior primari

ly subsist in place and here indeed in the position of the parts

Since, however, there are prior and posterior in magnitude it is

also necessary that these should be in motion, analogous to the

prior and posterior which are there Moreover, there are also

prior and posterior in time because one of these is always con

sequent to the other
1

1

Intermediate Physics IV, 111 , 1 “Inasmuch as prior and posterior

are something belonging to magnitude and distance, they must
also belong to motion, that is to say, prior and posterior are to

exist in motion for it is self evident that the prior and posterior

of motion are not identical with motion but are rather a pair

of its properties, just as the prior and posterior in magnitude are

not identical with magnitude but are a pair of its properties
”

from pmm my^n w v non nnKnom dtipn nw nnV

cmprw mya namo wn o “inborn anpn rn inxd v b -» nynnnw
irwnoni ompn inn hwdd rm an djbni ,nyunn m « nywia nnanam

vmso myttfn myaa

Crescas, as will have been noticed, has slightly departed from

his sources He tries to show the connection between time and

motion by “swiftness and slowness” rather than by priority and
posteriority ' The change is immaterial That it was, however,

done intentionally is clear from Crescas' subsequent reference

to it Cf below n 16

The reason for Crescas departure from his original sources

may be conjectured as follows By proving that time belongs to

motion on the ground of its being the measure of the swiftness

and slowness of motion, he could immediately conclude his main

point “that time must also be an accident adjoined to motion/

inasmuch as swiftness and slowness are accidents of motion

Had he followed the original argument of Aristotle and Averroes,

he would have had to go through several processes of reasoning

before reaching that conclusion First he would have had to

identify time with the prior and the posterior of motion Then
he would have had to show that the prior and the posterior are

not identical with motion Finally he would have had to prove
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from the analogy of space that the prior and the posterior must

be the accidents of motion

14 See quotation above m n 12

15 Cf Intermediate Physics IV, m 1
1 For motion, as has been

said, is related to magnitude, and time is related to motion

Consequently time is the measure of motion 1

rrn pj?n nM njnanV ytm prm ysnn i» njnanw
njronV njnwi djdn pm

16 That is to say, whether you prove that time must be an

accident of motion by showing first that it is the prior and the

posterior of motion and then that the prior and the posterior are

accidents of motion, as did Aristotle and Averroes, or by showing

moie directly that swiftness and slowness which are accidents

of motion are in fact measured by time as did Crescas himself

—

in either case, time is shown to be the measure of motion It

is thus Crescas own allusion to his departure from Austotle and

Averroes in leproduemg their discussion above See above n 13

17 Physics IV, 12, 221a, 9-11 "To have subsistence in time is

one of two things one of which is then to be when tune is and

the other just as we say, that ceitain things are in number
The first of these meanings of being in time is rejected by Ans
totle, who finally concludes "But since that which is m time is

as in number, a certain time may be assumed greater than every

thing which is in time Hence it is necessary that all things

which aie in time should be comprehended by time, just as

other things which are comprehended in anything as, for in

stance, that which is in place by place” (ibid
,
221a, 26-30)

Intermediate Physics IV, m, 3 "Tor their relation to time must

inevitably be conceived in either one of two ways It may mean

that they are when time is Or, it may mean that time compre

hends them and is equal to the duration of their existence and it

measures them, just as we say, that a certain thing is in number,

which means two things First, that it is a part of number or one

of its properties or differentiae Second, that it is enumerated

by a certain number Similarly m time there are these two

relations The relation of the instant to time is like the relation
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of the unit to number which is a part of it The relation of the

puor and the posterior to time is like the relation of the even and

the odd to number, for by the prior and posterior and by the

even and odd time and number are respectively divided in a

primary sense and in them they have their primary differentiae

But the relation of all other things to time is like the relation of

that which is numbered to number, or of that which is compre

hended to that which comprehends it or of that which is in place

to place Consequently, just as in the case of any number it is

possible to conceive a number greater than it so also in the case

of anything which exists in an equal time, it is possible to con

ceive a time transcending it on both ends
1

d kxdj orw nm nrw dk m jy wd imn yw nb pn bn dotto nn

nut nywn djwsd 1

? man on po pn» nm irw om pin nw xd ay

nsoono p^n nn' two ono nna om w ^y -isnai nanntp idd

w pm no tpijdd rrn w-n j ’nma Vnam va'wao w
om ijdd pVn nsDDn nn«n on' an vW nnyn on’ d Drrn nSa

ana o p* nsoon ^ nmarn mnrn on1 wn i nnanom ompn

Dn»D Kin prn a nann nap Dm dwh-ih Q'bnonn am nwm
to p dm oipOT Vn opDoty no in ^un ^ M»jn idddi bn mson

)dd nw no nwao mn udd nm nxd p “upsk td nsoo bo n m
vmsp wd v*?y ny> pi ipdn noD mn mp

18 Physics IV, 12 221b, 3-4 "So that it is evident that eternal

beings, so far as they are eternal, are not in time
*

Intermediate Physics IV, in, 5 As for the eternal, everlasting

beings, they are not m time, inasmuch as time does not transcend

them nor comprehend them 1

1

nn CTHWion 0”nxn D’TOnn OIDM

mu nb} orvby ^ny* nb pint* nn pm am

19 Intermediate Physics IV, in, 5 “And if those things are said

to be in time it is because time measures them, and it does

measure them in so far only as they are moved or in so far as they

are at rest, when their rest implies a corresponding motion

But this applies only to such beings as are capable of motion ’ *

wm Dnyp* pnip nsa pn dto on nato oi&n o^uyn bn vn •mai
d lain om ,nyunn ona nom o'm i» opyunn ana? nso anyp1

lyyurvp os-nop
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20 Cf Simplicius in Physics (ed Dieh, p 741, 11 19-26, and
Taylor’s translation of the Physics

, p 266, n 4) “What then

shall we say of perpetual motion? for a circular motion will be

demonstrated by Aristotle to be perpetual Is this, therefore,

in time or not? for if it is not in tune, time i* not the number of

every motion But if it is in time, how is that in time which time

does not transcend? To this we reply, that because there is

always another and another motion, and never the same accord

mg to number on this account, it is possible to assume a time

greater than th4t which is assumed ’ 1

Cf Moreh ha Moreh II, Prop XV “The eternal motion, i e ,

the motion of the sphere, is not in time as a whole It is, how
ever, said to be m tune with reference to its parts Hence the

sphere does not exist in time at all It is in tune only in so far

as it is in motion But then, too, while an> given part of its

motion is m time, the whole of ns motion is not m time’*

pra Mint? ton* Van pra n!?Vaa nra Wurr nyun npanon nyunm
iso pra Kin Van np>y ba pra wwsco j'k hujn qua p ^yi rrpWa

pia I’m n^aa inyun ha« iota inyun pbnv yyuno kvw

21 Cf above n 18

Intermediate Physics IV, in, S "It is thus clear that that which

is said to have neither motion nor rest is not in time Con
sequently, those beings which continue to exist forever and those

non entities which can never come mto existence aie not m time
"

o**cnn vn mVi pta iu k ro kVi yyuno *nVa loN’tf note imaoi

pia oj’k niK'son Q'yion omym nitwcon ’Tenon

Part II

22 Throughout this chapter Crescas speaks of time being

measured by motion or rest when we should expect him to say

that time is the measure of motion or rest A justification for this

may be found in the following passage m Physics IV, 12
,
220b,

14-16 "We not only, however, measure motion b> time, but

time by motion, because they are bounded by each other
”

Aristotle himself admits that time is not only the measure

of motion but also of rest But he qualifies this statement by

explaining the term rest to mean only the privation of motion in
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the case of such bemgs as are capable of being moved but not the

absolute negation of motion as in the case of beings which are

incapable of being moved

Physics IV, 12, 221b, 7-19 “But since time is the measure of

motion, it is also the measure of rest according to accident for

all rest is in time for it does not follow that as that which is in

motion must necessarily be moved so also that which is in time,

since time is not motion but the number of motion But in the

number of motion there may also be that which is at rest, for not

every thing movable is at rest, but that is at rest which is dc

pnved of motion when it is naturally adapted to be moved, as we
have before observed

' f

Intermediate Physics IV, 111
,

5 “Furthermore, it is evident

that time measures the things which exist m it whether they be

moved or at rest, for inasmuch as it is the measure of motion it

must also be the measure of rest, for opposites are measured by

the same criterion just as they are perceived by the same faculty,

as, e g , light and darkness are perceived by the sense of sight

and sound and silence by the sense of hearing Still, inasmuch

as time is the measure of mottan and not of rest, it measures

motion primarily and essentially and it measures rest secondarily,

by the computation of the measure of a corresponding motion

When we describe a thing which is at rest as being in time it is

not necessary that it should also be m motion, 1 e
,
being actually

moved, for time is not motion but the number of motion, and

as a rule it does not necessarily follow that a thing [1 e the

object at rest] which exists in something [1 e
,
in time] which is

an accident to something else [1 e
,
motion] should also exist in

that something else [1 e ,
in motion]

' *

o'yywiB on® no “iso m D'Kiron 0»Tnn ny®' pm® ron® Tiyi

*0 ,nrroon ny®1® p dj rrnro rrn nyunn ny®& nm® noV® nn o>ro w
mi ,m bvn tik fto niV'opan dot® to dawn nyi®' im ttu
rrn® ntbv ubx ,yo®n ®inn np'n®m Vipm .main ®ina jot n®K ynnrw

.nTOjDi rrntwn nyunV iny® rrn nnuan ibdd tb nyunn niro Kin pm
ojdk nn® mnn :rrr k^i rb m®n nyunn ny®a h'j® nrmb vny®n

iddd Kin djdn nyun ipk pm o ,yyuno n nyura nn rrn'® pra mr

na vtotxd a'nno rrn' nm 1

? mp* Tra ksb'® no )'ki nywn
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As against this statement of Anstotle, the following senes

of counter statements are made by Crescas in this chapter (a)

First, arguing from Aristotle s own point of view, he says that

even if the time of rest is measured by our imagining a corespond

ing motion, time does not require the actual existence of motion

(b) Then arguing against Aristotle s point of view, he maintains

that the time of rest can be measured independent^ and without

our having to imagine a corresponding motion (c) He also

states that rest can be measuied as great and small hvn but

once, loosely, nn much and jew see Prop I, Part II n 33),

without our haung to imigine d corresponding motion (d)

Again, seemingly following Aristotle he speaks of rest as a

privation (T7yn) of motion (e) Finally, throughout this chapter

he maintains that time has existence and that rest is measurable

Without oui having to imagine (lTlVXa) a coriesponding motion,

and still, in his refutation of the third premise, he admits that

by defining time m terms of lest we indnectly form a conception

(h'Wi) of motion

It seems to me that all these statements of Crescas can be com
bined to form a connected argument as follows

What Crescas is trying to establish in opposition to Aristotle

is the principle that for an object to be m time it is not only un

necessary for it to be actually m motion but it is also unnecessary

for it to be capable of motion In Crescas terminology both an

object that is immovable because it is incapable of motion and

an object that does not happen to be moved, though capable of

motion, are desenbrd as being at rest In both cases, then, rest

may be considered in a general way as a privation of motion

But there is the following diffeience between these two kinds of

rest The former kmd of rest is dn absolute privation, implying

not only the absence of motion but also the impossibility of it,

the latter kind is relative privation, implying only the absence of

motion but not its impossibility (On this distinction between

the two kinds of privation, see Moreh I, 58) When Crescas,

therefore, describes rest of the former kmd as a privation of mo
tion, he means absolute privation

Furthermore, both these kinds of rest, according to Crescas,

are measurable, or, to use his own words, thev can be described

as long and short But here, again, there is the following diffe
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rence In the case of the rest of an object capable of motion, the

time during which the object is at rest is measured by our imagm
ing a corresponding motion in the same object In the case of

the rest of an immovable object, the time of the rest is measured

without our having to imagine a corresponding motion in the

same object But how is it measured? The answer to this

question may be found in a comparison of Crescas' statement here

as to the measurability of rest, which is the privation of motion,

with his statement elsewhere as to the measurability of the

vacuum, which is the privation of body, for in both cases he uses

the same expressions A vacuum is also said by Crescas to be
independently, and without our imagining of its being itself

occupied by a body, described as great and small, provided

it is conceived as being enclosed within another body (see Prop

I, Part II, p 189) Thus while we need not imagine the vacuum
itself to be occupied by a body in order to measure it, we must
conceive of the existence of another body to enclose it So also

here in the case of the rest of an immovable body, while we can

measure it without having to imagine the same body to be in

motion, still we must conceive of the existence of motion as a

concept in order to determine thereby the length and the short

ness of the rest of the immovable body Hence, says Crescas,

while it is not necessaiy for us to imagine that the body that is in

time must itself be capable of motion, we must conceive of the

existence of motion as a mere concept in order to provide a

criterion of measurement for the rest of the immovable body In

our subsequent discussion of Crescas definition of time (below

n 23) we shall see the significance of this distinction

A refutation of this argument of Crescas is found m Neveh

Shalom XII, 1
, 3, p 204a “From this argument of his one can see

the scantiness of his knowledge of philosophy, for if time i

measured by rest it is only in an accidental sense, in virtue of its

being measured by motion primarily and essentially, but were we
to have no perception of motion, we could never have an aware
ness of time, for time is an accident related to motion ”

pm dn p k eudi^jdh noarp vnK'pa myo nanrp nr

nymn v mu nnnra nyuna nyiw nvh mpz>2 m nnunn

*|0di mpD pm nvnV oViy
1

? pm nytw nb
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An allusion to this passage of Crescas occurs in Isaac ben Shem
\ob s second supercommentary on the Intemedmte Physics IV,

m, 4

“One may raise the following objection Inasmuch as Am
totle states in the next chapter that tune measures rest by the

computation of the measure of a corresponding motion, why then

did he not define time as the number of both motion and rest

In answer to the twenty fifth objection we repeat what we
have already said in answer to the preceding objection that true

time does not exist in rest This being so, it cannot be argued

that rest should be included in the definition of time, as has been

thought by one of the philosophers in his discussion of this subject 0

nna ten piw nrw psow pe>ddV r mjn

-m n't nr m tyi nr neb rrb- nwn nsnvb wm nnwh *\ym jarrtf rrr

nnn&m nywn ibdd i&cnN mu
nxdi nnyfc? paon mnrnw non paon nnnrta tdkji

nmaon np*?m> n rw t»k» id rw ^lron nnma pm nna«

oipan no 0 • n p 1 n rr
j
0 t n « 0 d n nm -nw idd pm raa

The answer referred to by Isaac ben Shem tob reads as follows

“lime is possession, rest is a privation, and no possession can be

the measure of a privation
1

' pp pm ,Tiyn Kin nrrom pap ron pi

Ttyn ijwd

Crescas, however, as we have seen, does not use Vest' in the

sense of privation of motion but rather m the sense of immova
bihty

Crescas' argument is also reproduced by Pico Della Mirandola

in Exanten Doctnnae Vamtahs Gentium

,

VI, 3 “Neque autem

omnia recenseo, nam cunctas fere de naturahbus principns

Aristotelis doctrmas evertere tentarunt multi, inter quos etiam

R Hasdai Mosi Aegyptio minime assensus, qui propositions

Penpateticas tanquam sohdo mxas fundamento receperat, inter

quas lllam tempus esse numerum motus Quiete namque men

suran tempus affirmat, etiam si nunquam motus mvemretur,

magnam siquidem quietem vocari saepe numero est advertere,

cum quicquam longo tempore conquiescit quare fatsum

affirmat esse ut tempus dicatur motui iunctum, quando et quieti

quae ilk opponitur non minus aptetur
1

1
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It will have been noticed that in the quotation from the Inter

mediate Physics m this note there occurs the following statement

rb iwn nyunn iw nnwb nyn The corresponding

statement in the quotation from Isaac ben Shem~tob s super

commentary reads rb man nyuri
1

? nrn nrro
1

? 1 y » o pn»
Thus while the lljW1 of the former passage is retained in the nytPD

of the latter, the term nytto is changed for nvxn

The explanation seems to be as follows The Hebrew *iyP is a

translation of the Arabic which has many meanings, two of

them being (1) to measure and (2) to suppose Now, in both

passages quoted, the Y1JIW of the Intermediate Physics and the

*iy»D of Isaac ben Shem lob are used in the sense of measuring

The nyeo of the Intermediate Physxcs
,
however stands for suppos

mg The same word is therefore correctly rendered in Isaac ben

Shem tob by nVM In my translations of these passages I have

used in both cases the expression ‘ by the computation of the

measure” which combines the two meanings

Crescas* use of the terms mytP and "lVX may be illustrated by the

following quotations from this chapter

(i) m yyunon myp tnraea nrvuon nypx* th dki

<2> ^nnn too nyura tnvx n'riD nnuonp boi

<3> nyunn urns ns prn nyit£» k 1

? ntb yiKi jm

<4> pm ompannn myra nzb nnra nyurn lyw o>bki

<6) dki nyuns ok nipsnnn my» unvxo nVru pin nw* aMnn> nr^

nrruoa

(6) nyum nvxn ik nrmon njwon Kim nyun rbm pi k*d* “qsp

(n in njwin mjw nvx k^k nywn nwsa pin nnsrm jw rub

nmion

In all these passages mytf seems to be used in the sense of

measuring and "ITS in the sense of supposing

In the statement nymi V'00) nrraa pin nytMBO, the term b'Dm

seems to be used in the sense of

23 Hebrew IK nyunn nipsnnn myp Kim* nm1 pis port run nto

niny w ]’» nnuon Literally
11 Time is the measure of the

continuity of motion or of rest between two instants
*

* As thus

defined, Crescas' conception of time would seem to differ from
that of Aristotle m the following three respects (1) It is the meas
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ure and not the number of motion (but see below n 24) (2)

Furthermore, it is the measure not only of motion but also of lest

(3) Finally, it is not the measure of motion “according to prior

and posterior * but it is the measure of the continuity of motion

or of rest between two instants

The external form of this definition would seem to be based

upon Gersonides following discussion of the nature of the instant

and time

The instant, says Gersonides, has two aspects “First, it dis

tinguishes the prior from the. posterior Second, it sets off a

certain definite poition of time or of motion, as, e g , one day or

one hour, for a day is that which is set off by two instants which

limit it on both ends, and so is also an hour But if an instant

served only as a division between the prior and the posterior m
time, then three days and three hours would mean one and the

same thing, for both aie numencally the same, if bv their number

is meant the number of instants which distinguish the prior from

the posterior foi in either rase there aie on{y two instants

If there is a difference between three days and three hours, it is

only because there is a difference in the [number of the equal]

parts into which they may be divided, and the difference between

the numbei of the paits of these two intervals of time is due to

the diffeience in the lespeclive distances between the instants

which limit them, for the distance between the two instants which

determine a day is greater than the distance between the two

instantb which determine an hour This being so, it is clear that

the instant has a twofold manner of existence First, it is that by

which a certain number is generated, m which sense it distinguish

es the prior from the postenor Second, it is that by which a

certain continuous quantity is limited, in which sense it sets

off a certain portion of time” (Milhamot Adonai VI, 1
, 21, p

387)

nxn wxonD d'to \b nnyn py» n*ni otik nn bbn\

runn p^nn n^run am * a 0 n ism wnarw tmprt npitoi wn n n r n

rviT ovn nn nrm w inn w naan itoo ,njronno pno
rVr nnyn py rvn r 1

? ori nytyn pi inVw mnyn w nso v^r

nna m myp rwto ir ow nvbw inos irn #pn "inRn&nD Dmpn npi^ri

ipr mnyn isd roya nnR wn Duorn iVrd im bn H-voon '3 ,irya

rvn d*?iri otdih iVrg nnR bn mny w on ^ ,nnRn&nD ompn )pbn>

D'&m )bn 'pbn )bn

)

ou&n )bx *pbn nxa Guam il?R muVnnnn
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o'bzm aw ninyn
)
3 *)m prru» nspo onsp lD^nrpp na ixn «n

-iffN pma-io Vni nm Kin t» n i^ai ->pk mnjn to pa *wk pnn»np nn

mo nnjro tkod kit id i
3yn nrnai njran iV 33 twk ninyn to pa

npiVn am noon n mn’ *\m «n n n k n m« sd-id dhix ’ a p 1
1

?

p*?nn rtam wm ,painan oiddh nfcun Kin in«m nrwiDna p-npn

prna nn«n

Finally, on the basis of this distinction and after a long discus

sion, Gersonides concludes that "time is the measure of motion

as a whole according to the instants which form the boundaries

of motion but not according to the instants which only distinguish

the prior from the posterior (tfod
, p 388)

nvVan on ipk mnyn ixn nM»a Tjnam uw© Kin prw ikud an
naV nnKnoiD ompn nn ip^nw rnnyn nxB k 1

? nywn
Gersonides distinction between the two functions of the instant

as well as his revised definition of time can be traced to Aristotle’s

own discussion in Physics VI, 11, 219a 22-30 "We likewise know
time when we give a boundary to motion, distinguishing prior

and posterior and we then sa> there has been time when we
receive a sensible perception of prior and posterior in motion

But we distinguish them only by apprehending them to be dif

ferent from one another, and also by conceiving that there is

something between, different from these for when we understand

that the extremes are different from the middle, and the soul

says that there are two instants, the prior and the posterior, then

we say that this is time for that which is bounded by instants

appears to be time And let this be admitted * What Gerson

ides seems to have done was merely to develop one part of

Aristotle s discussion as to the nature of time and the instant in

order to refute thereby the latter s contention elsewhere that

time must be eternal on the ground that an instant, by its nature

of being the common limit of the past and the future, can never

be conceived as a first instant or a last instant in time Essential

ly Gersonides follows Aristotle in making time dependent upon
motion

Still, while it must be admitted that Crescas definition of time

is not altogether fiee from the influence of Gersonides, at least

m its phraseology, it must be assumed to contain some new ele

ment, for if Crescas merely meant to reproduce Gersonides* de
fimtion as against that of Aristotle, he has failed to establish his
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mam contention, namely the absolute independence of time from

motion His addition of the phrase or of rest hardly achieve*

that puipose, and in fact it is a meaningless phrase, for, if time

is the measure of the continuity of motion
,
it must be dependent

upon motion, and it cannot therefore be the measure “of the

continuity of rest, unless we take rest in the sense of a privation

of motion and not in the sense of immovability, which is the sense

in which Crescas would like us to understand that term

It seems to me, therefore, that Crescas' definition is not a mere

paraphiase of the definition advanced by Gersonides but is to

be understood in an entirely new sense The key to the under

standing of it is to be found in the word mpamn, which is to be

taken here not in the general sense of continuity but in the specific

sense of duration Elsewhere we have seen how Crescas himself

interprets the term p:nna in Mamiomdes in the sense of eternal

duration and we have shown how the corresponding Greek

<rvpexHa also has these two meanings “continuity ’ and “dura

tion (see Prop XIII, Part I, n 6, p 617) By taking the term

mpainn in the sense of duration, the definition assumes an en

tirely new aspect, and it falls at once m the line of a philosophic

tradition which runs through many mediaeval philosophers, such

as Bonaventura, Duns Scotus, Occam, Suarez, and many modern

philosophers, such as Descartes, Spinoza and Locke We shall first

discuss what may be considered as the origin of this new definition

of time, then we shall show that this new definition was not un

known to Arabic and Jewish philosophers, and, finally, m the

light of this new definition we shall try to interpret the definition

of Crescas

In Plotinus we have the clearest and probably also the first

statement on the identification of time with duration He starts out

with a denial of all views that make time dependent upon physical

motion, showing that it is not (a) that which is movable, nor is it

(b) motion itself (c) It is not the extension of motion, (d) it is

not the measure or number of motion, and (e) it is not an accident

or some consequence of motion (Enneads III, vu, 6-9)

Instead of making time dependent upon physical motion he

connects it with the motion or the activity of the life of the uni

versal soul He says that time is produced by the extension

($i&<rra<ns, III, vu, 10) of the life of the soul, that it is the
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"length of the life
1

(ixrjKos /3lov, III vu, 11), and that that

length implies a continuity or duration of action (<rvve%^

Ivepyelas, ibid ) This extension or length or continuity or dura-

tion of the life or action of the universal soul is according to

Plotinus the essence of time As such, however, it is unmeasured

and undetermined, it is invisible and incomprehensible (III, vn,

11) In order to get a definite portion of time, it must be meas

ured by the motion of the sphere Still, while the motion of the

sphere is the measure of definite time, it does not thereby become

the cause of the existence of time ‘ Hence that which is meas

ured by the revolution of the sphere, viz that which is indicated,

but not generated, by it, will be time*' (III, vn, 11) Unlike

Aristotle therefore, Plotinus declares that time is not the measure

of motion but, quite the contrary, motion is the measure of time

(III, vn, 12) But see above n 22 (p 646)

What we get then in Plotinus is above all a distinction between

indefinite time and definite time Indefinite time is in its essence

the extension or continuity or duration or length of the life and

activity of the universal soul Definite time, too, remains in its

essence that extension or continuity or duration or length of the life

and activity of the soul, but its definiteness is determined by the

motion of the spheres

This view of Plotinus is reproduced anonymously by the Ihwan
ai Safa We have already mentioned the four views with regard

to time enumerated by them in their Encyclopedia (see above n

7) The third of these four views reads, Or, it is said that time

is a duration which becomes numerically determined by the

motion of the celestial sphere
M ^ ^ ^

(Dieterici, Die Naturanschauung und Naturphilosophie

der Araber
, pp 14-15

,
Arabic text Die Abhandlungen der Ichudn

Es Safd, p 35) The correspondence of this definition with

Plotinus
1 conception of time as we have outlined it above is so

striking that it needs no further comment

That Plotinus definition of time was not unknown to other

Arabic and Jewish philosophers can be equally established

First, there is the following passage of Saadia in Emunot
ve Deot I, 4 "Perhaps somebody might argue from the case of

time and say, before these bodies came into bemg, how could
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time have existed without the existence of an> thing withm it?

Such an argument, again, could not be raised except by one who
is ignorant of the definition of time and imagines that time is

external to the sphere and that it contains the world within it
* *

n n nVan own wnnrw mip i&o p oi »rp kdeh
•ran Vno kw t»ik pK my nn ?o‘?d nwsMno any mnn
m iVn D^yntm pin kxv nm nh m nwrin pn The conten

tion of the unnamed opponent cited in this passage is quite clear

Whde bodies are to co exist with time from eternity, time is

assumed to be by its nature independent of body This is exactly

the view of Plotinus

Second, the first of the four views of time reported by Altabrizi

reads
11Time exists in itself, is neither a body nor anything be

longing to a body, but is something which has necessary existence

in virtue of itself
1

(see above n 7) Here, again, the assertion

that time is independent of body reflects the view of Plotinus

Finally Albo s discussion of time in
1Ikkanm II, 18 There

are two kinds of time, according to Albo One 'is unmeasured

duration, which is conceived only m thought and has perpetual

existence, having existed prior to the creation of the world and

continuing to exist aftei its passing away M
Phis kind of time

is called by him "absolute tune * pi), in which there is no

distinction or equality and inequality The other kind of time

is that which is "numbeied and measured by the motion of the

sphere and in which there is the distinction of prior and posterior,

of equal and unequal
' 1

oViyn mnn amp Ton xxm \xm natron nonon nywo m*?an yon
W?an njnsna ijwdi wa wo own 'w nr 1bb pm rrm myn Tim

Kim myira ns>Di mVn nw nwm inKram trnpn in Vifin

rw vtam ram vVy b&v Want tmxo amp rrrw yon
The similarity between Albo and Plotmus and the Ifcwan al

Safa is again strikingly obvious

If Plotinus* conception of time was not unknown to Albo, we

have good reason to believe that it was not unknown also to his

teacher Crescas In fact there are many points in Albo’s dis

cussion of time which sound like an echo of his master's teach

ings By taking, then, the term rnpannn in Ciescas* definition

in the sense of "duration/* the equivalent of Albo's qtfon, we
can reconstruct the meaning of the definition in all its fulness
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To begin with Crescas takes time in the absolute as being

pure duration Such duration does not depend upon motion or

upon material objects for its existence
,
it depends upon a thinking

mind Plotinus finds the source of its existence in the activity

of the universal soul Albo says that it exists in our thought

But inasmuch as indefinite time or duration existed, according

to Albo, prior to the existence of the world and consequently prior

to the existence of our thought we may be justified in assuming

that Albo conceived it to be the activity of God s thinking just

as Plotinus conceived it to be the activity of the universal soul

And this view expressed by Albo may with good reason be also

attributed to his teacher

The essence of time according to Crescas, will thus be pure

duration But pure duration, as was pointed put by Plotinus

and Albo, is indefinite It becomes definite onI> when it is meas
ured by motion Time, 1 e some definite portion of duration,

could consequently be defined by Crescas as duration measured

by motion But evidently wishing to retain the conventional

formula used in the definition of time ever since Aristotle and
following the phraseology of Gersomdes which, as we have seen,

is derived from Aristotle, Crescas defines time as the measure of

the duration of motion between two instants, which is practically

the same as saying that time is duration measured by motion

between two instants

Furthermore, by conceiving time in general to be duration, and
independent of motion, it follows that it is not necessary for a

thing to be actually in motion or even to be capable of motion in

order to be in time All things are in time, in the indefinite

sense of that term, in so far as there is always a thinking mind,

the thinking activity of God And all things are also in definite

time, whether they are themselves movable, inasmuch as their

duration can always be measured by a conceptual motion Thus
the Intelligences, even though assumed to be immovable, will

be m time Similarly time existed prior to the creation of the

world, even though there was no motion then Crescas therefore

includes in his definition of time the phrase 'and of rest,"

meaning by "rest
9 not merely the relative privation of motion

but absolute immobility Cf above n 22
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It seems, however, that there is the following difference between

Albo and Crescas According to Albo, pure duration is not true*

time True time is only that which is measured by physical

motion Unmeasured duration is only what Maimomdes de

scribes as suppositive and imaginary time (|or mo^ pr

Moreh II, 13, 'Ikfyanm II, 18), and it has not that order and

succession which are implied m the old rabbinic expression “the

order of the divisions of time’ (0 Tjd, ibid ) According to

Crescas, puie duration, even though not measurable by physical

motion, can still be called true time, inasmuch as it can be meas

ured b> conceptual motion To that extent, too pure duration

has order and succession We thus find that while Crescas

states, in opposition to Maimontdes, that the older of time existed

prior to the creation of the world, Albo maintains evidently in

opposition to Crescas, lhat the order of time did not appear until

after the creation of the celestnl spheres (see below n 33)

In framing this definition of time Crescas has thus attained his

main purpose, namely, the separation of time from motion

Even the definite time of objects which are in motion is essentially

duration and independent of motion
,
it is only its definiteness that

is determined by motion With Plotinus he would say that time

is not geneiated by motion it is only measured by it And thus

immediately after laying down his own definition of time, he

directly challenges Anstotlc by stating “Consequently it may
be inferred that the existence of time is only in the soul” (see

below n 28) Being absolutely independent of motion, magnitude

and space, time could have been conceived by a mind even had

there been no external world in existence We thus find Crescas,

again m consequence of his definition of time, challenging Mai

xnomdes by maintaining that the statement of Rabbi jehudah bar

Rabbi Simon that the order of time has existed prior to creation

should be taken in a literal sense (see below n 33)

A literal translation of Crescas’ definition of time is given by

Pico Della Mirandola “Defimt autem ipsum ita (ut eius verbis

agam) mensura continuitatis vel motus vel quietis quae inter duo

momenta’
1

(Examen Doctnnae Vamlahs Gentium VI, 3)

24 This criticism is unjustified Aristotle himself states it quite

clearly that the term number
,
used m the definition of time, is

not be taken in the ordinary sense of a discrete quantity Physics
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IV, 11 219b, 4-9 “Since, however, number is twofold for we call

both that which is numbeied and that which is numerable num-
ber and also that by which we number, time is that by which is

numbered, and not that by which we number But that by

which we number is different from that which is numbered * *

This passage is reproduced in Averroes* works as well as m the

works of Hebrew authors dealing with the subject of time

Narboni in his commentary on Algazali s Kawwaitot ha Ptlosoftm

III, iv, has the following long statement

“Averroes has explained that the term number is used in two

senses, in the sense of absolute number, 1 e
,
that wh ch numbers

but is not numbered essentially and in the sense of both that

which numbers and that which is numbered Know also that

the term number applies likewise to that which measures, so that

everything that is divided is incidentally measured by those

parts into which it is divided, and this is especially true in cases

where the division is only conceptual Thus the parts are the

number of the things into which the object, 1 e the aggregate,

is divided, and are therefore to be included under the second kind

of number, which is both that which numbers and that which is

numbered Consequently when Aristotle says that 'time is the

number of motion according to the prior and posterior m it/ he

means by 'number the second kind of number, 1 e
, the material

number which is both that which numbers and that which is

numbered, but he does not mean thereby number per se, for

absolute number belongs to discrete quantity whereas time be

longs to continuous quantity What he means by 'number/

then, is that which is numbered, that is, the parts of the motion,

not indeed in so far as they are parts only, for in this respect they

may all be co existent, but in so far as they are prior and pos

tenor
9 9
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Furthermore, Aristotle himself, having once explained his pe

cuhar use of the term number, uses afterwards the term measure

Physics IV, 12, 221b, 7 “Since, however, time is the measure

{fierpov) of motion
1 f

We have also seen above (n 9) how Maimomdes, following

Anstotle, uses both terms in the definition of time Similarly

Plotinus, in his reproduction of Aristotle's definition, uses the

term measure (see above n 7) The same is also to be observed

in the works of Arabic philosophers

The question as to the applicability of the term number to

time discussed by many Scholastics, as, e g , Joannes Versor,

QuaesHones Phystcantm
,
quaestio XIII (Hebrew title She elot

Tibe'iyot XIII) ' Whether the definition given of time is a

proper definition, viz ,
that time is the number of motion ac

cording to pnor and postenor It seems that it is not a proper

definition, for time, belonging to continuous quantity, cannot

be number, seeing that number belongs to discrete quantity

As for the first objection, I say that time is not absolute

number, but it is the number of motion m a sense m which it may
be taken as a genus, for m this way, in virtue of itself, number is

continuous It is only in virtue of the act of numbering that

number is a discrete quantity
* *

ton pm a u now im aim r6 m«s Yn ton pm m on im ntown

ncona nyi pm ’a mra yuw rm*vi inwion mipn 'sa njnsnn iddd
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25 Cf Physics IV, 11, 220a, 24-26 “That time, therefore, is the

number of motion according to prior and posterior, and that it is

continuous, for it is of the continuous, is evident
’ ’

26 Cf Prop I, Part II, n 35

27 Hebrew ]W»ni ’ttxy m^a jid, “an unessential and unprimary

genus
’ *

This statement reflects Aristotle’s theory that a de
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monstration as well as a definition must contain a universal

(icad6\ov
f
Crescas’ HD, genus

,
here), which universal must be es

sential {ttad a£>r6, ’Dxy) and primary (irp&Tov, ]Wn) Cf Anal
Post I, 4

Crescas argument is reproduced by Pico Della Mirandola as

follows
44 Ut genus sit ipsa mensura, videnque mre affirmat nu

merum genus esse primo non posse, cum sit dicretae quantitatis,

mensura continuae (Examen Dodnnae Vamtahs Gentium VI, 3)

28 According to Aristotle time is partly real and partly con

ceptual In so far as it inconsequent on motion, it is real, inasmuch

as the magnitude, which is the subject of the motion, is real

But m so far as it is the number of motion, it is conceptual

Physics IV, 14, 223a, 16-23 It deserves also to be considered

how time subsists with reference to soul and why time appears

to be in everything in the earth in the sea and in the heavens

Shall we say it is because time is a certain passive quality or

habit of motion, since it is the number of it? It may however,

be doubted whether if soul were not, time would be or not for

when it is impossible for that which enumerates to be, it is also

impossible that there should be anything numerable

Intermediate Physics IV m, 7
44
In one respect time is in the

soul, but m another respect it is outside the soul In so far as it

is number, it is in the soul, for without that which enumerates
there can be no number, and without an instant there can be no
pnor and posterior But motion itself is outside the soul

Similarly, if you only think of time as a concept, it is in the soul,

but its matter is outside the soul
’ 9

ftu n pbn uin ibdd imn nxo mb pn ixdi mn nxo mn prn
pn wn naxya nyunn Vrm nn«noi onip i>k nny y* mid

mb pn Km nan o:mi mn axon wn in iit xn ok p iddi mb
Crescas, however, having defined time as something essentially

different from motion and independent of body, maintains that

time is purely conceptual See above n 23

Cf Abraham bar Hiyya, Megillal ha Megalleh, p 6 “Hence it

has been said concerning time that it is dependent upon existent

things and is consequent to them and that all creatures exist in it

but itself does not exist except in thought and is perceived only by
the mind’s eye

M
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o'tucDa cnirn ,in^R y>ny\ niRxo:n n*?nw lorn *?y inoR |*ooi

2^-1 pjo ww nynn *])m r’w rxd) hr rhi ,13

Cf Isaac ibn Latif ito& Pe'alm , 18 (Xofeehs Yi?hak 25, p 9)

“Five things have their existence m the mind and not outside the

mind, namely, the point, the centre, the species [1 e
, universal],

time, (space?)
*

pom Pnom rmp)n am ,W? fin» rV taw ot«xd onai ntwwi

(fDip&m) pirn

29 While substance must not necessarily be a body, for there

are also immaterial substances, such as soul and the Intelligences,

still it must exist in itself (see Prop X, Part I, notes 8 9, p 573)

Consequently, time is not a substance for it does not exist in

itself, being the measure of something else

It will be recalled, however, that Altabnzi, in defining time as

independent of body, also describes it as existing in itself He
furthermore describes it as having necessary existence in virtue

of itself (see above notes 7, 23) The expiession "necessary

existence in virtue of itself is usually applied only to God How
then does Altabnzi happen to ascribe it to time? The explanation

seems to me to be as follows Altabnzi has confused here the term

time with eternity Such a confusion may be explained as due

to the theory that time is the image of eternity, which from

Plato and Plotinus (Twtaeus3 7 D,EnneadsXU, vn, Introduction)

has found its way mto the pseudepigraphic Theology of Aristotle

(see Dieterici, Die sogenannie Theologie des Anstoteles, German,

p 109, Arabic, p 107) Now, according to Plotinus, eternity is

identical with God (Enneads III, vn, 4 koX raurdi' no deep

30 This passage is reproduced by Pico Della Mirandola as

follows "Motum autem et quietem dimetitur animus quare

cum tempus accidens appelletur, ad eum ipsum refern mbet,

ahoqui falsum essent, lllud esse accidens extnnsecus quomam et

quietem consequitur quae pnvatio est, non autem persistens et

stata natura* * (Exatncn Doctnnae Yamtalis Gentium VI, 3)

31 Cf Physics IV, 12, 221b, 3-4 "So that it is evident that

eternal beings, so far as they are eternal, are not in time ** By
‘eternal beings* the Intelligences are meant here See above n

18, 21
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Pico Della Mirandola reproduces this passage as follows "Fal

sum item, quod non habet motum, id sub tempore non contmen,

quandoquidem quae sunt a materia seiuncta motu carent et sub

tempore solent reponi ' (Exatnen Doctnnne Vantlahs Gentium

VI, 3)

32 The criticism applies only to Maimomdes but not to Aristotle

For the latter believes not only m the dependence of time upon
motion but also in the eternity of the world as well as of the Intel

ligences and of time He furthermore maintains that to be in time

means to be transcended by time (see above n 17) Consequently,

unless the meaning of the expression ‘being in time is changed,

the Intelligences cannot be in time even if time is made indepen

dent of motion Maimomdes, however, unlike Aristotle, believes

m the creation of the woild as well as of the Intelligences If

time, therefore is made independent of motion, as is done by
Crescas and is supposed to have existed prior to the creation of

the world, the Intelligences can be in time even according to

Aristotle’s understanding of the expression 'being in time

33 This is a reference to the lowing passage of Maimomdes in

Moreh II, 30 "We find some of our Sages are reported to have
held that time existed before the creation Those who have

made this assertion have been led to it by a saying of one of our

Sages m reference to the expressions ‘one day/ ‘a second day
Rabbi Jehudah son of Rabbi Simon said

4Hence we learn that

the order of time has existed previously
1 M

Maimomdes, to whom time is generated by motion, dismisses

the statement of Rabbi Jehudah son of Rabbi Simon as a mere
homiletic utterance But Crescas, believing as he does that the

essence of time is duration, its measurability only depending upon
motion and that, too, not necessarily upon actual motion, takes

the statement of the rabbi literally

The same statement of Rabbi Jehudah son of Rabbi Simon is

also discussed by Albo Taking the expression
11 order of time

*

to apply only to time that is measured by physical motion, he

interprets the statement of the rabbi to mean that time existed

not prior to the creation of the world but rather prior to the fourth

day of creation 'Ikbanm II, 18 “ Inasmuch as the literal mean-
ing of the scriptural verses might lead one to believe that the
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order of day and night did not come mto existence until the

fourth day, on which day the luminaries were hung out, Rabbi

Jehudah son of Rabbi Simon explains that, by reason of the fact

that the celestial sphere has been in motion from the first day
on which it was created, the order of day and night existed prior

to the fourth day '

di i ay kxdj n^m ovn tid rrn k!?ip kid apiDsn id pion 'bw

,yjwiD rpn him ttinw pwmn ora o rvniMan w p’mn
’jj’am or omp rMm ovn mo kxdj rvm

34 Moreh II, 30

n^nrra p 'noun piosn nr mw n \aa n 'am nwia ton mVi

a annnm om tyn oiwj ana

This passage has been variously interpreted in the commentaries

on the Moreh C rescas’ paiaphrae of it here is rather vague But

from his subsequent argument it becomes clear that he has

understood Jt to mean that God as cause created the heaven and

the earth M> translation runs accordingly

35 That is to say, a necessary cause, acting without knowledge

and design

36 Cf Moreh II, 13-27

37 Cf Or Adonat III, 1
,
2

PROPOSITION XVI

Part I

1 The Hebrew text of the proposition is taken from Ibn Tibbon’s

translation of the Moreh

2 Crescas endeavors to show that the first part of Maimomdes'

proposition is a restatement of Aristotle's theory of universal

He thus takes the term "force,” rD, m the proposition as referring

to the universal or, as he calls it,
1

the quiddity of the species,”

l’»n nine Now, the universal, according to Aristotle, has no dis

tmet reality but exists in particulars, or, as the expression goes,

tn re In Maimomdes’ proposition it is, therefore, described as a
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“force m a body,” *)ta rD The universal is further characterized

by Crescas as being “one m species but many in number/ UIN

1SDD3 Don ]P3 The significance of this phrase becomes clear when
contrasted with the phrase ' one m number, nDDDD HUN which

is used as a characterization of the Platonic idea, for the Platonic

idea, unlike the Aristotelian universal, has distinct reality and

does not become diversified by the particulars, the particulars

being only impei feet images of the idea A description of the

Platonic idea couched in language which is antithetical to that

used here by Crescas is found in Narbom’s commentary on

Kawwanot ha Pilosofim II, 1 * Know that the Platonic theory of

ideas is based upon the assumption that the idea of Zaid and of

Omar is identical and one in number The idea comprehends a

plurality of individuals in the same manner as the sun compre

hends in its light a number of diffeient things But just as the

sun is the same everywhere, so the idea is the same in every indi

vidual comprehended by it Consequently the idea of one man
is exactly the same as the idea of another man, 1 e

,
it is one in

number ”

tb nrjn K'muDoannK mix nrun in nrattam nmxn p jrn

P V N P “IDDD »n Wo'P HD *TX DPI 0 0'N Vl^On N'm "UDJT!

nrmn w «n mix wn inm iwi mran rhhm H'nn rrrccn dwi
nn« V n

Judged by its vocabulary, Crescas statement is based upon

the following passage of Altabrizi “The purpose of this proposi

tion is quite evident Its purpose is to show that whenever indi-

viduals belonging to the same specific quiddity are numbered the

cause of their being numbered is to be found in the numerability

of their matter and the diversity of their receptacle
”

rwt ,rrnnn ontmn us1 nno nnuu nmpnn mm ppon

o^npon O’TDra tun didn pon win roo

Cf Kawwanot ha Pilosofim II (Maka^d al Falasifah II, pp
107 109) “The first proposition is that the idea called universal

exists in minds and not m things The second proposition is

that the universal cannot have a plurality of particulars unless

those particulars are distinguished from one another by some
differentia or accident

”
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omyn kV inwxo Whs *np:>n pyw jwmn uewdti

kV two D'3i D'p^n A vn 0 -ton '« Vuw wn astrai (<jC*Vl)

mp» ik !mna nnariD p*?n ^ nsv

Cf also Teshubol She elot, pp XLVIII-XLIX Plurality is

inconceivable in one species except through the plurality of the

matter Consequently, that which is immaterial can hive no

plurality except by a specific difference, that is to say, by a certain

peculiarity which distinguished one from the other This pecu

liarity cannot be an accident, for it would be impossible for any

thing immaterial to have an accident which does not exist in its

species Consequently, being immaterial, it can have no plurality

except [through some distinction] in species
"

nsrv vb nan uw rm "iDnn nma ubx im poa to *6 nnm
-to mpD nw «!?» nnKn u 'na-n nrmm wm yon

nw n 1

? ,iDn rrrv ^ 10*01 to vb mp» ~cnb rruw mT»

1
on nai

All these statements reflect the following passage in Metaphysics

XII, 8, 1074a, 33-34 "But all things that are many in number

have matter
”

3 Here Crescas begins to explain the second part of the proposi

tion While universal are only "forces in a body ” there are be

ings which exist apart from a body These are the Intelligences

The teim Voi, separate
,

is the Greek x<*>pi0T6s, 1 e,

XwpLcrrds rov treo/xaros amb separated from body
,
hence

incorporeal

4 Cf Prop XV, Part I, n 21 (p 646)

5 For according to definition place implies the existence of one

body within another Cf Prop I, Part I, p 153

6 The implication of this statement is that accidents cannot exist

apart from their material subject Cf Physics I, 4, 188a, 6 "For

affections are not separable ” Metaphysics XII, 1 , 1069a, 24 'Fur

ther, none of the categories other than substance can exist apart
n

7 The theory that the Intelligences proceed from one another

and hence are related among themselves as causes and effects
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represents the view of Avicenna Averroes is opposed to this

view According to him, all the Intelligences proceed directly

from God and are not related to each other as cause and effect

There is, however, between them a difference of degree with re

gard to their perfection and importance and it is that difference

which constitutes their individuality and makes it possible for

them to be numbered Cf Shem fob on Prop XVI

Part II

8 This js an allusion to Crescas' own theory of immortality as

contrasted with that of Avicenna and his followers Cf Or Adonai
II, vi, 1, III, n, 2

9 This is the Avicennean theory of immortality which has been

adopted also bv some Jewish philosopher Cf Or Adonai III,

u, 2

10 Hebrew tvnnttl l^n Literally "its senses and faculties'

By "faculties is probably meant here the ‘internal senses/ espe

cially "imagination,” as contrasted with ‘ senses by which is

meant the
1

external senses Cf the expression JTiDYTtm WrTOH,
"percepts and images 1

in Prop VII, Part II, p 246

11 This is another allusion to the difference between himself and
the philosophers as to the immortality of the soul According to

the accepted opinion of the philosophers, immortality is conse

quent to the soul's acquisition of intellectual conceptions Accord

mg to Crescas' own view, it is consequent to the soul's love for

God as its attachment to Him Cf Or Adonai III, n, 2

12 Hebrew Dxyn WK Literally,
1

individual substances
1 Cf

Prop XXV, n 5 (p 699) But the expression carries also the

connotation of corporeality Cf Kaufmann AUributenlehre
,

p 12, n 17, p 13, n 24

13 This is the view of Alexander, Themistius and Averroes Cf

Mtlfyamol Adonai I, 8

14, Cf Or Adonai II, vi, 1
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15 That is to say, the expression D D'J’iy, "separate (or

"immaterial’ ) beings, * in the proposition refers to m the

sense of the Intelligences of the spheres and not in the sense of

the acquired intellects of man On the two meanings of the term

and the analogy between the Intelligences and the Intellect,

see Prop III, Part I, n 6 (p 486) and Prop XI, n 5 (p 605)

PROPOSITION XVII

1 The Hebrew text of the proposition is taken from Isaac ben

Nathan s ti inflation of Altabnzi

2 These opening icmarks of Crescas art based upon the following

passage of Altabrm "Know that our discussion here will deal

with two problems First, to prove the statement that everything

that is moved must have a mover different from itself Second

to classify the vanous kinds of movers and to explain the expres

sion ‘that which is mo\ed by itself
”

jm i
1

? yyuna hw niKm did nm nrrpn w -V TPD toti ™
mo yynnon un‘m sron piVn no 'am trta

r

Crescas as will have been noticed reproduces only the fiist

part of Altabrizi s statement, thus confining himself only to the

explanation of the first part of the pioposition His failure to

explain the latter part of the proposition is discussed below in n 7

3 Phystcs VIII, 4, 254b, 12-14
,
"Of those things, however,

which are moved essentially, some ire moved by themselves, and

others by something else, and some by nature, but others by

violence and contrary to nature "

Intermediate Physics VIII, iv, 4, i "As for those things which

are moved essentially, they require some consideration Some of

these things are moved by themselves but others by something

else, and some are moved by nature but others by violence and

contrary to nature
”

mw iyyuw ono ibw ora
i
'yV n*n on osyrw no vm\

O’pjronD onxpi yaton D'yyunD onxp p m yina yjrow no onDi ,DDxy

yamo fin nywn <cryyuna onxpD nnana
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4 Physics VIII, 4 254b, 24-28 ‘And it is especially obvious
that a thing which is moved, is moved by something in things

which are moved contrary to nature, in consequence of their being

moved by something else being evident But after things which
are moved contrary to nature, among such as are moved accord

mg to nature, those are more manifest which are moved by them
selves as animals 1

Intermediate Physics VIII, iv, 4, 2 In the case of things which
are moved by violence or contrary to nature it is self evident
that they are moved by a mover which is something different

from the things moved It is equally self-evident in the case of

animals that they are moved by something namely, a soul
”

jmaa ww yzun p pn mm2 wjnuv im minis pyrw nn
pyn p ibdi thud

j v mi onVv in«m mn
»wn Him no iaio lyjron on» a *n

Cf Intermediate PJivstcs VII, 1 * With refeience to those things

which are moved by an external agent it is evident that they are

moved by a mover which is different from tint which is moved
But even in the case of animals it will also become apparent

that there is a distinction between that which is moved and that

which moves "

WW* orw -Mas oin pyr
r
pne> 0*1210 lyjrom o>yjrora>iiP nn

yxh yjnmi \run mjw ran 1 102 run wi imn yjnv»& w!?nm

5 Physics VIII, 4, 254b, 33-255a, 5 "But it may be especially

doubted concerning the remaining member of the last mentioned
division for of things which are moved by another, some we have
considered as being moved contrary to nature but others remain
to be opposed, because they are moved by nature And these last

are the things which may occasion a doubt by what they are

moved as, foi instance, things light and heavy, for these are

moved by violence to opposite places, but to their proper places

naturally, the light indeed upward, and the heavy downward
But it is no longer apparent by what they are moved, as it is when
they are moved contrary to nature

**

Intermediate Physics VIII, iv, 2 But a doubt arises concern
mg the simple elements, that is to say, the heavy and light ele

ments, as, e g, in the case of the motion of fire upward and of

the motion of a stone downward For when these bodies are
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moved by violence, it is quite clear that they are moved by some
thing different from themselves, that is to say, by an external

force But a doubt arises when these bodies are moved with their

natural motion, for, when fire is moved upward and earth down
waid, it seems that they are moved by themselves and that the

mover in them is identical with that which is moved 1

,&bpi\ anaDfT d wm b i trerowDn own «n own pson u im run

,mom lyyw imz umm ibw nn nmb intern nbynb m*\ nyun ids

Di jya p0Dn mp own n toh kyw on^w lyyun' orw ikud Da pjn
p«m nbyo!? yyunn wa a&n to n’jacn onjnsn iyyw

yyunon Kin dd yuanttn omaxyD lyy in 1 orw na&V

Cf Intermediate Physics VII, 1 ' But of all these instances a

doubt arises concerning those things which are moved in plane

without any mover external to them, and especially concerning

the simple elements, such as earth and fire, for of these it may be

thought that they are moved by themselves and that the mover

in them is identical with that which is moved
to enpm lyynn 1 o topi an Dio peon u bw im trow

on a»n w ton to w «&ni pan tm q won own tnsm fim
wxya yyiin&n nn on y 10,1121 Doxys lyyuiv d-»

6 Aristotle himself advances several arguments to prove that

the four natural elements are not moved by themselves In one

of the arguments he tries to show that the diversity of direction

in the natural motion of the elements could not be accounted for,

if the elements weie assumed to be moved by themselves The

argument is contained in the following passage in Physics VIII,

4, 255a, 8-11 'I say, for instance, if anything is the cause to

itself of walking, it will also be the cause to itself of not walking

so that since it is in the power of fiie to tend upwaid, it is evident

that it is also in its power to tend downwaid It is also absurd to

suppose that they should be moved by themselves with only one

motion if they themselves move themselves
11

This Anstotelian argument is reproduced, either singly or to

gether with other arguments, in the following works

Altabnzi, Prop XVII, who offeis it as the second of four argu

ments, not all of which are taken fiom Aristotle
1 The proof with

regard to the first problem is as follows When a body is moved,

it must be moved either because it is a body in the absolute or
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because it is a certain kind of body The first alternative is refuta

ble on several grounds First Second, if the body is moved
by virtue of its being a body, then it must necessarily be moved

either in one direction or in more than one direction But if

the body qua body must not necessarily be moved in one direc-

tion, but could be moved in any direction at all, then there is no

reason why the elements should each tend toward one direction

rather than toward another ”

tmvb yyunnp dk nn yyunn -wto omrw k n putki nniwnn m'pnn

DIDDD W iriK DMDD bm DD DIP) K™V IK nVw 02?)

in otto ixV poo n’n 0 ok yaa kV dip) am non yyvnn i n dk O0)i0

% yyunw ioy ^dk iyo ix 1

? piDD yyunon tt k 1

? ok d'piki n n1 vb

omxi 1x0 ^k nyno piwn omn nxp Vk lyyunn yn n)n pin “12c nr m

Emunah Ramah 1,3 p 14 Then we observe that the elements

are moved in different dnections Thus fiie tends upward as does

also air whereas earth tends downward as does also water Now
if the elements were mo\ed in their respective directions by their

corporeality [1 e corporeal form, see Prop X Part II, n 18,

p 579] they would all be moved in one dnection and a direction

which would be common to all of them, just as corporeality is

common to all of them Similarly, if they w ere all moved by their

matter they would likewise to moved in one direction, for matter

is common to all of them, as has been shown in the preceding*

chapter Since the elements could not be moved in different

directions by corporeality or matter, it follows that the cause of

the motion of body is not body This is an important principle

Bear it in mind ”

pKm p ) TiKm i^iy mn lyyurn o^nno cnmx kxd) id ihk

ihk bn nbo lyyun ornwra dh'ttx *?k lyynnn dhi p ) d om rmi
by lyyiam onions ]D m lyyunn dki mb mown# idd *\n\m rrm

k^i nr amp pioo ixonn iddp iod orb t\nwn nmnrw '&b in« ix

nn aw u*k D0an y )o p dk ,TDinn ik nvd0jq o^nnon omxi by lyy

w

iniK 11001 bn) 0110

Kawwanot ha Ftlosofim III (Mafca$td al Falasifah III, p 239)

“There is no doubt that a body is not moved by itself by virtue

of its being a body, for were it so, it would be moved perpetually

and every body would be moved in the same direction
”

rrm Ton nn p rrn ib >d d&) invnb inioxyo yyun’ kbw poo

inK pik by am bob
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Crescas* restatement of this argument contains certain expres

sion which point to Altabrui and the Emunah Ramah as his imme
diate sources See below n 7

7 This conclusion does not occur in Altabrizi But it occurs in

the following othei sources

Kawwanoi ha-Pilosofim
,
loc at “The body is moved by some

thing added to it, that something being called nature
"

]'ynm xnp> *pv yyb

Emunah Ramah I, 3, p 14 ‘Hence the four elements are moved
in their different directions either by their different forms or b>

their different accidents But to say that the accidents cause the

elements to be moved in their different directions is absurd

It is therefore, the forms of the elements that cause them to be

moved in the directions that aie natural to them, and it is these

forms to which the term natuie is primarily applied And thus

we say that nature is a certain principle of motion and rest to

that in which it is inherent, essentially and not according to

accident
”

arpnrran on cannon qtwi TSfTm owm lpjmiw twww
nrwn d’Jwd on onporwo hokotp pn o^roion onpon aw nwVniwi

rarra om» my wi on nrawm 0 obnnon orwranpo !?y

n!?nm *m punv idhh nw»n jnorj ntt? onV n!w om onV wyim
mpoa n

1

?! osyn inrroDi n mnv no nsrorfr no

Cf Physics II, 1, 192b 20-23 “Nature being as it were a cer

tain principle and cause of motion and rest to that in which it is

primarily inherent, essentially and not according to accident
M

Another rendering of Aristotle's definition of nature occurs in

Cuzan I, 73 Nature is the principle and the cause by which the

thing in which it is inherent, rests and is moved, essentially and

not according to accident
”

mpon nSi dsjd n win ~\m min ym nv rp 1m nanm nVnnnn wn o

Narbom in Prop XXV has the following rendering

•wk min run yyurv -wxb naoi no nSnnn tw ynon uddin m2 pVi

mpnn *imn n
1

? masym nnwn 13

Cf also the rendering reproduced by Hillel of Verona quoted

above m Prop IV, n 18

The view expressed here by C rescas that the form of the simple

elements is the cause of their natural motion reflects the opinion
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of Avicenna and Algazali as given by the former in A l Najah
t

p 25, (cf Carra de Vaux, Avicenne
, pp 184-185) and by the

latter in the Mafca$td al Palasifah III, p 239 In connection with

this, Shem £ob, in his commentary on the Moreh (II Prop XVII)
has the following statement 1 Some people thought that in fire,

for instance, the body is that which is moved and the form is that

which moves This is the view of Avicenna and Algazali
9

02 njn vm jn&n Kin mn misi yynno wn mn otw om otwHi

TDrTDKl

According to this view, therefore, the cause of the natural mo
tion of the elements abides within the elements themselves The
form is the cause of the motion of the elements just as the soul is

the cause of the motion of animals The elements are therefore

said to be moved by themselves (v<f) aurou), in the same way as

animal beings

Averroes' view based Upon his own interpretation of Aristotle

is opposed to this According to him all the elements to be sure

contain within themselves a certain principle of motion, but not

one of causing motion but rather one of receiving motion The
cause of the motion he contend^ does not abide within the ele

ments themselves It is rather external to them The elements

therefore unlike animal beings are not said to be moved by
themselves, u</> avroo

Averroes
1 view is based upon Physics VIII, 4, 254b, 12-24

which is analyzed by him in his Intermediate Physics VIII, iv, 4,

1, as follows “As for those things which aie moved essentially

(OXjDfl no, Kad avr6)
} they require fuither consideration Some

of these things are moved by themselves (Doxy mso u<£ avrov)

but others by something from without, and some are moved by
nature but others by violence and contrary to nature Of those

which are moved by nature, some are moved by themselves as,

e g ,
an animal, for an animal is moved by itself, though its body

may be moved by nature and contrary to nature, but some are

moved not by themselves as, for instance, the light and heavy
elements *

n « d d lyyun » no dpid iVhi era pyb mn mm on oxyae> no mow
onxpi y a oa o’yyuno onxp p oai y i no lyyun’® no anoi Doxy
.9 a o a nmi y a »no yin njrona (o’yyiino onxpn m a n

a

o’yyuno
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raxy pnpd pawn yyw mn Tim»D ooxyriKBo lyyww no ono

*6 yyuiw no pnoi djdki ywrc pm yaw yyww “wdk mn im dbm
oncuni o^pn onain r» my dmbd

The rest of the chapter contains an argument to prove that while

the natural motion of the elements is caused by a mover the mover
is not within themselves Averroes concludes the argument with

the following statement ' Hence it is clear that these simple ele

ments are not moved in place by themselves but rather by some

thing from without

Vn« nosy nKDD QipD3 q yyun» or* owi tndd p m rrn n&ioi

fino Taio

Crescas, as will have been noticed, has explained only the first

part of Maimomdes 1

proposition, namely, everything that is

moved has a mover In his explanation, ns we have seen, he has

followed the \vicennean view by showing that the mover in the

case of the natural motion of the elements is the form of the

elements He does not, however discuss the second part of the

proposition where Maimomdes undertakes to explain the mean

ing of the expression “that which is moved by itself” (Arabic

n'»phl\ p -print)
1

?* Altabmi and Crescas H2K3 yyttDD Ibn

Tibbon and A1 Hanzi yyw {xf>* aurou See Prop VI

n 3, p 531) From the context of the proposition it is not clear

whether Maimomdes has meant to use the expression only with

reference to animals or also with reference to the natural elements

Among his commentators there is a difference of opinion on this

point

According to one interpretation offered by Altabrizi, With which

he is in agreement, the expression is applied by Maimomdes also

to the natural elements “Some of them take the expression 'that

which is moved by itself to refer to that whose motion is not

produced violently by some cause outside itself but whose cause

is either in itself or is dependent upon itself The pioponents of

these views are the truest philosophers Accordingly the expres

sion includes the sphere, vegetables animals and the simple

elements when moved according to nature, but it excludes all the

motions that are violent and compulsory And this is what the

author of this book has meant by the expression
*
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fin inyun nno n nn kV im yyunaa n^ayyiinDi #n«p » mai
nr "aVr a cam p udn o-n u n^na ik iwna o«nn Vdk n naoa mod

niywin mdd iron ynun d yynnm DWEm mi nox-n bybn u did"

nDDi Vyn nn ron ies nm mown rn mam
The same interpretation is evidently adopted by Efodi, who

in his comment on the last part of the proposition mentions the

natural form, jvyam ,tti

Shem tob on the other hand, maintains that Maimomdes’ last

statement about that which is moved by itself refers only to

animal beings and does not include the elements He furtheimoie

maintains that Maimomdes has purposely left out any mention

about the natural elements in this proposition, because he did not

want to commit himself ns to the question whether the cause of

their motion is within them or outside of them "The view of

Avicenna and Algazah is untenable, for the body of the element

is not that which is moved nor is the form that which moves Nor
m this view espoused here by the Master, for he does not say that

the elements are moved by themselves, he only sa>s that the

animal is moved by itself This shows the pre eminence and

superiority of the Master in all the branches of philosophy
1

ann nVi man «n y ion kVi a^n n a yyianDu o bvn im nn

yyunDM Kin r™ mx Vna omoxyD yynnD nmon \bm non xb 'd ]d oy

„ moana unnn lnVya Vim Vy mv nn lDsyo

Again ' It is for this reason that the Master did [not] say that

the elements are moved by themselves, nor did he say that their

mover is from without but he rather left them unmentioned for

all this is a matter of fine spun speculation among philosophers,

and it was the Master s intention to state only well established

views "

nVi Wd om kVi ddxjd D'yjmnD nmont* mn ikV) pVi

mnV :nn roiw ,’didiV o pi p y Kin nr Vrw mb ,fino Kin onV y jdip tdk

dhkud ann

PROPOSITION XVIII

1 The Hebrew text of the proposition is taken from Isaac ben

Nathan’s translation of Altabrizi

Crescas’ interpolation of the words “the author concludes this

proposition by saying," noro nun noipnn onm, before Maumo
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mdes last words, 'and note this, Tti pm, has its precedent in

Narboni ("and the author says at the end, 'And note this’ ’
f

n I
J
n ni ^pon hdnV) and in Hillel of Verona ("and so on to the end

of the proposition which the Master concludes by saying and

note this n t
i
n n 1 f? I mn m annfl hsid ny) In the case of Nar

bom and Hillel of Verona, however, the interpolation was neces

sary, because they quote only the first part of the proposition

But Crescas, m quoting the entire ptoposition, had no reason for

introducing this interpolation It was probably used by him in

imitation of Nai bom and Hillel of Verona Or, he may have intro

duced this statement m order to indicate that the expression "and

note this ’ is part of Maimomdes’ original proposition and not a

comment by himself In the absence of quotation marks it was

necessary to use some such expression to indicate the beginning

and end of a direct quotation The interpolation here is thus the

equivalent of the expressions wb «in and |H3 ~ry which usually

introduce and close a direct quotation See Prop III, Part II,

p 226,

1

10

2 The entire discussion in this chapter is based upon Altabrizi

Crescas has only rearranged th<f parts of Altabrizi s discussion

and introduced a few slight changes, as will be pointed out in the

succeeding notes

3 The three cases enumerated here by Crescas aie based upon

the following statement of Altabrizi ' We say that whenever any

thing passes from potentiality to actuality
,
the passage takes

place according to a threefold manner * Jinn p n& naan

mm» uhv ^y rrm Vyan i«

4 Altabrizi "First, when something non existent becomes exis

tent, as e g , when the heat which is non existent in the water

but is capable of becoming existent is brought into existence by

an agent, the transition involved in the process is called a transi

tion from potentiality to actuality
”

0 an nnys mowiw inn awn *nyi nan vn» nm » dhb rwann
aw *10*01 on nn& fyiDn ntoxon ims\ son rtapo k n *?n«

tyiDn b* nnn p r\wv

5 Crescas’ argument here differs from the corresponding argu

ment employed by Altabrizi The latter s argument reads as
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follows We say that whenever anything passes from potentiality

to actuality, according to the manner described in the first two
cases, there must be something to bring about that passage from
potentiality to actuality for whenever a thing comes into exis

tence after non existence it must undoubtedly be with reference

to its own nature only possible of existence, and thus both exis

tence and non existence must bear to it the same relation It

therefore needs something to determine the preponderance of

existence over non existence That something which determines

the preponderance of the existence of a thing over its non exis

tence is undoubtedly that which causes the thing to pass from
potentiality to actuality

imM'so h xio iV o Jicw-in o as u® by byttn Vn nan to ns ® no Vo -iokji

ni« son on 1 pso Vo wioxyo -kpb'n nan win® dV Vyisn Vn non ]D

V'nooi myn by win so y no’ y noo Vn -pas'i nwn by 1 Vn nnynm
poo Vo Vyisn Vn nono ik’xid myn by nonn niN’xo

6 Altabrizi "Second, as when, e g ,
something existing actually

as a substance has the possibility of acquiring a certain attribute,

be it a form or an accident which does not as yet exist in it Such
an actually existent substance s said to be potential with refer

ence to that attribute, as long as it has only the possibility of

acquiring it But once it has acquired it it is said to have become
actual with reference to that attribute An illustration thereof

is the case of water which is an actually existent substance and
has the possibility of acquiring the attribute of heat Before its

acquisition of heat, the water is said to be hot in potentiality, but
after its acquisition of heat, it is said to have become hot in

actuality
"

mix ok no -iKniV n ,t® i®b’ki moxyo Vyisa nxoi -Din n n’» ,nn®m
’bo Vywa Nxoin "am win1

? -ion’I .onxci rrnn nV ten Von mpn oni

ton' -Winn win iV nxoj n®Noi *p noo Kin® ,iV nswn win nyn nn®SN
wnw’® i®b ki onioxyo VyiDO d’nxdi vn ’0 own too Vyiso a® Kin®

aw Kin® noK* iV nKxoi “i®noi noo d on® ton’ nnV nniK’xo onpi nia’ona

Vyien on

7 Crescas’ reasoning here differs from that of Altabrizi Crescas
uses here the argument which is later used by Altabrizi in connec
tion with the "case of a potentiality to impart action ” Cf below
n 9
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8 Altabnzi “Third, as when, e g ,
a being which exists in actual

ity and is perfect ab to its essence and complete as to its attributes

creates something new not in itself but outside itself Before its

creation of that something new the creator is said to be the

potential agent of its creation, but after the act of creation, it 13

said to have become its actual agent
1

-warn ixm D’pn moxyn oVty nairt rpT» n wbm nmom
mub nw wn Min vsb) m? w nxo) k 1

? nr?N nai emrrfr

VyiDS 32? iV 1DK1 UD& 2HH1 “10K31 H33 infcn 131*7 KTO NXDin

9 Altabnzi
4 That determinant agent which causes the transi

tion (see above n 4) must be either outside the thing which is m
potentiality, as e g ,

fire m its relation to water, or within the

thing itself, as e g ,
the natural power which causes the growth

of fruits and brings about their ripening In the second alterna

tive, if that power has never ceased to act, then we must consider

that m which it exists to have always been in actuality and never

to have been in potentiality, but our assumption now is thatat

one time it was in potentiality but later passed to actuality

And if that power was once inactive and then passed from poten

tiahty to actuality, there is no doubt that its former lack of

activity must have been due to the presence of some obstacle or

to the absence of some condition It thus follows that it must

have had something external to itself which removed that obsta

cle or created that condition, and it is that something external

which has brought about the removal of the obstacle or the

creation of the condition which will have to be considered as the

agent which has caused that power to pass from its potential

activity to its actual activity Take, for instance, the natural

power that causes the growth of fruits and brings about their

ripening If it happens to fail to bring about that ripening it is

only because of the piesence of some obstacle, such as cold which

causes the fruit to remain hard and unripe, or to the absence of

some condition, such as the absence of the required temperature

But whenever the obstacle is removed or the required condition

is created, as, for instance, when the cold disappears through the

warming of the air by the sun, then it is the sun which causes that

natural power to pass from its potential activity to its actual

activity
”
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two ,rD3 wn im “mn win maxyD P

n

1

? ar -dd K'sidi y "Odi n

n

13 mm nins^ ’wnon yatn ran w» *ypD iDina -1 n* 3331 d »n on a

13 two) nw no 3 Dyxa nn -un iVys udd ^nn ate dudhd usn pVrni

m« nsa n n v nna 133331 o nyi p nya n33 mwn in k^i i on Vysn

bn ran id hw -id (?>o«i(7>H^3 V>yE> tod n^nri] dni Vysn Vk ar p
-paxi 'Him inon 1

? in yno ^pn*7 o« ^nn win mw paoipN] ^yion

am yua in y3ioi 3 ddi 'turn inm y i m ynon mm i'd' ddd pn
|
ay Vn

*?N H33D 1^yD3 -13-13 N1H 3K?N {H331 (pn N130) HI
1

? N X1D 13DD pn NW
Litton inm 13DD y y N 1

? 30N3 in rmm nmn Wnan y3en ri33 ^yan

DiDno ’wn ipm 1

? m *?mD m!?3 o js onm aw mp3 y3iD n tppnV on

mom u rwsnn two ^3 ,’wnn nr y in m «nn yjion no ny *731 man
*?y»n bn rano i^yca >y3ton n3n wno am mn ,Tmn

10 By this distinction Crescas means to obviate a difficulty with

regard to the creation of the world If the world was created,

then it has passed from potential existence to actual existence

God, being the cause of the transition, must have likewise passed

from a potential agent to an actual agent Cf Moreh II* 14

' If God produced the universe from nothing then before the

creation of the universe He was a potential agent and upon its

creation He became an actual one Thus God must have passed

from a state of potentiality into that of actuality
1

imp Kiim .th 13 on Tiym iriN o^iyi &nn -pan o^n as 'tone? ana

Id Dpn Nr 333 run ^ysa byio 30 lNin iwdi ri33 ^yis o^iyn «non»

Vyon bn ran

The answer suggested here by Crescas does not agree with that

given by Maimomdes Maimon ides' answer is based upon the

distinction between a corporeal and an incorporeal agent, the

latter exemplified by the active Intellect and God An incorporeal

agent he argues, may act only at times and still not pass from

potentiality to actuality Furthermore, quite the contrary to

the explanation suggested here by Crescas Maimomdes main
tarns that while the occasional inactivity of the Active Intellect

may be due "to the absence of substances sufficiently prepared

for its action,
1

the period of God s inactivity prior to the creation

of the world is not to be explained in the same way (Moreh II, 18)

Crescas* distinction is based upon Altabnzi s discussion which
is as follows The activity of a perfect agent may be operated

either upon a material object Or upon an immaterial object In
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the former case, he says the change from inactivity to activity

on the part of the agent "does not imply a change in the agent

itself, for his transition fiom inactivity to activity is not due to

an imperfection m the agent itself, which indeed would imply a

change in its being but rather to an unpufection in those which

receive its action

py ynonb rrn» k 1

? *|Ann miN 'a 'W a*irr kV nr Van

]Morb ’if i Sn lonwny

Crescas, however, rejects this answer later in his discussion of

the problem of creation Or Adonat III, i, 4 (p 66b)

PROPOSITION XIX

1 The Hebrew text of the proposition is taken from Isaac ben

Nathdn s translation of Altabnzi

This proposition as well as propositions XX and XXI is taken

from Avicenna The Avicenni an origin of these propositions has

been recognized by all the commentators of Maimonides Cf

Efodi, Shem Job, Asher Crescas and Munk, ad loc

The principle which Avicenna is trying to establish by these

propositions is that the term possible means to be caused and the

term necessary means to be causeless (see below n 4) Nothing

therefore, of which the existence is due to a cause can be said to

have necessary existence even though its existence may continue

unchanged eternally God alone, according to Avicenna, has

necessary existence The celestial spheres have only possible

existence by their own nature, their eternity and hence necessity

of existence are due onl> to their cause The transient sublunar

beings, on the other hand, are possible in every respect

As against this view, Averroes denies that in eternal beings

there is such a distinction as being possible by their own nature

and necessary by their cause According to him, things are said

to be necessary when they eternally remain in the same state,

either eternally existent (niK icon rroiD) or eternally non existent

(-nynn msio) Things which have only transient existence are

said to be possible because of their not remaining unchanged m
the same state, for before their coming into existence they have

the possibility of either coming to be or not coming to be and
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after their coming into existence they have the possibility of

either passing away or not passing away
Averroes* conception of ‘necessary existence seems to be based

upon the following passage m Metaphysics VI, 2, 1026b, 27-29

“Since, among things which are, some are always in the same state

and are of necessity, not necessity in the sense of compulsion but

that which means the impossibility of being otherwise
*

The origin of Avicenna s distinction in eternal beings between
possibility by their own nature and necessity by their cause is,

according to Averroes, to be found in hi^ attempt to solve the

following difficulty No finite body, according to Aristotle, can

possess an infinite force (cf Prop XII) Since the spheres are

finite bodies their motive force must be finite and consequently

their motion must be finite But still the spheres, according to

Aristotle s theory of eternal motion, have a motion which is in

finite in duration In order to remove this difficulty Avicenna was
compelled to distinguish within the spheres between a possibility

with reference to their own nature and a necessity with reference

to their cause This distinction, again according to Averroes
testimony, was first sugge.sted.by Alexander Averroes himself,

however answers the difficulty by distinguishing between a force

which is infinite in time and a force which is infinite in intensity

and maintaining that while the spheies, owing to their fimtude
cannot have an infinite force of the latter kind, they can have an
infinity force of the former kind

Intermediate De Caelo I, x, 2, 8 (Latin, p 293va, G-293vb, K)
“There is room here for the following great doubt It has been
shown that nothing eternal has the possibility of being corrupted
nor can there be in it a potentiality for corruption But it has also

been shown in this treatise that a body which is finite in magni
tude cannot but have a finite force Now, since the celestial sphere
is finite in magnitude, the foice within it must necessarily be finite

The inference must therefore be that while the sphere by its own
nature has the possibility of being corrupted it must be fiee of

corruption on account of the infinite immaterial force, outside the

sphere, which causes its motion That this is so is maintained by
Alexander in a treatise of his, and he is followed by Avicenna, who
says that to have necessary existence may mean either of two
things First, to have necessary existence by one's own nature
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Second, to have only possible existence by one’s own nature but

necessary existence by reason of something else This being

the case, it follows that that which is eternal may have a poten

tiality for corruption Our own answer to this difficulty,

however, is that a body may be said to have a finite force 111 two

senses First, in the sense that its motion is finite m intensity and

speed Second, in the sense that its motion is finite in time ”

wo nan rxo' rW non ntuno nantu sin 'pm poo Dips b wv rm
irw oe>o bas? imai nn nr ay marm ,nr by no >a

j
w? nos b> noo« frnv

!?pa 'p'pnn own p nann bri niptto mbort bya ttw ’ooo n’^an Spa

'rha itoxpo nosnn ntsos Rin non non n’Van ^pa wn ori ,nipttn tvVan

b p’oon noi
1

? nm non 'nb>aa Rin nttw ri’^on bya 'nVan non nso nooo

mR’xon o'nnono now 'o o p« iop -ptran tiorb nxpo mpn n^o noao nn

o”ino loxpo xon n&BR pVm ,ioxpo mR’xon o"ino pVn o'pVn »»

poon nr nnnno ionou *iorji iDsnn no mtt »' ,]o nonn dri wVira

mR'xo ono nn«n o’o op »oo by n'bon ^pa nino 10 wv noN’ own*

pio nV n'^onn mu'oto ’Ot»n
1
opm m^pi pina inpion

1

? ir’wnn

This passage of Averroes is reproduced in the Moreh ha Moreh

II, Prop XII

Cf also Mtfalot Elohim II, 3, p 12b "For Plato says that the

heavens were generated from that eternal matter which had been

m a state of disordei ly motion for an infinite time but at the time

of creation was invested with Older Consequently by their own
nature the heavens are corruptible just as they were generated,

and it is God who implanted m them eternity, as it is written in

the Timaeus It is from this view that Avicenna has inferred that

the celestial sphere is composed of matter and form and is corrupt

lble and possible by its own nature but necessary and eternal by

virtue of its cause
’’

'nVa npuri ppnna p*n» onp ion iniRa unru owity idr poVaR '3

opata 'oa ocra>n i nun “non n*?ap nRnan npai n^an bya 'n!?a pr rnoo

nsDa ana» loai nvraan ona pa -pan’ ‘irito rVr onn rrw idd emosa

irni min nano aa-iio "o am o*un rrw w pH npb ]Raoi oir'b’q

map drbo tkji a"ino nvi b>3R vwp» ’-wbm nasa

2 The entire chapter is based upon Altabrizi with the exception

of the last statement which is based upon Narboni See below n 4
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3 Hebrew vtal -Hina myn N*? I take Yljn here in the

sense of being non existent" rather than in the sense of 'ceasing

to exist The Hebrew mjn (Arabic r*^) 1S a translation of

the Greek OTepqcrts, which means (a) privation
,
and (b) depnoa

Hon The former meaning is implied m the first three senses of the

term discussed by Aristotle m Metaphysics V, 22, 1022b, 22—31

The latter meaning is implied in the fourth sense of the term

Ibid 31-32 ' The violent taking away of anything is called priva

tion " Cf IX, 1 , 1046a, 34-35 “And in certain cases if things

which naturally have a quality lose it by violence, we say they

suffer privation
1

Similarly theHebrewand Arabic termshave these

two meanings Thus in Mamomdes* proposition iTiyi (Arabic

toiy) is used in the sense of deprivation
,

1 e, ceasng to exist

whereas here Crescas uses it in the sense of privation,
1 e ,

being

non existent

4 This last statement is based upon the following passage of

Narboni ' This proposition does not mean to imply that that

which owes its existence to a cause must have the possibility of

passing away, for [if it had that possibility it could not be eternal,

inasmuch as] that which is possible cannot be eternal, but, as a

matter of fact, many of the things which owe their existence to a

cause are eternal What the proposition really means to affirm

is that when a thing owes its existence to a cause, then the exis

tence of that thing, be it eternal or otherwise, is due to something

else
*

ID nanm , nxiw tb np&Nn o -njnn nntPDK um 0 *6

iTW nrot w mi on /ww no pin bin crmi on 0 b)byn

in^ir nxo Kin

What Narbom and Crescas are trying to say is this Possible

existence does not mean corruptible existence, for it has already

been shown in the discussion of Prop VIII, Part II, n 15 {p 561),

that accidental motion, 1 e
, possible motion, may be eternal if its

cause is eternal Possible existence simply means conditioned

existence, 1 e ,
existence dependent upon a cause

Altabrizi s conclusion reads here as follows ' Everything which

has a cause is with reference to the existence of that cause neces

sary of existence, with reference to the non existence of that cause

impossible of existence, but with reference to its own essence, lr
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respective of the existence or non existence of its cause, possible

of both existence and non existence
tf

viyn m n»i nwsm amno too nwxo iwm Kin tod b w Vdp

,vnj>m inao nwxDD p yn poon ay jimoxy ra rum nut s&n jnt» mao
viynm nut son wa

PROPOSITION XX

1 The Hebrew text of the pioposition is taken from Isaac ben
Nathan’s translation of Allabmi

2 Similarly Altabrizi Tor we have already explained in the

proposition piecedmg this, that everything which has, a cause is

in respect to its own essence possible of t ither existence or non

existence, whence it follows by tiie method of the conversion of

the obverse that that which in respect to Us own essence is not

possible of eithei existence oi non existence has no cause at all

but its existence is necessary in lespect to its own essence
'

m ran nr? run mo b nm bsu> m v*b mm naipro wm wu» u
nw *6w nmon -pn "pro mo rnnnn Ttynm nwsc&n inv»j>

d 'Ito rrn roo ^ nw vb m vmaio>!? mpnm iw'swm
inu»pV fiwxDn

Cf Prop XIX, n 4

As for the expression nnion qsn, the conversion of the obverse, see

Prop VII, Part I, n 3 (p 541)

3 The question is raised by Altabnzi "One may raise the follow

ing question "Von have already shown in the proposition preced

mg this that everything which has a cause is in respect to its own

essence only possible of existence, whence this proposition is

deducible by the method of the conversion of the obverse There

was therefore no need of making of it a separate proposition
”

m mn tod b -mw bzv im 'vb renpna on-wa om /naw
Tun Tna hbo uannD ntnpnn mi nw» todto hotjod updk

inmw rwnpnW1

? pis fW ,-iniDn

On a margin il note in the Vienna Manusonpt, signed KDN

there is a reference to Altabrizi The note is reprinted in the

Vienna Edition It reads as follows "This question has been

raised by Altabrizi, but the author of the Moreh has been justified
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after the manner explained by that worthy commentator

awn moan yrp wd mvn an n i inn *?£n run

Altabnzi s answer reads as follows "The answer to this ques

tion is as follows Inasmuch as this proposition was found to be

very helpful on account of its manifold applicability, the author

saw no harm in making of the problem treated in it d proposition

by itself, so that the principle it establishes may be directly known

to the reader and exist in his mind in actuality, without there

being any need of deriving it from another proposition
*

pixn an 1

? mn roi in rw mb imp-in mw rm» -awnm

d^vt 1 n v id doxy yvv 1 « n2 tut -i»« jrfrwn nn

mrw loipiD tusj byon V»a a

PROPOSITION XXI

1 The Hebrew text of the proposition is taken from Isaac ben

Nathan s translation of Altabnzi

2 Cf Altabnzi The proof of the proposition is as follows The
existence of every composite object requires the existence of its

component parts and those parts are something different from

the whole Hence every composite object requires for its existence

something different from itself Now that which requires for its

existence something different from itself, will disappear with the

disappearance of that something different Hence the composite

must be possible in respect to its own essence and cannot be any

thing that is necessary of existence in respect to its own essence

The conclusion is that nothing composite can be necessary of

existence in respect to its own essence
1

*?a run v^it 1 pVm ,1 p^n rm so -p-ix inw so aano byo nw a

,nVim vm nDa mo' run irtai -px *?ai viVti yuaxo inwam aano

nan )>8i lmoxy 1

? tpbk mn aanio bsv t bvt vmsp!? tpsm «in nn
nw'son a nno aanio nan 1 « tW minxy

1

? ni« son a,vina Kin tpnd

3 Cf Prop XIX
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PROPOSITION XXII

1 The Hebrew text of the proposition is taken fiom Isaac ben

Nathan’s translation of Altabnzi

2 Hebrew vVk ion) by$2 kxd) reflects the Greek rbSe n Cf

Metaphysics VIII, 1, 1042a, 27-29 "And by matter I mean that

which, not being a ‘this’ actuall> is potentially a 'this’, and

by form, which being a ‘this*

3 Cf Prop X n 7 (p 571) This as will have been noticed, is

the Aristotelian pi oof for the deduct ion of matter and form

Altabuzi in this place repioduces the Avicennean proof Cf Prop

X, Part II, n 22 (p 591)

4 Crescas is trying to foiestall the question why Maimonides

mentions only the thiee accidents of quantity, gcometucal form

and position out of the nine accidents enumeiated by Anslotle in

his list of categones His answer is based upon the division of

accidents into "sepai able” and "inseparable,’ or "external” and

"inherent,” and the assumption that Mimiomc^cs confines him

self here only to the latter

A similar division of accidents is found m Kawwanot ha Ptloso

Jim II, 1 (Makafid al ralastfah II, pp 97-98) "Accidents are

divided into two classes First, those the conception of whose

essence does not lequue the conception of something extei nal

as, e g ,
quantity and quality Second, those which lequue

attention to something external Of the latter are the following

seven relation place, time, position, possession action passion
”

nvs irmy ym* xb wpbn 'w bx ipVnir dnpoa

on run udd pin py bv nannn bn -pan -pirn nasn pn
tyerw tysw tppn nmnn ,rusi nyrw

The term "quality is used by Algazah to include among other

qualities also tint which Maimonides calls here 'figuie” (see

below n 5) His inclusion of "position” among the "external”

accidents is explained below m n 7 As for similar attempts by

modem scholars to classify Aristotle s nine accidents, see Zeller,

Anstotle
}
Vol I, p 280, n 2

Unlike Crescas, Narbom does not consider the selection of these

three accidents by Maimonides as being of any particulai signifi
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cance
‘ As for the accidents which occui to body they Tie

quantity, figme, position and others of the remaining categories

according to their older
”

nnnitan iwo onVm nranm nnanrn ,ntaan on win owori empan mam
Drama

In Altabnzi, however, there is a suggestion of Crescas inlet pie

tation "As for body, it cannot be without these thiee iccidents,

namely, quantity, figure and position
”

asam raianni naan on t»n ns>\>wn onpan n!?«a y:o' nV db>i ba am

5 Cf Categories, 8, 10a, 11-12 'The fourth kind of quahtj is

figure (cX9Ma) and the form (popdnfr),which is about everything

Intermediate Categoi tes II, iv, S i k n n 1 rniunn nw ’pm iidi

D "Gin p inx “inNS Q'RXMn This kmd of quality is designated

by Aristotle as "qu xlity accoi ding to foi m, hara ti)v pop<pi)v

voibv, ibid
,
10a, 16 Avicenna designates it as "qualities mheient

in quantity" (cf I Ioi ten, Die Metaphysik dcs Avicennas, p 219)

Maimonides descubes it as * quality which occuts to quantity

qua quantity,” maa mn htsto moan won ma'N (March I, 52

Cf Munk, Guide I, 52, p 196, n 5)

The underlying Arabic woid for H«an, "figuie," here is J&1

This Arabic word is translated here by Ibn 1 lbbon by the term

man The latter term usually tunslates the Aiabic
SiadeaiT, disposition, in which sense it is used by Ibn Tibbon
himself in Moreh I, 52 (see Munk, Guide I, p 195, n 2) How he

has come to use it here in the sense of "figure ’ or “form ’ may
perhaps be explained as follows The Hebiew nxon, as a result

of its use as a literal translation of the Aiabic m the sense

of disposition, has acquired all the othei meanings of the Ai able

term Now, the Arabic in addition to disposition, means
also ‘extei lor, appeal ance, "foi m,” and is thus the equivalent

of Hence, Ibn Tibbon translated hcie by miSJl Cf
H A Wolfson, "The Classification of Sciences in Mediaeval
Jewish Philosophy," Hebrew Union College Jubilee Volume (1925),

p 302, note

Hillel of Verona, having before him the reading iron of Ibn
Tibbon's translation, takes it refer to "such things as weight
and lightness, smoothness, loughness, lareness, density, and
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their like, foi all these are called coi portal tflections ,m on
nVa bzv on orn m vpo mmt> nvrjw mp*?n nf?p\ lira to
nvim niflDfl a’Kipi Fiom his list of examples it is clear that

he did not know that TVtan heie repiesenls the Arabic and

is therefore to be taken in the sense of figui e " As to the partic

ular sense m which Iddlel understood the term mDD in this pas

sage, it can be determined by the examples he includes under it

The quality of weight and lightness is described by Aristotle as

an affection/' irkdos {Metaphysics V, 21, 1022b, 15-18) Now
the paiticular kind of quality known as7rd0os is usually translated

into Hebiew by m^ysn Wbin (cf Categories
t 8 9a, 29, and

Moreh I t 52) Hence, "lion is ut>cd by Hillel of Veiona partly in

the sense of rnVy&n The other four examples he mentions are

specifically stated by Aristotle not to be varieties of 'quality"

but rathei of' position " Categories 8, 10a, 14-20 ‘ lheraieand

the dense, the rough and smooth, may appear to signify a ceitain

quality, but probably these <ne foreign from the division of qual

lty as each appears lather to denote d certain position (deaiv)

ofpaits ' By *

a certain position gf paits' Anstotle undoubtedly

means here what he calls e^ewheie" disposition, dtiide<ns

Metaphysics Vi 19, 1022b, 1-3 *

'Disposition' means the anange

meat of that which has parts, in respect cither of place or of

potency or of kind, for thete must be a ceitain position, as the

word disposition shows ' Hence, it would seem that the term

niDn is used here by Hillel of Veiona paitly m its ongmal sense

of "disposition
"

However, as against the last quoted statement fiom Anstotle

there is a statement by Maimonides which desenbes smoothness

and roughness, raieness and density as qualities Moreh II, 21

"We say that the necessary result of the pumary qualities aie

roughness, smoothness, hardness, softness, rareness and density

nnpm fmTjnwi-iW^w Dam mp^nn ia u"nnn nwtnn nvisw p
rnwpD»nBHTO^HJ mu JWWDWn ranm Similarly Algnzah desenbes

roughness and smoothness as qualities Kamvanot ha Pilosofim

II (Mala^td al lalasifah II, p 98) D'Dytom D'KIDS nD'KTI an pen

11pm own rovm mnSm nmpm nvnm mp^nm rormni

6 Altabnzi "For figure is a term applied to that winch is con

tamed by any boundary or boundaries " TP’ ^10 rwnn O
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!nana Cf Euclid, Elements I
#
Def XIV, and above

Prop I, Part I, n 148 (p 388)

7 Hebrew nxom, Arabic yxi^Kl Ibn libbon nron A1 Hanzt

niDVDn nmnn The term ruwi is evidently used by AI Ilarizi

here m the sense of “place (see Ibn Ezta on Job 2L 3 and

FUrsts Worterbuch), and hence movo miDn, “fixed place” or

“position

8 This description of “position
f

is based upon Altabrizi “As

foi position, it is a term signifying the condition of a body which

arises as a le&ult of the relation of its parts to each othei and then

relation to other bodies on the outside It is well known that every

body has its parts related to each othei after a certain manner
and is ns a whole variously related toward other bodies with

leference to pioximity and lcmoteness

*?k Dnxp vp^n orr mos nmb nyian naianno nx^a Kin n:n axan q^iki

orn vpbn yo mvo on’ )b am few ynn & nxin nm own fex non i nx

p

prmm nanipna tmmn bx

The second part of the descuption of
1

position ’ which Alta

bnzi illustrates by the examples
#
of “pioximity and remoteness

1

is used by Algazali as a description of “rel ition, and is illustrated

by him by the examples of 'on the right and “on the left'

Kawwanot ha Pilosofim II, Mafya$id al Falastfah II, p 98) 'As

for relation, it is a condition which happens to a substance by
reason of something else, as to be on the right of something

or on its left ” wn raon mpn oxyb yiy Kin momnn d*?ik

blown jwi by mvm wfeir Similarly m Einunah Ramah I,

1, p 7, it is used as a description of a special kind of ‘relation”

characterized as “relation in position “When you say on the

right of Simeon' or on the left of Levi', the statement expresses a

relation %n posthon ” sxm Kin 'b bxnvb pjhw
i
wb noKn nmo)

“Position” itself is described m Fmunah Ramah I, 1, p 6, as

follows “It is the relation of the parts of the body to the parts

of the place This is what is advanced by some as a descrip

tion of position But otheis think that position is the relation of

the paits of the body to each othei
”

onxp ion* ekmn nr Dipon *p!?n !?k mn ’p^n on 1 Kim ,a x d n

nxpb onxp own ’pfei bn on Kin nxontp nww onm oxnb Of these

two descnptions given in the Einunah Ramah of position,' the
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second corresponds to the first given by Altabuzi and leproduced

here by Gescas It occurs also in Mgizah’s Kavwanot ha

Priosofim II (Makaftd al falasifah II, p 98) “As foi position,

it is the rehtion of the parts of the body to each other ”

nxpV or«p own ’p^n on* Kin axon The first desmption of "posi

tion” in the Emunah Ramah evidently reflects the following pas

sage m Metaphysics V, 19 “Disposition means the arrangement

of that which has parts, in lespect either of phce or of potency

or of land, for there must be a ceitain 'position,’ as the word
'disposition shows

”

The fact that Algaz di uses the term "position” in the sense of

the external lelatton of one body to another and not in the sense

of the inner annngement of its paits may explain why he includes

"position” among the accidents which Crescas charactenzes here

as "separable See above n 4

PROPOSITION XXIII

Part I
*•

1 The Hebrew text of the proposition is taken fiom Isaac ben

Nathan’s translation of Altabuzi

2 Based upon Altabrizi "Know that on this pioposition there

are two questions Fust, to say of a thing that it is 'in poten

tiality’ means the same as to say that it is possible of existence

but does not yet exist, as we have explained above When the

author, theiefoie, has said 'everything that is in potentiality,’

we already know that it contains a certain possibility What need

was there for him to explain his first statement further by saying

'and in whose essence there is a ceitain possibility
’ ”

nsa om nm mhww rmpnn rou byw jn

yrr rvmpan run ,vnnDi» axm uw nitnon tww no bi wy
nowa mn« ays iprn ,imbbn u

This difficulty is not unanswerable It is discussed by Maimo
nides himself in his lettei to Ibn 1 lbbon (Kobc$ Teshubot ha Ram
bam we Iggerotaw II, p 27b), where a distinction is made between

"potential^} ” and "possibility
” "A thing is said to be in poten

tiality when it is capable of receiving a certain form which as >et
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does not exist in it, and the form, in that case, is said to exist in

the thing in potentiality, ns when, e g ,
a piece of non is smd to

be a swoid in potentiality and a date seed is satd to be a pnlm tree

in potentiality When a thing is thus said to be something else in

potentiality then the thing itself is said to contain a possibility

of becoming something else, as, e g a piece of 11 on is said to have

the possibility of becoming a sword To giasp the distinction be

tween 'potentiality and possibility
1

requires gieat subtlety md
is a matter of utmost difficulty even to trained philosophers A
good account of the distinction is given by Avempace at the

beginning of his commentary on the Physics
1

amn p nny nnp onMm p n«in nw nvra ,rDn Min ^
Minn "lMnn -dm'I Minn nMnn fMxanV] n Tjnoi pio Min Minn

wjnn m&MDi raa ^p'D torn* nornm ihdm^ rest Mnn nmn Hirw

Minn amn rays ppw rns Min tiw Trim non *?p-i map mon Vp

nvnV ni^JDM Minty Vrn ns\nrn nDMnty ids Minn pyn in sp’mV jivwdk

*?y nMo rwpi pn nnn Min nnwawn nnn p n«?M ‘nnnn njrto rroa

y™!? itm’D n^nnn mxbx inM pyn ms nnn nnm M'pnn d'bidi
1

? fin

nMD sis nnn ’joan

Maimonides’ reference to the difficulty of grasping the meaning

of the distinction is reproduced by Hillel of Verona (Piop XXIV
p 39b) as follows D'BiDib'Bii wps *7XM i^bk m»m imd piny inn Min 's

The distinction made by Maimonides between "potentiality”

and "possibility” may be ti iced to Aristotle s discussion of the

teim 'potentiality,” 8vvafJii$
f
m Metaphysics IX 1 he meaning

of the term 'potentiality is explained by Anstotle m the follow

ing passage Actuality means the existence of the thing, not in

the way which we expiess by 'potentially / we say that potenti

ally, for instance, a statue of Plermes is in the block of wood and

the half line is the whole, because it might be separated out, and

we call even the man who is not studying a man of science, if he

is capable of actually studying a pat ticuhr pioblem” (Metaphysics

IX, 6, 1048a, 30-35) This explanation, it will be noticed, cone
sponds exactly to the explanation given by Maimonides Later,

Anstotle fuither explains and lestucts the meaning of potential

existence In the first place, it is not everything that can be

called potentially something else, for it is only certain things that

are capable of becoming ceitain other things "But we must dis
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tinguish when a thing exists potentially and when it. docs not

foi it is not it any and eveiy time E g ,
is earth potentially 1

man? No—but rathei when it has alieady become seed, and

pet haps not even then, as not eveiytlnng cm be healed by the

medical art or by luck, but theie is 1 ceitun kind of thing which

is capable of it, and only this is potentially healthy" (Metaphysics

IX, 7, 1048b, 37-1049a, 5) “If, then, a thing exists potentially,

still it is not potentially any uid everything but different things

come fiom diffeient things (ibid
,
XII, 1069b, 28-29) In the

second place, even those things which aie capable of becoming

something else aie not potentially that something else unless there

is nothing extern U to Inndei the actualization of that potentiality

(ibid
,
IX, 7, 1049a, 5-18) It is quite evident, then, that the

"possibility ’ which accoiding to M umomdes a subject must

possess m oidei to be s ud to have a 'potentiality " foi something

else refeis to those conditions laid down by Anstotle as governing

the meaning of potential existence and making its realization

possible

The distinction between ‘potentiality
1 and 'possibility' is fully

discussed by Ilillel of Verona ou this pioposition The most

important statement in Ins lengthy discussion is the following

"When we say that the foin: of a man is in the seed, that poten

liality, inasmuch as it exists in a subject, 1 e
,
the seed, must be

pieceded by a ceitam disposition called possibility on the part

of the subject
'

, jna 'p a wia nxb) invno n a n nr n 3 a tmn mix jnn »’ hick o
1!? pmm nniKBH nmpw nn« men 1

1

? mp’tn “px

Hillel of Verona then proceeds to explain the meaning of "possi

bility " His explanation is nothing but an outline of Metaphysics

IX, 7 The term "possibility," he says, has two meanings First,

it means that the subject that is said to be potentially something

else must be by its natuie fit to become that something else, as it

is not everything that is fit by nature to become that something

else Second, theie must be all the conditions favotable foi the

realization of the potentiality of the subject to become something

else

Etymologically both nn, potentiality, and nntMDK possibility,

are translations of the Greek SOva/jits but they represent two

different senses of the Gieek woid ‘Potentiality* represents
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bvvajxis as the opposite of hkpyaa actuality
9
whereas 'possi-

bility” reflects Suvafits as the opposite of &dvvapla, impossibility

and kvkyKr\, necessity Arabic nip ]«M»

3 Again based upon Aitabrizi "Second, the predicate of a piopo

sition must be something different fiom its subject, inasmuch as

there is nothing to be gained by the repetition of the same terms

It is fuithermore evident that the predicate must be something

external to the subject, foi were it not so, Us piechcation of the

subject would be self evident and the proposition would requne

no demonstration But we are dealing here with propositions

which do require demonstrations ”

n^jnn nna nww n^ir nvw 'itn mmn tom s n mvn n^wm
tmb rrrp t6 dm udd pn Trm dvd)d imn nwrn

mwion nrvno n *em nsiw nnrtDN «rnn mn n’rr

4 In this passage Ciescas reproduces and criticizes Aitabrizi'*

intei pi etntion of the pioposition In his interpretation, Aitabrizi

distinguishes fiist between the terms “potentiality” and “possi-

bility in the pioposition “Potentiality," according to him,

refers to something which does' not yet exist but may come into

existence (cf above n 2) 'Possibility” refers to something which

already exists but whose existence is conditioned by the existence

of a cause, so that the continuance of its existence is only possible

Then he takes the expression tyw KXtf1 vbv na nj» -CD,

“may at some time not exist tn actuality
*

to mean “may at some

time cease to exist/ HD nya yijw On the basis of this intei preta

tion, Aitabrizi paiaphrases the proposition as follows Everything
that exists only potentially and, when it acqunes actual existence,

its continuance of existence is only possible, may at some time

cease to exist

Crescas criticizes this interpretation on two grounds Firsts

the expression “and in whose essence there is a certain possibility”

cannot refer to the possibility of continuing to exist Second
,
the

expression * may at some time not existm actuality * cannot mean
“may at some time cease to exist

My interpretation of Ciescas* second criticism is based upon
the assumption that like his first cnticism it is aimed at Altabnzi

The obvious meaning of the second cnticism, however, would seem
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to imply that the interpretation under criticism lakes the expies

sion byDi h x d ' na nyn tpon “on in the sense of ipdn “Q3

NS 1 kW n& njn, "may at some time not pass into actual

existence ” But it seems to me unlikely that, aftei having aimed

at Altabnzi’s inteipi elation in his first cuticism, Ciescas should

aim at some unsponsored intei pretation in his second criticism

5 Maimonides own interpretation of this phrase in the proposi

tion does not agree with the mterpjetation given here by Crescas

C f above n 2

6 The distinction drawn here by Crescas is the same as the dis

tinction drawn by him in Piop XVIII between the potentiality

to act and the potentiality to be acted upon, 1 e
, between a

potential agent and a potential patient

7 Hebrew *ry» nnw *vyh nsn Vyon kW no nyn “inn

The statement is rather vague Its meaning may be made clear

by the following considerations

(1) The term Tiyn, accoiding to Maimonides, applies both to

absolute non existence and to the absence of properties Cf

Moreh III, 10

(2) Then, agun, the teim Tfjn, as we have seen, means both

"not to exist and "to cease to exist " Cf Piop XIX, n 3

(p 683)

(3) Finally, form is the cause of the actual existence of any

thing Without form mattei has no actuality it is pure privation

Now, Crescas takes the expression nxd' in the propo

sition as affirming that everything which contains a possibility

within itself, 1 e , matter, may be conceived as being without any

form, inasmuch as none of its forms exist in it permanently, and

thus it may be without actual existence (*nj» mw)
A different interpretation of the proposition is given by Maimo

nides himself in his letter to Ibn Tibbon "It is thus evident that

everything that is potentially something else must not be actually

that something else at some time, for a given piece of non cannot

be called potentially a swoid unless it is not a sword at some time

Otherwise, its being a sword would not be potential but it would

rather be actual all the time
”
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nya -nya hinn nmnn n'n' mnnn *in« nm ran im te vd nwro mzn
nWa ate naa q >d kw na nas 1 k 1

? ten te rewin m 'a DTiyn p
rrm t o write tey 1

? -non a
1

? dn am d nyn p nna ny tid n^nn

nyi D^y 1

? Vjnaa *pD rrnn ten naa *\»u

8 Hebrew Dxyn mynn rao Kin nwan narin 'a The term oxy

here is used in the sense of “corporeal substance ” Cf Prop

XVI, Pait II, n 12

Crescas
1

reasoning here reflects a statement by Maimomdes in

which by a subtle change in the use of terms he seems to suggest

that matter is the cause of both “destruction *' no^n

and “privation” myn, <-** Moreh III, 8 'All generated and
corruptible bodies are subject to destruction only through their

matter The tiue nature of matter is such that it never

ceases to be associated with pnvation It is for this leason that

matter does not retain permanently any single form but is always

taking off one form and putting on another * Cf Pi op XIX, n 3

jDBi inte mnn nxn pa iwnn m w bh ohdbii Dnnn mnn te

mw tn D^pnn vb nr ^bdi ,Tjjnn tram ute1 n 1

? ohy^ ^rmi nnnn

tod mn« jpate mix aw ten

9 The passage to which Ciescas refers reads as follows

tea te ddd nwd te y yn •'ntea w rrten tes te 'fr* nV nn

am i&xyn o -rrr «te am 1

? nxn ten nn in nm
]
ay te ate

1

? mom rrir

nnw iDD,aaya rrn nn^sn 1 d x y n i n n * n o n a; nan

dnpyi aiytea

What Crescas means to s ly heie is that the passage, quoted fiom

Maimomdes’ fourth pi oof for the existence of God, in which refer-

ence is made to Prop XXIII, can be interpreted in confomuty
with his own interpretation of that pioposition

Accordingly, the expression nnw« iDxya n rrn urn in the

passage will be undei stood by Crescas as emphasizing the exis-

tence of the possibility vnthm the essence of the came itselff
and

the exptession Trya n n wall be undei stood by him m the sense of

remaining unrealized The tianslation of the passage will there

fore read as follows “We must at last ainve at a cause of the

transition of an object from the state of potentiality to that of

actuality which exists always in the same state and in which there

is no potentiality at all, that is to say, in whose own essence theie
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is nothing potential, foi if there were any possibility in its own

essence, it might remain unrealized, as his been stated in the

twenty thud pioposition
”

There is, however, nothing in the oiiginal text of that passage

to exclude the other interpretations of the proposition In fact

both Altabrizi and Hillel of Veiona, whose intei pi etations of the

proposition differ fiom that of Crescas, lefei to the sinie pass lge

as an illustration of the use made by Maimonidcs of the proposition

Pari II

10 That is to say if prime mattei is identified with corporeal

form then matter is never without actual existence

PROPOSI 1 ION XXIV

1 The Hebiew text of the propositions leids alike 111 Ibn lib

bon’s tianslation of the Moreh and 111 Isau ben Nathan’s tians

lation of Altabiizi

2 Cf Piop XXIII, n 8

3 Hebrew 'inR *ua ton rrn n
1

? r 1

? dri That is to say, if there

were no underlying actually existent substratum, every quail

tative change would be the generation of something new, and

it would thus be a change in substance Cf Prop IV, n 8 (p SI 2)

and Prop X, Part I, n 11 (p 576)

Throughout this chapter there is a confusion of *inR and "inR in

all the printed editions and manuscripts But in the proposition

itself there can be no doubt that the proper reading is inR, for it

represents the Arabic RO I have therefore retained the same

reading throughout the chapter

It is not impossible that Crescas has taken the expression

irrn *OT in the proposition to mean “one thing’’ as well as "a

certain thing ” Hence, the force of his argument here

Mostof the manuscripts read heiednnR<?)*rna tan Ninrpn .rVdri,

in which case the last word is to be read inn, and the passage is

to be translated “for, were it not so, it would become another

thing altogether
”
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4 Hebrew “lMar, ->

5 The distinction drawn heie by Crescas between the two appli

cations of the term possible” occurs in the following souices

Hillel of Verona on Prop XXIII 4‘The term potential is

applied in two ways First, it is applied to a substance in which

something exists potentially This is called ‘the subject of the

potentiality Second, it is applied to a thing which exists poten

tially in a certain substance This is called ‘the potential* in the

true sense of the term An example of the first kind is when we
say the seed is potentially a human form An example of the

second kind is when we say that a human form exists potentially

in the seed
M

tnpj nn rna ji'td n wv oxy Kin in«n a\3s *?y win cu

non no *npa nn non oxyn kw mnn wn wi n o S

y

o

mix man wV Iraon noo imi mis jnia bp ot&h bmn hdno

noo yna km mi
Narbom on Piop XXIV “From this you may gathei tint the

term ‘possible* may be applied m general to two kinds of things

First, to that which receives which may be named the sustaining

subject, and an example of this is prime matter, which is potential

with reference to form, and likewise body which is potential with

reference to accidents Second, to that which is received which

may be named the material subject and an example of this

is form [with reference to prime matter] or the accidents [with

reference to body] The foimei is called potential with ieference

to something else and is potential in a limited and relative sense

The lattei is called potential by its own essence and in an absolute

sense
*

tom tapan *?y wo 20 Waa ntw»i ^ n\o ^ ronn

Kin im tmr) p >)coi nmxn non an ntm ymnn nonn mm moyan
empan ik rrnxn mm 'torn Nimn Kim Vsipan ^y nomi ,Dnp»n (w n»
isd nro top* nupm nxpa n:n mm nns nm 1

? nun pwim
rdmvn isxy

Averroes, Happalat ha Happalah I, Fomth proof (Tahafut

al Fahafut I, p 32, 1 10, Desirucho Deslruckonum I, p 35rb, E,
Horten, p 106, 1 27) “The possible is said both of that which
receives and of that which is received, or both of the subject and
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that which inheres in the subject ” ,knpom hipnn ^y nu?s«n

mm1 mim in

The same distinction is also implied in Altabrizi s distinction

between the first and the second land of transition fiom poten

tiality to actuality See Prop XVIII, notes 4 and 6

In MSS D 1 p, a N a the text leads here T1J»n mi "non

existent predicate ' instead of Tiyn kbtu "non existent subject

The former leading agrees with the expression IN ^mpfcni feapm

NTO1 »W3n quoted above in this note from Averroes The latter

reading agrees with Narboni s expression Nini Saipan ^y

HDnn NWi quoted also above in this note

6 That is to say the statement made in the Proposition thit

possibility must always inhere in matter is true only of what
Crescas calls the possibility of an "existent subject" but not

of what he calls the possibility of a non existent subject ’

See preceding note

PROPOSI riON XXV

1 The Hebtew text of the Pioposition is taken from Isaac ben

Nathan s translation of Altabnzi

2 That is to say, in the piocess of geneiation and corruption

which we observe in nature, the generation of a thing cannot be

from absolute nothing but must be fiom something Cf Prop

X, Part I, n 7 (p 572)

3 Physics I, 5, 188a, 31-34 In the first place, therefoie, it must

be assumed, that in the universality of things, nothing is naturally

adapted to act casually upon anything, or be casually acted upon

by anything, nor is anything disposed to be generated from any

thing, unless some one considers these things as taking place

nccoiding to accident
M

4 Physics I, 6, 189a, 34—189b, 1 "Hence, if some one should

think that what is befoie asserted is true, and should also admit

the truth of what is now said, it is necessary, if he wishes to pre

serve both assertions, that he should intioduce a ceitain third

thing as a subject to contraues
”
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Cf Metaphysics XII, 1, 1069b, 3-9 "Sensible substance is

changeable Now if change proceeds from opposites 01 fiom inter

mediate points, and not from all opposites but fiom the

contrary, there must be something underlying which ch inges into

the contrary state, for the contraries do not change Further,

something persists, but the contrary does not peisist, there is,

then, some third thing besides the contianes, viz the matter
”

5 Hebrew DXyn ttr>N Cf Prop XVI, Part II, n 12 (p 667)

Hillel of Verona in his commentary on this proposition explains

the expression as referring to “an individual substance,” oxy

HSR, which Aristotle designates as "pumary substance,” oxy

ptWI, as distinguished from ‘universal substance, ’ oxy, or

the genera and species, DU’t)n in djidh, which Aristotle desig

nates as "secondary substance” VXt oxy "Of substances there are

two kinds, a pumary substance and a secondary substance

Averroes in his commentary gives three te isons why the indivi-

dual substance is more fit to be described as pi unary' than the

universal, 1 e
,
the generic or specific Thus I have made

known to thee what the Master has meant by the expression

‘individual substance,’ namely-, that it refers to what is called by

Anstotle ‘primary substance ’ ”

mvw loiTna now tan pro oxyi ]wtn oxy .duo ue> D'oxyn ]oi

'I'Bnw’Jisn'wfe.'VVsnp 'P'«noxyn p&>R-i tnpw urn

*iuya * v 1 r 0 x y v-idrd am nxta» no 7nynn nun D’oyo rwWo
loonR ^xr 1 1 v n n rw

The rtfcience in Hillel of Verona's passage is to Metaphysics

VII, 13, 1038b, 9-10 "For ptimaiy substance is that kind of sub

stance winch is peculiar to an individual ” Anstotle, however

does not apply the expression ‘secondary substance' to umveisals

He only denies that umveisals are substances 1 he term 'second

ary,’ however, is applied to them by Averroes

6 Hebrew rvfrnnnn p nmpn mynn n’n dm Taken literally, the

passage would seem to mean 'though privation is the first of

the principles ” But, while it is true that in the enumeration of

the three principles, privation, matter and form, the term

‘privation’ is usually mentioned first, it would be entirely point

less for Crescas to designate it as "the first of the principles
”

I therefore take the words ompn mynn to stand by themselves as
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an expression meaning "pnoi privation
1

that is to say, “priva

tion which precedes form * As such an expression it is the

equivalent of what Mannomdes calls invan *nynn pjcsoVa

“particular privation, by which is meant privation with reference

to a certain form ( Moreh I, 17, cf Monk, Guide I, 17, p 69 11 1),

as contrasted with ‘general privation
M

Viyn, 1 e , the

privation of all forms, and “ ibsolute privation, * Tryn i e

privation in the sense of non being (cf Shem tob on Morels loo

oil ) Crescas' substitution of DTlpn Tijnn for Mamiomdes'
"invon Tipnn is due to the influence ot Narbom in whose com
mentary on the Moreh

,
Joe cit the expiession nrn&n TiSWin is

paraphrased by nnrm TfflA tntpsi mvm Ttym, “the particular

privation which precedes the generated form
”

7 Physics f, 7, 190b, 23-27 1

I he subject, however, is one in

number, but two in species But puvation and conti ary are

accidents

8 Metaphysics XII 3, 1069b, 35-1070a, 2 “Next we must ob

seive that neithei the matter noi the foim comes to be For

eveiytlnng that changes is something and is changed by some

thing and into something ThaJL by which it is clungcd is the

immediate movei (ttp&tov klpovptos) that which is changed,

the mattei
,
th it into which it is changed, the foim

'*

The expiession mnpn JVJDrr -priD^K thus reflects the

Gieek irpoorop klpovv in the preceding quotation which other

wise howexer, is translated by prime mover

By the ' immediate mover" Maimomdes means heie the celes

tial sphere which is the source of cveiy motion in the sublunar

world Cf Moreh 1,72, and Hillel of Verona on this proposition

9 Hebrew vmxy yv nV Win This statement is quoted from

Malmonldts ,

proposition wheie it is attributed to Aristotle Cf

Metaphysics I, 3, 984a, 21-25 * Tor at least the substratum itself

does not make itself change, e g neither the wood nor the bionze

causes the change of either of them, nor does the wood manufac

ture a bed and the bronze a statue, but something else is the cause

of the change 1

Ibid XII, 6, 107lb, 28-30 “For how will there

be movement, if there is no actual cause? Wood will surely not

move itself—the carpenter's art must act 011 it ” Cf Munk,
Guide II, p 22 n 5
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I Manuscripts and Fditions or the Or Adonai

The text of the Or Adonai included in this work rests on the edtito pnnceps

of Ferrara 1555 collated with eleven manuscripts The rejected readings of

the Ferrara edition are recorded m the critical notes together with the variant

readings of the manuscripts The variants found in the Vienna edition 1859

are partly based upon the Vienna manuscript, which I have consulted directly

but in the greater part are the result of errors Of the latter I have taken no

notice When in a few instances the readings of the Vienna edition are recorded

it is on the assumption that they represent readings of the Vienna, manu

script which I may have overlooked The Johanmsburg edition, 1861

is a reprint of the Terrara edition with some conjectural emendations on

the part of the publisher Of these l have taken no notice although one of the

emendations is discussed in the explanatory notes (p 379) The first part of

the propositions (Ma'amar I
t
Kelal I) printed with the commentary 0%ar

I;Iayyvm by H J Flensberg Wdna 1905-07 is likewise based upon the earlier

editions with conjectural emendations by the editor Of these too, I have

taken no notice

In the critical notes I have recorded only such readings as I could check up

at the time the text was prepared for publication At that time however, I had

before me only three manuscripts in photostatic reproduction (MSS 3 H i)

whereas of the other eight manuscripts I had only a collection of variant

readings copied m note books Consequently, whenever I decided to depart

from the Ferrara edition and to record its reading in the critical notes, I had

no way of assuring myself of the agreement between the rejected reading of

the Ferrara edition and that of any of the eight manuscripts except the absence

of any record to the contrary m my note books In such instances, which

are comparatively few in number rather than quote the manuscripts on the

evidence of the silence of my note books or else quote them with some query

mark I thought it more advisable to omit them altogether and to record the

reading In the name of the Ferrara edition only

Neither the edttio pnnceps nor any of the manuscripts seems to represent

what may be considered a copy of an original definitive text In fact it may
be doubted whether such a definitive text ever came from the hands of the

703
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author The variants which are to be observed in the Feuara edition and the

manuscripts would seem to represent largely not so much corruptions of

copyists as alternative tentative readings contained in the copies of the work

made by students of Crescas to whom the Or Adonai was first delivered m the

form of lectures and who participated in its composition (cf above pp 23 29)

The author s death which followed soon after the completion of the work

precluded the possibility of a final rcvj^ion and of the issuance of an authorita

tive text On the basis of a colophon in the Jews College manuscript IlirsUifcld

concludes tint it is probable that the MS is an autograph of the author

But this manuscript adorned with some notes by a student of Crescas is with

a few material exceptions (see for instance above p 140 1 14 and p 338

n 23 p 180 1 18 p 352 1 15) in exact duplicate of the Parma manu'jcript

and if both of them are not copies of i single manuscript it would seem from

internal evidence tint the lortnei is i copy ol the fitter As for the colophon

see above p 17 n 61

Some suggestions is to the relationship of the manuscripts are available

The Parma and the Jcw3 College mmuscnpts n already mentioned arc of

the same origin The Pam and Vatican m inus^ripts have many readings in

common Occasionally they are followed by the Adler manuscript In the

same way there is a rcscmbl uice between the Bloch md Bamberger manu

scripts The Sulzberger manuscript comes nearer the Ferrara edition than

any of the others In four of the manuscripts Sulzbcrgei Jews College,

Pans and Parma there is an omission of an entire section m Ma amar III

Kelal I Perth 4 beginning with an n>ytn qwni and ending with the word

preceding an ncitm (Vienna edition p 66b 1 41—p 67b 1 29)

The texts arranged m the order in which I have consulted them and the

symbols by which they aie designated in the critical notes, are as follows

£—Ferrara edition 155 ^

2C—Jewish Theological Seminary New York MS Sulzberger This

consists of 246 folios of which folios 197—246 (beginning early in

Pereh 3 of Ma amar III Kelal III Viemn edition p 73b 1 4) are in a

different hand The first part of this manuscript is badly damaged by

the corrosion of the ink and of folios 93-T29 only the margins aie left

fc—Munich See M Steinschneider, Dte hebraischen Ilandschriften der K
Hof und Staatsbibholhek w MUncften, Mdnchcn 1875 No 301 (con

taming Maamar I-II) and No 303 (containing Maamar 1II-IV)

^—Jews College London See 21 Hirschfeld Descriptive Catalogue of

the Hebrew MSS of Ike Montefiore Library London 1904, No 281
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I—Paris Bibhoth^que Nationale See H Zotenberg Catalogues des

Manuscrits Ilebreux et Samantams de la Bibhothbque Impiriale Paris

1866 No 737

1—Vienna See A Krafft und S Deutsch Die handschriflhchen hebrais

cheti Werke der k l> Hofbibhothek zu Wten Wt^n, 1847 No 78 A Z

Schwar? Die hebraischen Handsohnften der Natlonalbibholhek tn Wien

Wien 1925 No 150 1

“1—Rome Vatican See St Ev Assemanus et Jos Sim Assenianus

Bibliothecae Vahcanae Codd MSS Calal Rome 1756 No 261

—De Rossi Collection in Biblioleca Pnlatina Parma See MSS
Codues hrbraici Bibhoth T B De Rossi Parma 1803 III p 81

Cod 1156 H J Michael Or ha Ilayyim Tiankfurt a M 1891 p 4-22

p—Oxford See Ad Neubaucr Catalogue of the Hebrew Manuscripts tn

the Bodleian Library Oxford 1886 No 1351 4 H J Michael O^erot

Ilayyim Hamburg 1848 p 33 No 386 4 This MS ends with Ma
amar I Kelal III Perch 6 In Neubautr this MS is erroneously said

to end with III, 6

3—Akademie ftir die Wissenschaft des Judentums Berlin Formerly

owned by Prof Philipp Bloch

K—~Jewish Theological Seminary New York MS Adler 1800 See

Catalogue of Hebrew Manuscripts tn the Collection of Llkan Nathan

Adler Cambridge 1921 p 55

y—Jewish Theological Seminary New York MS Bamberger 1 Written

in beautiful Spanish chaiacters m Lisbon 20th of Shebat (Jan 15)

1457 about half a century after the author a death by a member of

the famous Ibn Yahya family Solomon b David for a Solomon b

Yeluel (Prof Alexander Marx in the Register of the Jewish Theological

Seminary for 1928-1929 p 139)

The MS which once existed in Turin but is no longer extant is described in

the following catalogues Josephus Pasuius Codices Manuscrtph Bibhothecae

Regtt Taunnensis Athenaei Tauiini 1749 p 54 Codex C\LVI a \ 31 B

Peyron Codices Hebraici Mann Lxarati Regiae Bibliothecae quae tn Taurtnenst

Alhenaeo Asservatur Taurim 1880 p 99 CodexCVII A 25 H J Michael Or

ha flayytm p 422 Cf letter by A Berliner to H J Hensbcrg in Or Adonai

with Qqar Ilayyim Wilna 1905-07 p 184

The colophon of the Turin MS is reproduced by Pasinus as follows

-it* h mu*? V P n>cn i mm idhoV "in n The same reading is

given by Michael Peyron has instead of o -idhd
1

? isbvn and at

the end of the colophon adds pns mo 1

?Da tpk hdihd See above p 17 n 61
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II M VNUSCRIPTS AND EDITIONS Or WORKS ClTED

This hst arranged alphabetically cojituns only those woiks which
are not adequately described when cited I hey are entered here
either by title or by author according as they happen to be referred

to A complete list of works cited will be found in the Index of

Passages The titles of Hebrew books which are gi\en throughout
this work in transliterated form are reproduced m Hebrew char

actera at the end of this list

Albalag Isaac Commentary on Algazali s Kawwaml (De ol) ha Pilosofim

MS Paris Bibhoth&que Nalionalc, 940 3

Albertus Magnus Hebrew translation of his Philosopkta Pauperum MS
Cambridge University Library Min 6 32 (6)

Al Najah by Avicenna published together with the Kitab al Kanon Rome
1593

Altabrizi Commentary on Mamionides twenty five propositions Isaac ben

Nathan s translation Venice 1574 MS Vienna (KrafTt and Deutsch

74 Schwarz 150 2) Anonymous tiausf ition, MS Pans Bibhthdquc

Nationals, 974 2

Anonymous

(1) Supercommentnry on Averroes' Intermediate Physics MS Jewish

Theological Seminary New York, Adler 1744 1

(2) Supercommentary on Averroes Intermediate Physics MS Jewish

Theological Seminary New York Adler 1744 2

(3) Commentary on Averroea Epitome of the Physics MS Bodleian

1387 1 Neubaner describes it as on the Large ’ commentary in the

body of h is Catalogue (p 495) but as on the paraphrase Me, Epito

me in the Index (p 924) The latter is correct

Aristotle Opera ed I Bekker, Berlin, 1831-1370 English translations

Physics by Thomas Taylor London, 1812 De Caelo by Thomas Taylor,

London, 1812 by J L Stocks Oxford, 1922 De Gencrottone et Corrup

toms by II H Joachim Oxford 1922 De Anuna by W A Hammond,

London 1902, by R D Hicks, Cainbudge, 1907 Metaphysics by W D
Ross Oxford 1908

Avicenna Commentary on De Caelo MS Cambridge University Library

Add MS lt9i

Azriel, Pertish tser Sefirot ( - 'Eerat Adonai) t ed N A Goldberg, Berlin, 1850

BtUul I^ere ha Nozenm b> Hasdai Crescas ed E Delpard, Kearny, 4904

Bruno, Giordano, De Plnfimto Universe el Mondi
,
in Opere Itahanet ed P de

Lagarde, Gottmga 1888 De la Causa Pnnaptof et Vnot tbtd , De
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Immense et Innumerabihbus m Opera Latina Conscnpia l, 1-2 ed F

Fiorentino, Neapolt 1879-1884

Cuzart, by Judah ha Levi Arabic and Hebrew texts ed II Hirschfeld

(German title Das Buck Al Cha-zan) Leipzig 1887 Hebrew with

commentary Kol Yehudah by Moscato and commentary 0$ar Nelimad,

Wilna 1904

Efodi See Moreh Nebuktm

Emunah Ramah by Abraham Ibn Daud cd S Weil Frankfurt a M 1852

Kmunol we De ot by Saadia Hebrew with commentary Shebtl ha Emunah by

Israel ha Levi Kitover Yosefov 1885 Arabic, Kttdb al Amdndt wal

I tiqdd&t eel S Landauer Leyden 1880

Epitomes of Aristotle s works by Averroes

(1) Epitome of the Toptcs mxa in Kol Afeleket Ihggayon Rna di Trento,

1559

(2) Epitome of the Sophistic Elcnchi unytn ibid and MS Bodleian

1352 3 (included m the codex described in Neubnuer s Catalogue a3

KUtn Isagoge) My quotation follows the reading of the MS
(3) Epitome of the Physics Hebrew Ki^ure Ibn Roshd al Shema*

Tibe i le Anstoteles Riva di Trento 1560

(4) Epitome of the Meleorologica Hebrew MS Parts Bibhoth^que

Nationale 918

(5) Epitome of the Metaphysics Arabic ed Carlos Quir6a Rodriguez

Madrid, 1919, Latin translation from the Hebrew, Epitomes tn Libros

Metaphysicae m Aristotehs omnia quae extant opera Venetns

apud Juntas Vol 8 (pp 356-396) 1571 German translation by Max
Horten Die Metaphysik dcs Averroes Halle 1912 Spanish translation

by Carlos Quirbs Rodriguez Averroes Compendia dc Metafisica Madrid

1919 German translation by S van den Bergh Die Epitome der

Metaphysik des Averroes Leiden 1924

Fons Vitae by Solomon Ibn Gabirol Avencebrohs Fotis Vitae ed C I3aeum

ker Mhnstef, 1895

Gershon ben Solomon Ska ar ha Shatnayim Roedelheim 1801

Gersomdes Supercommentaries on Averroes'

(1) Intermediate Physics MS Bodleian 1389, MS Paris Biblioth&que

Nationale 964 1

(2) Epitome of the Physics MS Paris, Blblloth&que Nationale 962 1

(3) Intermediate De Caelo MS Paris, Bibhoth^que Nationale 919 4,

MS Parma 805

(4) Epitome of De Caelo MS Paris Bibhoth&que Nationale 962 2
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Happa!at ha Happalak Hebrew translation of Avcrrocs Tahaful al Tahaful

MS Bodlenn 13S4 Arabic original Catro 1903 I atm translation

from the Hebrew, Vcstructto Destructtonnm in Aristotelis omnia quae

extant opera Venetns apud Iuntas Vol IX 157^ Paitly trans

lated and partly paraphrased into German by M Horten Dte Haupt

lehren des Averroes Bonn 1913 See also Happalat ha Pilosofim

Happalal ha Pilosofim Hebrew translation of Algazali s Tahaful al Falastfah

MS Pans Bibhoth£que Nationale 910 1 Arabic original Cairo 1903

(The new edition by M Bouyges Beyrouth 1927 was not available at

the time this work was sent to the press) The first four Disputations

are translated into French by Carra de Vaux (Les Destruction des Philo

sophes) in Museon 1899 1900 The entire work is incorporated in

A\erroes lahafut al Tahaful See also Happalat ha Happalak

Hegyon ha Nefesh by Abrah un bar Iliyya ed C freimann Leipzig 1860

Hillel of Verona Commentary on Mniniomrlcs twenty five propositions

published together with Tagmule ha Nefesh ed S J Halberstam

Lyck, 1874

Robot ha Lebabot by Babya Ibn Pikuda Hebrew Wilna edition Arabic

Al Ifiddja lid lardltd Al qulilb ed A S YahucH Leyden 1912

IHarim by Joseph Albo Wilna edition ^vith commentary Rp Shatul (divided

into S'horashtm Anafim and Alim) by Gednliah Lippschitz

Intermediate Commentaries on Aristotle s works by Averroea

(1) On the Categories Hebrew MS Columbia University

(2) On the Physics Hebrew Kalonymus ben Kalonymus translation

MS Paris Biblioth^que Nationalc 938 (also 943) Zcratnha Gracian s

translation MS Bodleian 1386 Latin translation from the Hebrew of

Books I—III in Aristotelis omma quae extant opera Venetns apud

Iuntas, Vol IV (pp 434-456) 1574

(3) On De Caelo Hebrew MS Pans Bibliothique Nationale 947 1

Latin translation from the Hebrew in Aristotelis omma quae extant

opera Venetns apud luntas Vol V (pp 272-326) 1574 In this

translation the commentary Is described as Paraphrasis instead of

Cxposltio Media

(4) On De Generations el Corruptionc Hebrew MS Paris Bibhoth^que

Nationale 939 2

(5) On Meteorologica Hebrew MS Paria Bibliothfcque Nationale, 947

(6) OnDeAmma Hebrew MS Paris Biblioth^quc Nationale 950 2

(7) On the Metaphysics Hebrew MS Paris Bibhoth^quc Nationale

954
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Isaac I bn I atif, Rob Peahm ed Ad Jellinek in Kokebe Yiqhak 25 (1860)

Isaac ben Shem $ob

(1) First supercomment'iry on Averroes Intermediate Physics MS

Trinity College I ibnry Cambridge Cod R 8 19 3

(2) Second supercoolmen tary on A\erroes Intermediate Physics MS
Munich 45 MS Cambridge University Library Mm 6 25

(3) Third supercoinmentary on Averroes Intel mediate Physics MS
Trinity College Library Cambridge Cod R 8 19 2

Joseph ben Judah Ibn Akmn Maamar R Joseph ben Judah Ibn Akmn

(1) Hebrew text and German translation by Moritz Lowy {Dm
Abhandlungen von Josef b Jehuda) Berlin 1879

(2) Hebrew text with English translation by J L Magnes (A Treatise

as to by Joseph Ibn Akmn ) Berlin 1904

Joseph Caspi Amtide Kesef ed R ICirchcim Trankfurt a M 1848

Joseph /abara Sepher $haashmm ed I Davidson New A ork 1911

Judah Messer I eon Commentary on Averroes Intermediate Categories MS
Jewish Theological Seminary Adler 1486

Kavmanot ha Pilosofim Hebrew translation of Algazah a Makaftd al Falanfah

MS Pans Bibhoth^que Nationale 901 MSS Jewish Theological Seim

nary Adler 131 398 978 15Q0

Kittth Ma dnt al Nafs ed Goldziher Berlin 1907 Hebrew translation Torat

ha Nifesh by I Broyde Pans 1896

Kol Melekct Biggayon Niqquah Averroes Epitome of the Topics in the Hebrew

translation of his Epitome of the Organon Riva di Trento 1559

jKobe? Teshubot ha Rantbam ue Iggerotaw Leipzig 1859

Ltkhultm mm Sefer Mekor flayyun Hebrew Aersion of Ibn Gabirol s Fons

Vitae m S Munk s MSlanges de Philosophic Jutvc et Arabe Paris 1859

Long Commentaries on Aristotle s works by Averroes

(1) On the Physics Hebrew MS Bodleian 1388 Latin translation

from the Hebrew in Anstotehs omnia quae extant opera Venetus

apud Iuntas Vol IV 1574

(2) On the Metaphysics Latin translation from the Hebrew, ibid

Vol VIII 1574

Maamar Yiffiawn ha Mayytm by Samuel Ibn Tibbon Presburg 1837

Mabafid al Falasifah, by Algazah Cairo without date

Megillat ha Megalleh
,
by Abraham bar Hiyya ed Poznanski and Guttmann

Berlin 1924

Mif alot Elohm by Isaac Abravanel Venice 1592

Milhamot Adonat by Gersonides Leipzig, 1866
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Mtllol ha Htggayon by Maimomdes ed D ShicJ i Warsaw, 186S

Mtshneh Torah, by Maimomdes Berlin, 1880

Mnan al *Antal, by Algazah Cairo A H 1328

Moreh ha Morch by Shem fcob Talaquera, Presburg 1837

Moreh Nebuktm by Maimomdes Hebrew Samuel Ibn Tibbon’a translation

with the commentaries of Efodi, Shem tob, Abravanel and Asher

Crescas Lemberg 1866 Judah atllanzis translation ed I

Scldossberg 3 vols
t
London 1851 1876 1879 Arabic and French by

S Munk Le Guide des i gnrts 3 vols
,
Pans 1856 1861 1866 English

by M FnedlUnder, 3 vols London 1881 1885 Whenever possible I

incorporated the plnaseology of rnedlinder s tiansl ition in my Eng

hsh translations of the passages from the Moreh Nebuktm quoted in

this work

Moscato Rol Yehudah See Cu an

Moses lia Lavi, Ma amar Eloh MS Bodleian 1324 5

Mo&ene$edek Hebrew translation of Algazah a Mtzan al Unal ed J Golden

tlial I tipzig and Pans 1839

Narboni Moses

(1) Commentary on Maimomdes Morch Nebuktm, ed J Goldenthal

Vienna, 1852

(2) Commentary on Algazah s Kawwanol ha Ptlosofim (Maka$id al

Talast/ah) MS Pins Bibhoth&que Nationale 901

(3) Commentary on Avcrroes' Intermediate Phystcs MS Paris

Biblioth£que Nationale 967 1

(4) Commentary on Averroes Ma amar be E %em ha Galgal (Sermo dc

Substantia Orbts) MS Paris Bibliothkjue Nationale, 918 10

Neveh Shalom by Abraham Shalom Venice 1575

‘Otam Jfcafan by Joseph Ibn ?addifc, ed S Horovitz (German title Der

Mtkrokosmos dcs Josef Ibn $addtp) Breslau, 1903

Or Adonat Vienna 1859

Pico della Mirandola, Giovanni Francesco, Examen Doctnnae Vamlatts

Gentium m Opera Omnta, Vol II, Basel 1573

Plutarch De Placets Phtlosophornm in Scnpta Moraha If, Pans, 1841

English Plutarch s Morals by W W Goodwin III Boston 1870

Reshit Ifokmah by Shem tob Falaquera, ed M David, Berlin 1902

Ruab Wen, attributed to various authors, among them Jacob Anatoho ed D
Slucki, Warsaw, 1865

Stfer ha Bahir pseudonymous Wilna, 1883

Sefer ha Gedanm by Menahem Bonafos ed I Satanow Berlin, 1798
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Sejcr ha Madda See Mishneh Torah

Sef&r ha ShorasJnm by Ibn Janah, ed W Bacher Berlin 1897

Sefer ha Yesodol
,
by Isaac Israeli ed S Tried (German title Das Buck uber

die Elemenle) Drohobycz 1900

Sermo de Substantia Orbts by Averroes Latin translation from the Hebtew

Ma amar be h%em ha Galagal in At istotehs otnnta quae extant opera

Venetus, apud Iuntas Vol IX (pp 3-14) 1573

Shahrastam Kitab al MM wal Nthal ed W Cu reton (English title Book of

Religious and Philosophical Sects) London 1846 German translation

by Th Iliarhrucker Asch ScharaHm & Rehgionspartheicn und Philos

ophenschulen Halle 1850-1851

Shamayim Hadashun by Isaac Abravanel Rodelheim 1828

Shebtl ha Emunah See Emunot we De ot

She clot Saul containing philosophic correspondence between Saul ha Kohen

Ashkenazi of Candia and Isaic Abravanel Venice 1574

Shem tob Ibn Shem tob

(1) Commentary on the Moreh Nebukim Lemberg 1866

(2) Commentary on Averroes* Intermediate Physics MS Paris

Bibhoth^quc Nationale 967 4

Tagmule ha Nefesh by Hillel ben Samuel of Verona cd S J Halberstam,

Lyck 1874

Tahafnt al falasifah See Happalat ha Pilosofim

Tahafut al Tahafut See Happalat ha Happalah

Teshubot She*clot » Ma amar Abu Hamid Algawh hi Teskubat She elot Nishe al

Mehem
t
ed H Mai ter (Die Abhandluug des Abil Ildmid al GazMt

Anlworten auf Tragen die an ihn gerichtet warden) Frankfurt a M 1896

Versor Joannes She'etoi Tibe iyot> Hebrew translation by Elijah Habillo of

the Quaeshones Physicarunt MS Paris Bibhothdque Nationale 1000

Zeratnah Gracian Commentary on Maiomomdes twenty five propositions

MS Pans Bibhoth^que Nationale 985 See also Intermediate Com

menlanes
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III Sllected list op Books, Artici es \n r> Other
Iti ms about Crescas

(Arranged in chronological order)

Johann Christoph Wolf Bibliothecae Hebraeae III p 274 Hamburg 1727

G B De Rossi Bibliotheca Judaica Anttchnstiana pp 24-25 39-41 Parma

1800

G B De Rossi Dtztonarto Siortco degh Anion Cbret e delle Loro Opere I

p 192 Parma 1802

M P Jung Alphabeltsche Lisle alkr gelehrten Jiiden und Judemnnen Patnar

chen Propheten und beruemtcn Rabbmen
t p 101 Leipzig 1817

M Steinsclmcider Catalogus Ttbrorum Iiebraeorum tn Bibliotheca Bodktana

p 841 Berlin 1852-1860

II Gractz Geschichte der Juden VIII pp 98-101 410-415 et passim leipzig

1864 Hebrew translation by S P Rabmowitz Toledol Am Yisrael

VI, pp 92-96, 405-408, et passim Warsaw 1898
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M Jodi Don Ckasdat Creskas religionsphilosophise!# Lehrcti Breslau 1866

Hebrew translation by Z Har Shefer Torat ha Ptlosofiyah shcl Rabbi
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INDEXES

I Index or SuajrcTs and Names

A
Abraham Bibago—on corporeal lbrm

589

Abraham Ibn Daud—and Maimomdes
323 Emunah Ramah used by Cres

cas22 liifimte magnitude 347 354-

355 infinite number 476 481

definition of quantity 418 enumer
ation of discrete and continuous

quantities 420 implied criticism of

SaadiaandlbnCabirol 120 meaning

of position 689 meaning of relation

in position' 689 the four elements

not moved by themselves 671

nature the cause of the motion of

the elements 672 enumeration of

four categories of motion 502 cir

cular motion is motion in position*

505 as immediate source of Crescas

discussion of matter and form 570

deduction oftheopposition of matter

and form 572 relativity of the terms

matter and form 579 corporeal

form 587-588 why matter is sub

stance 573 * why form is substance

574 enumeration of six substances

575-576 on Ibn Gabjrol s universal

matter 599 600-601 spheres are

composed of matter and form 598

motion of the spheres is voluntary

535 accidents 576 See also Index

of Passages

Abraham bar Hiyya—his versions of

Aristotle s definition of time 618

639i 640, time not a substance 641

time partly real and partly ideal

661-662 See also Index of Passages

Abraham Shalom—criticizes Crescas

for not mentioning authorities 6

analogy between the problems of

the identity of the Sefirot and of the

prime mover with God 461-469 on

Maimomdes' view as to the hylic

intellect 607 refutes Crescas on

the measurability of time by rest

649 whether the spheres arc com
posed of matter and form 598 See

also Index of Passages

Abravanel Isaac—his commentary
on Mareh 27 on Maimomdes igno

lance of A\erroes 323 on Crescas

ignorance of Algazah s and Aver

roes Tahafut 16-17 on Crescas

knowledge of Alkali s Mafraid

11, n 48 prime matter 600 cor

poreal form 580 584 585 589-590

reference to Leo Hebraeus 600 as

signs Platonic source to Avicenna s

theory as to the composition of the

spheres of matter and form 597

See also Index of Passages

Absolute relative—Hebrew and Ara

bic terms for 497—4Q8
Abu Imran Moses I obi 459 501

Accident—general and particular

sense of the term 99 577 meaningof

accident 103 576 accident and form

259 263 forma are accidents ac

cording to Kalam 570 classification

of accidents 103, 307 686-687

divisibility of accidents 104-105,

265 602-603 cannot exist apart

from corporeal objects 666 the

accidental is only possible 82, 249

551 See also Accidental Motion

under Motion

Accidental—two meanings of the term

434

715
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Action and passion—whether there ie

motion in the categories of action

and passion 72 231 ‘506 513

Actuality and potentiality—cause of

transition from potentiality to ac

tuality must be external 89-90

299-301 676-6 1

9

whj creation does

not imply a transition fiom poten

tiality to actuality in God 90 303

079 Maimonides explanation dif

fers from that of Crescas 679-680

Air—hasrel itive motion upward 141

161 337 412 is relatively light and

heavy 239 412 its relation to fire

450 Ins weight in its own place

539 different explanations as to

why it descends into a ditch 185

239 41 2-4H its i elation to fire

450

Albalag Isaac —why air descends into

a ditch 113

Albertus Magnus 343

Albo Joseph —re echoes class room
discussions of Crescas 30 the Scfirot

459 criticism of Aristotle s defmi

tion of place 448 457 answers

Aristotle s objection to the identi

fication of place with vacuum 443

identifies place with vacuum 455

the proper place of earth 446 456

the phie of the outermost sphere

440 outside the universe there is

‘nothing 115 422 time 656 558

existence of time prior to creation

663-664 See also Index of Passages

Alexander of Aphrodisias—and Mai
momdes 322 his commentary on
the Physics known to Crescas
through Averroes 9 outermost
sphere does not exist in place 417

outermost sphere immovable 433

437 spheres not composed of matter

and form 596 every motion is m
time 543 magnetic attraction 563

Plato s view on time 635 the hylic

intellect 606 immortality of the

soul 667 his title for the Posterior

4 Italylies 526

Alfarabi—both commentator and an

thor322 and Maimonides 323 570

corporeal fotm 586 place of the

sphucs 43 i spheres not composed

of matter and form 596 See also

Index of Passages

Algazali—and Maimonides 323 Ma
ka$id used by Crescas 10 Hebrew
transIationsQftheA/a£a$idlO n 44

Maka$td popular text book among
Jews 10 refutation of the ^ lew as to

the influence of the Takaful on the

Or Adonax 11-18 arguments against

infinite magnitude 347 384 386

infinite number 477 478 488-489

infinite number of causes and effects

483 493 496 infinite number of

disembodied souls 484-485 486

essential and accidental infinite

causes 494 his version of Aristotle a

definition of place 362 the proper

places of the elements 445 the four

r categories of motion 502 504-505

in what sense motion is to be found

in all the ten categories 517

qualitative change is in no time

464 quantitative change involves

locomotion 520 accidental and par

ticipative change 531-532 the four

elements not moved by themselves

671 form is the cause of the motion

of the elements 673 contends that

the motion of the spheres is natural

and not voluntary 536 enumerates

four continuous quantities 420 his

versions of Aristotle s definition of

time 639 640 classification of theo

ries as to composition of body 569

arguments against atomism 570 de

duction of the opposition of matter

and form 592 matter recognizable

only m thought 591 two meanings

of the term ‘form 573-574 cor

poreal form 585-587 definition of

substance 573 why form is sub
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stance 573-574 enumeration of four

substances 575 two meanings of

the term accident 577 chssifica

tion of accidents 686 the accidents

of smooth rough and rare dense

688 umversdls 665 666 meaning

of relation 689 of position 690

threefold classification of arguments

397 spheres composed of matter

and foim 595 admissibility of posi

tive attributes 14 See also Index of

Passages

Alkmdi—first of Moslem philosophers

321 enumerates six species of mo
tion 500

Altabrm—commentary on the

twenty five propositions 12 3

contemplated commentary on the

entire Moreh 19 n 65 characteri

zation of the anonymous translation

of his commentary 19-21 the anon

ymous translation quoted 20,21 381

382 384 484 Isaac ben Nathan s

translation used by Crescas 21

extent to which Altabrizi was used

by Crescas 22-23 his three argu

ments agamst an infinite magnitude

3 346 381, 384 386-387 infinite

number 477 distinction between

number of magnitudes and number
of incorporeal beings 480 infinite

number of causes and effects 482-

483, infinite number of disembodied

souls 484 distinction between a

force infinite in intensity and a force

Infinite incline 613 three definitions

of motion 525 the four categories of

motion 505 m what sense motion is

to be found in all the ten categories

507, 517 change m substance is m
no time 503 circular motion is

motion m position 505 locomotion

is involved m quantitative motion

but is imperceptible 521 terms

motion and change not convertible

522, classification of motion and

change 532 accidental and partici

pative motion 534 what kind of

accidental motion cannot be eternal

551 f whether the four elements

are moved by themselves 670-671

674 deduction of the opposition of

matter and form 593 arguments

against atomism 570 corporeal form

585 classification of various views

on time 635 version of Aristotle a

definition of time 637 why time is

described as having nccessaiy ex

istance 662 meaning of the expres

sion passing from potentiality to

actuality 676-678 meaning of po

sition 689 690 two senses of the

term possible' 698 See also Index

of Passiges

Attention—motion in respect toqual

ity 500-501, 627-628 See also

Motion

Anaximander—innumerable worlds in

an infinite void 118 denial of dia

tmction of above and below 463

Ancient—to what philosophers np

plied 320-321

Anger 547 548

Animal—cause of the motion of 297

Apollonius 52 465

Appetite 547

Mama Isaac 538

Arguments—classification of the van
ous types of arguments 326 337,

397

Aristotle—referred to as
1 the Greek

539 acclaimed as superior to all

other philosophers 325 evidence of

an oral interpretation accompanying

Aristotle's writings among Jews and
Arabs 7-8 Crescas knowledge of

Aristotle 7 impossibility of infinite

magnitude 40-41 43, 49-50 51

impossibility of infinite number 65

476 impossibility of infinite causes

and effects 65 482 impossibility of

a vacuum 54 55 56 59 finitude of

the universe 115 impossibility of

nnny worlds 117, 473-474 differ
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cnce between place and space 116

352 definition of place 44 362

variety of Arabic and Hebrew ver

sions of his definition of place 362-

365 his theory of proper places 45

445-446 as to what is the proper

place of earth 445-446 as to the

place of the spheres and the universe

45 432 ff distinction between

change and motion 70 498 his two
definitions of motion 75 511 his

enumeration of the categories of

change and motion 498 ff as to the

category of circular motion 505 as

to motion in the categories of action

passion and relation 506 his classi

ficition of motion and change 76

531 meaning of accidental motion

534 on the motion of pie isure and

pam 448 449 as to whether motion

is involved in the act of thinking

547 548 549 the nature of the

circular motion of the spheres 537

on time 634 IT Ins treatment of the

problem of time 94-95 his enumer
ntton of the views of his predecessors

on time 634 variety of Arabic and
Hebrew versions of his definition of

tunc 636-640 on tlietransfoimation

of the elements into one another

450 his enumeration of the views of

his predecessors on the composition

of bodies 570 his deduction of the

opposition of matter and form 99

571 matter recognizable only in

thought 591 his definition of sub

stance 102 573 why matter is

substance 103 573 why form is

substance 103 573 his enumeration

of substances 575 distinction be

tween possibility and necessity 109—

110 distinction between potentiality

and possibility 111-112, 691-692

the nature of the substance of the

spheres 596 his theory of lightness

and weight and of upward and
downward motion 58-59 78—79

337-338 410-411 as to the weight

of air 539 his enumeration of

discrete and continuous quantities

420 his definition of truth 324 456-

457 See also Index of Passages

Ashkenazi Saul ha Kohen 589

Asymptote 52

Atomists—called ancient by Mai
momdes 321 vacuum 54 344 400

identification of space with vacuum
356 characteristic features of atom

ism 120-121 569-570 Crescas

revival of atomism 121 magnetic

attraction 563 innumerable worlds

in an infinite void 118

Attributes—admissibility of positive

divine attributes 13-14 of extension

and thought 122-123

Avempace—mentioned by Crescas 5

known to Crescas through Averroes

9 his theory of original time of

motion 57 183-185 205 271 404fT
,

the place of the spheres and the

universe 434 438, 449 motion of

the spheres natuial and not volun

taty 537 everything movable is

divisible 514 on possibility and

potentiality 691

Averroeb—and Maimomdes323 Jew
ish Averroism diffeient from scho

lastic Averroism 31 which of his

commentaries used by Crescas 8-10

his Tahafut al Tahafut unknown to

Crescis 11-18 method of Jewish

commentaries on A\erroes 27 his

use of the expression hfc said 329

anulysisofargumentsngainstmfinite

magnitude 39 n 2 why an infinite

magnitude must be infinite in all

dimensions429~430 infinite number

477 489 division of number into

even and odd 219 477 489 distinc

tion between infinite spatial things

and infinite non spatial things 486-

487 infinite number of disembodied

souls 488 infinite number of causes

and effects 482 492 essential and
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accidental causes 494-495 distinc

tion between a force infinite in

intensity and a force infinite in

time 612-614 version of Aristotle s

definition of place 362 364 the

proper place of earth 445 ff place

of the spheres and the universe

433ff 438ff 449 outside the uni

ver&e there is nothing 115 421

definitions of motion 523-524 529-

530 categories of motion 50? the

two subjects of motion 510-511

circular motion not motion in posi

tion 506 refutation of Avempace s

theory of original time of motion

404ff the medium an inseparable

condition of motion 409-410 ac

quisition of knowledge is m no time

548 elements not move 1 by them
selves but by something external to

themselves 673-671 Intelligences

not mo\ed accidentally 608 rcla

tion of the Intelligences to the

spheres 606 spheies possess no soul

in addition to the Intelligences 607

what sort of accidental motion can

not be eternal 553 mipenetr ibility

of bodies 415 deduction of the

opposition of matter and form 571

corporeal form 585-587 spheies not

composed of matter and form 103

261 594-597 version of Anslotle s

definition of time 636 638 the

Intelligences not related to each

other as causes and effects 667

immortality of the soul 487 6o7

relation of the hylic and acquired

intellect to the body 608 possibility

and necessity 1 1 1 561 680 meaning

of necessary existence 111 681 two

meanings of the term possible 697

magnetic attraction 566 Godidenti

fied with prime mover 608 See

aho Index of Passages

Avicebron—see Ibn Gabirol

Avicenna—and Maimomdes 323 first

and foremost among Moslem phi

losophers 321 known to Crescas

through secondary sources 10 argu

merits against infinite magnitude

347 383 distinction between infinite

spatial things and infinite nort

spatial things 477 486-487 infinite

number of disembodied souls 485

486 infinite number of causes and

effects 482-483 circular motion is

motion in position 439 505 506

only four categories of motion 507

his enumeration of the four cate

gories of motion 71 507 form is

cause of the motion of the elements

673 motion of the spheres is vuliin

tary motion 535 change in substance

is in no time 503 explanation of

upward motion 412 natures ab

horrence of avacuum 4 13 deduction

of the opposition of ni itter and foi in

591 corporeal form 582-585 spheres

composed of matter and form 103

261 594 597 possibility and neces

sity 110 111 561 680-682 the

Intelligences are related to each

other is causes and effects 666-667

immortality ot the soul 667 God
not identified with prime movei

110 Sec also Index of Passages

Azriel 459 460

B ,

Bachtr W 158 465

Bacon Francis 347

Bacon Roger 126 347

Babya ben Asher 460

Bahya Ibn Pakucla—impossibility of

an infinite numhci of causes and

effects 492 spheres composed of

matter and form 598 Sec also

Index of Passages md Pseudo

Baljya

Barthelemy Saint Hilaire J 352

Bedersi Jcclaiah 2

Below—see Above
Ben Daud—see Abraham Ibn Daud
Benvemsti ibn Labi, Don

, 12, n 49
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Bergh, S van den 482 589

Bergson II 97

Bibago—jce Abiaham Bibago

Bod>—definition of 541 590 cannot

be infinite 151-157 347-365 im

penetrability of bodies 187 415-

416 meaning of simple bodies 337

everything movable and divisible

is a body 241 a body moving

another body is moved itself 255

how accidents and natural form are

said to exist in body 257 certain

things existing in body are divisible

with the body 263 one of the

continuous quantities 419

Bonaventura (St ) J f 654

Brethren of Purity—see Ihwan al Safa

Broyde I 11 461, 500

Bruno Giordano —similauties with

Crescas 35-36 118 air has weight

414 action of infinite in finite time

466 infinite has neither middle nor

end 472 infinite neither heavy nor

light 431 infinite is immovable 164

distinction between a force m finite

in extension and a force infinite m
intensity 613 infinite is figureless

470 universe not finite 115 outside

the world theie is a vacuum 422

Austotles definition of place does

not apply to outermost sphere 443

manV woilds 476 distinction be

tween mixture' and inexistence

560 See also Index of Passages

C

Care and pleasuic 247

Carra de Vaux B 347, 483, 485, 486,

489 535

Carrying 562

Caspi Joseph, 323

Category—see Substance, Quantity,

Quality Relation Place, Time
Position Action, I assion and also

under Motion

Cause—-essentia! and accidental 54

60~o7 494 See also under Infinite

and under Motion

Causeles —identified by Avicenna

with necessary per se 110-111

Centre—special meaning of term when
applied to earth 432 451-454

Change—see Motion

Chrysippus 639

Circular motion — see Motion and

Infinite

Cold—see Hot
Conic Sections Book on, 207 465

Contiguous—defined by Aristotle 376

Continuous—the two meanings of the

term 275 617 See also Quantity

Contraposition conversion by 541

Conversion of the obverse 241 30S

541

Copern ican 118

Ci eation—w hycreation does not implv
a change in the nature of God 303

679-680

Crescas Asher, 680

Crescas Ilabdai —see Preface and

contents of the InUoduction at

the beginning of the \oIumc

D
Dapiera Solomon ben Immanuel 459

501

Davidson I 567

Definition—what it must contain 523

575 660-661 convertible with the

defimendum 233 526

Dclmedigo, Elijah 589

Democritus 411-412 463 See also

Ato mists

Demonstration—see Proof

Dense—see Rare

Descartes 97, 626 654

Desire 547

Dialectic argument 326

Didactic argument 326

Diels II 356,357 401 415,445,472,

526 548, 581, 582 635, 646

Dleterici F
,
418 421 580 635,662

Dimension 591
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Diminution—-jsee Growth
Discrete—see Quantity

Disposition—meaning of 688 690

Distance 591

Divisibility—does not always imply

composition 62-63 393 ff divistbil

lty and changeability 80-81 241 ff

Division—logic il 332

Dozy R P A 421

Drawing 562

Dry and moist—as qualities 688

Duhem P 123 586

Duns Scotus J 97 654

Duian Profiat —see Efodi

Duiation 654-658 See ufco Time

E
Earth—moves absolutely downward

141 161 337 412 js absolutely

heavy 239 412 spherical and at

rest 451 called ‘centre 451 451

what is the proper place of element

earth 445-446 456

Edelmann H 586

Efodi — natural elements move t>y

themselves 675

Efros I I 365 471

Dements—called ‘simple bodies 348

their upward and downward motion

141 161 337 412 their weight and
lightness 2o9 412 their proper

places 445-446 their relations to

each other 450 whether or not they

aie moved by themselves 88-89

670-673

Elijah Delmcdigo 589

Elijah Habillo 589

Empedocles 321

Energy 526

Entclechy—meaning of 526 ‘first

entelechy 525

Equal and unequal—not applicable to

an infinite 423

Eristic argument 396

Essential order 481

Eternal tune 423 ff

Eternity—identical with God 662

Ether—in Aristotle 119 in modern

physics as compared with Crescas

vacuum 117

Euclid—see Index of Passages and

also Pseudo Euclid

Fudemus 635

Even and odd—see Number
Extension — Hebrew Arabic and
Greek terms for 591 and matter

120 attubute of extension 122-123

possibility of an infinite incorporeal

extension 62-63 116-117

Extremity 344

F

Faculties—in the sense of internal

senses 667

Falaqueia Shcin ^ob ben Joseph

—

Moreh ha Moreh may have been

used by Crescas 22 definitions of

motion 525 on the nature of the

motion of the spheres 537 eternal

motion of the spheres and time 646

spheres not composed of matter and
form 595-596 change of substance

in no tune 503 See also Index of

Passages

Falsehood—possible and impossible

149 343 fictitious falsehood 195

199 313

Farabi—see Alfarabi

Fear—sie Pleastue

Figure—included under quality 307

686-688 Hebrew and Arabic terms

for it 687 definition of 173 307

388 no body without it 307 divml

bility of the geometric figure of a

body 603 figure of a syllogism

called ‘force 342

Fire— moves absolutely upward 141

161 337 412 450 has no weight

239 412 not sinulai to the element

below it 450 ti ansforniable into

air 450
Tn st Mover—pi oof for its lmmovn

bility 553-554 whether to be iden

tified with God 462 not identified
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with God by Avicenna 110 not

identified with God by Maimonides

106 606 identified with God by
Avert oes 608 is a substauce 575-

576

Flcnsbetg H J 523 611

Force—the term as used by Mai
nionides 99 259 577 as the figure

of a syllogism 342 infinite force in a

finite body 105 267 ff distinction

between a force infinite in time and

a force infinite in intensity 106 273

612-614

Fonn—accidental corporeal elemen

tal essentia! first natural of cor

poreity proper specific 578 the

two usiges of the term form 573-

571 why form is a substance 103

104 259 573-576 601-602 called

tccidenl by Kalam 570 601-602

called force by Maimonides 99

257 259 577 constitutes existence

of body 257 IT not identical with

phcc 155 357 in what sense called

limit 155 358-359 cause of motion

of elements 89 299 672-673 change

of form is in no time 243 541

corporeal form its origin history

and meaning 100-101 579-590

corporeal form and Ibn Gabirol s

univeisal mattci 598 601 indivisi

bihty of coi poreal form 104-105

265 602

Forms Platonic 665

Frederick II Emperor 34

Triedlaender I 465

FritdHnder M 2

Fundamentals 319

G
Galen 526 567

Galileo 127

Gandz S 420

General argument (or proof) 328m 462 542

General place 458

Crneration and corruption—change

with respect to substance 229 not

called motion 498 it in no time

229 503 there must be an instant

of rest between them 277 619

there need not be an instant of rest

between them 281 626-627 relative

and absolute 283 514 519 628

631 arc they preceded by Iocomo

tion and qualitative change? 281

628 when generation is prior to all

other motions 283 632

Genus—motion one in genus 615

Gershon ben Solomon of Arles—why
air descends into a ditch 413

magnetic attraction 566 567 See

also Index of Passages

Gersomdcs — lus commentaries on

Averroes used b> Crescas 9-10 365

369 370, 373 why infinite body

must be infinite in all dimensions

430 divisibility of number into

even and odd 477 infinite number

of concentric spheres 462 infinite

number of causes 496 the place of

the spheres and the universe 440

outside the univeise there is noth

mg 115 421 eternal time 424

many worlds 472 475 definition

of motion 528-529 original time of

motion 406-408 why air descends

into a ditch 412-413 magnetic

attraction 566 the term centre as

applied to the earth 454 time 652-

653 version of Aristotle s definition

of time 638 active intellect 547

definition of continuous quantity

418 impenetrability of bodies 415

centre of the earth only a point

455 Set also Index of Passages

Ghazali—see Algazah

Gin/berg L 319 458 535

Glory of the Lord —history of tin

interpretation of the expression oi

201 459-462

God—proofs for existence unity and

incorporeality of 323-324 immova

ble unchangeable and indivisible
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247 550 whether identified with

the prime mover 106 110 461-

462 606 608 positive attributes of

13-14 attributes of extension and
thought of 122-121 possibility of

two deities 14 as the place of the

world 123 201 relation to the

woild m Aristotle Crescas and
Spinoza 122-123 why ere ition does

not imply change in 303 679-680

Goldentlnl J 397

Goldziher I 461 500

Gracian—See Ztralu ill btn Isaac

Graet7 II 17 n 62

"Grain of umstard seed and ^rain

of millet 342-343

Gravity and levity—set Weight and
lightness

Great and small—terms applicable to

continuous quantity 139 189 339

418 inapplicable to an infinite 423

Great Captain—leftrence to trip to

Naples and meeting Leo Ilebraeus

600

Grote G 326 336

Growth and diminution—change with

respect to quantity 229, Hebrew
and Arabic terms for 399 involves

locomotion 231 521 See also

Motion

Guttmann Jakob 305 420 639

Guttmann Julius 36 n 113 347 626

H
Haarbrdcker Th 337

Habillo Elijah 589

Ha Levi Judah —see Judah ha Levi

Hamilton W 541

Hard and soft—included under qua!

lty 688 called primary qualities 688

Harkavy A A 461

Harris J Rendel 460

Heath TL.465 623

Heaven—sec Spheres

Heavy and light—see Weight
Heiberg I L 455

Hen—see Zeratna ben Isaac

Hermes 321

Hillel ben Samuel of Verona—his

commentary on the twenty five

piopositions 1 2 may have been

used by Crescas 22 motion and
change not convertible terms 522

categories of motion 501 locomo

Uon of quantitative motion nnper

ccptible521 what kind of accidental

motion cannot be eternal 55 Iff

substance has no definition 575

description of substance 575
whether substance of spheres is

composed of matter and form 598

time 641 possibility and poten

tiahty 692 two senses of the term

potential 697 Sec also Index of

Pass iges

Hirschfeld II 459 501

Homogeneity m nature 118-120

Horovitz S 355 376

Horten M 482 485 486 489 494

495 583 589 597 687

Hot and cold—as qualities 688

Iluaik I 11 355

I

Ibn Aknm Sec Joseph Ibn Ahnm
Ibn Alsug—see Avempacc

Ibn Baddja—sec Avempace

Ibn Bajja—see Avempace

Ibn Gabirol Solomon—paraphrase

of Aristotle s definition of place 364

term for proper place 356 action

of the animal soul is in time 549

acquisition of knowledge by the

rational soul is in no tune 548

se\en kinds of quantity 420 rcla

Uvity of the terms matter and form

579 his universal matter and Cres

cas coiporcal fonn 598 599 600

601 See also Index of Passages

Ibn Janali 335 563

Ibn Latif Isaac —his argument for

and against a vacuum explained

471 motion of the spheres natural
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and not voluntary 538 ideality of

time 662 See also 1 ndtx of Passages

Ibn Posh cl—s c Averrozs

Ibn Shem {ob—the literary activity

of the familty 31

Ibn Shcm job Isaac ben Shem job—
his works 31 n 90 his criticism of

Crescas 31-32 no quantity can be

incorporeal 395 396 divisibility of

numher into odd and even 479

infinite must be infinite in all

dimensions 431 why 'principles'

must be known 428 meaning of

statement tint vacuum is cause of

motion 398 body must be bounded

by surfaces 425 the place of the

spheres and the universe 440 why
'rest is not included m the defim

tion of time 650 See also Index of

Passages

Ibn Shem tob Joseph ben Shem tob
•—on Crescas unacquaintance with

the Tahafut 16-17 suggests tint

Or Adonai was written after the

BtHul Ikfterc ha Noqertm 16 on the

obscurity of Crescas' style 29

Ibn Shem fob, Shem {ob —opponent

of philosophy 31

Ibn Shem \ob Shem tob ben Joseph

ben Shem tob—his criticism of

Crescas 32-33 why number and

magnitude are inseparable from

body 394 why principles must be

known 427 defends Aristotle s re

jection of the identification of place

with interval 441 whether spheres

are composed of matter and form

598 on the changeability and indi

visibility of the intellect 549 Mai
mon ides' view on the hylic intellect

607 whether the form of the ele

ments js the cause of their motion

673, 675 referred to by Abravanel

on corporeal form 589 See also

Index of Passages

Ibn Tibbon, Judah, 327

Ibn Tibbon, Samuel his translation of

the Moreh 21 only a few propositions

quoted by Crescas from his transla

tion the Moreh 23 Mainiomdes

letter to him unknown to Crescas

22 See also Index of Passages

Ibn Tufnil 584

Ibn /Jaddik—see Joseph Ibn ^addik

Ifowan al Safa—version of Aristotle s

definition of place 362 plac** and

vacuum 417-418 enumeration of

discrete and continuous quantities

421 sixfold classification of mo
tion 500 enumeration of various

views on time 635 the definition of

time as duration 655 See also

Index of Passages

Imagination 211 466 516-547

Immediate mover 699

Immobility—distinguished from rest

646-619

Impenetrability of flodies 187, 414-

416

Impossible falsehood—see Falsehood

Inahcty 577

Incoiporeal beings—how numbered

108-109, 293f
,
666-667

Increase—see Growth
Induction 281, 628

Inexistence—distinguished from 'ad

mixture 251 265 560

Infinite—general analysis of argu

ments against infinity 39 n 2

(1) impossibility of an incorporeal

infinite magnitude 137, 329-335

Crescas refutation 62 63 179

391-396 Altabrm s argument 149,

345-347 Crescas refutation 63-64

191 423-424

(2) impossibility of a corporeal in

finite magnitude 151“ 15 7, 347-365

Crescas' refutation 41-43 191-203

424-462

(3) impossibility of rcctlinear mo
tion in an Infinite body 49-50, 157-

169, 365-379 Crescas refutation

50-51 203-205 462-464

(4) impossibility of circular motion
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in an infinite body 5 1 ,
169-175,

379-390 Crescis refutation 51-53,

205-213, 461-470

(5) general arguments against 'in

infinite magnitude 1 75-1 77 390

Crescas
1
refutation 215 471

(6) impossibility of an infinite nutn

berof magnitudes 65, 219 476-477

Crescas refutation 219-221 477-

479 the two kinds of infinite

number 64-65 221 480-481 infinite

number of disembodied souls 15-16,

67-68 223 484-490 493

(7) impossibility of an infinite num
bei of causes and effects 65-66 223,

482-484 Crescas refutation 66-69,

227 490 Narboni s argument 227,

491-493 Crescas' lefuUtion 66-67

227-229 493-496 Crescas theory

of the possibility of an infinite

number of effects 67-69 229 496-

497

(8) impossibility of an infinite force

in a finite body 105-106 267ff

Crescas' refutation 271ff distinc

tion between a force infinite in time

and a force infinite in intensity 106

273 612-613

(9) the unknowabilityof the infinite

193 426-428,492 how an incorpore

al infinite extension can be divisible

and yet not be composite 62-63

391-396, meaning of the statement

that no infinite can be greater than

another infinite 63-64, 191 423-

424 indivisibility of infinite num
ber into odd and even 221 223 478

488 possibility of an in finitenumber

of conccntnc spheres and proper

places 50-51 159 203 370-373

463 Infinite essential causes and

accidental causes 494ff infinite

causes fin a straight lme* and ac

cording to kind' 495 infinite divisi

bility and addibility 464

Instant—not time 285 the present is

an instant 285 time not composed

of instants 277 common limit of

past and future 624 infinite to

finite like point to line and like

instant to time 163 no motion in

an instant 163 269 271 there

must be an instant of rest between

opposite motions 275 277 618-622

there need not be an instant of

rest between opposite motions 281

623ff

Intellect—geneial sense of the term

604 hylic 606-607 acquit cd 486,

495 607 actne 546 547 active

intellect is a substance 575-576

Intelligences—whether causally re

lated to each othei 108-109 293~

295, 666-667 how they are num
bered ibid analogy of their relation

to the spheres to the relation of

intellect to body 605ff called final

cause of motion of spheres 605-606

called soul of the spheres 265-267,

607 whether they are moved acci

dentaily while moving 606 608 are

not in time 287 are tn time 291 are

substances 575-576

Ionian School 569 570

Isaac Abravancl—see Abiavanel

Isaac Arama—see Arama

Isaac Israeli—sixfold classification of

motion 500 why form is substance

5 74 See also Index of Passages

Isaac Ibn Latif—see Ibn Latif

Isaac ben Nathan—his translation

of Altabrizl used by Crescas 21 his

style 21 what kind of accidental

motion cannot be eternal 551 552

quoted by Nnrbom 552 See also

Index of Passages under Altabrizi

Isaac ben Shem tob —• see Ibn

Shem t°b Isaac

Israeli—see Isaac Israeli

J

Jedanh Bedersi 2

Joachim, H H
,
513
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Jotfl M 11 34 n 102 36 n 113

123 321 322 335 561

Joseph ben Judah I bn Aknm—deduc
tion of the opposition of matter and

form 592 corporeal form 585 586

587

Joseph Albo—see Aibo

Joseph Chspi 323

Joseph Zabara—magnetic attraction

567

Joseph Ibn -faddik—-why the earth is

stationary and called centre 452

the proper place of element earth

446 456 corporeal form 588 See

also Index of Passages

Joseph, H W B 335

Joy 517

Judah Abnvanel—see Leo Ilebraeus

Judih al 1 lanzi 21 321 689

Judah Ha 1 cvi—infinite number of

causes and eltccts 492 implied

Aristotelian definition of place 363

the place of the outermost sphere

441 motion of the spheres js natural

motion 538 acquisition of knowl

edge is m no time 548 meaning of

the expression the Glory of the

Lord 461 Sec also Index of

Passages

Judah Messer I eon 506

Judah ben Simeon 663

K
Kalam—its atomistic theory 120 form

only an accident 574, 601

Kalonymus ben David ben lodros

12 n 50

Kalonymus ben Kalonymus 9

Kaspi Joseph, 323

Kaufmann D 11 365 667

Kutibi David, 459 See also Index of

Passages

Kuidi—See Alkindi

Knowledge—originates m sense pei

ception 546 acquisition of it is in

no time 247 547-548

L

Lambert M 420 461

Lnndauer, S 339 378 396, 472 492

597

Leibnitz GW 123 n 27

Leo Hcbraeus—follows Crescas view

on pumc matter 600 meeting with

King of Spam and Great Captain

600

Levias C
,
401

Lightness—see Weight

Limit—the different Greek words un

derlying the Hebrew and Arabic

wouls for it 358-359 as applied to

form 155 357 358-359 as applied

to place 362 364

Line—definitions of 392-393 not com
posed of points 277 indivisible w ith

respect to width 265 602 infinitely

divisible 392 one of the continuous

quantities 419

Locke J 3^6 654

Luwy M
,
336 401 587 590 592

Logical argument (or proof) 328 390

Lucretius—magnetic attraction 563

M
Magues J L 587 590 592

Magnet—Hebrew terms for 562-563

different theories of magnetic at

traction 90-92 255 257 563-564

565-568 significance of Crescas

theory of magnetic attraction 121

Magnitude—one of the continuous

quantities 341 419 541 infinitely

divisible 464 541 but not infinitely

addible 464 small and great but

not much and few 337 measurable

but not numerable 337 419 term

used by Crescas to include line,

surface, body and place 419

Maimomdes — and Averroes 323

classification of philosophers 321

distinction between authors' and

commentators 322 Moreh written

with great care 27-28 the twenty
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five proposition as a htuary unit

1-2 method of commentators on

Morek 27 his letter to Samuel Ibn

Tibbon unknown to Crescas 22

infinite number possible in lmma
tonal beings 219 223 177 infinity

of disembodied souls 185 infinite

number of magnitudes and infinite

number of causes ami effects 480f

essentnl md tcudental infinite

causes 494 general and particular

place 352 allusion to two theoris of

a vacuum 401 matter form and

privation 572 700 transformation

of fire into air 450 why the earth is

stationaiy 452 his use of the term

force 99 259 577 when a simple

cause cm produce moie than one

effect 490 cause which acts by

contact and cause which does not

act by contact 562 magnetic at

traction 563 the atomism of the

Kaiam 121 570 his use of the

terms change and motion 502-503

every change is in tune 502 genera

tion and destruction of forms is in

no time 504 544 vague as to

whether the elements are moved by

themselves 674-675 spheres am
mate and intelligent beings 605-606

motion of the spheics is voluntary

motion 535 spheres composed of

matter and form 598 analogy be

tween relation of the Intelligences

to the spheres to the relation of

soul to body 606ff Intelligences

have accidental motion 606 the

hylic intellect 606-607 the acquired

intellect 607 immortality of the

soul 295 immovability unchange

ability and indivisibility of God
550 God not identical with the

‘first mover 106 606 possibility

and potentiality 690-691 list of

primary qualities 688 his versions

of Aristotle s definition of time 636-

637 no time prior to creation 663

meaning of expression Glory of

the Lou! 460-461 See also Index

of Passages

M Uter H 461

Marginal notes on MSS of the Or

Adonat29 n 87 326 333-4 338-9

382 684-5

Marx A 10 « 45

Matter and rorm—pre Aristotelian

views 569-570 Aristotelian method
of deducing the opposition of matter

and form 99-100 307 571-572

594 686 699 Avicennnn method
of deducing the opposition of matter

and form 101-102 591-594 686

list of adjectives qualifying the

terms inattei md foun 567-568

su one! matter 580 relativity of

nutter 578-579 why matter is

subst nice 573 matter not identical

with place 357 potentiality of mat

ter 112-113 576 matter recogm^a

bleonly in thought 591 divisibility

of matter 105 265 602 Crescas

theory of matter and form 104, 113

120-121 263 598-602 whether the

substance of the spheres is composed

of matter and form 103-104 119

120 261 594-598 See aho Form
Measure—in the definition of time

289 660

Medium—of motion 185 409-411

Messer Leon 506

Mixture—sec Inexistence

Modern 320-321

Moist—see Diy

Momentum 337

Moscato Judah Aiyeh 538

Moses ha Lavi 483

Moses ben Joshua of Narbonne—ice

harbom
Moses ben Tobi—see Abu Imi an

Motion and change—difference be

tween change and motion 74-75

233 463 498 522 butMaimomdes
all changes are motions 503 distinc
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tion between change in time and in

no time or gradual and sudden

change 71, 229 232, 498 503-501

543-514 616 but Alexander and

Mmmonides every change is in

tune 243 502 543 generation and

destruction of forms is in no time

243 503-504 544 generation and

corruption in substance is in no

time 503 terminations of the pro

cesses of change and motion are in

no tune 243 activity of the intellect

in acquiring knowledge is in no time

247 547-548 motion in no time is

impossible 145 147 no motion m
in instant 163 269 271 the motions

of pleisute and pun arc in time 247

548-549 change in quality is in

time 243 504 change in quality is

in no time 205 change in quality

takes place all at once 464 change

in quality may be sudden 464

locomotion is gradual 464 the ne

cessity of a medium for motion 185,

403 ff 463 the impossibility of

motion in a vacuum 14 Iff possi

bdity of motion in a vacuum 183

102 the sustaining subject mid

the 'matciial subject' of motion

72-71 231 233 507-520 the clef

mitions o! motion 75 233 235

511 523-530 the continuity of

motion 341 2731T 615/T the five

things involved in motion 51 Iff

no absolute beginning of motion

467 motion named after terminus

ad quem 518 how motion is called

one 82-83 273, 615-616 the

classification of motion into na

tm at violent, essential, accidental

and participative 76-77, 79-80,

235-239 531-540 to be moved
essentially or accidentally with the

whole 443 no accidental or vi

olent motion can be eternal 81

249 551-555 qualifications of this

proposition 82 249-253 555-561

the categories of motion 70-71

229-233, 498-503, whether there is

motion m all the ten catcgonea 504

why not in all the catcgoi les 73-4

in the categories of action and
passion 231 233 506 in the cite

gory of passion 513 517 in the

category of relation 506 m the

category of position 231 439 502,

504-506 the four categories of mo
tion 229 locomotion iscalled motion

proper 229, 231, change in substance

is consequent upon all the other

motions 231 520 whether motion

of growth involves locomotion 74

231 520-321 the order of priority

of the four categories of motion

87-88 281-283 627-628 632 ex

planations of upward motion 78-79

141 185, 239 410-412 opposite

motionscannot be continuous 83 84

273-279, 6151T opposite motions

can be continuous 84-87 279-281

623ff circular motion is motion m
position 403, 439, 505-506 circular

motion does not require spherical

body 213 470 continuity and eter

mty of circular motion 86-87 273

279 281f 623, 630 whether the

circular motion of the spheres is

natural or voluntary 15, 77-78, 106-

107, 118, 119-120 237 273 535-

538 motion requires a cause 88 297

668ff final and efficient cause of

motion 90 253 561f
,
four ways of

producm gmotion 562 .efficientcause

is moved while moving 90, 253

cause of motion either external or

internal 88, 297, 678 soul cause of

motion in animals 297 669 what

the cause of the natural motion of

the elements is 88-89 141, 297-

299 337-338 670-675 theory of an

original time of motion 57, 183-185

203, 271, 403-410 cause of the

difference of speed of motion 143

340
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Much and few—applied to continuous

quantity 418 inapplicable to an

infinite 423

Mailer M J 364, 422

Multitude — opposed to magnitude

419

Munk.S 352 480, 553, 562 571 577

680 687 700

N
Narbom Moses—his works used by

Crescas 11 21-22 why infinite

magnitude must be infinite in all

dimensions 429 incorporeal infinite

surface 424 divisibility of infinite

number into odd and even 478-479

infinite number of causes and effects

492 version of Aristotle s definition

of place 362 on Algazah a and

Aristotle s definitions of place 363

the place of the spheres and of the

universe 437 vacuum 400 401,

impenetrability of bodies 416 why
punciplcs must be known 426

definitions of motion 510, 511 the*

two subjects of motion 507-510

697 motion and change not inter

changeable 522 change in the cate

gory o£ passion 513 517 accidental

and participative motion 534 defi

nition of nature 672 change m
substance is m no time 503 what

accidental motion cannot be eternal

551 559, the causes of motion 561

coiporeal form 583f
,
585 586 589

versions of Aristotle s definition of

time 636, 637 possibility 683
,
two

senses of the term posable 697

Maimomdes' view on the hylic mtel

lect 606 Platonic Ideas 665 See

also Index of Passages

Natural order 481

Nature—cause of the motion of the

elements 299, 672-673 called a

form 299 Hebrew versions of Aris

totle's definition of 672

Necessary—*see Possibility

Necessity pet se 110-111 662

Neumark D 319

Newton Sir Isaac 126

Nissim ben Reuben 539

Nothing 115

Number—one of the discrete quanti

ties419f infinitely addible but not

infinitely divisible 464 divisible into

odd and even 219 477 whether

infinite number is divisible into odd

and even 221 478f distinguished

from measure 289 419 660 the

sense in which it is used in the

definition of time 289 637 658-660

O
Occam William of 97 654

Odd and even—see Number
Odor—see Taste

Oral transmission of Jewish philosophy

to Christians 34-35

Order in nature 221 225 481

Order in position 221 225, 481

Original time of motion—see Avem
pace and Motion

P
Pain—see Pleasure

Palquera—see Falaquera

Particular proof 462 549

Passion category of—see Action and

Motion

Perseity 577

Persuasive argument 397

Petitio princjpu 33*1^336

Philo—meaning of the expression

"Glory of the Lord 460 God as

the place of the world 123

Phinchas ben Meshullam 322

Pico della Mirandola Giovanni Fran

cesco,—his references to Crescas 34

See also Index of Passages

Pilpul the logic of Talmudic, 24-29

Pinsker, S
,
420

Place—one of the continuous quanti

tics 419 Aristotle s discussion of

place 44-45 153-157 354-365 va
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nous Arabic and Hebrew versions

of Aristotle s definition of place 157*

362-365 Crescas refutation ofAm
totle s definition of place 46-48

195-203 431-462 different inter

pretations of Aristotle s conception

as to the place of the spheres and

the universe 45— 47 115 195 432-

441 Crescas identification of place

with vacuum 195 411-443 Crescas

definition of place 48-49 199 458

particular and central place 352

place and space 116 352 first

proper and common place 356

458 the proper places of the four

elements 45 415-440 602 the prop

er place of earth 445-446 proper

place as a final cause of the motion

of the elements 338 possibility of

an infinite number of proper places

50-51 373, 462 Crescas denial of

ptoper places 79 156 the argument

fiom place against an infinite mag-

nitude 43-44 the definition of place

used as an aigument against an

infinite magnitude 43-44 354-355

the expression that God is the

place of the world 201 123-124

Plato—infinity 330 395 place 356

357 weight and upward motion

411-412 denial of distinction of

above and below 463 tune 635

639 time image of eternity 662

Ideas 665 said to be source of

Avicenna s view as to composition

of the substance of the spheres 597

Pleasure and feai—called either ‘qual

lties or motions of the soul 548

take place m time 247, 548-549

Plotmus—his classification of the va

nous views on time 635 640

analysis of his own view on time

654-655 96-97 time the image of

eternity 662 eternity identical with

God 662 magnitude or corporeal

form 582 See also Index of

Passages

Plutarch—place 363 vacuum 400,

417 weight and lightness 411 body

588 time 639 See also Index of

Passages

Point—indivisible 265 602 motion of

a point 239 538-539 546 See

also Line

Porphyry 321

Position—d< fin it ion of 307 689-690

as na inseparable accident 307 as a

separable accident 690 relation in

position 689 a certain position of

parts 688 motion in the category

of position 231, 439 502 504-506

535

Possibility and neces lty—Aristotle s

view 109-110 681 Avicenna s view

110-111 303 305 680-685 Aver

roes view 111 680-681 may heap
plied to an existent or to a non

existent subject 113 313 697-698

the accidental is only possible 82

219 551 the possible cannot be

conceived as not becoming realized

m infinite time 82 249 551

Potentiality—distinguished from poa

sibihty 112 690-693 the potential

as non existent 113,309-313 690ff

the potential ns niateml M3 313

696fif pissing from potentiality to

actuality 89-90 299-303 676ff

Probabilities 319

Prime Mover—w Tirst Mover

Prior 629

Privation 421 683, 700

Projectile 339

Proof—classification of the various

types of proofs 325-6 328, 390

462 542

Pioper places—Aristotle s theory of

45 445-446

Proposition—must not be tautological

309-311 693

Pseudo Aristotle s Theology 662—see

also Index of Passages

Pseudo Bahya—sixfold classification
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of motion 500 menmug of expres-

sion Gloiy of the I ord 461

Pseucio-Luchd s work on Weight and

Lightness 157

Flolemaic 118

Pushing 562

Pythagoras and Pythagoreans—their

philosophy called antiquated by

Maimomdes 321 infinite 330 395

400-401 403 vacuum 54 344, 400

414 time 635

Q
Quality—list of qualities 687-688

qualities of the soul 548 change

in the catcgoiy of quality see

Motion and Alteration

Quantity — continuous and disci cte

289 419 definition of continuous

quantity 418-419 enumeration of

quantities 189 419-421 divided

into magmtudesand multitudes 4 19

337 an inseparable accident 307

in the sense of corporeal form 578

change m the category of quantity *

see Motion and Growth
Quantum in general 633

Quir6s Rodriguez, C 482, 589

Quod erat demonstrandum 339

R
Rare and dense—as qualities 688 as

corporeal affections 687-688 as a

certain position of parts 688 as

primary qualities 688

Rabmowitz S P 461

Rawidowitz S
,
465

Reason 125

Rehman, M J , 422

Relation—definition of 689-690 re

iation in position' 689 change in

the category of relation see Motion

Rest—distinguished from immobility

646-649 how it measures time 287-

289, 646-651

Rhetorical argument 397

Rolling 562

Roots 131 319

koss W D 328 578

Rough and smooth—as coiporeal af

fectioris 687-688 as qualities 688

as primary qualities 688 as a

certain position of parts 688

S

Saadia—infinite cannot be known 492

impossibility of an infinite number
of causes 492 definition of place

364-365 sixfold division of motion

500 motion of the spheres is natural

motion 538 time 638-639 640

655-656 sevenfold division of quan
tity 420 impossibility of many
worlds 472 meaning of the expres

sion Glory of the Lord 461 See

also Index of Passiges

Samuel ha Nag id 491

Samuel Ibn ribbon—see Ibn fibbon

Saul ha Kohen Ashkenazi 589

Schcnkl II 437, 544

Sclnvegler A 328

Scriptural Beliefs 131 319

Sefirot 459ff

Sense perception 546

Senses 667

Shahrastani—classification of Greek

philosophers 321 infinite magnitude

347 infinite number of disembodied

souls 486 categories of motion 507

no motion in the category of sub

stance 502 motion in position 505

change in substance is in no time

503 deduction of the opposition of

matter and form 591 corporeal

form 583 See also Index of

Passages

Shalom Abraham — sas Abraham
Shalom

Shebxl ha Jbmunah 538

Simple bodies 348

Simplicius—see Index of Passages

Small and great—applied to con tin

uous quantity 138 181*337 418

Smooth

—

see Rough
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Sophists 321

Soul—general sense of the term 604

as a substance 575-576 indivisible

247 549 inimortality of the soul

295 488 667 ‘souls and intellects

323 486 604-605 668 ‘motions

and qualities of the soul 548

infinite number of disembodied souls

15-16, 67-68 109 223 484-490

493 cause of motion in ammal9 297

669 efficient cause of the motion

of the spheres 605-606 relation of

the soul of the sphere to the sphere

251 the soul of the sphere has

accidental motion 251 sphere has

no sou! 607 Intelligences called

souls of the spheies 265-267, 607

relation of soul to body 251 560

time exists in the soul 289 661-662,

98

Space—see Place

Spain King of—reference to trip to

Naples and meeting I co Ilebraeus

600

Speech—discrete quantity 419 421

Spheres celestial —whether composed
of matter and form 103-104 119

261, 594-598 the natuie of the

circular motion of the spheres 15

77-78 106-107, 118 119-120, 237

273 535-538 soul and Intelligences

of the spheres 265-267, 605-612

the place of the Bpheres 45-47, 115

195-199 432-441 parts of the

spheres 251 256 not subject to

corruption 614 devoid of qualities

273 614 not heavy or light 195,

614 See also Motion, Intelligences,

Soul

Spmoza B
,
36-37, 97 120 377 394

423,466 654

Stein schneider M
, 2, n 3 10 n 44

12 n 49, n 50 19 19, n 66 457

526 601

Stoics 356

Straton Lampsacenus 471

Suarez Fr 97, 654

Subject—distinguished from abode

577 the sustaining and the mate

rial subject of motion 72-74 231,

233, 507-520

Substance—has no true defin ition 575

its characteristics 102-103 574-576

640, 662 classification and enumer
ation of substances 572-576 mdi
vidual

'

‘universal primary * sec

ondary 699, 667 motion in the

category of substance 70 229 231

503 520 whether substance of the

spheres is composed of matter and
form see Spheres

Substratum—see Subject

Surface—one of the continuous quan

titles 419 not composed of lines

2/7 how divisible 265 602 mtro

duced into Aristotle s definition of

place 362 361

Syllabic—discrete quantity 421

1

Tabrm—see Altabri/i

Taste and odor 688

Taylor Ih 356 357 415 445, 455

472 526 548 581 635, 646

Text — (1) conjectural emendations

adopted 158 (374 n 101) 160 (375

n 107) 172 (387 n 113) 194 (431

n 50) 210 (166, n 113) 210 (467

n 114) 212 (470 n 121) 266

(611, n 6) (2) conjectural emen

dations suggested 469 n 120 561

n 8 (3) variant readings discussed

379 n 122 423 n 37 446, n 65

522-523 n 4 568 n 11,696, n 3

697-698 n 5

Thenustius — cited by Crescas 5

known to Crescas through Avcrroes

9 placed before Alexander by Shah

rastam and Crescas 321 placed

after Alexander by Maunomdes
322 classification of arguments into

demons t rative eristic and rhetorical

396 infinite causes and effects 492

the place of the spheres and the
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universe 45 16 433 437 413 449

the spheres not composed of nnttcr

and form 595 596 597 some
changes are m no time 213 513

544 immortality of the soul 667

See aha Iiulev of Passages

Theophrastus 512 635

1 bonus Aquinas 5/8

Time—one of the continuous qunnti

ties 341 419 660 not composed of

instants 277 classification of pro

Aristotelian theories of tunc in

Aribic and Jewish philosophy 634-

636 Aristotle s arguments ior lus

definition of time 94-9S 285 640-

644 various versions of Aristotle s

definition of time m Arabic and

Jewish philosophy 636-610 imph

canons of Aristotle s definition of

time 95-96 287 Crescas criticism

of Austolie s definition 287-291

Gl6fT analysis of Plotinus defini

tion of tune and its trices in Arabic

and Jewish philosophy 96-97, 654-

658 Crescis definition of timg

97-98 289 651-658 miplic itions

of Cresias definition 98 289-'>91

comparison of time to flowing water

641 meaning of to he in time 287

644-646 the use of 'number and

'measure in Aristotle s definition of

time 93, 289 637, 658 660 time is

the measure of motion and is

measured by motion 646-647 655

whether tune is also the measure of

rest 93 287 647-651 whether time

is real or ideal 96, 98, 289, 661-662

eternal and immovable beings not

w time 96 98, 287, 645-646, 662

whether time existed prior to crea

tion 96 98, 291, 663-664 time the

Image of eternity 662 why Altabrizi

described tune as having neoessaiy

existence 662, theory of original

time of motion 57, 183-185 205

271, 403-410

Tradition 125, 319-320

True Opinions 319

Ti uth —Aristotle s definition of 324

456-457

Tufail—see Ibn Tufad

U
Unity of God 11 324

Universal matter 599 600 601

Universes 107-108 664-666

Universe—finite or infinite 115-118

whether homogeneous and con tmu
ous or not 118-120

V

Vacuum*—different theories of513 i3~

344 400 arguments % nnst the

existence of a vacuum 1390 337-

345 171 Crescas refutation 51 60

181-189 398-422 ugumcuU for

the existence of a vacuum 181 398

60 62 189 417-422 471 natures

abhorrent e of a vacuum 115 413

identification of \acuum with place

356-357 417 411 significance of

Ciescas infinite vacuum 116 117

Crescas' infinite vacuum and uni

veisnl ether 117

Versor, Joannes 626 660

Vision—impossible m a vacuum 471

Void—tec Vacuum

W
Water—has relative motion upward

141 161 337 412 is relatively

heavy and light 239, 412 its rela

tion to fire 450

W ixman M 36 n 113

Weight and lightness—theories of

58-59 78-79 337-338 410-411 of

the elements 239 412 absolute and

relative 239 the spheres are neither

heavy nor light 195 614 denial of

absolute lightness 59 78-79 126,

185,239,411 539 called affections'

688 called corporeal affections'

687-688 called 'qualities 688

Woffsohn Julius 12 ff
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Wolfson II A 14 31 n 90 37 n

115 97 687

World—its threefold division 201 459

Aristotle and Crescas on the possi

bility of many worlds 117-118 217

472-476 creation or eternity of the

world 96 98 191 211 283 424 632

661 679 future destruction.} of

the world 424

Y
Yeihn, D 491

Z

Zabara Joseph —magnetic atti action

567

Zeller E 320 356,411 412 506,507

526 563 686

Zeno 639 344

Zcrahiah ben Isaac ben Shealtiel

Gracnn (lien) 2 9 396, 399

7eralua ha I evy ben Isaac Saladin

12 n 49 18



II Index of Passages

This Index is subdivided into four section A Greek Authors
B Arabic Authors C Jewish Authors D European Authors
In each section the authors are arranged in chronological order
For MSS and editions used in connection with the works mentioned

see Bibhograph* II MSS are designated by asterisks

A GREEK AUTHORS

Plato
1

Sophistic Lienchi
Ion 2 165n. 38fT 326
533D 568 2 165b 2 327
Timacus

37D 662 Physics

\ Si 9

Aristotle I 2-4 5o9 570

Categories I 4 350

6 4b 20- >5 419 I 4 187a 28-29 572

6 6a 17-18 375 187a 32-34 572

8 9a, 29 688 188a 6 666

8, 9b 36 548 5 188a 31-34 698

8 10a 11-12 68
#
7 6 189a 34—189b 1 698

8 10a 14-19 688 7 571

8, 10a 16 687 7 190a 31 ft 499

14 15a 13fT 499 190b 23-27 700

II 1 192b 20-23 672

Trior Analytics III 1 200b 33-34 499

I 31 46a 311T 332 200b 34 500

I 32 47a 8 456 201a 10-11 523

II 18 66a 16 472 201a 23-27 529

2 201b 20-22 527

Posterior Analytics 201b 27 ff 526

I, 4, 73a 2lff 661 201b 31 526

I 10 76b 35ff 466 202a 2-3 466

I 24 85a, l3ff 462 202a 3-7 562

II 4 91a 16 526 202a 7 526

202 a 7-8 523

Topics 3 202a 21-31 528

II, 8, 113b 25-26 541 4 330

IV 1 120b 26-27 506 4-8 328

IV, 1, 121a 3011 499 549 5 204a 8-14 329

VI 1 139a, 31 523 204a 14-17 330 134

VI, 2 139b 19ff 523 204a 17-19 330

VI 4 142a 34fif 523 204a 20-32 o3l

735
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IV

20 la 34 328 215i 29 409

204a 3 l~204b 10 348 215a, 31—215b 21 341

204b 6-7 347 215b 12-13 341

204b 7-10 476 478 216a 12-21 342

201b 10-205a 7 348 216a, 13-16 340

20Sa 8-205b, 1 365 216a 23-26 345

205a 21-22 369 216a 26-2 16b 12 342

20Sa 24-25 369 216a 33-34 343

205 a 35 351 216b 12-21 345

205b 24-31 351 9 398

205b 3i-206i 2 353 10 fT 94

°05b 31-206i, 8 352 10 217b, 31-32 634

206a 2-8 354 217b 32-2 18a 3 640

207a 1-2 464 218a 3-2 18b 7 634

464 218b, 9-18 641

209a 32-33 356 218b 13-18 641

209b 11-12 o41 3)0 218b 15-17 95

209b 22-23 357 218b 19-20 198

210b 20-31 357 11 341

413 11, 218b 21 O' 642

210b, 34 ff 443 219a 9-10 612

210b 31-2Hi 5 355 219a 14-19 6^7 643

211

1

17 rr 531 219a, 22-30 653

211a 18-20 531 219b 1-2 636

211a 20-21 531
r>

219b 4-9 658

211a, 24 Of 443 220i 24-26 660

211a 28-29 356
,

12, 220a 32 b, 3 418

211i 34 211b 5 444 220b 14 16 646

211b 6-9 356 22li 9-11 644

211b 7-8 357 221i 22-23 342 343

211b 12-14 358 22h 26-30 644

211b 23-24 361 221b, 3-4 645, 662

212a, 5-6 362 221b 7 660

212a 18 1! 362 2Mb 7-19 647

212a, 28-29 364 ; it 22°b 31 503

212b, 7-13 432 2?3i 16-23 661

337 341 398 400 V 1 221a 21 ff 531

215a 15-19 417 224a 24 b 16 511

214% 19-20 3S7 224b 7-8 518

21 ia 24 337
i

224b 15-16 512

214b, 12-27 337 224b o5 fT 512

214b 28—2 15a 24 339 225a, 3 IT 498

215a 3-4 339 225a, 7-14 576

215a 11-12 339 225a, 14 514

215a 14-17 339 225a 17-18 576

215a 24-2 16a 26 340 225a, 26 498

215a, 25-29 340 225a 32 498



VI

VII

VIII

VIII
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225b 2 498 576 5 256b 3-13 553 558

225b 7-9 499 256b 9-10 551 554

2 225b 10-11 498 7-8 617

225b, 11-14 506 7-9 617

226a 19 ff 531 7, 260a 22-28 617

226a 23-24 506 260a 26-28 499

226a 24-25 499 260a 26-b 5 627

3 375 260b 13-15 520

3 226b 23 376 260b 16-19 629

4 227b 3-2 28a 6 615
'

260b 19-21 617

228b 24 623 260b 30-26H 10 632

5 229a 25-27 619 261a 27-28 628

229a 31 498 8, >6 la 28-31 622

229a 31-32 498 261a 31 If 615

6 231a 10-U 531 261a 31-b 22 617

1 231a, 24-26 392 961b 22-24 619

231b 15-16 392 261b, 2 7-263a 3 619

231b, 16 541 261b 2S-9 619

231b 17-18 176 261b 31-262a 17 620

2 341 262a 18 620

4 234b 10 ff 542 262a 19-b 28 620

5 235b 32-33 470 263b 9-15 624

236a 14-15 467 263b 28-264a 3 545

236a 27-28 467 264b, 18-19 623

236a 2-4 467 265a 7-9 623

236b 9ff 467 265a 10-12 623

6,236b 32-34 467 9 265a 14-la 619

7 383 390 265a 16-17 631

10 240b 8 IT 455 265a 16-23 629

240b 8-13 519 265a 27-32 629

1 242a, 33-b 8 615 265b 11-14 630

2 243a 6-7 499 10 324

243a 16-17 562 10 266a 24 IT 612

3 247a, 16—b 1 547

247a, 16-17 548 De Caelo

320 I 1 268a 6 541

4 254b, 7 ff 531 268a 7 ff 541

254b, 8-10 533 2 268b 17-18 619

254b 12-14 668 269b 6-9 553, 558

254b, 12-20 533 3 429, 431

2'54b 12-24 673 3 270b 1-4 614

254b 17-20 534 5-7 328, 365

254b 22-24 533 a 271b, 4-6 397

254b, 24-28 669 271b, 8-9 472

254b 33-555a, 5 669 271b 27-272a, 7 379

255a, 8-11 670 272a, 7-20 382

5 490, 562 272a 7-11 383
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272a 11-20 382 319b 29 513

272a 21—b 17 383 319b 30 513

272b, 17-24 388 319b 31 ff 499 503 450

272b 2S-28 388 319b 3 1-320a 2 512

272b 28-371a b 389 319b 33 501 513 516

6 273a 7-21 365 3 90a 1 513 516

273a 7-15 374 320a 2 513

273a 21-274a 18 341 375 320a 17-19 520

274a 20 162 320a 19-22 521

7 274a 30-b 32 375 5 329a 16 633

274a 34-b 4 376 II 1-4 573

274b 33-275b 8 376 1 329a 21-26 591

275a, 22-24 377 4 331a 11 444

275b 2-4 377 331a 13 IT 450

275b 12 328 390

275b, 12-24 390 De Anuna
275b 25-29 390 I 1 403b 12-15 ! 392

8 117 172 4/3 474 2 405a 19-21 568

3 286a 12-22 451 3 406a Iff 531

287a 4-5 388 406a 12 ff 499

14 451 4 407b 31 560

1 298a 29 337 408a 14 560

1 463 408b 2 4 548 549

2 411 408b 4 548

9 308a 3i-b 2 411 5 411a 26-b 30 519

3 310a 23-24 499 II 1 212a 22-27 525

310a 24 501 2 414a 19-22 560

310b 10-12 144 7 419a 15-21 471

310b, 11-13 450 III, 3 427b 14-16 546

310b 33-34 632 9,432a 15-17 607

4 311b 8-9 412

311b 14-15 58 De Sensu

311b 14-16 411 2 438a, 27 471

5 312b 14-19 412 6 446b 29-447a, 2 464

Gcneratione et Corruphone De Moiu Ammahum
1 569 1 698a 15—b 1 451

2 570

4 319b 8 516 Metaphysics

319b 8 ff 512 I, 3, 984a 21-25 700

319b 10-11 503 II, 2 490

319b 11 512 2, 994a, 1 ff 482, 495

319b 14-21 503 994a, 11-15 482

319b 15 513 994a, 15-16 482

319b 25-26 513 994a, 16-19 483

319b 27 513 994a 18-19 492

319b 28 517 494b 9 359
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V 4 1015a 10-11 359

5 1015a 33-34 109

8 573

8 1017b 13r14 573

1017b 25-26 359 574

12 1020a 5-6 110

13 1020a 7 541

1020a 8-11 419

17 358

17 1022a 4-6 357

19 690

19 1022b 1-3 688

1022b 15-18 688

22 1022b 22-31 683

1022b 31-32 683

vr 2 1026b 27-29 681

vn 3 1029a 1-3 575

1029a 10-P 573

4 1029b 13 328

7 1032a, 13-15 499

1032b 1 2 359

1033a 7-12 512

10 421

10 1035a 2 575

1035a 17-21 393

11 1036a 28-29 359

1037a 27 359

13 1038b 9-10 699

VIII 1, 1042a 26 ff 575

1042a 27-28 576

1042a 27-29 686

1042a 32-34 573

1042a 32-b 3 499 520

1042b 1-3 546

1042b 3-5 519 520

IX 1 1046a 34-35 683

4 1046b 12-14 343

1047b 4-5 551

6 1048a 30-35 691

7 692

7 1048b, 37-1049a S 692

1049a 5-18 692

8 1049b, 35 ff 467

1050b 11-12 551

x, 4, 1055a 5 375

XI 3 1061a 19 52 464

9 1065b 16 523

1065b 22-23 523 526
10 328

10 1066b 1-7 329

1066b 2 328

1066b 7-9 330

1066b 9-11 331 334

1066b 11-21 332

1066b 21-26 348

1066b 22-1067a 7 348

1066b 24 347

1066b 24-26 476

1067a 7-25 365

1067a 20 369

1067a 23-29 351

1067a 28-30 353

1067a 28-33 ?52

1067a 30-33 354

MI 1 1069a 24 666

1069b 3-9 699

Xir 2-4 569

2 1069b 9 IT 499

1069b 24-26 596

1069b 28-29 692

1069b 32-34 572

3 1069b 35-lO70a 2 700

1070a 9 ff 575

4 1070b 13-14 575

6 1071b 28-30 700

7 324

8 1074a 33-34 666

Rhetoric

I 2 1355b 26-27

PucHd
Clements

397

I Def 111 392

I Def XIV 388 689

I Def XXIll 465

I Post 1 466

V Def 1 419

V Def n 418 419

V Def V 419

VII Dels vm-ix 478

Arabic translation 339
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Plutarch In Dc Caelo (Latm)

De Placitis Philosophorum I 3 p 14 II 13-14 597

I XU 411 588 I 5 p 22 11 4-7 397

I, xvm 400 1 5 p 22 11 13-15 472

I xix 2 363 I 7 p 40 I 35 IT 378

I, XX 417 I 7 p 41 I 4 492

I XXI 639 II 3 p 131 11 23-24 396

II 3 p 136, 11 33-31 396
riotlnua

Dnneads Simplicius

II IV 1 582 In Phystca

II IV 8 541,582 I, 7 pp 227-233 581

II iv 9 578 582 I 7 p 277 11 26-30 582

III vii Introduction 662 I 7 p 230 I 14 582

III Ml 4 591 662 I 7 p 230 11 21-29 578 582

III VII 6 635 640 III 1 p 414 I 15 ff 526

III vn 6-9 651 IV 1 p 539 1 8 IT 356

III, vh, 10 654 IV, 4 p 571 J 25 357

III, VII 11 655 IV 4 p 585 MlfT 445

III, vu 12 655 IV 8, p 665 1! 9-10 401

IV, 8 p 681 11 21-26 415

1 hem Is this IV, 9 p 693 1 11 11 472

In Phystca IV, 10 p 700 11 16-22 635

IV 5 p 120 437
1 IV, 12 p 74 i 11 19-26 646

VI 6 p 197 541 VII 3 p 1075, I 23 IT 547

VIII 6 p 1261 II 11-19 557

In De Caelo (Hebrew) VIII 6 p 1261 H 19-21 559

I, (3) p 9 11 26-27 597

I (S) p 14 11 19-21 397 In De Cado

I (5) p 14 11 24-26 472 II 3, p 398 JI 20-24 455

I, 7 p 27 11 10-17 378

I, 7, p 27 1 IS 192 Lucretius

II 3 p 88 J 9 396 De Perurn Natura

II 3 p 91 1 31 396 VI 11 998-1041 563

B ARABIC AUIIIORS
Alkindl Alfarabi

Ltber de Qmnqne Essenlns Mahulha Nefesh 586

p 35 500

Pseudo Aristotle Avicenna
Theology of Aristotle Al Najah
p 107 662 Physics

p 108 497
p 25 673

Ihwan al Safa p 33 347,383

Encyclopedia 362*418,421 500 p 34 486

578* 580 635 655 p 41 412
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Metaphysics

p 55 578 583 591

p 62 483

P 71 535

Al Shafa 583

Treatise on Psychology 339

Commentary on De Caelo

IV 504

Algazali

Mala$id al falasifah

(*Kawuauol ha Pilosofim)

I p 30 457

I p 68 426 465

II 486

II pp 80-82 577

II p 82 SCO 570,573 575

II p 83 590

II pp 85-86 569

II p 86 ff s;o

II p 90 591 592

II pp 97-98 686

II p 98 68S 689 690

II pp 100-1 420

II p 107 665

II p 109 665

II, pp 124-5 494

II p 125 481 484

II p 126 f 347

II p 126 384 386 3S7

II p 127 345 483

II p 192 639

III, pp 235-6 517

III p 236 464 502 504 520

III, p 237 400

III
t p 238 531

III, p 239 671 672 673

III, p 246 325 362 447

Ut pp 246-7 445

Tahafut al Falasifah

{*Happalal ha Pilosofim)

l 369 477 478 485 486 489

IV 483 485 493 S95

XIV 536

Mizan al Atnal

Intr p 3 326

XXVII p 159 397

XXVII, p 162 397

Mozene Zedel

Intr pp 6-7 32u

XXVII p 170 397

XXVII p 172 397

Ieshubot She elot

p XXXIX 496

PP XLVIII-XLIX 666

pp LI-LII 483

Shahrastani

Kitab al Milal wal Nihal

p
953 321

p 311 321

p 312 321 325

pp 313-4 3? 1

p 315 321

p 349 321

p 357 337

pp 364-5 577

p 366 578 583 591

p 397 502 503

p 398 505 507

p 403 347

pp 403-4 486

Averroes

*Intermediate Commentary on

the Categories

II 2 419

n iv, 5 687

Epitome of the Sophistic Elenchi

p 55a 415

*Epitome of the Topics

p 58a 342
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'Intermediate Commentary on
the Physics

I in 1-3 571
III ii 2 523
IJI n 3 524 529
III u 5 527
III ii 6 528
III in 1~8 328
III in 3 2 351 35? 354
III m 4 t 329 330 331
III m 4 2 328 3 47 348 350

351 m 365 366 368 370,

428 477

IV i 1 6 355
IV i 1 8 3S6 357 358

360 361 362

IV 1 1 9 "527 433 451 453 455
IV i I, 10 450
IV II 357
iv ii ; 398, 399
IV n 5 337 338 339 340,

342 343 144 403
IV n 6 344
IV m 633
IV III 1 634 637 640 642 643 644
IV m 3 634 636 644
IV in 5 645 646 647
IV m 7 661
V n 3 514 518 576
V ii 4 507 518
V iv 1-2 615
VI 7 325 541 542 543

544 545 549

VI 12 539
VII 1 669 670
VII 3 562 563
VII 4 548

VIII ii,2 490 495
VIII, iv 2 669
VIII, iv 4 1 668 673 674
VIII iv 4 2 554 669
VIII, v t-4 617
VIII v, 2 618 619
VIII, v, 3 620 624
VIII, v 4 623 628, 629 630
VIII vi 594
VIII, vi 2 612

Epitome of the Physics

III p 10b 392 429 477
III p 111 369
III, p lib 132 369 374
III pp 12-13 464
IV p 13b 357
IV p 14a 444
IV pp 14b-15a 415
IV p ISa-b 445
IV p 16b 439
IV p 17b 638
IV, p 18a 636
V p 21b 544
V p 22a 399
VI p 25b 376
VI p 30 IT 541

!
VI p 3?a 470
VII p 37a 562 566

VIII p 46b 492

*Loni Commentary on the Physics

III in 4, 2 347 477
IV i 1 9 437
IV i 3 511

VI in i 541 542 543
VIII ii 3 554
VIII HI l 617

VIII m * 616

*Intcnnahate Commentary
on De taelo

I IV 553

I \~V1 614

I VII 328 36S 374 375 376

378 379 380, 382 383 384 385,

388 389 390 472
I \ 2 8 596 613, 681

*Intermediate Commentary on
De Generations el Corruptionc

I i 4 504

^Intermediate Commentary on
the Meleorologtca

i m
*Eptlome of the Meteorologica

I 444
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*Intermediate Commentary

on De Amma

III 466

*Intermediate Commentary on

the Metaphysics

X 328 320 330 *31 3^2 3o4

348 351 352 353 3S4 365

Epitome of the Metaphysics

II 579 589

III 482

*6ernto de Substantia Orbis 586

594, 612 614

Takafut al Tahafut

[fHappalat ha Happalah)

I 327 697

I,P 7 494

I,p9 489

I p 10 486

III 327 59?

IV 595

IV, p 70 495

IV p 71 487

XI 327

XIV 536

C JEWISH

Bible Talmud and Midrash I

Exodus 24 16 459 460

Isaiah 6 3 458

Psalms 19 2 125

Job 16 19 601

Job 23, 3 417

Ecclesiastes I 14 476

Ecclesiastes 6 11 474

Matthew 17 20 342

Miahnah Taanit II, 1 320

Mekilta Kj Tissa I 458

IJagigah lib 476

Megillah 19b 570

Nedarim 25a 458

Philosophy and Theology

Arabic text p 66

Altabrizi

Commentary on Maunomdes
Twenty five Propositions

Introduction

Prop I

Prop II

Prop III

Prop IV
Prop V
Prop VI
Prop VII

Prop VIII

Prop IX
Prop X
Prop XI
Prop XII
Prop XIII

Prop XIV

20 346 381

480 481 483

399 400 503

21

540 546

602

399

Prop XV 633 634 635 637

Prop XVI
Prop XVII
Prop XVIII
Prop XIX
Prop XX
Prop XXI
Prop XXII
Prop XXIII

21 668

676 677

570 585 592

690

364 422

19 20

382 391

476

484 497

504 521

522 525

532 534

547 549

552 555

562 567

577 578

604 613

613

616

630 631

638 656

665

670 674

678 679

682 683

684 685

685

687 689

693 696

AUTHORS

Sanhedrin 107b 562

Shebu ot 7b 458

Shebu ot 29a 458

Shebti'ot 39a 458

Abodah Zarah 40b 458

Horayot lib 458

Genesis Rabbah 68 9 458

Sefer ha Bahir 48 460

Anonymous
*Commentary on Intermediate

Physics (MS Adler 1744 l)

III, it 3 524 525
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*Cainnientarv on Inlet mediate Solomon Ibn Gablro!

Physics (MS Adltr 1744 2) IiUutm nm Sefer Mehor IJayyim

I u 2 4 127
I

I 6 599 601

V n 4 Sll Hi 1 579

II 2 599

*Commentary on Fp tome of the II 21 346 364

Physics (MS Bodleian 1387) II 23 24 356

III 373 III 10 327

III 21 420

Philo III 30 548 549

De Somnm
Ions Vitae

I 11 123
I, 10 p 13 599 601

Fragments
II 1 p 21 579

Exodus 24 16 460
II 1 p 24 599

II, 14 p 47 345 364
Is'iac Israeli

II 11 p 48 356
Sefer ha Yesodot III, 27 p in 420

I p 11 578 III 48 p 187 548 549
I p 12 574

II p 45 392 Babya Ibn Pakuda
III pp 62-63 500 {Iobot ha Lebabot
III p 61 501 Introduction 320
III p 71 500 I 5 324 347 419 491,492

I 6 327, 598
Sandhi I 7 324

Emunol we Deot 1 I 9 491

Introduction 320 1 10 400

I 1 172 191 492

I 1 538 Pseudo Bnhya

I 4 364 639 655 Kttab Ma*dnt al Nafs

II 2 420, 500 ch 2 500

II 10 320 ch 16 461

II 11 364.461 638

III 6 3 90 Abraham Bar Hiyya

IV 3 538 Hegyon ha Nefesh

I p 2n 639

Commentary on Sefer Ycqirah
I p 5i 324

p 18 420

p 72 461
Megtllal ha Megalith

P 6 641,661

Samuel ha Nagld p 10 638

Ben Kohelei 491 Joseph Ibn Zaddlk

*01am fCafan
Ibn Jamih

I, 3 p 11 452

Sefer ha Shorashm 135 563 I, 3 p 13 361 588
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I 3 p 15 355 446 456 I, 64 461

III p 49 376 I 69 585

1,71 321
Judah ha Levi I 72 555 606 607 700

Cuzart * I 73 (2) 362 400

I 13 397 I, 73 (3) 454

I 68 397 I 73 (8) 570

I 89 363 I 73 (10) 343 465 466

I 115 491 I 73 (11) 480 494

II 4 461 I 74 (7) 485 491,570

II 6 441 555 I 76 461

11 8 461 II Prop IV 74 399

II 14 544 II Prop XI 577

II 20 387 II Prop XII 577

IV 1 538 II Prop XVI 577

IV 25 421 II Prop XXI 577

V, 2 391 396 555 II Prop XXII 577

V 12 399 548 II, Prop XXV 1

V 18 492 II 1 122 324 329 422 550

559 605 606 611

Abralnm Ibn Duid
j

II 4 78 403 555 556 606

Lmunah Ramah II, 4-5 535

I 1 418 689 II 12 122 503 544 562 563

I 2 570 572 577, 578 580,598 599 II, 13 658

I 2 p 10 579 587* II 13-27 664

I 2 p 11 573 574 576 II 14 325 401 679

579 588 590 600 II 16 391

I 3, p 13 502 505 II 18 679

I 3 p 14 671 672 II 19 322

I 4 347 348 354 364 476 481 612 II 21 688

I 6 p 28 432 II 22 490

I 8 p 41 535 II 24 452

II iv, 3 p 63 343 II 27 424

II iv 3 p 64 573 575 II, 30 663, 664

II, iv, 3 pp 64-65 575 III, 7 461

II, iv, 3 p 65 390 III, 8 695

III 10 694

Moses Malmonides III 25 324

Morek Nebukm
Introduction 28 535 Millot ha Htggayon

I 8 352 458 ch 8 326, 397

I, 10 461

I, 17 572 700 Kobeq Teskubot ha Rambam
I, 19 461 462 we Iggerotaw

1,52 636 687 688 (a) Letter to Phinehas ben

I, 56 343 Meshullam

I 58 598 648 I p 25b 322
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(b) Letlet to Samuel Ibn Tibbon

II p 27b 502 636 600

pp 27b~28a 694-5

p 28b 321

pp 28b~29a 322

Mishneh lorah Sefer ha Madda*

Yesode ha Torah

H 3 421

III 2 556

IV 5 400 450

Joseph Ibn ‘Aknin

Ma amar 5S7 590 592

Samuel Ibn libbon

Maamar Yikfiawu ha Mavytm
th 8 pp 31 32 460

Ih ur mcha MiUot ha Zoroi 564

Joseph Zabam
Scfer bha ashu im

IX 11 567 568

David Klmhl

On Isaiah 6 3 459

Azricl

Penish Lscr befiroi (*= Lzrat Adonai)

p 3b 459,460

p 5a 459

Moses ha Lavl

*Ma amar Lloht 483

Jacob Anatolio (?)

Rua(i Hen
ch 11 503 507

IHJlel of Verona

7 a^mtile ha Nefesh

1,3 p 3b 501

I 3 pp 3b-4a 501

l t 3 pp 4b-5a 598

Commentary on Maimomdes
1 ueuty five I ropositions

Inti eduction 2 319

Flop IV 521 641 672

Prop V 522

Prop VIII 553

Prop XIII 501,617

Prop XIV 399 501 628

Prop XVIII 676

Prop XXII 687

Prop XXIII 692 696

Prop XXIV 691 697

Prop XXV 575 699 700

Shem tob Falaquera

Morch ha Monk
I 73 417

II Prop IV 503

II Prop V 525

II Prop VIII 553

II Prop XI 1 682

II Prop XIV 630

II Prop XV 646

II Prop XXII 595 596

li 4 537

II IS 417

Reshit Ilokmah

III 1 p 62 491

Isaac Ibn Latif

Rah Pe aim
18 662

60 471

63 465

Sha'ar ha-Shamavim 538

Gershon ben Solomon

Sha'ar ha bhamaytm
I 1 413

II 3 566

III 1 567,568

Zerahia Graclan

*Commentary on Maimomdes
Tmnty five Propositions 2



IKDEX or PASSAGES m
Bahya ben Asher

On Exodus 34, 7 460

On Deuteronomy 3 26 460

Joseph Caspi

Amude Kesef

p 61 323

Gersonides (Levi ben Gershon)

MtlbamoL Adonai

I 8 667

I 9 547

III 4 417

VI i, 3 400

VI i 10 418

VI >11 348 352 387 464 477 478

VI i 19 472

VI i 21 421 638 652

VI l 24 528

VI i 27 424

*Commentary on Intermediate Physics

III n 5 527

III m 4 2 365 368 370 371

372 373 424 462 463

IV l 1 8 360 361 442

IV i 1 9 440

IV, ii 5 342 406 410

VIII iv 4 556

*Commentary on Lpitome of Physics

III

IV
VII

430 496

415

566

*Commentary on Intermediate Dc Caelo

I iv 556

I vi 631

Moses bcii Tobi

A l Saha myyah 459 SOI

Moses Narbont

Commentary on Moreh Nehukim

I 17 700

I 68 606

I 73 (2) 416

I 73 (V 509 636

I 74(7) 487

11 Prop 1 327

II Prop II 342

II Prop III 492 493

II Prop IV 498 503 507

II Prop V 522

II Prop VI 534

II Prop VII 541

II Prop VIII 552

II Prop IX 561

II Prop XI 605 608

II Prop XIV 628

II Prop XVIII 676

II Prop XIX 682 683

II Prop XXII 686

II Prop XXIV 510 697

II Prop XXV 3 672

*Comntenla)y on Kauivanol ha Ptloso

fim {Makasid al Falasifah)

II Metaphysics 487 588 585

586 590 665

III Physics 362, 363 409

437 505 510 637 659

*Commentary on Intermediate Physics

I u 2 2 426

III in 4 1 333

III in 4 2 424 429 478

IV n 5 342

*Commentary on Epitome of De Caelo

I 475

IV 412

*commentary on Senno de

£i<{isto?iha Or&rs 327 585

Isaac Albalag

*Commentary on Kaitnvanal ha Ptloso

fim (Afafrafid al Falasifah)

III 155 400 413

Commentary on the Bible

Job, ch 27 455
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Solomon Dapitrn 11, 17 361 140,443,446,
Batte ha Nejcsh 448 455 456 157

p 45 459 II 18 122 656, 658, 663

p 46 501 IV 35 568

Hasdai Crescas Judah Messer I eon
Or Adonai *Commentary on Intermediate

Haidamak 23 28 Categories

Haqa ah 319 in 2 506
I i 31-32 324

I a 19-20 32

1

Isaac ben Shorn lob

I in 1 319 398 Ibn Shem tob
I m 4 117 *first Commentar\ on Intermediate

I) HI 6 320 Physics
I u, 15 612

I ii 2
,
2 428

II i 1 320 III in 4 1 396
II m 2 612 III in 4 2 425 131

II VI 1 186 550 667 IV l 1 9 140
III i G’2 IV ii 5 398
III i 1 320 421 IV, m, 4 418
III i 2 664

III, i 3 320, 121 *Second Comnu ntary on Intermediate

III i,4 418 423 680 Phvstcs

III i 5 319 424 I n 2 2 428

III, it 2 667 III, m 4 1 395 426

III vm 2 17 III, m 4 2 424 479

IV 2 117 321 472 473 IV u, 5 343

IV 3 125,535 IV hi 4 650

IV 4 320

*lhird Commentary on Intermediate

Btfful Inhere ha No^erwt Physics

P 11 29 IV, u 5 343 398

ch 3 p 27-28 29

ch 1 p 30 16 Shem 40b ben Joseph

ch 5 p 56 343 Ibn Shem tob

ch 8 p 63 17 Commentary on Moreh Nebuktm

I 1 607

Efodi I, 17 700

Commentary on Moreh Nebuktm I 68 607

II Prop XIX 680 I, 72 606

II, 12 564 I 73 (10) 343

II Prop I 33

Iggeret Al Teht Ka Aboteka 343 II Prop IX 562

II, Prop XI 604

Joseph Albo II Prop XIV 628

'Ihfranm II Prop XVII 323,413 673,6ft

II 11 459 II Prop XXII 598
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IT 1 325

II 14 34?

'Commentary on Intermediate Physics

I n 2 2 31 427

III in 4 1 33 304

IV l 8 441

Abraham Shalom
Neveh Shalom

V 11 p 81b 462

vrr I 3 60S

VII 1 3 p 100b 327

vm i p i^b mi
VIII 9 p 144b 6

XII i 3 p 304a 649

Isaac Arntna

i Pedal Yi^hak

ShaarU 538

Menahem Bonafos

Sefer ha C edarrn

p 19i

p 61b

Isaac Abravanel

329

387

Mif alot Elohim

I 3

II 3

IX 4

IX 7

539

597 682

481 496

17

Shamanm Iladashim

l 323

HI 16 17

She elol Saul

pp 9b-10b 589

p 18 ff 589

p ISa-b 580

p 18b 578 584 585 587 590

p 19b~20a 589

p 20b 600

Asher Creates

Commentary on lUoreh Nebukim
II Pi op XI\ 680

Judah Aryeli Moscato

Commentary lyol lehnda)

on Cu an
IV 1 538

CedalHh I ippschltz

Anofim and Shorashtm on Ifc&artm

II 17 361 457

Baruch Spinoza

Ethics

I Prop XV Schol 36

Lptstolae

\II{\\I\) 36

D LUROPJCAM AUTHORS

Albertus Magnus

Phtlosophta Pauperum
(Hebrew) 343

Joannes Versor

Quaest ones Physiamm (Hebrew)

VIII xi 626

VIII xm 660

Giovanni Francesco

Pico della Mfrnndola

Examen DoclmxEe Vamiatis Gentium

VI 2 625 626 560

VI 3 650 658 661 662 663

VI 4 449 456

VI 6 398 403 412 414 417

418 419 422

VI 18 412 564

Giordano Bruno

De l Infimto Umverso et Mondi
I p 309

I p 310

II p 318

II p 326 4<

II p 328 4:

464 470

431 472
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II p 340 466 De hi Causa Prtnctpio cl Uno
III. p 356 414 II, p 240 t 560

IV p 365 476

IV p 369 472 Locke

An Essay concerning Human
De Inimenso cl Innumerabiltbus Understanding

I VI 443 IV xvm m 326
II a 464

II IV 431 Leibnitz

ir vii 466 Nouvamx Pssats

II, X 470 II Mil §17 ,123



Ill Index or Terms

Only those terms are recorded here which happen to be discussed in the Notes
The Hebrew pari however includes a few terms gathered from the text and

from the passages translated in the Notes

A HEBREW

447 niR

696 nnR

491 P TT1N

48B m-im

(cf p 164 1 3 p 136 1 15)

320 f onnnR

648 647 nV0E3 fYD’R

32? -pi
1
R

327 *|lDpR

466 QWpR

400 1) R

699 667 DXin V'H

601 bw\

601 JW on^>Rn

338 OKI OR

319 rrminmm
640 639m OR

639 nn'»R

634 D)DR

408 pSOR

329 n»R
*

692 nnwDR

326 322 ilKD

326 326 2DR3

326 3l)Rn

328 'mn DR3
* 462 'p^?n n)M3

462 390 328 ^)D niRa

325 324 ’HDID niRD

343 “ipfcn nan

376 pats> nan-] a

327 rn^an Vya rfa

327n
i

?)Da

478 “ibddh byn

48i nno Vya

677 pyn *7^3

633 540 nit£>pa

432 m3 333

420 33

399 b\H

419 Vma

388 TO

421 D*?13

556 W?)

65? m n bibn

636 Din TI0D bib)

342 inn nn)

342 *nnn mm
678 00)

678 nbwo dim

337 d uwsn awm

421 man

344 upan-pan

346 inipan

688 679 ampan

589 3nipan

696 nriR nan

342 imn

662 T m
337 inn-nan

337 180 138 i inn

400 a inn

see im ninn

400 ]i nn

444 2\\ nn

466 all nn

3i9m nmmyn
4compn

457 336 335tMTl

496-495pm -pnn-Tnn

478 nsD p Danna-*inn

u65 446 401 mniwn

320 nnan

320-328 ni jnn

344 pann

48i nnna nnnn

632 63i 62a nawn) n n
677 bi n

577 Vattnon ,(
?i nn

397 nx^n

632

640 639 690 "|0m

656 3"i»nn
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63t rvDtwn

687 461 inn

401 lilDDDn

502 J*TMW

696 694 683 422 Ttyl

too Tiyn

700 iiVmo Tijn

7oo im a -njn

700 rnipi njm
641 71D1

541 mien “)wn

6B4 nmoi i£>n

695 1DD1

688 377 nityin

noipn

130 1 4 et passim

633 6H0 aODOpn

m 30tfnp“i

329—328 nMia mmpn
mpro

nvaxy

m 31

n

nmai

397 m nyipn

332 p^nnD wn wpn

660m 2*0 OWpO

see an v nwpn

309 naan

m oaormKwn

399 nnnwn

628 rmnan

eof oin a min^
345 inipannn

688 aropmm

C64 mipanm

666 664 4nipaorn

smpn-mn

138 I 16 ct passim

wi onion mamno

390ym
46 o^nno

400 m^nm
397 aw nn

3oo nann

400 nioiam

400 nnynn

377 ni^yano

640 639 690 iOWSm
400 ?mt)w&nn

400 maonn

676 w*? nn

339 ma*? wnaw no nn

478m nr

478 man 31 r

mtf?m
341 p\ nVn

m nvnVn

1697 own

&42 lioanni-toan

644

677 391 oam

677 iiw*n oam

422 yon

6G7 win

363 361 oipa p in -prn

695 652 526 Dann

601 ^n
601

324 pi^n

332 324 npi*?n

332 ^awa npi^n

324 nnana npi^n

324 qod *?a ^y npi^n

623 mr^n

441 nMn

462 ’P^n

502 399 poon

633 620 wen

339 prt

379 nap m
388 pn

633 629 628 11 pH

342 !?oon

465 ann

347 yato

320 ni yau

354 348 D yaii)

54o nayto

397 np D0d myto

36i Dipa n nto -onto

612 408 yaun^«yn
465 oyon ny n

466 omwtn ny n

465 1NX1'

495 349 OW

363 vmn nnn
375 nn

sea nm

460 459 mayn mo

319 nmo*

627 nwnionwx

465 DWW

397 wain aw»

459 ff maa

335 oaa

340 337 HaiD

555 mna

328 ^ia

693-692 667 664 677 664 03

356 wpnn na

342 naian na
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668 o67 KVw l"D

399

483 bbl

633 rvbvi 1DD

376 fTO
420 Dn?

-12

512 p 1

?

347 HID
1

?

284 l i5 in\m

327 ‘ID’IW'I 1DHD

<cf 629) 620 nDKDD

480 "1K13D

467 PpUD

562 D£0D)D

617 puna

667 n)DHD

324

640 639 1Y1D

612 339 1 HD

376
]
IV HD

339 1JDD0 ID

6M
|
>an mriD

426 nhio

497 t^lTD

667 347 «?mD

680 niK xdh rnD)D

680 nym main

466 HAD

386m ^y n»D

409 y»D

397 326 HE>1D

397 396 p BDD HS1D

366 1 WQ DD)D

416 33H1D

677 347 ^DPID

662 nDI^D

426 niD^KTlD

664 DU UDH nJWQ HD

322 Ham
(J 226 I 13) 397 Dpl^PlD

343 ana ntro

348 O'HnTD

417 in'* D

565 HyPHI
1
IV >D

616 329 )
D

327 n^DD

397 D 3DD

397 y :dd

397 V HDD

639 HX’^D

409 yxiDD

391 D yUD

340 V 3D

700 anp y id

700 606

391 n^’JD

# 324 IX bon D'-DDD

631 H) SCO HDDD

397 396 p'BDD

616 478 HDDD

369 0 fcO HDDD

369 )
DD HDDD

466 336 335 HDHyD

336 33& rrm by hdhpd

397 p DDD

322 KHDD

481 689 3X0

497 *pt5XD

677 im« XD

660 2ni«^D

698 409 362 341 339 ^DpD

698 VmpD

320 Vmpon

426 ni^DlpDn

483 plpD

3.2 Dlp»

446 366 yn rr Dipjn

390 *nV0Tl

39 t omy d mpD

391 HiytoHmpD

sot nyioD mpD

35J DDlpD

497 HPipa

443 368 r\ pD

362 402 *) PD"1

397 396 V 3pD

578 HHpD

588 679 400 n)tt>pD

ssopmo

432 402 D^D

662 N0D

356 NtPD

678 497 n^UPD

4i& nywo

376WD
420 *]ni0D

562 HD 00

349 -|0D

677 ]DWO

617 420 370 ipaHIlD

ei 7 ?panno

577 n«1DD

420 332 pVnno

500 annno

471

512 yyuno

352 main yyuno

532 -npoa

6.2 mya
^32 mosya

562 551 irmxya

674 IDiCyD

673 552 1DXJ? ntfBD

674
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674 652 nxa yyuna 562 auo 466 rma ap'y

377 ^yBHD 466 NaaD 56o nn y

420 mana 310 mano 495 attn n ^y

36v. aaipna 668 567 SCoT^D 496 rnn^y

336 nao 324 is

666 443 422 351 328 bll) 481 ai:aa aiD 38? minna Vy

668 481 » awn aaD 3i9 a nay

666 uvh Viai 661 615110 319 *?y nay

328 mm'? *nai 661—660 11

D

640 639 may
492 491 ya -yu 661-660 }miW 38? min nay*?-nay

4Go myna 460 aiayn mo 389 may
367 385 384TO13 381 D^lD 640 639rrvay

387mm HDl! 419 aaiD 6i7i|ay

38? mron 384 541 nnio 66b 677 a] jy

677 mi 400 ni HDD 666 3|'3y

698 516 nan*wn 419 ni£)D 668 d *nai a 1 ay

6i6 maya mt 478 tyl&a niDp 675 674 n^y

312KSDHm1 421 aupo 661 328 axy

m myn mi 459 nn ED 673 oacya

goo o'anm 322 aeo 652 lasya

384 ninia: 466 0 onnn nDD 552 551 iniasya

376 *pDl 526 m»Dn “IED 674 iasya

690 0 fra 300 maipaa idd 674 673 552 laxy ansa

376 D'l!?1 498 aima ono 699 WNOSy
632 631 628 497 376 498 aVmaa ono 699 'W?n axy

375 il 101 407 m^a ono 699 ])mi Dsy

416 nasi 349 aina -nno 699 axy

478 tllDl 444 niaay

604 WDl 460H59 may 444 any
coo aatn b>d: sea 579 400 niy 336 nay

605 mmoi &£>r} 36i *py'->iay 640 639 ny

60b bztn 0J9J 676
i
tony

397 m^J 693 myi nn aay-aay 429 niKD-naa

390 lira 696 C74 673 552 lDXy fiNDD-TIND

686 ID11 409 *}im oViy 626 377 ^yiD

698 my:nmi w#n 464 ramarv-fiD

325 324 naan ]m * fcawn 321 nanp H'DlDl^ D

329 ivy 322ms
606 rowton anon 319 ap y 357 ’WB
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441 )3D

319 nm
377 hViya

630 iwn Vya

399 1 ID

337 D D10D

674 552 TOD-IX

323 flip'll

391 111X

603 576 676 71 D0J HllX

675 578 676 J1 yDO "HlX

578 n hi o mix

578 mm » mix

578 n 3 o mix

678 nnpa mix

578 n axy mix

678 mmi mix

576 Dim mix

678 m&tm mix

578 m atm mix
678 nmdh mix

651 648 466 hi X

466 )1 Dll hi X

466 Va0a hi X

399 nn ax

407 DlhX

454 map

320 319hVop

321 httlhp

321 Dimph

570 hiphp Vy lan-mpip

629 ]DD Dhlp

629 yaaa Diip

421 Vip

400 Wp
640 639 01 p

340 337h)Vp

432 nn hyp

491 nxp

zoo anp

397 396 hp DDD H Kh

387mu nay 1

? ik naa-^m

700 661 606 ]10Wh

466 465 ni310Kh

321 D J)0NT7

$29 ohd mmi
574 mo ip m ipnh pnh

390 pnn

386 230 1 Vtt 110h

639 591 iDh

400 ]1 Dh

357 mph

388 D0h

560 Vwv-Vip
601 0 DlhDa ni0

329 Vamp nun?~aw
457 443 110

496 349 110

452 Dpi0

364 362 new

362 h pDh rwi
651 648 Va03~Va0

668 605 604 V}0

486 niPDJ IK D *700

486 h3p3h *7001

691 hi 13 Va0h

564 h 300

590 im^
497 amW
526 moV#

465 D0
1
K 00 0>~D0

501 x'130

501 2 130

530jW

628 *T\ 130

651 604 603 419 liytf

651 hyp hy03-ny0

658 )DT hy0

343 na hp0

343 Vtn hp0

19 0h0

465 D 010

466 n31D 010

687 677 517 516 1KH

457 mVw
502 hDDin

688 6B 7 h3ian

685 mm) man
ess mnvo i3ian

327 iVan

369-358 rvVan

362 n pm n Van

6B7 hllDn

332 p^nn» *on 0ph-'H3n

498 nyun

535 h3«a nyun

535 axaa

535 Dipaa

244 230 COhDa

535 1810713

565 838 myaD

631 632 110003

640 245 IV0M

533 mmoxy
631 538 533 11 31X1

638 n *pwn

628 -j *n nyi3n

535 noi0h

481 "D1071

638 "plltfl
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579 JU 1

485 aUl

500 —.1

560 JVx-,1

592

519 >1
466

324

399 JM^^I

629 r
a»t

321 Oj a*Vl

396 397 il

397 s— * Jl gUl J\
601 -u^

639 640 il-c 1

693 oUU
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